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PEEFACE,

It has been found necessary, on account of its disproportion-

ate bulk, to divide the last volume of the first edition of this

work. The question may be asked, why I have not rather

retrenched and curtailed it; and my reply is, that I did not

think myself justified in dealing thus with a book which already

belongs to the public, and has been blessed to the pubhc good

;

—that the words of the Passion and the Eesurrection demand

the most careful and elaborate treatment, being of all our

Lord's discourses the most weighty, the most profound, and the

most unHmited in their consequences;— and, moreover, that they

involve more than ordinary exposition of the historical narrative

with which they are so wonderfully interwoven. As to the

most diffuse of the treatises contained in these volumes—those

on Baptism and the Lord's Supper—the necessity of our own

times has required that they should be rather enlarged than

compressed.

May the Lord open for this exposition of His word, based

upon a penetrating contemplation of His life, a still more ex-

tended path of usefulness and blessing ! May it especially be

the means of convincing many that " the abstract principle of an

authoritative Scripture," even without the strict obligations of

Confessions, can offer something positive enough for a genuine

faith in Christ ; and of provmg to others that even, a " more

rigorous idea of inspiration" may be consistently and intelHgently

carried out into the details of interpretation, to the satisfaction

of every reasonable mind.

We have heard lately many protests against both these

things, with direct reference to this book. As to my work, it

VOL. VII. a



X PREFACE.

must continue to defend itself and assert its own claims ; but I

may be permitted, by way of preface, to say a few words in

reply more especially to the review of Weizsacker in Renter's

Repertorium (March 1854). I am thankful to this generally

friendly critic for giving me this opportunity ; and cannot deny

that I feel more sympathy with liis scientific freedom than with

the ecclesiastical narrowness of my former critic ^Miinchmeyer :

—^whose exhortations to submit myself to his so-called Church

were utterly lost upon me, but whose objections and misunder-

standings have been referred to, wheresoever expedient, in this

second edition. Weizsacker also adopts a fundamental position

quite different from mine ; and the consequence is much mis-

apprehension and much stricture and condemnation which I

must altogether repudiate. Not that I refuse to submit to

correction : God knows how gladly I would learn from any one

who should convince my judgment. My critic's review very

closely and carefully pursues the first four volumes of the

work ; but I cannot of course trouble the public with specific

reply to all his individual criticisms.- After all, when each has

said all that he has to say, the reader must judge and decide.

As to the charge, which, with all its severity, is urged with

brotherly kindness, that my book occasionally deals in sweeping

condemnation of those who are other\\ase minded, I can only say

that every man has a right to use his literary prerogative accord-

ing to his conviction ; and certainly my critic has unsparingly

used his in regard to my unworthy self. Let us take care to

avoid such smooth courtliness as would imperil the sharp ex-

pression of our honest convictions ! On the other hand, let us

beware of being needlessly offended by every sharp expression

of contrary judgment ! My book will be found, however, to

abound in conciliatory words which prove that, while I wage
vehement warfare against everything that opposes my convic-

tions, my blame is directed only against unbelief, half-belief,

and the human element which violates my understanding of the

Divine Word : moreover, that I do not make faith in this word
and the person of Christ unconditionally dependent upon indi-

vidual apprehensions of individual truths, but recognise it every-

where as the faith of the heart, whatever form or direction it

may take.
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The remarks which I pui-pose to make upon Weizsacker s

criticism may be advantageously limited to the four main points

wliich lie at the foundation of all his objections and censures

:

to wit, that there is contradiction in my fundamental principles

themselves—that I touch the subordinate histerical problem un-

skilfully—that my harmonistic system is unscientific and forced

— that, finally, the exegesis is far from giving the true and

unprejudiced meaning.

The objection that there are contradictions, still unremoved,

in my theory and system, is one to which every system in theo-

logy as well as in philosophy is exposed at the hands of every

other system. The perpetual conflict of my exegesis \vith that

of the predominant school has given me abundant incentive

thoroughly to test my fundamental principles, in order to find

out what might be wanting to their unity and consistency ; but

the most conscientious revision of the work for this second edi-

tion has detected nothing in them fundamentally contradictory.

On the contrary, I have become more livingly conscious of the

internal truth and harmony of my views ; while only in a few

places it has seemed prudent to render the expression a little

plainer, and less open to misunderstanding. Would that the

critic above-named had pointed out to me what those contradic-

tions are, with the same diffuseness which he has expended upon

individual questions of exegesis! I seek that information in

vain throughout his Review, and am therefore referred to the

" orthodox theology" of the Universities, which his criticism rests

upon as a presupposed and unquestioned foundation.

The question of historical criticism and Harmony comes

next ; but it is primarily in my " tolerably rigid, though not

mechanical idea of inspiration" that I am challenged to admit

my self-contradiction. That my idea of inspiration—to use these

words in passing, although it is not properly speaking mine

—

contradicts " the methods not only of most modern critics, but

of the apologists also," is neither to be denied nor altered by

me ; the question is whether, as I have many times asserted and

proved, these methods themselves are not to be charged with

vagueness and inconsistency, if not with an utter want of any

theory of inspiration whatever. Do I understand it to be a

fundamental contradiction in me, that I would join the newer
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theology, against the old orthodoxy, in giving its full right to

the human side, wliile the Di™e is not forgotten and denied?

My critic can scarcely mean this, for he himself reckons " the

pervading reference of the word to the Divine-human person of

Jesus" among the " excellencies" of the work. Yes, verily, the

inspired word also claims to be Divine-human in its character. To
cany through this supreme fundamental principle consistently,

without ever giving undue preponderance to the Divine or the

human element, is the gi'eat problem of our limited knowledge

and skill. It is a problem never to be fully solved ; I aim at it

everywhere, but think that neither myself nor any other exposi-

tor has ever fully reached it yet. But the principle in itself is

no self-contradiction ; it is the sole mediating principle of all

contradictions.

The Excursus on Inspiration (on Matt. xxii. 34-46, Vol. iii.)

" is so indistinct and contradictory that how'ever anxious one may
be to find a firm and definite principle, he must entirely fail."

This " rough judgment" I must assent to, without the opportu-

nity of defending myself against any more specific argument; so

that I might justly reply that the indistinctness is chargeable to

the critic's eye, and the w^ant of firm and definite principle is

only in the relation of my theory to his system or no-system ! I

have only further to declare that I cannot express myself more
clearly and precisely than I have done, there and elsewhere, upon

the great miracle of Inspiration which our Lord's immoveable

'yiypaTTTac ascribes to the sacred Scriptures and every part of

them. I have looked everywhere for specific refutation of my
contradictions, but meet only vague and general censures. Yet
not absolutely so, for Weizsacker gives me at least one specific

hint :
" The expression iv Trvevfian would rather support the op-

posite conclusion, than that there is an inspiration distinguished

from revelation^ But here I can only utter my simple protest,

which rests upon plain and definite grounds ; for here there is

an essential difference of " views." As if ev Trvevfiari— to abide

by the text in hand—were connected as an epithet with the per-

son of David, and did not belong rather to /caXet, to the word
and expression of the Psalm

; just as in Mark xii. 36 it belongs

to etTrei/, and in St Peter the (pepofievoi, belongs to the iXaXT]-

trav—they sjpahe as they were moved—and as in Lu. xx. 42 the
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" hooh of Psalms'' takes the place of " in Spirit ! " As if we must

form to ourselves the airy notion of a irvevfia of personal revelatio

for the ^vriters of the old Scriptures, whose entire personality,

however, certainly did not live and walk and speak every word

in the Spirit— instead of understanding the expression, sanctioned

by Jesus, to apply to the Scripture and not to the persons, ac-

cording to the uncontested meaning of tJ'ipn n^in as held in

common by the Pharisees and our Lord ! This was so plainly

stated in the Excursus that I can do no more than repeat it.

My New-Testament exegesis is derived from the Old Testa-

ment ; my theory of Inspiration rests upon that orthodox

Judaism which was confirmed and established by our Lord and

His Apostles. That theology, on the other hand, which my
critic represents, seeks its principle independently of this strict

connection, without any respect to this Old-Testament school

of instruction for the New Testament ; as long, therefore, as it

declines to hold by the <ypa(f)rj which originated there, it will

never be able to free itself from its necessary opposition to the

miracle of Lispiration as testified by Christ.

There is another hint given to me, but in the same tone of

dogmatic counter-assertion. As it respects the ti/pe specifically,

I am taught that " I should not have entered the lists for the

unknown in itself, but for the transformation of the literal idea

of the type into a conscious and designed typical form of speak-

ing." This expression certainly gives me no model of clear-

ness ; for I am altogether in embarrassment how to understand

it. My whole theory maintains most emphatically the conscious

design of typical sayings ; but it is the consciousness and design

of the inspiring Spirit, and not always of the human writer

:

only thus can I reconcile the grammatical and historical sense

of many passages with the prophetic meaning disclosed in them

by the New Testament. That, without any necessity for trans-

formation, is my notion of a ti/pe, which is therefore distin-

guished from 2iprophecy in the stricter sense. When the critic

speaks of a "use" of the Old Testament in the New, and of a

''^
freer use of the prophetic word by Jesus Himself," and terms

the "authentic interpretation of Old-Testament passages" by

Christ and His Apostles an " extreme view"—it is plain that

he is in utter contradiction to my principle, and no less opposed,
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I believe, to Christ and His Apostles. True consistency must

always be extreme— mine, therefore, has nothing to fear.

Where can there be found any other key which shall worthily

and consistently open all these " uses" of the Old Testament in

the New, but that rigorous doctrine of Inspiration, which in the

conscious and designed words of the Holy Ghost recognises

finally all type to be prophecy, and all prophecy to be typically

mediated

!

The critic charges me with " most forced exposition of Old

Testament passages and sections of the prophets ;" he terms the

t\3)ical exposition of the eschatological discourse of our Lord
" a psychological and christological impossibility, which con-

tradicts itself at every step;" but these are dogmatic assertions

from his own point of view simply, and the only reply is a re-

commendation to a thoroughly penetrating study of the Old

Testament. But when it is alleged against me that I represent

the Lord as ascribing to the Old Testament the full doctrine

of immortality, it is merely a misunderstanding of my words
;

for it is expressly stated in Vol. iii. that the faith in a future

life, which was necessarily involved in a faith in the living God,

comes forward but seldom, and " never as a doctrine."

The critic almost laments " that the exeo^etical task w^as not

the only one which the book aimed to accomplish, and that it

should intrude so much into the historical j^t'ohleni!^^ This

briefer objection may be met by a briefer reply. And that may
be put in the self-answering question—Can a real exposition of

the words of our Lord be imagined, which should leave out the

historical problem, that is, not enter into the exposition and

arrangement of the life and works of the Lord ? Is there such

a thing possible as a separation of the w^ords from the narrative?

The one almost everywhere illustrates the other ; it sometimes

happens that the word is to be understood only as the luminous

centre of an entire transaction, and the transaction again only

to be perfectly understood by the help of the word:—of this,

the remainder of our work will give continual and decisive

examples. Consequently, that a book such as mine should
^^ aspire to give at the same time the materials for an evan-

gelical Harmony, as well as for a life of Jesus," is quite con-

sistent with propriety ; for the rightly understood discourses of
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Jesus are themselves by far the largest and most distinctive

portion of these materials, without the thorough consideration

of which, criticism, with all its apparatus of learning, is in con-

tinual danger of going astray. As to my furnishing these

materials for the life of Jesus " by the way," and therefore

imsatisfactorily, my readers must decide; but I confess that

I cannot understand the assertion. The critic bewails the

labour of gathering from "scattered, occasional remarks"

(what else could they be, occurring upon these several pas-

sages !) my views upon this and that part of evangelical history

—^but it should be remembered that the title is not " the Life

of Jesus" but His "Discourses." The nature of the case re-

quired that these remarks, aiming to adjust the words to the

narrative, should be fragmentary and occasional. To deal

with occurrences as. they are brought forward by the Lord's

discourses, is certainly the only order that an exposition of these

discourses could adopt ; he who writes the life of Jesus must of

course order and combine events differently. Would to God
that this was never done prematurely, without having first con-

sidered these scattered data in the place assigned to them in the

text of the Gospels, and in the light of the discourses with

which they are inseparably connected ! I could wish that who-

ever may use this book as furnishing materials to that end,

would not seek simply the authors " views " or " fundamental

principles," but observe carefully the data themselves which, by

his aid, have been pointed out and demonstrated. If, then, a

different view suggests itself—which, unhappily, often occurs

in spite of clear and concrete data, through the influence of

preconceived principles—the reader is free, of course, to deal

in his own way with what the author furnishes according to the

light of his own best understanding.

This leads to the dissatisfaction of Weizsacker specifically

with my Harmony. And, first, it is not true that in this

department of my labour I am guided by an altogether differ-

ent canon from that of inspiration, namely, the historical. No,

both canons in their unity are my guide, the inspiration-canon

having, indeed, the first authority, inasmuch as the historical

must not contradict that :—my tenacity on this point is re-

proached even by the reviewer himself. The pre-eminent place
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which is accorded to St Matthew, St Luke yielding to him, if

need be, as being a reporter at one remove, is rightly under-

stood ; but what are the arguments brought against this? They
are brought from the new theology, and alleged without proof

—though my book everywhere contends earnestly, perhaps too

earnestly, against that theology, by diligent argument. My
error is not " preference" for St Matthew ; all I do is to re-

present, as a witness against modern criticism, the immoveable

fact that " St Matthew is actually an Apostle and eyewitness,

while St Luke is a witness only in the second degree." In this

case, also, it was no more than right that the protest should

have been more specific than a mere statement of the hostile

attitude in which I stand to current views. Here it is im-

possible for me to admit the blank declaration that—according

to a very miserable idea of Inspiration, not mine !
—" Inspira-

tion, as it regards anything in the gospels, can assuredly have

no other meaning than this, that the historical truth of what

is recorded is secured by it." Oh no, it must, in order that

this may be the case in the fullest sense, certainly also secure

the full truth of the words recorded as belonging to the matter

recorded ; consequently^ neither the essential matter of these dis-

courses, nor as far as they are essential their verbal expressions,

can have been transposed, changed, worked up, or arranged by
any "tradition." The transposition of the verba ipsissima is

everywhere the confirming and illustrative work of the Holy
Spirit Himself. Consequently we can admit no grouping of

discourses gathered from various places, when the historically

sure St Matthew simply records that "He opened His mouth"
on this mountain ; and, again, that " it came to pass when
Jesus made an end of these words," etc. All this I have so

often and so clearly said, that I can only repeat my own words.

To follow this out into its application to my individual ex-

positions and analytical arrangements would be inappropriate

here. But on the general question, I may remark that I do

admit, not as under constraint but consciously and freely, the

principle that a constituent element of the text may, in certain

few cases, have been erroneously placed in the position it occu-

pies. When the critic charges me with " fighting on behalf of

a Harmonist idol," he proves that he has neglected to read all
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that I have said upon the subject. For he would have found

it often and strongly maintained, that the order of time is not

regarded by the Evangelists as the first point ; that it is im-

possible for us to construct a perfect Harmony ; and that I pre-

sent mv own as no more than an attempt, which may be com-

pared to advantage with others. I fight not for this or any

view of mine, as such ; but for the fundamental principle that

there is a fixed limit where the sacred letter of historically-

recording Scripture commands all arbitrary license to pause,

and rejects all Harmonistic systems which would transgress it.

I find it very difficult, on the fourth and last point, which

is however in reahty the first and most important, to avoid

expatiating in anti-criticism and exegetical disquisition. My
respected critic declares it to be a doubtful question whether

my explanation of the discourses themselves, with all frank

admission of its excellencies, satisfies its design and furthers an

"unprejudiced and true understanding" of the Lord's words.

Now, this is what I have aimed at with a sincere intention, and

I could have wished that at least to be conceded to me. Of

course I can give only my apprehension of the word, and must

leave every one to form his own. This is answer enough ; but

I may be permitted—not so much for my critic, as for the

benefit of some of my readers—to add a few brief remarks. My
inmost consciousness acquits me of the charge—strange charge

for one whose emancipation from " all authority is so strongly

condemned by others—that I never, or but little, deviate

" from the older traditional exposition and view of Scriptm^e."

I know of no absolute authority but the Scripture itself, as far

as I can understand it; the traditional interpretation, old or

new, has no fetters for me, save where the tradition of my
exegesis approves itself to my mind. Even where that exegesis

seems to be at one with the old tradition, a close inspection will

very frequently at least detect something different and new.

Have I not, on the other hand, everywhere received, acknow-

ledged, and worked in, the new and most recent exposition, as

far as I could honestly do so ? I may be bold enough to assert

that there is scarcely another exegete now living who with

equally unprejudiced all-sidedness connects the old with the

new. From all "painful seeking out of a deep meaning" I

VOL. VII. ^
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feel myself perfectly absolved ;—if by this is meant a human
and arbitrary pursuit of it, and not that commanded ipevvav to

which the finding is, promised. If, as it respects many, this

deeper penetration " sacrifices clearness "—yet only sometimes,

and not throughout?—there are others who desire and cor-

dially welcome the depth of exposition ; and who know that in

Divine truth, consequently in the Divine word too, there are

some things which cannot be so " clearly " as others presented

to every one. As to the old and persistent complaint of the

mingling of exegesis and application, I must vindicate this right

for myself as a practical expositor, whose aim is to be helpful

to the preacher, too often left unaided by other expositions

;

especially as my critic admits that the scientific element is not

wanting. After admitting that I have some perception of " the

living character of the word, with the depth and riches of its

references to the life"— it is scarcely ingenuous to cavil about

the uncertain boundary between exposition and application.

Where the word itself leads the thoughtful meditation from

some single utterance into the " general system of dogmatics

"

—and how often is this the case !—let it not be charged upon

the expositor as a fault that he does the same, and traces the

connection between the individual saying and the whole body

of truth. He has scriptural justification for this ; and no other

interpretation of the word is at once scientific and theological.

If there should be found, as is alleged, any such vacillation of

exposition as hinders the simplicity of interpretation in any par-

ticular passage, I must crave excuse for it. It has been my
desire rather to give too much than too little ; though this is

not of such frequent occurrence as the critic maintains. My
"allegorising"—which has been set down as "trifling" by
those who have no organ for it— springs not from any constraint

put upon me by my adherence to old tradition ; nor does my
" assumption of a manifold meaning in the Word." This last

principle was first commended to me by a reverend master of

Scripture, who has brought to it much that is 7iew ; but my
subsequent study of holy writ combined with the older tradition

to confirm me in this fundamental principle of Hermeneutical

science. If Weizsacker is at one with me in the " admission of

an infinite meaning " in the Divine Word, he must certainly be
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brought to the conclusion that this infinite meaning can be un-

folded and won only by seeking what is too often called the

manifold sense of the Word, but what should be termed its

fulness ofmeardng.

Thus I once more avow the position which I still continue

to hold in relation to the objections of that Theology with which

I can have no sympathy. ]\Iay this avowal, demanded of me
on the issue of a second edition of the present work, commend
itself to my readers of whatever bias ! But may the Lord, in

whose presence we all leam and commit our errors, give us His

Spirit, who guides Plis people by degrees into all truth, and by

that truth overcomes one after another His people's errors. He
guides us into this truth by the path of life, if we walk in His

word and bear witness out of its fulness for His kingdom:—
not by the path of study alone; not by the path of science

separated from the life, in which the schools too often walk,

and too many, alas, engaged in the offices of the Church, walk

with them.
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THE WOEDS Of THE PASSION.

MOST IMMEDIATE FORE-ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PASSION.

(Matt. xxvi. 2.)

After many intimations to His disciples of His coming suffer-

ings and death, beginning with Jno. ii. 19, iii. 14, and increasing

in clearness down to the express and thrice-repeated declarations

of Matt. xvi. 21, xvii. 22, xx. 18, tJie Lord once more, two days

before it comes to pass, announces ivhat should befall Him. This

saying of Jesus, preserved by St Matthew alone, is the com-

mencement of the histoiy of the Passion.

The first Evangelist introduces it by a remarkable break in

the connection, which impressively indicates the great beginning

of the final catastrophe. All these sayings, ver. 1, is ordinarily

referred only to chs. xxiv., xxv. ; and, allowing that allusion to

be included, it presents us with a highly significant contrast

between the dread announcement of judgment which preceded,

and the present announcement of His own humiliation. " I will

sit upon the throne of My glory, dispensing eternal woe and

eternal life :—Now I give Myself up to be crucified !" But if

this was the case alone, it would appear that after two days was

really spoken on the same day, Tuesday, or in the evening of it

—but that, as we shall see, cannot be allowed. Moreover, the

lofty words iravTa^ and ireXeaev point to a higher and more

comprehensive meaning of this crisis of transition. The Lord

had closed all His loords— especially His public discourses before

VOL. VII. A
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His enemies, but also the teaching and prophesying words which

He spoke to the disciples^—when He went forward to the con-

summation of the final judgment. He now passes from the

prophetic office to the high-priestly^—for this reason, that the

discourses themselves have not yet fulfilled anything. Such an

impression must be produced in this place upon the mind of

every simple and devout reader of the Gospel (and for such it

was written !) ; and every one who reads it with the Church, or

preaches from it to the Church, must feel disposed, with Draseke,

to ask—"What were the words which He had finished?"

This Son of man, who testified of Himself as the Son of God,

had given the sublimest and purest witness to the truth of God,

in miison with a holy life and mighty wonders ; and, as the

Saviour come into the world. He had uttered, moreover, the

most urgent invitations to all convinced sinners to enter the

kingdom of grace. "Never man had spoken hke this man"

—

and as far as by word alone spiritual influence could be exerted

upon man, should there not have been corresponding fruit?

But here it was effectually shown that for man's deliverance

something more was wanting than words, albeit the perfect

words of the eternal Word; that these could only work pre-

paratorily, and that indeed (as the whole plan of St John's

Gospel shows) in no other way than by evoking that enmity

against God, ^^diich rejected and gave over to a shameful death

Plis Son, the Witness to the truth. Once more, in this same

way the enmity was abolished, the curse was removed, and the

way of the Spirit prepared into the hearts of reconciled men

;

so that He may now unfold the words of the Word down to the

end of time, and carry them with power to human hearts.

Thus not till after the discourses were finished, did the proper

accomplishment and fulfilment of all come, in the facts of re-

deeming sufferings and death. And then the discourses become

1 For Jno. xiii.-xvii. has a perfectly distinct and peculiar character,

belonging to the testimonies given during the Passion itself. Merely ex-

ternal considerations have induced us to exclude that whole section from
the present volume, and to anticipate by placing it in its connection in

St John's Gospel.

2 As Grotius remarked :
" The office of Teacher and Prophet being ful-

filled, Christ enters upon the priestly office."
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naturally and necessarily fewer and fewer, while the passion of

the silent Lamb itself speaks forth all the more impressively its

own meaning ; not, however, that there are no accompanying

and explanatory utterances, for even here the EvangeHst, after

the finishing of the discourses, proceeds to give some further

words of Christ.

And here a very few words, containing apparently nothing

new or of special moment, disclose to us as it were the scene

of the Passion, before we come to the Last Supper and Geth-

semane ; they are generally passed over by expositors as mere

repetition of previous predictions, and sometimes as if under

suspicion of being spurious. But the repetition derives from

the time and hour, as connected with the narrative, the utmost

significance, as the Holy Ghost in St ^iatthew gives us to

understand. GodJs counsel and Christ's obedience— are its two

critical points.

The former St Matthew indicates by the Then which he ap-

pends to the It came to pass when. The fruit of all our Lord's

previous discourse and active energy is—the conclusive and

final determination to put Him to death at all costs ! But this

counsel of men against God, although it had been foreseen from

the beginning and permissively confirmed in the counsel of God,

must nevertheless, as man's evil device, be in some sense brought

to contempt. Before they say, '-Not on the feast day!"^ the

Lord had fore-announced that on the feast day it should and it

must come to pass; and this serene, sublime assurance, with

which the Lord anticipates and meets the well-known design of

His enemies, cannot be too deeply pondered and felt. As in

the history of mankind generally, which is the struggle of man
to be reconciled to God and reunited with Him, God's counsel

and man's are perpetually striving against each other, so is it in

this great centre and solution of human history, in the death of

the God-man for the life of the world. Another pm'pose of

man, devised in hell and suggested to Judas exasperated at

^ These words certainly show (if the New Testament is to have as much

weight as the Talmud) that there was no statute against executions and

processes at law during the feast. It cannot be proved that their not re-

fers merely to the taking^ and not also to the killing as soon as possible

afterwards.
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Bettany (hence in ver. 14 another Then in conclusion), must

bring it about that what was to be done should be done, accord-

ing to the word of Jesus, in opposition to the decree of the

Sanhedrim. And the same Judas must hear with the rest what

Jesus said unto His discij^les ; in order that he may know now
at the commencement (as afterwards ver. 24) that even as

Satan's instrument he is no other than the executor of the

Divine purpose. For we find not in St Matthew's account the

slightest reason for doubting whether Judas was or was not

present; on the contrary, we agree with Pfenninger's represen-

tation of the imaginary scene,—that the Lord expressly gathered

the Twelve around Him, in order that in their full assembly He
might solemnly utter this declaration.

The time is measui'ed to our Lord, even down to the day and

the hour ; and this, with every the slightest detail. He shows

more and more clearly that He knows. His own simple word
bears impressive witness to that which was generally hinted in

Lu. xiii. 32, and most plainly declared in Lu. xxii. 53. Not
one utterance of His lips, which was yet to be spoken, should

be restrained or suppressed ; not until He had made a full end

of all His words, had those days and hours come which the

Gospels more and more definitely mark off, until they begin to

reckon from hour to hour. " Ye know that after two days is

the feast of the Passover."—The Lord thus begins with what
was known to every one, but goes on immediately to add the most

concealed and hidden purpose of God concerning this Passover.

" The Jews were well aware of the day in their kalendar ; but

Christ would have them inscribe this, that God's Son was now
to be the paschal Lamb." (Berl. Bib.) One might suppose,

as the words stand, that the betrayal of the Son of man was as

much part of what they knew, as the coming of the feast was ;

and certainly the Apostles might be supposed to have at least a

general knowledge of the former, having been so repeatedly

forewarned of our Lord's sufferings and death. But they had
never understood His words, all His former sayings were still

hidden from them ; the Lord knew this, and His ye knoiv had

no such comprehensive meaning. He rather gives a revela-

tion, connecting the most known and the most secret things

together :—As ye know that in two days will be the feast of the
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Passover, so / knoic and now tell you, that in this Passover I

shall be crucified !
" Is betrayed " brings the future into the

present, just hke " is the feast ;" and is to be explained by the

celerity of the action, as Grotius says ; Alford is wrong, there-

fore, in thinking that the separation of the latter clause from

the former does violence to the construction, and would require

to be introduced by and then. We doubt very much whether

the Lord had " joined these two events (the Passover and His

own sufferings) in His announcements to His disciples"—for

there is no trace of this throughout the Gospels. He might,

indeed, have connected His approaching sufferings with the

jom'ney to the feast, and the course of His proceedings ; but this

present indication of the day itself is something very different.

The Passover

—

to irdcr^a—must evidently denote the first

day of the feast ; not the first great day according to the usage

which reckoned only the seven days after the npan y)V, the

evening of the Passover, but the (natural) day of the Jews'

official eating of the paschal lamb:—the day on the evening of

which is the Passover, and simultaneously (properly speaking,

already before) the betrayal and crucifixion takes place. For

in this coincidence of the typical day with the historical fulfil-

ment of its meaning, lies the emphasis of the entire assurance^

—in which the continuous And is the expression of a necessary

consequence, just as on other occasions our Lord's must. The
word, therefore, which spoke of after two days could not have

been spoken so soon as the Tuesday, but on the Wednesday.

And most important in this is the notification of the Divine

counsel that the death of Christ should take place at the Pass-

over :—not merely, that is, that many subordinate circumstances

in it would concur to make the feast an appropriate time, but

because of the signification of the day itself. The Lord's trial

1 See the remarks upon this contested point, John xiii., in Vol. vi. That

1 'TToiaxoc yivirut here means the Friday after His eating the paschal lamb,

appears to us certain ;—the being crucified^ with the final dehvering up to

that end to the Gentiles^ must form the point of coincidence in the time.

This general designation, according to the predominant custom, is open to no

objection : it is as if He had said, "The passover of the Jews, My enemies."

In the other case the emphasis would have to be placed upon the delivering

up ; but this would not agree vdth. the relation of the killing to the slaying

of the Lamb.
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and judgment was to be conducted publicly in the presence of

the multitudes of the Dispersion then assembled in Jerusalem

:

He was not to fall under popular frenzy, like Stephen ; nor to

be destroyed by arbitrary violence in secret, like the Baptist.

Public proof was thereby to be given that the people were not

instigated by Him as His dependents, as the false accusation

ran—with whatever else of the same kind may be soberly

thought of. But the distinctively critical point of the connec-

tion between the time of the feast and His being betrayed is this,

that here where the Old Testament finds its consummation and

end in the New, God's counsel itself preserves the sanctified

Old-Testament times and seasons, in fact sanctifying them anew

in their Xew-Testament meaning. Inasmuch as the Lord died

at the Passover, and the Holy Ghost came down at the Pente-

cost, the Passover and the Pentecost are given and appointed by

God Himself as the central periods of the new Christian year,

of a cycle of ecclesiastical festivals animated by the spirit of

reahty.^ And this will modify, against spiritualist misappre-

hension, St Paul's doctrine in Eom. xiv. 5; Col. ii. 16, 17.

We have already, on Matt. x\ai. 22, 23, shown in what

sense we are to understand the delivering up or the betrayal

;

and why it is here the fact prominently mentioned. It is far

from being enough to interpret it
—" delivered up, rejected by

the Jews that the Gentiles may crucify Him ;

" but, as Judas

the traitor had previously given Him up to the Jews, so it was

the hand and counsel of God under which the counsel and will

of these men betrayed and delivered Him from one to another

(Acts ii. 23 eKhoTov). The whole proceeds to all appearance

humanly and naturally, as if men did to Him whatsoever they

listed (Matt. xvii. 12)—but it is not so, nevertheless. All is

pure injustice and guilt from the highest crime of the betray-

ing disciple down to the most venial acts of the crucifying

soldiers—but in all this, and above it all, is the Father's good

and gracious will. Therefore, before the Jews take counsel,

and Judas comes to them, the Lord had ah-eady spoken these

Jvords. Finally, the crown of the Divine counsel is to be sought

in et? TO aravpcoOrjvaL— in order to he crucified—which needs

^ Abolisher of the law, who desiredst even to keep the Passover ! See

Tertull. in Ebrard vom Abendm. i. S. 289.
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not now to be again specifically interpreted. Not beheaded,

not stoned, but crucified: a Gentile punishment, and yet the

fulfilment of a Jewish type ; the realising exhibition of all the

mystery which lay in this hanging upon the wood of the curse

—as going back to the forbidden tree. And the Son of God,

as the Son of man, gives Himself up to this counsel of God, in

conscious voluntary obedience:—this is the second critical point

in His word, which in the mere announcement of what w^as

coming expressed at the same time, with the utmost simplicity

and lowliness. His own obedience— as if self-understood. This

testimony to His own voluntary self-devotion was included in

all His fore-announcements, but here most simply and impres-

sively. The Lord does not say. The Son of man will dehver

Himself up— although that also was true—but He speaks in a

purely passive manner of His Passion. Nor does He now add

any reference to a resurrection on the third day ; He goes not

beyond the being crucified, connecting this, however, straitly

mth the being betrayed by the et? to, in order to intimate how
swiftly the whole will pass through aU the forms of judgment

to the execution of the sentence. Swift in succession were the

taking and hilling : in this the counsel of the enemies was to

hold good, still more than they thought. With all the calmness

with which both voice and countenance of Jesus spoke. His

words derived thence a tone of disquietude and even fearful-

ness, for the disciples: After two days, at the Passover, our

Lord will be

—

crucified! The immediate result was scarcely

other than what Pfenninger describes—a general stupefaction

and silence; until their minds, altogether unfit to look into

such darkness, gathered confidence again by turning from the

subject.

PROVISION OF THE PASCHAL LAMB.

(Matt. xxvi. 18; Mark xiv. 13-15; Luke xxii. 8-12.)

As it respects the chronolog}^, we must once more refer to the

sixth volume, in the observations preliminary to ch. xiii. 7-20.

To the Holy Ghost in the Evangelists (for this we must hold fast,
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despite the present fashion of speaking) all things were perfectly

plain in the peculiar relations of the twofold paschal solemnity

;

and the two great events retained their distinctive significance

in regard to the typical time :—the Lord's Supper, as the most

direct fulfilment of the type, was instituted on the legally correct

day, while the crucifixion took place on the Jewish Passover-

day, which had now lost its validity and already become a mere

shadoAV. Hence as Jesus in His previous announcement to a

certain extent acknowledged this Passover of the Jews, so now

on the other hand the Spirit in the Evangelist speaks more pre-

cisely, since in St Matthew and St Mark the Thursday, on which

Jesus with a certain number of the Jews, however small, ate the

lamb, is rightly denominated the Ji^'st of the feast of unleavened

h^ead. It is not necessary (mth the Peshito) to supply the Jews

in St Mark's ivlien they killed the Passover^ and to explain it as

intimating a universal custom; it should be understood thus

—

The first or preparatory day of the feast, in which they, that is,

the disciples, were wont with their Lord to slay the Passover-

lamb. On this supposition, St Luke's ehei,— must he killed—
has the emphasis upon it which we have already discovered;

containing a hint where more precise information was not to be

given—that something might remain to be sought and to be

found in the Scripture.

Sufiice it that this day came, as St Luke expresses it, that is,

it dawned ; and during its morning or forenoon it was necessary

that provision should be made for the legal celebration of the

Passover. According to the two other Evangelists, the disciples

fi7'st remind the Lord by a question as to the where, a critical

matter ; but w^e would not have this twofold authority so pressed

against St Luke as to oppose their easy reconciliation. It seems'

more natural that the Lord Himself should begin with words,

now as ever graciously communicative, touching matters ex-

ternal, " Go and prepare for us the paschal lamb, that loe may
eat of it together !" (Luke xxii. 15.) I cannot understand, at

least, Lange's notion of our Lord's design to w^ait until " the

disciples, in their Jewish sense of propriety, should think the

time come for thinldng of the Passover." Their feeling of

anxiety about the feast must have been kept somewhat in abey-

ance by the Lord's announcement of His coming death ; that
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is, thej were altogether confused as to tliis present Passover, not

knowing how to understand its relation to what the Lord pre-

dicted. Certainly, there is no sense in that which many allege,

"that they had quickly fallen into exterjiality again;"—the

commanded feast was neither for them nor for the Lord a mat-

ter merely external. But the Lord Himself well knows that

His enemies must leave Him time and opportmiity for this holy

meal (Ps. xxiii. 5)—He knows moreover what He will do at

the feast, £^nd in subhme self-possession follows the announce-

ment of His death by a direction concerning the customary

festival. Even after His final severance from the people and

the temple. He adheres still to the ancient ordinance; not

merely for the sake of the institution of the Supper, but be-

cause He will be subject to the law down to the last. * The
disciples know now from His ovti lips, despite their ovu fears,

that He will uninterruptedly, as aforetime, keep the feast;

they know also, from past experience, on what day He will keep

it; there remains only the anxious question—Where shall we
keep it, in peace and security? Such would have been its

meaning, even if they had spontaneously uttered it ; but if it

was only a reply to His first go and prepare, it has the tone of

an objection, a slight remembrancer that it would not be advis-

able or possible to go "into the c%"—from Bethany, where

they then abode, into Jerusalem. At any rate, they say what

they say in great obscurity as to the counsel of God ; they have

but little presentiment of the great importance and necessity of

the last Passover : They would provide for Him to eat it—no

more. But He, whose design was to make ready for them and

for us all the Sacramental Feast of the New Covenant, speaks

with all the fuller assm-ance, sublimely elevated above all their

confusion.

We have already in Vol. iii. brought the sending for the

ass into comparison with this provision for the Passover; the

parallel is as obvious as it is instructive. In the former instance

He would present Himself before the people of the Old Testa-

ment, and of the first calling, as the King ^fessiah ;—in the

present case He exhibits Himself to the disciples, and in them

to the new Church, as the true Paschal, sacrificial Lamb. It

was His design not merely to reassure them beforehand in the
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institution of the Sacrament, and comfort tliem concerning His

certain death ; but to promise them, and by anticipation give

them in it superabundant salvation and life. And if anywhere,

it was here appropriate, that the provision for it should be ac-

companied by evidence of His dignity, and testimony of His

Divine authority. We would not say with Bengel (in his

Germ. N. T. on Mark), " It w^as a deep humiliation that Christ

ate the paschal lamb, like a common Israelite ; therefore He lets

His glor}^ shine forth in the provision for it ;" for the humilia-

tion of His obedience was not always connected with such signs

of His dignity, nor do we find anything similar in connection

with those earlier Passovers, which the Scripture silently relates

or assumes. But this last feast derived from the fore-announce-

ment of Matt. xxvi. 2 an element of such anxiety, uncertainty,

and fear

—

for the disciples—that for their sake and on that ac-

count a testimony of the sublime security of the Lord was given.

Orthodox expositors should leave to such men as Gabler,

Stolz, Paulus, and Kuinoel the supposition of a preconcerted

arrangement wdth the householder in Jerusalem. Equally un-

worthy is such a notion in relation to the sending for the ass

—

as we have already shown. Yet Braune, alas, speaks of a pre-

concerted sign— " Jesus had beforehand made this sure mth the

master of the house !" The altogether mysterious form ^elva

—such a man—with the prediction of the meeting him under

such circumstances, must have produced in the minds of the

disciples a very different impression from—"I have arranged it

thus already !" Eather did it mean, in a much higher sense,

—

" All this has been appointed, nothing can fail, as I how predict

to you!" But another circumstance arises, as giving a reason

for the form of the direction,—the keeping the place secret from

the betrayer. There is some truth in the almost universal re-

mark of the expositors, wdio make this design prominent ; for

our Lord's lowhness, as blended with His dignity, required that

He, whom all things served, should observe the ordinary pre-

cautions of human prudence. The one, here as everywhere,

qualifies the other, in a marvellous manner. Judas, who, on

other occasions, took charge of the purchase and provision of

all things, is not sent ; and then the commission, given in his

presence, is expressed in so mysterious a manner, that he knows
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not lefore tlie time either the phace or the name. And this

made it manifest to him, the hypocritical enemy among the

Apostles, that the Lord had likewise concealed disciples among
His enemies in Jerusalem.^

St Matthew speaks indefinitely of " the disciples" as sent

;

St Mark notes " two of them ;" St Luke, finally, names them,

Peter and John, the two most eminent and confidential disciples,

the same two who, at the Supper, sat one on each side of the

Kedeemer. The first Evangelist presents the Lord' s word briefly,

as preserved in the more general tradition, until the Holy Ghost

took care for the addition of the supplementary detail which

gave prominence to the main point. St Matthew and St Mark
place first the significant and decisive " Go into the city^^ which

was, indeed, included in the " Go and prepare" of St Luke.

But if we read St ^Matthew, wdthout comparing the others, it

might appear as if the Lord had actually mentioned the name
of the householder, which however the Evangelist could not, or

would not, repeat after Him.^ But it is as impossible that he

was ignoi;^nt of the name, as it is that he concealed it for the

sake of not " compromising the man ;"—surely after so long an

interval this paschal hospitality could not be still reckoned to

his disadvantage. It is better, therefore, to say that his tt/do?

Tov helva, " such an one^^ expresses concisely that which the

others express more in detail; he thereby intimates that the

Lord, without naming the man, marked him out in some manner.

They were to say. The Master saith (in St Luke, more expressly,

Saith unto thee) ; and this describes the man as a disciple of

Jesus, for the obedience which our Lord predicts takes it for

gTanted that the receiver of the message would interpret those

words—Our Master and thine !^ so that he would acknowledge

the disciples at once, and recognise Him who sent them as his

^ " As there was among His friends a secret enemy, so was tliere among
His enemies a secret friend." Braune.

* For hha. stands for the name, just as our N.N. Stolz translated "to

the well-known man"—and certainly the Lord miglit have so used the ex-

pression—To a certain man, well-known to Me, whom I name not now, but

will point out more specifically thus, etc. But this is a too mechanical

combination of the several texts.

3 Hence in the Heb. N.T. it is well translated ^:"sn
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Master and Teacher. The Master bids us tell thee—that is

enough here, as in the parallel case, the sending for the ass

—

The Lord hath need of it. Thus does our Lord go on His way,

everything ministering to His foreseen need; with childlike

serenity and ease (as Lange says) providing for every earthly

want. The stater in the fish's mouth is a remarkable parallel.

My time is at hand—this word in St Matthew does not refer to

the time of the Passover, the period of which all Jews well knew;

there might, indeed, be in it some such meaning as this—I keep

it with those who keep it this day and not to-morrow—were it

not that the words must have the same sio^nificant reference to

His suffering and death which they have elsewhere. The Lord

never has any other meaning than this, when He speaks of His

time or hour— as we have seen on Jno. vii. 8, and elsewhere.

In this Grotius is right, who reminds us of the before I suffer^

Lu. xxii. 15 ; but his opinion that the Lord thus gives a reason

why He was constrained to anticipate His Passover (to-morrow

I shall be able no longer to eat it !), cannot be sustained, as we
have seen before.^ This presupposes a very near and confiden-

tial relation to the unkno^^^l man, since it is understood that he

would know the meaning of My time, and be at once moved by

it to provide the guest-chamber for our Lord's final Passover.^

It is as if the Lord told him thus, what He had already disclosed

to the disciples in Matt. xxvi. 2. We would observe one thing

more ; and that is, that the Lord here declares once more His

willingness to encounter His death, terming the time appointed

in the counsel of God His time. .

What follows in St Matthew is a more concise expression of

the sense, and cannot be made verbally to agree with the more

detailed account of the two other Evangelists ; but the meaning

is the same in all. In the irpo^ ae—at thy house—which comes

first, it is shown to be an expression of love and a signal honour,

that the Lord should once more invdte Himself to this man's

^ So Neander: "Because the time of My departure from the world is

nigh, I will to-day eat the Passover by anticipation !

"

^ Kahnis :
" Thus He named to them a man whom He knew to be de-

voted to HimseK, and acquainted with His coming departure." (Lehre

vom Abendm. S. 5.) "Kamed to them," however, is inexact; it should

be "described to them."
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Louse. In TTOtelv rb Tiaa'^a we hear the expression of a legal

obedience, according to the customary formula (noa nby^ Ex.

xii. 48 ; Numb. ix. 4 ; Jos. v. 10). And with My disciples

:

for, they are His family, and thus He speaks as one Master of

a house to another

!

But now let us look closely at the prediction of the circum-

stances which the two other Evangelists add. Ebrard, with the

ancients, says at once, "in virtue of His omniscience"—but we

cannot agree with him; neither, however, can we, like 01s-

hausen, deny the indication of a miraculous foreknowledge, or

the worthiness of the end in such a miracle. As it respects the

former, it must be undeniably plain to every simple reader that

the Evangelists record the Lord's saying as uttered in super-

natural foreknowledge, seeing afar, as it were, the course of the

most fortuitous ch'cumstances. The predicted meeting with a

man bearing a pitcher of water, supposed to be a servant fetch-

ing it at the usual (or unusual ?) time, thus indicated with the

most exact specification of time and place,^ is evidently a sign

given in supreme authority to the unbelieving anxiety of the

questioning disciples. And in this we have an answer to the

second point. Jesus might have been, in His state of humilia-

tion as the Son of man, no more omniscient than almighty or

omnipresent ; but the evangelical narrative so constantly attri-

butes to Him a miraculous knowledge of earthly circumstances

entirely transcending human sensible limitations, that it is

ridiculous to enter into petty questioning, about this or that

particular example. Further, we shrink from the most distant

approximation to the old habit of inquiring into the "purpose"

of every " miracle" which is introduced. One of our preachers

says, with a good intention, " Jesus had here a reason for mak-

ing use of His omniscience"—but we recognise neither the oc-

casional makincr use of an otherwise restrained omniscience or

omnipotence, nor His conscious reflection upon the reason or

^ In St Luke, " Behold, when ye are entered into the c%"—thus, at the

very entrance, so that the disciples had no need to think much which way

to take. The vessel is expressly described as Kspx/atov, and then the watei--'

carrier goes into the right house :—who can understand this otherwise than

according to the words of the Seer, 1 Sam. x. 2-7, which we therefore

brought into comparison abeady on Matt. xxi. 2 ?
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usefulness of His acts. But tliat the Spirit dwelling in the

Lord, might elevate Him into the miraculous region of action or

insight in the power and light of God, when it should be for His

own dignity and the salvation of others,—we cannot but admit,

and the present instance gives us an example. It was quite

consistent that, in addition to this, the Lord should have a design

—if such must be sought—to encourage and strengthen the

weakness of His disciples' faith. . We cannot understand the

excellent Olshausen's assertions. He says, first, that the disciples

on this occasion betrayed no specific weakness of faith; but,

apart from their habitual tendency, their question betrayed

anxious care. And, secondly, that the actual sign would have

had no special significance to them, familiar as they had been

with so many more exalted miracles ; but, nothing could surpass

the majesty of the testimony, " Behold, all has been provided

for!" And, thirdly, that then it would have required to be

added—There had been no preconcerted arrangement !! But
this last is the worst of all ; for how could it ever have entered

the minds of the disciples to think of a " concerted arrange-

ment" on the part of Jesus with a water-carrier w^aiting for

them at the entrance of the city, to guide them into the house ?

Why resort to all these bye-methods for the explanation of the

provision for the feast, instead of accepting the statement of

such a simple designation of the house and the host as was a

sign to the disciples, while it excluded Judas from privity to

this plan ?

The question common to the two Evangelists— Where is

the guest-chamber, where, etc.—would of itself, on this view, in-

timate that the prepared place, for which the disciples were to

ask, was already ready, and could not fail them. Ye ask

anxiously about the where—but I command you only to ask

where is it ? for it is already prepared ! St I^Iatthew's com-
plementary expression—/ will keep the Passover with thee—
warrants us in regarding this question not as an allusion to any-

thing preconcerted, but as a strongly expressed announcement

of the Lord's coming. The reading which Lachm. leaves un-

decided in St Mark

—

to KaraXv/jbd fiov (Yulg. refectio mea)

—

appears to us a gloss, the meaning of which is otherwise in the

text. But this guest-chamber, KaraXv/jLa, is certainly not here
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a public ^evoBo-^ecov, or inn, for such places were not used at the

time of the Passover;^ nor is it, on the other hand, "room"

merely ;^ but the word corresponds to the Heb. li?p deversorium,

hospitium, lodgment. " The Jews, not resident in Jerusalem,

had at the time of the Passover the right to look for gratuitous

lodgment and hospitality from the dwellers in the city."^

" Unless I am mistaken, this is in the word Karakv^a^—says

Grotius. That the olKohecnr6rri<; of this house (mark this most

precise definition !) was not to be asked first by the disciples

—

Wilt thou give up thy already-prepared chamber to our Master

and thine ? but only to be required to slioio where it was, takes

two things for granted : first, that he held it already prepared,

in devout hospitality, for any guests whom God might send

him ; and, secondly, that to none would he more gladly sur-

render it than to Jesus, as soon as He should announce Himself

as coming to it.

The upper room

—

avdyaiov (more correctly, instead of avoa-

yeov)—is probabli/ to be distinguished from the virep^ov, or the

proper ^'^^V of the roof (although Hesychius makes them one) ;

but the Lord thereby intimates its suitability for a more retired

celebration of the feast. It is, moreover, large; not a mean

place, but providing more than enough room for His little

society ;* and it is also even already furnished— ia-rpay/iievov.^

This last does not intimate anything like a " stately " arrange-

ment ; but only that everything needful was already provided

there. On that account we cannot admit the additional erotfiov

of St Mark. This is a heaping together of too many predicates

;

an additional eroifiov is either superfluous, or must intimate that

the sweeping out of the leaven, or whatever else the ceremonial

required, was already cared for by the host. But we think such

regard to the minutest speciality too petty in our Lord's mouth

* This meaning of the word generally is uncertain, even in Lu. ii. 7.

2 Or specifically a hall of eating, as 1 Sam. ix. 22 is referred to, where
Tt^'zh is translated x,a,ru7^v(/,oc.

^ Friedlieb, Archseol. der Leidensgesch., S. 50. This was an ancient

custom ; but the method there quoted, of indemnifying the man by the skin

of the lamb and an earthen vessel, may be referred to a later period.

* In which circumstance the simphcity of our fathers saw a typical hint

that many would in due time be summoned to the Supper of our Lord.

* The Lord speaks as if He saw the room before Him, just as it was 1
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at sueli a time. Von Gerlach's explanation—a room in which

the feast was already provided— forgets that there would be

then nothing left for the following there make ready (St Mark

for us). Thus de Wette says—There make ready (the repast).

We afterwards read— And they made ready the Passover.

To this preparation belonged the purchase of the lamb, its

slaughter^ and roasting, the provision of the appointed and

customary concomitants, etc. All this is included by the Lord,

with dignified simplicity in the vrefare.

The disciples went in perfect confidence that they should

find all this ; finding it all, they did as they were commanded.

In solemn and silent order and reverence, with many deep

ponderings, did Peter and John perfect all the preparation for

the feast. But before we proceed to the prepared feast itself,

let us once more pause and weigh well the announcement which

the Lord here makes. According to Rev. iii. 20 we might

discern in this a t3rpe of the manner in which He would in future

announce and invite Himself in the case of souls already devoted

to Him—that He may hold the true paschal feast in the pre-

pared guest-chamber of their hearts. Yea, the experience of

those who have to accomplish this mission, concurs further with

these words:—"Jesus often gives, even now, to His disciples

signs by which we may know where to apply for and find

places of entertainment for their Lord."

SETTLEMENT OF THE DISPUTE FOR PRE-EMINENCE.

(Lu. xxii. 25-30.)

We may assume that St Luke received his accounts of this

last meal at second or third hand ; and hence there are indica-

1 Probably in the temple
; not, however, that the priests alone could do it.

The ritual of tliat time is very uncertain as to particulars. Friedlieb's alterna-

tive (S. 47. note), that the lamb was slain at the ajjpropriate time in the

temple or not at all—that the Passover was celebrated by Christ with the

Jews, or that it was no proper passover,— is not therefore applicable ; and
it must be considered that if an early celebration was recognised by many,
it must necessarily have been recognised in the temple.
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tions of iiidefiniteness and inexactness, which are not to be

found in the compressed exhibition of the essentials which St

Matthew and even St Mark give.^ In the record of this

wonderful evening, the most prominent thing was the Sacra-

ment, as occupying the first place in the tradition of the whole

Church ; the feet-washing might be reserved,— as belonging

rather to the circle of the Apostles, and as being an almost eso-

teric mystery in comparison with the relatively exoteric mystery

of the Supper—until he came to whose pen it was given to

record it. But there was much else both spoken and done over

this table ; and in the selection and arrangement of the several

Evangelists, the Holy Ghost, who directed them all, shows us,

as in a central example, in what way He has provided for us a

sure and sufficing narrative, through the agency of the free and

manifold gifts of men, which we again are to arrange according

to our best discrimination. St Luke is distinguished among
them as the critical investigator and diligent collector of things

retained in living tradition. Hence, as we shall see, he furnishes

many precious supplemental details of individual matters, from

the Lord's desires in ver. 15, to the misunderstood words touch-

ing the sword ; hence, however, we find, as we have already

said, a certain appearance of compilation which sometimes seems

to forsake the exact sequence of things.

This character of his record is stamped most plainly upon

the 'Eyevero Be Kal—And there was also— a formula indefinite

in itself, with which he introduces the contention among the

disciples which occurred again on this evening. We might be

astonished and incredulous as to the possibihty of a strife among

them at such a time, especially after reading what has preceded

in St Luke ; and this very formula, entering into our astonish-

ment, takes away our doubt by the assurance of the actual there

^ We observe here, once for all, that tMs admission is by no means incon-

sistent with our constant denunciation of those by whose " unwarranted

assumption of indefinite and inexact records the Scripture is constantly

broken." There are hmits plain enough to those who will see them. In par-

ticular, we cannot surrender the conviction that in theJirst Gospel Matthew

the Apostle is the immediate reporter— despite that German criticism

which seems to have exerted an evil influence on the English Alford.

His condemnation of my severe deahng with other views, and his allegation

of inconsistencies (on Matt. xxvi. 20), do not affect my honest convictions.

VOL. YII. B
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was. For the meaning of the /cat, in close connection with the

strife, is no other than this

—

And even on this evening, at this

table (where the hand of the traitor was) took place, alas, an

actual contention!-^ Our doubt maybe rendered stronger by

its appearing to have been after the institution of the Supper

—

but, it is not so stated ; for in St Luke's habit of transposition

iyevero may well be regarded as the later record of what had

happened before. We are firmly convinced that this was his

meaning ; and agree with the latter part of Olshausen's words :

" St Luke's account is inexact in two points ; creating the im-

pression that Judas partook of the Supper with the rest, and

also that the disciples fell into a contention after its institution."

As it respects Judas' undoubted participation, we shall have more

to say; and as it respects the latter, it does not impeach the

credit of the reporter, who might say to us—Why is my iyevero

Be Kai necessarily taken in strict order ?

Neander deals far too boldly with Holy Scripture when he

assumes that the thought of the feet-wasliing occasioned the error

of placing the earlier contention of !Matt. xx. in the evening of

the Supper. We cannot but mourn over the fundamental prin-

ciples which permit such a manner of reading what the Holy

Spirit has wi'itten for the Church ; on their account we have

preferred to pass over in comparative silence Neander's " Life

of Jesus" in the earlier volumes—but we cannot refrain from

openly expressing our condemnation here. The pious Wesley's

error is of a different kind, and more venial :
" It is highly

probable (?) this was the same dispute which is mentioned by St

Matthew and St Mark, and consequently, tJiough it is related

here, it happened some time before.""^ We think it impossible

1 The among tliem is further removed, and the emphasis should not be

laid upon it, as Bengel does— " Not only the traitor, hut also the Eleven

troubled the Lord." Considering the words as following ver. 23, some such

meaning as this might be found, " Those who now so humbly asked among

themselves who should betray Him, had leen asking among themselves who

was the greatest !

" This parallel and antithesis may be indicated in the

repetition of rd, rig ; not, however, that ver. 24 must necessarily have been

subsequent in time, on that account.

2 Comp. Sepp to the same purpose (iii. 133), who confounds the whole

in his Harmony. Braune also has made this section one with Matt. xx. and

Mark X., though he speaks very indefinitely and confusedly about it.
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that St Luke's Be Kal and iv avroh can be reconciled with a

narrative of events so far back ! The same and much more may
be said against the modified view which identifies the contest

with that resulting from the request of Zebedee's sons, and

makes the Lord simply revert to it at the table. (Grotius

:

" Christ is mindful of their former contention ; and, going

away, would give them precepts of love and humility founded

upon it.") Certainly, Christ would not have introduced such a

reproof without an immediate occasion for it, and St Luke would

not without it have written his iyevero. Schleiermacher accepts

it as a correct exposition of the narrator, that Christ spoke these

words, belonging to the feet-washing, in reference to their earlier

contests ; the compiler, however, misunderstood it, supposed the

contest to have occurred on the same evening, and so changed

the expression. But this is of itself an admission that the pre-

sent text bears no other sense.

It is certain then that the contention occurred on this even-

ing.^ But was it, as seems to be the case in the order of

narrative, after the Supper ? Those who so read (after that old

uncritical manner, which, however, in its simpHcity of faith,

should be spoken of with respect), have in some cases taken no

pains, in some taken great pains, to ex[)lain and reconcile this

supposition. The swiftest way of evading the difficulty, is to

refer the fact to a special temptation of Satan, then more than

ordinarily busy. But even Satan's suggestions must be in har-

mony with psychology ; and our psychology, at least, protests

against the possibility of such a question as. Who is the greatest

among us ? immediately after—Lord is it I ? or. Who among
us can do this?— Hence others have exhausted expedients to

find in the circumstances and sayings of the meal some point of

connection for it. The most improbable is that which connects

it with ver. 23, and makes the questioning of the disciples turn

to a protest. Certainly not I! and thence to their individual

1 In this we agree with Alford, who well puts the reason for it ; sum-

ming all up thus :
" The diction is repeatedly allusive to their the7i employ-

ment: duccxsi/xsuog— ^ixri^s/iioci— laGiii'J xoti Triustv— Iv rri (iota("hi ice f^ov—all

these have reference to things present, or words spoken, during the meal."

But not on that account after the Supper, as St Luke places it ; this we

gainsay on very important grounds.
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boasting of fidelity and nearness to the Master.^ Pfenninger's

is a very far-fetched expedient, who derives the intention from

the previous prominence of John, and limits it to the ques-

tion whether John or Peter was the greater.^ So also when

Kieger says :
" There must be subordination, and it was appa-

rently quite right that they should know whom to adhere to when
their Lord and Master had gone, etc." For the disciples did

not send their thought forward so calmly to the time of the

Lord's departure, as to be already discussing their future pre-

cedence and dignity. Finally, it is altogether inappropriate to

refer the occasion of the contention to the expressions of Jesus

in vers. 16 and 18—as Hess does. Because the Lord "had
spoken so definitely and confidently concerning the near estab-

lishment of the kingdom " (was eo)? otov really near I)—this

excitation of their inveterate notions of the temporal kingdom

made them insensible for a time to every other consideration

!

We have only to reply that this is unimaginable and impossible.

The question with them was not about dignity and precedence

in a future kingdom ; but about place, pre-eminence, and service

at this meal in the immediate present. Tt? BoKel etvai^ that is,

who should appear to have the pre-eminence, to be most con-

siderable, and have the right of priority over the others ; comp.

6l hoKovvT6<; dp'^ELv, Mark x. 42. Mei^cov is not equivalent to

fieyc(7T0(; ; yet it is not as Bengel says— " Greater, as first,

second, third, etc. The question was not about being the greatest

solely." For we may compare Lu. ix. 46, where we have the

same general expression concerning the pre-eminence of one over

others.

This contest before the Supper finds its easy explanation, as

generally in the solemn and formal arrangement of their com-

munity, which the institution of the Sacrament required, so

' The Hirschberg Bible, and Ricbter's, and Brandt's all agree on this
'

the last, expressly contradicting the report of the three other Evangelists

(Matt, exceeding sorroivful; Mark, they began to he sorrowful; Jno., doubt-

ing)^ says— " every one began to repel the guilt, and vindicate his fidelity."

In this the identity of Matt. xxvi. 22, with Lu. xxii. 23, is taken for granted,

which we dispute ; but, even according to our view (of which more by and
by) such a connection, and such a transition from the traitor to

—

which

was tne greater^ appears most unsuitable.

2 This does not agree with the rtg ctvruv of St Luke.
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particularly it may be in the uncertain choice of their places.

The words of our Lord which compose the difference, form a

plain parallel to the feet-washing ; indeed ver. 27 can scarcely

otherwise be understood than by referring to it the presentation

of His own example. Compare with it Jno. xiii. 13-16, and

the harmony will be immediately felt. Thus the tliird of the

EvangeHsts seems to be already alluding to the more secret tra-

dition of the feet-washing, which then St John made public. It

is obvious, again, that after the Lord had washed the disciples'

feet, any further contention among t'le disciples was impossible,

and therefore that this took pla'-o when they first arranged

themselves at the table.^ But it is equally necessary to regard

our Lord's words as spoken after the symbolical action ; for,

they entirely li^rmonise with the discourses in St John, and

might easily have been joined to it. They refer in ver. 27 to

the serving of Him who had now once more sat down in their

midst.

We have been somewhat diffuse in justifying the position

which we give ^o the words which are to be expounded ; the

reader will not take this ami^s, but attribute it to our anxiety to

give good reasons wherever a non liquet is not satisfactory. If

we now turn to th^, ivords of our Lord Jesus which compose

this strife, they fall ai- once into three parts. First, He reminds

the disciples, to their shame, of former sayings upon this matter,

which He now almost literally repeats, vers. 25, 26. He then

appeals, in transition, to His own example of humility, especially

that which He had purposely just given, ver. 27. In conclusion

He turns His discoui-se, partly to raise them from their shame,

and partly to deepen it, to the high significance of the present

crisis—in which such a contention must appear to be most per-

verse. On the evening when the Sa\dour was to manifest

Himself as the minister of their salvation, when He would in

pure and perfect grace establish His kingdom, and make them

heirs of all His gifts—they were foolishly contending about

who should be greater! But because grace has chosen them,

^ We cannot tolerate the idea of Von Gerlach and Ebrard, that the

strife originated in the question who must perform the service of the feet-

washing. We would, however, admit that the contest might have been

the occasion of our Lord performing that act.
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and brought them through to this hour, the hLaTiBefiai is not

revoked. The Lord looks back upon their previous fideht}^,

sincere though weak ; and looks forward to the certainly pre-

pared joy and honour of His kingdom. Thus the great crisis,

in the greatness of which their petty contests about what they

thought greatness are swallowed up, is denoted :—by the glance

back to the whole time of their previous discipleship, ver. 28

—

by the prominence given to the present establishment of the

covenant and testament, ver. 29—by the glance forward to the

final and glorious consummation, ver. 30. (In which there is

once more a repetition of Matt. xix. 28.)

Vers. 25, 26. The constantly-outbreaking pride of the dis-

ciples must hear—and how often still!—the same constantly-

repeated reproof : thrice had it been administered before,

according to St Matthew— ch. xviii. 3, 4, xx. 25-27, xxiii. 11.

The record of these passages is almost verbally the same as our

present text, so that we may refer to it for the exposition of its

fundamental thought. It only remains to say something about

single expressions which are peculiar here, and then to exhibit

the whole in the new light of its present connection. The title

of honom' and flattery, evep'yerr]^^ which was not peculiar to the

third Egyptian Ptolemy, but in general use, is perfectly suitable

therefore to the kings of the Gentiles. And this word, more-

over, had passed from the Greeks to the Jews ; Jewish Eth-

narchs (Simon, to wit) were so called; and the praise of Onias,

2 Mace. iv. 2, has some allusion to it, at least in the choice of

the expression. Does the Lord, however, blame or forbid this

being called, as such? Certainly not, as we have remarked

upon St Matthew ; for, kings and rulers (i^ovcnd^ovTe<;, here not

/care^ovaid^etv and KaraKvpieveiv, in an evil sense) there must

be; and rank and authority must be preserved down to the

master of the house who sits at table, and has servants to

serve him (ver. 27) ; consequently, rulers must be called what

they are and must be, in order to the due adjustment of society

in this world. Nothing more than this fact lies primarily in

^ See Grotius on Matt. xx. 25, and what he adduces on this passage

from Philo, Josephus, etc. ; also the collection in Wetstein. The name had

come to be used in a lofty meaning for eminent persons, as the aar'^p kx\

ivipyhrig applied to Caligula shows.
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the are called^ in as far as it is parallel with they that exercise

authority. It is alas true that in fact a mere being called often

is put instead of the true, internal, moral worthiness (Isa. xxxii.

5) ; this the Lord does not deny, when He now exhibits the

humble form of His externally powerless kingdom, to its ser-

vants and subjects. In this view, the simple are called assumes

the character of reproving irony : they would be called great

and greatest without diligently attending to the practice of be-

nevolence in their office and function.^ Thus arises the mean-

ing : KaXovvTac, they would be called, they arrogate this title to

themselves ; or, as Grotius sets it forth still more strongly,

" Christ signifies that such titles are often affected by those who
in reality care more for themselves than for others' good. They

see what is excellent (else they would not affect the name), but

they neglect to act accordingly." We might observe, as lying

not far from the range of our Lord's hints, that the best titles

of honour are always those which remind the exalted of their

duties ; those which, to speak after the Hebrew manner, show

that the l]''T|I3 should be D''^''']^—which almost corresponds with

the Greek evepyerat. Von Gerlach's notion is too rigorous :
" In

his evil aim to be like God, man would rather be gracious and

benevolent than righteous, or a servant of others." For, grace

and benefaction are real and honourable obligations of the

typical gods upon earth ; and, on the other hand, servus ser-

vorum may be perverted into a title of the utmost pride.

Thus the ovk ovtq)<;—not so—does not touch the rank or

the name in itself^ but the whole state of the case as intimated

in ver. 25. Without, in the region of heathenism, the great

object is to exercise lordship and authority ; and many an i^ov-

atd^cov contents himself with no more than the being called a

benefactor. But ye shall not be so; when ye bear rule and

guide, and must needs receive the appropriate name—the empty

name itself must never please you ; but your rule should ever

approve itself more and more in the spirit and power of service.^

^ Aristot. Eth. viii. 13 : (iu.ai'hii ^rpos rovg jSocai'hivofiivovg (pi?.icc h VTripoxi)

evepyeaiug.

2 This warning, reproving Not so ! confutes the strange notion of Men-

ken's that the quarrel was a contest of humility, no man willing to be the

greatest ! St Luke would not have called that OtTiOusiKioc (ocxx^ Xgy. in
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As the disciples' desire for distinction of rank " might take re-

fuge in the universal appointment of gradation in the world"

(as Rieger says), that is, make that its pretext, it was necessary

that the Lord should definitely lay down the opposite funda-

mental law of His kingdom. In placing But ye emphatically

at the commencement, He acknowledges those whom He blames

as His disciples and Apostles, not at once rejecting them on

account of their worldliness of mind. He is far from saying,

with condemning severity—Do so if you will ! But then ye are

no longer My disciples

!

In he that is great among you and he that is chief— 'r}<yovfjbevo<;^

a precedence is acknowledged and confirmed;^ but its reality is

to be striven for, deserved, and approved by an entire denial of

any such distinction in thought and act. There must be among
the disciples, in the Church of Christ, those who are relatively

ol vecorepoi, there must ever be ^yovfievoi and BiaKovovvTe^iy those

who bear rule, and those who serve. When the Lord mentions

these names. He at the same time confirms them ; but a serving,

humble love will put all ambition and pride far from those who

are greater. The two clauses indicate the two degrees of our

Lord's evangelical requirement. The former (and apparently

also the latter) says—Let him that is great be and comport

himself as he that is less : obviously, not that a Christian who is

a king should lay aside his crown received from God ; not that

a Christian bishop, elder, or householder, should decline to use

the prerogative and authority given him in his office ; but he is

to know himself and evidence to others, that as a Christian^

before the Lord and in his brethren's sendee, he is not greater

than those whom he serves while he rules them. But, secondly,

and it is still more emphatically intimated by " as he that doth

serve^^—Let him that is exalted be all the more anxious, on

that account, both for his own safety and in service to others, to

condescend to acts of service; and thus manifest his greatness

by acts of lowliness which maintain while they seem to renounce

his dignity—according to the example which our Lord Himself

N. T.), nor have spoken of it just as in ch. ix. 46. Nor would the Lord's

reply be suitable.

^ As Molitor in Part IV. of his " Philosophie der Geschichte" does not

forget to observe.
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presented in His own person, as we shall see. The Apostle

afterwards exhibited this most clearly, in 1 Pet. v. 3, 5. Such

a ruler serves, and in fact is the genuine type of a servant ; such

a servant rules in the spirit and name of Christ, even without

title. The self-exaltation which opposes this is cured only

through self-humiliation in penitence, the perpetual principle of

.which for us disciples should be

—

abasement before the awful

example of our most high Master. Or we might say, that our

first repentance brings the former, the descent from our false

elevation in a natm^al sense ; >¥hile the example and effectual

grace of Christ produces the latter, the positive zeal of active

humble service. ^

Yer. 27. Gfrorer, going to one extreme, maintains that these

words would have no meaning, apart from a reference to the

symbolical feet-washing.^ This is an error ; but so also is that

which goes to the other extreme, and takes hiaKovelv here

merely in the general sense of Matt. xx. 28, as referring to the

whole Hfe of Christ. The expression I am as he that serveth,

points, especially in its connection with ver. 26, to specific, ex-

ternal acts of condescension, in which the Lord had placed

Himself on a level with His disciples. This is the sense in

which the Lord spoke the word, and St Luke might well leave

the matter open, with this hint, that something corresponding

to this had been done by our Lord on the present occasion.

The saying connects itself with household relations generally,

and Luke xvii. 7, 8 may serve for an explanatory parallel. He
that sitteth is the master of the house, who with perfect pro-

priety places himself at the table, and is ministered to by his

servants ; the question to the disciples intimates that He as the

greater might properly lay claim to this. The repetition in

—

Is

not he that sitteth at meat ? refers the application manifestly to

Jesus Himself ; as if He had proceeded—Is it not true that I

as your pater familias and the Master of the house, as I am now

and ever, might have your service and nothing else ? But the

' This word is of course implied as the opposite
— " the less

:

" without

requiring us to ask whether age, dignity, or time of conversion is referred

to. We may, with Grotius, compare 1 Tim. v. 1 ; and even Acts v. 6,

though here prohably the later usage supplied St Luke with the term, in

the sense of "i^'Jp or '^'^t^.
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Lord had certainly, many times during His life, assumed the

place and function of a servant; we might assume that this

had been the case, and was well known, and that His appeal

refers to all such acts collectively. But the emphatic / am,

especially with among you, seems best to correspond with a

reference to an example then and there given ; and, having St

John's narrative, we may thus explain our Lord's words:

—

Behold I sit now in your midst, in the seat of pre-eminence

which for you is always where I sit^—being the same who as a

servant washed your feet! Mark, however, how this in the

midst seems to abolish precedence; and that (according to

Bengel's subtle remark), the Lord speaks in the third person of

Himself as the Master, but in the first person when He speaks

of Himself as a servant.

Yer. 28. This reproach, coinciding with Jno. xiii. 13-17,

put them to the deepest shame ; and their condescending Master

will again lift them up—before He proceeds afterwards to in-

flict upon them a painless humiliation again, by overpowering

them, despite the unworthiness they have shown, with the pro-

mise of the full grace and honour of His kingdom. The first

But ye contained in itself a full acknowledgment of them ; but

it is followed by something still more emphatically consoling.

It is not now the time for reproaches—He had been constrained

to reprove them slightly—His whole purpose now is to bless

His disciples and load His faithful ones with His gifts. Yes,

His faithful ones they are, with all their infirmity and folly

;

else would He be now sitting thus in their midst, and they thus

surrounding Him? He looks back upon the whole term of

their pupilage and probation ; they have been preserved in it

until this day ; and on the evening of His new covenant with

His people. He can speak to them as He now speaks. The Bia-

jjieveuv is certainly something less than vTro/jievecv, and was there-

fore well chosen by St Luke ; this He can impute to them in

His grace, though in a sense which excludes the hypocritical

traitor. (So that St John's " but not alV^ is again to be under-

stood.) And in My temptations : the constant use of this word
in Scripture teaches us that this does not mean simply in His

^ So that you measure the degree of honour by proximity to Me I
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rebus adversis, His conflicts and perils, but during the tests of

His fidelity, and temptations to decline from His work. This

is a solitary and most weighty declaration of our Lord Himself,

that His whole life had been even for Himself full of tempta-

tions ; especially since that first temptation of the enemy, after

which He entered upon His conflict with the wicked world, and

called His disciples to be Hjs companions in it. Mi/ tempta-

tions—thus humbly does He place Himself in the midst of the

children of men, before He proceeds to apportion the kingdom

and distribute the thrones; for He knows it well and they

should know it, that for Him as for them the way to glory is the

way of victorious fidelity. His temptations were already in

some sense theirs also, even as we all under the discipline of the

Spirit are to be in all points tempted as He was. They had

actually withstood the enmity and temptation of the world;

they had not been offended in Him as others had who left

Him ; they could say in truth. Behold we have followed Thee !

He graciously gives its full weight to this ; and thus elevates

His weak but beloved disciples, knitting them firmly to Him-
self. On the other hand. He knew that the time of their

temptations would not really come until His personal tempta-

tions were completed
; yea, that in an hour close at hand, they

would all forsake Him and flee ; that at the outset of His second,

decisive, and great temptation even His nearest disciples would

not watch with Him one hour. When the power of darkness

came upon the Shepherd, Satan would likewise scatter the sheep

and sift them like wheat. But, as He afterwards assured Peter,

His intercession and preserving care would interpose; conse-

quently, the truth is that here in ver. 28 He already looks upon

their entire probation. He regards the sHght measure of their

weak, prehminary fideUty as the ti/pe of their future fidelity,

and speaks mproleptic promise^ in typical prophecy of the future,

even when literally speaking of the past. And this relation of

the saying corresponds best with the significance of the evening

of the Sacrament, in which the covenant was ratified for the

whole time to come, and the testament of future grace and gift

was sealed. Their task—to abide with Him—lay yet wholly

in the future, but their calling thereto was now confirmed, and

the full realisation of it assured to them now by anticipation.
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Ver. 29. An orthodox exegesis should never have failed to

observe how closely this carefully chosen SLarlOefiai,—/ ap-

point— is connected with the institution of the Sacrament, which

is now about to be entered upon, and spoken of or fore-an-

nounced as if it were already taking place. ALarlOeaOaL belongs

of course to hiaOrjKT]—see Acts iii. 25; Heb. viii. 10, ix. 16;

and is used for iTiiB Vro Gen. xv. 18; Deut. vii. 2; Ps. Ixxxix. 4,

etc. But as, since the Kaivr] hiaOrjK'q of the Lord's Supper,

this expression always suggests, in the New-Testament phrase-

ology, the concomitant idea of a legacy or testament, of a pro-

vision made firm by His death for the future inheritance of His

disciples, so also this meaning must be regarded as already pass

ing over into the corresponding BtarlOefiac of this text. It is,

consequently, no mere ^'•'investing with"^—no mere "promis-

ing" or assuring; but, as Luther well expresses it, an actual

apportioning, giving over, bequeathing in an institution,—in

short, a testament. The '' paciscor^' of Beza and JFlacius is

also insufficient; Lange, however, says more accurately

—

" through an institution, the Sacrament." Olshausen remarks,

with perfect propriety: "The comparison here with the transfer

of dominion from the Father to the Son, directly leads to the

idea of a Kh/qpovofila, which the Lord again at His departure

bequeathed to His own as a sacred legacy"—although this /ca^o)?

^leOero /lot is not the only proof of such a meaning in the word;

it is involved in the expression itself, as used on the evening of

the Supper. The objection of Grotius, that a testamentary

investing or bestowment would not suit the Father's appoint-

ment to the Son—the opposite of Olshausen's remark—makes

no difference in the argument ; for, the figure, even as it respects

Jesus, is not to be pressed so far as to make Him die, and dying

bequeath an inheritance, like dying men :—but we shall see

something more in the KaOco^ presently. First, it is safe and

scriptural to say, that Christ gives us the kingdom and the

power, even as He received from the Father—Rev. ii. 28 being

a plain parallel ; and, then, Christ's own portion is regarded in

prophecy as being an inheritance coming to Him from God.

Theophylact construed / appoint immediately and only with

^ As the Heb. N.T. inadequately translates "^Jpr^ ; instead of which "^'^"2'^

might have been used, without J^"^"*:?, as in 2 Chron. vii. 18, Sept. oii0if4.vi».
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that ye may eat, etc.— as the Father hath appointed unto Me a

kingdom, being the intermediate clause. But the kingdom is the

fundamental idea here, the object to which the minds of the

disciples are pointed, as the exposition in ver. 30 shows. It is

more important to leave, first, and in the transitional applica-

tion, /Saa-iXeiav without the article, the sense then being:—Your
striving is for dominion and power, after the manner of the

world ; behold I give you a kingdom, an infinitely higher autho-

rity than the kings of the Gentiles have, no other than that

which the Father hath given Me. 1 lift you up into co-regents

with Me ! As it is afterwards—In My kingdom ye shall eat

and drink and judge with Me. And all of them alike, without

distinction in equal dignity, so that no envious contention could

find place there :—Judas, the unfaithful one, however, was

already excluded by ver. 28, similarly to ^latt. xix. 28. This

kingdom of the Lord is now for tlie present over and within

all the kingdoms of the world—that kingdom, viz., in which,

having become members of His body through the participation

of His flesh and blood. His disciples in the power of His spirit

and of His love serve while they rule. But one day it will

alone remain, after the fall of all other thrones and dignities.

Let it not be overlooked that this I appoint in its first and

general meaning apphes to the whole congregation of believers,

as they are represented by the Apostles, the entire little flock of

ch. xii. 32. Let us drive out, by a true homoeopathy, all unholy

ambition, by a sacied aspiration to these high things here pro-

mised by our Lord ; for we cannot aim too loftily for the Spirit's

power and the glory of heaven.^ But we cannot too humbly

ponder the truth, that the Son Himself in His humanity received

the kingdom from the Father only on the terms of faithful obe-

dience in suffering, and a preparatory self-renunciation. This

is in fact the deep nieaning of Ka6(o<;—as My Father ; and this

the Holy Sacrament, instituted for our fellowship with Him in

His death and life, testifies likewise, 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12. Again,

we cannot with too much confidence of faith look at Him who
here as our Forerunner, our king and our servant, the Beginner

and Finisher of our faith, looks with steady composure through

1 As Rieger's N.T. characteristically remarks. And Col. iii. 2 tells us in

a good sense r« vy^nT^d (ppoyuu.
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all His way of sufferings forward to His and to our kingdom—
comp. vers. 16, 18. As One that serveth even unto death, He at

the table where He must previously fore-announce the breaking

of His body and the shedding of His blood, appoints that body

and blood to be our future meat and drink, and distributes His

cro^vns and thrones for time and for eternity.

Ver. 30. The thrones promised already. Matt. xix. 28, are

here preceded or accompanied by an eating and drinking—How
are these to be understood and harmonised? A superficial

method of interpreting all into figures, finds here two marks of

co-dominion

—

honour^ the symbol of which is participation at

the royal table ; and poiver^ in the sharing of judgment. What-
ever truth there may be in this, we cannot but feel that eating

and drinking in itself must first signify enjoyment and satisfac-

tion— the honour of being present at His table being added to

that. Others distinguish thus—Now in the kingdom of grace,

we are fed and given to drink by Him at His table ; hereafter

in the kingdom of glory, we shall sit and rule upon thrones.

There is truth too in this, so far as it includes the kingdom of

grace in the promise ; but the separation between things pro-

mised alike for this kingdom and the other, seems to us to be

wrong. Let us ask first, what that means

—

at My table!

Here there is a slight and affectionate allusion to the circum-

stance that the Son of man, who had not where to lay His head,

now sits with His disciples in the guest-chamber of a friendly

host :—in opposition to this He speaks of His oivn table, which

He is now preparing to arrange, the spiritual, royal table of

grace, at which He Himself is the master and host, the meat and

the drink. The interpretation, therefore— " Ye shall eat and

drink what I also eat and drink, partake in the blessedness of

My glory"— is tame, has no correspondence with the Supper,

does not bring out the I appoint, and is altogether unworthy.

The eating and drinking must primarily refer, as it regards the

beginning and continuance of His kingdom, to the sacramental

eat and drink which He is now on the point of instituting for

them, and therefore means something far more specific than the

Jewish figurative social feast in the kingdom of heaven. Thus
far the promise is universal, and embraces the whole time from

the / appoint unto you onward. But then follows something
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higher, and evidently not vouchsafed to all ; for the twelve tribes

of Israel are here, as in Matt, xix., the New-Testament and true

people of God in their manifoldness and in their unity :^—this

last clause, consequently, applies specifically to the Apostles.

This is indicated in the change of the construction; KaOiaeade

being the right reading, KaOlarjcrOe having been introduced, by

those who marked not this critical point, for the sake of uni-

formity. In Matt. xix. twelve thrones were spoken of, notwith-

standing the apostasy of Judas ; the number is here, with evident

design, omitted, although we know that it cannot be broken, and

find it recun-ing in Rev. xxi. 12-14. These apostolical thrones

contain, as our exposition must admit, a mystery of the future

manifestation. The Apostles indeed even now exercise dominion

through the authority of their writings. But only certam of

them ; and it would be wrong to limit so massive a promise to a

particular number of them. The " sitting upon thrones" is not

spoken as if for children, who must have figiu'es for everything

;

but when once "the twelve Apostles of the Lamb" (not "of

Israel") " in the kingdom of reality rule over glorified humanity

with Christ as spiritual powers"—the thrones also, according

to the relations of the glorified state, will be real enough. Much
may be asked upon this point, as, for example, by Bengel,

Judicantes duodecim tribus

—

singuline singulas ? In any case

there remains something reserved in the background for the

future of the glorified, revealed kingdom, for the glory of the

regeneration (Matt. xix. 28), which is not yet clearly displayed

to us ; and we cannot but think that there is something similar

contained in the former clause, w^hich embraces the whole period

of the gradual fulfilment of Christ's kingdom. But we do not

pretend fully to understand how it will be with the eating and

drinking of the glorified, when they shall no longer partake of

Christ's body and blood, but sit down in the new world at the

Lord's table, where He Himself will again eat and drink with

them. We can only point to the fact that according to !Matt.

' " Formed according to the type of those twelve tribes "—we said before,

and now add that probably in the rehabilitation of Israel there may be an

actual reference to the twelve tribes ; though the Gentile world introduced

into it must be included of course in it.
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xxvi. 29 this fniit of the vine will be drunk, by the Lord with

us, new in His Father's kingdom.

INTRODUCTORY WORDS AT THE LORD's PASSOVER.

(Lu. xxii. 15-18.)

The hour, the legal hour for the Passover, had come ; the

Lord and His twelve Apostles with Him, have sat down. With
this St Luke immediately connects the words introductory to

the feast ; and this is consistent with his peculiar selection of its

proceedings. But it is obvious that the feet-washing, and all the

words pertaining to it, must be interposed as having preceded.

And it is equally certain that this introductory declaration must

come before the One of you shall betray Me I The second por-

tion of the words, vers. 17, 18, introduces a difficulty ; since,

according to the other Evangelists, Jesus spoke a similar word

concerning the " no more drinking^^ at the conclusion, after the

Sacrament. To many it seems in the highest degree improbable

that Jesus should have repeated such a mysterious word ; and,

looking at the general freedom of St Luke as it respects time

and order, they inchne to think that he anticipated the second

saying on account of the similarity of its thought. But the ac-

companying cup, unless St Luke adds this circumstance simply

as an invention, allows us no alternative but to hold fast the

historical truth of his account as we have it.

Ver. 15. All those who cling to the opinion that the time of

the Passover was anticipated on this special occasion on account

of circumstances, rest their cause mainlyupon this verse (Grotius:

" He gives a reason of the anticipation of the paschal meal")
;

but we cannot see how such a notion can be based upon the

desiring of this passage, since it presupposes a necessity to wait

for the true " hour" of this Passover. Moreover, the must of

ver. 7 in this chapter expressly testifies 'against such a view.

The fundamental idea and substance of this familiar and heart-

felt word of Jesus is its affecting expression of His human

feeling. The whole life, indeed, of our Lord is that of the God-

man, and His Divine-human character becomes more and more
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wonderfully evident down to His death
; yet His perfect and

full humanity appears throughout. His heart is a human heart

with all its sensibility, impulses, and emotions ; with all the

sympathies pertaining to this life in the body, so far as they

belong to the sinless condition of earthly humanity. The re-

membrance of what He felt when below, T\dth us and for us,

remains with Him still in the unity of His Divine-human per-

sonality, so that it may be said concerning the High Priest sitting

upon the throne of God

—

He is able to feel ivith us in our in-

firmities^ Heb. iv. 15.

The strength of the emotion which He here confidentially

exhibits, is shown by the desiring with desire, which corresponds

to the Hebrew intensification by means of the infin. abs. (^b3p

^riSMJ),^ comp. Gen. xxxi. 30 ; Numb. xi. 4, Sept. For what

then did He so sorely long? Was it not for the sufferings

which should redeem the world? Yes, verily, this deske was

present to Him even in the midst of His perturbation at the

contemplation of them. But it is not of this that He now speaks;

the last meal is the specific object of His desire. First, inasmuch

as this paschal feast was itself, and as such, the pre-festival of

His passion and death, and to be glorified to that end in the

sacramental institution; but more especially, as the words plainly

show, as it was to be \h.Q farewell-feast of His love, the final en-

joyment of His disciples' society before the separation. This latter

is made prominent in the " with youj^ and " before I suffer^^ and

finally in the declaration, " I will not any more eat (and drink)

thereof." That His resolute and straitened soul longed with

pain for this festival, we admit, with Lange ; but not that "what

here chiefly moved His spirit was the anticipation of His victory

and gloiy." The look forward to the fruit of His sufferings,

even to its final consummation in the kingdom of God, follows

afterwards; but what moved His spirit first was the suffering and

the not any more I ^ Even for Him, endowed with human feel-

ing, there is a painful sejjaration, the sense of which must be

soothed, both in Him and in His disciples, by the consolations of

farewell love—and thus divinely to sanctify the human was the

^ And there is mucli force in His reference to the mournful desire with

>vhicli on each Passover, year after year, He would look forward to the last.

2 Which is very emphatically expressed by ovyJn ov y-'h-

VOL. YII. C
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deep desire of His heart. For, with all His anticipation of the

compensating Future, He humanly clings to this life in the

body, this confidential fellowship with His disciples upon earth,

this lifetime never to return :—even as, on the other hand.

He humanly shrinks from His sufferings, and therefore seizes

the final consolation of this once more before I suffer. With

you! He says -as the Father of the house to His children,

with whom He is about to leave His testament ; joyful that

He has some who have continued with Him so long that He
can see and address in them the future Church, the recompense

of His griefs (comp. Matt. xxvi. 18—with My disciples ! spoken

in the same meaning). Alas, even among them there is a

Judas, and this will soon appear : for the present He seeks, as

it were, to forget that, and to surrender Himself to the joy of

His love.

This is the purely human side of our incarnate Lord's relation

to this occasion, as man generally ; but we must remember that

the first words in the sentence were

—

This Passover! and upon

this the emphasis must be placed. As an Israelite He had, with

the best of His people, taken pure delight in all the statutes and

ordinances appointedof God ; in His obedience to them He had

found a living, pure, and child-like joy, so that He might well

declare the celebration of this festival once more to be an object

of deep desire. But more than this : as the perfect Representa-

tive of the longing spirit of Prophecy, who looks through all these

things into their deepest meaning, and perpetually longs for their

fulfilment ; and, further, as the Messiah and Son of God who is

Himself, and who brings, that fulfilment, He had eaten every

Passover from the beginning with the most internal realisation

of its profound significance : but how much more momentous is

this last one to His mind, when He thus speaks of it with deepest

emphasis ! Here, verily, may it be said with still more truth

than was testified in 2 Chron. xxxv. 18—There was no Passover

like to this kept in Israel ; neither did any king of Israel ever

keep such a Passover. Certainly, " the Priests, and Levites,

and all Judah, and Israel that were present, and the inhabitants

of Jerusalem" are not with Hira ; but the Lord, who is Himself

the lamb, keeps it with His disciples before His suffering, and

founds for them at the end of the tvne the new and essential
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feast.^ Thus at His farewell He pays all their due to human
life and to Israelite life ; before He leaves the family and table-

fellowship, He consecrates it into a symbol of spiritual com-

munion ; when He the last time celebrates the shadowy rite He
glorifies it into its fulfilling reality. And with this the word

which now follows obviously and necessarily connects itself.

Yer. 16. The first word spoke of His immediately impending

sufferings, and renewed in the disciples' hearts the terror of this

oft-repeated word, the reality of which came more and more
near ; but the second word comforts them again, and speaks, as

it were, by way of compensation, concerning the all-restoring

future of the kingdom of God. Here for the first time the

simple and absolute iraOelv:'^ that was a hint at the outset, which

said—I Myself am the Lamb ! But now comes forthwith a

clear and bright glance forwards to the consummate, final ful-

filment of that typical eating which was now celebrated for the

last time. In this he fulfilled—ifKrjpcoOrf^—the Lord gives in

a certain sense the programme of a neio institution, w^ithout the

substitution of which the old might not be done away with; but

He at the same time penetrates into the distant future, when
He will again eat with His own. And ef avrov— thereof—
is this again of the Passover? Many have referred it to

bread, which would correspond with the cup, ver. 17 ; but this

is no more than an inexact and gratuitous assumption. The
words themselves as they stand must be understood to mean

—

of the Passover. This of course does not imply that Jesus

would finally partake in any such sense as we now partake of

Him in the Sacrament ; but the type of the Passover extends

* That this was the final scope of His desire, is proved by the sequel.

That He instituted the Sacrament " from the impulse of the moment, with-

out any predetermined plan"—needs no refutation
; though Lindner lays

too much stress upon the design of our Lord being the emphasis of His desire.

2 Lu. ix. 22, xvii. 25, comp. Matt. xvi. 21, Mark viii. 31, suffer many
things—Matt. xvii. 12, suffer of them—Lu. xxiv. 26, suffer these things—
in Lu. xxiv. 46 comes forward again the simple and strong suffer, Trothiu,

involving the whole counsel of God. (For the ovrag which precedes does not

properly belong to it.) Schulthess forgot this when he declared " the abso-

lute '7:uax,iiu to be a too modern Gospel."

^ Instead of which, a strange reading has an explanatory

—

Kcciuot

(ipCofffl.
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even beyond the Sacrament itself. Until it he fulfilled must be

understood to mean—Until it, this Passover, be fulfilled (not,

indefinitely,— all that is to be fulfilled). But, because the

kingdom of God in the fullest, most absolute sense of the word,

is the end and consummation of the entire Old Testament, all

its types must still go forward, beyond their immediately cor-

responding antitypes, into the blessedness and glory of the final

fulfilment. To that the Lord now looks onward, comprehending

all in one glance, while He is experiencing the deep sorrow of

the '^ Henceforth no mover This "joy in grief," this combina-

tion of the sadness of separation with the glad anticipation of a

reunion to be provided for and pledged by that separation itself,

constituted the attraction of this last meal, standing as it did

between symbol and fulfilment. And it was for that reason our

Lord so earnestly desired it.

The eating and drinking of the flesh and blood of Jesus, as

it takes the place of the Passover in the kingdom of God now
existing upon earth,—the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, that

is— is its most obvious and direct antitype, but not its full

'7r\7]po)(n^ or fulfilment. " It had not its full realisation even in

the essential blessings of grace which the New Covenant intro-

duced." (Yon Gerlach.) But the real and eternal antitype,

to which Christ pointed, was "the everlasting feast of the kingdom

for His glorified Church, and the anticipator}/ festival our Lord

was now about to establish in the Sacrament of the New-Tes-

tament covenant." ^ For as yet we eat and drink of Him ; but

finall}^, as it is here (and Matt, xx^'i. 29) said. He will eat and

drink with us—in a different manner. How then are we to

understand this ? That feast of sparing or passing over, cele-

brated in Egypt, was, at the distant commencement of the typical

economy, no other than a feast of a redeemed and deliveredpeople

—that was really intimated, though in an Old-Testament and

negative manner, in its name nOQ. Li the last and most realis-

ing fulfilment of this name, the identity of the repast to be en-

^ So Lange ; but lie spoils it by a far-fetched distinction between the

eating and the drinking :—making the enjoyment of the heavenly mani-

festation of Christ correspond to the eating ; and the manifestation of the

glory of the Church—^for the joy of its Lord^ especially—correspond to the

cup of thanksgiving.
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joyed with the body of the Lamb through whose blood and

death our redemption and deliverance comes, w^ill disappear;

and the new world will offer to glorified humanity, to the Head
as well as to the members, a new feast, with new food and

new diink, corresponding with that which was afterwards ap-

pended to the original ceremony. For when not merely all the

wicked are cast out like the Egyptians, and all the goodi accepted

and spared like the Israelites, but also the whole fulness of God's

gifts are poured out for the saints in the new creation, for "the

free enjoyment and glory of the children of God"—then will

Chiist keep the Passover in the highest sense with His own, and

eat with them as before, but in a transcendently different sense.^

He longed for the Passover of that evening; but His deep

desire went forward to a perfected friendship and fellowship

in the heavenly-earthly gratifications and joys of the kingdom

of God. Until this last most blessed reunion and full reinstate-

ment of fellowship. He takes farewell; looking forward through

all intervening time, just as in St John He looks through His

death and resurrection to His ascension into heaven and return

to His people. It is not enough to say, w^th Tholuck : "If the

Head could thus long for consummate communion wdth His

members, should not tJiei/ long for consummate fellowship with

each other and with their Head?" But we make bold to un-

derstand this €0)9 oTov, as spoken by our Lord here in the flesh,

to mean that He Himself even in His glory retains a Divine-

human longing for the consummation of fellowship with His

own, and for the eating and drinking with them in the kingdom

of God at that table which He called His own in Lu. xxii. 30,

when He spake in overwhelming majesty of their thrones by

the side of His throne.

Vers. 17, 18. Whether the Lord,— after He had thus

embraced in ^ar^elv to Tracrp^a," eating the Passover,^ the full

typical meaning of this feast of redemption, freedom, and victory,

—included also the cup w^hich belonged to it, and spoke the

words with which St Luke proceeds ; or whether this word is

the same with that which is recorded aftenvaids by St Matthew

and St Mark, is a question which need not be left undecided.

^ Compare the allegorising passages in Philo, concerning the -^v^ciy-ot

'Ko.axC", which Grotius adduces.
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For, the cup which He receives in order to offer it round^ was

an integral part of the Passover ritual itself, and is to be distin-

guished from the Sacramental cup after supper^ ver. 20. The
other two Evangelists have a similar saying only, and that after

the Sacrament. Consequently, it is not the last cup, after which,

as still belonging to the paschal meal, the Sacrament was insti-

tuted ; but the first cup with which the meal was commenced.

It is evident that our Lord observed in general all the ordinances

and rites of the typical ceremony, giving it all its rights before

it was abolished ; however doubtful we may be as to the petty

and multiplied observances which were introduced later. Those

who desire may see all these described in the Commentators,

especially in Friedlieb's " Archaeology of the history of the Pas-

sion," where the whole series is described—the washing of the

hands, the prayers or thanksgivings for the fruit of the vine and

the fruit of the earth, the dipping into the dish, the eating, the

distribution, the moving of the table, the questioning and the de-

claration, with "elevation" of the bitter herbs and the unleavened

bread, the singing of psalms, the eating of the peace-offering

and the paschal lamb itself to the last morsel, the four or even

the five cups, each to be mingled and drunk at the prescribed

place, from the first at the commencement to the last which was

allowed. But Ben-Maimon's Commentary, and the statements

of the Talmud, the Mishna, and Gemara, do not entirely agree

in these points. Who, however, can suppose that all this was

rigorously established so early as the time of our Lord ? The

Evangelists give us several hints wliich certainly coincide with

many particulars of this ritual (as " the fruit of the vine," the

song of praise, the distribution of the first cup of Benediction) ;

but they do not mention the other cups, and w^e may conclude

that the Lord did not observe every petty ordinance which was

current at the time. We must remember that while, on the one

hand, the Lord recognised such usages as were appended to the

Divine law with a sound meaning. He, on the other hand, de-

signedly neglected the prescriptions of the Pharisees. Finally,

the transition from the type to its fulfilment made a certain

freedom appropriate ; and we shall see that the new Institution,

* Agf«^gi/o;, other than Tia/S^y;/ afterwards.
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taking the place of the old one, commenced before that was

fully ended.

What further may be said concerning the drinking of the

great future, we will reserve for the saying which St Matthew

and St Mark repeat more definitely at the close. It must, how-

ever, be observed, that " until the kingdom of God shall comd^

refers to the consummate kingdom of glory, the same as in ver.

16. (Afterwards, My Fathers kingdom.) Thus we must not be

misled, by the generality of the expression, into anticipating the

term specified for this drinking again, and placing it in the Forty

Days. It is also an idle question, whether the Lord did or did not

drink of this cup which He gave to the disciples. The word

itself decides nothing, even if the unsupported reading airo tov

vvv is accepted ; the saying " Take this, and divide it among

yourselvei^ might be understood to mean, " Divide it entirely,

keep it for yourselves alone—for I shall drink no more with you."

But it might also be regarded as testifying that He had already

drunk, just as He certainly ate with them the Passover. For

when Sepp understands ver. 16 to mean that He would not even

this time eat the paschal lamb with them, he forgets the desire

to eat it, expressed in ver. 15. If the cup which as the Master

of the household He received, that He might mix it and hand

it round, was the cup usually drunk at the beginning. He may

be supposed to have drunk it according to custom, and then to

have declared this to be the last act of His fellowship in drinking.

For as the eating^ which was now at hand, was not excluded but

presupposed in the Henceforth no more; so now the general

assurance, that He would no more drink wine, definitely con-

nected as it is with this cup, must have a similar specific meaning

(and this of itself proves that with regard to the subsequent cups

He did not rigorously adhere to the usage). Or, the words must

be understood, that the Lord for a special reason abstained from

all drinking at this Passover. This is possible, but not probable ;

for it was the last celebration of His human and Israelite fellow-

ship ; as such it was the object of His desire, and His final re-

freshment. Let all that has been said serve as an example of

the importance which should be attached to a careful considera-

^ The reference to such in connection with the feast of Tabernacles may

be alluded to—Jno. vii. 37, and viii. 12.
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tion of all such words as these, in order to find their deeper

meaning. The too common method is to pass superficially over

the sense, and hasten to critical contention about lesser matters,

instead of thoughtfully pondering every letter as it stands re-

corded.

FIRST INDICATION OF THE BETRAYER.

(Matt. xxvi. 21-25 ; Mark xiv. 18-21 [Lu. xxii. 22]

;

Jno. xiii. 21).

"Iwill eat this Passover with you''—thus had the Lord spoken

at the beginning, with the same meaning and the same feeling

with which He had said, in His message to that unknown one,

to Him well known, in the city—"with My disciples !" Judas,

nevertheless, was among them ; and saddens this last Passover

before His Passion, even more than he had saddened that feast

of love in Bethany. Although the Lord would now refresh and
strengthen His spirit in this final human and Israelite fellowship

with His disciples—in whom He beheld the germ of the new
Church to be established for the earthly-heavenly, all-fulfilling

kingdom of God—that end cannot be obtained, inasmuch as the

sorrow of suffering and death, by which alone this new covenant

can be ratified, presses more and more closely upon His soul.

After the feet-washing and the accompanying sayings had re-

pelled their old notions of His kingdom, after the sayings of

Luke xxii. 1 5-18, which vibrated between the sorrow of separa-

tion and the joy of the final reunion—the lips of the disciples,

waiting in anxious solemnity, were no more opened in any
familiar words; even the Master kept silence for a space ; and
nothing remained but the silent observance of the paschal meal,

celebrated in mysterious and appropriate twilight. Luke xxii.

17 defines, as far as we can understand, the beginning of its

ritual ; but it intimates at the same time that all its detail would
not be observed, for the Lord makes an end for Himself with the

first cup. And as they were eating— is St Matthew's opening of

the scene which followed. And as they sat aiid did eat—is St

Mark's more definite language. Thus we have nothing here of
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the standing, according to the prescript of Ex. xii. *11 (which

Aben Esra allows to have referred only to the first meal in

Egypt). They sat or reclined at the table, and

—

ate, almost m
silence ; but little, and that only what was absolutely necessary,

was spoken ; scarcely a word which belonged not to the ceremony.

In this position of the begun and proceeding meal, we hear

that fearful word, which descends from the most distant future

of glory to the deepest ignominy of the present, One ofyou shall

betray Me I
'^ While this refers back to the intimation long ago

given in Jno. vi. 70, and was prepared for in Jno. xiii. 18, it is

manifestly the first indication of the traitor during this meal;

and it coincides historically, doubtless, with Jno. xiii. 21. How
it is related to Jno. xiii. 22 we shall see ; as far as the un-

certainty which undeniably rests upon the insertion of the

sacramental institution in St John's closely connected narra-

tion will admit. When we examine the Synoptical account^

we find three distinctive sayings of our Lord :—A word of

sorroiv to humble the Eleven together with the One ; a word
of solemn declaration, which instructs, and at the same time

vindicates them, while it is a preliminary condemnation for the

traitor; finallyj a most sublimely fearful word for the traitor

alone, in which now for the first time the judgment of ?ds re-

probation is complete—even as the Lord had given Himself up
to His own destiny to be betrayed by him. But here we only

say, for the first time—because the final utterance follows in a

second, and more intense expression (Jno. xiii. 27).

Matt. xxvi. 21 ; Mark xiv. 1 8 ; Jno. xiii. 21. He ivas troubled

in sjnrit (as Jno. xii. 27)—indicates certainly a disturbed and

painful emotion ; and it is not without meaning that there is

added

—

and testified. The former shows the motive of our Lord's

utterance as it regards Himself, the latter as it regards the dis-

ciples ; His own ,grief will not suffer Him to restrain it, while

He speaks for a salutary testimony to them, as also to the future

Church which they represented. The disciples also were exceed-

ing sorrowful, but their emotion was far from reaching the depth

and strength of His trouble in spirit. The tribulation and suf-

fering of our Lord is always and essentially a sorrow of soul; and

1 How often does the thought, and view, and word of the Lord bring

into close conjunction the widest contrasts

!
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in that dofliain where the spirit possesses, inhabits, and pervades

with its energy the soul, and is consequently affected by it in

return. Still more specifically is it everywhere as here a sorrow

on account of sin, and even in its highest intensity a Divine-

human sorrow. For, His spiiit in the unity of the Eternal Spirit

knoweth the abomination of sin, as it appears in God's sight

;

His soul feels it also, in this clear and full knowledge, even as

men feel,—or rather, as no sinful man as such can feel it. Thus

had He from the beginning already suffered much through sin

;

but now, the sin of men confronts Him in its direst, severest form,

and is most bitter to Him, as exhibited in Judas. More severe

and bitter was not in this sense even the conflict in Gethsemane

and upon Golgotha—the laying upon Him the iniquity of us alL

Here in His spirit, most internally afflicted by sin, that Passion

begins and has its root which issues tlirough Judas (as we shall

see) in His victoriously emerging from temptation :—in Gethse-

mane again His soul is included; upon Golgotha finally His body,

soul, and sj^irit.^ All the contradiction of frenzy and hatred, of

hypocrisy and malice, of ingratitude and every other bad passion,

which, distributed among individuals, had fallen upon or should

fall upon Him—was condensed and consummated in this one

sinner against Him, this unhappy traitor. He breaks in upon

the narrowest circle of His won and beloved souls ; he defiles

and disgraces, in a sense, the apostolical foundation of His future

Church here at its veiy commencement ; and brings to nought

an election which had its origin in His love, by an actual though

partial victory of hell ! Thus, alas, this son oi perdition—and

this is His deepest grief

—

compels Him, even now when He
would refresh His soul by nought but love and blessing, when
He was about to establish the seal and the pledge of an ac-

complished redemption and forgiveness of sins, to retain by

anticipation the sin of one awful Exception, condemning him

eternally. But we observed upon Jno. xiii., with -reference to

Mark iii. 5, that the Son of man could not otherwise manifest

His wrath against evil than in connection with the perturbation

of His sympathising, redeeming heart ; here, however, we see

* It is to be understood, as we have said, that His soul also suffered the

sorrow of His spirit from the beginning ; and the perturbation of His soul

was stroDgly shared in by His body.
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that the converse of this proposition does not hold good— fot

Jesus is only troubled about Judas, without wrath. So far we

can appropriate Tholuck's word, on St John :
" It is not the

feeHng of provoked indignation which goes out toward the de-

linquent, but that of compassionate sorrow;" though we cannot

adopt the words which follow, as applicable to the present con-

juncture,—" which always seeks anew to produce in the perverted

mind an influence of compunction." This was now over, as the

vnll betray already testifies. ^Yliere there is human anger^ in

the God-man as the reaction of love, there is the hope of love

which takes this method to accomplish its purpose ; but where

that is, gone, the wrath of the Lamb also /or the present ceases,

and the love is turned into pure lamenting suffering of the sin.

That the traitor had experienced no wrath beforehand from his

Lord, on whom he inflicted the deepest grief— is the cause of the

wrath of God which now rests upon him, and which will fall upon

him one day as the wrath of the Lamb, of that same Incarnate

Judge of men who in Gethsemane still called liim His friend.

Why then does the Lord utter that as a testimony which

moves His spirit ? The testimony as such applies indeed to the

disciples ; but not exclusively, as is generally thought, to shame

and humble them, and excite their true repentance. In this

utterance of the deepest feeHng, there is primarily no considera-

tion of the influence w^hich it ought to exert and must exert upon

others ; but it is no other than a lamentation of the Troubled

One, who pours out His complaint not merely before God, but

also before man in a human manner. Assuredly, there is some-

thing of human " infirmity" also in it, and the Lord cannot

restrain within Himself the sorrow of His soul, nor retain it

within His spirit before God, but must speak of it before His

own as afterwards in Gethsemane. We must know for our own

consolation and instruction that so it was with His spirit ; and

therefore He hears this witness to all times in His word— as it

is also expressed in St John's i/jLapTvprjo-e—He testified. But

theuy there is another element which is never wanting in His

self-testimony ; the wisdom of love which regulates all His

speaking and not keeping silence approves itself decisively here

^ Not, of course, in the sense of Jas. i. 20, which contrast of the human

and the Divine has no application to the God-man.
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as it does to the last, seeking always our salvation. And we

justly said at the outset that this first word concerning the

traitor had an especial reference to the others. The doom and

woe of the traitor is intimated more plainly to himself in the

second word, and most expressly in the third; but now the

Eleven are to know and feel, as far as it lies in them, what the

Lord knows and feels. They are to be fortified against the

awful event, when it should take place, by the testimony to their

Lord's fore-knowledge of it and submission to it— as we have

seen on Jno. xiii. 19. But, finally—and this comes into special

prominence for us— thei/, as being of the same sinful nature,

and, even under grace capable of like sin, are to be humbled

into deeper self-knowledge and penitence by seeing how pro-

foundly the sin of one among them bows down their Lord. This

is the just interpretation and application of the w^ord which the

Church has always held fast. It views the Lord as in this

w^ord exhorting to contrition before He celebrates His sacra-

ment ; moving the disciples' hearts to hmniliation before He
institutes His holy Supper. And there is profound truth in the

observation which has been made :—that St Paul derived from

this One among you his impressive rule. But let a man examine

himself!

It is indeed only one, who will commit this fearful sin ; but

it is still one of them ; and what that means, we have sufficiently

shown upon Jno. vi. 70. When one sins with fearful, yea the

most fearful aggravation— the rest of us must not wholly acquit

oiu*selves ; the Lord's one w^ord is most grievous to Him, to us

full of shame and humiliation—One among you! Whatever

differences there are between the several eleven disciples in

disposition and feeling, the Lord embraces them altogether, and

in one with Judas ; He still more emphatically and compre-

hensively refers its most evil fruit in the one to the root of sin

in all, when He afterwards cries—Woe to that man! The sin

of the One, most ripe for condemnation, is in a certain relation

the common sin of humanity, a fruit which grew on that tree.

Further : Is this Judas actually isolated and alone in his sin ?

Is he not rather the type and forerunner of many, found in the

discipleship and external fellowship of Jesus, as he was then ?

Hence his warning figure stands at the introduction of every
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celebration of the Sacrament—" In the night in which the Lord

was betrayed r'^ The lesson taught by Judas may well inter-

mingle its wholesome bitterness with all our Passion-devotions.

Woe also to him who, otherwise than the beloved disciples, is

disposed to reply—Such can I and will I never be ! The proper

reflection is—Am not I also a man, like this man of sin ? Is not

my human heart by nature likewise evil and unbeHe^ang ? Do
I submit to reproof ? Has the love of the Lord entrance in me,

and His truth ? Am not I treacherous to Him in heart ; am not

I resting secure in external fellowship alone with Him and His;

is there no Judas-way in me?

All this is not "homiletic application" and "edifying re-

mark," learned readers, but actual exposition of the mind and

feeling with which the Lord uttered this ef v/jlcov. "One^

of you"—He adds now decisively

—

will betray Me; in which,

as in the following words, the wpicrfievov—appointed—begins

already to appear. He speaks still in the Futm-e ; since Judas'

offer already made to the Pharisees (irapaBcoo-co) was not the

consummated betrayal itself. But He speaks in the Futm'e

absolute ; for, the black counsel of Judas' heart stood fast, Jiis

heart was no more to be humbled and shamed— otherwise the

Lord would not have thus spoken.

And they were exceedingly troubled, and began every man
to say

—

Lord is it 1? Judas is obviously not included, because

the Spirit designs to give the Lord's word as pre-eminently di-

rected to the Eleven, and their reply to it. Judas delayed till

the last his similar question. The first influence of the word

upon Jam is not recorded; but, like the design of his heart

throughout, is veiled in a night of fearful mystery. Liicke re-

marks on the apparent parallel, Lu. xxii. 23, quite correctly

:

"St Luke reports like St John;" but we accept this on a very

different supposition from his, to wit, that they both relate

another circumstance, the second indication of the traitor which

took place after the Supper. For it is plain to all who will not

break the Scripture by assuming incorrectness in the narrators,

that on the first occasion the disciples say what they say to Jesus,

^ St Matt. SKXffTog (another reading s7g)— St Mark s7; Kcthl;, not »<x0e7s

or xxroi (kcci ilra) ug^ but instead of -kc/J 'ivex,^ as in Jno. viii. 9, Rom. xii. 5.

The second xai aXXo^ • M'/jr; kyu ; in St Mark is probably an addition.
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the second time they speak among themselves (Trpo^ eavrov^, et?

aX\'t]\ov<;). The first thne, each asks, Is it I? the second time,

they inquire among themselves which of them it was that should

do this thing. Liicke thinks it " scarcely credible," as recorded

in St Matthew and St Mark, that each of the disciples asked

aloud if it was himself :"— but it is literally so recorded in these

Evangelists ; and no man has a right to mix up with exposition

his own notion of what is or is not credible. The simple and

plain narrative has in various ways been most unexegetically

dealt with. Some have thought that each put the question, but

each with his own individual meaning; Olshausen supposes

that Peter and John, in their more highly developed conscious-

ness, would not ask—Is it I? but only—Who is it? (This

gratuitous assertion rests upon the identification of the two

questions and the two accounts.) Others, as Ebrard, change

the recorded question into "an anxious appeal"—It is not If

On the other hand, Winer classes this question with Mijti

among those in which, according to the decision of the context,

an afiirmative answer must be supposed possible. We perfectly

agree with him; and appeal to the feeling of every simple

reader, and to the predominant, living tradition of the Church.

If the context allowed the assumption that some meant no more
than '^assuredly not i?" we would rather join Nathanael with

John, than Peter—and so on with all the rest. The emphasis

of this most significant word would be lost ; and the subsequent

question of Judas, the affirmative answer to which our Lord's

reply confirms, would be deprived of its similarity to the pre-

vious questions. Judas assuredly asked because he was con-

strained to do so, because and in the same sense as the others

asked.

For our own part we regard that as credible in the highest

degree which Matthew the Apostle, one present at the transac-

tion, plainly records ; and, moreover, we can render it perfectly

intelligible and probable to our own minds. The truth in the

arbitrary addition to the narrative which we have just noticed

is this, that each one may have thought first of the others

around him ; but then, when he saw not the slightest ground

for the supposition in the case of any other, he would naturally

direct the inquiry to himself. " Of whom can I suppose that
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he would do this thing? Most fitly should I ask myself the

question!" Such is the coui'se of true humbleness of mind in

its pure simplicity in all similar cases. This preparation and

reason for the startling question

—

Is it I (710 other than myself)'^

the Evangelists have left unexpressed, but it is not the less ob-

vious to every psychological reflection : they simply record the

result which, in the swift succession of emotion which went

round the circle, was not long in finding utterance. We are

not to think of clear consciousness and calm pondering of what

they say, on an occasion like this, when their word was extorted,

enforced from the disciples by the warning spirit of the word of

Jesus, for a typical application in the future. We must not

coldly discuss it in its antecedents and consequences, but take it

as it stands—the uncalculated expression of the effect which

the Lord's disclosure had upon their consciousness of sin.

When they thus suddenly heard the Lord's earnest "one ofyou^^

every one, even the most consciously sincere, must have thought

himself for one moment capable of the most fearful sin.^ This

meaning alone gives a sufiicing reason for the exceeding sorrcnv-

ful of St Matthew, which is essentially different from the sub-

sequent doubting of whom He spake in St John. After the

more rigorous " Woe" pronounced upon the One, which must

have given every innocent one to feel that this did not touch his

conscience, yea, after the atoning "for you" of the Supper,

—

their position and feeling with regard to it became different

;

and the uncertain anxious inquiry of every one as to which of

the rest could do this, was then quite in keeping. The blending

of the two situations and states of mind into one incident, is to

be excused only by the fact that St John's Gospel gives that

theory an apparent sanction, unless his Gospel be very carefully

read and compared with the others. For certainly, just at this

point, between vers. 21 and 22, or vers. 22 and 23 of ch. xiii.,

^ Hiller's reflection therefore is beside the mark : "and if He named one,

it was the thought of each \h2d> tliat one might change his mind". For the

will hetray had been announced by Verily^ Verily. Krummacher more cor-

rectly paraphrases the sense of the word: "Yea, Lord, so corrupt is my
heart that I am capable of any evil ; and, if the wind of temptation blew

that way, I might by possibility betray Thee, the Highest Good, even as

Thou hast said. Left unguarded to myself, I cannot stand."
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St John passes over the Supper, and inseparably joins what

passed subsequently with the first word which gave occasion to it.

But he wrote thus only that our investigation might be stimu-

lated to careful arrangement of the whole.

It was necessary thus carefully to observe the word of the

disciples, and assert its only true meaning ; for this alone will

enable us fully to understand the design of the preceding word

of our Lord, as well as to trace the progress to what follows.

When He expressed Himself in such a manner as to involve

their whole circle in a certain sense in the guilt, His sole pur-

pose—a purpose which most blessedly succeeded—was that the

beloved disciples should be profoundly abased in the conscious-

ness of their general, human, capability of sin ; and that they

should be entirely divested of all wrathful, loveless, unjustified

rejoicing in the sentence of condemnation pronounced upon a

fellow-man, the traitor who now went forth from their midst ;

—

in short, that they should be brought to such a state of mind as

to put the question which they did put.-^ This question of the

disciples, which was a perfect expression of indi^ddual sincerity,

while it on that veiy account proclaimed all the more feelingly

their deep sense of sinfulness, was to Him a consolation in the

midst of His distress. He who so asks, judges himself fully

—

that he may not be judged— as to his part in the awful guilt,

so far as it is a collective guilt ; but he who can thus ask, has

thereby cleared himself, and shown that he cannot be the one

intended, nor fall under the terrific ivoe. And now, after this

disburdening of His own heart and cleansing of the hearts of

His disciples, Jesus is free to proceed with the second word,

which with wonderful sublimity embraces the whole of this

Satanic sin of an Apostle :—which unites in itself a serene tes-

^ This, and nothing else, as we think. Not specifically, as Lange pre-

fers, in order that they might be led to repent of that spirit of carnal am-
bition which had so long troubled them, and which had nourished among
them the serpent of treachery, and that traitor lumself whom they had
brought to Him !—There is no trace of this last in all the narrative ; our

Lord's / have chosen^ Jno. vi. 70, is a strong protest against any such intro-

duction of one Apostle by others. That they trusted Judas and did not

see through him, was in them a relative virtue, though springing from their

sin ; and the Lord was infinitely better satisfied with their Is it I? than He
would have been with any unbecoming " Is it he V
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timony of His own obedience to the counsel of God; an instruct-

ing assertion of the guilt which nevertheless was incuiTed ; a

most internal cry of anguish uttered by love which mourns over

one who cannot be saved. This second word is, to wit, a decla-

ration as to the self-sacrifice of the Son of man, and the doom

of the man who betrayed Him ; but, for the sake of the tran-

sitional connection, an answer to the Apostles' question yet pre-

cedes, which however is no new answer, but only repeats and

confirms the first.

Matt. xxvi. 23 ; Mark xiv. 20. The supposition that this

answer of our Lord is the same which John xiii. 26, under

another presentation and more specifically, records— is one of

the most marvellous and perverse misunderstandings which have

sprung from a lax notion of the so-called inspiration of the

Gospels—notwithstanding that it is the predominant opinion,

and now almost traditionally accepted. We have shown upon

St John, and now more emphatically repeat it, that we have in

these two records two quite different occasions and w^ords.

Here the Eleven ask, each for himself. Is it I? There John
at Peter's request put the question. Lord who is it? Here

Judas, like the others, dips with the Lord in the dish ; but

there the Lord dipped the sop, and gave it to Judas. If the

word intimated a specific and instant dipping on the part of

Judas, he must have been at once detected before the eyes of

all;^ consequently, the subsequent "woe to that man^^ must have

pointed him out as if by name; then his Is it I? which followed

afterwards, showed senseless boldness in this detected and con-

demned man; and, lastly, the ignorance of the disciples as

recorded in St John, vers. 27-29, becomes inexplicable—and

an absolute contradiction between the two eye-witnesses must

remain. All those subtle suppositions, therefore, which are

based upon his dipping in the confusion, with affected candour
'—and so forth—must be renounced, as confusing the scene.

'O e/A/Sa-v/ra?

—

he that dippeth—in St Matthew is not, as De

^ For this answer to the question of all was not given softly by Jesus,

and it was given only to One! If he received the sop "before all eyes,"

and dipped his hand into the dish, he must have been pointed out and re-

vealed to them all. The impossibilitv and contradiction of this is well put

by Krummacher.

VOL. VII. B
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Wette's translation gives it, He that hath dipped (that is, just

now); but it is aoristical, and equivalent to e/^^aTrro/xez/o? in

St Mark.

The Lord does not and cannot intend to give a new and dis-

tinctive answer to the Is it /? of the several disciples. It was

not necessary. The silent answer was now, after this cleansing

of their heart, understood of itself—"Not ye, My faithful ones,

who have been with Me in My temptations, and whose are still

the thrones; but one among you." Thus the Lord merely

repeats, before He proceeds further, the former word in a more

plainly intelligible form ; using an expression which is parallel,

on the one hand, with the earlier-cited passage of the Psalms,

Jno. xiii. 18, and, on the other, with the subsequent word which

St Luke gives—"The hand of the traitor is mth Me on the tahUr

Nothing can be clearer than this relation of the circumstances,

if we only abandon the attempt to make different accounts one,

and assume such a repetition of similar transactions as the re-

cmTence of this dark element in the meal rendered necessary.

The " dipping in the dish" was by no means (as Lange main-

tains) "an irregularity which their excitement explains;" there

is no ground for this, when we set the common meal plainly

before oui? imagination. Henneberg is quite right in defending

the general signification of the dippeth with Me—"one of My
household, who daily eateth and drinketh with Me." Olshausen

is altogether wrong when he asserts in opposition, that " this

was applicable to all the disciples, and was therefore no answer

at all"— for it was not to be an answer, but only a re-assertion

of the one among you. St Mark gives us the plainest evidence

of the identity of the two sayings ; for in the second he has

" one of the Iwelve,^' and adds to the first "one of you— ivhich

eateth with MeP (And this we now first mention, because here

its significance comes out.) Thus the Lord meant the first

time—One of My companions at table; and the second time

again— One, who eateth atMy table, like you Twelve collectively.

The number tivelve, still mentioned—we cannot but think of

the throne lacking for one of the twelve tribes of Israel, Luke
xxii. 30—designs to say that the Lord reckons the fallen one

still, in testimony of His previous election (Jno. vi. 70, you

Twelve), in order then to supplant him, comp Acts i. 17. Thus
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the several passages of Scripture profoundly coincide in tlieir

one meaning.

The Lord's silence presupposes—"Ko, not ye, who so

anxiously ask!" But ivho then? He dechnes any more defi-

nite intimation, and adheres to His first word. St Matthew's

specific the same (ovto^) shall hetray does not constrain us to

suppose here a direct indication of the man, for it does not out-

weigh the one of the Twelve in St Mark ; this ovto<;, rather, is

spoken concerning that one in the same tone of lamentation and

reproach as afterwards 6 av6pcoiTo^ eKelvo^— that man. One

among you

:

—in this there has been from the beginning a con-

trast with the remainder of the disciples, who were not so near

and not in so confidential a relation. It is in correspondence

with the word of the Psalm, " as it was written," that the espe-

cial nearness of the Twelve is represented here as a fellowship at

the table ; it further shows, according to the meaning of that

Psalm, the greatness of the guilt in which this trusted one be-

comes a traitor—thus preparing for the ivoe. Finally, the form

of the expression, which makes the dipping into the dish a spe-

cific and most concrete designation, refers of course directly to

the present paschal meal. For, the declaration would run thus:

—That one of the Twelve (he will soon be revealed in his act!)

who, like the other Eleven, has been My habitual companion at

the table, and is so this day, who still for a while has the cha-

racter of an Apostle, is still shameless and eats with Me (My

bread),—embitters to Me this farewell feast, enforces from Me
this complaint and condemnation, etc. T7]v %etpa

—

the hand

—has the same most concrete vividness in St Matthew which

the impious hand has in St Luke :—that hand which no protest

of conscience could restrain.

Did Judas at this moment dip his hand into the dish, and

thus make the generally-proverbial word a specific sign for him-

self 2 If that be supposed, it must also be assumed that the

disciples did not remark or understand the significance of the

act. In such a case, this word would occupy a middle position

between the altogether general reference which preceded, and

the specific sign given to John; and, further, it might be thought

that this connection would show why Judas, thus partially

marked out, asked also his question. But this coincidence of
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the immediate act with the Lord's very general indication ap-

pears to us altogether nnimaginable ; the disciples' not perceiv-

ing it (and they might be supposed to have instantly looked at

the dish, under a misapprehension) being in the highest degree

improbable.— The definite article before rpv^lov shows that

there was not more than one dish at the table.^

Matt. xxvi. 24 ; IMark xiv. 21 ; (Luke xxii. 22.) We must

firmly hold that St Luke does not introduce ver. 21 supplemen-

tarily, thus placing it incorrectly in the midst of the words of

the sacramental institution ; and it further seems probable to us

that ver. 22 also was (in its simple reference to the contrast of

the Divine counsel and human guilt) thus repeated. Yet we
admit that the historically correct " But, behold'^ may have led

to the introduction of ver. 22 as related to it ; and the expres-

sion being the same (in all but one word) we shall include it in

the text here.—How Judas comes against Jesus, and Jesus en-

dures His temptation, in it victoriously separating Himself from

him—we see now exhibited before us in a spiritually decisive

and internal process, before the betrayal itself is accomplished

as an external act. We may regard this conflict of Jesus with

the traitor among the Twelve as a temptatioii in regard to Him-
self ; as even the beginning of the last, greater, and greatest

temptation, in which His Passion consists. Now at the last

Satan comes again to Him immediately, as in the desert ; and

even more directly near, though by the agency and in the form

of man, his instrument. And here in Judas the sin of men is

concentrated, or rather he is the concentrated man of sin ; and

in this, that He has to do with such an one, we mark the great-

est temptation to the Holy One of God to depart from the rigo-

rously-defined path of His holiness. But the patient Endurer,

when He suffers this, is only bruised on the heel by the heel of

this Satan-man lifted up against Him; over him who would

tread Him under his feet in his impious course, the self-sacrific-

ing Redeemer remains exalted in His unbroken victory. How

^ Hence we cannot accept Bengel's strange view, tliat there was a

nearer circle around the Lord, within the Twelve. (Judas opposite^ as

Peter and John one on each side ? But this does not suit the manner in

which they rechned.) Bengel (not in the Gnomon, but in the Germ. N.T.)

thinks that " this at once exonerated a large proportion of the Twelve."
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this was consummated in the second on^ict of this evening, we

have seen already in Jno. xiii. 27 ; we now see it here the first

time. That is, Jesus abides exalted above Judas not immediately

as God, but in that emptied relation as the Son of man, in

which He was capable of temptation; He is and abides, in

opposition to this man of sin, the faithful man in God, and

recedes not from God's purpose^ righteousness, and love. Thus

we seize the three critical points of this utterance, and now pro-

ceed to exhibit them more clearly.

First : Jesus remains exalted in the purpose and will of God

above the wicked purpose and will of Judas ; for He can, in His

perfect and sure obedience, subordinate the suffering of this lot

to the providential arrangements of His God and Father. He
holds to the as it is written^ or, as St Luke says afterwards, was

determined; for prophecy and predetermination are here one.

The whole counsel of God is laid down in the Scripture ; the

plan of the history of the kingdom and the world, which shall

stand fast in spite of the counsel of the heathen and the devices

of the people. Ps. xxxiii. 10, 11. Before God, in the book of

His mutually-interacting omniscience and almightiness, all is

written, down to the hair of the head w^hich falleth not without

Him :-—but who knoweth the individual secret thoughts of His

heart, before they are made manifest in act and history ? For

us it was enough, that that had been before announced in pro-

phecy, which we must regard as the firm centre of all—the plan

of redemption in Christ. In this " The Son of man goeth /" are

wTapped up all those thoughts of peace and not of evil which

the Most High has thought toward the children of men, to bring

the good end which was expected by all who in the longing of

penitence and faith waited for it. Jer. xxix. 11. Hence all

the main crises of that wonder of all wonders, of the redeeming

passion of Christ, were wi'itten dow^n before ; and the event

signified by this emphatic as—the betrayal by one of His most

intimate chosen ones—must have been recorded too, because

and as it was ordained ; and here also applies what the faith of

the disciples. Acts ii. 23, iv. 28, could profoundly express.

Nothing can break or disturb this predetermined counsel of

God ; all hell, and its power in humanity, is impotent against it,

even as the desperate malice of Judas fails to disturb the repose
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and confidence of our Lord. He abides sublimely elevated above

his evil will, for He submits to his permitted deed as obedient to

the good will of God, and goes on His plainly marked out way.

Certainly, this is contained in the expression virdyei, goeth,

which here primarily indicates the process of death as such, just

as in St John's discourses it comprehends the going through

death to the Father. Expositors usually content themselves

with making it only the separation from the body, departure

from this life, as T]^n e.g. Gen. xv. 2; Josh, xxiii. 14; Ps. xxxix.l4

^Sept. never vTrdyecv)—but the inner meaning and connection

constrains us here, as almost always in St John's inrcuyeLv, to

include a voluntary submission in the independent, obedient,

going this way of death.^ St Lul^e's Tropeverao for goeth is

under the same condition; indeed, we might compare Jno. xiv. 2,

28 (where the iropeveaOai is distinguished from the mere going

away by" the blessed end of the way which is marked out) and

interpret it more emphatically :—The Son of man goeth His ap-

pointed, sure, and blessed way ; He fulfilleth His course, comp.

Lu. xiii. 33. This is so intimatelyconnected with the matter itself,

that it must approve its correctness.—" It must be so, because it

is written ; not that this lays Me under constraint, I yield Myself

voluntarily and confidently to the counsel of God." Thus the

holy resolution of Jesus' obedience abides exalted above the

malicious purpose of Judas, even while He does not withstand it.

He knows that even this, like all evil, will be turned to good, and

that thus will be effected the saving of the world. Indeed, that

which God designs for good, Judas designs for simple evil ; but

the thoughts of God remain firm and will have their course.

Even this most terrific delinquency must serve the accomplish-

ment of the eternal purpose of love, even when it is afterwards

carried out to its accomplishment :—^just as even now the word
concerning the traitor was turned into a blessing for the rest.

This is here in its centre the same mystery of the Divine govern-

ment of all, which meets us a thousand times, a thousand times

repeated, throughout its whole procedure. We cannot grasp the

full meaning of what we say, when we speak of Providence ; but

the simplicity of our faith in the living God in thus speaking is

^ In Josh xxiii. 14, and still more plainly, 1 Kings ii. 2, something of

the same self-devotement is involved.
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amply justified. But that tlie holy Son of man thus simply

subjects Himself to this Providence, when the greatness of this

devilish wickedness might bring the temptation to doubt whether

this also could have been foredetermined—is His first victory.

He does not for one moment think—Can it be that I shall

suffer this from such an abandoned apostate ? but abides in firm

faith in the purpose of God, and in the obedience of this faith.

And here serves Him the prop of Scripture ; for all that was

written of Him was also written for Him, to be the light of His

feet, the lamp and justification of His way. AYe do no more

now than point once more—after having spoken of it at large

upon Jno. xiii. 18, and xvii. 12— to Christ's ovm. exegesis, which

finds the treachery of Judas in the Old Testament, and which

no scientific criticism of our day can invalidate.

It is right before God that this should be ; but not the less

right before God that the wicked purpose should bear its guilt.

Consequently, in the second place, Jesus abides also exalted in

God^s righteousness above the imputed, retained, and abiding guilt

of Judas. The transition to this thought cannot be better ex-

pressed than it is in the Hirschberg Bible :
" However patiently

I suffer this, however little God will hinder it, however certainly

it was foreseen and foreannounced that I should be betrayed by

My own disciple,—yet, notwithstanding, fearful is the temporal

and eternal woe which will fall upon him. It was not the fore-

announcement which caused him to commit this damning sin

;

but his own voluntary malignity, foreseen only by the all-

knowing God, has driven him to this heart-breaking crime." A
second temptation for the Son of man lay in tliis : He might have

yielded— in opposition to the righteousness of God—to the false

pity which should mourn over and excuse the "unhappy Judas,"

as being appointed to be the instrument of such a destiny. Into

this temptation we, who know better, are still apt to fall :—not

so the Lord, who abides firm in the testimony of the truth ; and,

even when He is in the deepest subjection to the most malignant

wickedness, forgets not for a moment His position as the Judge

over all evil and e\'il-doers.

Woe to that man ! "When the Lord thus calls him a man, He
points once more, as we have said, to the general sin of 'man-

kind—which in this man of sin has only reached its full con-
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summation; but the emphatic and exclusive eKeivco— that man

—points to the individual character of this tremendous sin and

guilt. By whom the Son of man is betrayed—such juxtaposition

with such a man is the deepest humiliation of this name ; what

inexpressible condescension, to allow that He b.elongs to one

humanity with this Judas, as one of us. We might be misled

into regarding this as a mitigation of his guilt, as Judas did not

after all do violence to and sin against the knowTi Lord of Glory
;

but a profounder consideration will preserve us from that error,

and leave the woe in all its rigour. There is ample independent

reason why our Lord should here throughout call Himself the

Son of man ; but that Judas was not essentially ignorant as to

the Divine dignity of His Master, and therefore did not as it

were excusably sin, must be deduced from the irremediable

doom of damnation which is so strongly pronounced upon him.

The Lord does not say. Woe unto men, all sinners, by whose

hand and counsel I must suffer and be crucified ! But He makes

this man prominent, who betrayed Him to others, for special

judgment. Again, He cannot now say—Woe to that one of the

Twelve, or to that Apostle who has betrayed his Lord and Master

!

It is, however, still more rigorous when He brings to mind that

he who had thus become a devil— is a man ; for, his sin at the

same time in another sense transcends the measure of ordinary

human sin. He was horn as man, that is, as no more than sin-

ful man ; sinful, indeed, but susceptible of truth and love, and

therefore of salvation. But now he has become incapable of

salvation, in direct opposition to truth and love itself.^ This

solitary ivoe denounced upon one only head, in the profoundest

patience, the sublimest tranquillity, the keenest grief, has a far

heavier weight, consequently, than the other " woes" which had

issued from the same lips ; heavier than that of the seven-and

eight-fold woes denounced upon the Scribes and Pharisees, which

^ Thus we find, and we trust riglitly, a different sense in the oLvQpaira?

here, from that which Krummacher finds, who regards it as involving " a

rejecting tone"— "Judas has nothing more to do with the Eedeemer

!

Jesus has no other name for him than the alien and cold one

—

tliat manV
TVe think of such passages as Matt. xii. 12 ; Mark ii. 27 ; Lu. ix. 56, and
ask in wonder. How can the name " man" be, in the lips of the Son of man
and man's Saviour, a term of rejection and ahenation ?
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however were dictated by the wrath of love ; heavier even than

the " woe to that man'' by the side of " woe to the world^^ Matt,

xviii. 7 (where, moreover, there is as here a necessity for it which

does not remove the guilt).

For concerning this Judas alone the lips of truth say—It

had been good for that man if he had never been horn ! Here

KJrummacher observes truly :
" This inscription placed over the

grave of His unhappy disciple by the Lord Himself is the most

fearful and affrighting utterance of the whole Bible." This

word, taken in its literal rigour, closes eternally the door of

hope ; it precludes all thought of an ultimate salvation, for if

there might be a restoration of his soul in the distant revolu-

tions of ages, it would be better for him to have been bom :

—

this is so obvious, and has been so deeply felt from the begin-

ning, that we need not spend many words in establishing it.

The best argument for the irrevocableness of this sentence is

found in the contrivances resorted to for its evasion : for in-

stance. It had been better for the Son of man if Judas had

never been born ! This construction, however plausible it may
seem according to the letter, is in the highest degree artificial,

and therefore to be rejected. It has seemed that koXov rjv

avrS must be referred still to Christ, as the Trepl avrov before

;

partly, because the Son of man immediately precedes, partly

because the conclusion with that man seems to bring in a new
subject. But this gives to the words a tone of self-seeking and

weak lamentation which is utterly unworthy of Jesus, and never

heard elsewhere ; and which is, moreover, so entirely unsuitable

to this place, that on that account, and in spite of grammatical

appearances, there have been few who have ever hesitated to

admit that this sentence must be the development and explana-

tion of the woe previously uttered. We repeat what we said

on another occasion : " Such an exposition we can never assent

to, because it involves such a direct contrast with the previous

submission to the counsel of God as is quite out of the question

;

still more, because— to our feeling at least— the utterance of a

woe against His enemy because he had wrought Him harm is

at this sacred crisis altogether unworthy of our Lord ; while,

on the other hand, it was worthy of Him that He should feel

son'ow for the destruction of that enemy, who had wilfully
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plunged himself into ruin."^ But we now strengthen those

two feeble expressions, and maintain that it must be the feeling

of every man who is not bent upon doinoj violence to his feel-

ing, that such an exposition altogether deranges the true sense

of the passage, and the entire relation of Jesus to Judas ; that

it is altogether contrary to the whole mind of our Lord gene-

rally, and at this conjuncture especially, when His sublime ele-

vation above Judas must be manifested, that He should lower

Himself so far as to make such a lamentation over His own lot.

We cannot understand how any man can tolerate the idea of

such a thought in Jesus' spirit, of such a word on Jesus' lips,

as—" Had not Judas been born, it would for M<i have been

better.^^ For does not this border on that want of resignation

to the destiny of life, which in man has said—Would that I had

not been born ! ! And here too, at the table of the Supper,

after the serene self-sacrificing words—The Son of man goeth,

as it is written !—The reference of the avrco to the more distant

subject, instead of the more immediate, is sufficiently explained

by this, that this man is the main object of the whole utterance,

the avTO) manifestly being only a repeated e/^etVw;^ and the

same holds good for the explanation of the repeated that man
which is thereby emphatically connected with the been born,

Glassius observes that this repetition of the subject is according

to the emphasis of the Hebrew, "i^i^^'Sn napinp^ ad augendam de-

clarationem ; appealing to several Old-Testament passages (Gen.

ii. 19, xiii. 16; Ex. vii. 2, xxxv. 5; Josh. i. 2; Jer. xxxvii. 8 ;

2 Sam. vi. 4), and in the New Testament to Matt. xxvi. 24,

and 2 Cor. iv. 3, 4 (ev oh—twv airicjToav). This emphasis in

the indication of this man is a sufficient reason for the expres-

sion, is in fact the main thing in it ; but with this may be con-

nected what Bengel finds in the first e/cetVw— illi, de quo ipso

etiam scriptum est?

^ Lange :
" He mourns over the eternity of this man ; so much so that

He forgets the sorrow which he had wrought for Himself."

2 Kot, therefore, according to a mediating exposition : It would be

better to the Son of man ; I should 'much rather^that this unhappy man
had never been born ! The Lord expressly speaks not of HimseK at all

;

but only of the condemnation of this man.
^ On the other hand, we cannot admit what Bengel has said upon the

second tliis man—videri ^o^\t prxdicatum. He corrects this vic?e7'i |?os5i<
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Thus it remains that the Lord testifies—"It would have

been better for Judas never to have been born." But that is

not in His Hps a soft and sentimental expression concerning the

traitor, any more than it is a mere sentimental lamentation over

Himself. Nor is its force to be evaded or explained away by de-

creeing that it is only a proverbial saying ; for Jesus has no mere

"manner of speech" in what He says, and if He uses proverbs He
uses them as truth. It is primarily a prophecy :—It will befall

this man to wish that he could undo his birth and annihilate his

own existence. Lu. xxiii. 29, 30 ; Ecclus. xxiii. 14 (/cat OeXijcra^

el fir) iyevvj]6r)(;). But that which is here predicted is very dif

ferent from the anguish and transitory despondency which made

Job and Jeremiah curse the day of their bhlh ; for, the em-

phasis rests upon this, that Jesus does not merely predict a

desire of Judas, but Himself by anticipation confirms and utters

this fcaXov rjv— it were better.

Here, consequently, we have in the second clause of this

utterance the second mystery of the Divine government, as it

appears central in the centre of that government:—the Divine

counsel, which orders all things beforehand, is not disturbed by

the wicked purpose which arises ; so also God's justice, which

condemns the sinner, is not invaded or neutralised by the per-

missive appointment. All that which comes topass stands under

and depends upon the will of God. The energies of nature,

Avithout will and without organic power of their own, work all,

down to the slightest, only according to the will of the Creator,

immanent in His own creation. But in the personal creature

invested with free will, in humanity, we must carefully distin-

guish between occurrence and act^ between effect and will.

Whatever comes to pass, as far as it is event and result, belongs

to the Divine direction, in which the Lord turns the thoughts

of the people to such and such results, as His own thoughts

by another subtile remark (probably too subtile)

—

ille^ appellatioy«7n ut re-

moti. But Lange asserts that we must translate—Better that he had not

been born as that man. This, however, is dangerous ; since Judas would

then appear to have been born the wretch he was, and his individual pro-

gressive guilt would be carried back to his birth. Instead of lapng upon

his own head his guilt, it would assume a predestination to it in the mys-

terious counsel which decided his destiny.
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will. Thus all must serve God ; and thus Judas, who least of

all understood the Divine purpose of redemption, is an eminent

instrument in its accomplishment ; a man, hy means of whom
something takes place which was to take place, and as it w^as to

take place. His purpose, nevertheless, meant it very differently

when he became the betrayer of Jesus ; and this his act as such

falls therefore as certainly under the Divine imputation as the

event falls under the arrangements of Divine providence. Here

there is no room for excuse through predestination in the pre-

science. The event is so certainly defined, appointed, and inter-

woven with the great plan as subserving the great counsel of

salvation (an wpia-fievov), that the betrayal of Judas as an ac-

complished fact is already the foundation on which the sacra-

mental institution is based.^ But, at the same time, as an act

this betrayal was so certainly voluntary, and independent of the

will of God, that its guilt rests upon this man—certainly not

born or created for damnation—unto eternal ruin. Ten thou-

sand times does this interweaving of Divine foresight and the

imputation of guilt, this combination of necessity and freedom,

the one not affecting the other, recur in history ; indeed, the

providential government of the world is the perpetual exhibition

of this deep mystery.

And now, what is the guilt in which this traitor has involved

himself ? Most assuredly, he sinned as man against the Son of

man ; and without that dogmatic knowledge of His being the

Son of God which the Spirit afterguards gave ; but this does

not affect the question, for crime may be committed against

God in man, with the same opposition to the truth which those

manifested who crucified to themselves the Son of God afresh

and put Him to shame. (Heb. vi. 6.) God in man had been

so near and manifest to him in the person of this Son of man,

that he cannot be regarded as having done evil only against the

Son of man ; that which the Lord says generally concerning

the Jews in Jno. xv. 22-25 applies to him as an Apostle in the

highest degree. He resisted the truth as a hypocrite ; love only

hardened him ; from a chosen and trusted one he had become a

traitor, and delivered his Lord and Master over to the enemies

^ And probably tlie reason why our Lord in Luke xxii. 21 returns to it

during the Supper, and testified that his guilt remained.
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wlio sought His death—for that miserable earnest-money ! He
can hear the woe with which redeeming love bewails him, and

yet daringly ask

—

Is it I? He can eat and drink that which the

Lord presents as His body and blood for the forgiveness of sins

—and then go away to accomplish his determined sin, to do, as

the Lord had said, what he wills to do. Woe to that man—he

was born a man, but he has ceased to be one, and has become a

devil. His sin—that of man against man— is nevertheless in

its kernel a participation in the presumptuous impiety of Satan

against God. For, in the holiness of the God-man there was

nothing which might furnish excuse, as in the case of man's

sinning against sinful man;^ his hatred of love thereby passes

over the human limit into the devilish. He would betray his

Lord, bat he betrayed and sold himself to hell. In him Satan

had his first victory over the power of the love of God in Christ;

and the saying of Rom. v. 20 is reversed by a fearful exception

to the rule—Where grace was mighty, sin became mightier

still. It avails not to apologise for him by referring to the de-

lusion of his covetousness, as the handle by which Satan made

him liis instrument ; the real handle was in the depth of his

wicked heart. Nor does it affect the case, if it is supposed that

Judas did not really expect the condemnation and death of

Jesus—that would make his daring mockery of the person of

the Holy One only the more \Yicked, and complicate still further

the manj^-sided falseness of his iniquity. After all, the Lord's

woe denounced upon Judas, such as we have it before our eyes,

is decisive evidence of the abysmal wickedness of his mmd and

action, for with that alone would such a judgment accord. He
assuredly is the only one who received his sentence in person

before the last day ; who was given over to destruction before

the presentation of that sin-offering which saves so many from

destruction.

It had been better to him never to have been bom—to this

man I Note that the Lord does not say simply—It had been

better. For, that would imply—before God better ; and would

border on that forbidden question, which invades the region of

unexplained mystery

—

Why then did God permit him to be

* WMch he himself afterwards testified in shrinking and partial expres-

sion, though plainly enough, Matt, xxvii. 4.
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born ? For tlie same reason, to obviate any semblance of Im-

putation on tlie original purity and guiltlessness of all creation,

He cannot say

—

Better never to have been created. Mark,

further, it is not—Better that he should be annihilated ; for

w^hile the annihilation of an intelligent creature is abstractly

possible to omnipotence, so that it may be regarded as a possi-

bility for the lost, yet on the other hand it is impossible accord-

ing to justice. Therefore the Lord's word avoids all liability to

such application, and confirms in the avroj the eternal continu-

ance of this condemned one, to whom it would be better never

to have been. It would be, that is to him, as he will feel and

wish eternally:— thus mourns His love, but goes no further.

And His righteousness proclaims—He was born, and has become

what he has become, through his own guilt ! Let dogmatics

and speculation see to it how they deal with this utterance which

exegesis hands over to them. There are but two hints in addi-

tion which we have to give. The one is thus expressed by the

Berl. Bible : " We must distinguish between God's work, our

own, and the devil's. Neither of these affects the other—how-

ever much they interpenetrate each other—neither abolishes

the other's full significance." TJie other is this; Mark how
even the redeeming power of the blood of Christ finds its limit

where the Satanic domain begins and penetrates the human

;

and that there is an actual abyss, on the edge of which all

sinners walk, the end of that which had its beginning in the

Fall, and into which all those must fall who give no entrance

to redeeming grace.

But is this judgment of the Lord upon Judas—with all the

majestic calmness of the eternal righteousness of God in which

it is spoken, and in His humanity, according to the love of God
incarnate in Him—a cold and rigorous judgment of a con-

demned enemy, bereft of all sympathy and feeling? Far be it!

Eather is it the most affecting and melting lamentation of love,

which feels the woe as much as holiness requires or will admit.

Therefore, in the third place, Jesus abides also exalted in the

love of God over Judas' eternal ruin. If the second temptation,

after the victory in the first (that is, after the self-devotion to

God's will), would lead the Lord to a iveak and excusing sentence,

in misapprehension of the Divine counsel, and thus to a false
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Iq^q—so now tlie third temptation, after tlie second victory-,

would lead Him to a severely-rejecting condemnation, in misap-

prehension of the Divine righteousness, and as if it was divested

of all love—and thus to false justice. From the time when

Jesus chose this lost one, with the design to expend upon him

the strength of His goodness, patience, and long-suffering, if

he might be saved from the darkness that threatened him, down

to the heart-piercing appeal at the kiss in Gethsemane—from

the beginning to the end He had loved him, for the Father's

sake and in the Father's name, who would have none to perish

who have ever been bom. If He who gives Himself to us in

Christ as a Father is still, in the midst of redeeming grace, the

Righteous Father (Jno. xvii. 25), so also His righteousness,

which must let the deseiwed Woe have its full com'se, is inse-

parable from love ; but this Father-love of God manifests itself

in its human immeasurable condescension in the Son of man,

who is the Son of God. In Him it gives its abundant T^-itness

that God willeth not the death of a sinner ; and with all the

more love, in proportion as the sin more wickedly resists. As
the sin of men is Christ's grief generally, so specifically is the

unlimited sin of the traitor here, and his consequent unbounded

condemnation, and, further, the necessity that He should testify

of it :—the woe pronounced upon this man becomes the personal

gTief of His own High-priestly heart as the Son of man ; and

"this man is a sorrow to Flim, back to his very birth"— (as

Lange beautifully says). Yes, verily, this is the inmost meaning

of the last lamentation, in which we hear the last cry of a love

which goes in sympathy with the lost one to the extremest

limits of mercy, where he must be abandoned for ever. It

would he better to him

—

ah that— it were other than it is! The
Lord thus speaks because He has already entered within the

range of the sacred Passion ; and because it is now needful for

the fulfilment of the Divine counsel, that in this last heavy

temptation to invade prematurely the wrath of judgmentj He
should assert in its purity and integrity the power of forbearing

love.^ And He has asserted it here, in a manner so recon-

^ Tliis most critical point in. this crisis of temptation is overlooked by
Lange. He speaks of a sinking back into the Old- Testament and legal

wrath of zeal, and so forth—but this formed no element in the present
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(according to every sense of the term), against and upon

Judas, that every heart of His true disciples which might

stumble at the eternal condemnation of the lost, must be

strengthened and comforted by this original lamentation over it

poured out by the Son of God.

But at this fundamental crisis is fore-shadowed what will and

must recur in the history and final consummation of His Church.

When that second man of sin, potentiated into a whole race,

when Antichrist and his hosts confront the final Church of the

saints, whose victory must be patience and faith, Christ's people

will have nothing to do but follow the example of their Head
and Captain— to abide patiently obedient, resting on the as-

surance that it was so written and appointed ; to maintain the

testimony of truth and righteousness to the damnation of the

ungodly ; but while doing so, to hold fast their love down to the

final limit of God's patience, until the day of His wrath shall

come. "Fury is not in me!" So, according to Isa. xxvii. 4,

speaks God's vineyard, without a hedge of briars and thorns, to

its enemies. "Fury is not in Me !" So spake Jesus, now at

the first, the living Vine, the root and stem of the Church.

Thus did He endure, condemn, bewail, but not show wrath ; in

order that we may see in Him, the Son of man, how the love of

God glories even against wrath, and even in judgment has its

victory.

Matt. xxvi. 25. The word which we have ah-eady heard,

thougli a cry of lamentation, might be regarded as a fearful

word, on account of the object of its lamenting love—" Better

never to have been born;" but this third word Thou sayest it /,

spoken to the traitor himself, may be regarded as simply suh-

limely-awful. St Matthew alone has preserved this, thus ap-

proving himself like St John an eye-w^itness ; and in regard to

this low-uttered colloquy, more observing, so to speak, than he.

For, when Jno. xiii. 28 records that no man at the table knew
the meaning of the later and last word to Judas, it is obvious

that, as he excepts himself, so we may except Matthew too ;—
or it remains to suppose that John alone observed this prior

temptation of Christ. The otherwise justifiable ivrath^ which as the meek
Sufferer He must now avoid, was manifestly in the future of His judicial

office, not in the Old-Testament past.
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word to Judas, and afterward communicated it to the Apostles.

We leave all this to the free judgment of the reader for adjust-

ment ; only stipulating that the trustworthiness of each evan-

gelical narrative must be held unimpeachable.^ For our own

part, we repose confidently upon the absolute independence of

the first Gospel; and regard it as in the highest degree probable

that St Matthew himself observed and heard what inver. 25 he

records to us with the same simplicity of an eye-witness which

reigns every^diere else.

There has been found wanting in St Mark some hint as to

the way in which Judas received this word of Jesus ;^ for the

traitor cannot be included in ver. 19, on account of the being

sorrowful. The reason is that he did not record what was not

certainly known to him. But St Matthew gives us a brief but

most pregnant intimation of the proud daring of the miserable

man. The Is it /? of the others did not humble or agitate

him, save that he had no spirit to join with them

—

last trace of

a fear and concernment which was soon utterly to vanish. The

terrific woe which now followed without restraint, sounds into

his deaf ears without making any impression, or producing any

terror. He remained cold and immovable, blind, deaf, and feel-

ingless in his cherished purpose ; or, rather, if we may dare to

say so, strengthened in it by the decisive prediction of its ac-

complishment ;—insensible to the thunders of judgment im-

pending in the woe^ and ta the mercy which shone upon the

cloud in the lamenting "better would it he to him !^^ "He
breathed nothing but self though surrounded by the atmosphere

of eternal love" (Lossel). Just as if he had not heard the

sentence of woe, he acts as if it had never been spoken ; and

adds to the rest, with fearful desperation concealed under the

perfection of hypocrisy, his own delayed Is it I ? Ebrard's solu-

tion seems to us altogether wrong; for he regards Judas as

^ Neander forgets this when (notwithstanding the sop reached to him)

he regards the loio question of Judas as an impossibihty, on account of his

distance ; and then allows himself to say :
" This is probably a foreign

(that is, untrue) particular, the origin of wliich is explained by the true

representation in St John."
2 Although it is he who distinctively testifies—And they, the Twelve,

drank all of the cup !

VOL. VII. E
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simply lying
J
and saying by the tone of his question— " I can-

not be the person meant." The only correct explanation is, that

he puts his question as much as possible like that of the others

;

a question which he had so asked as to wait for no as the answer,

could scarcely have been answered by the affirmative, Thou hast

said. The others are all still absorbed in thought, pondering

the hard meaning of the word of Jesus just spoken ; on that

account they do not observe the question which Judas takes that

opportunity of pronouncing half-aloud. He intended it to be,

as we have said, like theirs ; but there is a difference which is

hardly accidental. The others uttered in most humble submis-

sion the name Kvpie, Lord, which was the answer to their own
question :—that word does not pass the traitor's lips, but in-

stead of it he uses the cold and ceremonious 'PajB^i}

Let us mark well the contrast between these two, and feel

as far as we may the wilful presumption of this question ! In

any other saint among the children of men it would have pro-

voked only anger— if we may with reverence institute any such

comparison. But no temptation to wrath, at other times most

holy and right even in Him, but now forbidden, finds access to

the soul of Jesus. How can we imagine it possible that any-

thing—that even he, whose everlasting punishment He now
bewails—could move Him from the triumphant elevation of

His thought and feeling ? His answer to this question is like a

flash from the bright heaven ; but it is only the flash of absolute

truth, uttered as the reply of silent majesty, and without the

thunder of threatening or invective.^ The Lord's wisdom of

love still spares him by an answer as low in its love as his own

;

but the necessary, inevitable word is distinctly audible to him

—

Thou sayest it, or

—

Thou hast said it (thyself) I a form of affir-

mation similar to that afterwards used to Caiaphas, and at first

meaning—Thou knowest it well, wherefore askest thou ? So

^ Bengel reminds us that we never read of Judas' calling Jesus Lord.

That is plain enough, as it regards the Scripture ; but we can easily sup-

*pose him to have said Lord to Him whom he kissed at the end.

2 His love will and His truth must expressly answer such an 75 it I? as

that of Judas, although it seems needless. To the Is it I? of the amazed

guiltless ones who question their own innocence no answer is needful ; for,

despite appearances, the question is its oaa n answer.
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again—Ah that thou hadst not asked! Ah that I had not to

answer! Ah that thoii wast not such ! and what else the myste-

rious emphasis of this word may evolve to thoughtful consider-

ation. In such words as these definite exposition ceases, and
pondering reflection must take its place. Thus much we further

indicate as its force to the feeling :
" Thou knowest it, I also

—

Yea, I look through thee, and canst thou still doubt it ? Thou
deceivest Me not—thou dost not mislead or move Me ! Thou
dost not shake Me from My submission to the decreed purpose

of God ; thou dost not make Me waver in My righteous con-

demnation of thy sin—but neither dost thou move Me from My
love—for thou mayest not and shall not even disturb My re-

pose !" The Thou which is directly given back intimates what

is more strongly expressed afterwards in St John's what thou

doest:—Thou wiliest it, and thy will, which hurries thee to ruin,

and, executed on Me, will subserve redemption, will neither by

Me nor My Father be resisted. (Habeas tibi—but in a tone

more mournful than upbraiding.)

Woe, woe to the man, who thus questions the Lord, and

must receive this answer ! Such is the application with which

the Spirit interlines the text, as it were, for every reader.

After this interchange of these two words, which condense

into one moment the awful collision between heaven and hell,

we must suppose a short pause to have ensued— a pause of

anxious silence or profound pondering while the paschal meal

proceeds. And as they were eating—is St Matthew's new
commencement ; and all the three Evangelists introduce now
the institution of the Sacrament. And to it, in all its immea-

sui'able importance and inexhaustible depth of meaning, we now
turn our attention.

INSTITUTION OF THE LORD's SUPPER.

(Matt. xxvi. 26-28 ; Mar. xiv. 22, 24; Lu. xxii. 19, 20

;

1 Cor. xi. 24, 25.)

The importance of these words, which are heard from age to

age amid the most solemn of all the services of the Church, con-
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sists primarily in this, that they appoint and establish a Sacra-

ment. The development of the idea expressed by this word must

be resigned to dogmatic theology. We have only to observe, that

this idea, and likewise the word which denotes it, belongs to the

ecclesiastical development of doctrine, and is not found imme-

diately in Scripture ; but that it must be classed, nevertheless,

among those things which the hving tradition of the Spirit in the

Church presupposed and assumed from the beginning, and with-

out the recognition of which no exposition of Scripture can fully

accomplish its purpose. We go further, and maintain that this

ecclesiastical idea (in the purest and most legitimate sense of the

v/ord) has its root in the Scripture, or may be deduced from it

lis a necessary consequence; and especially, that here at the

institution of the Lord^s Supper ive are to seek its oiigin. He
who w^ould ground dogmatic theology upon exposition, will not

fail to exhibit the root of all sacramental doctrine in this historical

event ; he who would, mth a truly unprejudiced spirit, expound

from the depth of the words, as well as of the history with which

they are connected, must necessarily at the very threshold admit

a proposition which will be a key to the interpretation, viz., that

the Lord herx contemplated just such a sacramental solemnity as

His Church celebrates}

It is very easy to hurry on with the obserration that " the

words of institution can contain no dogmatic mystery ; for Christ

was not a man of mysteries, and of dogmatic sentences." On
the contrary, it is perfectly plain, that the Man who is in His

own person the mystery of all mysteries speaks in the highest

degree mysteriously concerning the eating and drinking of His

body and of His blood ; He connects with " Do this" in in-

controvertible authority " This is," which necessarily exhibits a

dogmatic ordinance as contained in the institution, and offered

to our spuitual understanding for its development. Or, are we
at once to assume that " This is" must be interpreted in such a

manner as that no mystery or Sacrament ^hall arise out of it ?

But the very Person of Him who speaks forbids this, as we
have said ; so does the allusion to His doctrine in Jno. vi., con-

* And in this we flatly contradict the position of Lutz (Bibl. Dogm.
S. 445), that the full sacramental idea appears in the N. T. only in connec-

tion with the doctrine of Baptism, and not with the doctrine of the Supper.
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cerning the eating and drinking of Himself; and finally and

conclusively, the con7iection between this Institution and the Old

Testament Passover,

Here as everywhere it is shown that the New Testament

cannot be rightly or adequately understood, unless justice is done

to its connection with and derivation from the Old Testament.

We have seen more and more plainly in the introductory words

what importance the Lord attached to the Israelite Passover, and

by what degrees He prepared His disciples to understand that at

this last celebration of it a new institution would take its place,

which should introduce its full realisation. After He had already

in the feet-washing excited the thoughts of the disciples to dis-

cern in an external transaction a symbol of spiritual things, He
speaks of His sufferings in such a manner as distinctly to indi-

cate Himself to be the true Lamb, and then goes on at once to

speak of a future fulfilment of the prophetic type. When in this

connection He Himself appoints another external ceremony for

His people during the intermediate time (after His departure,

and until His return to their fellowship), it follows— if w^e

contemplate the entire Scripture, without a regard to the whole

of which there can be no exposition of its individual sayings

—

that this ceremony must correspond with that former typical

transaction as its fulfilment,- and bring the reality which was

shadowed out in it :—the Do this, as well as This is My body,

taking the place of the paschal ritual. For, in this way w^e arrive

at the foundation of the ecclesiastical dogmatic idea of the Sacra-

ment, which, though not literally expressed in Scripture, is cer-

tainly scriptural as involved in the thing itself :— this external

transaction, appointed by the Lord Himself for the New-Testa-

ment Church, actually brings and communicates the grace and

gift which was only promised in the mere rite of the Old Testa-

ment. It is thus most obvious, at the outset, that the Lord in

the Supper contemplated such a mystery ; and, proceeding from

this, we discover the analogy of baptism likewise.

Yes, verily : " In the secret silence of the little circle of His

disciples the Kedeemer established an insignificant act which

w^as to attain to a world-wide interest." This is saying but little.

In giving a morsel of bread to these Twelve, and delivering tc

them this farewell cup to drink—He regally appoints, and leaves
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behind Him as a testament, a miracle of His power and love

which should extend through all ages to the end of time ; the

most gracious mystery of His internal union with His believing

people, exhibited in a most open testimony thereof given to the

world ;—in short, all that we can say concerning the blessedness

of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

The Sacrament, in as far as it is an external transaction and

has to do with earthly elements, takes up into itself at first the

prophetic type ; for wdiile that was ordained of God for the sake

of its fulfilment, it could not otherwise cease than as continuing

in a changed and glorified form, one however of a strictly corre-

sponding character. Figure and similitude therefore must ob-

viously be retained even in the idea of Sacrament ; for, it is

through this that the connection between earthly and heavenly

things is exhibited. The polemic theology which refused alto-

gether to admit any sigwificat in the interpretation of types,

proved its folly, first, by renouncing the living progression and

transition from the Old Testament into the New, and then by

denying the fundamental principle underlying the Sacrament

—

the symbolical relation between nature and spirit which pervades

the whole world, and the Scripture which interprets it to us.

The ancient Church rightly termed the bread and wine in the

Sacrament, crv^^oXa^ avrirvira, even tvit'oi^ species. Cyril of

Jerusalem, while he discerns in them the body and blood of

Christ, finds them there only iv Tvirq) aprov kol olvov, which

must be interpreted in the sense of mera species into transub-

stantiation. Calvin is doubtless right in his position— "First,

bread and wine are signs—which represent to us the invisible

aliment which we derive from the body and blood of Christ."

But the distinctive point in the Sacrament, as in the New
Testament generally, is this, that in and with the figure the

reality also is given. It is a very improper confusion of language

by which men such as Ebrard, going far beyond Zwingle, and

even inconsistent Lutherans, speak of the " Sacraments^ of the

Old Covenant, which could have had no existence according to

the true idea of this term. (Heb. x. 1.) We have now the signum

efficax or more properly exhihitivum, A mere " prophesying,"

or symbolising, of that which was accomplished once for all is

certainly foreign to the New Testament, and its external rites
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appointed of God ; even as in the Old Testament there could

be only ordinances symbolical of the future reality. The living,

essential centre of the New-Covenant economy is the incarnate

Person of Christ, the Kedeemer Himself ; the middlepoint of His

redeeming work, again, is His death ; not, however, as death in

itself, but as it is turned into life, and procures Hfe for us. The

fruit and the influence of this death which is our life, of this life

which springs from death, is attained no otherwise than by the

self-communication of the Lord to us, by which He who died for

us implants Himself in us as living, or by which we partake of

Him as our meat and drink. And, as far as our partaking of

salvation comes through the living, effectual presence of the whole

glorified Christ, offered to the appropriation of simple faith, the

Lord's Supper has a pre-eminent significance : giving a bodily

presentation to the most spu'itual truth, in harmony mth the

corporeity of the glorified Redeemer. It is the Sacrament of the

New Testament sensu potiori ; and as such the true realisation

of that paschal sacrifice which was similarly placed at the very

head, or in the very centre, of the Old Testament.^

In the appointment of the Passover we have the first ordi-

nance for Israel before the giving of the Law ; and this annual

festal commemoration of their calling, redemption, and pardon,

was actually, as Bahr terms it, " Israel's birth-feast and hfe-

feast." In the solemn prediction of their deliverance, Ex. vi.,

we read these words of declaration and promise :—"I, the Lord,

I will bring you out—I will rid you out of their bondage—

I

will redeem you—I will take you to Me for a people, and be

your God!" to which fourfold annunciation the four cups at

the paschal meal were thought to have reference. Thus, the

Lord had heard the groaning of the children of Israel, and re-

membered His covenant ; but they heard Him not for anguish

of spirit, so that Moses objected— Behold, they have not hear-

kened unto me. Nevertheless, that came to pass which the Lord

had said ; but only in and through the faith of Moses, whose

faith contended for victory with Pharaoh's wrath, could tlie

whole of Israel be led forth:—Israel finally heard this Moses,

^ Therefore, also, the first instituted. But not, according to that opi-

nion of Lindner, -which has passed away without leaving any trace, that it

was to be received before Baptism

!
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kept the Passover at his command,^ and thus was saved. But
Moses was in this partly the type of the true Author and

Finisher of our faith
; partly, according to Heb. iii. 5, a witness

and prophet of those things which were to be spoken after, as

fulfilment in the New Testament. But to what did he give

testimony in the appointment of that first law for Israel, which

at the same time contained the first and most comprehensive

prophetic type ? The Lord saves, spares, and accepts Israel

;

but, because Israel like Egypt had fallen into peril of the De-
stroyer, saves them only through hlood, the blood of the slaugh-

tered lamb. Thus we have here the first legal sacrifice in that

special Divine economy which then had its commencement ; and
this lamb is the most general representative of all the sacrificial

victims which were afterwards slain. The sacred text speaks of

it so often, not only by the (ambiguous) verb nnr, but under the

express name of nnj (e.g. Ex. xii. 27 at the outset), that it ought
to have been scarcely necessary for Kurtz to point to it, in oppo-

sition to the embarrassed Lutheran polemics of a former time.

But it is not (as Kurtz thoughtlessly says) to be specifically

classed among the D''D^E^-''nnT or thank-offerings ; it is at the same
time, primarily rather, a true sin-offering or expiatory sacri-

fice:—in fact, it embraces the two species of offering in one, in

harmony with its fundamental character. The predominant
view, which denies this, is certainly incorrect, though it is ex-

pressed with the utmost confidence, as for example by Lindner

:

" We now freely admit that the paschal lamb was no expiatory

sacrifice." Ebrard, on the other hand, says, " The Israelites

generally obtained aright to the covenant of grace, in circumci-

sion ; the Passover pointed to that which was the true character

of the covenant of grace and salvation

—

an atonement for actual

death-deserving sin.'' The irpocr^vGi^ tov aifjuaro^— the sprin-

kling of blood—which belonged essentially to the Passover, is

illustrated by the sprinkling with hyssop (Ps. li. 7), as puri-

fying from sin ; hence Aben-Esra, for example, calls this blood

simply a 1S3.

We agree with Baumgarten upon Ex. xii. 13 :
" It is a false

spu*itualism, which Bahr should not have concurred in, when

' See Heb. xi. 27, and our exposition in the Hebraerbrief.
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Bocliart says that this sign was not given to God, but to the

Hebrews, that they might be certified by it of their liberation.

For the sign is properly for him who sees it and acts accord-

ingly ; but Jehovah seeth the blood, as He Himself says, and

not the Israelites, who sit in their houses." A7id when I see the

blood, I icill pass over you—in which words, as in all which

pertain to this matter, it is plain that the paschal lamb had the

v-irtue of a propitiatory sacrifice, with the same typical reference

to a real, objective propitiation, valid before God as the ground

of redemption, which is exhibited in various ways throughout

the whole of the Levitical economy.^ Hence, and moreover,

the wisdom of God shadowed forth in this paschal lamb many
other things which had their realisation in Christ.^ We may
mention the prohibition to break the bones, and Jno. xix. 36

—

these things ivere done that the Scriptures shoidd he fulfilled ; and

the separation of the lamb on the tenth day of the month, in

preparation for the fourteenth, as Jesus on that day entered into

Jerusalem as evracbcaaOel^, for His burial—and so forth.^

Sirfiice it, that the paschal meal, and the whole Passover-

^ Hengstenberg's views in the first edition of the Christology were erro-

neous, but he has since corrected them. Olshaiisen, on the other hand,

properly maintains—^that- " the idea of substitution was evidently involved

in the sprinkling of the blood upon the posts of the Israelites' dwellings, in

order that the destroying angel might pass over, Ex. xii. 7. Hence it pos-

sessed a specific character entirely its own. That which was proper to the

expiatory offering, and that which was proper to the thank-offering, alike

entered into it ; and it was this which made it so impressive a type of

Christ's sacrifice.—The paschal lamb, as the Jirst offering enjoined of God,

combined in itself, as the germ of all the others, their collective peculiari-

ties." This is better than what Lange says :
" The proper Passover as a

feast of thank-offering points back to a propitiation already accomplisTied, in

which the sin-offering and the thank-offering were already presented." In

this aU-embracing type they ate of the same lamb which was at once a sin-

offering and a thank-offering.

^ Concerning which Rau, the opponent of all Typology, thus expressed

himself :
" I must confess that the evidence for the reality of this type had

to my mind more plausibihty than the evidence for any other. It made me,

in fact, pause for a long time."

3 See Bengel's Ordo temporimi, ed. ii. p. 228. We do not shrink from

continuing, mth Meyer's Typik—" Yea, as the great sacrifice was separated

from the foundation of the world, so was He offered in death at the end of

the fourth day of the world's history."
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feast which began with it, had a very deep and full prophetic

meaning, which no one isolated point, extracted out of it,

exliausts. It was not merely a " type of the gathering out of

Christ's Church from the Gentiles and Jews ;" but the whole

feast had a very significant double character, derived from the

connection between the sin and thank-offering which we have

traced in it ; its two characteristics being interchangeable, the

one passing into the other. The remembrance of the propitia-

tory offering became a feast of joy ; the joyous paschal feast of

thanksgiving, on the other hand, had in it a dread solemnity

,

derived from the remembrance of sorrow, and even pointing to

trouble coming in the future. As a feast of the sparing, passing

over, riDSj it exhibited to the eyes of the people of Israel the

Divine mercy, through which they had become and still were

the people of God ; but as a feast of unleavened bread, Jn

n^snsn it was at the same time a remembrance of sorrow, and not

merely of that affliction in slavery out of which the Lord had

mercifully delivered them, but of another affliction also, which

began on the day of their leaving EgyjDt and must continue

throughout the whole com'se of their wanderings in the desert.

The bread of affliction, ^}V Dn7, Deut. xvi. 3, is interpreted by
Bahr in a onesided manner, as the " bread which reminded them
of Eg3rpt and the misery which they had endured there, but only

as being eaten after their full deliverance from that misery"

—

so that this ^H was by no means a solemnity of penitence and

sorrow, but solely a feast ofjoy. (This latter idea is not neces-

sarily contained in the word, for that includes sometimes even

the day of atonement.) As the very significant appointment of

the ^'^'p^, the bitter herbs, was not merely, as a symbol of suf-

fering survived, intended to remind them that according to Ex.

i. 14, the Egyptians had made their lives bitter (such is the in-

terpretation of Maimonides) ; so the very plain Hi^V^ PTSnn '>;)

—

tJiou earnest forth in haste— does not mean to explain the bread

of affliction to be the food eaten in Egypt. There the Israehtes

had eaten leavened bread ; but when, sanctified to God, they

were separated and purified from the Egyptian leaven, and by a

hasty flight betook themselves to the way which led to the ^^ro-

mised land—this unleavened bread was their confession that

their full salvation demanded, in the way to the good land, hard-
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ship and self-denial still, with the continuance of affliction. As

in Deut. viii. 3, we read

—

He humbled thee— '^'^Tl— ? and suf-

fered thee to hunger (deprived of the bread of Egypt), and fed

thee with manna; so that in this combination, in a certain

sense, the unleavened bread coincides with the heavenly food

for the people which was not savoury to the flesh. Hence

we may with propriety adopt Meyer's words concerning the

accompanying symbols of the paschal meal :
" Figures, which

point to sanctification from sin, swift departure from the land

of uncleanness and distress, and the transitoriness of earthly

life itself."

We have entered thus deeply, at the outset, into the meaning

of the type, in order to prepare the reader's mind to anticipate

in how profound and many-sided a manner this type is glorified

in the Cliristian Sacrament. The paschal institution dimly

symbolised that wonderful admixture of sorrow and joy, death

and life, grace and correction, which stamped its character upon

the great evening of the Lord's Supper first, and which still

adheres to the holy Sacrament as the solemnly joyous festival

of our pilgrimage between our accomplished redemption and the

possession of the inheritance of glory .-^ We bless God in it,

while we abase ourselves ; we abase ourselves, while we bless

God. We partake of the life of Him who died for us—that we

may die in and with Him in order to live. • This is now " the

birth-feast and the life-feast " of the new Israel. As in its in-

stitution, the circle of the Apostles was the paschal family

representing the Church which took its origin from the death of

Christ ; so, further, every little company of communicants (as

among the Israelites every little number surrounding a paschal

table) is a real and essential symbolical representation of the

entire and complete Church, of the many who, partakers of His

body and of His blood, become thereby His body.^

Finally : the cups of wine which were di'unk—and which

the Lord here gave—had infused, in the later ritual, a predomi-

^ " The friiit of the holy Supper—«?ie Ugliest good in the vale of tears''

—as the Moravian hymn sings.

2 Hence in Ex. xii. 6 the ivhole assemUy of the congregation is designedly

thus vague : it stands for every little company around their Lamb, as for the

whole Church in its typical as well as its real sense.
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nant element of joy and praise into the solemnity:—and we shall

see that the Lord acknowledged and retained this (apart from

its perversion) ; and continued it in the institution of the Supper

as strictly harmonising with its predominant joy.

After this general preparatory glance, we approach the

Scriptures now lying before us; but it is still necessary to

observe beforehand, in what way all is arranged with reference

to the ritual of the Passover. It needs no proof that our Lord,

as an Israelite and under the Law, observed all the prescriptions

of God with respect to the Passover, before it was done away
for ever by its consummation:—this was already intimated in

the / icill keep the Passover of St Matthew, and to eat this Pass-

over in St Luke. And we have just said that He would do

honour to every custom and ordinance which had been added

with a good symbolical meaning. But it is no less obvious that

He would not submit to every detail of the ceremonial, if it

had already assumed the petty and frivolous character into which

it degenerated in later times. The transition from the Old to

the New, if it is to exhibit a living bond of union, appears to us

to require that the ancient ritual should not be utterly abo-

lished and done away before the new is introduced, but that it

should melt into it and give place to its new authority by intro-

ducing it. This would be suggested to every reasonable thinker,

and it is justified by the text. It is impossible, indeed, to har-

monise all the individual details, partly because the narrative

does not record every particular, and partly because the ordi-

nances of that period are uncertain to us. In general, we may
regard the table as arranged with all its appurtenances accord-

ing to rule ; this the Lord's prej^re required, as St Matthew
records its being accomplished. As it regards the first cup we
have said enough already on St Luke. The expression yewtjfia

T^9 dfMTreXov, fruit of the vine, Luke xxii. 18, Matt. xxvi. 29,

like the blessing or thanksgiving generally, corresponds precisely

with the formulae which have been handed down, for the bread

or the mne— etc. nrit^ !]^"in

—

Blessed art Thou, God, our ever-

lasting King, who hath brought forth from the earth its fruit—
tvho hast created the fruit of the vine. This do in remembrance—
eh avd/jLV7](nv—seems to be in some sense an allusion to the fact

that in the Passover there was a remembrance and a showiiiy
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forth or proclamation ('T]^'], hence 1 Cor. xi. 26, KaTor/yiXXeTe).

Nor is it without probability jthat in This is My body there is

something analogous -to a customary paschal formula. Not,

however (as has been polemically alleged), to the words concern-

ing the unleavened bread— t^5;iNn XJnnj^ lb« ''1 K"'iyn ^"orh ^^n

DnvoT—but to the strong and emphatic expression pj^ij which,

following the ordinance of Moses in Ex. xii. 26, 27, was pro-

bably substituted for the X^n nDQ"nnT— the body of the Pass-

over.^ Thus this solemn word of our Lord Jesus gives assurance,

as its first and direct meaning,— " the paschal lamb signified

J/e;"^ for He says at the new institution—Take and eat, this

is My body ! just as formerly it was said—This is the body of

the Passover. (And quite parallel, then,

—

My blood of the N'ew

covenant ! by which He testifies that the propitiatory blood of

the old covenant was a type of His blood.) These allusions

being admitted, the question has been asked whether the Lord

first went through the whole ceremonial of the Passover with all

its ancient formulae, elevations, and announcements, in order

then to place in opposition to it His own new institution— ap-

pending the Sacrament to the Passover, and not incorporating

it with it ; but we have already intimated our dissent from this.

To us it seems a discordant thought, that the Lord should first

complete the shadowy and typical ceremony—the interpretation

of which must have been pressed throughout upon His spirit

—

" and then quite independently of the preceding solemnity, once

more break the bread." We confidently believe that here, where

the Old- and New-Testament institutions met in one, they must

have passed into each other ; consequently that the Lord uttered

His "This is!" instead of that customary one which would

other^dse have been spoken. And in this supposition we are

confirmed by the record of St Luke and St Paul, according to

which the cup was taken /juera ro BecTrvrjaaL—after supp>er—
when He had supped. Consequently, as we understand it, the

word which now elevated the bread into the body of the sacrifi-

1 In the Mislma we find the term of appellation Mp2 h'a 's^j
;
Paulus and

Scheibel agree in thinking that to aoj[A,a, f/,ov corresponds with this—and

we must agree with them.
2 I am the Lamb of G^o(^—testified now at the end, as the Baptist had

testified in the beginning.
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cial meal, belonged still to the pasclial eating;^—not so, how-

ever, what followed. With this it is in accordance, that the cup,

which Jesus now gives them, was in the stead of the customary

third cup, the '"IJ'II^l! ^^^ ; for this did not follow until the lamb

was wholly consumed, and no man might eat anything after it.^

After the word concerning "the blood shed" no man drank

even anything more ; that which usually took place after the

third cup was not observed, and the sublime discourses of our

Lord took the place of the usual continuance of their com-

panionship into the night.

So far, this might be, so to speak, the Old-Testament frame

which is in one sense the setting of the scene of this mystery,

though in another sense it is a frame which cannot hold it.

But now let us, in the light of the New Testament, approach

more nearly and penetrate more deeply! And as believing

Christians we behold there illustrated the Incarnate glory of

Jesus ; we behold His Divine-human glory in all the record of

this evening. As such it is indistinguishably one ; but we must

in our contemplation discriminate, and rise from the human to

the Divine. The Lord exhibits Himself humanly from the

beginning in the deep and perfect sympathy of His human life,

in His farewell love to His disciples, in His cry of lamentation

over the lost one. This last calamity was His deepest sorrow at

the meal which He had longed for with such deep desire ; but

His Divine-human love, which might be embittered but not ex-

asperated, gets the victory over this. The hand of the traitor

at the table hinders Him not from remaining faithful, and ful-

filling Ilis trust:—without any external exclusion of him who
was internally shut out. He fulfils His promised hiarideixaL

vfuvy establishes His covenant and the testament of redemption

on the borders of life and death. Affectingly human is the

—

Forget Me not; but with Divine sublimity is added

—

I am still

with you, and live in you ! He holds out to them in the Take I

^ Matt. V. 26. 'E(7^;o*'T<y;' o£ ocvrau is not—When they had eaten ; but

repeating as in ver. 21. And this is important for the presence of the

betrayer.

^ We have nothing to do here with the Gentile custom of drinking a

general farewell-cup after the tables were cleared, though it may be brought

into comparison.
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eat and drink! His body and His life, His heart's blood, Him-

self, as corporeally as spiritually, for the glorifying future. He
gives Himself to all, even to the false one ; and comforts His

own heart by the thought of the many who will in after times

partake of Him. But all this is abundantly developed in the

Divine-human mystery of this ordained and promised eating

and drinking, which rests upon the atoning For you, and con-

sists in the distributing This is! connecting with the earthly

element the highest gift of the heavenly life.

\Yliat then is this ? My body and My blood ! Here we are

directly reminded of the discourse in Jno. vi., without reference

to which no expositor should approach the words of institution.

We must refer therefore, as far as we can avoid repetition, to

all that was there said touching the literal meaning of the words

concerning flesh and blood, and the true interpretation of Jno.

vi. 51, 53, 63. If we must suppose that that critical time,

when many were offended at His hard saying and turned back

from Him while they remained, was deeply impressed upon the

minds of the Apostles—and who can doubt this?—if we must

suppose them to have many times thought of the eating and

drinking which was then so incomprehensibly demanded and

promised—and does not that equally follow?—then must they

at this time also have remembered it, when He renewed the of-

fence of the incomprehensible words witJi the most gracious and

self-devoting love. They could not but discern in His words a

profound mystery to be disclosed in the future, and at the same

time an unconditional command to His own to do this, connect-

ing an internal and wonderful receiving with the external

eating and drinking. Consequently the Lord must be under-

stood by us as His disciples first understood Him ; though with

us as with them, the Spirit must bring the full understanding

only after the actual receiving.^

It is perfectly true, and accords with the words of Jesus

^ Consequently— to refer to this at once and do justice to all sides—the

spiritualising of the Quakers, that is, their utter rejection of the Sacrament,

is decidedly and altogether an error. It understands here, as in John vi.,

the body or flesh and blood to be only the "heavenly seed" of the it^.ture

of Christ, "but not that body, or temple of Jesus Christ, which was born

of the Virgin Mary, and in which He walked, lived, and suffered in the
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concerning the new commandment of the new covenant, that

this mysterious union with Him takes place in the love of living

faith, and leads to the perfection of His own in this love. But

we must not, however, say with Lange (the hyperphysical,

bodily-spiritual foundation of the mystery being thrust aside),

that these words of Jesus concerning love in St John " are the

light-figure of the Supper according to the Johannsean view."

For it is far too little to say— "the most essential characteristic

of the Supper being this, to bind the disciples together in love

through the exhibition and sealing of the love of Christ—and

therefore this was to be the mark of distinction (symbol = Sa-

crament f) of the disciples of Christ." We think that love is

life, but life comes to us through the self-impartation of Him
who is given for us and in us ; and, further, this self-communi-

cation is sealed to us (and is not merely exhibited) as the giving

to us His actual flesh and blood. Luther says well—Where

the forgiveness of sins is there is also life and salvation; and

we may with perfect propriety invert the sentence—Only

where there is life in and from the living Saviour of the world,

is there an abiding forgiveness of sins. In the New Testament,

we repeat, no mere assurance and announcement of the "For

you" is sufficient : that is still only the preparation instead of

the fulfilling reality. There must be and there is a true and

real "/w^/ow."

This is what the Supper teaches us, this is the testimony of

the words of institution, to which we are drawing more and

more near. We are far, however, from asserting with an op-

ponent of Calvin in Hamburg, " that there is in all the Scrip-

ture no passage which more plainly declares that the bread is

His body !

!

" We would rather say with the profound and

careful Petersen i^ "It is much to be lamented that men over-

zealous for the Lutheran doctrine make so much stir about the

words of institution. These words may contain the Lutheran

dogma, but do not of themselves exegetically constrain its accept-

land of Judea." Barclay's Apology, Prop. xiii. He goes on to say :
" The

professors of Christianity, for want of a true spiritual understanding, have

sought to tie this Supper of the Lord to that ceremony used by Christ

before His death, of breaking tread and drinking wine with His disciples."
•

1 The Doctrine of the Church, third book, S. 445.
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ance ; and that doctrine is rather to be first derived from the

analogy of the wliole of Scripture^ and of the whole faith, and

therefore to be received as the genuine sense of the words of

institution, notwithstanding that other methods of exposition

might be found :—but this evangelically scientific method is

too much lost sight of m the heat of argument and assertion."

We are by no means insensible to the ecclesiastical and scien-

tific importance of a sound understanding in these matters, as

demonstrated by the contests and divisions of the Church : but

we would not forget the words of Luther, among the best which

he wrote on the subject :— " It is a great and marvellous thing

to be a Christian, and God lays more stress on that than on the

Sacrament. For the Christian is not made for the sake of the

Sacrament, but the Sacrament was instituted for the sake of the

Christian.^' We shall take the utmost pains to examine as

dKpL(3m as is possible and fit, the words of institution; in order

that we may rightly distinguish what they cannot say—what

they incontrovertihly do say—what they might on the one side,

but also what they might on the other, say, according to the

point from which exposition views them. Here there is the

freedom of a diverse acceptation, and liberty for every man to

avow and testify for which view His entire system of faith and

understanding of Scripture impels him to decide. We shall

avail om'selves of this liberty ; but lest we should fail perfectly

to discriminate between a possible and a certain meaning of any

of these words, we have only to remind our readers beforehand,

that with all the exegete's stri\dng after objectivity, the higher

the object is the more surely will his exposition be more or less

subjective.

And now for the words of institution. There is, however,

yet one preliminary question

—

How did the Lord utter them ?

which of the sayings in the four records are the authentic words

of His mouth ? We take it for granted that the reader has the

four accounts in juxtaposition before him—that of St Paul to

the Corinthians being included. We set out with the indisput-

1 "We may be permitted to add—from the wliole connection in whicb

the words were first si)okeii.

VOL. VII. £
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able critical canon tliat omissions and abbreviations in each nar-

rator are of no moment; and allow that addition contrary to the

truthj eveiy so-called extension and working up of the account,

is objectionable in proportion to the importance and solemnity

of the record thus dealt with. But this canon can be applied

in all its rigour to the Gospels ; with regard to the latter part

of it we allege our faith in their full inspiration, and plead,

further, the transcendent and incomparable importance of these

sacred words. Only thus can we obtain a sure and compre-

hensive foundation for the combination of all the words which

our Lord certainly spake. Every word, which any one may
omit, but another records, must be accounted valid ; and the

whole runs thus :— Take^ eat, this is my body, which is given

(broken) for you, Do this in remembrance of Me—Drink ye all

of this, for this (this cup) is My blood, of the New Testament

(the New Testament in My blood), which is shed for many (for

you) for the remission of sins— This do ye, as oft as ye drink it,

in remembrance of Me. And here it is very observable that in

" this is My body " all four are perfectly at one.
^

But what of the variations of the same words ? Did the

Lord say— Given for you (as St Luke has it), or

—

Broken for

you (as St Paul says afterwards) ? Did He say—This is My
blood of the New Testament (as in the first two Evangelists),

or— The New Testament in My blood (as St Luke and St Paul

agree in saying) ? Finally, did He say—Shed for many (ac-

cording to the first two) or

—

For you (according to St Luke) ?

* Much may be said, and satisfactorily, as to the omission of this and

that word by one, and its retention by another ; but, in this matter, it is

not -wise to demand absolute certainty and seek to explain everything.

Those who do so fall into great extravagancies. It is possible that the Grsecis-

ing Luke might put ivx^ptarsh for ivMysh^ though we shall give a different

account. But who "will believe that he omitted A«/3£t£, (paysre because it

was a Hebraism, and better Greek to avoid the repetition of Xa/SsTs in ver.

17 ? It has no more value than mere assertion, to say—that St Luke,

more especially representing Jesus a"s the Saviour of sinners, was constrained

to add " given for you," and therefore also " in remembrance of Me"

—

that St Matthew, keeping prominent the King of Israel, gives the word of

ivjunction TLien— that St Luke's Grsecism explains the paraphrastic cha-

racter of the words touching the cup—and that the 'Trspl -ttoKKuv in St

Matthew and St Mark is a mere Hebraism ('="^" for a great number ! !).
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It is hard to suppose at first that all these can historically

accord. The old assumption of simple faith we find in Eichter's

Family Bible :
" The Lord probably repeated several times the

words of distribution, and in explaining His meaning used inter-

changeably one or the other form of expression." And in this

Krummacher decisively concurs. We must needs admit that this

is possible ; but none of its advocates has gone beyond its "pro-

bability;" to us, however, any such repetition as this theory

supposes, and especially any such changing of the expression,

seems highly improbable at so solemn and important an institu-

tion. The Sacrament sinks thereby into something too much
like a mere human, confidential, communication. Pfenninger

strives to make it more acceptable by representing the Lord aa

turning to the right hand and to the left, speaking the words on

the side of John in one manner, and on the side of Peter in

another. We have no contention with those who can thus satisfy

themselves : it is a matter of feeling and taste. But far better

than this solution, which places the variation in the original

utterance of our Lord, is the theory which assumes a later varia-

tion of the expression in its liturgical use in the Church. There

are some who have said. If Moses (not without design) has

slightly changed the text of the Decalogue in the Book of

Deuteronomy, so also the free Spirit permitted a like deviation

from the exact words of the Sacramental institution, the same

sense being strictly preserved. Those who think so, would

assign the highest historical authority to St Matthew, whom St

Mark almost entirely follows : as, for instance, in the case of

ttoWmv, instead of which the v/jlcov might easily afterwards have

been substituted. For, supposing v/jlmv to have been the origi-

nal word—who would have dared to substitute ttoWmv ?

But we are not content with this, and there is much higher

ground to be taken. We read in the Synoptical tables of

Sommer, in conformity with the prevalent view, upon St Luke
—" this was probably the ecclesiastical, liturgical form in the

Pauline congregations." Whatever truth there may be in this,

it is altogether wrong to attribute whatever is peculiar in St

Luke to a subsequent human liturgical arrangement. Even if

v/jL(ov might have taken the place of ttoXXwz/, surely the BiBofievov

(— or Kkwfxevov— ?) must have been spoken by our Lord ; its
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addition, on any other supposition, would have been presump-

tion. And so the Do this must, according to our feeling, have

come from the Lord Himself, especially when connected with

the in remembrance of Me. Finally, the change between the

words blood and Testament would never have been thought of

by any, without the highest authority. We are therefore driven

to an assumption which we are fully warranted by the Scrip-

ture in holding fast. The fact before us is, that in this solitary

instance St Paul expressly quotes a word of our Lord which

deviates from the Evangelists, and quotes it most definitively as

the Lord's, in a connection which lays all the stress upon that

circumstance. We cannot but ask for his authority for such a

version of the Lord's sayings. Now, he anticipates that ques-

tion, and assures us—/ received it from the Lord. The reader

who believes in the fact that revelations were ever vouchsafed

to the Apostle, will be all the more firmly convinced the more

he thinks of it, that here, on so important an occasion, when he

is citing the words and acts of our Lord on that night, he

cannot be referring to the intermediate tradition of mere eye-

witnesses.^ We cannot account, on that supposition, for this

particular appeal, this / instead of We, and this emphatic from

the Lord ; the airo of which we agree with Nitzsch in regarding

as equally emphatic with the irapd which Schulthess finds

wanting, because in connection with 670) tyap TrapeXa/Sov, ""for

/received," it must be understood as standing in contrast with

any mere human information, received at second or third hand

—just as in Gal. i. 12.^ The Apostle is certainly not appeal-

ing, in this specific matter of the Sacrament, to that one general

revelation throuo;h which he was converted ; for we cannot see

the distinctive force, on that supposition, of such a strenuous

and special reference to it. We say, therefore, with von

Gerlach, that " he received it from the Lord in such a manner

^ Especially, if it should appear that this tradition was not the more

correct

!

2 We agree with him, further, in what he goes on to say :
" There might

appear to follow from this, a similar relation to the entire history of Christ"

—for it would have been almost unapostohcal for one who was so mightily

confirmed as equal with the Apostles to have been under the necessity of

informing himself after the manner of St T.uke.
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as the others had not received it, so that he could present it to

the Church as his own revelation with apostolical authority."

And, with Olshausen, " Accordingly we have here an authentic

declaration from the Risen Lord Himself as to the meaning of His

Sacrament^ and the Church has always regarded this passage,

thus viewed, as the important New-Testament explanation of the

Lord's Supper." Hence this expositor, in his comment upon

the Gospels, cites this Pauline passage as the main text ; and we

have shown our own opinion by placing the passage on a level

with the Gospels in the text of our exposition.

By this authentic explanation from above of the meaning of

the Sacrament to be celebrated in the Church— which of

course would fix for ever the liturgical form—the Lord did

not pronounce the other records of what He spake upon earth

to be spm'ious. He did no more than " give Hjs authoritative

decision as to the particular form of administering the Sacra-

ment," which, moreover, may be regarded " as a combination

and exposition of the actual words of Jesus, likewise." (Nitzsch.)

He has confirmed the ScBofievov, given, and strengthened it by

kXco/jL6vov, broken ; He has made the New Testament prominent

;

and added a second and most distinctively imperative Do this.

Such a supplementary change is an incomparably more be-

coming supposition than that of a variation at the time of the

institution itself.

The Bread. St Matthew alone uses the article, tov dprov,^

and thereby defines it to have been the unleavened bread then

present on the table; the other accounts, which have merely

" bread" or "a bread," serve probably a twofold purpose thereby.

They intimate, first, that bread simply as such was sufficient for

an ordinance which was not bound to the paschal ceremony,

which was not limited to Israel, and which had a far higher

meaning than the mere continuation of the Old-Testament rite.

^ We cannot acknowledge, with Tiscli. and Laclun., the omission of the

article to be easily explained on that account.

2 The early Church, therefore (Acts ii. 46, in the daily celebration), used

the common daily bread (panis usitatus)—until the Romish ordinances

(Pope Alexander I.) brought back in this the Old Testament.
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And then, by the generaUsation, which forsakes the historical

style, they prepare for the observance of that mystery in which

even common earthly bread was so marvellously sanctified.

He blessed it—gave thanks. Luther has " dankete,"

gave thanks, without distinction, for both the evXayrjcraf; of the

first two Evangelists, and the ev^apLarrjo-a^ of St Luke and St

Paul (and a var. reading in St Llatt.). The two are in a certain

sense one, and were expressed by the same word or prayer. The

one idea sufficiently included the other ; and to have put them

one after the other would have been out of harmony with the

sublimity of the style generally, and the unity of the whole act.

There is, notwithstanding, a distinction ; not, however, that the

one is a more Hebrew, the other a more Greek, expression.

Christ gives thanhs to God for the food, but in this thanksgiving

He blesses the food itself ; and in this latter meaning, the eiiko-

y7]cra(;— " and blessed
^^—refers, like took, brake, and^ayg, to the

accusative bread. Both meanings are contained in the Hebrew

"n^?, and they pass into each other. Li the account of the feeding

of the five thousand, the first two Evangehsts use evXoyelv for

the thanksgi\T[ng uttered with eyes lifted to heaven ; St Luke,

however, has evKo^rjaev avrov^} He blessed them, the loaves,

comp. 1 Sam. ix. 13 ; St John, again, writes simply ev')(apLaTri-

cra?, but ascribes in ver. 23 a wonderful blessing to this givi7ig

thanks. But the distinction is clearly recognised in this identity;

for St Paul, who is accustomed to distinguish the two words, in

1 Cor. X. 16 makes prominent in lohichwe bless the consecrating

virtue of the evXoyla, the blessing, uttered over the cup. And
that our Lord did not adhere simply and fully to the customary

ritual prayer, although connecting His word and act with it, is

plain from the new significance of this bread, the consecration

of which required a new and free expression. The old form of

prayer and thanksgiving referred merely to the bread of the

earth ; but the Lord contemplates and consecrates in His prayer

Himself in this bread, the gift of heaven for the life of the

world. Grotius :
" And at this time and place. He poured out

^ Some Codd. have It:-'' cciirol;^ but that is only a gloss. Consequently

here and in the plain which we bless of 1 Cor. x. 16, there is ample refutation

of Schulz' assertion—that the N. T. has no trace of the consecration or

blessing of dead things.
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Ilis thanksgivings, not for tlie old creation and its gifts alone,

but also for the new creation for the sake of which He came,

into the world—for the redemption of the world, now contem-

plated as accomplished." He can give thanks by anticipation,

for He beholds His body already broken like this bread ; He
gives Himself thus to His disciples for their life. But this

thanksgiving uttered in the love of the Son of man in His

humiliation, is the germ and beginning of the blessing of Divine

miraculous power to be pronounced upon the bread of all com-

munions— a blessing which should go beyond the first benedic-

tion of the Creator. There has been a fooHsh contention about

the relation of the blessing and the thanksgiving (incorrectly con

sidered as apart from and independent of each other), as to their

antecedence and consequence respectively. Our opinion is just

this. The former, with, which the Lord commences, as con-

nected with the sacred custom of the old feast, is certainly the

simple though comprehensive thanksgiving for the earthly fruit,

the bread ; but He does not on this occasion limit Himself to

that ; He connects with it a thanksgiving for the new creation,

for redemption (as Grotius said). In the Spirit He gives Him-
self up to the Father, and for the Father's sake to men, while

He Himself thanks the Father for Hjs own self-sacrifice. But
such thanksgiving as this was, uttered with direct reference to

the Sacrament now to be instituted, cannot but attach a conse-

cration to the creature

—

bread—here exhibited, which would

give its character to the mystery which it was the Redeemer's

purpose to connect in future with this bread. Hereby not only

was bread blessed anew (as in the former thanksgivings of Christ

who ate it); but in particular the bread of the Supper was

blessed to the end of time. What and how great that blessmg

is, we do not consider now ; but the most frigid interpretation,

of the most sober expositor who really believes in Him, must
allow that a certain power of blessing was derived to the Sacra-

mental elements from this last thanksgiving-prayer of our Lord.

INIeyer's exclusive declaration—" the blessing was not for the

bread or the wine, but for the person who through their bene-

diction was to be blessed "— is very questionable for this reason,

that this first ev^apicrrelv and evXojecv actually concerned the

bread and the wine, even as, in the analogy of lower things, there
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is a certain sanctification of our food through our thanksgiving.

Thus, the thanksgiving for and over the bread effects a blessing (rf

the bread ; but the blessing is here all the more significant in

proportion as the thanksgiving vras more comprehensive and

pertained to the highest objects. At this third, and concluding

crisis, the Lord gives thanks for the blessing which He had

prayed for and obtained from the Father.

All this lays the foundation for the profound sense in which

the whole Sacrament has from the beginning been called the

Eucharist ; and for the sake of this we have entered so fully into

the subject. While this name finally indicates the spiritual

thank-offering which Christians, partaking of the Sacrament,

offer in their consecration of themselves to God and Christ, it

nevertheless took its rise (as we find in Irenseus and Justin)

from the sanctification of earthly gifts of God by thanksgiving

and their higher hallowed use. Bread and wine are regarded

in the Sacrament as the first-fruits of the gift of nature pre-

sented to the Lord,—not without allusion to the fact that, in

the Passover, the beginning of the religious year coincided witli

the beginning of the harvest, the budding of new life in natm^e

(the month ^^^J^). So in the Lord's Supper " thanksgiving for

the grace of creation, and thanksgiving for the grace of re-

demption, concur;"^ there is in it "a sanctification of earthly

enjoyment into means of grace in the New Covenant." This

last idea is presented in the daily commemoration of the earliest

Church ; but we are not to press it so far as to conclude that

every eating of bread and drinking of wine may be made a sacra-

mental participation of Christ—the seal and witness of His life-

giving death. This extravagance was far from the Apostle's

spirit when he said—As oft as ye eat of this bread.

1 As Yon Gerlach says on St Matthew. Justin's "words are :
" That we

may at once praise God for the creation of the world and all in it for man's

sake, and for delivering us from all the evil into which we have sunk."

With this the words of the ancient Latin Mass coincide— and they are not

in themselves to be despised, for their deep though partial sense of truth

puts to shame many of our modern Protestant Sacramental formularies.

But the notion of the new Enghsh Apostles cannot be justified, who—in

order to establish an oblation after the analogy of the Mass—teach that the

Eucharistic thank-offering must, as the first part of the ceremony, precede

the proper communion.
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For the Lord took bread, specifically, and elevated it into a

sacramental symbol of His body sacrificed and to be eaten ; not,

as might appear to be the case, the flesh or the body of the proper

Passover :—and this for many reasons. First, for the sake of

releasing the new from the old by a free change ; the opposite

might have had, to the Gentiles, a tincture of Judaism in it.

Then, and connected therewith, for the sake of consecrating the

most universal and simple nourishment of life, common almost

in every land among all people, and thus making the heavenly

bread of life appear as the manna prepared for all the world.

Further, in order to obviate every carnal and grovelling notion

touching His flesh, which might have been brought in some way

into analogy with animal flesh. Finally, to make it manifest that

there could be in it no repetition, or even continuance, of the

propitiatory offering ; inasmuch as that is for ever reproduced

only in the fruit of the seed that died (Jno. xii. 24), as a thank-

offerinsc. The eatincr of the lamb would have carried over the

imperfect onesidedness of the typical animal offering into the

New Testament, just as if it was the eating of the dead and

sacrificed Christ as such ; therefore, in the Supper of our Lord,

the fruits of the earth, bread and wine, are instituted instead of

the flesh of animals—the eating of which generally had been

intermediately introduced only for fallen humanity, after his

paradisaical state was forfeited. And thus is fulfilled the prog-

nostication of the Jews—that when the Messiah should come

as a Priest after the order of Melchizedec, all (typical animal)

sacrifices should cease, and only the (thank) offering of bread

and wine should remain. (See in Sepp. Th. iii. S. 410.)

And brake it— e/cXaa-e; this is the same in all the four,

and must be of importance. To say that " the bread of that time

required to be broken in order to be distributed, and that is all

which is here signified," is foolish, thoughtless, and most dis-

honourable to the Sacramental idea. Why then is it so speci-

fically mentioned, not merely here, but also in every reference

to the Church's breaking bread ? What then is the force of

the breaking of bread, Acts ii. 42, and the bread which we break,

1 Cor. X. 16
"? Even in the paschal ritual the breaking of the

bread had its specific place ; the explanation was added in due

time, that as the bread of affliction it might be eaten only in
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fragments, broken previously in an unwonted manner, and not

blessed till broken. Friedlieb,^ at least, tells us so ; and if that

was the case, then the blessing of the bread in this Supper

before the breaking would be a testimony, in opposition to that

ordinance, that, in the New Covenant, our participation in the

death of Christ, and in all the tribulation which to us also is

appointed in our Christian probation, has been previously blessed

from the beginning, springs solely from the blessing of God, and

should be matter of thanksmvino^ beforehand. And with this

is connected, in the advancing development of the meaning, the

consideration of the " liberality of Christ, inviting us to the com-

munion of all those good things which were to be obtained for

us tlu'ough His cross." (So Grotius, alluding to the fact that

breaking bread in the O. T. means to make others sharers of it,

Isa. Iviii. 7 ; Lam. iv. 4, and in a similar sense when I brake to

the five thousand, Mark viii. 19.) The Lord "breaks bread to

us," when He devotes Himself to that end. Thus the ceremony

itself, before He begins to speak and interpret its meaning, says

as it were the same Take, eat, which was in Lu. xxii. 17, ex-

pressed by the Divide it among yourselves; but with this dif-

ference, that He does not give them to take the whole mass of

the thing to be distributed. The brake it, therefore, in the final

form given to the Apostle Paul, may represent the omitted

and gave unto them. But that form, as we shall see, teaches

us in the alteration " broken for you," the profound symbolical

meaning of this breaking, which the Apostle describes as a cus-

tom adhering to the giving of the bread, just as he makes pro-

minent the blessing in regard to the cup. And it is—which we
break—for then one gave to another in the place of Clu'ist (not

necessarily one separated, and consecrated, for that purpose).

But the omission of the breakino" in the Lutheran communion
(as the improper word host, which falls back into the Old Testa-

ment) must be mourned over and condemned, while we are speak-

ing of the ceremony itself. The early contests about this did

not concern a matter altogether indifferent ; the Lutherans were

in some error when they declared the breaking of bread, which

is alike scriptural with the benediction and consecration, to be a

^ Archaologie der Leidensgeschiclite, S. 56. But "vve are not able to con-

firm it by our own appeal to his authorities.
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merely preparatory action^ ministering to the distribution; and

thence deduced that it was indifferent whether the bread was

divided into certain portions before or during the administration,

and whether it was done by the minister of the Church or by

any other Christian.-^ On the other hand, the Confessio Mar-
chica in Artt. xi.-xiii. protests against this, and maintains the

inviolable importance of the breaking.

Take, eat ! Thus did the Lord assuredly speak His first

plain word, which directly accompanied the breaking and dis-

tribution, while it laid the foundation for the immediate in-

timation as to what He appointed that they should take and eat

therein. No stress is to be laid on the fact that cpdyere is

uncertain in St Mark, and that in St Luke Adhere, ^dyere are

altogether wanting, and even in St Paul almost certainly spurious.

For, according to the first canon which we laid down, that is

authentic which even one alone surely records : in this case it is

the Apostle Matthew, or, if it so please, the first and most direct

tradition. Their omission by St Paul had certainly no design

to take away these words, indispensable in the celebration (and

therefore inserted in his text from the hturgical form) ; but they

are presupposed, and not specified, in order that he may come
at once, and so much the more emphatically, to the This is and

This do ye. Moreover, it is evident, much more certainly here

than in the previous divide it among yourselves, that the Lord
could not join with them in eating and drinking of that which

He,t hough only in anticipation, called his body and His blood.^

It must be allowed, first of all, that both words naturally

apply to the bread, and signify

—

Xd^ere scil. manibus (et ore)—
(j)dyeT6 scil. ore; take, eat, with the bodily hands and mouth. There

are those who receive these words in so entirely common a sense

that no exegesis can bring them further than the mere letter ; but

^ So Rudelbach: "Not that we must break it, when partaking of the

Lord's Supper, but that broken bread must always be used" (as if the entire

loaf could be taken! Or is this in opposition to cutting the bread?).

Kahnis says, " The breaking of the bread is its consecration to its sacra-

mental character, perfectly parallel with the blessing of the cup."
2 Though some of the Fathers thought so. Chrys. He drank His own

blood. Schulthess derives it from Matt. xxvi. 29, and says that it be-

longed to the grace of the \\ hole action that He in this feast of love should

first taste.
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to all spiritual and more profound exposition it is matter of con-

fident assm'ance that there is in them a symbolical meaning

which must go beyond that. With the intention to appoint some-

thing which ivas to be repeated in the future, the Lord sees in these

Twelve all who should afterwards receive, and to them He would

say that and how they should " receive and eat." Still more :

When He presently says of this bread that it is something else,

we must take His whole word in its unity, and consequently

refer this graciously-proffering command itself also to His body.

And thus it is, take and eat that which I give to you hereby

—

ivhat ye shall presently know. Then we ask, Wherefore is it

thus circumstantially twofold, since for the external meaning

one of the two would seem to be enough ? (For, the mere ap-

pointing that every one should take the broken bread into his

hand before he ate it with his mouth, is surely an inadequate

reason, quite below the height of a mystery in which such

externalities in themselves are indifferent matters.) But in the

profounder sense this twofold saying has its meaning secured to

it—and may be itself placed, for the present, in a twofold light.

Either the Tahe intimates preparatorily the modus spiritualis of

the participatio corporis Christi quce ore Jit, as testified in the Eat,

thus giving this meaning for the Future—Receive in faith what

I give unto you, so shall ye eat not merely this bread, but My
body ; ye shall receive it, even as ye eat the bread.^ Or, con-

versely, the taking bread might be the external eating (as fiera-

XafjL^dvetv rpo(j)rj<;, Acts ii. 46, orXa^wv aprov, Acts xxvii. 35

—

according to this latter our Xafi^dveiv is the correlative of the

first Xa^cov of Jesus) ; but in the eat follows the more essential,

mystical eating—thus giving this meaning. Receive with hand

and mouth this bread, but eat something other than it. My body !

It is obvious that the view which we bring with us to the under-

standing of this is free to decide for itself, and that here already

Calvin and Luther have occasion to separate ; indeed, we may
say preliminarily, that the one sense lays the emphasis upon the

taking as spirituale, the other upon the eating as orale. We of

course incline, on account of the reference to John ^A., where

1 Krummacher : In the taking there is a summons, in the eating a promise

also. The take refers not merely to the hand, but much more to the heart

It demands susceptibility and appropriation in living faith.
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the Lord Himself has laid such strong emphasis upon the

eating, to regard BQm as similarly speaking here

—

Eat here-

v\'ith aXr]6m, receive as nourishment into yourselves 31i/ hocly !

And inasmuch as this " eating" coincides with the eating of

bread, and is here on that account so termed, are we to regard

the " taking" as altogether one and the same, and are both to

refer, as externally to the bread, so s^Tubolically and internally

to the body ? We certainly think this conjunction of the two,

after that former doubtful distinction, to be the true and cer-

tain sense of the words : and that the absence of and between

them itself intimates that it is so.^ But again, to what end is

the emphasis of the twofold expression ? The double word has

its deep truth and meaning in this, that it is a proffering im-

perative, and presupposes in us something corresponding to it

as such, without which it does not take effect. The receiving

and partaking are thrown back ultimately upon our own will,

as well as upon the Divine gift:— and this meaning, when all

things are weighed, best approves itself exegetically. For,

while a man can receive nothing except it be given him from

above, it is equally certain that nothing can be given to him

from above except the man receive it. AYliat we mean corre-

sponds with Olshausen's too partially developed thought. " In

these words (take, eat, drink) the receptivity on the part of the

disciples, who represent the Church, is brought out. Christ is

the Distributor, who satisfies with Himself our spiritual hunger

and thirst" And here we find in our Lord's lips, as soon as

we apprehend them aright, the gi'eat condition which was found

wanting in the Solida Declaratio " si credideritis."' For while

^ Only that must be carefully observed, which Buddeus in the name of

his Church admits : Probe discrimen inter manducationem oralem et natu-

raleni tenendum est. Etsi enim oralem manducationem adseramus atque

propugnemus, naturalem tamen non admittimus.

2 Ed. Rechenb., p. 732. Quia Christus non dixit: si credideritis, aut

digni fueritis, turn in coeua sacra corpus et sanguinem meum prsesentia

habebitis ; sed potius ait: Accipite^ edite ac bihite ! As if the latter did not

necessarily imply the former. When it goes on, Verba Christi hoc volunt

:

sive dignus, sive indignus sis, habes hie in coena Christi corpus et san-

guinem— it is as much as to say, whether with or without faith, if thou

literally eatest and drinkest the bread and the wine thou receivest Me, the

fellowship of My death and life, My glorified coriX)reity ! And, despite
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the tahing to ourselves comes at last to our own decision, it is,

like all spiritual blessings, mediated by our faith. Although

His love and power declares in this word, most gracious as it is

most mysterious,—Here am I ; take Me ; eat and drink Me ;

yet when He pronounces this most gracious Take and this most

mysterious. Eat, it is not here, any more than in the rest of

Scripture, an enforcing, compulsory Imperative. Overlooking

this, men have deduced from this centre-mystery the dogma,

contradictory to nature,—Ye may, shall, and must eat My
flesh, nolentes volentes !

So much for the words with which the symbols are pre-

sented, in their anticipated connection with all the sequel ; we
now turn to the word of declaration, in which the mystery is

solved only to be sealed again in its mysteriousness

—

Tliis is

My body.

This is !—But first, that we may go step by step, the little

word This, tovto. The stress which Luther laid upon it,

equally with the icTTi, is well known, and for the most part

amply justified—for it is essential. His scorn and mockery

were pardonable at the commencement of the contest, when
Carlstadt perverted this first little word into a negation of the

entire character of the Sacrament. Perv^ersion it certainly was

to say that Christ in this tovto pointed with His finger to His

body ; for a(ofia being neuter, and dpTO^ masculine, the tovto

must refer to the former and have nothing to do with the latter.

Luther correctly pointed first to the fact that we naturally use

the neuter when speaking of a thing which lies before us ; and
then, more convincingly still, brought against his opponent the

parallel of the cup. " Tell me then, good Peter, to what the

second touto refers, which follows immediately afterward. If

the second this must refer to Christ, and yet here expressly

points to the cup (tovto to ttottJplov), does your faith call the

blood of Christ or Christ Himself the cup ?" He unsparingly

ridicules all such arbitrary interpretation :
" Thus Christ would

Jno. vi., without faith, eternal life ! Guericke says that otherwise it should

have been Believe ! instead of Take ! in order to obviate the thought that

Judas partook of the body of the Lord. But did Judas have any benefit

in for the remission of sins ^ which however cannot be separated from the

This is .?
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be made to say, Take, eat, for I say unto you that here sits My
body, which is given for you ;" and so forth.^

If anything is certain in regard to this matter it is the sober

word of Bengel, which is faithful to the simple letter and has

become classical—hoc quod vos siunere jubeo, this ivhich I com-

mand you to take—in which, moreover, he designedly omits to

say fully at once what is obvious in the text—sumere ac edere,^

to take and eat. Guericke, not satisfied with Hengstenberg's

almost Lutheran approval of this formula of Bengel, blames

this in the latter; and thinks that he should have said more

definitely and rigorously—quod vos sumere et comedere jubeo.

But, in opposition to the idea which lurks under this, we must

maintain that there is good reason why our Lord does not say

with the precision and absoluteness which is thought to be

necessary

—

ovro^ 6 dpro^;, this bread. He not merely thereby

ob^dated all misunderstanding, just as he explains the second

TovTo not by This wi7ie, but by This ci^p, of which more anon

;

but, moreover. He did not say what could not have been said

with any intelligible meaning. His words preserve, with most

measured simplicity, the Hue in which the earthly and heavenly

agree in one, in a symbolical and real unity, without being how-

ever (which were impossible) identical.^

But now for the little word Is, the much contested E^TI.
First of all, it is probable that in the Lord's language, in which

subject and predicate are united without the expression of the

copula, it had not existence. Scheibel indeed thinks that there

would be an emphatic ^5^^ HT or even a mere ^?^^, corresponding

1 Carlstadt introduced as analogical, " Thou art Peter, and on tJiis rock

(that is Myself)," an interpretation which unhappily his opponents ad-

mitted. But this exegesis is itseK equally incorrect.

2 So some of the Lutheran dogmatists maintain this alone—hoc, quod

edere vos volo—hoc, quod vos bibere volo. They are right, but the ques-

tion is now as to ivJiat kind of eating and di-inking is meant in connection

with and after the taking. Luther said, against Carlstadt :
" If there be

any meaning in words, it is plain that that is His body which He holds out

and bids them eat.''''

3 Kodatz, indeed, thinks that if the Lord had uttered such a contradictio

in adjecto as " this h'ead is My hodij^'" our human reason should bow before

the Divine reason. But all thought would be at an end in faith hke this
;

and we might ask why the Lord spoke anything at all to us in human lan-

guage, the medium of thoughts which may be apprehended.
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to it ; but Meyer has shown, in opposition to him, that the con-

nection i<^n nt is unusual in the Old Testament, and that if

anything it would be N^n ; but that nothing would be wanting,

in any case, if even that was absent, as it exerts no direct influ-

ence upon the literal or figurative meaning. This being the

position of the question, either eari having been unexpressed

by our Lord, or if expressed its meaning wavering between a

copulative and substantive sense, exegesis must lay no stress

upon it, but discover the interpretation by the help of the sub-

ject and predicate alone. The subject is that which was given^

which was to be taken and eaten ; and is neither the Lord

who handed it to them Himself, nor (as Zwingle quotes from

Thomas and Scotus)—vos, qui hoc convivio interestis, ye who

are with Me in this feast I But the predicate follows after more

plainly.

My body. This is the cardo rei, the hinge of all. If the

Lord when He thus offered to them the bread with, " Take and

eat," spoke of His body, that is, of Himself bodily, as He was,

incarnate, and lived before them—let this be our starting point

—He pointed at this farewell-meal first of all to His whole past

earthly fellowship with them, in which they had His body ever

with them and near them ; but He also pointed by anticipation to

a future fellowship in which they should possess Him again, or

rather still continue to possess Him—as He had said repeatedly.

And more than that, for we must now connect this solemn

formula with the rite of the Passover, of which we have already

spoken. Most certainly, if we would translate back His words,

He did not say '"l^?, for then the Greek would have been adp^

fjLov—and it is as little probable that He said n*"}: or even njX

Thus it is most probable that He used ''S^J or yf ''S^i (accord-

ing to the emphasis of the /jlov standing first in St Paul), as they

spoke of the ^"^i of the npa. But it does not follow from this

that He spoke only in figurative representation, as and because

in the Old-Testament formula it was said of the lamb—This is

the Passover or the body of the Passover.^ The typical refer-

^ Not the bread as bread ; for that two existing things should be identi-

fied by means of a copula, is not a necessity of logic.

2 The persistent straining of the analogy with mnV s^n nos, as we find it

in Ebrard after Zwingle, involves the fundamental error of misapprehending
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ence, rather, modifies the meaning of the tovto into this— What

1 now offer to you, that is, what I appoint therein and establish

for you in the future to partake of, instead of the lamb. Bengel

rightly says, before the words already quoted, " This, is opposed

to the old shadows ; and means, ye have MyselfP We may
therefore, for the elucidation of this meaning, invert the clause,

so far as it contains in it this point

—

My body is, I Myself am,

your Paschal Lamb. But it is altogether wrong, and is refuted

by the analogy of the words spoken with the cup, to maintain

rashly that the Lord uttered His words merely in the sense of

such a transposition of the subject and predicate}

And, similarly, there is another inversion of the clause which

an unbiassed consideration must reject. According to Schwenk-

feld and those who followed him, the words must be understood

backward:—My flesh is in truth a bread or a food—My body

is that which I now here offer to you, that is, a true bread, and

!My blood is a real drink. And thus Christ is regarded as in-

tending no more than to teach what His body and blood would

be to us after His death, our meat and our drink ; He confirms

or repeats only (with an accompanying symbol to give it emphasis)

what He had said already in Jno. vi. The tovto becomes a

TOLovTo—this becomes such—and that as a predicate, moreover

in a so-called spiritual sense, and this interpretation of His words

is what the Lord Christ Himself taught ! But the natural sense

of the language rebels against such a perversion, while the tovto

TO TTOTrjpLov aftcrwards utterly refutes it ; and we have nothmg

to do but to accept, in wondering, humble inquiry, the un-

deniable fact, that the same Lord who did indeed once say

—

My body or flesh is meat, now inverts the words, and testifies

the reality of tlie New Testament Sacrament in opposition to the Old Testa-

ment symbolical act.

1 Such is Schleiermacher's artificial turn given to the sentence. This

bread, not the lamb, is henceforth the Passover which I institute, My R"?.

So Thiess formerly, but H. Stephani shows it in its most meaningless form :

—" Jesus declares bread and ^vine to be the symbols of the New Covenant,

instead of the flesh and blood of the animal sacrifice." Ebrard, in like

manner, though protesting against that :
" This unleavened bread of the

Passover (predicate !) is My body (subject !), which is to be broken for you
;

that is. My body broken for you is the true »^55

—

I am the true Passover-

sacrifice.'''' But he has since retracted this.

VOL. VIT. G



while He presents bread to His disciples,— That (which ye

here take and eat) is My body !

That He, moreover, asserts for the present and promises for

the future, a presence and a reception of His body, only after

He had preceded it by a Take, Eat; and that thus the this

is (be its meaning what it may) attains to its full reality only

mthin the limits and under the conditions of the actual par-

tahing already spoken of— is a remark which is very obvious, and

which we make now preparatorily, in order that nothing neces-

sary may be omitted. It is not first said. This is My body. Take

and eat ; but then first, when the taking and eating takes place,

the wonderful " This is" follows in all its force. That is, as

we are now prepared to think, only where faith truly, internally,

and spiritually takes and eats, ^^len the Papists act as if it

was said. Behold it, exhibit it, and cany it round, adore it,

—

the voice of truth, however in vain to multitudes, must often

proclaim to "them what the convert Henhoffer so well expressed

in his confession of faith :
—"Jesus cannot possibly, according

to all our experience, have designed to establish this tabernacle-

Christ and its honour ; otherwise He would have contradicted

Himself, would have subverted His own kingdom, and plucked

down with one hand what He had set up or would set up with

the other." The New Testament knows no institution of a

magical spectacle to be wondered at, on the one hand, and no

mechanical exhibition of empty symbols on the other. It would

not, as the Eomish Church, which reached its perfection in the

middle ages, did, " divert the view from the Saviour in heaven,

to the corpus Christi in the hands of the priests." Firm and

secure abides the sense, " Here have ye My body," which I give

and appoint you to take and eat. But this " ye have" is as far

from the possessing in our hand or upon the table a transfoiTned

wonder, as from the empty figurative sense which others have

applied to it. The Lord bequeaths to us His body and His

blood, not to exhibit, carry about and adore—not merely to in-

vestigate, speculate, and dogmatise upon—but to eat and drink.

Thus sets out Luther's Catechism.

The Lord says now body, and not flesh, as before in Caper-

naum. He spoke on the former occasion as teaching (John vi.

59) and laying the first foundation of His doctrine and testi-
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mony, taking pains to estabKsh in the most definite manner the

substantiaUty of the flesh as well as the blood ; but here that is

presupposed, and the actual giving being now the question, He
adapts ffis expression to a twofold design:—to show forth the

unity of His whole bodily person as one in itself, and that com-

munication and participation of His whole body which leads to

a similar unity with Himself and with one another.^ The one

refers to Himself, the other to us. For the former we appeal

to the universal meaning of aSyfia (and body in all languages),

even in its frequent figurative use—a whole, an organism com

plete in itself; for the latter we appeal to the fact that the

Church of Christ is called His " body." The Apostle Paul

himself in 1 Cor. x. 17 gives this interpretation by the Holy

Ghost ; laying emphasis upon the word body, and assigning it in

its integrity to the Church. Olshausen de^'iates from this, and

reduces the force of the word, when he says that the expression

body was imperatively required only by the adjunct expressions

given and broken. " The Redeemer thus likened the entire

mass of the bread which He broke to His body. He did not,

however, give to each the body, the <7w//,a; but as He gave a

part of the mass of bread, so He gave a part of the body, that is,

fleshj adp^. According to the meaning of the whole, crdp^ might

just as fitly have been used ; but on account of the symbolical

reference to His death, Jesus chose crw//,<x, equivalent to ?]^i."

Here we must oppose in both these sentences the onesidedness

which fails to do justice to the pregnant sense of the symbol and

the mystery. For, as certainly as on the one hand the indi-

vidual KKda-jia, the portion of bread received by each, repre-

sented to him his portion in the grace and gift of Christ ; so

certainly, on the other, does Christ in an equally true sense

live, as the whole Christ, in each of those who are by such par-

ticipation united with Him.^ Even in John vi. i\ieflesh referred

• not so much to particulas quasdam a singulis edendas, as to the

1 Delitzsch :
" To obviate the misunderstanding that He distributed His

flesh in portions."

" In Olshausen we have the still more dubious explanation that accord-

ing to his conviction, not the whole Christ, and as He died upon the cross,

is partaken of in the supper, but an operation and influence from Him, and

that as the " Redeemer glorified."
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substance of the glorified flesh of the Son of man as a whole In

its integrity. Yet, again, the eat refers immediately to the hodyy

as it respects the individuals ; and the objection that crwjia or

body is never and nowhere the object of eating, altogether and

wilfully forgets that the eating here in question is absolutely

alone in its kind. The one bread is exhibited as the one body

in the many who receive it ;^ and the ^erep^eti^ of every indi-

vidual is a partaking of that one bread. So far we proceed

with the Apostle ; but if we press the figure beyond the limits

within which, as such, it presents the comparison, we go astray

and fall into frivolities which are here, if anywhere, unbecoming.

The comparison extends forward to the breaking of that bread,

which however as a broken and distributed whole is still re-

garded in the tovto as a whole in its integrity ; but we cannot

pursue it backward to the manner in which it became one bread,

and press the figure in that direction.^

Nor of course can w^e accept the subordinate sense in which

the body of br^ad represents the Church gathered into one in

Christ, as the only one :—This breaking, giving, taking, and

eating, this entire procedure sets forth My body, which is or

which will be My Church I In this hysteron without a proteron

where would be the strictly connected givenfor you f We must

hold that the body, equally with the blood, must have a real

signification ; consequently it is neither the body of the Church,

nor the figure of My body (according to Oecolampadius who

quotes and perverts Tertullian's figura corporis mei.) Conse-

quently, it is simple folly to maintain " that aco/na can in no

case signify flesh, nor be paralleled with adp^;^' and it is most

^ This is the true reduplicatio multiplicativa, and not what Scholasticism

falsely so called.

2 And by this we reject the interpretation given in Chrys., Aug., and

even in the liturgy of the Const. Ap. : to wit, that the bread is the produce

of many grains of wheat (something like the words of Ignatius at his

martyrdom), as the wine is the produce of many grapes. This, if carried

out, brings us to a body of Chi-ist which rises in and out of the Church,

instead of a body given in and for us, and which could never have been the

produce of many elements. And thus it would coincide with Zwingle's

interpretation of 1 Cor. x. 16, which makes the Apostle say, " I mean not

that the cup is the blood, or the bread is tne body of Christ ; but that we

all, partakers of the one bread and cup, are the blood and body of Cliristy
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wilful folly to maintain this here, where alfia strictly corresponds

with the adp^ Kal al/j,a of John "vd.

TThich is giten for you. Thus is it first in St Luke,

according to a doubtless genuine tradition. The omission in the

first two Evangelists of this seemingly essential clause is only an

apparent omission ; for that offering up of His body which took

place in the death that brake it can be, and must be, understood

in TovTo TO aoj^d /jlov—this is Jiy body—and the parallel in

the shed aftei^wards abundantly confirms this. Kot the less on

that account, however, did the Lord speak plainly to obviate aU

misunderstanding, uttering for us at the institution the BcB6/jl€vov,

given, and in His o^^^n subsequent explanation the KXw/ievov,

broken. There are those who are so insensible to the simple

assurance of the mysterious words that they make the broken

an argument for referring the given also rather to this—the

bread—and thus infer that ek Odvarov, unto death, is not to be

supplied.^ But they gain nothing by this ; the direct and

plain words concerning the body are perverted or lost sight of

by those who are obhged to confess, after all, that both senses

(this bread which is given or the body which is given) are really

the same at bottom, since the terms given and shed are used con-

cerning the bread and the cup only as far as they are or repre-

sent the body and blood of Christ.

Thus the body is given, that is, devoted unto death. For the

sake of bre%'ity, we may refer those to whom it is necessary to

what was said upon the huxico of Jno. vi. 51—though that pas-

sage itself is quite sufficient. That which was their future is

now come near ; the night of betrayal, the anguish of death,

the judgment which doomed Him, has already begun, so that

what was immediately impending might be spoken of as already

present. Winer, accordingly, gives a better solution than the

old enallage temporis, " which was now on the point of being

given." This kind of expression, however, instead of the

absolute Future, was strictly necessary : as gi^'ing at the time

Df the institution itself the strongest possible assurance, and as

* They then say that it is the same with the rovro to yrorripiov ;
that which

was presented being the subject in both clauses. But that St Luke's to vTrip

v^u'j tKy:,vu6fAsvov does not refer simply to the cup^ is plain from the otifiu,

ix,'/,vv6f/.iuou— of the other two Evangelists.
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making the great fact present again at every future celebration.

We well know how dimly the Apostles apprehended the fore-

announced death of the Lord, down to the last : it is on that

account that He gave them the most absolute assurance of that

death as a present fact, in such a manner as to repress all doubt

at least during that sacred hour ; and it is on that account that

He further gave the declaration concerning its propitiatory sig-

nificance and power. (But not the "first and sole" such

declaration, as Ebrard says ; for see Jno. vi. 51, x. 12 ; Matt.

XX. 28.) But, again, as the Lord is uttering a formula, we
might almost say a formulary, for the future celebration of the

Supper, He cannot speak of it as a past transaction otherwise

than as present. For a symbol must necessarily jpresenim^e;

and the Sacrament, which distributes its blessing and spiritual

influence, abolishes all historical distinction of time. What
Luther says of the blood, holds good of the body :

" When we
contemplate the historical act by which the forgiveness of sins

was obtained, that had not taken place at the Sacrament ; but

now it has taken place, and is past. But when we regard the

communication of forgiveness, there is no notion of time ; it was

a thing done from the foundation of the world.^ Now, as the

body and blood of Christ are necessary to all who have dnned,

and are to be forgiven, it is for ever true that He is always being

given for them. For, although the event has taken place, yet

as long as its blessing is not dispensed to me, it is as if it were

yet to take place as far as I am concerned." This ideal presen-

tiation of the event, which is contained in is given, and is shed,

approves itself as a reality. And in this we have the ground of

that double sense of those two words, in relation to our present

reception, which Ebrard rejects.

However emphatically this Present might sound in their

ears, tlie disciples could not have interpreted tovto eari of that

body which at the same time sat living before them ; but they

must, on the other hand, have thought of the requirement and

promise which He had laid down in John vi. We infer there-

fore necessarily, that the actual participation of the body and

blood of Christ was even then still in the future, and that it

1 Add—And goes on to the end of time.
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had its beginning at the time which Jno. vi. Q2j G3, expressly

specifies for that purpose. We cannot regard our Lord as in-

tending to say anything which it was utterly out of the question

that the disciples should understand ; or to represent Himself

as offering to them anything which their whole habit of thought

would revolt against. We must therefore guard, both on the

right and left, against eiTor. We must not assert that, at this

institution itself, the disciples actually ate and drank of the body

and blood of Christ;^ nor must we, on that account, deny the

real participation in after times as contrary to the original sense

of the words. The former error is inconsistent generally with

all deeper views of the subject, and is refuted by the letter itself,

since they could not have received the body given and the blood

2)oured out, while the Lord was actually sitting before them and

speaking to them.^ Li this case, the great weakness of the dis-

ciples, which continued afterwards just as it was before, would

be wholly inexplicable. But it has been constantly maintained,

and with truth, that at the very institution of the Sacrament,

the blindness and weakness of the other disciples (independently

of Judas) was specially brought to hght. But if that which

they then ate and drank was actually to be the real and full

Sacrament of the body and blood of Christ, it would appear that

it had no power even in its first celebration, but declared itself

to be almost useless—and how could we expect great things

from it now ? All that the later Lutherans have said concern-

ing the full import of the celebration of the Supper at the hour

of its institution, appears to me to be a series of assertions which

are inconceivable and self-contradictory.

If our Lord's this is had involved a bodily change of the sub-

stance, " there would be here a new Christ, and that a dead one

created bi/ the side of the living,^' as Lange says roughly but

^ Most Lutherans think most indistinctly and inconsistently upon this

subject, violating their own dogma of the heavenly-glorified character and
presence of the corporeity of Christ. Christ " was then already glorified

latently," they say, and Olshausen thus speaks of a glorification which be-

comes gradually consummate.
2 Alford indeed observes :

" The Passion had already hegun ;
in fact the

whole life on earth was this giving and breaking, consummated by His deatli."

But we ask, Was there abeady any sheddlvr/ of His blood f
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truly. But lie is not equally right when he rejects all " sub-

stantial presence" from the words of institution, on the ground

that Christ as still living distributed His body and His blood in

the bread and wine to His disciples then present. He here falls

into that other error, one which, however strange it is, has been

received very generally mth unthinking facility : to wit, that it

must be taken for granted that the institution can mean nothing

more than it meant, or than took place, at the time of its insti-

tution. This leads him to a very remarkable statement of the

case :
" Their participation was not only brought to them in

His presence, but His presence was their participation—He
communicated to them His living breath. His living influence

—they partook of Him together in His essential life,"—that is

to say, though it is most opposite to the Lutheran doctrine, not

in any sense a bodily participation

!

O no ! and again no ! All this is not '' the body which is

broken

—

the blood which is shed." As certainly as our Lord

did thus expressly speak, while yet their taking and eating of

His body and His blood was not a thing possible, so certainly

did the Lord speak the w^ords of institution for the future^ and

promise, as in a.general Present, what they and all His disciples

should always receive when they should do this. The formula

of distribution which did not really distribute must be regarded

in the same light as that in which the salvation and deliverance

of the people out of Egypt is regarded as already accomplished,

at the institution of the Passover, Ex. xii. 27, xiii. 14, 15. And a

still more decisive parallel we have in the words of John xx. 22,

Receive the Holy Ghost !—a final symbolical expression, seahng

to them a promise which could not be and was not fully granted

to them until the glorification of our Lord after His ascension

;

see Jno. vii. 39 compared with ch. vi. 62, 63. Just as this final

" Receive ye !" is here related, on the one side, to the reception

of the Holy Ghost which did not follow till afterwards, and,

on the other, to all the oft-repeated promises of the Holy Spirit

which had preceded—so is it with this final word of promise

and institution, as connected with that bodily impartation of

Christ which should take place when His body was glorified

and had become capable of communication. And this glorified

corporeity itself is, once more, something veiy different from
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that which many hypotheses have substituted for it. Richter,

for example, thus strangely expresses himself :
" Luther is right

;

we receive His true body and His true blood, that is, the living,

heavenly part of His nature, which was sentient and operative,

in the fibres and nerves of His (sometime !) body, and animated

His pure and guiltless blood." And Hahn's " scriptural repre-

sentation" is quite below the subject, whether viewed in relation

to speculation in the light of revealed truth, or to the letter of

the words of institution, when he says, " He gives the assurance

that bread and wine now in this Supper took the place of His

body and blood; and that, as He had been previously with

them in flesh and blood, so henceforth bread and wine should

be the organic channel for His spiritual fellowship with His

disciples." According to the Scripture (Jno. vi.), the Lord was

to be in us and with us also in flesh and blood after ffis ascen-

sion ; yea, then first truly so. His heavenly flesh and blood,

pervaded by spmt, and which have become spirit and life, these^

are the true " mediating organs^' of that fellowship which is as

really bodily as spiritual ; and the bread and the wine are the

mediating symbols of this, in the second degree. Was there not

for the Church of the Lord an actual reception #f His flesh and

blood provided, it could have no life in itself] it never would be

or could be His Church, that is. His body. If this reception was

not at the same time (not, indeed, exclusively, but especially)

mediated by an external, earthly corporeal element, the Church

of the New Testament would have no Sacrament ; its worship

would therefore lack the real centre and exhibition of consum-

mate fellowship, and the whole word of evangehcal preaching

upon earth (Matt. xxvi. 13) its conclusive seal. If the body

and blood of the Lord were not for us, when we eat and drink,

in the bread and wine, the sacrament in the Sacrament would be

wanting ; and the seal of the word, instead of confirming its

highest and most wonderful promise, would retract it, and send

us back into the region of everlasting difference between flesh

and spirit—leaving a chasm for ever unfilled between our cor-

poreity (which, however, is itself to be glorified in a resurrec-

tion) and the " spiritual fellowship" of the Head with His mem-
bers. Schulthess, opposing the eWcrt?, says that in Scripture

flesh and spirit are the two most irreconcilcable things—without
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recognising that victory of the spirit which reconciles the two

by glorifying the flesh.

Christ is the High Priest of the coming "good things (Heb.

ix. 9, 11), the author and dispenser of all that which w^as future

under the Old-Testament economy of shadows ; and not only

so, of all that which, even to us, will be perfect only in the final

glorifying and renovation of all things, although its reality begins

within us from the time that the Glorified comes to make His

abode within us. He acted and spoke as the High Priest desig-

nate (to use Oetinger's expression) even upon earth, and in the

land of death, when He said—This is My body which is given

for you—thus it is My will to give it, and I will give it to you.

He could not have instituted this mystery first at the time of its

great fulfilment, for then must He have come again from heaven

expressly for that purpose.^ He could not and w^ould not insti-

tute the Supper after His resurrection, during that interval which

drew nearer to His glorification and was in some sense an anti-

cipation of it. For, it was to retain its necessary connection

with His own and the old economy's last Passover;—moreover,

He would assure them by instituting it before His departure by

death that His pj^esence ivith them would be just as real as it had

been before His resurrection,— and, finally, H|e thus obviated

all docetic notions, such as would have easily attached themselves

to a Sacrament instituted during the Forty Days.^

How then, does He promise and give us in the Sacrament

His body ? as dead or as living ? It is, indeed, the body given up

to death for us ; and the continuous presence of the power and

energy of this death so works in us that we ever anew die with

Him unto sin, in sacramental union with Him ; nevertheless we
know, and it needs no proof, that this death is life, and gives life,

and becomes to us the nourishment of life simply. Were it not

so there would remain only the appropriation of His justifying

death through the " remembrance" of faith ; there would be no

living communication of the Christ, no longer dead but living,

within us.^ But while the BiSofjuevov assuredly brings forward the

^ Although in the revelation to St Paul there was a confirmatory sup-

plement added from heaven.

2 Then He ivas latently or initiatorily glorified—not before His death.

3 Breitenstein (letters to Marh^rncke, 1822) starts from the Syr. trans.
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death into the present, and asserts the identity of the body which

is given with that which died upon Golgotha, the virep vfjuwy,

which is added, testifies that the same body is given as living,

as the bread of Hfe within us,—because the eating (as the very-

word necessarily implies) takes away the merely external sense

of this "/or ws," elevates and interprets it into the " in usP

The BROKEX, finally, which the Lord's authentic exposition

has substituted for given^ should by no means throw us back

upon a onesided view of the dead body, but confirm to us the

double meaning of the given, as being—for you to death, and

thereby in you to life. For both these, not excepting the latter,

must this K\MfM6vov, as pertaining to eKkaae, embrace. It is

true that it, .first, defines the breaking of the body, the dissolu-

tion of the organism, its (transitory) disruption as a body by

death.^ Guericke, for the sake of withstanding the " Union-

Shibboleth " of bread-breaking, asserts that the body of Christ

generally was not broken at all ; but what would the authentic

expression here given then mean? We think at once of ^3"iPj

bruised,*lsa. liii. 5, and iN*31 ver. 10 (comp. i<5^"^y Ps. xc. 3),

which is more intense than /'Sip—not merely pierced or

wounded to the flowing of the blood, but bruised, crushed,

"55, and renews all the old Zuinglianism of an appropriation simply of the

crucified Lord, symbolised by eating. Meyer thoroughly well answered him
(Bl. fiir hoh. W. v. 136) that this would be a /mZ/-Christ, and not, there-

fore, by any means the Christ whom we must have. There would be then no

difference between the Jewish sacrifice and our Sacrament, save in the out-

ward form, and in the circumstance that the former was offered in expecta-

tion, the latter celebrated in rememhrance.

^ For the omission of yJKu^zyou^ as in Lachmann's text, cannot be approved,

though Schulthess can appeal to Bengel on that side ; the simple to vi^lp

vfjcuu is wdthout meaning, and arose from the uncertainty between "hih. or

«A., as Nitzsch has said. But when he prefers S/Oo'.wgi/oy, and asserts xaS-

f/^ivou to be spurious, as having originated from 1 Cor. x. 16 or later notions

of the breaking of the body, we cannot agree with him, but hold the latter

with Schulz as doubtless genuine. The perversion of virep Cf^u'j into

" which bread represents you," is ridiculously forced. Nitzsch still asserts,

against me, that the kKu^^vjov is a reading " more than uncertain ;" but I

must hold to its genuineness, and say withKahnis, that " the expression is

much too concrete and original for any later hand to have been bold enough

to insert it."

2 Hence in some Codd. the gloss dpvTrrofAiuov.
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broken to pieces as a living body; just as in Isa. xxxviii. 13 13^^

^niO)iT^3j he will break all my bones, is parallel witb make an

end of Me^ and as in 1 Kings xiii. 28 (not so certainly Dan.
viii. 25 ; Ezek. xxx. 8 ; Jer. xxii. 20) "'^f'

to break occurs in the

sense of killing. Even Zwingle allowed this, though he made it

rather too general—frangi pro pati aut perire. Nitzsch's objec-

tion to the broken body we think altogether unfounded. But
when the same broken body is afterwards given as a ao)^a to be

broken for their /ocxi, the other meaning whichwe alludedto above

comes out— Christ breaks to us the bread, gives Himself to us as

the nourishment of life. (The tradetur of the Yulg. may express

this ; and Ezek. xviii. 7, in allusion to Isa. Iviii. 7, uses \^\ for

D'iB\) For our Cii?^, our restoration and perfect soundness,

comes, according to Isa. liii., from the propitiatory ^51^? ^^^

healing from His stripes—His blood poured out in death

becomes the medicine of life to us. If this is mystical exegesis,

it is the only one with which we can satisfy ourselves when
dealing with the words of a mystery ; every distorted and one-

sidea view of this central Sacrament, in which all lines converge

to the unity of tne death and life of Christ,-^ is unsatisfactory and

misleading.

We may be permitted to recapitulate in Meyer's excellent

words.^ " The natural sense of the expression will allow at first

this twofold meaning : Kepresent to yourselves by this My body

and My blood, as they are sacrificed for you ; and. Represent to

yourselves by this My body and My blood, as they are essentially

partaken of by you, or enter into you, and must enter into you,

if ye would have immortal life, as I have already (Jno. vi.) said

unto you. But, since no occasion and no means can be con-

ceived more effectual for the setting forth of this mystery in

believers, than the celebration of that rite in which bread and

wine were blessed and partaken of in devout remembrance of

the Lord and His sacrificial death, the third meaning must neces-

sarily be added :
—

' Observe this bodily partaking of bread and

wine, internally contemplating Me, and with a believing desire

to be united to Me in spirit, soul, and body, to belong to Me

^ As in the Passover the sin-ofFering and thank-offering were blended

typically.

2 Blatter fur hbh. Wahrheit. xi. 226 ff.
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througli a new birth, to have Me as an indwelling Saviour, and

to obtain through this My being within you a spiritual and

eternal life :—observe this partaking of bread and wine as the

fulfilment and sealing of this your wish itself ; I give Myself

herewith for you to eat and drink, just as I mysteriously spoke

before, to the offence of many.'"

Do THIS ! This is not a liturgical addition which had dated

bach the appointment of the then-customaiy celebration to the

Lord's mouth ; but it is His own word, from which alone the

celebration could have taken its rise. It was hardly— as Nitzsch

suggests—added first after the resurrection. This second tovto

with Troielre is much plainer than the former with eVrt ; but it

is important, nevertheless, to impress a definite idea of it upon

our minds. Are we to understand. Do this as tJiat ichich I noio

do, and interpret it as meaning— Give ye 'My Apostles one to

another, and let all who follow you give to others the bread in

My place, and with the words which I now use ? Certainly not,

for that which all believers, to whom long before the institution

His flesh and blood had been promised, were to do, was said be-

fore. Take, eat. St Luke and St Paul, indeed, have not these

words ; and again St Matthew and St Mark have not the Do
this ; but this omission on both sides is plain proof that the ex-

pressions mutually correspond with and imply each other.

Thus it rather means Do after this manner : that which I now
command you, this eating (and drinking) which I now elevate

into a mysterious communion with Myself. Decisive evidence

of this follows immediately in the addition

—

as oft as ye drink.

That the disciples, when He should be no longer visibly present

with them, but give them internally His broken body and shed

blood, would externally give one to another the bread and the

wine, was self-understood, and moreover in itself so indifferent

a matter that in the Troietv here appointed to the disciples the

main matter of the Sacrament must be regarded as meant. St

Paul, in 1 Cor. xi. 26-29, does not otherwise explain it; four

times after the ocra/ct?, as oft as, we find mentioned the eating

of the bread and the drinking of the cup.^ He appropriates it

^ Although in ch. x. 16 he had presupposed that in connection with the

Do this there was the blessing and breaking, just as at the institution the

Lord had done.
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to the Corinthian Christians as well as to the Apostles, to every

" man who would belong to the Lord and His Church (comp.

Ex. xii. 48).^ In this New-Testament Sacrament, in the Old-

Testament type of which the whole community acted as priests,

there can certainly be no room for exclusive prerogative of office

and position.

Further (and as St Paul has shown, 1 Cor. 5-7), the Do
this corresponds emphatically to the sense in which the Lord
declared, as we have seen. His body to be the true Passover

;

consequently we may regard it as certain that it contains His

commandment to let this festival take the place of the paschal

lamb (as previously Troico to Trao-^j^a ; Schulthess in this is right

— TToceiv, HK'y, of festival acts). Therefore, obviously as the

Passover was observed for the memorial and setting forth of

that deliverance and passing over, so now—In Mi/ remembrance.

In Ml/—that contains the substitution. In Jiy remembrance

;

that is, in the future, when I am no longer thus with you ; for

what was then done needed no avafjuvrjaL^ for those who were

present.

" Not in the days of His exaltation, but in the days of His

humiliation. He laid this great injunction on believers ; it was as

the request of afriend and not as a commandment for servants that

He pronounced His last wish." (Nitzsch.) Yery true, but what

majestyof most sacred injunction is there in this almost entreating

word of Him who is about to depart through suffering ! In remem-

brane of Me has a tone at once of most affecting and condescend-

ing entreaty, as if a friend was to say

—

Forget me not ! But as

certainly as His own could not and would not ever forget Him,
— as certainly as by the preaching of the Gospel and the mighty

testimony of the Spirit, what He had done would be announced

throughout all the world in memorial of Him,—so certainly

must something much higher be contained in this final request,

which hides its dignity in a iDwly form. The memorial must
have yet another meaning ; it was His design to estabhsh in it

1 This remark, otherwise needless, is rendered necessary by the Romanist
doctrine that " the institution of the holy Sacrament of Orders " was in-

cluded in the " most holy sacrifice of the mass." " The last words, Do this,

are a command to the Apostles to celebrate the Sacrament from that time

in His Church, and Jesus thereby consecrated them priests." AlHoli.
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a work of His own miraculous power, of which more anon ; and

the Do this is all the more assm'edlv no less than a most sacred

commandment} Eambach, therefore, says quite correctly

:

" Christ instituted the Supper in statu exinanitionis, indeed,

but not in actii exinanitionis ; the iustitution of the Sacrament

was a work of Divine authority and power, hence St Paul calls

Christ iu connection with it tcvpio^, Lorch most emphatically."

XeTertheless, we must remark the humble and unostentatious

form iu which this work of power and wonder was ^vrapped up

;

and, moreover, the Xew-Testament freedom which He permits

even in connection^with this undoubted command. On the one

hand, although according to Jno. vi. faith thi'ough the opera-

tion of the Holy Ghost may, even without the bread and wine,

partake of the same flesh and blood'—yet He now appoints

and declares, that this participation should as a rule be bound

to the participation of the bread and wine, even as the Spirit

pre-eminentlv and ordinarily works through the word. On the

other hand, again, He appoints with the utmost simplicity only

the most essential matter to that end. That the Chm'ch should

possess this Sacrament is firmly settled, and the external essen-

tial is expressly defined in the Do this ; but all else is left un-

defined and free, as becomes the Xew Testament. It is to be

taken for granted that the Spirit in the Church would take

order for the salutary ceremonial of the service ; but He Him-

self gives beforehand no legal specification which should always

and absolutely be binding. (This freedom and simphcity shines

out conspicuously in contrast with the Old-Testament prescrip-

^ So tliat the Quakers are in most manifest- error. Their inward light

puts them to shame through the most unintelligent perversion of words,

when they persist in denying the obhgation of Christians to these " cere-

monies." So we find in Barclay :
** And as for that expression of Lute,

Vo this in remembrance ofJIe, it will amount to no more than this, that

being the last time that Christ did eat with His disciples. He desired them

that in their eating and drinking they might have regard to Him. and by

the remembering of that opportimity be the more stirred up to foUow Him
diligently through sufferings and death,'' etc.

2 Even in connection vrith the error which rejects the insritution, if that

does not spring from the heart's opposition to the Lord ; for who would

leny to many Quakers, who are so evidently and inwardly in Christ, tlus

spiritual supper of the Lord ?
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tions for the Passover.) What persons should in the future

assume the dispensation in His stead,—with what words, prayers,

and rites the elements should be blessed and consecrated, and

the devotion of believers be quickened,—what relation this

eating and drinking should sustain to other eating and drink-

ing, yea, whether this should he done necessarily in a body or

sometimes by individuals alone—on all these points there is no

word and commandment. We regard it as conformable with

the Lord's meaning, who would have all things done decently

and in order (1 Cor. xiv. 40), that the appointed stewards of

God's mysteries (1 Cor. iv. 1) should take the^lead as in Christ's

place, in the Sacrament as well as in the word ; but this excep-

tion in the universal priesthood is left free. Nothing seems to

us more appropriate than to commence with the solemn repeti-

tion of the words of institution^ and then to sanctify the eating

and drinking to its sacramental character. Yet (as no conse-

cration is commanded in the Do this) all such addition to the

Sacrament itself might possibly be inwardly completed ; nor

can we deny the validity of the Sacrament to those who silently

partake with their believing minds directed to the words of the

Lord. So with the public and common character of the break-

ing of one bread, and the drinking of all from one cup. For

the freest spirituality pervades the New-Testament ''Do thisP^

In remembrance of Me. It has often been said that this

word cannot contain the great essential matter of the institution,

because St Luke alone, the more removed reporter, adds it, while

in the " This is" all the accounts agree. There is some truth

of course lying at the bottom of this, otherwise the omission in

the other two Evangelists would be inexcusable, or not to be

thought of.^ But we are warned not to press this too far by

the circumstance that the subsequent revelation to St Paul gives

prominence to this " remembrance" twice, and the Holy Spirit

adds also an explanation of it through the Apostle's teaching.

This explanation is very different from the Zuinglian or the

Rationalist view, according to which the Lord is merely said to

have used such and such words, as self-understood. The con-

descending word certainly begins with what may be termed the

^ But according to Justin Apol. i. 66, the oixo^vnuoyzv^ctia. ruv d-Troaro-

?i6)u had also this first rovro Troislre tli rviu uvc/,f^i/r,(riu (/.av.
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simple thinking upon His person, His past connection with them,

not excluding the affectionate remembrance of this last fare-

well-meal, and that night of His betrayal which it would for

ever make present to their minds. But, after all that the tovto

icTTL has already said, who can content himself with understand-

ing the dvd/jLvr)aL(; in such a bare superficial sense as utterly

opposes that former word ? He who does this, because he has

no faith in a livingly-present Saviour, working mysteriously

upon and within us, and therefore turns one word of institution

against another, has in reality no Sacrament at. all, and de-

ceives himself when he says that he brings the Lord to his

remembrance. But he who with sincerity of heart and honesty

of faith enters into this memorial of the Lord and His death,

will find and experience in it all else that we have spoken of

—

even though his theoretical views and expressions may do injus-

tice to the Sacrament as a whole.

We say first, with confidence, that the remembrance is not

defined in the clause to be the substance, the essential matter,

of the Do this, which points directly to the eating and drinking

of the body and blood ; but the appended et? indicates the

original purpose, the accompanying disposition, the immediate

influence, of the true participation in the act. If our exposition

has been hitherto in any degree correct, we have already re-

futed the Socinians and others who would understand it onl}/ of

an external eating, as a mnemonic rite,^ but who understand

neither what His remembrance is as spoken of by the Lord,

nor what is His body and blood. The error is not removed

by laying the emphasis upon remembrance of Me, but by
rightly understanding the remembrance itself. Already in the

Old Testament it had a deeper and a real meaning : wheii the

Lord spoke of the remembrance of His name, and appointed

any rite or any place to be a memorial in which His name was

recorded—there He actually would come to His people and

^ " Christ the Lord would have a remembrance and proclamation of the

violent death, which He suffered "for us, kept up in His Church through a

solemn rite, to the glory of His own name." Schulthess has even instituted

a comparison with the uexvatoc of the Greeks, the festivals in memory of tha

dead !
And that in a very different sense from Theophylact's, whom he

quotes.

VOL. VII. n
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bless them. (Ex. xx. 24.) Even then the living God was not

in such sense absent that He was to be merely remembered :

—

but what does the remembrance of Christ signify, the remem-
brance of that God-man who gives us inwardly His body and

His blood ! Are we to suppose the same Lord, who had so

often testified to His disciples that He would be with them,

among them, and within them m the time to come, to speak

here of remembering Himself as an absent person who was no

longer there and only an object of remembrance ? He does not

say iv Ty ijifj avafivrjaet—m remembrance of Me— that would

signify the remembrance and devotion which the observance

itself would bring with it, and which it already presupposed as

the first impulse to the doing this. But He appoints and at the

same time promises, that through this doing the remembrance

should be strengthened, made more inward ; that a remem-
brance or memorial of Himself should be wrought in real and

living fellowship with Him. All thinking of the past is in a

certain sense a making it present ; but if He whom we think

of remains absent and separated from us, such bringing the past

back can only turn to an all the more bitter feeling of the sepa-

ration : and can we suppose this to be intended here ? Can
the Lord be supposed to expect it of our weakness that we

should rise in faith, through this remembrance, above the sepa-

ration, into spiritual fellowship with Him? And can this be

the decisive and main element in an institution which concen-

tres in itself all the mighty blessings and influences of New-
Testament grace ? " As it respects the Christ, who is with us

to the end of the world, and in our midst when we are met in

His name, all is not so much made to depend upon our weak
energy of faith, as upon His mighty presence." (Y. Meyer.)

His word rather contains the real promise :—If ye do this in

believing remembrance, then will I remember you, and come to

you, and work within you, a true memorial of Me, that is, a

more than mere remembrance. ''In avafivrjai^ and dvafiLjuvT]-

cr/cety there lies not merely the passive idea of not forgetting, but

the active idea of the revival of emotion, the renewal and bring-

ing back again of something." This remark of Schulz is quite

correct ; but He does not go on to say from whom and by what

means such living remembrance can come.
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This is the subjective side of the word, but there is an objec-

tive side which inseparably belongs to it. Hence St Paul em-

phatically substitutes a wider expression : not, ye remember His

death, but, ye do show forth His death. (With allusion to the

^']l\^j
or proclamation in connection with the Passover.) And

the Spirit within us teaches us to find even in this word an inti-

mation, first of all, that we must in our hearts show Him to

oui'selves, or "enter with all our faculties and powers, and -with

the whole might of our will, into His death." But the funda-

mental meaninor of that additional word 2;oes further, and shows

that our subjectively-true remembrance, which becomes through

our reception a living remembrance of our Lord—this avaixvrjcn^

within us—must also speak and work objectively and outwardly,

before the Church and the world. " Thus Jesus did not merely

say that the communicants at the Supper should think of Him
;

but that the Supper should be an announcement and a memorial

of His death to alU^ (Scheibel.) Yes, verily, the life-impart-

ing death of the Lord of gloiy, which should bring forth much
fruit, was to be otherwise shovTi forth, and to have another

kind of memorial, than any other death of one who had died.

From the night of His betrayal onward to the great day when
He will come again. His own proclaim,— as in their whole life

derived from and spent in Him, so pre-eminently as often as

they publicly and solemnly commemorate Him in the Sacrament,
—Life in His death. They bear witness of it to each other and

to the world. They bear testimony with the utmost power as

worthy and sanctified communicants, such as He would have

them be. But even the mere external celebration itself, when
it is no more than that, is the continuous testimony and confes-

sion of the Church. Even where preaching has ceased to pro-

claim the sin-offering for the world, the " For you'^ preserves

the remembrance of His atoning work ; and " This is" bears per-

sistent witness to a service which should be and shall ever be the

means of living communion with Him.^ Finally, and more than

1 As long, that is, as the words of Christ are spoken in the celebration

of the Lord's Supper. Hufnagel of Frankfort, indeed, preferred as the

formula of distribution, " Partake of this bread ! The spirit of devotion

rest upon thee with its full blessing. Partake of a little wine ! no virtue

lies in it ; that lies in thee^ in the Divine teaching, and— in Gody
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this : The living preaching of the Gospel through the Holy

Spirit finds its last and strongest seal first in the memorial of

the communion. As it is the fast object of the Sacrament to

nourish and enkindle the remembrance of ~ Christ beginning in

us, as a disposition of mind accompanying its celebration ; and

as it is then its immediate effect to make this a living remem-

brance through union with Him ; so is it in fact in a certain

sense the last and highest aim of the Sacrament for ever to pro-

claim to the world the death of the Lord, which has exerted its

power in ourselves. Commemoratio and predicatio become one in

the power of Him, who testifies Himself to be present. Thus

the Sacrament goes back into the Word and becomes itself an

intenser word as being its most impressive fulfilment ; thus the

communion, as it is the crown of worship within the Church,

so it is the seal also of the work of preaching which this Church

carries on. We confidently think that this last is plainly con-

tained in the absolute and objectively-laid-down ek rrjv ifirjv

avdfj.V7}cnv (instead of vficv eh avdfivrjaiv efirjv)—in order

to the remembrance, not, to you for My remembrance. It is

thereby declared that the Lord would make this appointment of

what His disciples were to do a memorial to the world of His

redeeming act—just as in its place the Old-Testament type was.

Likewise also He took the cup. That is, the appointed

and customary cup at the conclusion of the Passover. The

absence of the article before iroTrjpiov in St Mark, according to

another reading, has no other significance than what we have

already remarked in connection with the aprov. The emphatic

and striking 'Slaavrcof;— likewise— of St Luke and St Paul,

which infers a similar taking, thanksgiving, blessing, and giving,

testifies to the indivisible character of the Sacrament, as essen-

tially one notwithstanding its twofold form. The double words

of institution, in connection with the bread and the cup, mu-

tually confirm and illustrate each other :—he who would super-

ficially or falsely interpret the one, is shown what is right by the

other. ^ The Lord instituted the Sacrament under a twofold

^ Tertullian : In calicis mentione testamentum constituens sanguine suo

obsignatum, substanfciam corporis confirmavit. Nullius enim corporis

sanguis potest esse, nisi carnis. In which more is said concerning the

Supper than Ebrard finds in it.
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form ; and v. Gerlach gives the most obvious and most super-

ficial reason, in these simple words,— "for He connected it with

the twofold bodily need of man, food and drink ;" and we have

shown upon John vi. that there also hunger and thirst embraced

all the necessities and all the desires of man in their utmost

comprehensiveness. But to this there corresponds, as v. Gerlach

admits, " a twofold nourishment and refreshment of the inner

man, corresponding to those of the body;" and we then first

understand this when we learn from the word in faith that Christ

also is objectively presented to us in a twofold form, and gives

Himself to us that we may eat and drink. The bread is only

His bodif ; hence He must also give us His Mood in the cup.

When V. Gerlach places in the middle, " He would thereby

point to the separation of the body from the blood poured out,

in His deatlij^ we have nothing to object ; for it is most evident

that this separation does refer to the death, and consequently

this is a testimony that He speaks of the same body which died.

Delitzsch would satisfy the inquiry by saying that it is a gra-

cious condescension to our weakness, to the end that He might

exhibit plainly to our faith the twofold character of the gift

;

but we would ask all Lutherans, who do not regard the Sacra-

ment simply as a condescension to our infirmity, but insist upon a

reality in what is presented to their eyes,—what is then ohjec-

tively this ticofold character of the gift ? We must penetrate

deeper into the mystery, and regard it as demonstrating the

separation of the body and blood of Christ which continues

even after His death ; so that in the Sacrament, where He who
died, nevertheless gives Himself to us as the living, the same

sej)aration as it were continues. For this we may refer the

reader to Jno. vi., and our exposition of it.^ Finally, even this

is not enough, but there is a twofold character in the human
nature (which here appears only in its glorification) correspond-

ing to the dualism of the flesh and blood, according to which

the one indi\asible glorified God-man nevertheless dwells and

^ Though this overturns Ebrard's too confident remark, " No one would

ever think of a glorified blood together with a glorified body." We are

quite sure that not only St Paul, Heb. xii. 24, but also our Lord Himself

in the institution of the Sacrament, did so speak. The bloodlessness of the

risen body is, as we shall see, attested as a fact.
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works in His Church in a twofold way. St Paul points to this,

when in 1 Cor. xii. 13, after having spoken of the one body into

which we are baptized, and which consists in the one spirit, he

yet refers the ek ev TrvevfJia, into one spirit, to the cup of the

Sacrament, by the lue have drunk. We shall say more concern-

ing this, upon the Lord's requirement that all should drink of it.

It must not be overlooked, at the outset, in this transition

from the eating to the drinking, that there is in the latter an

extension of the fulfilling Sacrament beyond the limits of the

Old-Testament type. The Lord in adding the cup to His

solemnity adheres to the later paschal ritual, because that cor-

responds with His design. He does not shrink from estabHshing

the joyful, quickening, cheering character of His institution, by

sanctifying God's gift of wine in connection with the bread ^

—

and that notwithstanding the misuse of God's creature through-

out the world. But what a deep meaning, and what a necessary

truth, was involved in this, we discern only when we contrast it

with the Divine ordinance of the Old Testament, in which there

was not, there could not be, any drinking of wine at the Pass-

over, or at any sacrificial meal. The heathen drank wine at

their sacrificial feasts ; yea, they actually drank blood—to which

Ezek. xxxix. 19, 20 in angry irony refers, and probably also

Ps. xvi. 4, certainly Zech. ix. 7 ; but throughout the entire

Leyitical economy it is a forbidden abomination to diink the

blood of atonement.^ Such an ordinance as that now given by
Christ Himself was so entirely new,

—

violating the law and

differing from the type while in inmost reality fulfilling both,

—it was so decisive a distinction between the old and the new
covenants, that even thereby (as also, according to Heb. xiii.

11, 12, by another connected circumstance) the new Church
was separated from the old. Certain it is that no one could

^ Like Melchizedek, otherwise than Mohammed.
2 Though only as following from the enactments that something else

should be done with it, and from the analogy with the prohibition of eating

the blood with the flesh:—but this is sufficiently decisive. The question

is different in the case of those passages, Lev. iii. 17, vii. 26, xvii. 10

;

Deut. xii. 16, 23 (camp. Gen. ix. 4 and Acts xv. 20) which speak de-

signedly only of " eating," to allow for the far-distant drinking in the

Now Testament.
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have thought of such a thing as this if the Lord had not ap-

pointed it. That He appointed it, that He even only in a sym-

boHcal sense should have said, Drink—My blood ! is in fact just

such a contradiction to the Levitical law as Schulz refers to, in

opposition to the literal sense of the words. " The personal

appropriation of the sacrifice was very significantly in the typical

economy only partial ; eating the body of the animal was par-

taking of half :—and thus men stopped short in the recognition

that the blood of goats, calves, and lambs could not give life,"

Wliere blood is, there is also the life or the soul ; and what will

this circumstance (that we now drink the blood of an offering)

say, but that we partake not now of a dead sacrifice, such as

the Israelites ate, but of a living, the Hfe and immortal commu-

nication of which w^as not attained to in the Old Covenant?"

(v. Meyer.) Thus marvellously does the symbohsm of the

Sacrament tm'n from one side to the other ; and he who does

not apprehend its depth and pregnancy of meaning must be

rendered incorrigible by his wilful determination to find but

one. Scarcely has the blood as shed testified the certainty of

the death of the body which was given and broken, when the

blood as drunk assures us again that in this death is our life.

Thus it is not merely, as Luther at one time thought,—Flesh

is life, blood is death. Eather the reverse, as Clement saw in

the blood the life, the spirit. ISTor is the wine of joy merely (as

Krummacher says) an ingredient of superabundance, but it is

based upon a corresponding reaUty in the living Christ.

Our next question is now the requirement to drink. But

before that, we have a parenthetical remark or two to make

concerning the external element in the wine. It is well known
that in Palestine red wine was the main growth, and as such

served best for a symbol of the blood ; but of com'se it must

be understood that this is not an essential point; for in the

general notion of antiquity every juice of the grape was as it

were the blood, Hfe, and spirit of the noble fruit.^ Sepp, who

disports himself freely in all these figures, says very justly

—

'* The ear (corn) is as it were the flesh of the earth, and the

wine its blood." Tertullian calls the wine, sanguinis vetus figura.

1 See on Juo. xr. Vol. vi.
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Another circumstantial is the customary mingling of the wine

with water, which according to later sources had been prescribed

in the Passover. Presuming that Christ had done so Himself,

the first Christians (inconsistently more exact than in relation

to the unleavened bread) acted accordingly in their irorrjpiov

vSaro^ /cat Kpd/jLaTo<;, temperamentum calicis, mixed cup ;^ and

they further applied to it a new and unjustifiable interpretation,

such as we find in Cyprian (Ep. 63 ad CaBciL)—the water being

the people with whom Christ now united Himself, as the wine

mingled itself inseparably with the water !
^ Against this we

must maintain that the custom alluded to is very uncertain, and

that, even if the ritual of that day prescribed the mixing, it is

in the highest degree probable that Christ did not mix the wine

with water ; in that as well as in blessing the bread before it

was broken, differing significantly from the custom. For it

appears to us that only the '' pure juice of the vine" was worthy

to become the symbol of the all-holy blood ;^ and that here there

was provided for us, in the figure as in the reality, a feast of

pure wine, in which there w^as no water. (Isa. xxv. 6.) Other-

wise, it might have been expected that (according to the analogy

of the bread) the mixing of the cup would be recorded ; hence

Origen made this his prominent argument for deciding in favour

of the unmixed cup, aKparov.

Drink ye all of it ! As far as drinh corresponds with the

previous eat, all that was said there applies here. But there

must be some additional significance in the fact that all are

^ Concerning which, as well as the relation of the Eoman and Greek

Churches to the question, further particulars must be sought elsewhere.

2 Others found in it a symbol of the inseparable union between the

Divinity and the humanity.
' Voltaire tauntingly referred to lands where no wine grows ; and

Schulthess is not ashamed .to say that it was not the will of Jesus that

where no vine grows it should be brought from far at great cost 1 We
would not adopt Lindner's answer that in that case water would suffice ; nor

Martensen's, " It is necessary that bread and wine, or failing them what-

ever naturally takes their place, should be distributed and partaken of."

Exceptions such as may be compared with 2 Chron. xxx. 18, 19 (rightly

translated) being admitted, the rule for the Sacrament requires the obedient

observance of the prescribed elements. Isolated and distant Chmxhes of

Christ need never lack them, having fellowship with all Christendom ; as

the Moravian Mission-stations in Greenland show.
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bidden to drink of it expressly:— this must be taken for granted,

for everj recorded expression and circumstance must, as we have

seen, have its emphasis of meaning. It is true that St Matthew

alone records this requirement ; but then he does so, as an Apostle

and eye-witness, and that St Mark instead of the injunction

specifies that all did act accordingly, seems to make the matter

more certam and more significant. We may first say, as Ben-

gel remarks upon the likewise, that in the Drink ye, strongly

emphasized after the eat, our Lord gives His testimony, " that

we must not separate the two parts of the Supper, nor confound

them; as if the bread should suffice without the cup, or the

blood be regarded as ah-eady received with the body. The two-

fold and yet one institution must not be abridged or divided

;

and therefore the irdvTe<; here spoken by our Lord was an anti-

cipating denunciation of the denial of the cup,^ uttered for all

who should be content to submit themselves to His word alone.

This testimony is so clear that even the Concilium non-ohstan-

iiense did not intend its non-ohstante to hav^e an exegetical force

;

but, rather, boldly avowed its deviation from the ordinance of

Christ.^ The prohibition of the cup to the laity is a very dif-

ferent matter from the eucharistia intincta which the early

Church permitted for special cases (the bread saturated with the

wine),—and cannot be regarded as other than an impious rend-

ing of the Sacrament; not but that the great patience and

faithfulness of our Lord may supply that of which they are un-

justifiably deprived to sincere communicants who know not their

loss. There is a second thought which the profound Bengel

here adds, in his Germ. New Test. :
" It is not. Eat ye all. But

after they all have eaten, it is said. Drink ye all. The eating is

left to our freedom—but after our eating, the drinking is not so

^ Calvin :
" Thirdly, why did He say concerning the bread simply that

they should eat, but of the cujd that they should all drink ? It was as if He
had intended to protest beforehand against the cunning of Satan."

2 " Or if one kind was sufficient, it should be, rather, the cup "—says

Bengel speaking after the manner of men. Rome, to mask her denial of

the cup, has resorted to interpolation in the words of institution ;
so that

we find in the Mass at the consecration of the bread— accipite et manducate

ex hoc omnes ; while there is inserted, at the cup

—

mysterium Jidei. And
learned CathoHcs are not ashamed to say that these additions originated in

a tradition of St Peter's.
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left." This says, once more, tliat no man must divide or halve.

As far as this is true, it must appear that with regard to Judas,

to whom the Take eat could not possibly have been commanded

at the beginning (hence not eat ye all, leaving him room to ab-

stain in fear), inasmuch as he had eaten, he must also as his

condemnation drink likewise. But this subtle observation must

not be pressed too far, or it will soon verge on error. For, in

another sense, it may be said inversely, that this requesting in-

junction upon all permits a greater freedom to all in the case of

the cup than in the case of the bread. As the cup is handed

round, and every one is permitted to drink of it as much or as

little as he will, we find another aspect of the matter symbolised:

—When the Lord has Himself given with His own hand the

bread which represents our substantial, fundamental union with

His body. He leaves it more to the determination of every in-

dividual, how much of the life of the Spirit which corresponds

with the body of Christ he will appropriate to himself. But we
cannot understand this until we penetrate deeper, and recognise

w^hat in its inmost truth is the body, and what is the blood, of

our Lord. The remarks of v. Gerlach on Jno. vi. 53 seem to

us so excellent, that we will let them speak for us. As the

blood is the soul in the flesh, in the substance of the body, so

according to him the drinking and eating have this twofold re-

ference: "The spiritual, like the natm-al man, needs for his

preservation as well the continual renewal of his substance,

as the quickening and invigoration of that personal life of the

soul which gives this general human substance a distinct per-

sonality. Jesus creates, through the partaking of His flesh, a

new man in him ; and, through His blood, the personal life of

love ; He gives him a living j^^rsonal part in Himself." And
again he says :

" Those who withhold the cup from the laity

rob them of their personal free fellowship of life with Christ,

and of their spmtual priesthood ; they degrade them, as far as

they can do it, to a general mass of Clu'istian people who are to

be directed and ruled by a few whole members of the Lord's

body." This is not a wild imagination, but the full and deep

meaning of the memorable Drink ye all of this ; that is, " Let

every man take with direct unqualified freedom his personal part

in the full pervasive power of My life.^^
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This freedom,—which at the same time is no other than a

necessity that all who were presumptuous enough to eat un-

worthily should proceed with the Sacrament,—was alas a per-

mission to Judas, and sealed his condemnation. The historical

relation of the Trdvre^j and its typical meaning as a historical

chcumstance, is made prominent by St Mark, when, instead of

narrating the injunction of our Lord, he says

—

And they all

drank of it. Most expositors set out by " taking it for granted

that Christ's design was to remove Judas before He instituted

the Supper ;" but we must utter our protest, in the name of

the Scripture which cannot be broken. Other occasions have

required us akeady, especially on Jno. xiii., to declare ourselves

on this question. St Luke's behold the hand, ch. xx. 21, will

have yet to be considered ; we now abide by the first firm tes-

timony to the traitor's participation in the Sacrament. For this

we may adduce a goodly consensus pat7mm et doctorum ecclesice—
Cyprian, Origen, both Cyrils, Jerome, Augustine, Chrysostom,

Theodoret, etc.; then Calvin, Bucer, Bullinger (in a specific

treatise), and Lampe (yet more elaborately) ; remarkably enough

more on the Reformed side, though of course Lutherans (such

as Wieland, G. Meier), are not wanting. There is no force in

what the moderns say (as Olshausenj that " the idea of the

Sacrament renders it most probable that Judas did not par-

take of it," affirming with great boldness " that it would have

been contrary to the love and compassion of the Lord, to suffer

the traitor by partaking of the Supper to aggravate his guilt."

After the utterance of the Woe there is nothing to be said of

the aggravation of guilt ; but it has not been contrary to the

idea of the Sacrament, and as little contraiy to the mercy of

our Lord, that in all ages the most unworthy have found ad-

mission to it—and we should be rather inclined to suppose that

this would be typified at the original institution. The question

is not, however, of our supposition, but of what the Scripture

says. St Luke records a word of our Lord, which declares

Him to have beheld the traitor at the table, after the words of

institution. In Mark, ver. 17, the Lord comes with the Twelve :

—" as they sat and did eat'' is followed by words concerning the

betrayer, present and eating with the rest ; without the shghtest

hint of the departure of this one. Ver. 22 proceeds

—

As they
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did eat—He gave to them—they all drank of it.^ Similarly in

St Matthew the " as they were eating''^ of ver. 26 is a plain re-

sumption of ver. 21 which was introduced by " the Twelve;^

consequently, " He gave to the disciples^^ in his account, and the

Lord's " Drink ye all of it^^ must be necessarily understood in-

clusively of Judas. We cannot conceive how, in spite of this,

Lange can say, " But we may assume (though nothing is said

of it) that he had gone away by this time"—compare his gra-

tuitous interpolation, " The traitor now vanishes !" Equally in-

comprehensible is Olshausen's remark, that " the traitor's partici-

pation corresponds neither with the narrative of St Matthew and

St Mark, nor with the idea of the sacred transaction." We hold

with the Berlenb. Bible, which presses the resumption of ver. 26

from ver. 21 :
" For something had come between, and the

Evangelist now resumes. Christ proceeds to the matter before

Him without fm-ther hindrance or restraint on account of that

which had intervened. And this teaches us no light lesson ; the

Lord gives not up the good because of the evil. We poor

mortals make too much ado of anything evil coming between,

and give up our Gospel-work. But in Ps. xxiii. the table is

spread, though enemies are in presence. Here we see in Jesus

the right frame of mind: He lets not the unfaithfulness of

Judas hinder Him in this work."

This is My blood of the New Testament ! So in St

Matthew and St Mark alike, only that the former has an addi-

tional and strengthening 7ap, arising out of the drink ye ; and

sometimes the second to is wanting in the Codd. (a matter, how-

ever, of no import). This cup is the New Testament in My blood I

So St Luke and St Paul alike, only that the 6o-tl is wanting in

the former,^ and in the latter ifico emphatically precedes ai/jLart,

just as previously it was tovto fiov iarl ro acofxa. It has been

already observed that the first form j^robably gives us the words

which our Lord used originally, and that in the other we have

^ On which Glassius says rightly :
" These words were written in antici-

pation. For they had previously heard the command of Christ, Drink ye all

of it ; this is My blood, etc. Obeying this command they all drank of it."

2 Which, on the one hand, shows that the words were spoken osiktikZ^

and, on the other, justifies our remark upon the tarl being originally unex-
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His own revealed and autlientic explanation. It follows from

this, that exposition must make both its text ; but that it must

primarily set out from the " New Testament^^ subsequently

brought into prominence. And all the more, as concerning the

second " thisis,^^—the reality of the blood, and its relation to

the wine,— all that was said upon the body and bread must be

regarded as holding good.

Great and emphatic is this word

—

Katvr) hiaOrjKT]—in this

place ! The new covenant is here fore-announced in its near-

approaching instant establishment ; and it is also offered for all

futurity to every one who would be a fellow-partaker. But it is

made, confirmed, and instituted (which idea of the BcariOecrdac

is miexpressed, but understood of itself in the SiaO^Ki]) ; and that

can be only by a blood which truly propitiates, in the blood of

Jesus Christ Himself. As " My body" was opposed, in the sense

of being its fulfilment, to the body of the typical paschal lamb,

so now, in the extended meaning which the Sacrament intro-

duces by the cup, the emphatic " Mi/ blood" takes the place of

all blood of atonement which the old covenant exhibited :—hence

it is KavvT) htaOrjKT], and not merely Kaivov wda'^a. This latter

indeed is included, in virtue of the parallel ; but the Lord's

meaning in this comprehensive expression is very full. First,

that the blood of the paschal lamb (as we said above) had been

a compreliensive type of the blood of atonement generally ; then,

that the entire old covenant really had its fundamental and cen-

tral mediation in blood; further, that in this typical " without

blood-shedding no remission !^^ (Heb. ix. 22) there was a truth,

on account of which it here follows '^ for the remission of sins ;^

finally, that this reality of the essential fulfilment of the pro-

phetic typical economy has been brought and is imparted in His

blood. Wherever in the Old Testament, or in Heathenism as

the result of still extant truth perverted into frightful delusion,

the blood of sacrifice and propitiation flowed or still flows— the

Lord brings the great fulfilment and says, " My blood alone
!"

In this most comprehensive sense the sacramental word speaks

now to New Zealanders and Brahmins, as it spoke, according to

the development of the Epistle to the Hebrews, to the Jews of

that day.

But in an especial manner the Lord refers, in this decisive
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word, to two principal passages in tlie ancient Scripture,—to

a historical passage at the commencement, and to a prophetical

at the close. The historical is found in Ex. xxiv. ; where, after

the beginning of the institution of the Law upon Sinai, a second

fundamental testimony concerning the blood of the covenant is

added, upon the same mountain, to the first which the blood of

the paschal lamb contained ; and where we have the real and

proper commencement of that sparing and reconciling covenant-

institution in Israel, which was now^to find its great fulfilment

in a new and better covenant embracing the world. Although,

before the estabUshment of a proper priesthood,^ burnt-offerings

and thank-offerings (perfectly comprehending all, as in the Pass-

over) were presented ; with their blood the altar, the book of

the covenant (the commandments), and the people themselves,

were sprinkled ; and m a solemn declarative word (the meaning

of which we learn in Heb. ix. 18-22), this blood was pronounced

to be the blood of the covenant. It forces itself irresistibly upon

our thoughts, when we contemplate the direct reference of the

new covenant to the old as it is here concentrated, that our

Lord designedly alludes to this saying of Ex. xxiv. 8. Even
then already the blood was present, at least in its type, and a

fellowship with it was indicated by the sprinkling ; but now its

real presence in the Sacrament far transcends the typical symbol,

and the fellowship becomes a sprinkling of the inner man—

a

drinking. Moses there pointing escternally said, ri''"|3n"D*] T]^T}^ Sept.

ihoi) TO alfia rr]^ hLa6rjKr)<;, Behold the blood of the covenant

;

but St Paul in the Epistle to the Hebrews substitutes a tovto—
this is— for the New-Testament sacramental word is connected

with it in his thoughts.^ When the Lord says, " of the new

covenant"—He made the first old and abolished it, as we are

taught in Heb. -sdii. 13. But it is also true, on the other side,

" of the 7iew covenant—then is the old placed by its side, as if not

^ Hence young men of the children of Israel officiate ; that is, not, as

Onkelos and Jonathan suppose, the first-born, but chosen representatives

of the priestly people ; and Closes himself, as chief, sprinkled.

2 As we observed in the exposition of that Epistle, " certainly for no

other reason than to point to the fulfilment of the type, to the sublime word
of institution which corresponds to the Mosaic word— TJiis is My blood, of

the New Testament." A hint, too, that the Apostle was well aware of thei

original historical formula tovto loTi.
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to be forgotten." (Braune.) It is however fulfilled in its abo-

lition ; and the unintelligent horror of the blood, which unbelief

in the truth of God in the Old Testament has created, is here

done away in the centre of the Christian worship, in this most

gracious bond of love between Christ and His own ; for even

in this we still find hlood and covenant essentially connected.

(See Zech. ix. 9-11, in that remarkable Messianic promise,—

a

new hlood of the covenant !) ,

The other, the prophetic passage, which Christ had also cer-

tainly in His thoughts, since in it alone a " new covenant" is

predicted, we have in Jer. xxxi. 31-34. (Comp. again Heb.

viii. 8 seq.) We there read

—

^^ Not according to the covenant

made with their fathers when / led them out of Egi/pt;" so that

the allusion to this passage is very plain and significant here,

where a new Passover is instituted. There we find the chief

blessing and the foundation of the new covenant to be the now-

actual forgiveness of sins ; and in ver. 34, the "/o/-" has no other

meaning than this, that the new spiritual lawgiving in the heart,

the general enlightenment unto the knowledge of the Lord, all

the glorious blessings which the new covenant possesses and

brings to man, should take their rise from that one

—

''For I

will forgive their iniquity !" We feel at once how appropriate

is all this here. And we read further, by no means as a mere

parallelism, " And I will remember their sin no more"—for the

old covenant with its typical sacrifices and propitiations did

no more than perpetually bring to remembrance abiding sin,

Heb. X. 3. But now the new covenant takes the place of the

old, and in it there is a remembrance of the full and perfect

atonement, of the one High-priestly Sacrifice, from which grace

and strength are derived, from age to age, in ever-renewed and

living application.

But we must look more closely at the word Bia07]/c7), and

observe how we arrive at the idea of Testament—which indeed

the hcaTiOefiaty Lu. xxii. 29, had slightly foreannounced. V.

Gerlach presupposes as certain that the word used was the

Aramaic DJi?, but this expression less plainly contains the idea

of Testament ; and we must confidently assert, even on account

of the reference to the passages already cited, that the Lord's

word must have at any rate proceeded from nna. Either this
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expression itself was (and we may easily suppose so) extant still

in the living language ; or, if another was substituted, as in the

Chaldee Paraphrases, it could be used by our Lord only in its

strict connection with the H'^'in of the sacred text. What then is

the meaning of this word ? Primarily, it is certain, that oifoedus^^

as a compact between two parties ; from this the condescension

of God sets out, when He establishes a covenant with men, such

as Noah, Abraham, Israel. But it is obvious that even in the

Old Testament two things were prominent in connection with

it:—the initiative on the side of God; and the mediation of a

propitiating hlood. When God is regarded as coming down to

men with such condescension as to enter into covenant with them

as with His equals, it must never be forgotten that it is God,

nevertheless, who first proposed and established the covenant,

and laid dowm its conditions and promises. The condition of the

Sinaitic covenant in particular is the law ; hence the hook of the

covenant^ Ex. xxiv. 7, and most specifically the words of the cove-

nant, the ten commandments, Ex. xxxiv. 28, and the tables of the

covenant, Deut. ix. 9, and so forth. But still more emphatically

prominent, as the initiative of God, is the promise given ; so

that ri'i'in a parte potiori simply signifies—not the irapajyeXla,

but the iTrajyeXla of him who offers peace and friendship, for

which it would be enough (with Gesenius) to cite Isa. lix. 21.

See, moreover, the covenant with David (entirely equivalent to

promise), 2 Sam. xxiii. 5 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 4, 35 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 5.

All this of itself would prepare the way for that meaning of

n"'"i3 which is almost identical with institution, testamentary dis-

p)Osition. But this transition in the idea for the new covenant

(in which the Old-Testament notion of a mutual covenant, partly

anthropomorphical, partly legal, must altogether drop), is found

in the mediating hlood of the covenant

—

not without hlood—
which has its fulfilment in the blood of Him who makes us heirs

1 As the Vulg. translates it throughout the 0. T., and in the N. T. always

testamentum. But not according to the etymology which derives it from

the cutting of the sacrifice ; rather, as Hofmann teaches us from s^a with

the meaning, to place anything that it may be, or that it may be thus ; con-

sequently, not etymologically a covenant at once, but something laid down
or established, a lix6vjKy]. It does not depend, however, upon any possible

etymology ; but upon the meaning of the phraseology as the Scripture itself

makes it plain.
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of all the blessings purchased by that death, who gives them to

us as an inheritancej making us heirs or co-heirs, partakers in

fellowship of His new life, prerogative, and kingdom. Thus the

Apostle unfolds it, Heb. ix. 15-18, very plainly,^ and " so con-

nects the death which has now taken place with the ancient words

concerning inheritance, that the conferring of the inheritance

shows itself now to be an actual legacy, in the similitude of a

human testament." He is not playing upon any enforced double-

meaning of the Greek hiadrjKr], which, while it was used by the

Sept. as synonymous with avvOrjfCTj, was in the form of ''i?''nn al-

ready in use among the Jews in the sense of a proper legacy

;

but the new turn given to the expression in the new language

only corresponds with a reality in the matter itself.^ Similarly,

the same Apostle, Gal. iii. 15, compares the promised gift to the

firm testament of a man, and it is not an arbitrary comparison.

The authorisation of the idea " New Testament^^ developed now

from the ^''1?, and coming forward in the BiaOrJKT], lies in the

Lord's words of institution connected with the cup, even as we have

already seen that Heb. ix. 20 alluded to them. Assm-edly, the

simple and plain meaning of this word of institution is just as if

it had been said, " Behold I die for you—and live nevertheless

—I thus give, bequeath Myself to you

—

in this ye have Me, in

My death and blood, so that ye may live in Me, because I live

in you!" Thus understood, the for of St Matthew assumes a

strong emphasis—"Drink ye all of this, for it is indeed My
hlood in which I offer to you all the covenant, and seal the testa-

ment, and give it you!" Similarly, the significant opposition in

the juxtaposition of the words— " that of the New Testament ;^^

as pointing to the new element

—

'^ My own blood makes the pro

mise to you a testament of Him who dies for you
!"

It needs no further remark to show that This is in its con-

^ See my exposition of the Hebrews (Hebraerbrief i. 316-333), in which

it is shown, and I hope satisfactorily, that no sophistry can avail to take

away the idea of a testament.

2 There is a half truth in what Bengel says :
" The words ^'^'^ and hx-

0y;y.n differ^ and have such a diflference as marvellously corresponds with

the nature of the case. For M''"^ is more congruous with the old economy,

which had the form of a covenant ; liaQvjKn with the new economy, which

has the form of a testament." This difference, however, is but a unity in

the great development.

VOL. VII. I
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struction with My blood is to be- understood as in the case of the

bread. The change, however, in St Luke and St Paul which

makes " the New Testament'^ into a predicate, requires not merely

this is for the subject, but by a similar change—this cup. For

the wine, indeed (or that which was given in the w^ine), is the

blood ; but only the cup can be called the testament in the blood.

(Luther's translation in St Luke

—

this is the cup—is manifestly

incorrect.) On the one hand, however, this amounts to the

same; for the cup stands for its contents— "that which I give

you in it," as it were, " this drink^^ TroTrjpiov almost equivalent

to irofia, iroai^. (As, in connection with the bread, we may say,

with Schulthess, rovro scil. '^p7]/jLa, ^pcofia—only that it must be

understood concretely^ and not merely this eating or drinking.)

But then, since it does not now follow

—

is My blood, but

—

is

the New Testament, we must understand it
— " This My giving

of the cup and your drinking of it, this fellowship in the cup is

for you the New Testament;" that is, "your reception and

appropriation of it, your acceptance into the heirship."^ But in

My blood, again, must not be interpreted as merely per sangui-

nem meum, through My blood ; this is forbidden by the sacra-

mental this is, for which the other form is only a substitution.

But it retains the sense of a real impartation—" The testament

betwixt Me and you becomes a reality through the blood drunk

from this cup, consists in i\\f^, blood, it being common between

Me and you— the drinking is the obtaining of the testament,

because that which is drunk is the blood." Compare the protest

against the superficial connection as maintained by the Reformed

Church (as if it was the New Testament which is in My blood

merely), in Kahnis, and his correct solution— " This potion is

My blood, which is the new covenant ;" or—" is, as My blood,

the new covenant."

Which is shed for many. Shed like given makes the

future present ; the effundetur or fundetur of the Vulg., there-

fore, is wrong, although, in St Luke at least, datur is more
correctly substituted. HepL in St Matthew, and virep in St

^ And in a continually-repeated renewal of the sacred and firm S/ar/-

6i^cti^ in the future; as Calvin says— "For the covenant which He once

sanctioned in His blood, He in a certain sense renews or rather continues

—

as often as He offers to us that sacred blood poured out."
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Luke (and in St Mark as a various reading), are not to be dis-

tinguished ; tliey go not beyond tlie simple For, as this was not

the express place for the decisive avrl oi substitution.^ Never-

theless, the latter is involved in the former, as far as the life of

Christ poured out in His blood enters into us as our life. We
need not be dubious as to the incorrect displacement of ttoWcjv

in favour of iravrcov— all instead of many. First of all, the

many might point, in opposition to the Jewish ceremony, to the

" multitude of those who, though strangers to the old paschal

lamb, were now invited ;" and this of course leads to the most

universal inclusion of mankind. That the blood of Christ was

shed for all, in the sense of sufficient merit and general grace,

is testified in the Scripture generally, and here decisively by

St Luke's xjTrep vficov—for you—which certainly includes

Judas.^ The " many " might be intended as in the ordinary in-

terpretation of Rom. V. 15, 18, 19, the " many all^^ who spring

from Adam, in opposition to the One who redeems them.

(Comp. 1 Cor. X. 17, ol iroXkolj ol7rdtfTe<;.) But, strictly speak-

ing, even in Rom. v., the ttoWol are not the 7rdvTe<;, but in the

promised result only those for whom the redemption finally

avails, ol Xafi^dvovTe^;, those who receive it. (Jno. i. 12.)

And therefore we regard the contrast between St Matthew's

" di'ink ye all of it," and the " many " (ttoWcov, not altogether

the same as roov ttoWoov) as intimating that only in the case of

many (Isa. liii. 11, 12) does this blood approve itself as quoad

efficaciam shed for them.^ Under one aspect, as Braune ex-

presses himself, " there is something fearful in the subtil but

manifest intimation in, Drink ye all of it—shed for many

;

^ The arbitrary notion of Schulthess, that iKy^wo^ivou is equivalent to

£K)cvTov^ puvrou^ pccvTvipiov^ and v'TTip equivalent to upon^ •?—that in St Mark

the idea of the covenant-blood is only the blood of sprinkling—needs no

refutation for our readers, who have discerned the whole clear connection.

We cannot but respect the spirit in which Ebrard proposes the PauHne

formula, which he expounds one-sidedly, as the decisive explanation of tovto

iffr: ; but our exposition of the sacramental words must stiU maintain the

whole fulness of meaning in this sacred and mysterious discourse, as we have

set it forth.

2 For Kahnis has no reason for saying that this word could not have

been used in the presence of Judas :— it is sufficient to refer to 2 Pet. ii. 1.

3 As we said already on Matt. xx. 28.
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wherefore not then for all ? because thus also the hlood of Jesus

cries out against some !" Fearful, that is, is the protest and exclu-

sion pronounced against the same Judas who was hidden to drink

with the rest, and whom the var^dng expression in St Luke in-

cludes—so that this dreary mystery within mystery in the

Sacrament is exhibited in the twofold formula. But under

another aspect, the comprehension in one body of the genuine

sacramental company—the correlative of that exclusion— is

most gracious. The many, saved and sanctified by this blood,

are represented (as was said above, concerning the Passover) by
every little company of communicants.^

But in St Luke to virep v/jlwv eK^uvofievov follows iv tco

aifJMTL ; and how is this peculiarity of construction to be ex-

plained ? It has been referred back to the cup simply ; and the

remark has been made, just as if al/xa eK^vvofjuevov in the two

other Evangelists was spurious or of no importance, " that very

little blood was usually shed upon the cross." As it regards this

last point, we think that, in most certain and necessary exception

to the rule, Christ actually, that is, physically, poured out all

His blood ; and that there is a mystery in this which corresponds

to the idea of the Sacrament, and is indicated in it :-^we would

not, however, make this a stumbling-block to any, but simply

remark that it may and must be said in a correct sense, that He
poured out His hlood (as it respects its virtue and influence as

good as all of it) for us. That the shed in St Luke does not

alone or even primarily refer to the cup (in contradiction to

Matt, and Mark), is clear from Bengel's saying—nam poculum

plenum non effunditur, sed ebibitur. Consequently, the transi-

tion to the nominative here is to be explained thus : St Luke
had previously spoken like St Paul, or according to the form

handed down by him ; but he then returns back to the

Synoptic account, in order to connect with the former the

main word of the original tradition—hence the nominative. It

is a constructio irpo^ to arj/jiaivofievov, since in the essence of the

communication and apjyropriation, which is here concerned, Sca-

OrjKT) iv TO) aifian and to aliJia Trj<; ZiaOrjKr)'^ are one and the same.

But, on that account it is plain, on the other hand, that eK-^vvo-

1 We must leave to itself the idea of Grotius, that there is an allusion

to Dan. ix. 27, owaf^liasi oi»d//x.Yiu '7ro?\,hoig.
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fievov also refers to the cup (or strictly speaking to the wine in

it) ; not in the external sense, however, but in that symbolical

sense which now first passes over from the shedding of the hlood

to the pouiing out of the wine. The cup in a certain sense

points (sjTiibolically) to the unity of the whole blood of Christ,

and is therefore parallel^ with the whole mass of the bread, or

the body ; consequently the iK-^wofievov must lead ns to think

of the wine presented to be drunk, just as the BiSofievov and

Kkwfievov of the bread. As the body is broken for us when we

eat of it, in the perfect unity of the death and the Hfe which

comes from it ; so is all the poured-out blood of the Lord sacra-

mentally included in this cup, and is from it, when we drink,

" pom-ed out " as to its efficacy for us, that is, in us—in the

analogy of the j^ouring-out of the Holy Ghost, that is, His

abundant, full communication. And here we see a new reason,

in the profound symboHsm of the whole, why Christ could say

—Drink ye all (the cup of the Sacrament is pro\'ided like

universal redemption for you all) ;—but could not say that the

hlood contained in it was hvingly poured out for all who do no

more than presumptuously and externally di'ink of the cup.

For the eemissiox of sins. This added clause is by no

means spm-ious : it is certainly omitted in all but the first Evan-

gehst, and even in St Paul's form ; but the omission says no more

tlian that it was ah'eady understood in the hlood of the covenant.

'When the Lord expressly thus spoke, He brought into special

prominence (with further allusion to Jer. xxxi. 34) the main

hlessing of the New Testament as now sealed to us in the blood

of atonement. To the old covenant belongs the 7rdpecn<;, to the

new covenant, essentially and properly, the a<j>€cn^j afiaprcwv.

Eom. iii. 25 (Acts xvii. 30), Eph. i. 7. "For what is the Xew
Testament ? Certainly it is the promise of the remission of

sins and reconciliation through Christ." We may set out with

these words of Melanchthon ; but must follow them up, as

Luther does,—Where forgiveness of sins is, there is also life

and blessedness. Luther's controversy -wdth those who would

* As Ignat. ad Pbilad. means in the well-known passage : .cciu yxo o-«o|

— Kotl h -TTOTTipiov it; huqiv Tov outAXTog ocvTov. Similarly, Dionjs. Areop.

(quoted and pen-erted by Sclnilthess), rov ccoixlpirov cLfrrcj Qtsy^uu— y,x\ ro

kvicilosf roZ 7rorr,piov Tru-ai Kccr0tu£oi(7x;.
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have the forgiveness of sins through Christ sought at the Cross,

and not in the Sacrament, is well known. He says, " We deal

with the forgiveness of sins after a twofold manner. First, as

it has been obtained and must be sought by us ; and secondly,

as it is dispensed and given to us. Christ obtained it for us on

the Cross, most assuredly ; but He has not distributed or given

it on the Cross. He did not obtain it for us in the Supper or

Sacrament, but He did there through the word distribute and

give it, as also in the Gospel in which it is preached. If I would

have my sins forgiven, I must not run simply to the Cross, for

I do not find it dispensed there ; I must not, as Carlstadt will

have it, simply bring to my memory and dwell upon the suffer-

ings of Christ, for neither do I find it there ; but I must go to

the Sacrament, or to the Gospel, and there I find the word

which proffers, gives, and dispenses to me my privilege in the

forgiveness of sins." Luther, therefore, has rightly taught that

whoever has a guilty conscience may go and find comfort in the

Sacrament ; not in the bread and wine, not in the body and

blood of Christ, but in the icord which in the Sacrament presents

and gives the body and blood of Christ as given and shed for me.

Is not that clear enough ?

We make bold to answer this last question. No. Yet it must

be maintained, with Luther, that the forgiveness of sins is also

imparted in the Gospel, as here, through the word; we may
say, further, that the first Sacrament, Baptism, had already

communicated forgiveness to the participants of the Supper;

yea, it must not be overlooked, that a preparatory word of

absolution had been pronounced upon those who now partook

—

Ye are clean ; and so, according to the old saying, Holy things

were for the holy ! But what Luther intended, though he did

not plainly enough on this occasion express himself, was the

truth that, in the Sacrament, the word given for the appro-

priation of faith receives its stronger assurance and guarantee

through the accompanying real communication of the body and

blood. Thus it is not, properly speaking, for forgiveness—the

word concerning which we already believe—but for the assur-

ance and confirmation of it, that we fly to the strong consola-

tion of the Sacrament. So that " the forgiveness of sins is not

derived from the participation of the wine and the bread, but from
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tlie shedding of the blood upon the cross." (Krahner=) And
most assuredly, therefore, this forgiveness cannot be the essen-

tial and distinctive blessing which is received in it. But that

bussing is confirmed in the Sacrament: first, because we, by

the believing reception of the elements, place ourselves ever

anew upon the objectively-certain ground of the accomplished

redemption, of the established testament;^ and, further, because

we thereby receive anew in the body and blood forgiv^eness unto

sanctifying influence. All progress in sanctifi cation, all increase

of strength in the inner man, is conditioned by an appropriation

of justification in ever new and living power : therefore and to

that end Christ gives to us on every renewal of the Sacrament a

new and mighty consolation of forgiveness as the food and

invigoration of the soul which is first necessary. With this

view He added the word, which speaks of such remission of

sins; and anticipating, moreover, that all communicants, as

they would bring weakness, so also would bring sin requiring

forgiveness to this table.

According to St Paul the Lord added a second This do ye in

remembrance of Me, strengthening it by the additional As OFT

AS YE DRINK IT. It scarcely needs proof that this Trlvrjre is

not " As oft as ye drinF^ (and eat, respectively) ; but, " As oft

as ye drink this cup."^ As oft— this is not to be perverted, in

direct opposition to the Do this, into an entire surrender of the

Sacrament to our own option. Barclay says, " These words

(as often) import no more a command^ than to say. As often as

thou goest to Rome, see the Capitol, will infer a command for

men to go thither." He carelessly and wilfully forgets that

this repetition at the cup itself presupposes the first injunction to

Do this. The ocrdKL^i—as oft—plainly enough intimates that

Christians are not to eat and drink thus once or a few times in

their lives :—there is to be in their hearts a deep desire for it.

But how often is left in evangelical freedom ; this last ex-

^ Hence Luther, not clearly penetrating the unity of the divine gift

and the glorified corporeity, spoke of " the most noble and precious

pledge and seaV of the promise of the covenant. See Kahler dritter Lnth.

Katech. S. 174.

2 That Luther's es—it—ha.d the blood for its object, is only a charge of

Schulthess.
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pression abolishes all liraitation to any definite festival-season,

as in the old economy.-^

The renewed importance given to the old sacramental con-

troversy in our own times, is a sufficient apology for the dispro-

portionable length of our exposition upon the words of that

institution which is so closely connected with the union pro-

jected among our churches. And we cannot close vdthout

entering into a dogmatic and pacificatory consideration of the

controversy.

What was said concerning the feet-washing may be applied,

even in a higher degree, to our Lord's act and injunction in

the Sacrament :^Ye do not yet know and understand what I

do, but ye shall know hereafter. The disciples could not at

that moment properly understand the Lord ; the experience of

the enjoyment here promised, and the illumination of the Holy
Spirit, afterwards expounded the mystery to their minds, so far

as being a mystery it was capable of it. The further doctrine of

the Apostle Paul concerning the Sacrament presents itself to

us with the most definite precision, simply, and without afford-

ing any pretext for baseless subtilties. The Apostle John
points only to its mystical depth in the brief and sudden hint

of 1 Jno. V. 6-8. The words of the apostolical Fathers, despite

the commencement of huinan dogmatising, retain as a whole

the same simplicity. And so with the early Fathers who
followed them ;—until gradually the overstraining of the words

written in the Scripture led to the doctrine of transubstanti-

ation. And then came the reaction of a manifold protest

against superstition, which was early prepared for, and which

(though not yet complete) in and after th^ Eeformation ap-

^ " It was added, because He would have the Sacrament free, and not

bound to any fixed time, like the Jewish Passover. As if He would say, I

appoint unto you a paschal-festivity or supper, which ye are not merely to

celebrate yearly on the evening of this day, but to enjoy often^ when and
as oft as it shall be proper and for your good, tied in that particular to

no place or time." Catech. Maj. p. 501. Quite opposed to this is the

strange opinion that in this as oft as a yearly and public ceremonial like

the Passover was appointed.
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proached its maturity, and ayiII re-establish time concord in

the living apprehension of the true faith.

The testimonies of the Fathers, from Ignatius, Justin, and

Irenseus downward, are well knoTVTi to those who study this

subject. The ofioXoyecv of the Church stands firm against

all heresy. " The Eucharist is the flesh of our Saviour Jesus

Christ, which suffered for our sins, and which the Father in

His loving-kindness raised again." It runs most decisively,

*' We do not receive these as common bread or common wine

—

we have received and been taught that they are the body and

blood of Jesus made flesh^ To explain away this common faith

of the Church from the beginning requires sophistry and arti-

fice ; while to contradict it in our greater wisdom is in itself at

least suspicious. TertuUian proves the " tinith of the body and

blood of Christ," not so iTnxohfor the Sacrament, which bears

its own clear testimony to itself, as by means of it. Distinction

was carefully made between the eiruyeiov and the ovpdviov

TTpdy/ia, as by Irenaus ; between the visible species of the ele-

ments and the invisible flesh and blood; between the Sacrament

and the matter of the Sacrament, as by Augustine. In propor-

tion as the contradiction of unbehevers brought into promi-

nence the individual details of the question, the faith of the

early Church, destitute of apostolical illumination, was obvi-

ously exposed to the danger of deviating to the right or to the

left from the exact truth of the sacramental mystery. But it

is most perv'erse to place in the fine balances of a later dog-

matic terminology, the indefinite and simple words in which a

pure faith expressed its views—whether as testimony to the

transcendent character of the Sacrament, or in positive defence

of its certainty, or in profound contemplation of its wonderful

meaning. If, for instance, we meet with ev rviroi or figura cor-

poris, that is not at once to be explained as bearing Zwingle's

meaning ;^ on the other hand, corpus in pane and apTOi awfJia

yevofievoc do not mean precisely what Paschasius Radbertus

and Lanfranc made out of it, or what may be termed now

trans-elementation, after the early /jbeTa/SaXkeaOaCy fieraTroiecadac.

Would that men had adhered to their simplicity, instead of ira-

1 Even TO utfcx ohog ci'A'KYiyopelrxi in Clem. Alex, does not exclude the

mystery.
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puting to tliem the petty exactitude of expression which better

befits scholastic disputes, than devout contemplation ! Alas,

that the unhappy controversy should ever have been kindled,

in the course of which " polemical paper enough has been con-

sumed to build a fortress !
" This sigh is warranted, as far as

the controversy has a deplorable side ; but sighing will not

settle it. It will not suffice that simplicity of spirit would re-

treat before the presumption of reasoning ; the great dogma

must be pursued into all its developments ; until the true sim-

plicity of faith is reconciled with the profoundest investigation

of science.

The concise exposition and paraphrase of those who, follow-

ing the first Helvetic confession (second of Basle), would solve

everything by saying, " His body and His blood, that is. Him-

self" is exegetically incorrect, and contains the germ of here-

tical opposition to the simple words of our Lord. It is not only

permil;ted, but absolutely necessary, that we should protest

against this, and point to His simple expressions again. But

that ecclesiastical doctrine or theology is utterly to be rejected,

as no better in this matter at least than Rationalism, which re-

duced, as in Zw^ingle's teaching, the presence of our Lord's

body into "a realising contemplation of faith, and thankful

recognition that the Lord had truly suffered in the flesh," and

did not scruple to deny altogether the presence of the actual

and natural body, declaring this to be " a looking back to the

flesh-pots of Egypt, and an error which opposes the plain word

of God !
"^ What Zwingle, who alas went back at last to the

mere empty tokens of an absent body, retains of mere ceremony

and typical teaching, is not only far from being enough, but is

itself in flat contradiction to the w^ords of our Lord.^ That, on

the other hand, which Calvin not only avows but confidently

^ Zwingle's Glaubensbekenntniss von 1530, Artikel 21, d. 22. Sold

contemplatione.

2 Thus, as his doctrine contends against the deeper view of the corporeal-

spiritual mysteiy, we cannot agree with Ebrard that " what Zwingle says

is not the full truth, but it is altogether true." Ebrard himself traces in

his words the first step in the downward progress toward a denial of all

life-union with Christ ; and, for our own part, we regard the doctrine of

this most unmystical teacher as having been wrong from the outset and
fundamentally.
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maintains, is a testimony to the true faith which must be hailed

with joy. He thus retorts the objection which Eationahsm had

urged against him :
—" Is it a dictate of common sense that the

immortal life of the soul should be sought in the human flesh

of Christ ? Does our poor reason tolerate it, that tjiat vivifying

energy of the body of Christ should proceed forth from heaven,

and flow into and pervade our souls upon earth? Is it in har-

mony with our philosophical speculations that a dead and ter-

restrial element should be the efficacious organ of the Holy

Spirit ? Can it be deduced from natural principles, that any

emblems and words of the minister should be the channel for

the impartation of Christ ? Most assuredly, if the holy Sacra-

ment was not to us a celestial mystery, we should not attribute

to it effects so marvellous and so incredible to carnal reason-

ing."^ And he must, on calm consideration, be confessed to be

in a certain sense right, when he thus urges his aggressive

polemics against those whose affirmations go beyond this :
—" If

they would explain the meaning thus, that while the bread is

being offered and given, the exhibition of the body is annexed

thereto, because the truth is inseparable from its sign, Ishould not

much quarrel with them. But when they locate the body itself

in the bread, and assign to it an ubiquity contrary to its nature

;

when in their Sub pane they would have it to be latent there—

•

it becomes necessary to vindicate His lips from all such inepti-

tudes."^ The distinction here introduced suggests misunder-

standing and exaggeration of words on both sides of the ques-

tion ; and it is the problem of a later age to adjust the points

and reconcile them. But Calvin's zeal goes much too far when
he says, "I speak not of Papists, whose doctrine is more toler-

able, or at least more modest
!

" He is altogether too keen

upon that comm-unicatio idiomatum which enters so essentially

into all Christology, and requires such careful deahng, when he

protests, " As if indeed that union had produced out of the two

natures some third thing we know not what, neither God nor

man !
"^ But they gave him ample occasion for this :—the truth

lies, according to our firm conviction, in the middle ; though

it may not be easy to find express terms by which to define it

1 Zweite Defension gegen Westphal, S. 675, 676.

2 Institutt. iv. 17, 16. » Idem, § 30.
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The doctrine of ubiquity—we say with Hagenbach^ and many
Lutherans—"was in fact only a product of embarrassment, and

formed the shadow, as it were, of the doctrine concerning the

bodily presence in the bread. But its worst featm'e is its

untenableness." The absolute ubiquity of the body of Christ,

which has been taught,^ Mohler justly regards as a " marvellous

notion ;" and the protest of the Landgrave of Hesse says ap-

propriately, " We have not been able to find these paradoxes

about the ubiquity and unlocalisation of the body of Christ in

the Bible." Our present exegesis must admit that Luther was

wrong in asserting, in the relation which is here in question,

that "the Scripture teaches us not to regard the right hand

of God as a particular place, etc."^ In this, the truth of the

spiritual immanence of God in all creatures is confounded with

something quite different, concerning which the Scripture gives

us suiScient intimation to render it certain that there is a locality

opposed to this earth into which Christ has ascended and from

which He will come again. Luther's impetuous fallacy v/ould

prove far too much :
" Christ's body is at the right hand of

God. But the right hand of God is everywhere in the universe.

It is therefore also in the bread and wine upon the table. Where
the right hand of God is, however, there must be the body and

blood of Christ." If he was speaking merely of Christ's cor-

poreality as so far participating in the Divine omnipresence

that it also could be where it would—it would be quite correct.

But the " musf^ says too much, as does the " also in the bread

and wine ;" for where is then the specific presence in the Sacra-

ment, and how could we then avert the fanatical extreme of

spiritualising which would enjoy the body and blood of Christ

in all the world as Christ-pervaded ? Not yet to mention the

distinction, that only in those united to Him by faith the Lord
bodily as well as spiritually enters and dwells. It does not

obviate this objection, to allege in feeble retractation, that

1 Stud. u. Kiit. 1854, i. S. 37.

^ To be carefully distinguished from the possibility of being present

everywhere, particularly in the Church, from the spiritualitas= uhiquitas^

which we admitted in Vol. V.
3 With which the Formul. Concord, agrees, " that the right hand of

God is everywhere."
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" nowhere but in the Sacrament can we say, Here is Christ

;

since concerning that alone He has given express assurance.

God is here is one thing, God is here to thee is another ; the

latter follows only when it is said—Here shalt thou find Me !" ^

For the reply is obvious—What right hast thou to say, He is

everywhere?— It is plainly a perversion to allege,^ "For the

personal union and the union at the right hand of God testify

the presence (omnipresence ?) of the body ; but the institution

and the words of the Sacrament testify its dispensation^ The
Scripture, rather, testifies that Christ is in heaven, in the sense

of a bodily ckcumscribed presence ;^ while the Sacrament

assures us that, and how. He vnW. be present also upon earth.

We are free to admit that we must here hold with the Plessian

divines :
—"Thus we determine and teach, that although Cluist

is and remains true and natural man, it does not follow that

His body and blood cannot be distributed and received in the

Sacrament ; but, since the humanity of Christ is assumed by
the eternal Son of God, and is thus indivisihly united with the

Divinity, it follows and is irrefragably proved that Christ as

omnipotent and true God can be present in His body wherever

He wilir This " multivoliprcesentia'^ or this " uhicunque vult,^

with which the Form. Concord, (pag. 787 Rechenb.) agrees, is

much more correct, more conformable to Scriptui'e and the

thing itself, than the doctrine that His body also must be there

as omnipresent

!

Can an absolutely everywhere-present body,—not merely,

that is, dynamically present according to the design and influ-

ence of the Spirit in it, but locally present in the manner of

corporeity generally—be a body ? No more than that imma-

^ " Christ is around us and in us. Although He is everywhere, in all

creatures, and I might find Him in the fire and in the water, since He is

there
; but it is not His will that I seek Him without the warranty of His

word, and throw myseK into the fire or the water. He is everywhere, but

He wills not that we should grope after Him everywhere ;
only where His

word is."

2 As in the Declaration of the Wiirtemberg divines.

" As the second Helvetic confession, which elsewhere speaks with pre-

cision concerning the flesh and blood of Christ, citing Jno. xiv. 2 ; Acts

iii. 21. Augustine :
" In some place of heaven, according to the manner

of a true body."
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terial sometliing which others are in our time content to attri-

bute to the glorified Christ ! Why then is the Church of

Christ speciJiGally His body ? Why specifically—that touches

the one; why His body—that strikes at the other. Even
Petersen says, in his careful manner, " It has ever been a fun-

damental article that the Son of God became true man, and

even in His exaltation remains true man ; this is the precious

treasure of our faith concerning the abidingly-true and efficient

humanity of our Saviour, which neither Zwingle nor OEcolam-

padius wished to renounce, though Luther's exaggerated doc-

trine of ubiquity gave them not without reason trouble upon the

subject." He then quotes the words of the latter, " To exhibit

the body of Christ da'^rjfjLdTca-Tov koI dTrepuypairrov kol aTpoirov

fcal 7ro\vTpo7rov, what is it but to assert a Christ imaginary and

not 7'ealV and the right principle in which they both concurred,

" that nothing should be determined which might oppose the

real humanity of Christ, as Luther's doctrine threatens to do."

Augustine's words are, " We must take care not to build up

the Divinity of Christ in such a manner as to take away the

truth of His flesh. For when the flesh of our Lord was on

earth certainly it was not in heaven ; and i\ow that it is in

heaven it is not on earth." In this we have at the same

time the necessary protest against pagan creature-deification.

Through the exaggerated doctrine of ubiquity the individuality

of Christ is volatilised away ; the personal Christ of grace and

salvation is resolved into a pantheistic nature-Christ ; and thus

in the end all is turned into one great Sacrament. But we
may maintain the true presence of the body and blood in the

full Lutheran sense, and yet join Calvin and Beza in rejecting

the overstrained Lutheran argument for it. This is shown in

the eight counter-questions which the Anhalt divines sent to

the Elector, after they had replied in a clear affirmative to the

first six which they had received. Let those critical counter-

questions be pondered, as they are given in Planck.^ The first

—Whether heaven is a place distinguished from the earth ?

The second—Whether, so far as the partaking of the true body

of Christ in the Sacrament is concerned, there is a difference

^ Protest. LehrbegT. vi. 658.
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between that wlilcli was celebrated on the ni^ht of institution,

and that which is celebrated now? The sixth—Whether the

original words of institution are not sufficient for the hindrance

of all sacramental fanaticism? The eighth—Wliether the

human nature of Christ in its majesty remains not, neverthe-

less, a creature of like nature with ours ?
^

We can, indeed, be quite at peace, and communicate, with

those who will not let the Spirit teach them more than Calvin

asserts :
" Nor do we sav that anvthino; is exhibited which is

not truly given. The Lord commands us to receive bread and

wine ; meanwhile He declares that He gives the spiritual ali-

ment of His body and blood. We do not say that it is a falla-

cious figure of this which He sets before our eyes ; but a pledge,

with which the thing itself, its realisation, is conjoined/* Again

(and often similarly), " since the Lord is the truth itself, we
cannot doubt but that He will fulfil the promises which He
there gives, and add the truth to the figure. Wherefore I

doubt not but that, as He testifies in words and signs. He makes

us partakers of His substance, by which we are united with Him
in one life." The reformed confessions from the Heidelb.

Catech., which is superficial enough in other respects, down-

ward, are right in this point, that they put first

—

Although

Christ is now in heaven.

But now we can confidently go further. With Luther, we
can believe and avow and teach, obliged by the words of insti-

tution, that He upon earth also, that is, in the believing recep-

tion of the bread and wine,—not merely operates, but bodily is.

And that is a presumptuous word, and to be rejected, which

Beza uttered, " The body of Christ is as far removed from the

holy Sacrament as heaven is from earth !" According to 1 Jno.

V. 8 the blood witnesses, like the Spii'it, upon earth. In Acts

iii. 21 we read, ov hel ovpavov fiev he^aaOau : Christ must

receive, possess, rule over heaven ; not, that heaven must re-

ceive Hini^ in any such sense as that He should be locally con-

1 In which last question touching the creatureliness of the man Jesus,

His Divine-hmnanity is, after the manner of the Reformed Church, not

enough considered.

2 Which Bengel calls a violent interpretation, and opposed to the exalta-

tion of Clirist above all heavens.
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fined and bound to it. For, in the Sacrament Christ comes

down to us ; we are not taken up to Him in heaven. The
latter contradicts the plain meaning of the words of institution,

and is a mere human device, like the false ubiquity. The
mere operative presence does not suffice to the perfect recog-

nition of the mystery in the plain letter, whether as spoken at

the Sacrament or in Jno. vi. In the hard saying of the latter

Christ's flesh and blood are spoken of ; not a mere effluence

or influence of them, not a mere vivifying vigour, and the

like. Concerning these we do not say eat and d,rink. Still

less does it speak merely of a virtue, operation, or merit of

the absent body— as perilous theories weaken it more and still

more. Here we must take our stand, according to Melanchthon's

later words, quoting Cyril on St John (Loc. Com.), " It is to

be considered that Christ is not in us only through His love, but

by our natural participation ; that is, He is with us not only in

His efficacy hut in His suhstance.^^ Calvin's words cannot be

vindicated from a certain vacillation, wdien he says, at one time,

with Luther, " Under the symbol of bread w^e may eat His

body, under the symbol of wine we may drink distinctively His

blood, so at length to receive Him entirely ;" and then turns

round, " The kingdom of Christ is not so circumscribed but that

He can diffuse its power wherever He pleases, in heaven or

earth ; but that He can manifest His presence in its power arid

virtue otherwise than as present in body ; but that, finally, He
can feed us with His own body, the fellowship of which by the

virtue of His Sphit He can communicate to us. On this prin-

ciple the body and blood of Christ are exhibited to us in the

Sacrament." The virtue of the Spirit is indeed there ; but

the othey^wise than as^ is far from reaching the meaning of tovto

ian, understood according to the analogy of the whole of Scrip-

ture and of the whole of faith, and is far from the sense of the

great mystery, Eph. v. 30. When Calvin says, " As if indeed

we should not equally enjoy His presence, if He called us up to

^ And so again, " Aithougli the very flesh of Christ does not enter into

US." The Hungar. Confess, says, " But He is not bodily present, as He was

pr^ent in the womb of His mother, in Judea, in the sepulchre. For, as

He rose again and ascended. He is not here and must be in heaven till the

day of judgment." Tanquam carcere inclusus !
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Himself," we may reply to the question, But why speak of our

being taken up to Him ? As if He had not said that He would

descend to us ! So v. Meyer, admitting almost too unreservedly

" Luther's happy medium between Tridentinism and Zuinghan-

ism," says excellently, "Between Zuinglianism and Lutheran-

ism, Calvin again wavers, but has found an unhappy medium."

This is true ; but Lindner expresses himself too strongly with

regard to Cahdn :
" He makes of the one sacramental act two

distinct matters ; of which the one is empty, and the other full

of meaning." For he does expressly maintain the unity^ and not

merely the "simultaneousness" of the two acts, as actio in actione,

actus in actu.

This much is certain to the penetration of our faith, that,

although (as we have repeatedly expounded, and as it follows

from Jno. vi.) the Lord can give and does give His flesh and

blood independently of the sacramental bread and wine, this par-

ticipation of His glorified corporeity is nevertheless something

different from that which we receive through faith in His word

and as the operation of the Holy Spirit} On the other hand it

is equally certain—and here we come to the second point on

which the Union must deviate from rigid Lutheranism, the

Ubiquity being the first— that the proffered flesh and blood of

Christ cannot possibly be received by unbelievers in the same

sense, in the same truth and actuahty, as by behevers. That

Christ corporeally glorified, and as He essentially dwells in

behevers, should by means of any manducatio oralis only for one

moment enter into unbeKevers ; and thus that it should be pos-

sible, as Luther says, " for the flesh of Christ to be bodily-eaten

in the Sacrament without faith "—we protest against as a hor-

rendum dictu, and a thing utterly unimaginable, in the assertion

of which the Lutheran doctrine has overstepped the limits of all

intelligent understanding of all words of Scripture.^ If even

^ Consequently, not the question, but the ansiver, is altogether wrong

in the Geneva Catechism :
"Do we attain to this communication only through

the Sacrament? Xo ; for, according to the testimony of Paul, Christ im-

parts Himself also through the Gospel" For thus all flows vaguely and un-

definedly into one, into the communication of Christ to us.

2 Calvin :
" To receive Christ %yithout faith is no more possible than for

a seed to germinate in the fire." We say that in the Sacrament the /or us

VOL. VII. K
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—we would say in the spirit of concession—this could for a

moment take place, then either Christ must become in them a

consuming fire, or their immediately-following rejection or cast-

ing forth of Christ (things simply unimaginable in themselves)

must extend at once to their eternal condemnation. Neither the

Scripture nor experience knows anything of this. " We never

read," says Calvin, " that men bring down ufon themselves

death by unworthily receiving; but rather by rejecting Him
againr The confession of John Sigismund appeals (Article ix.)

with perfect propriety to Jno. vi. 54 and 47, in affirmation that

unbelievers do not partake of the real body and blood of Christ.

The twenty-ninth Article of the Enghsh Church utters the

simple truth :
" But rather, to their condemnation, do eat and

drink the sign or Sacrament of so great a thing."

On this point Petersen does not preserve his clearness of

apprehension and statement. His explanation of the condemna-

tion of unworthy recipients—that " because they receive bodily

and 7wt at the same time ^piritually^^ therefore it becomes to

them, as Luther said, "poisonous and deadly"—appears to us

itself inexplicable. Here we ask boldly with Calvin, " Who
does not see that Christ would become exanimate, and be by a

sacrilegious divorce sundered from all His spirit and virtue?"

For then must the flesh and blood of Christ, that which has

been penetrated throughout by spirit and life, be capable of

existing also without spirit and life, in a bodily sense alone :^

—

and what would this lead to ? The true body of Christ without

spirit, and now a poison unto death—let him who can conceive

this, and bring it into harmony with Jno. vi. ! Petersen in a

contradictory manner goes on, " Where Christ's body is, there

becomes an in us ; and thus that there is here no other in us to be thought

of than the /or M5 which is so apphed. In Ebrard's excellent words, "the
most real unity of the gratia forensis and gratia medicinalis." (Only that

Ebrard incorrectly excludes both Christ's body and ours from this viedi-

cinalis !)

1 With Ebrard :
" The body and the spirit of Christ disjoined violently

;

the former being conceived not as living and quickened, but as an inde-

pendent, separate, and indifferent substance." We agree with Nitzsch that

the Lutheran doctrine can only then be maintained when it gives up the

absolute ubiquity, and "renounces any such presence of the body and

blood as cannot be other than an absence of the full person of Christ.""
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is also His Spint, even mth and in the unbelievers, that is, in

the absolute objectivity of a judicial presence ;" but oiu' hard

understanding derives not the shghtest help from this addition.

Such " absolutely objective judicial presence " of the Spirit of

Christ, which at the same time comes into a man in a bodily sense,

we no more find in Scripture than we find there the poisonous

and deadly influence of His hving and life-giving flesh and

blood. Least of all have we Scriptural ground for the utterly

inconceivable notion of Kahnis, that " the unworthy recipient

desecrates and as it were destroys and puts to death the body of

Christ by receiving it into his impure personality."

" A state of faith, an existing commencement of the new
man generally, is thus the condition for the essential vh'tue of

the holy Sacrament," we say with Ebrard ; and apply to this

Avhat he has maintained with regard to Baptism, " The Scripture

knows nothing of a magical influence of Christ which is inde-

pendent of a free and conscious faith in the word, operating

upon the passive and unconscious side of human nature."

Luther has here, at the topstone of his superstructure, strangely

forgotten the foundation of faith which he had so well known

how to lay.-^ The doctrine of a like reception on the part of

unbelievers retains in it a kind of opus operatum, if not with

regard to the distributor and receiver on earth, yet with regard

to the almighty Christ, who is thus held to connect His body

and blood, for life or death, with the external act, in a manner

which is utterly opposed to the spirit of His kingdom.^ Indeed,

to this we may apply with greater propriety what Hardenberg

said concerning the not-intentionally-wrong " imder the form

of bread and wine"—This has an odour of transubstantia-

tion.^ The objection arising from the desecration of the body of

^ Although we find him often using expressions inconsistent with his

rigid doctrine, such as " The Sacraments are nothing but signs which min-

ister to faith
; nor are they of any use without that faith."

2 Credimus—quod nullum opus humanima, neque ulla ministri Ecclesise

pronuntiatio presentiss corporis et sanguinis Christi in coena causa sit, sed

quod hoc soli omnipotenti virtuti Domini nostri Jesu Christi sit tribuendum.

Formula Cone. Epit. vii., p. 599.

3 Planck. Hence, Guericke assures us that there is so important a basis

common to the CathoUc and Lutheran doctrines, that the superaddition of

transubstantiation almost vanishes into nothing (!)— and that the Lutheran
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Christ^ is not decisive ; for the Lord does certainly in other

ways hold intercourse with the impure, and expose Himself to

be contemned without any disparagement of His honour. But

the nature of the case itself does not suffer it : the objectively

almighty power of God, present for all, cannot distribute even

in the Sacrament the body and spirit of Christ where there is

no corresponding grace with which it may connect itself ; but,

being utterly rejected, all its operation must be withheld. Calvin,

in reply to Westphal, says, keenly but truly : " God does not

cea^e to send down His rain because the rocks and stones do

not imbibe it ; mira vero stupiditas, quod coenge effectum incre-

dulis ipse adimens, non expendit, Jianc primam effectus esse par-

tem, quam illis vindicate

It is most important, at this culminating point of the con-

troversy, clearly to fix in our minds these two things:

—

What

^ the glorified corporeity of Christ really is, that is, spirit and life

according to Jno. vi. 63 ; and that our faith is throughout and

alone the mediating condition on our part of every reception of

the Lord's grace and gift. St Paul does not teach that as oft

as we eat of this bread and drink of this cup, all receive, and

eat and drink the body and blood of Christ ; nor does he by

any means say that the unworthy eats and drinks the body and

blood of the Lord to his own condemnation. He merely teaches

what we read in his own words'^—although Luther, the Form.

Cone, and many Lutheran theologians, have failed to read it

aright, and have most unjustifiably cited 1 Cor. xi. 27 or 29, as

proof of their doctrine. '^ The strict exegetical requirement of

is infinitely nearer to the Catholic than to the Calvinist. So Kahnis teaches

that " a great truth lies at the foundation of the Cathohc doctrine (theco7z-

comitantia lying beneath the denial of the cup !) We might say that the

Catholic doctrine of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper is erroneous, indeed,

etc." (S. 265.) This is very different from the " vermaledeiten abgotterei

"

of the Heidelberg Catechism.

1 Which Calvin stated in the strongest form :
" If a filthy whoremonger,

a perjured man, a robber, a poisoner, one stained with worse crimes if pos-

sible than these, or a half-heathen, approaches the holy Supper, and brings

with him there unlimited defilement of vice and superstition—they prosti-

tute to such a man the body of Christ !

"

2 Although at a very early age the idea was inconsiderately substituted

—Whoso eateth and drinketh unworthily the body of the Lord

!
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tlie passage" is only the presence of the body and blood of

Christ, but by no means the participation of the unworthy.

The latter is implicitly denied. To the question, How can he

partake of the mere elements to his condemnation? there is

answer enough to be given. And of what kind is the exegesis

of the Formula Concordice, which confidently argues from the

Kocvwvla of 1 Cor. x. 16— " hoc est, qui hunc panem edit, cor-

pus Christ! edit!" without reflecting whether these unbelievers

can belong to the ev awfia of ver. 17. For the rest, we have

abundantly shown that the assumption of a participation of un-

believers does not, as Ebrard thinks, stand or fall with the

assumption that the body and blood of Christ—in or apart from

the Sacrament— are really received.

We have thus seen that while, on the one hand, the honest

and zealous defence of the mystery is exaggerated through

human infirmitv into dano;erous error and offence ; on the other

hand, a deficient apprehension of it may be sincere in itself, and

express much that is undeniably true. For ourselves, we are

not disposed to lay any such stress upon exactitude of doctrine

and statement as would divide the Church. When the adorable

Saviour uttered precisely these words in the institution, He
certainly represented to us a mystery which was to be received

in simplicity, to be magnified in faith, to be investigated by the

humble boldness of enlightened intelligence. But He never in-

tended that the blessing of the Sacrament, fellowship with Him-
self and His Church, should be made to depend upon the degree

of our understanding. As all our intelligence must necessarily

in general be matter of degree, this holds good yet more strongly

in such a mystery as the Supper of the Lord. It may be said

with truth that as the Lord has plainly given something for each

stage of understanding,—while He has left the kernel of the

mystery unexplained and undisclosed in the shell which He
created for it— it was His intention that we should discuss it in

love, though not contend over it in divisions. That which He
will have us finally acknowledge in faith He does not express in

plainer words (which, as the Church shows, was possible) ; but

He intimates it so definitely, that we may and we should press
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forward to it. The Lord's Supper itself^—in its profundity of

meaning, which the Church can apprehend only by degrees , in

its comprehensiveness of meaning, which gives even the weak

something to lay hold of,

—

is a declaration of the union-principle

:

union in the participation of Christ, according to the degree of

the knowledge of each, apart from any formularised dogma.

^

For, as the words of institution provoke difference of opinion, so

also they tolerate it; and the gracious "/or yow," embracing

each, will always make peace and secure the acceptance, by the

heart which longs for salvation, of the wonderful " this is.'' If

the Lord did not so purpose, but would hedge about the insti-

tution with rigorous and Sinaitic enactment, why did He speak

precisely thus, that is, in words w^hich, as the history of all ages

shows, may be so variously expounded by various men all equally

believers in Him? Why did He not rather append to this

union-rite,—in the truest, sublimest sense of the term—an

authentic formula concordicB, the solida declaratio of His own
lips?

We hear much said about three stages or critical points in

sacramental views—w^e ought rather to say, in the celebration

and reception of the Sacrament—but the first point is for the

most part very incorrectly defined. It is not to be found in the

theory which rests upon " this signifies^' and the reception of

mere " signs :" that must be regarded as itself a symptom of an

essential -deficiency at the very outset.^ That which is really

the first essential, and which becomes error only when we fail

to go beyond it, is the obedience of Christ's word—Do this in

remembrance of Me. Who dares to empty this word of its

significance, and make it mean nothing in the ordinance?

Who does not feel that he must complete even St Paul's and

St Luke's accounts by introducing this word as the necessary

introduction to ail ? Who can approach the Sacrament other-

1 " All breathes here of love, all tends to union, communion, communi-

cation ! " So Sartorius, better than what we read in the Lutheran his-

torian Maltzan— " The doctrine of the Sacrament was always (and rightly,

as the kernel of the Gospel) the point of distinction and separation in the

Church!"
2 Ebrard has the merit of having clearly shown the historical process of

Zwingle's insufficient exegesis of the words of institution ; and how that

which was correct at the first naturally proceeded into error.
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wise than as remembering Clirist, thinking, that is, of His

death, testifying and at the same time strengthening this re-

membrance by the act appointed by the Lord? It is some-

thing, indeed, to show forth, in the true earnestness of faith,

the death of our Lord ; to commemorate it festally, to renew,

seal, and confirm our felloiuship as members with the Head. But

the more emphasis we lay upon " the true earnestness of faith,"

the more certainly must we be led on to that exposition of the

" remembrance" which we have given above. Zwingle set out

with a perfectly correct fundamental principle, and spoke of it

sometimes warmly and excellently ; but he was rigorously con-

demned without any attempt to assist the development of his

views by gentleness, and thus led through an unhappy offence

to establish a one-sided system of doctrine on this great subject.

The solemn " this is" was at once explained to be " this signi-

fies;" and the whole celebration was reduced to a simple decla-

ration of faith in Christ : polemics then drove him back so far

as to deny even the strengthening of faith to the Sacrament.

The truth would have been : I receive, according to the Divine

institution as it is first understood, a pledge in the symbol that

Christ died for me, as certainly as the bread and the cup are

put in my hands. Meyer's excellent words apply to this

:

" Every true Christian will admit that, in the participation of

the visible bread and wine, the Spirit works grace in every one

w^ho worthily receives.^ For wherefore else should we seek this

invigoration ? And, if it was even merely the blessed feeling

of grateful remembrance and brotherly fellowship, this of itself

is from a Divine influence, a joy in the Holy Spirit." Yea, we
would add—the body and blood would be received even in this

commemoration, whether we acknowledge it or not. But in-

stead of this, Zwingle' s excited polemics went so far backward

as to say, " The Sacraments are signs and ceremonies, let me
say with all deference to all, by which a man approves himself

to the Church to be a candidate or soldier of Christ ; and they

rather make the whole Church sure of thy faith, rather than thy-

self.^^ This presupposes the existence of a " faith" which is

quite self-sufficient ; unintelligently denies all grace and gift in

^ That is, in believing and earnest remembrance of tbe Lord's atoning

death.
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the Sacrament, which nevertheless has eating and drinking foi

a symbol ; makes the last meaning of " remembrance" the first

and the only one; and yet takes away its own justification,

since he who thus commemorates in sincere faith must wait

upon the Lord and ask— " Make Thou me stronger and more

assm'ed, vwrh Thou in Me a living remembrance, and give Thy-

self to Me V'

He who apprehends tliis as the object of his deep desire, will

soon reach, in the " this is" which comes as a present gift to

meet that desu-e, the second stage of the mystery:—even as,

thank God, most of the Reformed Churches reached it.^ There

is no real fellowship with the death of Christ—even though at

first only through the appropriation of faith, beholding the

figure in the symbols—which mmst not lead further to the

" fellowship of His lifeV The plain words of our Lord must

be understood through the heart's experience to mean that He
who died for us actually comes into us as He who liveth, that

He gives us to eat and drink of Himself. (As Ebrard states

very plainly this transition from Zwingle to Calvin.) This

second critical point contains the third within it, even more

essentially than the first led the way to the second. All who
are sincere should go on and say, as the formula expresses it,

" The external participation signifies the internal ; but it effects

it also while it signifies it." As certainly as the Lord appointed

not the bread to be merely broken before our eyes, nor the

cup to be merely poured out " in the manner of a libation,"

but instituted an eating and drinking, speaking therein of His

body and His blood, so certainly is He in this our meat and

our drink.

It is now essential that we should proceed to the sacramental

community which there is between the sign and the things sig-

nified; as also to the testimony that the body and blood of Christ,

that which was broken and that which was shed, are imparted

as vivifying.^ But instead of this, men wander, through a one-

1 For only the Heidelberg Catechism takes the superficial view, and that

says much more than Zwingle; a Zwinglian Church, strictly speaking,

there is not.

2 Calvin's caro vivijica goes as far as that, and is therefore condemntKi

by the ultra-Zwinglian Schulthess.
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sided misapprehension of this second critical point, into a cer-

tain spirituaHst interpretation, the beginnings of which were

seen as early as the Alexandrian school (according to their dis-

tinction of the alaOrjTov and the votjtov). In Origen's detailed

application of this to the Sacrament, it is a aw/jia tvitlkov kol

(TVjjb^okiKov of that which wveviiaTiKm 'x^piaTiojvl^ovTe^ inwardly

experience ; although he attributes even to the external symbol

a marvellously-quickening energy as being a xryirj TrpoOea-i^; for

the (T(OfiaTLK(o^ '^pKTTLavltpvre^. This last thread of connection

with spiritualism being broken, he loses or denies the mystery

which it was sought to obtain, the <^dp^aKov a6avaala<^, (jyvXaK-

TTjpiov eh avdo-raacv, which the ancient and original faith of

the Church found in it ; then at last, while spiritualist expres-

sions are used, the corporeity of Christ is altogether lost sight

of, and oiu' incorporation into Him, according to His and our

perfect humanity.^ Guarding, on the other hand, against this

spiritualism, we go on at once to the una cum pane et vino, in

. which a part of the Reformed Churches have so clearly concurred

that there is no room for opposing them on the ground of a third

and higher critical point;—for this una cum is that third point.^

So the confession of Basle :
" In which, with the bread and wine

of the Lord, the true body and the true blood of Christ are by

the ministers of the Church symbolised and offered^ The

declaration of Thorn also :
" By means of and on account of

the sacramental union, which consists not in the one signifying

the other, but in the united though different bestowment of the

earthly and the heavenly elements." This is simple and mode-

' And yet this is and must be the decisive point of completeness, which

even the Lutheran dogmatics have failed to set forth fully, though they

speak so expressly of the hody^ and regard the sacramental forgiveness of

sins as only a fruit of its reception. It is very observable that most of

the ancient doctors of the Church attribute to this heavenly food, besides

the nourishment of spiritual life, a wonderful influence also upon the bodies

of those who partook. This was not an old materialist notion ; but aU

true metaphysics must lead to it, if the meaning of corporeity is rightly

understood, and the words of Christ acknowledged.
2 The three essential points we thus apprehend :

—^the remembrance of

the redeeming death (quickening), brought thus into the present; the

actually entering into the fellowship of Christ (receiving Himself anew)
;

the eating and drinking His body and blood, not merely bread and wine.
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rate exegesis, as even Durandus said, " If the Church had not

decided otherwise, we might very well understand it— con-

tentum est suh hoc corpus meum."

Here then we may veiy properly oppose Calvin's words about

our going up to Christ^ instead of His coming down to us ; here

we may in the spirit of peace dispute about the locality or ubiquity

of the Lord's body, as far as this may do any good. But these

scholastic contentions carry backward instead of forward the

ecclesiastical and practical doctrine of the Sacrament. We see

in this question no ground for the Lutheran wrath which was

poured out upon the enthusiasts of 1527, and in the " Short

doctrine of the Supper" in 1544. Having reached this point,

they should have been contented to rest on the Wittenberg

agreement, which did not renounce the fellowship of those who
differed. As Luther in 1537 wrote peaceably and mildly to

the Swiss States :
" We leave the manner how His body and

blood are given in the Supper to the Divine almightiness : we
think of no ascent to Him or descent of Him, but hold to His

own simple and plain words." And so he goes on concerning

the necessity of avoiding all anger and wTath, of gi^'ing scope

to the Holy Ghost, and firmly establishing concord and love

—

of taking care to avoid all suspicion of each other, and so forth.

Or, as in 1531 to Bucer :
" Let us commend our cause to God,

preserving meanwhile as far as in each lies His peace, and

holding fast that concord which we have reached by agreeing

that the body of our Lord is truly present, and offered to the

believing soul—feremus discordiam minorem cum pace mi-

nore!" Here father Luther exhibits himself as the patron of

all true union.

It was quite otherwise in the Formula Concordice, which

came less from the heart than from the head, and which con-

demns its opponents in mass (like Luther the " fanatics ")
as saying all that they said deceptively and with reservation.

Were not these Lutherans bound to confess, as the Confession

of Basle declared, that the natural and true body of Christ was

not included in the bread and wine ? or, as it ran, that there was

^ "WTiicli was, moreover, taught in no Confession of the Reformed church

;

but may be capable of a good modification through its connection with the

old Sursum corda.
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no unio suhstantialisy and no unio localis ? Assuredly, a unio

sacramentalis must be admitted, for tlie apostolical Koiveovia is

certainly no sodalitas, community, or fraternity established by

the eating and drinking, but it is the common participation

—

KotvT) fieTaXri-y\n<^— of a third element, the body and blood of

Christ, community in partaking of this Object. So Luther

avows that " this one word had been the living medicine of his

soul amid all the contentions about the Sacrament." (Melanch-

thon, also, in the celebrated Response to Pfalz :
" The Apostle

does not say, like Hesshusius, that the bread is the true body of

Christ, but that it is the Koivcovlav, that is, that by which is

produced the fellowship with the body of Christ.") But this

sacramental union is, as the name shows, something which is

incapable of further definition ; although many subtle attempts

have been made to clothe it scholastically, in all variations of

substantiatio and ovcria (not aTrovala, not ivovaLa, not avvovaiUy

not fjL€TovcrLa, but irapova-Lo)—see in Gerhard and Quenstedt.

How is it then ? The peremptory Shibboleth " m, with,

and under " is in fact also inappropriate,^ because this formula

aims to say something which however says nothing. " When
Luther makes what is partaken by the mouth avail only for

spiritual life, or only as spiritual nourishment apply to the

whole man in the proportion of his faith, he in a certain sense

abolishes the importance of the oral participation (and knows

not really what he contends for); and when he refuses to admit

that the sacramental union is a consubstantiation, or an im-

panation, or as a physical admixture, and presses the formula

in into suh and cum, nothing but negation is gained, and that

which is asserted is simply unintelligible." (Nitzsch in reply

to Mohler.) Even the excellent Eichter (in the Family Bible),

who was throughout a rigid Lutheran, said : " The words w,

with, and under direct the view to the bread as much as the

false explanation—This bread signifies. Therefore adhere to

Christ's words, and pray, etc." Yes, indeed, with all the pro-

test against impanation the view is too exclusively fixed upon

1 Although Baumgarten explains it to the utmost advantage :
" in^

during the act and no longer ; cum^ at the same time with the visible thing,

when bread and wine are given ; snh^ by means of these, in the reception

of these visible elements."
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the bread, weakening the force of Christ's word which was

Tovro not ovto<; 6 apro?

—

this not this bread. Else how came it

that the mild Melanchthon could complain about the certamen

Trepl aproikarpela^, and of an actual artolatry on the part of the

Lutheran zealots?

The manducatio sacramentalis maybe called a manducatio

oralis in a certain sense rightly understood—propter unitatem

actus ; since through the energy of the operative word (^Spirit

rather) of Christ, His body and blood have a fellowship with

that bread and wine which we receive with our mouth. But
with this kind of language we should be very cautious ; for

Calvin's words are not lightly to be rejected :
" Take with the

hand the bread and by faith My body ; Drink with the mouth
the wine, and by faith My blood."

Justin's words

—

rrjv St evyy)^ Xoyov tov irap avrov ev'^a-

pL(TT7}66L(Tav Tpo(j)7]v—are as profoundly as simply expressed; and

in accordance with the results of our exegesis. But when the

Lutherans lay such stress upon the consecration (which now is

performed by man), terming it indeed only a consecratio destina-

tionisy but connecting with it a consecratio unitionis taking place

simultaneously with the pronunciation of our Lord's words ;

—

when they assert a preliminary sacramental union or total conse-

cration " in these icords^^ which is followed by a partial conse-

cration at the individual distribution ;—then their doctrine ap-

proaches too nearly that of the Papists, for in consistency with

that view there must be a presence of the body and blood before

and independent of the personal partaking. He whose con-

science revolts against these dangerous advances toward error,

and, in his horror of superstition and human additions, would

keep at the utmost possible distance from that transubstantiation

by which men upon earth dare to be " creators of the Creator"

—he w^ho, standing upon Scripture and upon faith, without

any further ecclesiastical development, finds in the Sacrament

the essence of the New-Testament gifts of grace, the enjoyment

of salvation through the living and effectual presence of the glori-

fied Christy appropriated by f<fithy or, more briefly, the self-com-

munication of Christ in us— is fully vindicated, and has his

place and privilege in the evangelical Church. Thus we return

to the point with which we set out ; and have expressed, as we
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hope, a clear and undeniable formula of union. If any man is

not content with this, we must declare him to be, either a wilful

disputant who arbitrarily holds fast points of contention, or one

who in this matter is narrow in his spirit, and incapable of dis-

tinguishing the essence of the matter from the words and notions

wliich represent it,—the word and meaning of the Lord from

the exposition and ordinance of man.

At the hmit where we shrink back in fear and horror from

the " tabernacle-Christ" which all church-history declares to be

an Idol— it is yet permissible to speak of a great " transforma-

tion" in this mystery. But what is it ? Is that which we par-

take of changed in its effect into the body and blood of Christ,

not indeed by the hand of the priest or in the mouth of the

partaker, but in the inner man of the communicant ? By no

means, for bread and wine remain bread and wine ; and such a

change, with all its idealism, is but an " ideal" expression, a

nonentity. This, rather, is the simple and true " transforma-

tion," that through the energy of the body and blood of Christ

our flesh and blood becomes partaker of immortality, is pre-

paratorily glorified in the germ of the resurrection. And thus

probably we must understand Justin's well-known words

—

rpo-

(pr]v, ef '^? atfia koX adp^ Kara /jLera^oXrjv rpicpovrai rj/iojv.

But we would ask in conclusion. Does the free and abundant

blessing of our Lord, offered in the Sacrament, require in the

partakers of His table an apprehension of all these doctrines

and words ? Most confidently we answer. No I The reception

of Christ's grace and gift is, in the Sacrament as in all Christi-

anity^, independent of the development of knowledge, of the

more or the less of light in the understanding. If only the love

of desire be there. He will respond to it Who can (and will)

do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or understand.

(Eph. iii. 30.) Are not true Lutherans willing to agree with

the devout Calvin, " I am not ashamed to confess, that the

mystery is greater than my thoughts can grasp or my words set

forth, and must heratJier experienced than understood—r' And
will they not accept the words of Zwingle himself, when he un-

consciously goes beyond his theory, " that Christ is to be eaten,

but in a wonderful manner, which the believer should not too

anxiously scrutinise?" The Holy Spirit preserved Luther in
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the smaller Catechism from making tovto e'crrt a fence of terror

around the Mount Zion to which we have come ; his language

is, " the word for you requires nothing more than believing

hearts." Let us cling to that ! For, a man may contend witli

very high or very deep words for the true doctrine of the body

and blood of Christ in the Sacrament, while he is much less

worthy to receive than a sincere and unintelligent Zwinglian.

We quote once more the excellent Meyer : " The participation

of the Redeemer in His Supper is matter of experience ; conse-

quently of that most real gnosis, without which all mere specula-

tion of the understanding is unfruitful, whether on one side or

the other. The Christian is a man of the heart. What avails

it me to say with Luther that I ^orally' eat, if I have no * heart-

felt' influence therefrom ? But he who has this heartfelt in-

fluence is, to niy mind, whatever his head may think about it,

a man who lives in Christ and in whom Christ lives." The
Lord Plimself says—If ye eat not, ye have no life in you ; but

He does not say—If ye believe not and know not how. And
we can appeal to Luther again, on this all-important point :

^

" Therefore take heed ! It is more necessary that thy faith

have regard to the spiritual, than that it have regard to the

natural, body of Christ ; for the natm-al without the spiritual

availeth not in ihis Sacrament : there must be a transuhstanti-

ation wrought through love.^^ This is the real Kovvwvla and the

truetransubstantiation, theworking of which through the spiritual

body and blood of Christ the Holy Ghost alone can solve.

Let the mystery remain, as it stands in the not-vainly-spoken

ivords of Christ. Let every man investigate it with earnest so-

lemnity ; and avow and teach with power, light, and love, what

the Holy Spirit gives him to understand. We regard nothing

here as matter of indifference, but would not suffer scholastic

terms to divide the Church. The real truth which is in the ex-

pression of the Swabian Syngramma—though wrongly applied

at the time—Verbum ad panem fert, id quod in se continet (scil.

TO a-cofid fiov, TO al/jbd fiov)—we would accept and rest in, rather

than sin against the weak, and throw a stumbling-block between

their souls and the body of the Lord which is given also to them.

^ In his sermon on the Sacrament, 1519.
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Let us content ourselves with the tenth article of the Augs-

burg Confession, as a symbol of union— " Quod coi'pus Christi

vere adsint et distribuantur vescentibus ;" leaving this vescentihus,

like the vere before it, to free interpretation, without any further

theological inquisition. Nor is there any danger or impropriety

in the softened exliiheantur, since it is connected with cum pane

et vino ; and the '^ improhare secus docentes" may fall back if it

is thought to portend a damnare. On the other hand, the et

substantialiter added in the apology, as also the " exhibeantur

cum iUis rebus, quae videntur" is certainly very true ; but, as

scholastic terms going beyond the letter of Scripture they are

also very doubtful, and as inappropriate as it would be to make

the formula of distribution go beyond the Lord's word—"this

is the true body !"—and so frighten away instead of allure those

whose weak faith goes as yet no further than doing it in re-

membrance of Him.^ We have sufficiently shown that the

words in the Smalkald Articles are altogether unwarranted

—

" Et non tantum dari et sumi a piis, sed etiam ah impiis Chris-

tianis;" as also those of the Formula Concordise— "ore sumantur,

ab omnibus iUis qui hoc Sacramento utuntur, sive digni sint,

sive indigniy etc. ;"—there cannot be many who with firm hearts

and anything like clear insight subscribe them. For the dispu-

tants of our times are not thorough theologians, nor are they

independent investigators ; but they have unfurled the old

banner on principles which can scarcely be understood, being

partly good and partly evil. The more li^-ingly-practical is the

view which is taken of the thirteenth Article in the evangelical

Church— de usu Sacramentorum— the more plainly must it be

seen that its " ore sumi ab omnibus qui Sacramento utuntur^^

stands in contradiction with its " ita ut fides accedat." Or, to

speak otherwise, that " independently of the right use there is

no Sacrament"—as Ursinus explained. John a Lasco made
this prominent ; and deduced his fourth position— " that we can

be partakers of the grace and influences of the Holy Spirit,

which are symbolised and offered in the Sacrament, only through

faith''—from this thirteenth article of the Augsbm'g Confession,

as if it stood there, " nam hac fide accipimus promissam gratiara."

^ And this substantialiter as corporaliter in the Apology approaches too

nearly the Romanist error
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" It is plain," he inferred, " according to the sense of the Augs-

burg Confession, that the nourishment of the body and blood of

Christ is there exhibited where we seek, behold, and apprehend

Christ Himself by faith—and that it is not to be regarded as

inhering in the earthly elements."

We must then deeply ponder Melanchthon's " Christus adest

propter hominem, non propter panem ;" and consequently retreat

from the violent exaggeration of the dogmatic expression, with-

out in any sense giving up the mystery. We must retreat back

to that sense which Luther expressed in his earhest sermon on the

Sacrament :
" The holy Sacrament of the altar, and of the true

body of Christ, has three points which must be noted. The

first is the Sacrament or sign. The second, the signification of

that sign. The third, the right faith toward those two. These

three things must go together in every Sacrament. The Sacra-

ment must be external and visible, in a bodily form or appear-

ance. The signification must be internal and spiritual^ in the

spirit of the man.^ Faith must unite both for man's good and

enjoyment." But he goes on in his careless simphcity, " it is

nothing but the receiving a sure sign of fellowship and incor-

poration with Christ and all His saints"^—and then combines

together in one transubstantiation and sphitualism :
" At the

same tim6 as the bread is changed into His true natural body,

and the wine into His true natiu-al blood, so truly are we taken

and changed into the spiritual body, that is, into the fellow-

ship of Christ and all His saints." We must retreat back,

that is, not to these indistinct words of a not-yet-clearly-appre-

hending knowledge, but to the practical sense of these words,

as it hits* the real decisive point of the question, without

urging it too far. For as the excellent Meyer (one of the

oldest and best witnesses for the union, whom the Church has

almost overlooked!) said—"It would be better not to speak

about the feast of love than to begin new quarrels about it."

And again :
" We condemn no man who with a sincere heart

' And then, as some infer, a spiritualis and not an oralis manducatio.

So Luther presently quotes, without any apprehension, Augustine's crede et

manducasti

!

2 Mark well this last, according to which the incorporation is into that

true "body" of Christ, the members of which are only the saints.
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thinks thus or thus concerning the Sacrament. For we know

that He who gives BQmself to be received in the Supper can

do more than the recipients ask or are able to conceive. Xo
beUever goes to the Lord's table without desh'ing the forgive-

ness of sins, life, and salvation. Let the idea he sets before his

mind be what it may, it is given unto him according to the

desire of his faith. For the Lord looks at the heart.^ The

Sacrament of the altar may be worthily received in every

Christian Church; it is not an imperfect doctrine, but the

condemning of him who partakes, which is condemnable.

—

We do not by this leave every man to his error ; but we know

that it is the perversion of the will which is the hindrance to

salvation ; and it is in the power of the heart to enhghten or

to darken the mind. Let therefore every man understand ac-

cording to his best hghts ; and if he lack wisdom let him ask of

God and he shall receive it."

We hold with Jul. IMiiller, that " as to the effect of the

Lord's Supper, Luther and Calvin entirely agree." But we do

not demand this agreement in doctrine from all, provided only

they in the living faith of the heart seek Christ in the Sacra-

ment, and thus seeking find Him.

We would affectionately bear with error, for the sake of the

truth which adheres to it and on which it rests ; the truth which,

if we have patience, will make itself heard. We do not sm-

render the mystery, but we acknowledge it with love which

helps the understanding. We want no union on such ground

as that of Hahn, in 1828 :
" Luther was in error when he as-

serted that in, with, and under the bread and wine, the true

body which suffered for us, and the blood of Jesus Christ

which was shed for us, are communicated." For, the words

of Christ assert this very thing. The body and blood of

Christ is not merely " His personality, after the removal of the

actual body"— as Nitzsch once broadly avowed. The doctrine

of the corporeal body in the Supper was not (as Ebrard says)

" honourably and decently buried with the person of Luther
;"

I TMs is right, and let us teach and act accordingly ! But it is miser-

ably -wrong, on the one hand, to maintain the participation of unbelievei-s,

and, on the other, to disturb the enjoyment of true believers, and refuse

their fellowship, on account of differences of exposition and views.

VOL. VII. L
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but it lives in the words of Christ Himself, and is constantly

revived as the self-testimony of Him who lives, in all who

with an enlightened apprehension receive the corporeity aright.

Thus we want no Lutheranism as such ; but the truth, and the

truth in love. We wish to oppose to every evident contradic-

tion of our Lord's words the improhamus but not the condemna-

tion or the ban of the Church's testimony ; and we would guard

in our exposition against all exaggerated teaching. Let v.

Meyer speak once more :
" The matter is and must ever be a

Sacrament, that is, a mystery, which cannot be set forth in any

formula of words. He who can understand the union of the

Divinity with the humanity in the Man Jesus, can understand

the union of the glorified humanity of Jesus with the external

elements of the Eucharist. Luther has preached, and laid down

his doctrine ; it is the work of the Holy Spirit to give us true

knowledge of the great mystery.^ Words are of no use, if they

become not in us spirit and life. Now it often happens that

the vehemence of controversy affrights back those who are

groping their way toward the truth. They who receive Christ

as the sole ground of their salvation according to the Scripture,

and who would be justified and saved through His blood, must

be at one in this, that just as Christ is not a figure but a reality,

so His communication of Himself in the Sacrament is not a mere

figure of speech but a literal truth. But he could -not make

Himself intelligible, in human language, and to man's weak

understanding, concerning the manner of this communication

;

and hence there has been contention about it from the begin-

ning. But from this we should learn the insufficiency of all

our ideas, and all our words; and that the words and the things

of God are spirit and life."

^ And to teacli us some happier medium between Luther and Cahun,

and by which in cathoHc love we may hold communion with Zwingle too.
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FINAL WOKD CONCERNING THE FRUIT OF THE VINE.

(Matt. xxvi. 29 ; Mark xiv. 25.)

No satire will shake our conviction, as already expressed,

that this word of our Lord, which the first two Evangelists not

merely record at the end of the Supper, but connect immedi-

ately with the words of institution, was really spoken twice by

Him. To us it is unimaginable that both the Evangelists—led

by the " mention of the cup," as is irreverently said—introduced

afterwards what had been really said before. As they have not

mentioned the paschal cup at all (not— as they did eat and

drinJc) -^so they cannot be supposed to intend that this supple-

mented word should be understood as having accompanied

another and a former cup. But it is not hard to suppose that

our Lord, as at the opening of the meal, so also now at its

solemn close, spoke of the final and full realisation of it in the

kingdom of God. For, till then even the Sacrament remains

but a type, and it was quite appropriate that this should be once

more certified after its institution. This testimony may, indeed,

be said to have been a necessary supplement ; as significant now,

as it was before in connection with the prophetically longing

desire to eat the Passover.^

We have now to add to what was said upon St Luke the

more specific observations for which now first we are prepared.

By fyevvTJfjLarof; (or ry6vr}/jiaT0<;) Trj<; dfiTrekov the Lord designates

—as in the ]^SiJ] ^1Q in the thanksgiving-formula—the physical

wine then present and used, though without mentioning the

word. Whether we regard the fruit here as the specific grape,

or (as the analogy of the Y^,^\j ''*^S) renders more probable) the

whole plant and produce of the vine, so expressed (Deut. xxii. 9

^1?'!}^^^^^)— affects not the question ; tovtov tov 'yevvtjfJLaro';,

this vine, expresses more emphatically than St Luke's first word

^ Kahnis thinks that as the word concerning the glorified enjoyment refers

to the Passover, not to the Supper, its place is more appropriate in St Luke.

But it does refer naturally and necessarily also to the Supper ; and this is to

us a sufficient reason why our Lord spoke it at the beginning and also at

the end.
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its identity with that which now grows as wine. This tovtov

contradicts every notion of an dlvov vo7)t6v, an imaginary figura-

tive wine, and of a metaphorical drinking ; as does the previous

" I will not drink henceforth" V. Gerlach well remarks that

this word shows the consecrated wine to be wine still ; but we

cannot regard it as conceivable, that Jesus Himself partook of

that which in the institution of the Sacrament He called His

body and blood. Olshausen says, very properly :
" We should

carefully note that the Lord does not say ck tovtov tov ttott]-

piovy but Tov ryevvijiMaTO';; the ovto^ evidently forms an

antithesis with Katvo^i, and therefore the reference in these

words is to the meal generally." This last is not however to

be understood as if there was no reference to the paschal wine

consecrated to the Sacrament; the Lord embraces the whole

together—Of this earthly fruit of which I drank with you in

the paschal feast, and which I have now consecrated for your

drinking (of Me but r^ot with Me). Consequently, He "dis-

tinguishes not the matter, but the time;" and speaks strongly

and definitely of that drinking as to recur in a final futurity.

Nothing here must be explained away ; the Lord speaks quite

otherwise in Jno. iv. 32-34, for instance, concerning spiritual

food.

He does, indeed, distinguish the new wine from this present

wine; but this Kaivbv is by avTo made no other than a predi-

cate of the present wine. Thus it is not merely, I will drink it

" quite otherwise" with you—" a wine of a higher nature"

—

and so forth. He had spoken of the Neio Testament; He
now promises new upon new, because all things will be finally

made new (Eev. xxi. 5)—the creature will be glorified and re-

established in its fundamental forms upon the renewed earth,

apart from the Lord's body, the Church. He who thus under-

stands Rom. viii., and the Apocalypse generally, and the earlier

Prophets, will find no difficulty in thinking of the Lord's drink-

ing with us upon the new earth. I will drink with you:—thus

clearly does He speak ; not meaning the Sacrament in which we
only eat and drink of Him, but a further and transcendent

heavenly-earthly fellowship of glorified bodily enjoyment, in

which the paschal lamb and the Lord''s Supper will have their last

fulfilment. We must not interpret the new fruit of the vine as
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merely a new, higher community at the table or family fellow-

ship ; as Hoffmann does, who " cannot be convinced that the

Lord means here any reality of eating and drinking in His

kingdom." That such men can so express themselves is a

lamentable proof how far we have wandered away from reality

in the interpretation of Scripture.

In My Father s kingdom : this expression decisively refers to

its condition of future glory,—see the plain parallel in Matt,

xiii. 43 ; and it corresponds with " in My kingdom" elsewhere,

as Lu. xxii. 30, ^latt. xiii. 41. And it is very consistent with

this, that not only Lu. xxii. 18, but even Mark xiv. 25, substi-

tutes for the present word the more general kingdom of God

;

but we must interpret the more general by the more specific

expression, and not conversely. Hence, if Christ had drunk

with His disciples after the resurrection^ (as is supposed by

some, through a wrong pimctuation of Acts x. 41),^ it could not

have been wine, certainly not paschal wine. If this be sup-

posed, and the fulfilment of Plis words found thus early, the

truth of St Matthew's record is contradicted, as well as that of

the two other Evangehsts, since He would then have drunk with

them again before the future of His kingdom. " That explanation

of this passage which refers to our Lord's companionship with

His disciples after His resurrection (which Theophylact first

broached) is altogether untenable ; since that period was never

termed the kingdom of God^ (Olshausen.) But in Lu. xxir.

42, 43, He only ate; certainly He did not drink during the

Forty Days (however this may be inconsiderately asserted) :

—

much might be said about this in relation to the bloodless body

(Lu. xxiv. 39).

The drinking here promised will take place when Lu. xxii.

29, 30 (which must be connected vith ver. 18 of that chapter)

is fulfilled. The wine corresponds as being paschal wine with

the eating of the Passover Lu. xxii. 16 : although e'f avrov

there cannot be intended of the eating of flesh, for in the new

* Hence it is wrong to say of the consecrated cup—This is the wine of

the kingdom of God

!

2 Since o'ntvig— a.-jrZ belongs only to ^^?i/, and points to the earlier

fellowship of the Apostles, to whom He, the Self-same, appeared after His

resurrection.
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world animals will be no longer slaughtered. The eating of

the broiled fish was the last condescension to the economy of

kilhng. The Old-Testament Passover t^^ified the One Sacri-

fice of death for man's life ; the New-Testament Supper sub-

stituted for it bread. But that eating and drinking are not

incompatible with the condition of the risen body, is evidenced

by the eating of the risen Lord. And He Himself here testifies

that the partaking of the fruits of the earth—not for necessity

of preservation, but as a cultics of joy to the honour of God, to

which all nature will then be ministrant in His saints— is not

inconceivable in relation to the blessed in the Father's kingdom

upon the earth, where all things mil be heavenly and new. He
who will not separate between this authentic, profound, and

sublime word of His mouth, and the ChiHast dreams and expec-

tations of earlier and later times (such as Irenseus relates of the

vines with ten thousand branches and so forth)—must bear the

consequences of his own wilfulness, which seals his understand-

ing against the truth.

As it regards, finally, the necessary position which this con-

cluding word of our Lord holds in relation to the Supper, we

entirely agree with the beautiful observations of Thiersch.

" The Holy Supper points not only back to the Past, but also

forward to the Futm-e. It has not only a memorial, but also

a prophetic, significance. We not only show forth the death

of our Lord*in it, until He come; but we have also the tim,e to

think upon when He will come, to celebrate anew and in another

manner His sacred meal with His own, in the kingdom of glory.

Every celebration of the Sacrament is a type and prophetic anti-

cipation of the great marriage-supper, which is prepared for the

Church at the reappearing of Christ. This signification of the

Sacrament is set forth in the Lord's words—I will not drink

henceforth, etc. These words should never he omitted in the Sa-

cramental liturgy." Yes, truly, for this " until that day^^-—eox?

rriq '^fjuepaf; eKelv7)<;—this goal of the new futm'ity expressly

defined by the prophetic term, includes (as 1 Cor. xi. 26) that

terminus in which the interval of separation will cease, and the

eating and drinking appointed for the present time will be done

away, or pass over into another. It is as if the Lord had said

—Do this in the meantime, until I am again with you ! The
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Sacrament is, looking back, a commemorative feast; in the

present it is a receiving and partaking of the Lord, the true

possession of Himself ; nevertheless in prospect of the end it is

itself something preliminary and transitory, an essential type

and effectual pledge of that feast which in the great and per-

manent morning of the renewed world—in that day^ which is

ever the one great day—Christ will provide for His own. Let

us be on our guard against a false anticipation, which would

bring forward the final consummation into our present New-
Testament condition, and refer all this eating and drinking to

the Lord's Supper ; for the Sacrament which, on account of our

sin, receives us into the fellowship of death, must ever be in

"contrast with that other eating and drinking:— it is, otherwise

than that, sanctified to us by our accompanying fasting and

prayer. But we must be also on our guard against thinking of

that final feast as a continuous and unceasing eating and drink-

ing of Christ

:

— for how then would it be fulfilled in Himself?

When we become as He is, then will He be again as we are

;

JHe will eat and drink with us the new fruits of the new world in

the fellowship of an eternal enjoyment of the renovated creation

of the Father.

SECOND INDICATION OF THE BETRAYER.

(Luke xxii. 21, 22 [Jno. xiii. 23-29].)

Certain it is that our Lord spoke again concerning the traitor

after the Supper ; and St John records this in a way which

shows that it is quite different from that of the Synoptics in

connection with the question Is it I? See what was said upon

Jno. xiii. in the last volume. To us the idea is utterly incon-

ceivable, that any Evangehst or reporter would be bold enough

to work up the notice, that Jesus so expressed Himself in the

presence of Judas, into an " addition" of this kind. No, we

read submissively what we find written ; and as, according to

the first two Evangehsts, the Lord repeated the words concern-

ing the vine after the words of institution, it is quite consistent
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with this, that if not immediately—yet afterwards, He made
renewed mention of the betrayer. It is at least probable, too,

that Lu. xxii. 22 was now spoken once more, as we have re-

marked upon Matt. xxvi. 24. On the other supposition, that is,

if Luke, ver. 22, is a return to an earher word, then it becomes

almost certain that Luke, ver. 23, is one and the same with the

first Is itlf^ But this is opposed to the letter of the narrative

;

for t/? dpa elr], ivho it should be, is manifestly the introduction

to Peter's demanding of John, rt? av elrj, who is it ? Thus the

Lord did, after the institution of the Sacrament, more or less

literally repeat vers. 21 and 22 in St Luke ; the former verse

we have already expounded, and it only remains to make a

remark upon the latter.

The meaning of the antithesis in ttXtjv is what we have first

to observe upon, and it is twofold. It is first the utterance once

more of that sorrowful complaint which the Lord does not yet

give up :

—

^'Behold I give My body, I pour out My blood for

you ; behold that with anticipating thanksgiving I institute for

you and My whole Church this feast ;

—

yet behold! even now,

even yet, the presence of the wicked and lost one follows and

troubles Me!" This is undeniably its fundamental meaning;

but it does not exclude another, which J. v. Miiller's short note

expresses, "He seems almost to except this one!" To except

him, that is, from the for you of the Sacrament ; and, when we
take St Matthew's full saying, from the forgiveness of sins.

That Judas, while in one sense Christ died also for him, yet in

another is excepted from the benefit, we found already in the

original "for many^^ irepl iroWcov; and this justifies our pre-

sent acceptation of the meaning

—

Yet behold! there is the un-

happy one, for whom My death is in vain !

It stands in connection with this, that our Lord here specifies

only the daring external fellowship of the traitor with Ilimself,

and does not unite him with the rest. Bengel, in his N. T.,

makes the subtle remark upon fier ifjuov—" He does not say,

with us or (with you). Thus He distinguishes the traitor from

* Which Bengel supposes, on account of tJiey began, which could not

Have been said of a repetition. But this v.p^xuro must not be pressed too

much; and, moreover, there is no repetition in the case, since they did

really now begin to ask— what otlier it could be.
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the faithful disciples ; and shows that He alone has to do with

him henceforward, and that as an enemy."

" This daring sinner presumes to be icith Me, and even until

now, as My betrayer—and behold I suffer it!" This ISou is

obviously no external indication ; but it is quite appropriate,

since the disciples know and see that they are twelve sitting

around, and therefore that the one of the twelve, although they

know not which, must be there, as eating with Him. This point-

ing to him and yet not pointing, this seeing him on the Lord's

part and yet not disclosing him on the disciples', is presently

made more intense and definite by the emphatic—Behold the

hand I This embraces in one the whole accomplishment of the

hypocritical act with which this hand is concerned, as if He
would say—This hand, which yesterday received^ the reward

of treachery and to-day dippeth w^ith Me into the dish, receiveth

the bread and the cup of mystery! But as the hand is specifi-

cally mentioned, iirl tt}? rpaire^r)^ does not mean at the table

during the meal (eirl being suh de tempore, and rpdire^a, the

meal) ; but literally, upon the table, in daring hypocrisy, serving

Avith the rest ! Ah, this hand wrenched His heart, and there-

fore He thus spoke of it.

FIRST INTIMATION OF THE DENIAL.

(Luke xxii. 31-34 ; Jno. xiii. 36-38.)

For the harmony of these two Evangelists see in the last

vol. on Jno. xiii., where Lu. ver. 34 is shown clearly to coincide

^ For 'iaryiaoiu, Matt. xxvi. 15, does not mean " They promised to give
"

(Yulg. constituerunt, Luth. appointed or promised, for which 1 Mace. xiii.

38 is compared)— but, as Meyer corrects, "They counted to him" (as

earnest-money, beforehand), Stolz the same, and De Wette, They weighed

out to him. Though the parallel passages in St Mark and St Luke speak

only of promising and agreeing, we must understand St Matthew of reckon-

ing-out; since 'larny.i scil. arecO^u occurs in Herod., Xenoph. and others, as

it also does in the Sept. for hp-d (Dan. v. 27 ; Job xxxi. 6 ;
Isa. xl. 12

;

Jer. xxxii. 10 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 26), especially in the corresponding prophecy,

Zech. xi, 12, comp. Ecclus. xxi. 25.
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with Jno. ver. 38. The questioning of the disciples among
themselves led to the questioning of Peter through John ; the

Lord gave the confidential answer by means of the sop ; Satan

then entered into Judas, and our Lord, having dismissed him,

spoke more freely to the others concerning His glorification, and

the new commandment. Hereupon came the question of Peter,

Whither goest Thou ? with the assurance, I will lay down My
life for Thy sake !— all as it is related by St John, down to ver.

37. Now first comes the warning Simon I Simon I at the same

time with its gracious promise. But Peter receives no warning,

undervalues the promise, affirms still more strongly in his con-

fidence

—

lam ready—and thus as it were constrains his Master

plainly and expressly to predict his denial.

Those who are not disposed thus to connect the whole are

free to accept a more indefinite view, according to which each

of the two narrators deviates a little from the original literal

version ; but we do not see any reason for preferring this. Cer-

tainly the historical truth consists with the special selection in

reference to which each narrator has recorded the circumstance.

What, therefore, St Luke records from ver. 25 to ver. 38, may
be embraced, independently of its historical connection, which

was certainly different, in one connection of thought, according

to the design of the guiding Spirit. And he who thus simply

reads it will not do wrong. The Lord has, according to ver.

25-27, suppressed the pride of the Apostles, which had shown

itself even at (that is, before) this Supper. He had pointed them

to His own procedure through ministering humility to greatness.

Hereupon He shows them (what belonged to the same discourse

at the feet-washing), in ver. 28-30, their future dignity ; and

then (later, but returning to this), in ver. 31-38, the way thereto

through test and danger. These are indeed two separate dis-

courses; between which, as they were spoken, the whole of

Jno. xiv.-xvii., and Matt. xxvi. 31-34, must be interposed

;

nevertheless, in their meaning they are connected in one, just

as St Luke here joins them one to the other. For, the dis-

courses of our Lord admit of diverse combination ; he who seizes

their connection as any Evangelist exhibits it, is more secure of

the main point—the right understanding and appropriation of

what is spoken—than he who, neglecting this, troubles himself
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over much about the chronological harmony, which after all is

subordinate.

Thus, that we may anticipate and introduce the subsequent

word concerning the sword into our preliminary glance :—the

Lord shows to His disciples the way to future dignityj as it leads,

according; to His own example (as the Father hath appointed Me),

through internal testings and external perils. There is, however,

this difference between Him and us. He goes first and alone,

as in perfect humility, so in His own strength of perfect right-

eousness ; we follow His pattern and in His strength. Only

in Him has Satan nothing by right, although he cometh even

to Him ; we, on the other hand, are under the powder of the

tempter through the right which our weakness and sinfulness

give him. He alone has no counter-protection, gives Himself up

for the w^orld's redemption, but goes before as Victor both in-

ternally and externally ; we, on the other hand, are sustained in

temptation by His intercession, and receive permission to use the

sword (in what sense, we shall see) in danger, for the question

is our salvation and purification. This we endure with Him
(of which ver. 28 was a feeble type) in His temptations, inas-

much as He graciously attributes to our temptations a fellow-

ship with His own ; thus this endm'ance is itself our dignity,

for the kingdom is appointed to us as led through these.

The Lord speaks, vers. 31-34, concerning internal testings^ or

the inevitable sifting by Satan, in such a manner as to make

Peter, who would prematurely grasp at dignity, and thinks him-

self already a persevering disciple, an example for all. Con-

cerning external perils in their way through an evil world He
speaks, vers. 35-38, to all in common :—intimating another and

more severe future which must come after He has been reckoned

among the transgressors ; and pointing them to the use of the

sword, in a sense which they indeed do not understand. Li the

former section, which now lies before us, the Lord proceeds

from the more general instruction of the collective Apostles (or

disciples) to the more special humiliation of Peter, who would

stand out from the rest, and contradicts the Lord's word. " The

enemy wills to have you all, and comes to you all ! Mark this

thou, Simon,— to thee especially ! But to thee I also especially

promise strengthening, protecting grace—and when thou shalt
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have experienced it, then be mindful of thy apostolical office

and priority !" But, because all this is not received. He says

emphatically— " Thou Peter wilt fall beforehand so deeply as to

deny Me thrice in a short space, overlooking My first warning "

Ver. 31. He who reads the whole, as penetrating the great

subject of this generally-symbolical instruction, in one connec-

tion, cannot go astray, as we have said ; but more exact observa-

tion will correct the error of supposing that it was actually such.

This is opposed by the " and the Lord said" of ver. 31, " and

He said unto them" of ver. 35 : the sudden outbreak of the

address, Simon ! Simon I ^ cannot be conceived after ver. 30

;

nor can we understand it at all in a discourse at the Supper,

unless we suppose some special occasion given for such a warn-

ing. We feel that this is presupposed though not recorded by

St Luke ; but I cannot find a more appropriate point of con-

nection for such a warning and awakening appeal than Jno,

xiii. 36, 37. " Thou wilt go with Me at once into heaven through

death ; thou art ready to give up thy life for Me, before I have

given up ^ly life for thee and the world ! Hast thou reached so

far ? Simon, Simon, bethink thyself who thou art, and how it

stands with you all !" From the rash contradiction at the feet-

washing, followed by the repetition of curious questioning about

the betrayer, down to this hasty and absolute affirmation of zeal

to be with the Lord, as St John describes it, he is the same

Simon throughout this evening as the entire course of his pre-

vious probation had exhibited him. Nevertheless, their faithful

Master, calmly contemplating and looking through the whole,

has not to do with him alone, but connects with the emphatic

personal address to Simon the general word "yow;" for he was

indeed addressed only as the leader and representative of all.

It is certain that in one sense he is to be or become the first

and the greatest among the Apostles ; but only in the strong, con-

fessingfaith which grace will enable him to maintain, after his fall

into the deepest weakness of denial. At present he is the first

only in his own unreasonable ambition, and renders it needful

that the general warning should be addressed to him in particular.

At the time of his former glorious confession of faith the

1 The Sixt. and Peshito (T>'r^y) leave but one vocative ; but this is no

more than an explanatory variation. The original has certainly not ^iy.o)vi.
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Lord had addressed him with " Satan," because he neither

understood nor would understand the vmy of the cross to glory

;

but here this word is qualified and changed, expressing, how-

ever, very plainly what was there signified. Because his thought

was on. that occasion human, springing simply from Jlesh and

blood, Satan would tempt even the Lord through him to shrink

from the cross ; and here the same hmnan character of the

natural Simon is a handle for the enemy, whereby to seize at

least all the rest of the Apostles. Therefore he is addressed

only by this name of his natural birth, here alone emphatically

spoken twice:—see what was said upon Matt. xvi. 17, in com-

parison with John i. 43. Besides these instances this return to

the old name significantly occurred thrice:—with its gentlest

meaning in Matt. xvii. 25, where his private thought was in

question ; much more severely in Mark xiv. 37, at his sleeping

in Gethsemane ; and finally, when he was humbled by a refer-

ence to the past, Jno. xxi. 15-17.

The Lord speaks here of Satan, not for Peter only, but for

all His disciples in all time;—for He knows him well, and all

his desire, and all his deeds. The history of the Passion ex-

hibits around the Holy One of God the pm'e wickedness and

sin of man, penetrating even the circle nearest to Him ; but it

exhibits also the cause of and tempter to sin, whom the Con-

queror alone reveals to us, as an enemy overcome, but still strong,

subtle, and dangerous. Satan desires the souls of men without

measure or end ; he is insatiable to have and keep them all. If

he dared to assail the " Son of God," how can we be secure

from his assault ? If he broke into the circle of the Apostles

with success, how anxiously should every one of us receive the

Lord's warning, when he is addressed of the Lord by the name
of his birth ! As king Herod, after killing James, proceeded also

to take Peter (Acts xii. 2, 3), so Satan is not content with Judas

(Lu. xxii. 3 ; Jno. xiii. 27) ; he desires them all. But we must

understand this word, thus loosely translated, according to its

meaning in the original:—he demanded them, on the ground

of a right ; he challenged in a certain sense their delivery to

himself.^ We must think of the prologue of the generally-

^ The Midd. i^enrehdan, here alone occurring in the N. T., means pro-

perly to demand another for oneself ; sometimes in the sense of a request
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typical book of Job, to which the expression seems probably to

refer ; and of all that is there taught concerning the necessity

of a permitted test under the righteous eye of the Supreme, in

the congregation of the heavenly children of God, among whom
the accuser enters with his demand that the pious upon earth,

if their claims are to be valid, may not be spared. This holds

good, as our Lord here testifies, all the more expressly of those

who are already in near communion with Christ, in order that

they may be approved, and become worthy of their dignity :

—

and at the same time with reference to their significance in re-

lation to all others. Therefore is Peter the first of the Apostles,

the first in the temptation, and must take precedence of the rest

as an example of sifting. Bengel : " This whole saying of our

Lord presupposes that Peter was the first of the Apostles, in

whose standing or falling the others would be less or more en-

dangered." This Satan knew, and would through Peter's fall

offend, w^eaken, and overcome the others. Braune expresses

this too strongly, " He was the heart, hand, and mouth in the

apostolic circle ; while Thomas was its head, and John its soul"

—for the heart was, rather, John, who hence in his innocence

led Peter to the fire of coals. But Peter was the mouth and the

com'age of a confessing faith ; hence this assault upon all in his

person. That he must thus take the lead in trial was his real

prerogative ; and something very different from that which his

Romish successor arrogates—concerning which Bengel says

vigorously, Totus misere in cribrum incidit

!

Satan would have, would retain the Apostles, and yet yield

them to the Lord his conqueror:— that lies first in e^rjTrjaaTO

vfid<;, hath desired you ; then follows the closer definition of his

purpose rod avvida-ai, to sift you. This Infinitive of design

(usual particularly with St Luke) is not so much to be explained,

" that he may sift yon"—for if he already has them, that was
no more needed—as in the light of an accompanying, modify-

ing, explanation

—

While he will sift you, cast you into the sieve

for deliverance and mercy, but also for the delivery to justice of a trans-

gressor—which latter occurs especially in i^otirmig. But that lljjT^o-aTo

intimates the obtaining of what was sought (as Alford thinks) we cannot

admit. "We do not, indeed, understand this interpretation ; for, Satan de-

manded not merely the sifting, but the Apostles themselves (vf^Ag).
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of test. The sifting is granted and takes place ; but tlie inter-

cession of tlie Eedeemer stands in the way of the attainment of

the accuser's entire demand. The word in its condensed signi-

ficance intimates that Satan at first demands their temptation as

his right, but with the understanding at the same time that he will

thereby obtain them for his own ; just in the sense of that daring

but infatuated word

—

What avails it that he will bless Thee to

Thy face (Job ii. 5) ! So thinks he still, having learned no

better; but is in manifold ways mistaken, since the permitted

sifting does no harm to the wheat of God. He would " mightily

overwhelm you, cast you into apostasy and despair through My
sufferings, so that ye may be (individually) as chaff." Thus

Meyer's note gives the design of the enemy ; but Christ inter

weaves His protest when He says, like wheat. He does not mean
merely that Satan lays claim to the sifting of the wheat, if, per-

adventure, chaff should be in it, or it should be nothing but

chaff; but He has a further twofold meaning. The sifting

must not be refused to him,—and the wheat will stand the test.

Does He not declare His beloved disciples to be His wheat?

Does He not allude to the ivinnowing-fan, which, according to

the Baptist,' He Himself would also use, to purge out all the

chaff ? The sifting is the same as the winnowing, but with an

intenser meaning of terrifying and affright. No company of

the disciples is so united and so near to the Lord as not to go

through this test; but when Satan, the sieve-holder of God,

thinks to obtain them collectively as chaff, God has pro\dded

that no grain of wheat should fall to the earth. See Amos ix. 9,

the only place in which the figure occurs, and to which, accord-

ing to His word, the Lord may refer.^

Ver. 32. The Lord now by His 'Eyco Se—But I—majes-

tically opposes Satan, as retaining Hjs own supremacy over His

disciples. That He must, though but for a season, give up His

beloved ones to the tempter, and behold the fall of Peter, is a

part of His own suffering, yea, in a certain sense, a temptation

1 Certainly "'i-^ in Amos, as elsewhere, lapillus^ is equivalent to granum^

not by any me'kns " verbundenes," as Hengstenberg (Christ, iii. 220) thinks.

We stated this to be the only place in Scripture which speaks of sifting as

a figure, and the separation of the grains of corn ; for it is incorrect to in-

t-erpret Is. xxvii. 12 in this sense.
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for Himself ; but He abides in His serene self-possession the

conqueror, He performs His part for victory, and bears witness

to it. With that most gracious tempering of majesty by hu-

mility, which we everywhere see in His actions and words. He
opposes the proud and in some sense justified desire of the enemy,

by a request on Hjs o^vn part. For the e\dl one has, indeed,

some show of right, but mercy triumphs over justice, and " the

holy supplication of mercy countervails before God the daring

appeal of the accuser." (Lange.) Christ had alreadi/ iprajed

:

—
not, as has been unthinkingly expounded, before Satan's demand,

as if anticipating him,—but the intercession of the Mediator

(apart from the eternal counsel) comes actually into that Idter

time when He prominently declared Himself our Litercessor, and

specifically took place after Satan's desire was seen through. The

Lord plainly means His intercessory prayer, Jno. xvii., in which,

as the Son in the Father's presence. He nevertheless humbly says

—I ask for them ! He had not uttered this when He spoke to

Simon ; but He anticipates it with reference to the future sifting

:

theji will it be said and avail, I have prayed for thee!

For thee ! This is the transition to Simon alone, and fore-

tells to him a special sifting before that of the others. More-

over, it is to be understood that in thus making him prominent,

the promise, like the warning, holds good of all. What then

was prayed for? The substance of the intercession is not

stated, because, as it may be said, it also is self-understood ;
yet

we may take iW for on as in St John. (See in St Luke, e.g.,

chap. i. 43.) In any case the meaning is nearly the same,

whether we take the sustentation of his faith as the matter of

the intercession, or as its design and result. Of his faith—for

the translation " that thy fidelity may not fail" is contrary to

the phraseology of the Evangelists. Christ here ascribes also

the decision of the matter to faith. Faith alone, that is, in God
and in Him (Jno. xiv. 1) settles the contest with Satan ; in

faith alone are w^e strong and stand ; through faith alone, when

it is still present, we arise from our fall. The most evil element

in every sin of believers, even in those which are called lesser

sins, is this, that in sinning their faith is each time weakened,

because the unbelief present with it, and from which the sin

proceeded, obtains a new power. This unbelief may, if it be
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not checked, go on gradually from sin to sin ; and in a fearful

fall it may proceed to a total cessation of faith ! Let it be care-

fully noted in opposition to all false teaching that our Lord

declares an eKkeinreLVy a dejicere in totum, an utter extinction of

faith, not only to be possible, but, without something interven-

ing, to be certain—and even in the case of an Apostle, of Peter

!

But the Father's grace, prayed for by the Son, defends from

this ruin; and not only so, but the superabundance of His

grace makes the experience thus gained of our infirmity and

impotence the means of strengthening our faith when we are

delivered. Christ did not pray that from the sifting or in the

sifting we should be spared ; but that we might not through

perfect unbelief become chaff which must fall through. The
fulfilment of His supplication takes place in that He can

strengthen our faith, and preserve and revive the spark which

was ready to be extinguished, through that prerogative of grace

which is of more avail before God than the demand of the

accuser. Christ names not His unbelief, which however was

strongly manifested in Simon's denial ; but his faith which was

very weak and near to failing, which, however, was conse-

quently sustained and not utterly extinguished. Again, where

there has been from the beginning no faith, there can be no

room for such intercession of Christ for its preservation ; it

cannot therefore be said with regard to this intercession that

Judas was included. To his case is applicable all that which

we have explained in John xvii. concerning the distinctive

intercession of Christ for His own. However specifically the

word of our text refers to the person of Peter, it has a universal

significance ; the general rule comes out only in particular in-

stances. We all have cause to be mindful of Satan's desire for

us ; and to invigorate our failing faith by the comforting thought

of Christ's intercession, when we fall into the enemy's sieve.

But we must not beforehand and independently rely solely upon

it. We should learn what conflict goes on in the invisible world

about our poor souls, which so often like Peter forget themselves;

we should " never forget how often the hand of Jesus has saved

us from falling into hell, that we may encourage others to put

their trust in the intercession and help of Jesus." (Rieger.)

The more pre-eminent thou art, as the guide and representative

VOL. VTI. M
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of others, the more carefully shouldst thou guard against all self-

confidence, and all boasting beforehand of thine own strength

;

learning what this word of Christ, and the history which it ex-

plains and which is explained by it, is intended to teach.

^

If the previous clause generally and indefinitely predicted a

fall of Petei», down almost to the verge of total loss of faith

;

that which follows contains in it mighty consolation, as taking

it for granted that he w^ould remain an Apostle, and discharge

apostolical functions afterwards all the more effectually.

In a future when (Trore), he will come hack from his wander-

ing and error, and rise all the more vigorous from his fall. Or,

are we to interpret liriaTpk-^a'^ adverbially—Then strengthen

them again as I have strengthened thee—? It does indeed

occur in this sense (in the Sept,, e.g.^ Ps. Ixxxv. 7) ; and, after

Beda, INIaldonatus, Grotius, Bengel (who incorrectly compares

Acts vii. 42), van Hengel has lately defended this view. But

there is something unbecoming in such a comparison between

Peter's strengthening his brethren and the Lord's strengthening

him, for there is a great distinction to be observ^ed ; and, more-

over, even if this be explained away, the phraseolog;y" of the

New Testament too generally and distinctively employs eiri-

aTpe(j)€Lv and eiriarpec^ea-OaL to signify return from sin, conver-

sion to God (as in Matt. xiii. 15) ;— see it, as used by St Luke
himself. Acts xi. 21, xiv. 15, xxvi. 18, iii. 19, ix. 35, etc.^

When the Lord, in this preparatory promise^ which included a

requirement that His Apostle should do what David promised

in Ps. li. and honestly did, speaks of his eTnarpec^eLv or return-

ing. He makes His meaning perfectly plain. On the one hand,

Peter's deep fall is more definitely predicted as first to take

place ; and then, on the other, the condition is made prominent,

^ It is enough to mention in a note the melancholy perversion of the

Eomanist exegesis—that Peter was specially prayed for, because all was to

depend upon him as the head ; and that the subject of the prayer was that

the confession of the true Christ should never fail in the chief head of the

Church, or in his successors. But the faith which Peter even in his denial

never utterly lost, was something very different from extern ally true doc-

trine. The word of Christ, here as in Matt, xvi., has nothing to do with
" successors."

^ Hence also i'Trturpo^p'/i chap. xv. 3, not the conversation, but the con-

version of the Gentiles.
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on which alone the fulfilment of the promise is suspended. Only

to this end has He preserved in Peter's heart even in the midst

of his denial a secret faith, that this faith may be strengthened

into full return and conversion, might take courage to return to

Him who should forgive such sin, and strengthen His disciple's

faith through the experience of such grace. (And whosoever

has already been converted to God, must after every fall renew

this returning.) The Lord prays for all who have any faith ;

but not all return back to Him, to receive the virtue and fruit

of His intercession, which constrains none, but " props up those

alone who receive the prop." Thus while when thou hast turned

is a certain prediction, it is at the same time a direct Imperative

to Peter.

Then strengthen thy brethren ! Then shalt thou be able !

And here is a reason why God permits us to fall for our own

deeper knowledge of ourselves ; that our sin may be turned into

a blessing to ourselves and to others. When, humbled and en-

couraged, we understand the ways of the Lord, we can from

the resources of our own experience warn others of the power

of the enemy and encourage them to rely upon the victory of

grace ;—knowing the voice of the wolf and the voice of the

shepherd, the cunning of the one and the fidelity of the other,

we can teach others to know them also. Although the Lord

afterwards terms the disciples His brethren^ He cannot here

say, "Strengthen My"—or even "our—brethren." For, the

Apostle was to strengthen and encourage those who were exposed

to similar defect of faith as himself—thus his own brethren.

The word extends assuredly beyond them, but Peter's fellow-

Apostles are primarily meant ; and the intimation is given that

all hi^ brethren would waver likewise. The fall of the first of

them, of him who had been the most courageous confessor,

must be a stumbling-block to the faith of all. Finally, it is

observable that Peter is to strengthen his brethren as their

brother; no such primacy awaited him as should change his

brotherly relation. Wlien he afterwards wrote 1 Pet. v. 8-10

he remembered this word of the Lord, as almost all his expres-

sions show. The Dispersion was strengthened by these his

Epistles ; for ch. i. 12, iii. 17, in the equally-genuine second

Epistle, have the same tone.
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But now as yet he is the old, lofty, but weak Simon, who
knows not himself, whom we have learned to know in Jno. xiii.

36, 37. Most unbecomingly he contradicts the scarcely re-

ceived word of his Master:—"Thy intercession for ine is not

so necessary, I have a true and strong faith ; I am ready^ I will

abide with Thee and follow Thee wherever Thou goest, so that

I shall never need to return back again ! If they put Thee into

prison'''—that is the first thing which he can think of ; what

follows he hardly meant in full earnest

—

''and unto deatV
(If it should go so far as that Thy body should be offered up,

Thy blood be shed.) Yain as is the impotent self-confidence

which expresses itself in these words, there is no hypocrisy in

them ; at the moment when he uttered these strong feelings

there was a real truth in his willing readiness.^ Therefore his

heart, which truly hung upon the Lord, puts first the warm and

resolute Kvpce fiera aov—Lord ivitli thee. Yet, on the other

hand, there is something very blameworthy, self-willed, and

blind in his continuing his contradiction after a similar rash

assertion had given the Lord occasion to anticipate every fur-

ther excess of presumption by the warning rebuke of His

Simon! Simon!

Ver. 34. What remains to the repelled Master but to utter,

in sorrowful affection, the more definite prediction of all that

which He foresaw down to its minutest detail concerning him ?

" I say unto thee—because thou dost enforce it—and wilt thou

contradict this also?" And now in gentle irony—"Unto
thee, the supposed Peter! Thou didst in the name of all con-

^ Niemeyer carries this too far, and is too indulgent to the flesh when

he finds here " the voice of a noble and resolute spirit—honourable ambi-

tion (?)—the warm feehng of love

—

not excess of presumption

—

ntt mere

words—but the generous outburst of the bravest decision, as noble at the

moment as the act itself!" Draseke is more correct: "Man is always

better than his evil, and worse than his good, impulse and humour: in

other words, no man is as good as moments of glorious inspiration exhibit

him ; and no wicked man is so wicked as he appears in the outbreaks of

wretched seK-obhvion." But we may ask if this glorious inspiration is not

also wretched self-obhvion. KJrummacher -wishes for us all a similar zeal

for the Master, and says that " no self-exaltation is more tolerable and par-

donable than that which springs from such an enthusiasm for the Saviour."

But the Saviour Himself deals more severely with this not thoroughly-well-

grounded devotion.
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fess thy faith in Me, and then wert thou Peter ; but thou wilt

soon, to-day, deny, and say that thou hast never known Me !

"^

(Which, according to ver. 57, compare Mark xiv. 68, 71

;

Matt. xxvi. 72, 74, was literally fulfilled.) " Even tlince in

persisting blindness and increasing guilt—until at last the

cock-crowing will awaken thee in thy deep night, and bring

back to thy remembrance my slighted Simon! Simon!" What
more might be said upon this must be reserved for the immedi-

ately-following repetition of the same most memorable word of

Jesus.

SECOND INTIMATION OF THE DENIAL.

(Matt. xxvi. 31-34 ; Mark xiv. 27-30.)

According to St John, with whom St Luke well agrees, the

Lord predicted the denial of his professor, after the Supper

indeed, but before the final discourses of Jno. xiv.-xvii., before

the going forth in ch. xviii. 1. But, according to St Matthew,

with whom St Mark almost verbally coincides, the Lord said

the same specifically-predicting words after the actual going

forth, in the way

;

—in a connection quite different from that

which St John plainly gives, and constrained by a similar yet

still different word of Peter, to express Himself so distinctly.

Nothing is clearer than that their accounts are diverse; nothing

more certain than that both must be true ; nor does anything

prevent our assuming a repetition of the word which Peter re-

jected the first time, when such an occasion as we shall find

demanded it. We therefore pray all believing expositors of

Scripture, all Passion-preachers especially, to give up the at-

tempt to make these two distinct sayings one. The then of ver.

31 in St Matthew (consequently also the and of ver. 27 in St

Mark) cannot possibly go back to something said at an earlier

time, as an indefinite formula

—

about that time. It must indi-

cate the succession of time after they went forth. As St John

makes it plain that the discom'ses and prayer of chs. xiv.-xvii.

1 The |t*»? after dTrtx.pvm'fl is, as frequently, a reduplicated negation : see

ch. XX. 27.
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were uttered before that going fortli, it follows that the words

which we have now to consider were spoken after all this, even

after the High-priestly prayer. And it is a superfluous con-

firmation of this that Matt. xxvi. 31 only again takes up what

had been once declared immediately before the prayer in Jno.

xvi. 32.

It remains to be asked, in what connection of time the sinrj-

ing is to be placed. As this solitary recorded instance of

Christ's singing

—

v/juvecv^—must refer to the customary psalms

which were sung over the fourth paschal cup at the close of the

ceremony,^ it is plain that it here forms the close of the paschal

meal ; yet so as that the sacramental institution is regarded as

in part taking the place of the old rite. If we would strictly

connect the singing with the going out, our Lord must be repre-

sented as returning again to Old-Testament words after Jno.

xiv.-xvii., that is, after the sublime, all-fulfilHng and all-glori-

fying prayer—and this is to us at least quite unimaginable.

No one who enters fully into the spirit of the whole will sup-

pose this ; and nothing can be more violent than Grotius' per-

version, who thinks that the High-priestly prayer itself was

intoned as a hymn ! Thus, after Jno. xiii. 23-38, and Lu.

xxii. 31-34, all inseparably connected with the meal, the cus-

tomary hymn was sung to calm the spirits of all, fitly to close

the feast, and to give the first signs of the approaching going

out. But the discourses in St John during the delay of setting

forth must be interposed between the singing and the going out.

The connection of these two in the first two Evangelists only

declares that this part of the paschal rite was not omitted ; and

that they did not set forth before they had sung.

^ Not merely, they uttered a song, or the song of praise —but an actual

recitative song. The only time that we find our Lord sanctifying singing

by His own example.

2 The so-called Hallel, or great Hallel, Ps. cxiii., cxiv., having been

sung during the meal, Ps. cxv.-cxviii. followed as a closing doxology. The

book of Wisdom, ch. xviii. 9, dates this back to the first Passover of the

fathers. Certainly the Lord did not omit these most appropriate Messianic

psalms ; they were prophecies prepared for Him and His present hour. But

we must endeavour to realise His thoughts in singing them, to get their

wonderful meaning! To understand how He sang "in the confident ex-

pectation of the glorious songs which would be born of His sufferings."
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This night—thus does the Lord now begin again, as He
goes forth accompanied by His disciples through the night, and

sees in His spirit how soon they will fly from Him, be scattered

as sheep without a shepherd, and leave Him alone (Jno. xvi.

32). This is the hour already come, in which the night must

enter in a deeper sense, in which the power of darl^ess will

break in upon the light of the world. All the powers of hell

—

as of heaven— are excited ; the whole world of spirits is stirred

up to the decisive conflict ; and in the world of men around the

Lord there is such concentration of suspense, such confusion

and darkness of mind, as baffles all attempt at human descrip-

tion. The Lord alone, now as heretofore, is serene and col-

lected ; He looks through the whole, lets His light shine forth

until the final crisis, and seeks still to bring His disciples to

thoughtfulness, and arm them against the confounding powers

of the night. For this prediction of fall and offence is itself,

connected as it here is with words of gracious consolation, a

defence against their perfect fall and continued offence ; for

they would afterwards remember

—

He foretold us this I

What (TKavBaXl^ea-Oao—their being offended— is, we have

seen from Matt. xi. 6, down to Matt. xxiv. 10 ; so that no ex-

planation is further wanting. '' All ye still remaining around

Me "—this comes prominently first in contrast with the " one

among you," this one being now removed. Obsers^e how that

appears here again to be taken for granted I They have re-

ceived the praise of continuing with Him hitherto (indeed only

in a typical reference to the future), and great promises in ad-

dition ; but their weakness must first become manifest, that

weakness which, however, has not restrained Him from insti-

tuting with them the Sacrament. In all these relations we
find pure generalities, as typically as historically presented ; the

design of the words of our Lord which are recorded is no other

than to make prominent these fundamental points in the whole

procedure, and thus to point out to His future Church the way
of a perpetual apphcation. Shall he offended in Me—this is

almost in direct antithesis to the betraying of that One ; it is

far from meaning what de Wette's translation suggests, "be

apostates from Me," but only intimates the perilous beginnings

in that direction. Yet it is no other thdn a sinful weakness in
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all the Apostles ; and if not one of them was excepted, so there

are no disciples of all times to whom the night of offence will

not come. His words are piercing and deeply humbling, but

they are also consolatory, since the Lord so calmly and concili-

atingly speaks of it in this night of atonement. One has be-

trayed Him, one has denied Him, all have forsaken Him : here

we have three degrees ; but the two latter are different only in

their external manifestation. Hence the Lord, if we compare

His words elsewhere, includes the denial of Peter with the

general offence of the eleven who remained with Him. Positive

denial indeed is in its actuahty much more than the negative

forsaking or leaving. Yet both are in principle one, and are

thus related: the offence is opposed to a/m'f/i which adheres,

waits, holds out, and follows ; the denial is opposed to an

avoival of that faith.

For their stronger consolation the Lord gives them His pre-

diction with a fyeypaTTTav—It is written. We know how pre-

cisely His quotations of Scriptui'e are to be understood. The
notion that He occasionally derived a figure, or a proverb, or a

strildng saymg from the Scriptures, without reference to the

real connection in which it originally stood, is altogether un-

worthy everywhere, but especially inappropriate to the holy

solemnity of the season of the Passion.-^ We have not one

solitary instance of any such unbefitting use of a scriptural

word ! Yon Gerlach's remark is here strictly appropriate :

" Jesus nowhere so often as in His sufferings quoted or alluded

to passages of holy Scripture, as fulfilled; so in the desert He
repels thereby the assaults of the devil, and obviates the offence

of His disciples, as if something unexpected had befallen Him."

Consequently, this reference to the prophet Zechariah is to be

taken as a precise quotation ; and thus that passage secures, to

a believing exposition, its only true meaning.

The last chapters of the Prophet are, as is well known, very

obscure, through their profound and often designedly-paradoxi-

cal expression ; but the Christian reader, at least, is perfectly

sure that they refer to the Messiah and His time. It is for us

now, assuming this, humbly to investigate them ; and, avoiding

^ But that notion lies at the root of the very false supposition of Grotius,

that Zechariah's subject is *' de aHquo non bono pastore."
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tlie presumptuous arbitrariness whicli can only confuse our

understanding, to let the light of fulfilment shine upon the

path of investigation. We now give the view which we be-

lieve that in this manner we have found.

The collection of Zechariah's prophecies consists (according

to the preface, ch. i. 1-6) of two main sections, the former of

which (down to the end of ch. 8), bases upon the then-renewed

typical Jerusalem, a prospect of the essential new Jerusalem, In

ch. vi. we have the new temple, a living temple, gTowing up

from its foundation, which the Man, the Branch builds, who

unites the Kingly and High-priestly crowns,—the typical circle

of prophecy thus at the end returning into and coinciding with

its beginnings in 2 Sam. vii., and Ps. ex. See further the high

consummation of the prophet viewed in the realised glory of

Jerusalem, ch. viii. But with all this we have not particularly

to do ; the second section, ch. ix.-xiv., more directly concerns

us here. This pictures the future new Jerusalem icitJiout any

typical connection or basis ; but, instead of that, with a compre-

hensive glance over the history of its preparations in the counsel

of God down to its full establishment ; a glance, however, dim

before its great fulfilment. Chs. ix.-xi. prophesy especially of

its preparations, give us first a most general glance at the plan

of the Lord's government, which looks upon men and upon all

the tribes of Israel (ch. ix. 1), that is, embraces mankind as in

its centre Israel ; and then disclose to us purifying judgments

inflicted upon the nations, the peculiar protection of the house

and people of God, the consummation of the kingdom of peace

for the Gentiles and for Israel. In ch. x. the prophet is more

Hmited, having reference rather to Israel after the flesh, which

will be restored at the end. Ch. xi. gives almost historically, in

the manner of Daniel, the history of Israel down to the days of

Christ, and even beyond.^ This exclusion of those who re-

^ "We cannot abstain from endeavouring to set right the perplexities of

Ebrard, Hitzig, and also Hofmann on this subject ; but a few words only

must be permitted. Antiochus had destroyed and laid waste, vers. 1-3.

Then in ver. 4 the prophet comes forward in the name of the Shepherd of

God, the Messiah, who, before His manifestations in the flesh, was the true

Shepherd of this people, this flock of slaughter (and here belongs Acts viii.

34). To Him are opposed, in ver. 5, the wicked shepherds who possess and

devour them—then follows, in ver. 6, as a punishment, the giving them
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jected as rejected tliemselves, this laying waste and abandon-

ment of the old Jerusalem and of carnal Israel, takes place

first ; but in ch. xii.-xiv. we have the founding and building,

the establishment^ of the true and new Jerusalem. Ch. xii.

glances forward preliminarily to the time when Jerusalem

—

which is to be a burdensome stone, a test for all nations— shall

retm'n from its blindness and misery, the spirit of grace de-

scending upon it so that its people shall mourn as for an only

child in whom was and in whom is their life. Ch. xiii. gives

us several specific glances backward, yet only as from the final

consummation ;
predicts the open fountain for all sin, the de-

struction of all false prophets and unclean spirits. It then

describes, suddenly returning to the very centre of the time of

foundation, how the Shepherd goes before into condemnation

and the death of atonement ; how the entire flock, even the true

flock, knew Him not at the first; but how, finally. His true

people, after separations and purifyings, shall come forth at the

last. Ch. xiv. finally closes the specific prophecy of the Old

up, which followed as in Jno. xi. 48, xix. 15. I will no more pity and

save them, as many times before—but why? For they have rejected the

best ShepTierd^ MyseK, when I came unto them ! This sad history then pro-

ceeds more in detail. Not as if (according to Ebrard) the " flock of

-slaughter" was the community of peoples, and he who took pity on the

flock, the people of Israel : this introduces a misconception which would

run through the whole chapter. The people of God, who are to be judged,

are called generally and as a whole the flock of slaughter, yet some among
them are genuine and humble slieep. For the sake of these last, they are

all pastured ; but, because one stajBf is not enough, with alternate gentle-

ness and woe. (For this, and not Bands, we hold to be the interpretation

of av?*!^.) Thus had God dealt with this people from the beginning, and

down to the last period of history (ver. 8)—but aU in vain : the manifes-

tation of the good Shepherd in the person of Christ turns to the cutting

off of Israel, and the abohtion of the covenant for a time-—vers. 9, 10.

Israel's treatment by means of the heathen had been hitherto gentle enough

!

But only the sheep who marked the prophetic word of the Lord know the

Messiah in the fulfilled prophecy, ver. 11. And how then? In severe

irony, which embraces the literal accomplishment in the general figure, it

is so described as if the Shepherd of God, even the God of Israel Himself,

when He laid down His staff and His office, demands His hire ! As if He
had served for reward, like the false shepherds ! And they weigh out to

him the slave-price of thirty pieces of silver. Are not these the high priests,

when the Lord, as it were by the question of the traitor, asked them— At
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Testament (for Malachi gives rather a retrospective postscript)

;

and shows in the dim futurity that which the Apocalypse alone^

• itself interpreted according to the prophets, can interpret;—
the last conflict and victory, vers. 1-3 ; the future coming of

Christ upon the Mount of Olives, vers. 4-7 ; the new Jerusa-

lem, vers. 8-11 ; the feast of Tabernacles for all nations, vers.

12-19; the sanctification of entire Jerusalem, the bells, and

the pots, and the bowls, being like the High Priest's breastplate.

Holiness unto the Lord I

The rightly-disposed reader wiU accordingly expect our

Lord's citation to be exact ; he will observe that Zechariah con-

tains many distinct Messianic prophecies ; and will perceive at

the outset that the Shepherd of ch. xiii. 7, in whom Christ now
discerns Himself, can be no other than the same who in ch. xi.

was sold for the thirty pieces of silver, and whom in ch. xii. 10

they pierced. Immediately before our passage, there is some-

thing obscure in ver. 6, where we may hang in doubt concern-

ing the wounds between the hands (according to Maurer, who
compares 2 Kings ix. 24, on the breast). Whether these refer

what price do ye value Me ? In mockery they sell the Lord as a slave, while

they dwj Him ; and Judas is the seller as the representative of the whole of

wicked Israel, which rejected Him. Then says the Lord in His counsel

wrathfully— To the potter with it ! Mire and clay, to be redeemed by this

price of shame and mockery ! But this potter's field lay, according to Jere-

miah (ch. xix. 2, hence the reading in Matt, xxvii. 9), in the vaUey of

Hinnom ; and by a frightful requital for the rejected price at which they

estimated their Shepherd, Jerusalem becomes as Tophet (Jer. xix. 12 ; Isa.

XXX. 33). Thus, " to the potter!" is equivalent to " to the tormentor!"

or " to Gehennah with it !" And yet Judas threw the money first in the

temple ! He does this for a witness in his despair, for the temple itseK is a

place of scorn. Their rejection of the " price of blood" avails not to the

hypocrites ; their counsel. Matt, xxvii. 7, only fulfils the counsel of God.

The price of blood is to perform a work of charity " for the burial of

strangers"—but who was first buried there? According to Acts i. 18,

Judas himself. The field of blood becomes a name notorious ; and the

guilt of Judas, to whom they say, See thou to it I (as Pilate again to them,

Matt, xxvii. 24) falls back upon them ; so that soon the whole of Jerusa-

lem, of whose doom the field of blood was the last prophetic symbol, be-

came one wide, waste grave, where to this day—strangers are buried in

* spiritual death. For, according to vers. 15-17, the guilt and punishment

of wicked shepherds over Israel, now rejected, goes on (as it is here darkly

intimated) :— they are given up to bhnded leaders and oppressive lords.
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to the marks of idol-worsliip (which is not clear to us), or, as

we prefer, to the stripes of the parents^—in any case there

is a t7'ansition in the parallel of HiSD and ''0''?'!') ver. 6, with the

^n of ver. 7, which signifies— " In a quite different sense will

the true Prophet and Shepherd suffer for the guilt of others,

let Himself be smitten by them who hate Him because He loves

them !" (For which transition to bitter lamentation, as the un-

dertone, ^n^^r? must mean the hands literally.) That which

now follows in ver. 7 consists of three clauses : the death of the

Shepherd marvellously decreed of God : the immediate result of

this paradox, a rejection of the whole flock, which knew Him
not and refused Him; and, thirdly, the leading back of the

true and humble sheep by the hand and power of God.

''My Shepherd"—thus in this prophecy the Messiah is plainly

termed:—He whom I have promised and will give, whom I

have set, comp. Ps. ii. 6. But He has, besides this first name
(which unites in one the title most appropriately and in the

highest sense God's own, with the closest relationship to God,

as in Ps. ii. King and Son), yet another term applied to Him, and

here alone in the Old Testament. He is a "ijl!, that is, a Man
pre-eminently, a human hero— how else could He suffer the

death which is here recorded ? But God calls Him ''n''pv nnj

'

—

the Man that is My Fellow—and this most lofty word of the

Old Testament says more in its anticipatory letter than our

New-Testament dogmatics allow to it. Gesenius gives the word

in this passage its first, indefinite, and slenderest meaning of

fellowship, but without authority. For, even admitting that

the phrase was originally derived from this etymon, why must

we in this single passage of the later Zechariah return to its

most general fundamental meaning ? The word is, as much as

any one word, a fixed term from Moses downward ; besides this

place it occurs only eleven times in the Pentateuch for neighbour,

fellow-man, ifkrjaiov—thus in the same meaning as appears in

the related root of n^vp and T\t^V, juxta, pariter ac, equal, by the

side of. Certainly, '^n''»j; in the giving of the law is equivalent

1 For see ver. 3. Thus it is not, as Kimchi thinks, a punishment for

idleness in youth ; but, as Jerome seemed to discern, a chastisement for
*

false prophesying, which the humbled delinquent acknowledges as a testi-

mony to truth.
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to thy equal ; and let It be well considered what it means, when

Jehovah terms a man His ^"'^V, His fellow-man^ at the same

iiTCie ^is fellow'-God ! Hofmann, who better understands ch.

xiii. 7, and on the whole hits the point well, declares, however,

that " this is far from declaring a connection of the Divine and

limnan natures, but rather a community of spirit, one related to

God, His Son." And he is right as far as that the doctrinal

statement is not yet unfolded ; but it is undeniable that in the

Mosaic n^py equality is more prominent than mere fellowship or

relationship :—thy neighbour is on the same level with thyself,

is as good as thou.-^ Consequently, ^^''pj; "inj

—

the Man My
Fellow— is stronger, and nearer to the plain " God and Man,"

than for example the rather typical ^yp"*. ^^^^ man of Thy right

hand, of Ps. Ixxx. 17. And, moreover, we hear in Isaiah of a

Child born, which bears the high names of God ; in Micah of

Him whose goings forth were from everlasting ; in Jeremiah of

the name of Jehovah given to the Messiah ; in Ezekiel that the

Lord Himself will come as the promised Shepherd (ch. xxxiv.

11-16, 23, 30). And in Zech. xii. 8, as God is strictly parallel

with as the angel of the Lord; and in ver. 10 Jehovah says. Me
whom they have pierced ! Thus this Man, the Felloio of Jehovah,

is at the same time distinguished from all His Jiosts as being

one equal to Himself.

Christ, indeed, very significantly and designedly left out in

His citation this name of high dignity, given to the Shepherd

surrendered to death, because His primar)^ object was to speak

of the sheep ; but it was necessary that we should thus perfectly

explain the passage, and place the Man My fellow in its true

light, that we may rightly estimate the blindness of our recent

Christian commentators, who, like the darkened Eabbins, inter-

pret this Shepherd to be a common man !^

Most wonderful and paradoxical is the Divine counsel con-

cerning this Man, His Fellow, that the sword should awake

^ TMs was so clear to the Targumist that he i^referred to make the one

person into two : Concerning the Eang and the Prince his fellow, who is as

He and equal to Him— 'r\'h "^tt-rn ^'^'2-.

2 Jarchi makes him the king of Moab ; both Kimchis, another Gentile

king who devastated Jerusalem ; other commentators an Israelite hero or

king, Judas ]!*faccab3eiis, Jehoiachim, or the hke.
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against Him and smite (that is slay) Him. Instead of the pro-

tecting legions which the Lord of Hosts might have provided

for His Fellow, He calls for the sword ! But the sword is

primarily a general designation of death, as in Ps. xxii. 21.

(The cross could not yet appear in the Old Testament.) But
then, looking closer, it signifies, not indeed " the power of this

world, in its judicial rigour," although God did accompHsh His

purpose by that, but still a judicial m^ictioiij comp. Zech. xi. 17,

and see the normal passage Job xix. 29.^ The sword of God
had as it were rested and slept till now ; this suffering, this

death, this judgment had been yet in arrear ; but now a ''"i^V, a

sword, is called for, and the Shepherd is slain for the sheep.

And now its immediate 7'esult. This is very natural as its

consequence, but yet another paradox. The flock is scattered

instead of being collected together ; the sheep flee as if there

was no longer a Shepherd ! Thus is it again a starved and

dispersed flock ? Assuredly, but only as the first result and only

in part. The shame of the death of condemnation into which

the Shepherd falls, cannot be other than a stumbling-block (the

offence of the cross, Gal. v. 11) to the whole flock, ji^-^'n— it

turns away from its Shepherd, not being able to discern Him
in such a form and condition. What, according to the mean-

ing and connection of the prophecy, is this flock ? Certainly

now the people of God, all who belong to this Shepherd as His

flock, not merely Israel, but mankind (Ezek. xxxiv. 31). The
unbelieving are dispersed, turn away from the Smitten One
down to this day (Isa. liii. 1-3, 1 Cor. i. 23)— but so are also

at first those who believe, as the disciples of Jesus in the night

of His delivery to His enemies. Even John, who lay upon His

breast and apprehended His heavenly discourse as no other did,

^ Where Luther's translatiou, though not literal, hits the sense, that by
the eword judgments fall upon evil deeds. For n"3^i does not mean, as the

Jews expounded it, the wrath or the wrath-provoking contention of the

friends of Job, who would thus fall under the sword-deserving n'aV,3>, But,

there is an anger (of God), which rests upon the misdeeds (deserving) of

the sword ! Such sins as yours will be avenged by the sword (death), that

thus ye may know that there is a judgment ! We would not therefore re-

move the judicial element from the work of aton^anent ; but it is another

question whether the common view which the juridical theory of substitu-

tion takes is justified by such passages of Scripture as this.
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Is offended ; and through the faithful heart of Mary the sword

passes. It is finished with Him ! Thus, when at this season of

crisis and decision all forsake Him, so that He is left alone, it

first becomes plainly manifest that the flock would be utterly

lost without the return of this Shepherd.

But now comes the third point, the solution of the mystery.

Thus is the counsel of God accomplished ; and, in a sudden tran-

sition, we have as a further result His return and the gathering

together of His faithful ones. Thus or then luill I turn My hand

upon the little ones, saith the same Lord of Hosts. Let it be

carefully observed : Not they first of themselves turn back, but

the hand and power of God in the risen Shepherd, restored

from death, is turned upon them . and gathers them together.

That is what the Lord, without direct literal citation, means

in the words which follow. Mark fmther : Xot all the

dispersed flock; but that difference is now made manifest

which existed from the beginning. The remnant remain in

dispersion ; they still more and otherwise are offended, and

deny yet more wickedly then- Lord and Shepherd. The whole

of Israel is first fully scattered, and in their flight from the

cross they are perpetually followed by the unbelieving part

of the called natioi.s of mankind. But the little ones, plainly

distinguished from the whole flock, are His true sheep from

the beginning ; not merely the " needy," but the l^^'iJn "".^^y—the

poor of the flock, ch. xi. 7, 11 ; that is, the miserable, the

humble ones, who wait upon the word and the hand of God,

just as ""Jy has this signification included in it in the Psalms,

those who ash for the Lord, Ps. xxii. 25.

Thus is the great distinction made through the death and

return, the cross and the resurrection, of the Shepherd ; they

are His sheep among the great flock called back from the first

universal offence and brought to Him. This progressive pm'i-

fication and separation pJjn"?^^ (that is, at the same time, in

the actual type—in all the land, throughout the whole earth),

Is finally predicted by the prophet in vers. 8, 9. "The shepherd-

less flock is indeed scattered ; but Jehovah Himself fetches back

His little sheep. The greater part of the peoples is indeed sifted

away, but what remains is the true People of Jehovah."

Let it now be observed how far this prophecy is from being
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a mere prediction of the isolated contingent circumstance of the

disciples' leaving Jesus on this night. The prophecy does not

indeed speak merely of this night and of these disciples, but of

the general destiny of dispersion which was to befall the entire

flock, so that no restored one should ever be able to boast that

he had been exempted from this offence and this general turning

away from the Shepherd who was slain. And this is made

especially prominent in the addition found in St Matthew

—

ra

Trpo^ara ri)? 7rol/JLvr](;—the sheep of the flock. The specific

fulfilment in this one historical event is thus here, as it is often,

itself an embodied prophecy, a type of the universal fulfilment.

It is, as remarked upon Lu. xxii. 31, an allusion to Amos ix. 9.

As the whole of the genuine house of Israel must be sifted with-

out the loss of a single grain of corn, so is it with the first family

of the discipleship, the Apostles. What Zechariah prophesies

of the entire flock has its luminous fulfilment in the first and

nearest circle of the sheep. Bengel :
" The disciples were like

the whole flock to be afterwards collected by them." Less

correct, and only looking at one side of the matter, is von

Gerlach's note :
" When the Jewish people had rejected their

last Shepherd, the judgment of dispersion fell upon them ; this

was as it were foreshadowed in the dispersion of the disciples

upon the death of Christ, just as their final deliverance and

salvation was foreshadowed in the bodily deliverance of the

disciples when Jesus was taken, Jno. xviii. 9." For, although

tlfis is really connected with it, yet the dispersion of the disciples

did not typify the judgment of unbelievers, but the preliminary

and apparently equal offence of all believers.

The translation of the Seventy was not to be used on this

occasion ; for it did not perfectly understand the passage, having

given TTot/^ei^a? twice in the plural, and similarly irard^ere— koX

iKa-irda-are.^ Therefore w^e have the quotation according to the

original, and with certain alterations which are strictly appro

priate.^ The first person irard^co, I will smite, became neces-

sary when the invocation of the sword and all the first part was

^ Not to speak of the unintelligible 'TroT^irnu /aov, which falls away from

the citation.

^ Not arUtrary^ to bring out what was suitable, as Dopke thinks ;
who,

moreover, refers to the agreement of Barnabas, Ep. cap. 5 with St Matthew.
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omitted, because it was not the Lord's purpose to speak of Him-

self now as the Fellow of God, but simply that He was the

Shepherd of the flock ; hence also we have not rov iroifieva

fiov, My Shepherd, continued from the pre^^ious words. But

Grotius is quite wrong: "Nor does that, I will smite, indicate a

certain person, but the first person is put for any indefinitely
;"

for God is the subject of the verb, as afterwards in the I will

turn My hand of the original text, and thereby the whole is

defined to be a Divine decree and purpose. And after the resur-

rection Jesus appears again, Jno. xxi. in the figm'e of a Shep-

herd : He is the centre and rallying-point of all EQs own ; all

who forsake Him are scattered every one to his own (.Jno. xvi.

32), like the foolish w^andering sheep, Isa. liii. 6. And in the

Apostles themselves, as the future shepherds, this must first

become manifest

!

We have already seen that the consolation in Matt. xxvi. 32

was derived also from the prophecy of Zechariah, and is no other

than an intei-pretation of what followed there. As there the

Lord God was to turn His hand to His little ones, so now Christ

comes to that end in His own person, that the meaning of the

whole may be conclusively estabhshed. Li the after I am risen

He refers, as if it would be self-understood, to all His earlier pre-

dictions. He teaches all investigators of His w^ord to understand

that here in Zechariah (as often elsewhere) the resurrection of

Him who was given up to death, and yet retains His kingdom,

is silently prophesied as the necessary transition. The goijig be-

fore is consistent with the figure of the Shepherd : I will then

first truly be your Shepherd, and gather you around Me after

yom- dispersion ! And in this the forgiveness and removal of

their offence is necessarily to be understood—Ye forsake Me, I

forsake not you. That Galilee is made the rallying-place (the

same Galilee where He began His teaching, and for the most

part continued it), we cannot regard, with Schleiermacher, as

" highly improbable and a later addition." This does not ex-

clude our Lord's intention to see His disciples more than once in

Jerusalem; it rather confirms it: Before ye retiu'n from the

feast to Galilee, I will as risen be wdth you, and lead you in the

w^ay thither. And the direction is contained in it, that they

should not set forth alone, but remain in Jerusalem until He
A'OL. VII. N
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had risen. But the same intimation, that not Jerusalem (now

rejected !) but the still and distant Galilee should be the place of

meeting for the regathered flock (the place for the last commis-

sions to the Apostles, Olshausen more doubtfully adds), is re-

peated by the angel at the sepulchre, and immediately afterwards

by the Risen Lord Himself, Matt, xxviii. 7, 10, 16.

Peter, to whom (according to our view of the whole) Lu.

xxii. 31-34 had been already spoken, will hear nothing of being

scattered and offended, at least as far as concerns himself : the

all is said to no purpose. With that uncharitableness which is

always inseparable from presumption, he admits it as regards the

remaining all ; but concerning himself he makes the uncondi-

tional boast, extending far beyond this same night that had been

spoken of, /

—

never. He makes himself stronger than a whole

company of men, and knows not how soon the questions of

women will turn him from his mind. Then he receives for the

second time the emphatic notice which he still rejects, ^Afjirjv

Xeyco aot^—I have told thee I

St Mark on this occasion gives us from Peter's lips the exact

words which were spoken by Christ : He alone has the two cock-

crowings, and he alone the swift succession of predictions as they

reach their climax," Thou—to-day—this night—before the

cock crow twice ! Thou,—who sayest, I w^ill not—and for that

very reason !" This day (as Lu. xxii. 34), because the day was

reckoned from the evening. " Even in this already-commenced

and fearful night of universal confusion and tumult around Me."

Finally, the most exact definition of the time, as a previously

given sign of the prediction ; the second crowing of the cock,

the mystical warner and crier of the night ! Baum.-Crus. is

quite wrong in his indefinite interpretation of the thrice denying,

" Thrice, indeed,—who knows how often?" For, apart from

the recorded fulfilment, and the fitness that a prediction thus

enforced should be thus convincingly specific, the twice and

thHce of St Mark indicate tliat we are to take the reckoning as

exact. Denying is the acted expression of offence ; both, as

we have already said, are the same in principle and feeling,

yet one alone will deny, as one alone betray; but he is the

^ In St John also the first time Verily^ Verily.
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confessor pre-eminently, and lie denies, warned and yet un-

warned, thrice !

The mention of the cock-crowing might be, first of all, a

simple definition of time ; as in Mark siii. 35 the aXeKTOpo^covia,

elsewhere also aXeKTpvo^covlay the Latin gallicinium, among the

Hebrews i?iin riN:"'"]ip. The cock crows once at midnight ; then

again toward morning, that is, very early, midway between

midnight and morning. The first, the earliest crowing, is not

heard by most, hence the cock-crowing generally signified the

second ;^ yet we also find gallicinium secundum mentioned.

Hence in Aristophan. Ecc. the expression, ore to Bevrepov aXeK-

Tpvcbv icj^Oiyyero—and the like in Heliodor., Synesius, Juvenal,

etc. Hence the proverbial saying adduced by Erasmus, Trplv rj

TO hevTepov aXeKTpvcov icpOejjeTo. And we. may accordingly say,

vv'ith Meyer's note, " What elsewhere (in Matt.) and even here

seems to be only a general definition of time, was afterwards

literally fulfilled." But this admits that it only ap]peared to be

a proverbial expression, and, consequently, as the result showed,

was meant literally at first ; and the latter is all the more im-

portant, as the time of the cock-crowing was not invariably

fixed. But here, as the climax given above shows, the exacti-

tude of the prediction was designed for Peter's especial con-

viction.

But there is, in addition to this, something mysterious which

envelopes the mention of the coch in this place. It is a strange

and significant creature ;^ its cry as a noctui'nal watcher {vigil

7iocturniis in Pliny) is a specific token among men. Cicero de

Divin. lib. 2 records it as a saying of Callisthenes, that the gods

had given to cocks the sign of their crowing. Its voice affrights

even lions, as was observed in very early times with wonder,

" In the crowing of a cock," says the venerable Bochart (Hiero-

zoicon, in the chapter de galli cantu), " there are two things

remarkable : one, that so small a creature should cry with so

loud a voice, as to be heard at a vast distance ; the other, that

* According to Censorinus, follows the conticinium, cum conticuere galli.

2 Whose names in all languages (as Augusti, in his treatise concerning

ecclesiastical animals, shows) are very diverse and obscure. The derivation

in Eustathius seems plain; but, as far as it regards d'hiKruo alone,

—

ivho

yoes not to hecl^ the wakeful.
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it sings at stated hours, and at sucli time as other birds are

silent in sleep." That is—He is the watcher and crier in

nature. As such, the ancient Christians often referred to it, in

relation to Peter's history. Ambrose magnifies the cock even as

the comforter who proclaims mercy to those who return from

their sin. In the hymn uEterne rerum conditor the cock is said

to cry to us not to deny our Lord. Li that of Prudentius Ad
gain cantum the cry of the cock is represented as driving away

the evil spirits of the night.^ Though all this arose after the

fact, yet it points back to a tj^ical significance of the cock in

nature, of which antiquity had a universal feeling,^^ and which

the Lord in His word to Peter recognised. It is as if He had

said, " The watcher in the night will finally awaken thee, yet (as

in the case of most who sleep and hear not) not till the second

crowing in this night; although thou bodily watchest—and

sinnest—the first cry will be in vain, and the second find thee

already a triple sinner !" And all Christian people should learn

to be sober and watchful while God is making His cock crow in

our ears. There are many appointed to confess His name who
deny it, and the very cock on their church-towers should re-

mind them of Peter. But the question has been asked—Were
there cocks in Jerusalem ? It is certainly strange, since their

connection with Egypt might have led us to expect otherwise,

that the Jews from the beo-innino- seem to have known nothing:?

of fowls : in the Old Testament at least they are unmentioned.'^

But that may be explained as a fortuitous circumstance, like

many other words and things which do not happen to occur.

^ We are told that a figure of tlie cock wMch crowed at Peter's denial

is had in reverence in one of the Armenian convents ! (Baseler Missions-

Mag. 1847.)

2 Those who are fond of the like may find the Rabbinical fables about

the gigantic gallus silvestris in Buxtorf, Lex. Thalm. s. v. '^s'^.^l ; and in

Bochart, Hieroz. 1. c, the Arabian myths about the white cock by the

throne of God, whose voice gives the signal to all the cocks upon earth.

"\Ye do not, however, refer to these fables, but to the fundamental feeling

from which they sprang.

^ The old transk..tions so termed the collective ^"'t-t Prov. xxx. 31, and

^'?!P. Job xxxviii. 36, but this was incorrect. The Chaldee and Tahnudical

name is ^''^TXl., ^''^r:'? (of doubtful derivation)
; the cock was also called "=5

(the man), and the hen ^''"t.
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Further, tlie Mishna records tliat the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

and the priests everywhere, could not possess them, because they

scraped up unclean worms ! Accepting this in good faith, many
have resorted to the strangest expedients to account for Peter's

cock ;^ but Winer may well say that the saying in the Talmud
has no force against the evangelical narrative. Certainly, a cock

might crow at any rate outside the city, or in the Eoman pre-

cincts (we do not find the definite article, as might have been

expected, in any of the four gospels), and we may say with

Bengel : because cocks were unusual among the Jews, though

the Romans could not of course be prevented from having them,

so much the more wonderful was the prediction of our Lord.

But we prefer to seek the wonderful or the more wonderful not

so much in these externalities, as in the natural significance of

the cock-crowing generally ; and connected here with the pre-

cise appointment which showed that in the Divine counsel all

was arranged for the awakening of Peter at the houi\

The crowing of a cock—and in how many ways has nature,

overruled for our salvation, provided such cock-cromngs !—may
suddenly awaken the deafened sinner,^ but only when a word

has preceded which it impresses upon the mind. Again, the

most powerful and convincing word may be in vain, as we see

here in Peter. He is not to be instructed by mere words, even

from the lips of his Master ; he goes beyond his Master, as he

goes beyond himself, in assurances of his fidelity. As according

to St Luke and St John he had once akeady spoken in contra-

diction, he does so now again. The eic irepLo-crov in St Mark
(another reading iKTrepiaacos;) may mean the strength of his

affirmation, and the repetition of what he said ; but it may also

mean yet once more, with a hint that this was not the first time.

Yet we prefer, comparing ]\Iark vi. 51, the former, connecting

it with fiaXXov :—the more determinately the Lord had spoken,

* As, that d'hiKTOip was the Roman Buccinator^ or the watchman of the

Jewish court of judgment, or some other himian watch—see Winer in

Reallex. On the other hand, Sepp (iii. 477) refers us to ^=^n ^^^'P^ as

also to other Rabbinical sayings, which imply that there were cocks in

Jerusalem.

2 Hiller : Jesus might have astounded him with thunder ! But His love

wakened him by gentler means.
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the more express was his contradiction ! And now the rest will

not be worse than he, but suffer themselves to be led away

into equal presumption. All the disciples, that is, all who re-

mained (for Judas' removal is silently taken for granted since

ver. 61) say the same. And the Lord says nothing more, but

leaves them the last word, till the approaching hour shall con-

vince them of their folly ; and also (as Wesley remarks'^ that

He might not provoke them to greater guilt.

CONCEENING THE SWORD.

(Luke xxii. 35-38.)

The Lord spoke yet one serene word to His disciples, before

the anguish of His soul began , and at the time of their going

forth. For His mind and heart was full to the last of all that

He had to say to them at His departm^e : and He continually

poured out of that fulness by degrees, as they might bear it.

His own destiny less occupied His soul— what self-renunciation !

—than the future trials and dangers of His disciples in the

world, which would begin with the withdi-awal of His earthly

presence. This great But now is ever before Hjs eyes in its

aspect toward them, and it presses upon His heart as the critical

hour approaches :—the less they anticipate its issues, the more
constrained is He to speak of it. He had already spoken of their

impending temptation and sifting, and therein of their spiritual

perils, with the melancholy fall of the denier : it remains now
that He should utter a warning of their coming external dangers,

exhibited by a few emphatic touches. He thus returns to the

theme, variations upon which had been heard in John xv. 18-21,

xvi. 1-4 ; but now with most decisive explanation of His mean-
ing, bringing into sharp prominence the contrast between their

previous and their future condition. This is the sajdng, so

naturally to be expected, which St Luke preserves. The " and
He said unto tJiem," as a formula for the indefinite compilation

of the various sayings of this evening (as in ver. 31), leaves us

quite free to place these words either here or there ; but we have

found the order of time hitherto so specifically marked that we
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may probably regard this word concerning the sword as the last

before Gethsemane. It thus actually followed (after a pause in

the going forward) upon the second prediction of the denial, as

it stands here in St Luke after the first. But if St Matthew

and St Mark are right that that second intimation of the denial

took place when the going forth had akeady begun, ver. 39 in

St Luke must be a supplementary notice that this also concerning

the sword was spoken during the continuous journey. Nor do

we see anything to oppose it ; for St Luke does not write Kai

or Tore or ravra eliribv e^rfkOe (as Jno. xviii. 1), but rather, koX

i^e\6(jov (after thus speaking He had gone forth) eTropevdrj, etc.

We saw before, when giving St Luke's summar}'-, how per-

fectly the words harmonise with the position of things at the

time, and with the circle of thought in which the Lord's dis-

course moves. He had predicted to them, in contrast with their

previous circumstances, and especially with their earher mission,

a time of need and danger for His disciples ; He gives the reason

for this, ver. 37, in His own going before to a shameful death.

'But, as we saw before and shall now see again, while there is a

similarity, inasmuch as the enmity of the world will be shown

against His followers even as it was against their Leader, there

is yet also an important difference :—He alone surrenders Him-

self to pure suffering ; they may use foresight and prudential

defence. AYhen the disciples misunderstand His strong and

sharply-defined word— as if it referred to the present time, and

the question was His own defence,—He breaks off sorrowfully

and abruptly. For, the experience which will teach them all is

as near as the denial of Peter.

Yer. 35. It must be admitted that their wise Teacher does all

that He can to awaken His disciples' attention and miderstanding.

It is His intention to tell them—But now it will be otherwise ! He
therefore requires them to say how it had been before. He cate-

chises them upon their past experience, just as in Mark viii. 19.

The when, with its backward reference, points to something dis-

tinctive, " wJien I sent you forth"—not, as Luther translates, as

often as. For He had sent forth disciples generally only twice,

and the Twelve only that once which St Lulve reports in ch.

ix. 3, and to which therefore the reference here is plain. The

Lord does not ask them if with Him they had ever suffered
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want; for prcesentes eos aluit Dominus, as Bengel says, and

there had been always something remaining for the poor. But,
" when I sent you away from Me into the world (as the type of

the mission now approaching), without provision and with the

express prohibition to make any^—had ye need of anything?"

Mark that not to have need was then at the outset enough

;

superfluity was to the Lord's disciples too much. And He may
with confidence so ask ; for, although in that itineration there

might have been occasionally mockery and rejection, slight

necessity and self-denial, yet on the whole they never really

lacked anything ; certainly they were never in absolute want
and peril. His accompanying protection. His Father's Provi-

dence, had gently led them through all, protected them suffi-

ciently, and cared for all their necessities. It would, indeed,

have been no wonder if these preachers of repentance and of

faith in a kingdom of God which came without observation,

and in a Messiah different from the general expectation, taking

nothing with them, moreover, had fallen into great necessity

:

and therefore the Lord points to the wonder of their successful

course ichen He sent them. The disciples perfectly well under-

stand Him in this; and, unlike those who have complaints

always ready that this or that has been wanting to them, they

admit joyfully, thankfully, sincerely, and in the same sense in

which they were asked

—

Nothing I No Christian but may and

must for ever make this symbolical word his own, even in the

hardest times, and " looking back upon his past, whatever may
have been its character, utter nothing but contentment, thank-

fulness, and praise." (Nitzsch.) The Lord has been our

Shepherd, we have wanted nothing— see further Ps. xxxiv.

10, 11, Ixxxiv. 12. The Lord sends us and leads us all at first

in such a manner that this admission is rendered easy ; many so

gently and gi'aciously that they may go further and be disposed

to think they have been lacking in no spiritual gift. (1 Cor.

i. 7.) But this is only the discipline of children : the sterner

sequel must follow.

Yer. 36. The Lord does not proceed as probably many ex-

pected—And so shall it still be, ye may still reckon upon the

^ See the explanation on Matt. x. 9, 10. 'Bcthuvrtov (there ^auYi) stands

here for the provision of money in the purse.
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same ! O no, from this time they are not only to use pm'se and

scrip, but, before all things, even if at the cost of their gar-

ments, they are to have a sicord. How can that be meant ?

Certainly not in the special literal sense which the word seems

to bear, and vv^hich has found its tame and unworthy explana-

tion in Seller's remark— " The Apostles would now have, in

part at least, to travel far beyond Judasa, and in regions where

they would require provision of sustenance and even weapons to

defend them against robbers and murderers." He who has in

any degree entered into the spirit of these last sayings of our

Lord will presuppose a more comprehensive and profound

meanino; in these words. It is obvious that there is a corre-

spondence between the preliminary, tj^ical " icJien I sent you'''

knd the now-approaching peiiod of their new and proper mission^

as Apostles ; consequently, the Lord speaks here of the entire

future of these Apostles and of His disciples in common, of

that new and different time which should follow the now of His

death ;—and in the same spnbolical and general sense as He
had spoken to them on their first mission. It is still more

certain that He does not speak concerning the few days imme-

diately at hand. Hitherto there had been no lack even in

external things, but an easy well-cared-for course, with rest and

protection from above ; hut now their way would need provision

and prudence, and would even involve conflict^ in which they

themselves must provide for themselves protection and defence

:

— this is the plain meaning in general. Thus will it go on,

before ye (ver. 30) sit at My table, and on your thrones ! That

must be said in some form as the complement of His farewell-

discourses ; as we shall see if we take this occasion to glance over

the whole.

We must now observe the individual expression a little more

closely, in order to proceed more safely in the investigation of

the meaning of the whole clause. The he that hath seems to

intimate that there will be many who will not have purse, and

scrip, and shoes ; thus preparing the way for what follows

—

that there will be something else still more needful to them.

But he that hath these must not leave them at home, as was

enjoined formerly, but must take them with him as pnident

provision against lack. This intei^retation of apdro is plainly
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demanded by the antithesis ; it was only an exegetical necessity

on account of the /^^ g^wv (which can be much better explained)

that gave birth to the artificial rendering—Let him who hath

purse or scrip take^ that is, sell these to procure a sword ! It

was scarcely needful for Olshausen to remark that the weighty

contrast with ver. 25 would in that case be lost : it may be added

that everything would then be made to depend upon or be

subordinate to the sword. He that hath not must sell his gar-

ment and buy a sword instead !
^ The saying is thus made very

singular, and there is some difficulty in the first words of it yu,^

e')((t)v. Many take it to be, He that hath no purse, conse-

quently no money. So Grotius :
" He who hath, that is to

say, no such purse as those carry who have money." Similarly

Bengel, " no money wherewith to buy it." This seems very

simple, but is not correct ; for that concerning the scrip is not

simply interposed, the " likewise his scrip" must be also com-

pleted by " he that hath, let him take." But the interpretation

of the fjuT] e^eiv by the following ajopd^eiv (he who hath not what

is necessary in order to buy) is forced, and forgets that 6 e'^cov

preceded. Equally forced seems the other method of solution,

'^ He that hath no sword^^ let him buy one at any cost

;

although the Peshito translated at once N'2''D np Tm^ which is

followed by Stolz, de Wette, van Ess, and confirmed by Lange,
" he who is not yet provided with a weapon." Olshausen hits

the right medium, and gives the only true sense, according to

which [xr) e.-)((£)V is as it must be the antithesis of o ej^^wz^, but

without any further specific reference to scrip, purse, and shoes.

The contrast is now, He that hath and he that hath not ; conse-

quently, ^7] e')(oiv is equivalent to ovhev e')(a)v, having nothing,

Lange says correctly. He that is not provided beforehand : but

it is to be supplied by—with that which is necessary or com-

manded. There is thus a sudden advancement of the thought

—

To him I will recommend something still more needful, yea

the thing most needful; let him by all means take care to have

a sword ! For that he may even sell the garment, that which

was otherwise necessary— for such is the meaning of to ifidrtov

^ Bengel prefers the reading kkI dyoptkau^ which would make little dif-

ference, even if admissible : he takes that for a futurum consecutivum as in

Mar. iii. 27, and adduces several examples.
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avTov, and it does not merely refer to " decency" which must

be made subordinate. Consequently ; A time is now at hand,

when— in certain circumstances—it may be more- necessary for

you to have with you weapons of defence, than to have gold or

bread and be fitly clothed, etc.^

Thus the Lord speaks in startling contrast with Lu. ix. 3 or

Matt. x» 9, 10. But, as we saw there that the prohibition of

any equipment and provision for the way had a meaning for all

times and all circumstances, so also the direction now decisively

changed must be understood in consistency with that. And
there must be a mediating interpretation sought here, as in all

those places where the Scripture, and the Lord in the Scripture,

teaches thus paradoxically by rigorous contrasts. If He now

says to His disciples, " Henceforward understand not My former

words in their strict literality"—without thereby contradicting

the spirit which was in that letter ; so we must be similarly on

our guard in the present case lest we take the words in their

strict Hterality alone.

It must be perfectly plain to every one who understands our

Lord's manner of speaking, that He does not intend literally to

ordain that whosoever among His disciples had no sword must,

even at the cost of selling his garment, procure one. "SYhat then

does He mean ? He expressly and concretely says, " Henceforth

be it not merely permitted, but My command, that ye avail

yourselves of all natural means of provision and defence in your

way through an opposing world and all its oppression." All

this is very well, if we can content om'selves with such fleeting

generalities ; but when the expression is so sharply defined

as it is here, it must retain its literal significance. But how is

this to be defended in connection with the obvious truth that

Christ's disciples, as such, and in His affairs, are not to bear or

use the sword ? Orthodox expositors have with one consent,

from Chrys., Theoph., Euthym., downward to the present day,

explained it as by a firm tradition, that the Lord spoke figura-

1 Finally, that /Lcx^caipoc stands here in its common acceptation for a

sword, is incontrovertible from the gradation in the sentence, and its con-

nection with the subsequent swords, and especially that of Peter. It is only

through despairing of the meaning that the idea of a " sacrificial knife" as

necessary in travelling could have entered into the mind
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tively or proverbially concerning spiritual armour. " Using

a proverbial and figurative mode of speaking very familiar in

those days, He intended to say— It will now be as when men
in times of peril are wont to say, thinking of their defence,

Whosoever has a purse with money, etc." Thus runs the con-

fident comment of the Hirschberg Bible. Pfenninger, too, re-

gards this as the evident meaning :
" We know already that He

by no means designed to put swords into the hands of His dis-

ciples for defence. This, therefore, is one of His bold and

penetrating sudden turns, and expresses the fundamental idea

—

Danger must now he provided against by allV If we think no

deeper, nothing seems clearer than this ; for although the

external sword has its proper place and occasion, yet it cannot

be used in the affairs of Christ, and by His messengers as such,

who are here especially spoken of. It is altogether inconceiv-

able that the Lord would give such counsel to every disciple who
was not so provided.

Yet, when we look more closely, everything is against this

cursory spiritual interpretation. Not, indeed, because it might

be asked—How could the sword of the Spirit be bought? for

Eev. iii. 18 would answer that. But first : If the Lord meant

spiritual defence against an evil time. He used a very perilous

word to signify it, and one which was necessarily open to misun-

derstanding. It has, indeed, been solved thus : " The heaviest

persecution was now about to begin; enemies were at hand with

swords and scom-ges ; so that if a man should wish to depend

upon human defence and take care of himself in the manner
usual among men, he could not do better than, selling all things,

provide himself with a sword. By this sign, therefore, was
given to be understood the thing signified. By the necessity

of the sword He symbolically intimates the greatness of their

impending danger." But, to our feeling, it is strange and per-

fectly unjustifiable to introduce this " if a man should wish
"

where such a wish was to be forbidden ; and this " usual man-
ner" where it was to have no place; and the ''necessity of

the sword " as explaining great danger. We ask. If the Lord
will have no use of the external sword, why does He speak to

people already too much disposed to it in a manner so mislead-

ing ? Lange gives an acute answer, which does not seem to
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put the full force of tlie question :
" He knew that Simon had

already been thinking of the means of offence and defence, and

that his heart was set upon the evil method of physical Tiolence.

This He would now bring to light. He used the expression

sword when He exhorted them to the use of spiritual armour,

in order to make them disclose and exhibit their provision for

earthly violence." However ingenious this is, it is manifestly

wrong. Who would not immediately reply that Christ could

rebuke the disciples' hankering after the sword in a much more

fitting, intelligible, and piercing way than by the use of such

irony as must fail of its object ? Again, who can imagine that

even Simon, not to say others with him, would pro^dde secretly

swords against the enemies of Jesus—and moreover precisely

two swords ? According to this view, they produce their wea-

pons triumphantly, and their " behold Lord " means, Thou
hast rightly spoken, and we have already cared for this ! I

confess that this is to me perfectly irreconcilable with the

whole character and relations of the disciples ; and hold that

their wise Master could never have corrected their great error

by a seeming requirement, masking a spiritual meaning, to pro-

vide themselves swords,—and then, when they have shown the

swords they had, have said merely, It is enough I In truth, He
must have foreseen not merely the misunderstanding of His

" prophetic, figurative words,"' but also the utter insufficiency of

His rebuke—and therefore could not have spoken in this sense.

" It is true (says v. Gerlach) that the misunderstanding had

evil results ; but it was better that they should be produced,

and the roots of the e\dl thus disclosed and corrected." And
did the Lord then speak in anticipation of Peter's drawing and

using his sword, that so he might be condemned ? How can it

be so easily forgotten that this rash use of the sword was a

heavy disgrace to the cause of Christ, and as such a not-insig-

nificant element in His passion ? Most certainly, this will not,

any more than the other methods, warrant our supposing the

Lord to have spoken of "spiritual equipment."—But, secondly:

As the scrip, and shoes, and pui'se are to be understood, so and

not otherwise must the sword be understood. But these things

are in Matt, x., and here also, prominent examples of many

other things of the like kind ; figures therefore which, however,
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represent external provision for need, corporeal resources, unless

the whole connection of thoughts is thrown into confusion. (Or

are we to think of heavenly treasures which are current in the

kingdom of God, of provision in spiritual purses of spiritual

virtues ?) To this corresponds only external corporeal defence,

though " sword " as the strongest expression of it includes very

much. As the Loiii permits from this time forward, yea in a

certain sense commands, that all the earthly good which a man
has should be used in His service for provision against need, just

so He appoints, yea commands, the provision of external de-

fence against threatened enmity. For need through enmity

even against life—is the climax of the lack which they did not

experience. Olshausen indeed contends, in order to bring out a

fully consistent meaning, that sword must be, likepurse and scrip,

taken in a figurative sense; Lange carries that interpretation so

far as to make it say, " What is now requisite is an entire re-

linquishment of and departure from the old world ! " But how
does this suit the directions of Matt, x., from which the whole

discom'se takes its rise ? It must be maintained that the re-

sources of pro\dsion are primarily external against earthly need,

consequently the resources of defence are similarly against

earthly danger.—Thirdly, and finally : The entire development

of the connection, as we have laid it down at the outset, carries

us not back to spiritual armour for spiritual conflict, which had

been already spoken of in vers. 31, 32, but leads now to a warn-

ing word of counsel as to the external danger of need, yea rather

of persecution. This critical point, which has its essential im-

portance and reality, would be altogether omitted in the fare-

well-discom'ses of our Lord to His disciples, if these last words

are interpreted simply in a spiritual sense. Hence we can per-

ceive how precipitate is the conclusion of Lange, who generally

is so peculiarly penetrating and original, but here falls in with

the predominant exposition :
—"It is almost superfluous to ob-

serve that the words can be understood only in a figurative

sense." When he mentions his only reason, " that in this late

evening-hour no man could think of buying a sword in the

proper sense^" this does not by any means hit the point. For

it is plain enough in any case that the Lord is not speaking of

a defence on this same night ; this was the specific misunder-
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standing of the disciples. Between the reference to His dis-

ciples' appeal to the sword in that which must yet he accom-

plished in Him^ and the mere inculcation of spiritual defence

for all His future disciples, there lies much which must be His

only true meaning. That they were to arm themselves with

faith, prayer, patience, and wise provision generally for all

spiritual emergency (Matt. x. 16, 17), was not the thing which

He intended in this connection by the mention of the sword.

When, however, the Lord speaks thus strongly of the sword

alone, all kinds of defensive armoury being in question—when
He so plainly declares, as it were, that every one at every cost

must procure a sword— that must be referred to the proverbial,

vivid tone of the expression, to the living feehng and profound

earnestness with which He would bring into contrast the evil

time coming, as well as the necessity of being armed against it.

Such a proverbial character of expression, from the mere letter

of which a spmtual interpretation has something to deduct,

is quite in harmony with our Lord's manner of teaching else-

where ; but that cannot be said of a spiritual sense alone, ex-

cluding all externality, when the words and the entire connection

pertain to external things. It must be especially remarked that

the progression of His words even to their most rigorous climax

has led Him to this buying of the sword— and this indicates the

worst contingency, of course, not the ordinary rule. Li fine,

the Lord's very remarkable saying concerning the sword,^ as

far as our most careful and well-considered exegesis can appre-

hend it, is intended providently to recognise and appoint for

the future of His disciples the employment of earthly means of

protection and defence, in opposition to what we may call, for

brevity's sake, the Quakerish view. And is there anything

untrue or needless in this ? It is of itself perfectly plain that

the death-dealing sword has nothing to do with the things of

Christ's kingdom, the spread of His Gospel and Church (how-

^ Sword, awake against Mj Shepherd ! This word our Lord had still in

His thought, from the former discourse. This gives a new explanation,

how He came to express it here so strongly, and also a new evidence that

He did not mean it simply of spiritual weapons.
2 Its paradoxical form is proof of itself of the authenticity of St Luke's

tradition.
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ever earthly power may be sanctified to its preservation and

defence) ; it is no other than a wilful misunderstanding to

think that the Lord's word has any the most distant Moham-
medan sense. This is manifestly shown afterward in the case

of Peter in Gethsemane (as we shall develop the consequences

of His word), and still more expressly in Jno. xviii. 36. And
it is equally self-evident that the counsel or commandment of

our Lord must be followed in the spirit and meaning of the com-

mandment not to resist evil, in Matt. v. 39 (which, however,

itself leaves room for counter-defence, see vol. i.). To this

Bengel's subtile remark in his Germ. N. T. points : " a sword,

not (so much) to kill any other, but to keep another s sword in

its sheathr In other words, for defence always and only,

never for the first assault; the sword as the necessity of a

traveller. Nevertheless, when we have made all due conces-

sions and deductions as to the sense of this concrete and pro-

gressional utterance, the actual mention of the actual sword

remains as a testimony of Christ to us all :—that His disciples,

servants, and messengers in this evil and unfriendly world must

no longer reckon upon that miraculous protection and gentle

course which His Apostles experienced on their first trial-mis-

sion, but that they must for their p)ersonal protection of the life

which belongs to the service of C wt (that alone is here spoken

of!), in certain circumstances and times of intenser danger,

even have recom^se to the equipment of the sword. The sword

here stands on the same level with the purse and the shoes, and

is in certain cases the most pressingly necessary of all. As we
must not neglect care of the exchequer (and the Moravian

Brethren understand now better than they did how important

is the care of the finances), as manifold provision for the pil-

grim's need in the sendee of Christ is by no means unimportant,

when the necessity of that high service is studied alone, and

there are many virohrjfiara which might assist and expedite his

way through the world ; so it is right and proper that he should

be armed, not only when he carries the peace of Christ among
the wild Battas of Sumatra—where the fate of Munson and

Lyman are examples—but even in carrying the Bible through

Christian Spain. Generally speaking, every one should con-

sider that the promised protection of the Lord is vouchsafed by
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Him ordinarily according to the course of this world ; and

where his life is in danger, he may confidently and without

scruple defend it, since it is the Lord's commandment that he

should not throw his life undefended away.

Ver. 37. The first For which connects the new clause shows

that the Lord is here giving the reason of what He had said,

and we understand it at the outset :
" For with Myself the way

leads to dire ignominy, through the bitterest enmity raging

against Me ; thence learn to estimate how much hatred ye may
expect from the world as the followers of One thus singled out."

(Jno. XV. 18.) This is the fu'st time that the Lord Himself

directs us to the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, that pre-eminent

and complete text of the Passion ; but it will scarcely be ex-

pected by our readers that we should here, as in the case of

Zechariah, investigate the Messianic character of the entire

section, and show the connection of this individual passage in

the unity of the whole prophecy. That would lead us into too

discursive disquisition ; and if an^^^here it is here permitted to

us to fall back upon the ecclesiastical and scriptural intei-preta-

tion which has prevailed from the beginning. The later theo-

logy, after all its investigations of the ^)p\^ ^2j;, and its occasion-

ally-useful correction of the onesidedness and disjointedness of

former \aews, must needs come back to the old reference to the

Messiah. Call it type or prophecy, and develop the ultimate

meaning as it points to a fulfilment in the Xew Testament, as

you will—but do not contradict the supreme authority of Him
who between the sacramental Passover and Gethsemane places

this 'ye'ypaiJL^ievov among the prophecies, of which He decisively

says

—

TCL irepi i/xov, that is, in this connection, tJie things

written, spoken, appointed concerning Me,

Chs. xhx.-lv. of Isaiah announce most clearly to all open

eyes the Divine pla?i of redemption, according to which He
acquires, prepares, and glorifies His true Israel in the Messiah,

and by the means of His atoning, regenerating sufferings,

Israel is God's servant, but only because the Coming One is

Himself the true Israel. (Ch. xlix. 3.) Thrice in progi'essive

development we have exhibited before our eyes the conflict and

victory, the sufferings and the glor}', of the Future One ; then

the following of His people in the same way, and the covenant

VOL. VII. o
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of grace thus establislied. The third of these recurring sections

embraces ch. Hi. 13— to the end of ch. Iv. The same Lord

and God who, according to ch. Hi. 12, is in the van and rere-

ward of His people's new deHverance, accompHshes this pru-

dently by His servant, in whose person He comes and is Himself

with them (ch. In. '6). He who was deeply abased is neverthe-

less exalted ; His suffering is an offence and cause of rejection,

but His suffering heals the offence ; after the patient endurance

of a sacrificial death He lives again in many. This great tran •

sition appears under three points of view : The despised root

shoot grows up to a rich harvest of seed ; the labour of His soul

obtains the fulness of recompense ; He who conquered in death

carries with Him His great booty. And so in vers. 10-12, the

exaltation of Him who was humbled is described specifically at

the close:—He bears and takes away the sin of many. Himself

dying the death of a sinner ; He enters as Mediator and Inter-

cessor for evil-doers, even as He is reckoned one with them.

This is the crown, the reXo? of this chapter, compact in itself.

To the subHmely comprehensive V'^^pl U^V^B? corresponds finally,

as the way and means, ^^^^ D^V^QT)^, As certainly as the

same V^^p'^_, which in the most general and fullest sense means
^^ He interposed for^ the transgressors," was specifically and

visibly fulfilled in His intercession upon the cross ; even so was

it concretely fulfilled that He was reckoned among the trans-

gressors (Niph. He submitted to he reckoned, parallel with the

'^l?^.'!!? ^?^^j 3^''r'?!l, vfX!f\ of His own personal act), when in His cru-

cifixion He was placed between the two murderers as the thu'd.^

Therefore the Lord Himself cites this word, too, in the same

manner as that other in Zechariah.^ When He says, en tovto

(this addition must be accepted as genuine). He makes pro-

minent the disgrace thrown upon Him as the climax of His

suffering in its external manifestation. It must be accomplished

in Him, because it is written. But what means the apparently

superfluous second clause with its repeated For ? TeXo^; e')(eiv,

^ The continuous future of His exalted state, the iurvyx,otuiit/ of Heb.

vii. 25 parallel with the ^3 ^'^asr:, ver. 6.

,
2 Although the fulfilment already begins in Jno. xviii. 30 ; indeed, still

further back, Jno. ix. 24, viii. 48, etc.

3 Again y.iroi oiv6y,uv more exact than the Sept. h duo^uoig.
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have an end, is generally regarded as one and tlie same with

rekeaOrjvaL, he accomplished^ and this again is made the same as

TfXrjpovcrOai, he fulfilled; but all this is flat tautology—It must

be fulfilled because it is fulfilled. The turn of expression re-

ceives, indeed, another sense when ra Trepl ifjuov is emphasised

as meaning all things concerning Me:—Because all that v:as

written concerning Me must be accomplished down to the last,

this also is accomplished, the last word of that most eminent

prediction of the Passion. And this gives the words their true

meaning ; only that TeXo9 ep^etz/ must have a more exact appli-

cation :—If this TovTo is yet accomplished, because all must be

accomplished, then the fulfilment of all has thereby an end. It

is useless here to make the petty objection that many later cir-

cumstances of the Passion, and many things concerning the

resurrection and ascension of our Lord, were also predicted, and

that therefore the reckoning among the transgressors could not

be the last thing. Nor should this objection itself be explained

away by weakening the force of the simple expression, as if it

meant only that all things tended thus to the end, and when

this took place were not far from the final close. For, on the

one hand, the Lord speaks here, as is evident from the signifi-

cant Jet, inust (which always has this reference), only of His

sufferings ; and, on the other, the heing reckoned among the trans-

gressors continues the abiding indignity even to the end, is itself

the climax of His reproach, the lowest depth of His humiliation.

The T6\ea6rjvai had abeady implied this ; and the words con-

cerning fulfilment here must be taken in the same sense as the

TeTeXea-rai upon the cross.

But we must now look more closely into the twofold for and

the end, in order to bring out what most expositors have over-

looked. If it is rightly regarded as saying generally at first

—

" Prepare yourselves for danger and enmity, think of protection

and defence, for your Lord must die the death of a malefactor;"

we must add that this "for" plainly intimates also

—

''But not

on My account, to protect and save Me, provide your weapons !"

That was so plain that the misunderstanding of the disciples

can only be explained by their habitual tendency to overlook all

the announcements of the Passion. That which must be ac-

complished in Him cannot be averted by any sword of theirs

'
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Thus it is in the future and for themselves, as the disciples of a

rejected Master, that they are to provide defence ; and for this

the second " for" brings a new reason, and plainer explanation.

For if all that was written concerning the Passion has primarily

its end in the personal, patient, and passive atoning sufferings of

Christ, it follows that we are by no means appointed to a similar

perfect renunciation of all defence and resistance, as if all was

binding upon us as by an equal Ael, and therefore to be pas-

sively submitted to. Presupposing and admitting all that fel-

lowship of reproach, and suffering, and patience, which is our

badge as disciples of Christ, there is yet a distinction which is

here signified. Concerning us this or that has not been speci-

fically written, and therefore at once to be yielded to with

submission, as in the case of the Lamb who was led to the

slaughter and opened not His mouth. If our Lord, according

to the special and sole decree which was upon Him, was under

the necessity of devoting Himself to the sufferings of redemp-

tion, that had its end in Himself; we, who suffer not for

atonement, but for our own purification and the good of our

brethren, may and ordinarily should spare, protect, and even

defend our life—that so we may spend it the longer and the

more effectually in love for our brethren, and make it a sacrifice

in the only way which is permitted to us. It will be seen what

light now falls upon the words concerning the sw^ord : the Lord

does not speak of spiritual things, but certainly of need and

danger to befall His disciples, just as of His own sufferings and

death; He does not mean how they are to defend Him, but

how every one is in due time to preserve and take care of him-

self. He has in view the great and important distinction

—

that while He yields Himself to the sword which God had

summoned against Him, His disciples are in the futui'e in His

name, in His spirit, and in His service, to contend against an

evil world, and in cases of stem necessity to resort to the defence

which His kingdom of grace justifies

—

Sword against sword.

The disciples do not understand their Master ; they seize the

word concerning the sword, but without perceiving the whole

connection and meaning of His whole saying : " when it con-
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cenis natui'al things, man is apt and prompt enough"— says

the Berl. Bibel. Their gross misunderstanding is the opposite

extreme to the " spiritual interpretation" of later Christians.

But their misunderstanding did not lie in their assuming that

actual swords were meant, but in the supposition that He was

referring to the present night and the defence of His person :

therefore they produce the two swords

—

See here they are—

thus giving Him to observe that they already have them} This

has introduced a needless difficulty in accounting for the dis-

ciples' being provided mth swords. Chrysostom, though he

regards the Lord as speaking of a sword, thinks that the in-

struments of the disciples were large sacrificial knives for the

passover ! Bengel first states as more probable ^^rhat is in the

highest degree improbable—"which they had found in the

chamber;" but then he adds, "or had brought with them."

Nothing is to be objected to the latter, since the Galilseans (a

quarrelsome race) were accustomed and necessitated to travel

armed. The road between Jerusalem and Jericho was never

safe from robbers and murderers (Lu. x. 30) ; and, according to

Josephus, even the peaceful Essenes bore arms.^ And this tlie

Lord, as we see here, had ^^Qn\\j permitted to the disciples—

a

new confirmation of the meaning of His word concerning the

sword! Thus, both swords were brought with them from

Galilee ; Peter (as we might expect, and the sequel in Geth-

semane shows) had one; and so had another disciple :—hence

the question. Shall ice smite with the sword ? Thus all is clear.

But the notion that the disciples had provided themselves now

first with weapons against the threatening enmity of Jerusalem,

and for the defence of the Lord's person, is far more unreason-

^ Certainly not now first procured, or even brought in the strict sense^

this is opposed by the simple and they said. They had the two swords with

them, and merely said. See, we have them abeady ! Thus the narrative was

not intended, as Schleiermacher thinks, to account for Peter's having the

sword when he afterwards used it ; though it does give rise to the natural

question—Whence and wherefore they had them. Friedheb's remark that

Peter's having a sword in Gethsemane was the result of their having mis-

understood the Lord's words, might be true, if those words had not been

uttered, as we have seen, in the way.
2 See Sepp Leben Christi iii. S. 40. Compare also Grotius de jure

belli ac pacis, hb. i. cap. 3, § 3, Nr. 4.
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able than that they should now impetuously and without reflec-

tion produce the weapons which they already had. But we
cannot attribute to them the folly of supposing themselves

sufficiently provided in this little arsenal; the explanation of

Hess seems more correct :
" Alas, Lord, would that we were

now better provided—but here we have only two swords!"

(What are these against so many threatening Thee and us, in

such a time of danger as Thou speakest of with such ever-

increasing earnestness ?)

It is probable that the Lord's answer connects itself with this

meaning of their here are tivo—so far, that is, as His answer has

an ironical reference to the swords. Indeed, the fundamental

force of 'Iicavov eorrv—It is enough— is by no means that

which is given by the London Heb. New Testament— jn'"*'! ; for

that, standing alone, would be quite insufficient to express the

Lord's regret at the lamentable misapprehension of His pro-

found and far-reaching word. But with look and tone of

sorrow He breaks off and says, " It is already enough of this

:

I will no further speak of this, since ye are so entirely without

understanding, ye will better apprehend it soon.^' This is in

harmony with the use of the phrase,^ comp. Deut. iii. 26, ^i?"^"],

Sept. l/cavovadco ctol. If it is not just the " common Oriental

form of speech, when any one has said anything very distasteful

or palpably false," yet it is the common style of breaking off a

subject, in some circumstances with anger, as here in sorrow

—

Enough of it ! let it be so ! We need not ask for what it was
enough ; the word of our Lord ceases to speak and to explain,

because the disciples do not cease their misunderstanding and
perversion. Inasmuch as this It is enough is His last recorded

expression before Gethsemane (followed, if not by perfect

silence, yet probably by only monosyllabic utterances), it may
be regarded as involving the generally significant meaning

—

" Enough of speaking and not understanding, now follows the

^ But higUy artiiacial is the interpolation of Grotius—satis ad signi-

Jicationem^ the two are sufficient to illustrate My parable concerning spiritual

weapons ! Not much better is Lauge's turn :
'' Enough to bring to light

your ignorance, to explain yoiu- approaching fall, to bring Me into suspicion

with My enemies, as if My cause was connected with that of the transgres-

sors." This is a plentiful exposition of these short words

!
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accomplishment of all, and all things -will develop and explain

themselves!" Still more: In these two swords the Lord's all-

comprehending glance beholds all the misunderstanding and

perversion which will lead to the use of the sword on the wrong

occasion, and as Lange very pertinently says (more to the point

than the note just quoted) :
''" It is enough—this is a sigh of the

God-man, which sounds as a wail of lamentation over the

Romish swords and stakes, over the Paulician and Hussite

butcheries, over all the terrors of civil power which His religion

should witness."

Further, although He thus means in sorrow—" Enough of

speaking in vain, enough of misunderstanding ! (enough, alas,

of all that your swords show Me, as typical for the future!)",

yet He also knows that the disciples had signified, when they

exhibited them. Are these two swords enough ? or rather, Alas

these two are not enough ! Therefore, when in His reply He
uses such an expression as this, it seems obvious, as Olshausen

says, "that the phrase it is enough involves a sort of double-

meaning^ since they might refer its meaning to the two swords

—Two swords are sufficient ! as well as to the whole matter in

hand—It is enough of this subject, I see ye do not yet under-

stand Me !" But on two points we differ from Olshausen ; we
view the former as only the second and concomitant meaning,

and we do not hesitate to call the other what it really is, a

sacred irony. As such it retains its most solemn earnestness,

since the insufficiency of even a general equipment of the dis-

ciples against the Lord's enemies was at the same time proof

that He could not have spoken of His own present defence.

Finally, the Lord does not, as some might have expected,

peremptorily repel them, and command the swords to be left at

home or to be taken away. But His patiently breaking off with

It is enough seems to permit, or even require, them to take the

swords forward to Gethsemane. The Lord thereby acted in

the spirit of His own words ; for He thus teaches in act and

symbolically that He would not have every sword uncondition-

ally taken out of the hands of His disciples. He leaves it for

the present till the consequences of their misunderstanding will

appear, and give Him occasion to interpose more intelligently

in word and deed. He did not speak from the beginning with
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intent to bring out that future act ; but He now keeps silence,

in expectation of it. Thus the history^ as we know it, brings

fresh light, and in view of it we may reflect upon the words of

Jesus—Yes, verily, the two swords were enough for our Lord's

protest against the violent misuse of them ! Although, on the

other hand. His first word concerning the use of the sword was

necessary in order to prevent the subsequent words. Put up thy

sivord into its place I from being pressed beyond their legitimate

limits. Before the actual commencement of our Lord's Passion,

where all defence was utterly forbidden, there was given a vrord

which intimates to us. His disciples, another course than this

unqualified all-suffering submission. But, because the right un-

derstanding of this, the drawing the line between commanded
and forbidden self-defence, and the giving the swoi'd especially

its proper place, is one of the most difficult things to our igno-

rance, and never can be taught in words

—

therefore the other

saying is given, which points us to the teaching of the Spirit in

actual experience.

THE CONFLICT IN GETHSEMANE.

(Matt. xxvi. 36-42 ; Mark xiv. 32-39 ; Lu. xxii. 40-42, 46.)

The synoptic record of Gethsemane now follows, in strong

contrast with the seventeenth chapter of St John—a contrast,

however, which has its Christological, that is, its Theanthropolo-

gical propriety. A mediating transition between these two ex-

treme limits of His Divine-human emotion we have already seen

in the going from the chamber of the testament to the place of

betrayal : he who can in a reverent spirit go out of himself and
transpose himself into the humanity of the Lord, will under-

stand what we mean. Hence the words which were spoken in

the way strictly correspond to this character of transition : this

nighty out into which all things now go, is the preliminary funda-

mental theme which gives its aspect to all, even as the glorifica-

tion had been before. The Shepherd must be smitten that " the

Scripture may be fulfilled"—and its dark counsel, particularly

as it respects the lost one, is present even to the High-Priestly
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prayer, as its gloomy background. And before the glorification

in heaven can take place, it must come to pass, as the end to be

accomplished upon earth, that the Holy One be reckoned among

the transgressors—not merely before men in appearance, but

in harmony with Divine justice, which has in this a profound

truth. If the question is still asked—and to ask is the preroga-

tive of the wise as well as of fools—why St John has not re-

corded the mysterious and profound conflict which preceded the

Lord's captivity, there is at least answer enough at hand to con-

vict all doubts about the truth of the synoptical account—utterly

inexplicable as an invention without historical ground—of being

the offspring of wilfvil perverseness. If it is sought to reconcile

the contradiction which has been needlessly found between the

first three Evangelists and St John, it only requires to be ob-

served that the latter gives in ch. xii. 27 the oft-repeated begin-

ning and prelude of the agony ; and moreover in chs. xiv. 30

and xvi. 21, records the plain prediction of what v/as impending

;

and even, ch. xvii. 19, in the very midst of the glorification-

prayer, utters the Lord's own consciousness as to how He would

sanctify Himself for His own. While the Synoptics have suf-

ficient anticipations and prospects of that glory which would

follow the Passion, introducing the consummate feast, and tjie

kingdom received and bestowed after His conflicts should be past.

Suffice that there is so much deep reason for the historical

truth of the soul-conflict in Gethsemane— at least to every true

believer in Christ—that we may leave all discussion about it to

the imbelievers. All right understanding of the previous life

of Jesus is prepared to expect that when the hour of suffering

comes, that hour of which John also was not ignorant. His suf-

fering would have an internal commencement before the assault

from without began, and that the perfect obedience of the spirit

in the flesh would thus approve itself after sharp conflict. For

our own part, and to speak as fools, we should sooner be able to

doubt the elevation of His consciousness which the High-Priestly

prayer exhibits, than its depression as shown in Gethsemane.

Though, when we look into it, this word is itself a fooHsh one,

for what appears to be depression is only the same profound in-

tensification of inward emotion which before appeared as eleva-

tion ; and the two feelings are represented as necessarily alter-
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nating according to the law of true humanity. As Lange has

excellently said :
" The same spirit which uttered there the

High-Priestly prayer, brings here the High-Priestly sacrifice."

This proper commencement of the sacrifice is therefore in-

dicated in that most important apostolical commentary upon

Gethsemane which we have in Heb. v. 7, 8 :—in which w^ords, al-

though they at the same time embrace " all the days of His flesh,"

there is an undeniable reference to a known and acknowledged

event, the strong crying and tears of Gethsemane. The High
Priest is tempted at all points like ourselves, in the weakness of

the flesh assumed in fellowship with us. Otherwise than in this

infirmity He could not midergo atoning sufferings ; He could

neither be crucified (2 Cor. xiii. 4), nor consummate that

obedience which alone was the internal an(J essential validity

of the sacrifice of the cross. And here there is nothing of the

wrath of the Father against His beloved Son, nor of any sinful-

ness in the Just One. Nor can there be, in the sense of the

old theology, any Divine anger and pains of hell for Him who
still cries Ahba in Gethsemane, and even upon the cross My
God. But " the grief of the Holy One over sin takes the place,

in the Saviour, of condemning wi^ath"— as Ebrard says. And
this recoil of the human nature from the cup of sorrow is no

disobedience, nor is the w^eeping in which the obedience of faith

found its expression unbelief ; but, as Luther once said, " Christ

loved His Father wdth all His powders ; but these agonies being

beyond His powers so oppressed His guiltless infirm human
nature that it w^as constrained to sigh and fear and cry : just as

when a beam is tested beyond its strength it gives way because

of the. weakness of its nature, not through anything wanting

in itself."

Thus might even the willing spirit of the man Jesus not

have conquered the fleshy which recoiled by reason of weakness,

and the overpowered soul might have given way to an internal

death before the external death of the body, had not a strength-

ening accession of Divine power into His human nature (accord-

ing to that right of grace which avails for every praying man,

and found place even here) been earnestly sought in prayer.

But that prayer cries most loudly. Strengthen Me, Father ! while

it follows the question of anguish permitted to the Son, Is it
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tlien truly Thy will ? by tlie most entire filial resignation to that

will. The way to Golgotha leads by Gethsemane. So was it

with Christ Himself, as the way of voluntary surrender of Him-

self to the deepest agony of soul in sympathy with our sin and

our consequent death:— and thus Gethsemane teaches us to

understand Golgotha. Similarly is it with us, as the way of

fellowship with His sufferings, through that faith in Him which

brings down even into our flesh that power of the Spirit which

He has obtained for us :—and thus we surrender ourselves also

to the inevitable conflict, without which the redeeming judgment

in our fallen human nature cannot be brought forth unto victory.

Thus much beforehand for the general direction of our

thoughts of the wonderful and transcendent object of exegesis

.which now lies before us. . If we look more closely at the three

records, we find the most sufficing agreement. It is only natural

that, in relation to such words, and words wdiich no man at the

beginning could clearly hear, there should be found a certain

variation ; but the reminding Spirit has given the essential

substance to the record of the Evangelists with perfect and

imqualified certainty ; and the differences of the independent

narratives is itself a new proof of their truth, speaking after the

manner of men. We shall see in detail that the first two

Evangelists mutually supplement and agree with each other

;

St Luke's peculiarity here (as in the Supper and elsewhere)

regards the whole without exact relation to the order of time,

which must' be supplied from the others. He records in brief

and in the most general manner the words which the Lord spoke

on this solemn occasion, but he retains the three essential points

to which they may be reduced :—the prayer which passed from

a supplication to be spared into an act of entire resignation ; the

word which exhorted the disciples to like prayer ; and the final

" Rise, let us be going." He lacks, indeed, the first " Tarry

here !" the selection of the three nearer witnesses, the immediate

prediction of the agony, the threefold repetition of the same

prayer ; and that which he in vers. 40 and 46 places both at

the beginning and the end has probably lost its right place.

But, on the other hand, that we may not be misled as to his

authority as an Evangelist, St Luke, at one remove from an eye-

witness, adds those most important facts in the historical record
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—the removal to the distance of a stone's cast, the strengthening

angel, and the bloody sweat.

He has also at the beginning the important word, " Jesus

went as He was wont, to the Mount of Olives"—see chap. xxi.

37, and compare John xviii. 2. This wont might refer more
immediately to these last days, in which He retreated before His
enemies until His hour came, and took refuge there ; but there

is also something more in it, which is not on that account to be
overlooked or denied. The Lord knew, more or less clearly

and specifically, and felt in the presentiment of His spiiit, that

here was the appointed place of the commencement of His
sufferings : and therefore He had consecrated it beforehand by
many assemblings with His disciples, and by many seasons of

solitary prayer. To-day at least He knows in the strictest sense

all that should befall Him (Jno. xviii. 4)—and therefore does

not go directly, at so late an hour, to Bethany, as if to " sleep

and take His rest," or, as on other occasions, to watch and pray

there ; but He turns aside to the garden of Gethsemane, under

the Mount of Olives. He not merely knows that the betrayer

was acquainted with the place, and would seek Him there to

deliver Him up, but He experiences also, as His first word shows,

a presentiment of that agony which awaited Him before God,
previous to His being dehvered into the hands of His enemies.

St John gives significant prominence to the brook Cedron which
they passed over—the dark brook in the deep valley, over which
David went in his deep humiliation on account of his sin, and
where in old time the abominations of idolatry had been thrown

(1 Kings XV. 13; 2 Kings xxiii. 4, 6, 12), as in later times, ac-

cording to Jewish accounts, it had carried away the blood of

the sacrifices and the refuse of the temple. From Gethsemane
to Siloam stretched the valley of Jehoshaphat, the place of

graves and of judgment. Thus, suri'ounded by such memorials

and typical allusions, the Lord descends into the dust of humi-
liation and anguish, as His "glorification" had taken place upon
the top of the mountain. St. Matthew's emphatic Tore epxerai,

(comp. ch. iii. 13, rore TrapaylveraL) designs to give prominence

to the place as well as to what took place there; St Luke,

although he first spoke indefinitely of the Mount of Olives, ex-

presses it still more plainly, indicating a well-known tradition
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concerning Getlisemane—"and when He was at the place
^^—

irrl Tov tottov— (where this mystery was to take place, and

where, as is well known, it did take place)

—

He stood on the

scene of His mysterious conflict. Let us then now enter into

the Holy Place !
" And His disciples also followed Him." Not

all indeed are prepared to follow Christ hither even in devout

reading and penetrating apprehension of the words ; still fewer

in the fellowship of His suffering way. May the Divine Spirit

make me and my readers fit, and guide us into both the right

understanding and the spiritual fellowship of this scene.

St Matthew and St Mark give us the first word on coming

to the place in almost the same terms; the latter being, however,

more concise, and the former more exact, even to the airekOoiv

and eKel. The Lord feels the near approach of His anguish

—

so much is plainly expressed ; but the Berlenberg Bible gives

a too human explanation of the choice of a place apart from

the disciples: "Those who are in deep anguish go here and

there, etc., etc." O no, with all the commencing anticipation

of His conflict when He came eVt Toif tottov—was at the

j)lace—there is to be observed the most calm collectedness ; as

this first word testifies, and the selection of the three witnesses

before His beginning to be exceeding sorrowful. KaOlaare

obviously includes their sitting down and waiting ; it does not,

however, mean this sitting as such, but corresponds to the

fjuetvare of Matt. ver. 38. In this meaning KaOl^etv occurs

sometimes in the Sept., as the translation of 2^''
; and similarly

in the New Testament, Lu. xxiv. 49 ; Acts x^dii. 11. St Luke
(as we shall see further on) represents the Lord as already bid-

ding them pray ; and we must therefore understand that He
did not enjoin upon His disciples to sit peacefully down, while

disquietude and hoiTor were assailing Himself ! Draseke con-

fuses the scene when he describes the Lord as having first

entered into a house (whereas v»'e read ')((optov, T6iro<;, /cf}7ro<;),

and then says, "Here in the dwelling of faithful and devoted

friends Jesus counselled tlis disciples to take their rest. He
Himself must go again into the open air." Tarry ye here—

I

will and I must go forth apart : this is the sole meaning ; avrov
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being In Matt, instead of wSe, avroOe, according to the well-

known phrase (as ov for ivhere), comp. Acts x^dii. 19, xxi. 4.

Tarry—sit ye down if ye are weary—here wait for Me— "this

is now the best that ye can do, I must Myself go forth alone /"

He gives it plainly to be understood that something earnest and

solemn awaits Him, and therefore that the question was not

about simple rest for themselves :—until (or while) I pray ; in

Matt, more distinctly— Going apart pray there ! This is now,

as His seclusion from them shows, an altogether different pray-

ing from that which they had heard immediately before their

setting forth. As knowing all things that should come upon Him^
the Lord certainly had a special presentiment and anticipation

of everything as it came ; He could not be taken by surprise or

be overcome suddenly by anything : hence He now knows the

approach of the conflict, and orders all things with regard to it

in the fittest manner, and mth the utmost coUectedness. But
that which He now feels to be approaching He speaks of, and

with perfect propriety, as His going generally to pray : this

was the gentlest expression for it, and used in order that the

remaining true disciples, whom He designs at this time to keep

further from the mystery, might not be at once affrighted. We
cannot but be involuntarily reminded of that similar word, which

the Lord doubtless had in His thought, on occasion of the offer-

ing up of Isaac. As there. Gen. xxii. 5, the faith of Abraham
termed the sacrifice, looking forward already to its being given

back, an act of worship, so in like manner does the Lord speak

concerning His own bitter soul-conflict at the commencement
of that sacrifice in which not the Father binds Him, but He
lays Himself upon the altar, uniting in Himself both the faith

of Abraham and the resignation of Isaac.

Tarry here ! was said at first to all ; but in the going yonder,

deeper into the recesses of the garden, He calls three to accom-

pany Him, those ifcXeKTcov iKXeKTorepovg—those elect of the

elect—who had been witnesses of the transfiguration, and had
been otherwise distinguished : Peter, who would know nothing

of falling in the time of trial; and the two' sons of Zebedee, here

so termed in allusion to His former prophecy to them of a fel-

lowship in His cup instead of the places of honour. And what

was it that they might have expected ? Certainly no scene of
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high revelations and glory, for the evening of the Supper had

not pointed that way, nor did the words of the Lord while I

pray; but rather something in harmony with the prayer of

Jno. xvii., and which they should have the privilege of seeing

and hearing. On the one hand, the sacred event must have

witnesses for the future of the Church ; and, on the other, the

Lord would not in His tribulation be left quite alone. Both

lie at the fomidation of the selection of the Three ; but we

must give the pre-eminence to the latter, as the Lord afterwards

plainly says—Watch with Me, could ye not watch with Me?
The others He left behind in their weakness, but from those

Three He expects something more, or rather might have ex-

pected something more; and to bring this to their humbled

consciences, their impotence, which deceived Hjs expectation, is

made manifest. We must be on our guard against laying an

undue and exclusive emphasis upon either of the two things

which here seem to be opposed, but are strictly consistent :
—

the Lord's design to solace Himself with the presence and devo-

tion of these His nearest disciples, and His foreknowledge at

the same time that He should look for comforters but find none

(Ps. Ixix. 20). Indeed, the latter thought is not strictly and

entirely true ; for, this passage in the Psalm, which is so often

adduced, prophesies only of His enemies. We think it is very

obvious that the three beloved disciples, the nearest to Him of

those whom the Father had given, were, notwithstanding their

weakness, an actual consolation and strength to Him by their

being at hand. He could pour out His soul to them in the

intervals of His prayer, and make their very unsusceptibihty

strengthen Him in His devotion and resolution to offer His

sacrifice for mankind; and in this we have reason enough

for the wisdom which permitted them to accompany Him.^

Although He must liow urge Hjs prayer alone before the

^ See Briiseke's original sermon on Gethsemane concerning Christian

deportment in soul-conjiicts. And Rambacli (whose valuable reflections

upon the Passion generally we shall henceforward amply quote) makes a

sound application here : "He would consecrate and hallow Christian fel-

lowship as a means of consolation and strength in suffering. Those who

too studiously seek retirement in their heavy conflicts act not wisely, espe-

cially if they despise the encouragement, consolation, and prayer of other

children of God— resolved to fight their battles altogether alone."
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Father, it belongs to His humiliation in our likeness that He
should seek and take with Him, if not companions in prayer,

at least companions and helpers in His watching.

Before the eyes of these men thus taken with Him, and at a

distance from the rest. He began to he sorrowful and exceedingly

dismayed! Thisrip^aTo—He began—has here an impressive

emphasis : Now as never before, as no man had previously

seen Him ! At the same time there is some intimation here of

His own predominant voluntary energy in relation to the suffer-

ings which came upon Him. Not to the extent to which Ram-
bach carries it, resting on the words : " In the expression ' He
began to become sorrowful,' we have the active and *the passive

together. The Redeemer is exhibited as One who in suffering

acts, and in acting suffers; and this pervades the whole Pas-

sion." But the thing itself is correct, and may be so far found
in the began as this would say— " He did not begin to surrender

Himself to the pressure of His anguish until place, time, circum-

stances, witnesses, and all things, were appointed and ready."

The expressions which indicate His emotion are at the outset

exceedingly strong, exhibiting after all something sudden and

most vehement. The translation " sore amazed and very heavy"

might seem in St Mark to refer, one to the body and the other

to the soul, while St ]\Iatthew's " sorrowful and very heavy,"

might seem to refer only to the soul. But in the original both

speak only of the soul ; although its emotions would obviously

exhibit themselves in the body also—how otherwise could they

have been discerned ? AvirelaQai takes the lead as the most

general expression, corresponding to the Lord's own word {My
soul is exceeding sorrowful) ; but as the Lord had strengthened

even that word, so St Matthew adds an intenser expression. St

Mark in his vivid and graphic manner places first iKOafi^elaOac

(see his ch. ix. 15, xvi. 5, 6), which might represent amazement
as if in the presence of something unexpected, a manifest shud-

dering and recoil—though not terror or liorror in the ordinaiy

sense. The second expression, common to both, leads us deeper

into the reality, but reqmres to be carefully examined. ^Ahr)-

fiovelv (Phil. ii. 26) does not mean, "to feel oneself forsaken ;"^

^ According to Buttmann's false etymology from 'hvjf/.og and the privative

a ; " Primarily the feeling of being far from home and country and friends,
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])ut the word is derived througli dB'qficov from aSe©— to be

weary, exhausted— primarily tcedet me. Thence it signifies anv
deep anguish and extremity of soul generally ; Suidas explains

it by Xiav \v7rovfjia1,, airopco ; Hesych. by a'ycovio) ; Eustath.

gives it thus fully : aSij/jLcov 6 ef dBou iart Kopov tlvo<; t) XvTrr)^;

dvaTreTTTCoKcof;. dSrjfjLovelv to akueiv koI dixrj'^avelv. Aquila

puts it for D^J (Niph. of DD'C^) Job. xviii. 20. Symmachus
for Vt^ Eccles. vii. 17, ^^V Ps. Ixi. 3, TSn Ps. cxvi. 11. Thus
this latter is equivalent to not knowing where to get help. But
the former, as well in its lower degree XvirelaOai as in the

more express iKdafi/Seicrdatj indicates the positive reason of this

negative abandonment of spirit.^ As Bengel says, incursum

ohjecti horrihilis ; and Lange, very properly, " the experience

of a positive opposing influence, w^hich restrains and oppresses

the soul in its living energies, as if it w-ould take away the

spiritual breath. The first result of this is grief; the last

anguish, fearful, amazing, and vehement wresthng of the soul

with the evil." This last, being, notwithstanding its negative

character, a positive counter-influence of anguish, is the dhr]-

fjLovelv. For the rest, we shall soon see in the unfolding of our

Lord's own words, w^hat was the object of horror which at this

time came upon Him.

He said to them, that [s, to the Three—My soul is exceed-

ing soiTow^ful, even unto death. As He had been accustomed

to reveal to the men who were around Him similar emotions of

His soul, so now He bears testimony in their presence to the

experience of His heart at this crisis. In silence and in secret

He had often suffered and wrestled ; and he who would picture

to himself the Lord's internal life of prayer as equally tranquil

and even with His external life 'of w^ord and deed, does not

estimate rightly the true humanity of the God-man. That
w^hich He teaches us concerning being instant in prayer, came
assuredly from His own inmost experience. Thus the Lord
had been accessible from the beginning to sorrow for sin and

death : that -which Mark iii. 5 records of His grief over the

hardness of their hearts, and Jno. xi. 33-35 of His anguish

generally the feeling of being forsaken, spiritlessness"— thus " the experi-

ence of a negative opposition." (Lange.) •

1 My heart hath failed Me, Ps. xl. 13.

VOL. VII, P
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over the curse of death, are only isolated examples which tes-

tify to the deep reserve of His soul's emotions, whence many
other such mighty exhibitions proceeded. Nevertheless, all this

was but the shght preparation for the fulness and strength of

that suffering, of which His word now gives evidence. What a

most simple testimony is this declaration of His horror and

amazement ; and yet how profound in His lips, and how suffi-

cient a witness of the inexhaustible depths of His anguish

!

A thousand times before and since have men uttered this

word, expressing it still more strongly in their immoderate,

sinful lamentation, or in their insincerity ; but how different is

this simple word as He utters it in all its fulness and unfathom-

able meaning

!

It has a proverbial character ; but it would be simple folly

to understand it as used by Him in its common proverbial

meaning. There are to be found echoes of this lament in the

Scriptures, especially those which refer typically and propheti-

cally to the suffering Messiah ; but it appears to us needless and

inappropriate on this occasion to refer the Lord's immediate

and most simple expression of His internal emotion to any one

word of Scriptui'e, consciously appropriated.^ It is more impor-

tant to understand in their fullest, deepest solemnity of truth,

the two things here expressed—the amazement of His soul, and

that even unto deatlu

Only in John xii. 27 and here, does the Lord say concern-

ing Himself, My soul. He thereby avows Himself to be a true

human person in the likeness of ourselves, just as He after-

wards speaks of His spirit and of His flesh, according to the

scriptural trichotomy of human natui'e. We therefore are jus-

tified in speaking of a soul-conflict and of soul-sufferings at

Gethsemane. Assuredly in a certain sense every suffering is

soul-suffering, inasmuch as bodily pain affects the soul, and is

experienced only through the soul ; and, further, the most

spiritual anguish passes over to the as-it-were bodily feeling of

the soul which mediates between spirit and body, and constitutes

the personal consciousness. Nevertheless we rightly distinguish,

as to its pre-eminent seat and origin, the sufferings of the soul

*'Tlius the Lord's word is not taken from Ps. xviii. 6, cxvi. 3, or from

Ps. xlii. 6, 7 (Sept. honi 'Tnpi'hv'Trog sJ vj ^pv^^ f<-ov), or from Ps. xl. 13.
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both from bodily pain and anxiety of spirit; and all which

follows shows that such a distinction must here be maintained.

In Jno. xii. 27 it was simply 97 -^v^V H^ov TerdpaKTai, (it was

this, rather, which might have been taken from Ps. xlii. 7 Sept.)

—but here it is more intense TreplXviro^ icrrL. This word (in

Mark vi. 26 concerning Herod, and Lu. xviii. 23, 24, concern-

ing the rich young man) is not to be rigorously and literally

interpreted

—

surrounded with difficult!/ and sorrow (as in Ps.

xviii. 6 ^^^^^P, iTepieKVK\(oadv fie)—but, although the significa

tion of this frequent irepl intensive starts from the " round

about" or "wholly and entirely," this meaning is not to be

pressed, as classical Greek phraseology shows, and the Sept.

for nnin^^'n in Ps. xlii. But this intense expression of exceeding

sorrow is followed by one yet more intense

—

even unto death.

This is, at the outset, not the same as the rij^-ny of human

oppression and despondency

—

Oh that I might at once die;

though the expression in Jonah iv. 9, a^ohpa Xekvirrjiiai iyco

eft)9 Oavdrov has been inappropriately compared—but see its

explanations in vers. 3, 8. Such a sense is self-evidently un-

worthy of Jesus ; but the analogy of the ordinary phrase, as in

Judg. xvi. 16, rii^b i^'Si "lyipril, his soul was vexed unto death,

comes nearer to the point, as also that of Ecclus. xxxvii. 2—

a

sorrow bitter as death, grief Hke the anguish of death. Only

that this bitterness of death must have, as it regards Jesus, a

quite specific sense ; and His agony (Lu. xxii. 44) must not be

understood as in the case of a sinful man.

Luther rightly supplied the meaning of that d<y(i)via as His

contention with death—for Heb. v. 7 speaks of His being saved

from death. But how is this to be understood ? It has been

generally referred to painful anticipation of death, the shrmking

of natm-e from dying ; and there is truth in this at the outset,

as representing the Lord's feeling when He said—My anguish

is as if I was about (now already) to die : This is the most

obvious meaning of the eo)?. Death is to every one that lives,

through the operation of a law of nature, an object of shudder-

ing and fear : how much more to the pure, mighty, and infi-

nitely susceptible hfe of Jesus,' against whom death came as a

strange thing and a perfect contradiction ! And, moreover,

there was, what Ave must not forget, the shame of His approach-
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ing death, as numbered among the transgressors, as also the

grief that He was to be given over to death by the hand of

smners (see afterwards Matt. xx. 45). All this must have,

humanly speaking, mightily moved Him, now that it has come

7iear, notwithstanding that He had long contemplated it in

spirit, and had abeady overcome it all in perfect resignation.

For, as Lange says, " there is a great difference between the

consummation of victory over extremity in the spirit, and the

consummation of the same victory in the souVs actual endurance

of itr Those who are stoutest-hearted and strongest in the

courage of faith often find their heaviest trial just when it

comes home as an actual reality. And such experience is by no

means inglorious, as arguing any deficiency of strength or

courage ; it is rather a clearer consciousness of the object and

the character of the opposition, and the process of the victory,

as the mocker Voltaire said— C'est la vraie grandeur de I'ame,

courir a la mort, en la rebutant. Or still better Beck :
" It is

divine heroism, to feel and to see the whole burden and danger,

and yet not to shrink from it, or evade it." But all this—the

anticipation of death bitter in itself, and thrice bitter to the holy

and Joving Saviour as a death of shame and unrighteous suf-

fering— is far from satisfactorily explaining the deep emotions

of His soul. All that might have excited in Him grief, the

XvireLG-Qai, but not the exceeding amazement and anguish of the

eKOa/x^ecadai and aBr)/jLovelv ; that could not have driven Him
to the extreme in which, as His prayer illustrating His word
reveals to us. He, recoiling from the cup, asks that it may be

removed. While we concede in His case the imiversal human
shrinking from death, we must, on the other hand, expect from

His consummate typical human virtue, and much more from

His Divine (ppovelv to, tov Oeov, that He would not encounter

death with less courage and power than many sinful men have

actually exhibited. But here there is exhibited an anxiety, an

amazement, a horror of an altogether peculiar kind (evXa^cLa,

Heb. V. 7), for which an altogether deeper reason is to be

sought. Fear, again, in the sense of unbelief or the feeling of

guilt, can have no place in relation to this Holy One ; hence

the Apostle takes care not to speak in regard to Him as in

regard to us of 2, fear of death (Heb ii. 15). But still there is
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the dismay and anguish ; and what is then its specific ground ?

Assuredly no other than sin, the penalty of which is death, the

judgment upon the sin of men in man's death ! If that is the

significance and meaning of the atoning death upon Golgotha,

it must apply also to the internal commencement of that death

in Gethsemane : this alone must be the sting of the " absolute

grief of His soul" through experience of sin. The Lord does

not say—My soul is sorrowful on account of My death, or in

prospect of My dying, in dismay at encountering it; but He
declares Himself by the ew? to be already translated into the

6dvaT0<;. What this involves and includes as it respects Him,

we must learn from the entire tenor of Scripture.

We quote the words of Kleuker against the rigid juridical

theory of wrath and satisfaction : "Away with the thought that

Gethsemane was the hell of the Son of God—horrible notion !

God measures not with such measure as this." But we cannot

go on with him : " It was His deep emotion, that the members

of His body, which He had kept pure and undefiled for God,

should be put to shame by the hands of an adulterous genera-

tion." Our protest against the false satisfaction-theory which

pours out wrath and the condemnation of hell upon the Beloved

Holy One of God, in virtue of an impossible substitution of

persons, must not rob us of the irremoveable truth that in

another, and much more real, sense, in the only actual and

possible sense, the sin of the world lay upon the Lamb of God.

This holds good of Gethsemane as the beginning of the great

hour of the Passion, of the soul-sufferings in Gethsemane as the

first drops, giving, however, the entire and full taste of the cup.

The Lord felt the bitterness of death, He tasted it as the wages

of sin; and this alone is the bitterness of death :—not as His

own, but so much the profounder and keener as the sin of

the whole world. Thus it was to Him more bitter than to any

believer; for, as the Lord's pure and perfect bodily life (in

which sin had never introduced corruption) would resent bodily

death in an immeasurably higher degree than our organism, in-

vaded and marred by sickness, so the same holds good of His

holy sinless soul in its experience of the condemnation and

judgment of sin. The words of Ebrard may be too intense :

^^ In the deepest internal suffering that we know, in the torment
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of conscience, which is a smart for sin, there is mingled a mini-

mum of complacency in sin ;" but those of Lange are true and
striking :

'^ As the death of an unanxious child in the house is

related to the death of a man—he beino^ the head of the house

—

so is the death of Christians related to the death of Christ."

For, the child is without care either through ignorance, or, as

in this application to believing Christians, because it is con-

scious of being well cared for in the bosom of parental love,

and has no anxiety; but Christ, as the Father of the house,

who had to take the place of entire humanity, which He carried

in His bosom for its regeneration, contended in anguish for that

peaceful factory which we enjoy. In this He did not and could

not by any means feel what the woe is of him who is condemned
for his own guilt ; but more keenly than any damned soul in

hell did He in His purity feel the righteousness and the judg-

ment of God. His hoiTor in the presence of death was a pure

and absolute horror in the presence of sin; and this, finally,

was at the same time no other than the purest, deepest awe and

reverence before God, the righteous Judge and Father ; hence

in Heb. v. 7, the rehgious evXa^eLa, the same which occurs

again in ch. xii. 28.^ Thus alone, but thus truly He takes the

place of us e^dl-doers, in an equality of condemnation ; in His

voluntary love submitting to be reckoned among the transgres-

sors by a death of shame in the Father's presence. This was
so overpoweringly hard to Him, that He recoils with fear

through the weakness of the flesh. In this mysterious fellow-

ship with us, and interposition for us, there remains something

judicial; hence in Isa. Hii. 8, distress and judgment come to-

gether, where, despite the being delivered by God (Hipp), the

same God, according to ver. 10, imposed upon Him this "^vy

tOSe>pi, even as, according to Heb. ii. 9, Christ, by the grace of
Gody tasted death for all. Justice in mercy requires, since not

otherwise was it possible to redeem mankind, that the Mediator

* Luther's translation, darum dass er Gott in Ehren Jiatte—therefore fie-

cause He had God in reverence^ is absolutely incorrect in the Darum, and
relatively incorrect in erecting a subordinate into the principal idea. The
passage is imtranslateable ; inasmuch as it declares that Christ, in this His

horror and amazement at death and sin, offered to the righteous God the

deepest reverential fear, intensified into the 6/y.o:'u^u of our fear.
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should enter into this judgment; grace, with and before the

judgment which here is exhibited, heareth the supplication of

the humbled Son, and strengtheneth Him to endure.

He was troubled eve7i unto death. Not only, that is, would

an ordinary man have succumbed and died in such anguish, but

He Himself, according to His humanity, must have, before the

time, become the victim of death had He not been strengthened

from above. This is the deep significance and necessity of the

angeVs apppearance, as in St Luke. In rec(3iving this grace

the Lord, on the one hand, humbles Himself, as we have

already said, to be partaker of the right of appeal which every

petitioner has to the help of God ; but, on the other hand, He
receives in His own person for us all the highest and most de-

cisive of all ministrations of help from above. In the wilder-

ness the angels ministered to Him only after the first and

lighter victory ; but here the messengers of heaven appear in

the very midst of the conflict. And why ? That He might be

enabled to -^Testle and to pray eKrevecTKepov— the more earnestly!

But how and by what means did the angel strengthen Him ?

Was it by holding out to Him the prize, or by a " message and

assurance from the Father at this point concerning the ne-

cessity of His Son's sufferings and His own complacency in

them," the Lord being at this juncture in darkness ? This may
or may not be ; but the main thing which St Luke intimates by

strengthening Him (comp. Acts ix. 19), was a miraculous acces-

sion of strength in body and soul, or rather a summoning up of

this strength from its concealed and oppressed spiritual ground,

by the heavenly manifestation. For this appearance of itself,

without word or message, would at such a crisis have this in-

fluence. "A ministration like that after the temptation which

served to invigorate His sinking bodily energies. All the pre-

vious and subsequent ministrations of angels chiefly referred to

the condition of His hodyT So Hess, and again very excel-

lently : " This strengthening had reference to the physical part

of this deadly conflict— it was an augmentation of power." We
cannot understand Pfenninger's "words of consolation and

power" which the languishing soul of Jesus eagerly received

from the angel's mouth !

Before this heavenly strengthening (between the first and
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the second prayer) came, the Lord felt His weakness and need

of help so sorely, that He not only sought His consolation in

announcing beforehand His coming agony, in the pouring out

of His heart to the three disciples, but, moreover—like a

brother, weak and supplicating help!—seeks to take refuge in

the sympathising neighbourhood of the men whom He loves,

and by whom He is beloved. This lies in the added clause

—

Tarry ye here and watch with Mel The repeated fieivare tihe

is in contrast with the previous KaOlaaTe oyhe—But remain ye

here, near to Myself, leave Me not ! Your presence is a stay to

Me in My tribulation ! But, because He feels in His own soul

what power of darkness, obscuring and oppressing, is breaking

in upon the scene, and will on His account invade His disciples

also. He adds the strong exhortation to them to abide watching.

This watch rests at first of course upon its physical meaning

;

for the disciples sank into bodily sleep ; but the bodily waking

or sleeping was only the outward expression and figure of the

wakefulness or sleep of the soul. The watchfulness here first

required already includes the praying which He afterwards

added ; but it very properly stands alone at the first as the fun-

damental word of that exhortation to His present and future

disciples which springs from this conflict of their Master.

Watch icith Me—thus we have it fully in St Matthew.

They had all, like Peter, promised to die vA\h Him ! As here

the Three are brought forward into symbolical prominence, so

there are times ever recm'ring when some elect spirits are called

before others to watch with the Lord in His conflicts in His

Church. That, however, does not affect its universal meaning
for us all; His meek request

—

with Me—becomes a most

mighty exhortation and a most precious promise

—

See then how
I watch, and thus abide with Me !^ He does, indeed, mean, as

we have said, to include their praying ; but here, where the

emphasis falls upon " with Me," He cannot add that word, for

He could not be supposed to say

—

Watch and pray with Me

!

There could be no strict fellowship and equality between Him
and sinful men in relation to His prayer generally, and especi-

ally in regard to this prayer of Gethsemane. " Pie had never

^ H. Lossel :
" To watch idtli Him is watching indeed."
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prayed with His disciples, nor could He ; He challenges them

not to pray with Him in His sharp conflict in Gethsemane, but

only to watch with Him." Least of all could He summon them

to share His amazement and horror ! That is never matter of

requirement or exhortation; so far as it is demanded by our

communion with His sufferings, it comes of itself at the ap-

pointed time ; but only so that His mediatorial redeeming pre-

eminence remains alone and without parallel.

Tarry here—in My neighbourhood, indeed, but at the same

time as it had been ^aid before to the others

—

Fellow Me no

further ! For, His prayer, to which He now has recourse in the

extremity of His soul, needs separation even from the Three,

and perfect solitude with God. Hence the TrpoeXOoov (another

readmg in Matt. irpoaeXOcov) /jucKpov—the same which St Luke
records in aireairdadr] air avrwv. For although he does not spe-

cify the selection of the Three, his narrative being more concise,

he cannot mean by this airoonracrOy^vai— being withdrawn frorn

them—the same as that first airekOelv of Matt. xxvi. 36, which

took place in perfect tranquillity. The former word does, in-

deed, occur as a Greek phrase in the enfeebled meaning of a

mere going away or departing ; but its connection here gives it

the emphasis of a violent and vehement rending Himself away

:

compare the impetuous airocFTraaOevTa^ of Acts xxi. 1, on which

Grotius says, as if torn away by force} It is here, therefore,

opposed to the with Me which clung to them before ; and now
we perceive that fluctuation of anguish which the Berlenb.

Bible assumed too soon : He had just asked them to tarry and

watch with Him—He must then immediately tear Himself from

them to pray. The removal a stones cast appears to be more
exact than the little of the others ; but both are perfectly

accordant, since St Luke's proverbial expression means only as

far as a stone goes when thrown without any force or design.

For, it is plain in the whole narrative that the disciples heard

His words ; and even saw His knees bent, and His bloody sweat.^

* Schbttgen : They are said dTrouTrSca^oci or a.'7:o(j'77ua6r,voci^ who are

hardly withdrawn from the embraces of their friends. But he incorrectly

asserts that in Luke xxii. 41 it must be taken according to a common usage,

simply for x^P'^^^^i'joci^ to be separated.

2 I asked in the first edition, And why not that they saw the angel ?
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This was a very different prayer from that which St John

records as having gone before ! But it proceeded from the same

spirit, from the same Son of God and Eedeemer of men. The
glorification ah'eady begins in the Passion, as we have been

prepared to find it since He fu'st began to speak of th^ coming

hour. His power over all flesh manifests itself first as the power

of His contending and victorious spirit over His own flesh, by

means of which He belongs to us.

The Incarnate Son, who had already prayed Himself up to

the Father and into Heaven, now first truly experiences that

He is still in the world, that its prince is coming against Him,

and that the righteous Father had appointed to the Son that He
should sanctify and offer Himself for His own. With what

other incense could the great offering be presented, than such a

prayer? If it had not been recorded, our own profounder

understanding of the person and work of Christ must have led

us to assume such an internal conflict in the sanctuary of His

soul. But it is revealed to us ; and we have only to read and

mark it, that we may follow our Forerunner.

''He prayed^^—thus is it twice in St Mark and St Luke,

and thrice in St Matthew, preceded too by while I pray^ and

with pray ye also intervening. " This word is so often repeated

in the history that it might seem as if the EvangeHsts had con-

certed it that no man should fail to be impressed with this

prayer of our Lord." (Rambach.) It is very natural that these

words of awful prayer should not have been literally heard or

retained in their exact form by the affrighted, sleep-oppressed

disciples, themselves sorely harassed. Yet, the Spirit has given

to us in their divine records the three principal elements in it,

with perfect unanimity : the preliminary and confident appeal

to the Father ; the m'gent supplication of the first recoil ; the in-

stant and entire resignation to the Father's will, which closed all.

St Luke has merely Father; St Matthew, My Father; St

Hofmann (Schriftbeweis i. 343) appears to me, however, to go too far

:

The fact could not have been recorded, unless the disciples had witnessed

it. The appeared indicates a plain manifestation, but the to Him seems to

exclude the disciples. How then did St Luke know it ? May it not be

that this among other things was told to the disciples during the Forty

Days ?
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Mark preserves (as his wont is) the very language of Jesus

Ahha, with Father then added. Not that he thereby, as Grotius

thinks, indicates a redoubled cry as a testimony of deep passion

;

and certainly not, as the Berlenberg Bible inappropriately says,

because He appealed to God as a Father in His twofold nature I

No, he does not give either the Abba or the Father as repeated

;

but only interprets for the reader the filial voice, which still

urged its claim. In this present obscured humiHation, with

which the Passion commenced, there is still " a ray of fiUal

confidence," otherwise than at Golgotha, in the noontide dark-

ness, when the consciousness of Christ passes entirely, through

the My God of the Psalm, into the level of unity with mankind.

But here the Son approaches still the Father, though in deep

prostration : when He takes the edge of the cup to His lips, this

first taste of bitterness throws Him upon His knees, as St Luke
reports the commencement—upon His face, as St Matthew pro-

ceeds—upon the eartlij as St Mark most impressively closes.

" The only Son of the eternal Father is now found in the dust

—the supreme Good is weighed down with our weak flesh and

blood!" Yet in His profound weakness there is still the clear

consciousness

—

My Father! He who lies as a worm upon the

earth, nevertheless appeals to the Almighty as a Son ! Thus,

let it be observed, there is here no fear of a punitive justice as

in our stead, nothing of this Father's icrath against the person

of ffis beloved Son.-^ We wonder at Beck's lapse into the old

error of an unsound theology, when he says :
" When that is

taken- away from a man which is the sole dependence of his heart,,

that in which he lives and moves, his heart and spirit is broken.

The soul-conflict of Christ in Gethsemane could have no other

ground than this, that here that was taken from Him wl^ich was

the treasure of His heart, that in which His whole heart rested,

^ This protest does not contradict what was said before of the mysterious

mediatorial fellowship with us in the condemnation of God. There is ex-

hibited even here in the depth of the mystery, the rigorous distinction

according to which the ]Mediator sorrows for, feels, bears, and even appro-

priates the sin of the world, but still as the sin of the world, for its salva-

tion. There is indeed judgment here and punishment ; but not as only

punitive, not as wrath which rests upon the Son personally, who can still

say " Father.''^ We must once more say, The vial of wrath in Rev. xiv. 10

is very different from the cup of Gethsemane !
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that wherein He lived and moved

—

the love of His Father^ unity

with Him—the feeling that the Father's complacency was in

Him, and that He was in the complacency of His Father. This

was to Christ as indispensable as His breath." How can that

vital breath be regarded as taken from Him, when at the begin-

ning it vehemently cries My Father ! and still more victoriously

cries at the end in submission As Thou wilt ! Verily, in this

"Abba" the Father's complacency is retained and not lost; in

this " Not as I will," imity with the Father is preserved abso-

lutely inviolate.^ We see here at least that the full feehng of what
sin is in all its consequences before God

—

this assuredly was

Christ's experience— consists strictly with the consciousness. But
I am, and I remain Thy Son. And then, through the communi-
cation and implanting of His Spirit, we also may adopt the same
cry of Ahha Father in the midst of the sorrow and condemnation

of our sin : hence we regard the apostolical sayings, Kom. viii.

15, and Gal. iv. 6, as having direct reference to the personal

example of Christ, and probably even to the scene of Geth-

semane.

To the Father He might freely put His request, even though

with strong crying—not merely with desire and confidence, but

in the profoundest urgency of need. But, because the Almighty

Creator is the Father of Christ, His faith places first the appeal

to the almightiness of this Father, that it may be the foundation

and the sole restriction of His request. We must now, in con-

sidering the whole, invert the order ; and hear first what the

request is, in order that we may then understand in what sense

He makes His appeal to God's omnipotence, as able or not to

grant the request. Thus the Son of the Almighty, come into

the world in order to suffer and die for mankind, ashs the Father

now, when the crisis is coming, out of the dust

—

for what?

That this cup may pass away from Him, may be taken away,

that He may not drink it ! So wonderful is this when we hear

it first that we may well ask in doubt—What can here be the

meaning of this cup ! St Mark gives us, before he introduces

^ " The blessedness of His life in unity with the Father was absorbed

through His anguish for sin" (as Ebrard more cautiously says), but not the

unity itself ; its feeling was invaded, but its consciousness was far from

being obscured, rather was it brightened.
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that word of Christ, the first tone of which is so incomprehen-

sible to manJ, an introductory explanation—mentioning the

liour, and moreover that the request was urged only if it were

possible. That explanation is certainly most important and

decisive; but it must not be interpreted in any such way as to

separate the present hour of anguish from the coming suffering

of death, and oppose the one to the other.

Does then the Lord here shrink from suffering and dying

for the world? Would He, at this crisis, be delivered, if it

were possible, from the sacrifice of death, or does He pray only

for the taking away of the present overpowering burden of His

soul's anguish? Thus must the question stand at first, until its

right answer corrects the question itself, and makes it intelligible.

The predominant opinion among practical orthodox expositors

may be seen by the following quotations :
" It was not, most

assuredly, a supplication for the turning away of that which

had been long predicted, and w^hich He had always knowm to

be essential to His one vocation ; but it was a prayer, urged by

deep distress for the taking away of that w^hich just now pressed

so heavily upon Him." Or again, more plainly still :
" / icill

willhigly suffer, if only I may be delivered out of this anguish,

and this suffering be shortened !" Again :
" Thus He does not,

properly speaking, ask it of the Father that He might be saved

from His Passion as a whole ; but He only supplicates for an

alleviation and shortening of His internal anguish in the present

liour, of that terror and fear which He felt, and which might

have been an offence to the disciples, who understood not the

mystery." In support of this, they appeal to all the previous

definite predictions of our Lord, and to the impossibility, which

He therefore knew, that His Passion should pass away from

Him ; and further to the fact that it must, according to Heb.

V. 7, have been a supplication that might be heard, and there-

fore that this cup must be no other than " the present feelings

of anguish which the wrath of God excited," or whatever else

may be substituted. Hess carries all this to its climax when he

says :
" The Lord prays for the removal of this anguish, even

in order that He might he able to suffer. As the physical ele-

ment in this feeling took such form as He could not struggle

against, and would if it continued render it impossible that He
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should sustain the remainder of His Passion with the composure

and dignitj which were required of Him. For supposing Him
to be thus full of anguish before Caiaphas and Pilate, would

He not have assumed the appearance of one consciously guilty,

or, in a sense inconsistent with His character and work, fearful

of death?"

But such a view of the matter is altogether wrong, whether

put in this most rigorous form, according to which the prayer

would mean, " Father, give Me back only the strength and

dignity necessary for the drinking of that cup which it is My
will to drink," or in any other application of it whatever. For

the Lord had Himself just declared His sorrow to be the begin-

ning and the fearful approach of death ; and He had sponta-

neously given that offence to His disciples by exhibiting His

anguish. But what now, to be more definite, is the meaning of

the hour and the cup ? We have already seen that by " the

hour," Jno. xii. 27, nothing else is to be understood but what

the Evangelists, like the Lord, from the beginning call by that

name

—

His entire suffering of death. And here in Gethsemane

the Lord Himself testifies in His word of invigoration after the

anguish (Matt. ver. 45, Mark ver. 41—thus in the same Mark
w^ho previously explained the hour), that the hour had not passed

away, but drew near still, and was come. Further, in Jno.

xviii. 11, He describes His passion as the cup which He is to

drink of ; consequently His prayer means the same cup of the

suffering of death which now is at hand after He has appointed

to His disciples its fruit and benefit through the institution of

another cup. Finally, as it respects the decisive parallel. Matt.

XX. 22, in which He similarly spoke of the cup, we must appeal

to what was said there in exposition; only adding Bengel's

note : " When baptism is mentioned with the cup, the cup is

the internal passion, baptism the external.^ When the c\ip alone

is mentioned, the universal passion is to be understood ; but so

that under the internal is also included the external passion."

That which God offers to men to taste in suffering, is called a

cup in the ancient Scriptures ; that which the Father presents

1 Which however, as we have shown upon St ^Matthew, must be more

deeply understood and fundamentally distinguished, than might seem to be

the meaning here.
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to the Son to suffer is the cup, concerning which Christ speaks

here as elsewhere. And this suffering is an indivisible unitj,

so prepared, mingled, and presented in the cup by the Father,

that it must be drunk and altogether drunk by the Son.

Certain it is, that the question is here of drinking it altogether

and all. But— and we now recognise the truth in the error

which has been mentioned— this recoil, which revokes while it

expresses its own utterance, refers, in its declining to drink the

cup, to the present experience of its first drops. And having

tasted

—

He ivould not drink. In " this cup"

—

to TroTrjpiov

rovTo (which tovto St Mark still more emphatically isolates), so

much is condensed, that in the present anguish of His commenc-

ing passion and death, the entire cup is, as it were, presented

to the Lord. Is it then such suffering, Must all this come

upon Me ? Father spare Me ! would My soul fain cry. Thus

the distinction in the former question

—

either the suffering of

death itself, or the present hour—was baseless, for the latter

retains with the former its distinctive force and meaning. It is

the will of the Son to be saved by the omnipotence of the

Father from death (to Him that was able to save Him from death

— is the word of the Apostle) :—This is marvellous, but natural

for Him who is the Life, the Son of the Almighty ! But, ac-

cording to the feeling of His soul, which urges Him to this

strong crying and supplication, Pie beholds and experiences

death now only in this horror of death which falls upon Him.

When the Father strengthens Him, and takes away this anguish.

His request is assuredly heard and answered {elcraKovaOeh airo

T?}9 evKajBeia^) ; but He is equally heard in that the Father

accepts and fulfils His cry of resignation— " As Thou wilt.'^

As a present oppressive burden the time of suffering generally

is "called the hour, and so is it now in specific reference to this

particular present.-"^ Hence the language of the request, to

which St Mark's explanatory phrase points, irapekOero), ha
irapekOfi (which must mean no other than pass hy or pass over,

1 Else we may say generally : The Passion is called His hour^ first as one

definite and measured suffering ; secondly, as the final and most decisive

suffering (passio extrema as distinguished from the passio inchoata) of

His whole life ; thirdly, as transitory, though while it lasts, an oppressive

present.
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notwithstanding the from Me connected with it ; for St Mark
joins it with the hour)— Trapevey/ce, irapeveyicelv in the same
meaning. The cup must be drunk, internally tasted in volun-

tary acceptance of it— that now takes place, and this accepting

obedience is consummated in the struggling, lamenting prayer

which urges the conditional petition in the prerogative of a Son.

As in this prayer the whole Passion appears as it were con-

densed in the present anguish (sub interna passione connotatur

externa), so afterwards in Jno. xviii. 11 the word of victorious

resignation embraces in the drinking of the cup the beginnings

even, of the external passion.

If we have thus far apprehended with any clearness the

meaning of our Lord's petition, it will be still further cleared

from all objection by going back again and observing that it is

offered only U7ider a becoming condition. According to St Mat-

thew, the Lord, before He laid the let it loass from Me upon the

Father's heart, had said

—

If it he possible. St Mark begins

with the same expression, and in the prayer itself makes the

Lord's word still stronger

—

All things are possible with Thee.

We will not distract our understanding of the words by the

gratuitous question. How and with what precise words did the

Lord speak? No single word literally pressed would suffice

) for the profound, immeasurably concentrated meaning of this

petition ; the Holy Spirit therefore teaches us by St Mark to

unite and spiritually to understand a double formula. If, on

the one hand, all things are possible unto Thee^ as an ui'gent

appeal to the Father's omnipotence, only makes the petition

the more intense

—

Almighty Father^ is not then this p)ossible

to Thee f yet, on the other hand, this urgency carries with it

its own humble limitation^ as St Mark has already given it

—If it he possible to Thee ! Again, this if itself is an urgent

appeal, and has for its undertone—And before Thee all things

are possible. Whether the Lord said the one or the other,^

in either case both are implied. St Luke's words are cer-

tainly not intended to be verbally exact

—

If Thou be willing to

remove. That might be, as Grotius says, O that Thou wouldst

!

' Scarcely both in succession ; such an unfolding of the thought would

be contrary to the vehemence of the condensed petition, as it is well pre-

served by the Evangelists.
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But this would introduce an element of fearful desire, almost

unworthy of Christ, into the confident petition of the Son to

the Father ; it would further interfere with St Luke's perfect

accordance with the other Evangelists, which depends upon the

like signification of the if in them all ; and it would remove

from his record one of its three main points, the conditional

strengthening of the prayer or its strengthening condition.

We cannot, therefore, agree with this utinam—oh that—and

the reading irapeve^Ke shows, at least as a gloss,^ the true ex-

planation. That is, it is either the Infinitive for the Imperative,

as Bengel's Gnomon at first preferred, and as Luther translates

—If Thou he willing, remove ; or, as we prefer, there is an apo-

siopesis of the verb TrapevejKe, by which St Luke would ex-

press the " meek submission of Jesus toward His Father." So

Bengel in his Germ, trans. : // Thou ivilt remove this cup from
Me (the conclusion is withheld); and similarly de Wette marks

the aposiopesis by a line. But what is it that we learn from St

Luke's words thus taken ? That most important truth, which

first solves the whole, and which the Holy Ghost teaches as the

truth, though it seems to differ from the rest, viz., that the .

Lord's if it be possible really meant if Thou wilt, and spoke

of the Father's almightiness only under this modification. '

Christ's not suffering was indeed absolutely possible, if He had

not voluntarily laid down His life (Jno. x. 18), but had called

in the legions of angels ; but— as He then said Himself—how
would then the counsel of God have been fulfilled ? Thus that

possibility alone w^as intended which w^as relative, and w^ithin

the scope of this counsel. Tliis variation of the word is its in-

tei'pretation : the Lord speaks of no other possibility to God
than is consistent with His will and decree

—

But let all be, ify
\

and as, Thou ivilt, which the subsequent clause fully brings out.

Thus this following word of entu'e resignation was already in-

cluded in the first utterance of the petition ; and the ttXtJv or

aXXd— but— contains no direct antithesis. If it be possible in

Thy will, let this cup pass away ; for My will is not other than

Thine, even though I will otherwise than what now befalls Me !

Grotius says very correctly : If Thy counsels admit that in any

1 For the more difficult Infinitive is certainly genuine.

VOL. VII. Q
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other way Thy glory and man's salvation may be consulted and

attained. Thus the Lord's thought, in these words of shrink-

ing, does not border on the idea that humanity was not to be

redeemed ; this great decree, this will of the Father and of the

Son ahke, is rather presupposed in If it he possible, if Thou

wilt. The petition asks only wdth urgency—Is the accom-

plishment of Thy counsel, O Father, is the redemption of man-

kind not otherwise possible than by My thus suffering, My
drinking this cup ? Such a question and such a petition were

possible to Christ through the hard conflict, under the pressure

and in the midst of the darkness of which Hjs otherwise clear

insight into God's counsel, into the thus it must he (Matt. xxvi.

54), was for the moment obscured. Braune is right, that in

the " Father, is it possible," there is the expression of wavering,

more awfully strange than in His previous dismay ; but how-

ever strange it is, it is perfectly intelligible through the oppres-

sion of our Lord's humanity under the dread weight of His

present suffering, which He must endure, that He may learn,

approve, and consummate His ohedience.

And He was and continued obedient. It was not otherwise

possible to redeem the world than tlirough the sufferings of the

Son of God in human nature

—

This testifies Gethsemane! The

Son had no other will, in the unity of the Father, even here

where His human I opposes itself in order perfectly to submit

— This is testified by the closing clause of His prayer. Here

again we have a threefold phraseology which retains, while it

varies the expression, the same fulness of meaning in all. St

Luke gives the most general, and for us all prototypical, form

of it in the abstract, the accomplishment of the will ; and

thereby anticipates the repetition of the prayer which passed

into that expression (Matt. ver. 42). St Matthew and St [Mark

preserve the original aposiopesis of the f^eveaOw, and place the /
and Thou in living and concrete opposition ; the former adding

the as, and the latter the what, both including comprehensively

every appointed speciality in the decreed and inevitable suffering.

As or what I will—most profoundly significant words in

this place, which must not be qualified away ! The Lord does

not say merely—As My flesh will ; for that, strictly regarded,

would be saying too much, and would assume even in Him such
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a dividing antagonism of tlie contradicting flesh as could not

exist in the harmony of His sinless human personality. But,

although the velle non pati, or non velle pati proceeds from the

weakness of the flesh, yet this 6e\co or 6e\r]fjLa is mediated by

the soul, which unites flesh and spirit in the personality, in the

entire iyco. Hence Lange says truly, " the exclusion of Mo-
nophysite and Monothelite heresy from the doctrine of the

Church, finds here its firmest foundation." Two wills declare

themselves here in Christ: the one full will of the particular

human I ; but at the same time another, distinguished from the

former as its contrast, and yet one with it in the unity of the

one praying person, which says

—

As Thou luilt ; that is, let it he;

that is, / loill. Although this last 7 will obtains and preserves

the victory, the first is not on that account to be reduced, with

Grotius, to the level of a mere OeXoifii—I might wish^—for see

the same full opposition of a continually renounced will as the

universal law of Christ's life in Jno. vi. 38 ; and compare the

law for His followers in Jno. xxi. 18. That may be termed, on

the one hand, a merely negative passive will, a not-wilhng of

the flesh, of nature, which the spirit must endure ;
yet there is,

on the other hand, so much of positiveness in it as to make it

an opposition to be overcome, a contradiction to be resisted. It

is not the individual personal will, which every personal creatm'e

(and therefore the true humanity of the second Adam) has and

must have, which is sinful ; but the power of that individual

will in act, then first man's own mil, against the will of God.

The natural tendency to shrink from suffering, and specifically

the horror which life has of death, is in itself sinless atid inno-

cent ; and must have existed in Christ, in order that He might

truly suffer and die :—only in us is "the touch of original sin

connected therewith." Suffering and dying is "a strange work,

and one for which human natm-e in the beginning was not

created ;" therefore it was all the more abhorrent to the pure

humanity of Christ. " Death was to Christ a total contradic-

tion of nature, so that His sanctified soul must have experienced

the deepest woe in the taste of death; it must have been all the

^ Or, with Lange (iii. 510) distinguisli artificially diXrifiec. from ffeTim'S

(whicli occurs in the N. T. only, Heb. ii. 4), as the natural williDg ! For

is not the same 6i>.r\uct. used of the Father's eternal counsel?
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more fearfully such, because His conscious spirit penetrated the

mysterious affinity and connection between death and the wrath

of God^ and the power of darkness ; moreover, because of the

dominion of wickedness and hatred to which His soul must now
offer an extreme submission in His death.—It is the sacred

spiritual energy and power of His own holy human nature

which is roused up^ in opposition to the appropriation of the

curse and death of sin as His own, resisting as it were the sm-

render of His own flesh to this dark power of nature.—Thus

He had to reconcile the two things, His great vocation to lay

down His life as a Saviour, and His horror of death."^ Thus

the flesh, or more strictly, the I in the flesh, so far as that had

become flesh or man, wills otherwise than the Father, wills not

—negatively— to drink the cup ; but at once and at the same

time His spirit (the creaturely human spirit), in unity with the

eternal Spirit, with God as His Father, takes that cup ; the 1

will is uttered only as preceded by not as, not what, and thus

is denied and renounced. Thus He sanctifies and offers ITimr-

self in an entire self-surrender to God on man's behalf, such a

resignation as was not distui'bed but rather glorified by that

dreadful conflict;—and the issue is

—

As Thou wilt! "For
our heart is as a vessel full of water, at the bottom of which

there lies mud and uncleanness, which rises to the top when the

vessel is stirred. Thus, the impurity of our original sin cling-

ing to us, it needs only some slight agitation or temptation, and

all that we do is rendered impure. But the soul of Christ,

which knew no sin, is as a crystal vase of purest water. No agi-

tation, temptation, or disturbance can make it impm'e, or in the

slightest degree trouble it" (Eambach). That is to say—The
counsel of God may become obscured to Him to such an extent

as to allow the question whether He must thus awfully suffer,

but this only brings out from the spiritual ground of the dis-

turbed soul its unshaken unity with the ivill of God. Again,

as the subsequent word teaches us, not the less was the whole

^ We might venture to say : Christ tasted the wrath of God as death,

under the form and experience alone possible to Him of death ; the un-

reconciled sinner, on the contrary, tastes of death as the icrath of God.
2 That is, appears as weakness in relation to this.

^ Beck, Lelirwissenschaft, S. 514.
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power of the spirit, wrestling in watchfulness and prayer, ne-

cessary for this great victory, for the firm fidelity of the spirit

under the assault of the weak flesh. For, voluntary suffering

demands more energy^ of the rjyefiovLKov—the ruhng spirit

—

•than acting, as contradistinguished from it ;
patient resignation

^

is itself the strongest action of the spirit.

This first word of prayer, which we have now slightly con-

sidered, is followed by a word of instruction, which is added in

order to be the ground and confirmation of our apprehension of

the former. In all essentials St Matthew, vers. 40, 41, agi'ees

with St Mark, vers. 37, 38, and literally as it respects the

fundamental word; but St Luke has only the abbreviated

foundation for the saying as repeated in quite another position,

vers. 40 and 46. If his account is chronologically exact, the

Lord must have said these words twice, at the beginning and at

the end of the w^hole transaction ; moreover, as the others give

it in its certain connection, a third time between His prayers.

This might have been the case, but it is scarcely probable

;

since the plain motive cause of the saying appears in the con-

nection which they give, and the words which begin and end

the transaction in St [Matthew and St Mark are quite different.

We may therefore set this to the account of St Luke's less

immediate record ; but a spiritual insight will justify his state-

ment, inasmuch as in ver. 36 and vers. 45, 46 of St Matthew,

the same pray ye appears as the groundtone of the whole.

We have nowfirst the specific reproof of the disciples, Peter

especially, for their sleeping at this time ',—then a general word

of instruction for all the future of all His disciples, the Lord's

exhortation to all His own given at Gethsemane in word and

act. This resolves itself to our consideration into three parts :

the matter, the design, and the reason of the exhortation. Or,

what we should do (watch and pray) ; to what end we should do

this (that we enter not into temptation) ; and ivherefore so (be-

cause the spirit is wiUing, but the flesh is weak).

According to St Matthew, the Lord (as Lu. xxii. 31) turned

to Peter, but spoke in the plural for all ; according to St Mark

(which seems the more exact). He addressed in the singular

Simon, not Peter now. He returned, after the first prayer, to

His disciples ;
partly to see how it w^as with them, and partly to
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strengthen Himself in the interval by their presence. He can-

not and will not be entirely sundered from them, and continue

thus separate in prayer:— this interchange of praying and

returning, as we said above, shows us both the necessity of His

weakness, and withal the zeal of His love. For when He finds*

them sleeping
J
with what was indeed deep sorrow. He does not

omit to utter, from the depth of His own need, a stimulating

word of exhortation ; so that, as Rieger says, " the labour of

His soul in the obtaining of our salvation never forgets the

solicitude for the appropriation of it to the hearts of His own."

— Could ye not watch with Me one hour?^ Many w^hole

nights they had toiled with their nets ; but in this night of

temptation they are stupified and smitten down by an invisible

power—even Simon, who made such lofty pretensions, and

John, who so profoundly loved ! The ovtco^^ in Matt., as the

humbling reference to their sleep, corresponds in its meaning

to the sleepest thou ? of St Mark : it is to be translated, with

Erasmus, by adeo, as in Mark vii. 18, Gal. iii. 3. Are ye so verify

to such a degree, sleepy, so impotent in body and soul for that

" watching" which I asked of you ? Physical is here only the

expression and figm^e of internal sleep ; hence He connects with

it at once, by such a transition. His mighty Watch a^t> peat !

This He says assuredly first for the immediate present, with

reference to the temptation which was coming upon these dis-

ciples ; but this word of instruction reaches out to all the future

of His Church, represented to His eyes by these disciples. It is

remarkable that we understand it naturally enough and without

any explanation, when we are spoken to about " watching" in

other than a bodily sense ; we thereby acknowledge the sleep-

fulness and the slumbering of our souls. What this essentially

is, and on what principles it proceeds, are questions which belong

to the most difficult investigations of psychology, or rather of the

nosology of the natural man. For, as in the physical domain,

so also in the internal, sleep is connected with the iveakness of

^ We very much doubt whether, as many think, an actual and full hour

had transpired in Gethsemane. It is rather a general expression for the

present period of His trial ; and so far an involuntary prophetic utterance

of the presentiment of His hope, that this would be no more than a transi-

tory hour.
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the flesh : this is evident in us all, though not alone and not

necessarily, as the example of Christ shows. But to proceed

with this is not the pro\Tiice of exegesis, which has here to do

only with the signification of the expression in its general appli-

cation. It may be remarked that in the entire Old Testament

we have but few references to " watching" in the sense here

intended by Christ.^ The watching and keeping of Ezra viii. 29

(npK^), the wakeful, watchman-like observation of other persons

and things, which is often alluded to (and anthropomorphically

of the Lord Himself, Jer. i. 12, xxxi. 28), as, e.g.^ in the case of

the watchmen appointed by God, is essentially very different

in its idea from absolute " watchfulness and sobriety" in the

sense of recoUectedness, readiness of spirit, self-conscious and

self-ruling determination of mind toward the good and the

right.^ It is only in a few passages, such as Ps. Ixiii. 2, Ixxvii. 5,

Isa. xxvi. 9, and particularly the significant Cant. v. 2, that the

Old-Testament phraseology seems to border upon the New-
Testament injunction of v^(j)etv koI yprjyopeiv, be sober and

vigilant, 1 Pet. v. 8 (i. 13), 1 Thess. v. 6.

Watching and praying are here set before us as twofold ; but

they are essentially one, and inseparably united. To watch is

first of all not the same as to wake (Eph. v. 14 comp. eKvrj^eiv,

1 Cor. XV. 34), and is required only from him whose being

awake is already presupposed. When our eyes are opened

(Acts xxvi. 18), then it imports us, and then most solemnly, to

keep them open. But the inability of man in himself for such

continued watchfulness is exhibited in the disciples as types;

hence the Lord's universal word, with the reason of it first

given,

—

Could ye not? We cannot watch, however much the

injunction may be pressed upon us— Watch ye ! Therefore the

essential and inseparable

—

Pray I Again, he who shall pray,

and thus lift up his soul to God, must assuredly be already

awake. Thus for what do ye watch ? That we may be able to

pray ! (Be ye sober and watch unto prayerj 1 Pet. iv. 7.) For

1 As He had paved the way for His words in Gethsemane by tlie

parables of the householder, his servants, the virgins, etc., see particularly

Mark xiii. 37.

2 Hence in Isa. xxix. 20, comp. Micah ii. 1, the watching unto iniquity

can be ironically spoken of.
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what, and wherefore are we to pray ? That we may continue

watchful through help from above! Hence in Eph. vi. 18,

watching and praying are blended and interchano;eable, et? avro

Tovro and iv avrS tovto). Prayer without watchfulness—what

is that but self-deception and a vain thing, improperly so called ?

An imaginary watchfulness without prayer—what is that but a

delusion and a dream ? Thus we may say—Prayer to God is

itself the true and perfect wakefulness of man in the spirit.

(I wake unto Thee, Ps. Ixiii. 2, with my spirit within me,

Isa. XXvi. 9.) Only when the spirit— to anticipate the follow-

ing word—watches in and unto God, that is, prays, will the

flesh inclined to sleep remain wakeful. The two are in their

reciprocation one; for the commencing watchfulness, which

must be presupposed, sees the danger and remembers the weak-

ness, and the prayer which follows brings down help and power

for watching, then become perfect. But we may further say

—

Gethsemane provokes and awakes the soul, but Golgotha first

gives confidence and power to pray in the name of Him who
hath obtained for us the filial cry of Abba, Father. Gethse-

mane coming before has for its fundamental word the exhortation

Watch I for it shows us how needful it is in the heavy conflict

of the Lord Himself. This thought prepares the way for the

right understanding of what is afterwards said concerning the

flesh and the spirit.

It is however introduced through the medium of the transi-

tional clause

—

that ye enter not into temptation ! (This sajdng is

singled out by St Luke, and impressively placed at the begin-

ning and the end of the whole scene of Christ's present trial

—

its superscription and postscript at once.) Thus this is primarily

the important matter, this is the first object and reason of the

necessary watching and praying—Temptation is near, and will

draw us into itself. And when the weakness of the flesh is after-

wards spoken of, we are to understand—It is too weak (ov/c

l(T')(yei) to stand in the temptation. Indeed, the temptation which

assails us is something different from and more than the weakness

which it, alas, finds in us. But what is the temptation of which

the Lord here speaks, and why does He thus speak of it here ?

He Himself was assuredly at the time in heavy temptation ; con-

sequently, this word spoken to the disciples out of His own
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present experience and condition gives us a new explanation

concerning the trouble and anxiety of His soul. The hour which

came upon the Lord was from this time forward specifically the

time of the assault of the power of darkness (Lu. xxii. 53), of the

prince of this loorld (Jno, xiv. 30). The temptation came not

to Him from the flesh, as it comes to us in whom the tempter

has something already ; but it assaulted Him in the flesh, which

He had in common with us even in its weakness. Yea, it fell

upon Him as the Champion, with whom Satan now decisively

contended for the world, all the more vehemently ; not only as

human temptation, but according to the righteousness of God, as

the temptation of the God-man. " The tempter who was permitted

thus to come to Christ, and desires us all, is the enemy against

whom we have in watchfulness and prayer to stand on our guard

;

—and what is the evil and hurt from him which we have to fear ?

Not temptation in itself, for that came upon Christ, and being

overcome issued in the salvation of the world ; vrc must all enter

uhe sieve, as we have already heard. Thus the emphasis must

not be laid upon temptation in the interpretation of that ye may
not, as if we were to pray for the removal of temptation, or our

exemption from it ; but upon the entering into, which all the

Evangelists have remarkably retained, and St Luke has strongly

emphasized. Thus the preachers do wrong to exhort that we
should pray against the coming of temptation, and that it should

be altogether spared to us ; for its inevitableness is demonstrated

in the example of Christ. His word to the disciples is far from

sapng —I alone contend and get the victory for you, that ye

may be under no such necessity. It says precisely the contrary.

But what means the emphatic entering into temptation, the fall-

ing into it, or, as it assuredly indicates, the falling in it : how can

that be entering into temptation ? Neander's note is not enough,

" that external may not become internal temptation to you. For,

a merely external temptation would be none ; and to Christ

Himself, though it sprang from without, it became internal

;

and Neander, in the parallel place of the Lord's Prayer to which

he refers, says, " Save us from or out of the imcard temptation

through the might of the evil one!" Thus ^Eicrep')(eadat—to

enter into— does not mean the coming of temptation or the being

tempted, v^hich is altogether independent of our watching and
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pimying, but the falling into it or being involved with it in sucli

a manner as not to come out of it ; the remaining in it and fall-

ing. Grotius compared very properly the iiJUTrliTTeiv of 1 Tim.

vi. 9, falling into temptation and a snare^ the end of which is

the being drowned, ^vOi^eaOat. We have given our explana-

tion upon the sixth petition of the Lord's Prayer, referring there

to these words : this that ye enter not is in fact an interpreta-

tion of that lead us 7iot into} However near the enemy may
come to us, and however seductively he may come even in us,

he can overcome us only if our will make common cause with

him ; that is, if we " enter into" his mind and will, as our

own idiom very appropriately speaks. But we enter into it and

are victims, not merely when we despair, but in the far more

perilous circumstance of our thinking ourselves secure and strong

when we are not. Thus the Lord, who well knew our nature,

the weakness of which at least He had experienced, does not

counsel us to make ourselves (that is, to think ourselves) strong

—but the very reverse. To know our weakness in sincere and

wakeful thouo^htfulness, to brinsr it before God in self-renounc-

ing prayer and supplication for strength, that and that alone is

the perfecting of our strength, 2 Cor. xii. 9, 10. Wake and

continue awake to prayer—then, but only then, temptation

brings no fear. At once to pray—and to sin,— is impossible.

Who could with a wakeful and recollected apirit say unto God
—Not as Thou wilt ? Who, when the word of Jesus bids us

watch, and the Spirit of Jesus teaches us to pray, may answer

Him and say—Lord ! but I cannot, I am too weak !

All this has sufficiently paved the way for the third word con-

cerning j^esA and spirit by which the Lord's saying profoundly

closes, opening up to us the inmost of the matter. To Trvev/jua, rj

aap^—the spirit, the flesh—it runs ; not My and not your spirit

and flesh. Which of these are we to supplement? does the

Lord speak of Himself, or primarily of these disciples and then

of us all ? It is sufficiently evident that in the obvious connec-

^ Witsiiis, on the Lord's Prayer, p. 359 (Clark's Biblical Cabinet, vol.

24). " To enter into temptation signifies to be so involved in snares and

dangers as not to he extricatedfrom them. The Hebrew phrase expresses it

more fully, to enter into the hand of temptation, t]jat is, into its power and

dominion, so as to be subjugated and absorbed by it."
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tion a reason is given here for our watching and praying ; and

the application of the assertion therefore to ourselves is not to

be controverted. But at the same time we must unconditionally

reject as erroneous and misleading the common opinion which

confines the reference of our Lord's words to others, to sinful

men. Of course, if the words are so interpreted as to be a defi-

nition of our natural fallen and corrupt condition, the Lord

could not have intended to refer them to Himself ; but this, as

we shall show, is wrong in more than one aspect. At the outset,

is it natural or conceivable that He, after His own sharp temp-

tation, and speaking to us of temptation, would altogether in the

conclusion forget and omit Himself? No, although He appro-

priates the saying to us. He speaks it on the ground of His own

condition and feeling; consequently we must admit that He
pre-eminently and in the first place refers to that which was just

now made manifest in Himself, of the willingness of the spirit

and the weakness of the flesh. Once more, this final word gives

an explanation of the reason why His soul was so troubled, how
death could thus assault Him, in what the conflict consisted,

which they had marked in Him and His "praying :"—in order

that they might not be offended in Him or doubt of the willing-

ness of His spirit, but at the same time that they might defi-

nitely know His own experience that

—

theflesh was weak. He
by no means speaks this word as a gentle apology for their

sleep (it rather urges watchfulness), as if He would say

—

I see

how it is with you^ that your spirit is indeed willing, etc. For in

strict fact, as we shall see, that was not true of the disciples.

But, conversely,

—

Behold ye in Me, how it is and must ever be,

even supposing the utmost willingness of spirit, with you men

!

Thus He presents Himself to us as a type and pattern ; He
says no more than what the event itself says, but interprets to us

by this word the nature and character of His conflict in this temp-

tation. My soul—thus He had spoken in full appropriation ;

but He does not now expressly say My flesh—for, it is properly

speaking our flesh, to the spirit in Him alien, which He had

taken on Himself, see Eom. viii. 3. Nevertheless, as certainly as

the spirit, which was absolutely willing, can be only His own, so

also the flesh is now intended of His own person. The inter-

pretation of this Gethsemane-word has been very loosely dealt
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with even by profound thinkers, and the fatal habit of superficial

exposition has led most of our commentators astray. Daub
supposes that this was said at the same time of " every mortal,"

but this in his case is an inadvertency. Jul. Miiller appears to

refer this sajing of the willing spirit and the weak flesh to the

disciples alone ; though he rightly admits that spirit here is not

to be understood as in Jno. iii. 6. It is not the Spirit of God,

but evidently a constituent part of human nature. We found

on this admission the question—If Christ is true man, does He
not speak all this of Himself ? Nor are we content with the

form in which Rieger admits the truth ;
" The Lord tTesus at

this solemn time experienced even in Himself the difference be-

tween the willing spirit and the weak flesh." We maintain,

rather, that in the pure experience of this distinction without

admixture, He, the sinless man, stands alone ; and the reference

of this subsequently to ourselves can hold good only through

the impartation of His own Spirit.

Gethsemane gives its most specific and strong testimony to

the true humanity of Christ ; and His own words plainly declare

the same. He had said before—My soul; and when He now
adds spirit and fleshy we have complete the scriptural trichotomy

of human nature and personality ; for, although Jiesli is not alto-

gether synonymous with hody^ it has an undeniable reference to

body. We would add that o-a/^f, flesh, has a somewhat differ-

ent meaning here from that which it has in all those passages

which connect with it the idea of sinfulness. It is assm'edly only

that " constituent part of human nature" in itself, which, though

unaffected as in our case by the fall and sin, belonged to the

second Adam. The Lord therefore means no more than to say

—My spirit^ which ye shall receive from Me ; yourfiesh, which

I also have received from you. Bengel's words, relative to the

second clause, " this saying, sin being taken away, held good also

of Jesus," are wrong in the assumption that sin must first be

conceived to be removed in the clause the flesh is weak. It is

no more involved in this, than in the former concerning the

spirit ; it is more correct to say concerning both clauses together

This—saying apart from sin in us, also holds good now of

ourselves.

How can then the natural man as such go on at once and
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say that his spmt is willing "i^ In Jude, ver. 19, we read of

sensual men having not spirit, that is, whose human irvevfia is,

through entire separation from the Divine, no more than as if

not existing. Even the OiXetv, the wiUing, of Rom. vii. 18 is

far from meaning the irvevfjua irpodu/jiov, the nan^ nn Ps. H. 14,

the willing spirit in all its New-Testament reahty and truth.

In Rom. vii. it is, as the sequel shows, an impotent and biassed

willing, no better than none at all—but here it is evidently

such a willing as through watchfulness and prayer may maintain

its prerogative and get the victory. It is only in that condescend-

ing, prophetic, and proleptic sense in which the Lord always

and especially addressed His disciples as the representatives of

His future Chm'ch, and only therefore as He beheld in them

the germ of regeneration, that He ascribed to them, in fellow-

ship with Himself, a icilling spirit:—had the full truth applied

to them, they would have watched and prayed. He had only

said—Ye could not, graciously assuming in them a certain

willingness ; but He cannot now mean in the full sense—I see

that you?' spirit is perfectly willing, and that there is nothing

lacking there ! They had indeed vauntingly declared that they

would go with Him whithersoever He went, would suffer and

die with Him ; but do we not know, do we not see even here,

how much self-deception there was in that ? In its full truth

the spuit of Christ only is entirely and absolutely willing and

prepared, as Ps. xl. 9 expresses it ; and therefore—let this be

carefully observed !— it is only His flesh again which is nothing

but weak. In the humanity of Christ alone are the wilhngness

of sph'it and the weakness of flesh pm'ely distinguished and

separate enth'ely each from the other ; on the other hand the /
in us is carnal, and in the flesh itself there is a loill, a positive

tendency to sin. We say rightly with Schulthess against a

false theology :
" He Himself experienced most perfectly what

He said in Gethsemane

—

the flesh is iceah—and all the more in

the degree in which His sp)irit was luilling" But we utter our

strongest protest against his unscriptural combination of weak-

ness with sin, and the fearfully foolish conclusion which he

1 Upo&v/iiog occurs again in the N. T. only Rom. i. 15. It does indeed

oppose itself to a hindrance (as there kut l/ai) ; but it also expresses an in-

dependent and full willingness of the spirit.
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draws, "'Afiaprla is an essential attribute of the flesh (how
with respect to Christ who was made flesh!), just as humidity is

of water,

—

where flesh is there is sinfulness J' ^ Most certainly

not : there is weakness, indeed, but where with that weakness

there is not merely a gradual preponderance of the willing spirit,

but the wilHng spirit in its absolute predominance,— as in the

case of Christ,—there can be no room for any sinfulness of the

weak flesh. It is only when and as far as the spirit of Christ

enters into us, that we can appropriate the truth which is here

spoken to the disciples. Bengel's concise hint—" Hence the

frequent mention by the Apostles of flesh and spirit " must be

taken with much emphasis upon the Hence; the apostolical

phraseology actually rests upon this appropriation of his words

by Christ to His disciples. Flesh consequently does not signify

here the entire natural man, " corrupted nature " or the like

;

for, what would then be left for the spirit which is evidently

also a constituent element of human nature ? In my flesh, Rom.
vii. 18, is quite identical with in me, in spite of the willing and

delighting which were present to him. Therefore sin dwelleth

in me, wholly and entirely established within me ; even in my
spirit and will, the impotent assent of which to that which is

good is itself a bias toward and vote for the evil. For sin must
be in the w^ill ; it cannot be in the flesh as such. But here,

where the spirit stands in contrast, the soul (before mentioned)

is not included with the flesh ; and the meaning is, that the

soul, standing between the spirit and the flesh, must, in watch-

ing and praying, itself derive strength from the spirit and over-

come the weakness, although through sharp conflict amounting

even to convulsion, as their eyes had seen in flim. The gracious

anticipatory equality assumed between His disciples and Himself

holds good now of His saints, but only in as far as they are in

Him ; no man may absolutely glory that his spirit is only willing,

his flesh only

—

weak! In the background there is a most

solemn application, at least similar to the saying—If this be

done to the green tree, what will it be to the dry? If such

prayer is needful to Me, the Holy One, on account of weakness,

^ The same, from another point of view, is thatwhich ApoUinarisafl&rmed.

on account of the freedom of choice, which is necessary to the vovg : "where
there is perfect man, there is sin,"
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how much more will it be needful to you sinful men, with your

confusion of flesh and of spirit ? Alas, with us even as standing

in grace, the flesh is wilhng, that is, to evil. It is not weah,

that is, in the sense of not Avilling because not able (rather

thinking itself not able) ; but it is mighty, and proud, deafening

the Spirit, and making common cause with the tempter. This

is to be seen in the disciples themselves. That Peter could not

now watch one hour was occasioned by the sin of his presump-

tion. He slept most profoundly when with open eyes he first

contradicted and then denied ! But if we through the grace of

regeneration are so far awake that to the willmg spirit in us,

as in Christ, sin, that is, the temptation to sin, is no other than

a suffering and a burden^ bringing no longer pleasure ^\i\h. it

—

then may we take the consolations of Christ's word, that the

weakness, which feels the suffering, and which is exposed to the

temptation, is no sin, any more than it was in Him. No more

is then demanded of us than to watch and pray ; but both with

the utmost earnestness. To icatch against the enemy, on account

of the weak flesh exposed to his assault ; to pray with a willing

spirit for the strength of God which maintains and strengthens

that willingTiess.

But nothing is more lamentable and more perilous than the

perversion of this equally rousing* and comfortable sentence,

which in common with many such scriptures, Satan skilfully

tempts men to misuse. He rends the latter saying from the

former; separates it from the "watch and pray;" and makes

that which was designed as an encouragement to watchfulness

and prayer a pillow for self-deception. He persuades the sinner

to regard *t as enough that his poor imaginary willingness of

spirit (his good heart, right intention, etc.) is enough of itself

;

and apologizes for sin and entering into temptation as " weak-

ness of the flesh !" Just as in Phil, ii., ver. 13 is wrenched from

ver. 12 ; and in Rom. iii., ver. 23 from ver. 21. We trust that

all such perversion has been thoroughly guarded against through-

out this exposition.

AYe turn to the second, repeated petition of our Lord, which

St Matthew alone records in words. We have already given

the reason of our Lord's interrupting His prayer, and going

in the interval to His disciples : let us now quote the words
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of the Berlenb. Bible :
" Among other things we may here

learn that in all times of sore conflict we should not continue in

one uninterrupted strain of prayer in order to prevent our

devotion from being feeble and lukewarm ; we should rather

pause, and take breath, that it may be urged with all the

more vehemence." Yvlien the Lord, yielding as it were for

a moment to the weakness of His flesh, sought the society of

His disciples, their impotence must itself have invigorated His

strength to still more ardour in the conflict. TJakiv iic Bevrepov

in St Matthew is an emphatic tautology, specifically enumerat-

ing. St Mark's saying the same ivords (explanation of iy

Bevripov) is in the general right ; but they were not entirely the

same words. St Luke refers to the second prayer as eKrevea-

T6pov, more earnestly^ not, however, as more urgently supphcat-

ing for the removal of the cup, but, according to St ]\Iatthew's

sense, even if we had not his words—more vehemently strug

glmg for the victory of submission in His agony .^ Christ knew

that the Father always heard Him (Jno. xi. 42) ; He therefore

understands the not passing away of His anguish as the grant-

in o- of His last word

—

As Thou wilt!—as the confirmation of

the Divine will that He should drink the cup. He therefore

comes to the conclusion in the second prayer, as if an answer

had been received. He no longer says—If it be possible, let it

pass ; but

—

If it may not pass ; and girds Himself to obedience.

His willingness expresses itself still more strongly in wiless I

drink it
— " He now addresses Himself more du'ectly to drink.''

Similarly, the more general and definitely spoken— Thy ivill be

done, in this as in all things—corresponds now to a perfect sub-

mission ; but this does not exclude the continuous conjlict in the

praying utterance of this detennination.

^ This became so severe as to cause the bloody sweat in the cold niglit

(Jno. xviii. 18). We would not, with Athanasiiis, pronounce a ban upon

those who deny this sweat of blood.
'

' The force of the particle as falls upon

the drops, not the hlood,'" as Bengel rightly remarks ; for it is x,etra,^eiivovTi;

not }<,oe,Tci(i>o(,lvo<jro;.
" If the sweat had not been Moody, the mention of blood

might have been omitted ; for the word dro}7s would have been sufficient."

Rambach remarks that the driving out of the blood from the heart is con-

trary to the course of nature, as anxiety and fear drive it inwardly to the

heart ; but here all is alone of its kind, though after human kind, and we

therefore doubt the correctness of his remark.
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The third prayer is at least intimated by St Mark also

—

He
oometh the third time ; that is, after a third departure and prayer.

St Matthew adds

—

Saying the same icords, that is, as on the

second occTasion. That which He had taught His disciples con-

cerning the fewness and the simpHcity of their words in prayer,

finds its exemplification in His oyvti case, through the weakness

and the oppression which made more words impossible. To re-

peat the same few words is before God the deepest earnestness.

The poverty of the words pertains to the weakness, their per-

severingness to the sincerity, of prayer. And before even this

third prayer He found the disciples once more sleeping ! Their

eyes were hea^y, pressed down (^e/Saprj/jLevot Matt., Kura^apv-

vojjLevoi, Mar.) ; according to St Luke He found them sleeping for

sorrow, which last addition would almost seem to be a doubtful

and inadequate reflection in some way inserted into the record.

For, although this uttermost impotence of man here where the

God-man treads the winepress alone, may be humanly explained

by their exhaustion in the deep night after such a day, by the

reaction after so much excitement, and most decisively as St

Luke says, by the stmming power of a sorrow which was too

great for them; yet was there something more than all this

assaulting them, as the Lord Himself had intimated— the tem2:>-

tation of the power of darkness, the satanic sifting, without which

their sympathy mth the sufferings of Jesus would have held

then' eyes waking. But this prostration under the assault of the

enemy is itself part of the impotence of men. The Lord knew
this ; He beheld it with compassion, and was urged by it to per-

severance in His conflict for these poor men : He left them (a(j)eh

avTov<;) and continued in watching and prayer, until He had

overcome in this commencement of the hour which had come ;

until, with returning power, serenity, and peace. He could de-

liver Himself up to the betrayer and the hands of sinners.

VOL. VII.
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THE INVIGORATION.

(Matt. xxvi. 45, 46 ; Mark xiv. 41, 42 ;
[Lu. xxii. 46.])

This last word before His being taken, while He was speak-

ing which (all three unite in this) the betrayer came near, as

the Lord had just intimated, is given with precision only by the

first two Evangelists ; St Luke has retained only koL avaardf;—
avaaTcivTe^. It falls once more into a threefold arrangement •

the final, and most sorrowfully-gentle reproof of the disciples'

sleeping to the last ; the announcement of the time of His being

delivered up into the hands of external enemies ; the voluntary

surrender of Himself to meet it, through the vigour which His

conflict had given Him.

Are we to make the first clause, which the first two Evange-

lists give us literally alike, a question, or not ? We find indeed

in St Luke the question—Why sleep ye ? But we have already

seen that his account gives up all literal exactness, and con-

denses the whole : we might say that this Whi/ sleep ye ? in his

record is but the echo of the earlier Simon, sleepest thou f or,

Could ye not watch ? The to Xolttov of itself scarcely allows

the idea of a question here ; for that does not mean, properly

speaking,—Do ye then sleep on still f^ but the indicative cha-

racter of the whole sentence decidedly contradicts such a notion.

It might be possible to take them at once as in the Indicative

—

Ye sleep and take your rest still; and, behold, it is time to

awake, and stand up, and go forth ! But this does not content

us ;^ this would require for the connection and, behold, whereas

we find in St Mark an abrupt anre'^ei which can be fitly ren-

dered only as an Imperative. We therefore, with Winer, take

the words as in the Imperative, and regard them as noting an

advancement beyond the previous question, and thus being more

m harmony with the Lord's present invigoration of spirit. He
had previously lamented that they slept, while oppressed Him-

1 As Winer observes, resting on the phrase itself.

2 That is, our own individual feeling ; for in the interpretation of all

such dubious and pregnant sayings there cannot fail to be more or less of

the subjective element.
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self with need of help ; but now, so far as regards His need,

He permits them to sleep on : He requiriis and demands their

watching for Himself no more. Thus much of permission there

is in this conceding Imperative ; but it is far from being a per

mission or direction to sleep, expressly intended, as it were, to

intimate that now for the rest

—

to Xoittov—they were ex-

empted from the necessity of watching and praying ! (For

Bengel is right—As sleep is opposed to watching, so rest is

opposed to the labour of prayer. The avairaveaOai is not syno-

nymous with KaOev^eiv ; but this double-saying corresponds to

the former double-saying.) On His account, indeed, and as it

respected the previously urgent watch with Me, they might now
continue to sleep, and cease from prayer for His strengthening.

But does He not go on to say that His being betrayed would

soon awake and arouse them, and make them watchful in

earnest ? Bengel :
" Shortly others will come, ^\\\o wdll awaken

you. In the meantime [we would add—as it respects Me] sleep,

if ye canP^ Or Neander: "Sleep on still, I will no more

awake you, no more ask you to watch and pray with Me ; but

ye wdll soon be roused out of your sleep by violence, for behold^^

etc. Quite true—but may this be called irony or not ? Bengel

says, " It is not irony, but metonymy." Winer maintains that

the assumption of irony is contradictory to the whole tone of

our Lord's mind at such a juncture. This is true also, if there

is to be connected anything like his levis irrisio. But there is

a sort of irony, at least in the expression, which has no mockery

in it, and w^hich is consistent with the most sorrowful gentle-

ness ; and such Bengel's " si vacat," and Neander's sleep on,

seem to express. For if I give permission to do a thing at the

same time that I say " but you will not find it possible," what

is that but the language of irony ? -^ Glassius was right in the

main :
" This is by no means the time for sleeping and taking

rest (this lies in the hour), but for watching ; but because My

1 The translation— "Sleep afterwards, at a future time, but now it is

inappropriate," is altogether contrary to the language and the connection.

For Wahl, who gives posthac, i.e., alio tempore, forgets aUogether that iu

all the parallels for posthac (Gal. vi. 17 ; 1 Cor. vii. 29 ; 2 Tun. iv. 8 in

the New T^tament), the time must be reckoned from the moment of

speaking

—

d'Tro rov vvu'
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words have been lost upon you, / shall cease to exhort you now

:

however, though you may sleep on as it regards Me, there are

enemies who will not permit you, but will constrain you un-

willingly to watch." Winer would evade this connection by
sundering the two clauses thus : In the first clause the Lord
would in all earnestness let them sleep on, and knows nothing

yet of the Behold; but scarcely has He said so when He be-

holds the traitor approaching. He speaks to Himself the Behold,

they are at hand, etc. ; and then, retracting what was spoken

first, He says to the disciples

—

Arise ! He who can may con-

tent himself with this : to us this sudden surprise of our Lord,

—which assumes Him to have really thought that the disciples

could have slept on during the remainder (that night being so

far advanced which He knew to be the night of His sufferings,

and of their offence and denial!),—and such an intervening

monologue of the Lord's surprise, are altogether insufferable.

But it is certainly a " rebuking word" (as Lange says), taking

it as a question— " Do ye thus sleep through the time and take

your rest ? meaning. Are ye then thus full of sleep throughout

to the end?"— but, a rebuking word in the most rigorous sense,

this final, and sorrowfully-gentle, condemnation of the Lord
cannot be called. It is His sorrow and His gentleness which
dictate the ironical form ; and only in this latter is the reproving

element, which cannot be evaded. In Bengel's " with tender-

ness and severity" the former must have the emphasis; there

is no anger to be thought of, now when immediately after His
own sharp conflict the Lord's heart has no room for anything

but the deepest sympathy, and feeling for our infirmities. Thus
Chrysostom is wrong when he says (Hom. 71 in Job.)—" It is

not the voice of command, or of counsel, but that of reproach."

Much more ambiguous than the former clause would be the

airexeo which St Mark adds, were it not that the one illustrates

the other. We must first reject the interpretation (in Wahl's
Lex. again) : transiit scil. anxietas, My anguish is over, has

passed away for this time.^ That would involve a perfect chasm
between this word and that which he goes on to add, without

any Behold,— The hour is come. We cannot suppose Him to

' The Syr. and Arab, express it— // is over—but it remains doubtfu]

what they would supply.
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say both in one breath, who had previously prayed that the hour

might pass. And it is a very inapposite record— " There is no

more anguish for Me"— at the moment when His whole language

and deportment attest it much more strongly. Applying the

same intei-pretation of the word another way, it might be said,

with Grotius

—

'' The time is gone during which the Apostles

might have been a solace to Chi'ist." More plainly, The time

in which ye should have watched and prayed with Me, is past

;

ye have slept away the hour of probation ! But this would be

too stern a rebuke, and such severity we have repelled already.

Or, if airkyei must retain the meaning of dbest^ transiit (which

Grotius maintains, appealing to the passage in Anac. afterwards

to be quoted, and to peractum est in Seneca), it only remains

that we render it with Lange, " there is now an end of ity'

that is, of your sleeping ; " your rest must be broken, others

are coming to disturb it!" This comes near to the fact, the

subject of the impersonal verb being the sleeping and taking

rest ; but in this sense the anrk^ei makes the irony too keen in

the sudden change :
" Sleep on yet ? It is now at an end with

sleep!" What then is our refuge? We confidently decide

with Bengel, for the interpretation It is enough, according to the

Yulg. sufficit ; and imderstand

—

Enough now of dreams ! This

interpretation of the word appears to us established by the pas-

sage quoted from Anac. Od. xxviii. 33 ; and thus only do we
obtain a gentle and fit transition between the two opposite clauses.

The Lord would indeed say sleep on—but He is constrained at

once to proceed

—

Enough of sleep ! This parallel Imperative

is more appropriate than the rigorous annomicement—There is

nevertheless an end of it !

^

The remainder of the word needs but httle explanation.

The TjkOev or ijyyLKev says strongly enough that there is no sud-

den sui-prise at this sacred crisis, in which this victory of resig-

nation has been fully gained. Even if the first ^^/io/(i coincides

with the visible appearance of the multitude, and referred to

that (but, because the behold occurs tmce, we cannot but think

1 The attempt of Sepp to interpret it as a misunderstanding for dTrixot,

y.'/i yeuoiTo^ the translation of a "''"?*, is no better than the correction of

the difficult ccTrixn in the marginal gloss iTrsxsi (as if it was spurious, and

sprung from the remark of an expositor

—

Here He restrains Himself!)
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that the second only points to that circumstance)—yet it is

plain that the Lord had felt this very hour^ and all that it would

bring with it, to be near throughout His conflict ; and to our

mind it is very impressive that in the Father's counsel \hQ first

moment of the Lord^s invigoration should coincide so exactly luith

the first instant of the external assault upon Him} The read-

ing appropinquahit in the Vulg. deranges all. The Kai after

rfi^iK&v in St Matthew is not to be resolved into that; but the

hour stands alone in its pregnant fulness of meaning, as in St

Mark also. To be betrayed into the hand of sinners—this is

still a thought of dread to the Holy One of God, even after He
has overcome, and devoted Himself to this fearful horror. By
this, however, we are not to understand, according to the com-
mon Jewish phrase, the Gentiles ; the article in St Mark might

lead to fhat conclusion, were it not that its absence in St Mat-
thew gives the more general and appropriate sense. Even in

Gal. ii. 15 the word has by no means this meaning, if it is

closely considered; the Apostle says— Sinners of the Gentiles,

but the antithesis is— Sinners of the Jews ; and his ironical allu-

sion is to the proud word of the Jews who called all heathens

sinners. And very different from that is the avofJLoi of Acts ii.

23; 1 Cor. ix. 21. The Saviour in Gethsemane knows only of

sinners in simple contrast with His own holiness ; so that He
here, as everj^where, places Himself, as the One Son of man, in

contradistinction to all sinners. If it had been said. The Mes-

siah—we might have been justified in thinking of the heathen.

Those to whom He was immediately betrayed were rather the

Jews, the high priests and rulers, to whom He Himself, Jno.

xix. 11, ascribed the greater sin. The keenest point of the sin

which was permitted thus to come upon Him was the fact of

His being betrayed by the traitor, the worst of all sinners :—of

him He thinks especially, he was in His mind when He said,

" the Son of Man is betrayed^' before He directly mentions him
as he draws near at the head of the multitude. To utter this

with the deepest grief and yet with the calmest resignation, to

go forth and meet this traitor and these sinners' hands,— this

was the point to which He had strengthened His soul, as His

* Not till He had finished tlie struggle ! Hence Judas must " keep tlie

multitude till then quite in the background."
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Invigoration is expressed both by word and act.^ The disciples

must be there for a brief space when their Master is seized,

consequently to tliem first is addressed the solemn Rise ! (which

echoes in St Luke's avao-raz^re?) ; then follows the ^'Aycofiev!

let us be going ! which, while it seems to include them, really

means only Himself. It is almost as if He would remind them

of that first ^nse, let us go hence! Jno. xiv. 31. This Hise

entirely put an end to the Sleep on now ; no one of the disciples

found sleep or rest that night.

THE FIRST WORD TO THE MULTITUDE.

(Jno. xviii. 4, 7, 8.)

Notwithstanding the immediately—not only in St Mark,

whose use of this expression we are familiar with from the be-

ginning, but also in St Matthew, ver. 49—we are convinced

that the whole of Jno. xviii. 4-8 took place before the kiss of

Judas ; and we shall hereafter justify this supposition. The
increasing divergence of the EvangeHsts, as they go deeper into

the history of the Passion, is quite natural on the human ground

of their observation and remembrance, and makes all the more

wonderful the absolute unity of their testimony throughout.

That which, in the confusion and excitement attendant upon its

occurrence, was viewed from various points of view, was not

by any means left as the material which a human tradition

might variously weave ; but the Holy Spirit, without effacing

the stamp of human credibility which is impressed upon their

artless differences, has defended them from all incorrectness,

and set upon the whole the seal of His own sure testimony.

But only the unprejudiced perceive that human stamp ; and to

none but the partakers of that Spirit is the assurance of His

testimony perfectly plain.— St John knew of the kiss of Judas,

but it was not his purpose to record it again. He takes us im-

mediately after the High-priestly prayer, out over the brook

* A devout remark has been made here :
" The creative

—

Let us make

man ! did not cost so much as this Lei us go ! of the Son of God in His re-

deeming work."
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Cedron (to the significance of which in the scene he alone

refers)—into the garden of anguish and victory, where the

second Adam began to make atonement for the sin which the

first Adam committed in the garden of Paradise.^ But his

province was, presupposing all else that had been recorded con-

cerning the Lord's sufferings, to point out His glorification in

suffering. When he now, in ver. 4, sets over against the Lord's

knowing all things that should come and came upon Him, the

fatal and wretched knowledge of Judas concerning the place

;

and, with a remarkable second i^e\6cav, went forth (after the

i^TjkOe of ver. 1), immediately adjoins He said unto them—we
can hardly suppose the betraying kiss of this Judas, thus men-
tioned in vers. 3 and 5, to have intervened. It is evident that

St John would mention that first going forth of our Lord to

meet the multitude, w^hich anticipated all that came upon Him.
In the whole interval between the two dark periods of con-

flict in Gethsemane and upon the cross, tlie Lord exhibits out-

wardly the most sublime serenity and strength, although this

might consist with the continuance of the conflict within. Be-

fore God, before the Father, He had obtained the first victory

of resolution to drink the cup (Jno. ver. 11), the inmost con-

tents of which His soul already tastes—Now may men and

sinners come, and in them the whole power of darkness ! And
this is to us an example in our own appointed sufferings—that

our preparations must not wait till the outward pressure comes,

but that we must see to it that it find us prepared.

The multitude which comes against Jesus

—

qj(\o<; ttoXv^ in

Matt, and Mar., briefly 6'^o<; in Lu.— consists, as we appro

hend it, of a combination of four if not five elements : soldiers

;

functionaries of the judgment or the temple watch ; servants ;

high priests and elders themselves; and probably a miscellaneous

concourse. St John rightly places first, as required by Judas
and placed at his disposal, rrjv o-irelpav^ that is, as the article

shows, the military Cohort of the Komans stationed in Jeru-

salem for any such purpose. According to Josephus there was

such a body, established in the fortress Antonia, in order to pre-

vent or suppress any insurrection, especially at the great feasts ;

' Which obvious parallel we find in Cyril and Augustine.
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and with this Acts xxi. 31 agrees. STrelpa, in Ennius found as

spira, cannot possibly signify the temple-guard; for compare

Acts X. 1, xxvii. 1, and in Jno. xviii. 12 the p^i\/a/)%09. Cer-

tainly it was not the whole Cohort of five hundred men, but a

considerable part representing the whole. " To obtain this

escort it was only necessary to inform the chief magistrate that

there were signs of an insurrection, which must be put down by

the arrest of the leader of it." (Hess.) Thus this escort had

been obtained by those whom the matter concerned—that is,

secondly, the vTrrjpeTaty the officers of the coimcil, which must

be here one and the same with the (Levitical) temple-guard

:

for see Lu. ver. 52 captains of the temple, and compare ver. 4,

as also Acts iv. 1, v. 24, 26. There was one chief captain, and

several subordinate : the chief captain here corresponds to the

')(^iktap^o<;. Then come, thirdly, the common or private servants

of their various masters, whom the " high priests," etc., had sent

with the rest in their zeal : see John ver. 18, hoiikoi and vTrr^pe-

rac distinguished, hence Malchus the servant of the high j^riest.

Both the official and the private servants are included in the

CLTTO of Matt., Trapd in Mark, which the Vulg. has rightly in the

former supplemented by missi— sent from—and it is the same

with the €fc of John. But, fourthly, as we shall see in Lu. ver.

52, there were some high priests and elders—but whether by or

against the will of the leaders, whether they went in their zeal

or met the company, is a questionable point.^ Enough, this

6^o<; {o-xXoi, Matt. ver. 55), this multitude, as it is called, as if

to lay the charge of tumult rather upon these His enemies, was

to have the appearance of a united rising of all kinds against a

most guilty and most dangerous man, an ecclesiastical and poli-

tical delinquent. But the temple-guard is summoned against

the innocent teacher in the temple, the prophet legitimated by

many miracles, the ^lessiah and Lord of the temple, proved to

be such by every sigTi ! The Eoman power is brought against

Him as an insm-rectionary and a murderer ! St John mentions

only weapons generally ; the Synoptics have swords, and, more-

' According to Lange :
" Already the beginnings of the mob-tumult

which was later excited against Jesus—individual fanatics, who joined the

crowd." As Nonnus excellently describes it : kxI ttoJ^vu oiarpvjivroc Tirxp
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over, fuXa, tliat is, stakes, sticks, or however else it may be

translated—not, however, "clubs." Either the soldiers had

swords, the servants of the council or temple-guard only weapons

of wood (staves as indicating office? but this is quite impro-

bable) ; or, better, in this " tumultuously armed company" even

the ^v\a had been hastily seized for help. So at least the Lord
Himself seems to intimate. Matt. ver. 55. This exaggerated

arming was in any case a pretence, out of dishonour to

Jesus, and to mark Him beforehand as dangerous to Pilate.

St John mentions also lanterns and torches, although it was the

Easter full-moon ; to seek diligently the object of their search,

if He was not found in the indicated garden. We need not

refer this to the locality of the valley of Cedron : on the one

hand, there is in this light thrown upon these works of darkness

an irony which condemns them ; and, on the other, it was deal-

ing with our Lord in a manner as contemptible as foolish

—

as if He would hide Himself! Similarly with the weapons

— as if He would defend Himself ! At the same time, as if

He who called Lazarus out of his grave, could be taken with

swords and staves ! All this was as useless as the spices after-

wards at the sepulchre—but this time all was for scorn and

indignity.

But He had already spoken His Let us go forth—that is, in-

deed, to meet them I ^E^ekdoov (or in Lachm. and Tisch. i^\6ev

Kol Xeyet), does not mean the going out of the garden; for,

according to ver. 26, the entire capture took place within the

garden. Nor is it that " He went out from the midst of the dis-

ciples." But the Vulg. processit rightly interprets this going

forth to meet the advancing crowd, comp. Matt. xiv. 14. At the

same time, the i^eXdelv, if we supplement " from the inner part

of the garden," may contain a latent reference by St John to the

secret conflict presupposed in the tradition. His first word,

Whom seek ye?—the simplest and most sublime word at such a

crisis—requires rather to be penetrated by feeling than ex-

pounded in other words. He knew that which He inquired

;

but He would be answered, in order that He might surrender

Himself to them solemnly and formally ; with the pm'e simpli-

city of the highest truth confronting their artifices and pretexts.

When thev would make Him a kino- Pie fled from them—now,
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when His sacrificial death is comej He goes to meet them. He
may not let Himself be sought as Adam among the trees of the

garden. In this '^ icliomV^ there lies already the afterwards-

expressed aim of ffis surrender—If ye seek Me, let these go their

way. The people must bethink themselves ; and, against their

will, with as much becoming calmness as was possible to them,

do simply that one thing for which they were sent by God and

men, take His sole person into custody. If this whom seek ye ?

carries our thought back to that first ichat seek ye ? Jno. i. 38,^

we find much to ponder in devotion, and to apply. The sincere

seek Him for salvation, when He asks What seek ye ? for the

true reply of their good conscience. But they who seek Him
in enmity, are affrighted at His Whom ? Alas, how many still

there are who, as here, knowingly and yet ignorantly, are found

among the crowds whom Judas leads

!

Among those then present were many so altogether ignorant

as not to know Jesus by person : this would apply especially to

the Roman soldiers. They knew only that they were to seize

" Jesus of Nazareth." That Judas alone knew who was to be

seized, and that the others were to know^ at the right time through

his sign, is altogether improbable, and leaves the first answer

vdth the name inexplicable, for it could not have then been

at once

—

even Thee ! If He had declared Himself to be the

person sought when He said Whom seek ye? the amazement

which fell upon them would not have w^aited for the / am
He. And, moreover, there were many there who must have

personally known the Lord, as He Himself says—I was daily

with you !

Are we to assume, with Grotius (and so Chry^s. and Cyril),

that they were collectively struck at once with blindness, and

thus confounded at the very beginning ? This is an altogether

needless assumption. Or, may we say that even those who knew

Him could not recognise Him, in spite of their lanterns and

torches, or through the blinding combination of their lights with

that of the moon ? We think that He stood before them visible

enough, having come forward into the clear light. Many pro-

bably knew Him, but in these there was an anticipation of the

1 And in St John's Gospel there are many such suggestive references

from the conclusion to the beginning.
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fear which threw them down, and no man dared to say— Thee !

It remains, therefore, for those who knew Him not, to say art-

lessly to the man who comes forward and asks them as if to help

them, and who therefore Vv^as not the person himself

—

Jesus of

Nazareth, This was His common name. Matt. xxi. 11, xxvi. 71,

not without contempt on the part of His tradiicers, but among

others simply the full name and designation of this Jesus. But

we cannot reconcile it with any thoughtful study of the whole

scene to suppose that any man of the multitude could have given

such an answer after the kiss of Judas. Our hasty expositors

should pause a while and meditate in stillness upon the whole,

before they enter into their details.

In the same simple tone in which the answer had been given,

though more calmly than that answer, which the question of

the unknown one had somewhat distm'bed. He says again, and

in the plainest words—/ am He^ if ye seek Him, ye need seeh no

longer. He is before you ! This was the necessary and designed

protest against the seeking, the most lowly and yet solemn testi-

mony to His o\^^n voluntary surrender of Himself. But, accord-

ing to the Father's counsel, the fulfilment of which was brought

on by the nature of the case, there w^as to be a yet stronger

protest—that no violence could have availed to take the Son of

God, if He had not thus given Himself up. There proceeds

from Him an unconscious power of the Highest, in connection

with this lowly I am He! which strikes amazement into the

whole multitude. First, they icent backward—an involuntary

retreat, the Old-Testament frequent "^^n^^ JiDJ of smitten foes;'

but immediately afterwards still more

—

they fell to the ground!

Then were they the evil-doers, whom fear in their deepest hearts,

which the word of Jesus pierced, had sought and found ! He
stands before them, lately risen out of His own weakness ; before

these sinners, in whose likeness He has appeared, though far as

heaven separate from them in their guilty fear, He is glorified

as the Holy One of God even while He is giving Himself into

their hands ! Many have appealed to the fact that " even Strauss

discerns a miracle here"—but we have no sympathy with this

ambiguous acknowledgment. There was no specific miracle

liere, apart from the standing miracle of our Lord's personality

itself ; for it was not the purpose of Jesus to perform any, it
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was not His conscious design to throw the people down.^ Thus

assuredly it was no " ray of His omnipotence" or His " divinity"

which suddenly burst forth ; for His Divinity and omnipotence

were now most profoundly concealed and withdrawn in order

to His suffering, Strauss has not well shown, as Ebrard thinks,

that this falling of the crowd could not admit of a natural

explanation ; w^e see here most plainly a manifestation in the

highest degree of that which has not seldom occurred in much
lesser degree in the domain of human experience. Enemies

have been stricken backward in the presence of sinful men, in

the sudden view of their own guilt and superior dignity ; history

has many examples, such as those of Marius, Marcus Antonius,

Probus, Pertinax, the Polish bishop Stanislaus, Coligny; and

there are many which history does not record. But here there

is One who is Holy as no other is ; and the consciences of most

in this crowd were susceptible of such a sudden recoil before the

majesty of that /, from the knowledge which they had con-

cerning this " Jesus of Nazareth." And the impression would

reach to us all by sympathy. He had not said this time. It is I,

he not afraid—therefore did they fear, because they had gone

out against Him. But to us, His own disciples, this / am He I

should say much which must be left to be supplied and expanded

by the believing heart.

Just as if nothing had passed, not surprised at this natural

though undesigned result of His own word, Jesus in the trans-

cendent elevation of His repose still calmly hastens to the goal

—To deliver Himself up to them, and to secm'e the freedom of

His disciples. He had waited uninterrupted in His composure,

till they should rise up again,^ and as soon as they can hear He

^ '' This is to be explained as the power of a good conscience over an
evil, of faith over unbelief. For Jesus had no design to use here His mira-

culous power, rather in faith and obedience to render Himself up to the will

and counsel of God, and save His disciples." (Brandt.) TVe think reason

enough is found here for the rejection of the view which Kjrummacher, e.g.,

and Luthardt still maintain—that it was the design of Jesus to throw down
the people. To our feehng this is altogether inconsistent with the present

position and spirit of oiu* Lord.
2 Which, through the predominance of the proud element in this multi-

tude, speedily took place. The excellent Wesley unnecessarily interposes

here a great deal :
" Probably the priests among them might persuade them-
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asks them once more, literally as at first, tlie same question. It

is only in the compound iTrrjpcorrjaey instead of the previous

elTrev, that St John seems to intimate more urgency in the

question. Whatever of humiliating or of ironical there was

in the tone, resulted from the matter itself; their conscience

would hear it, though Jesus meant not so to speak—What
kind of man do ye suppose this " Jesus " to be whom ye

seek, armed as ye are, yet without any courage to take Him ?

They are constrained to return the same literal answer, though

its meaning is now different. No man dares, even after the

" I am He" no man dares, to say—We seek Theel The first

time it was proudly, but now it is feebly, said, as if a con-

fession of sin—Jesus of Nazareth, Him we should and would

take, but cannot.

Hereupon the Lofty One says ^vith the gentlest and most

inspiriting tone which He could adopt

—

I have told you that I

am He. Merely told—wherefore then did you fall down at the

sound ? I say it once more, not to affright you, but because

ye have found Me. Had He gone on to speak, no man *could

have laid hands upon Him, as we saw in the prelude of this

scene, ch. vii. 44. The courage which enabled them to lay hold

upon Him at last, sprang from the courage with which He sur-

rendered Himself. Their falling before Him was doubtless, how-

ever, " a type of the w^orld's judgment." " What will He do

when He comes to judge, who did such things when He was

judged? What will He be able to inflict from His throne,

who had this power when about to die?" This is Augustine's

question ; and still more suggestive is Bengel's brief word, " He
^vill say it a third time one day!" That is to say. So long as

the limits of His forbearance are not reached, He ever repeats

to His enemies as well as to His friends His avowal, / am He

;

until that day comes when the same words will cast down His

foes for ever.. If it had not been the Father's counsel that He
should give Himself up for the salvation of the world—then

would His .deportment here at His capture lack its highest

selves and their attendants that this also was done by Beelzebub ; and that

it was through the providence of God, and not the indulgence of Jesus,

that they received no further damage." no, all things passed much too

rapidly for this.
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justification ; but it is itself the strongest testimony for this

counsel and will.

Finally, He omits not to say, what He had meant from the

beginning—that they should do no harm to His disciples. In

the terror-striking power and suppressed majesty which invol-

untarily as it were attended Him in His humiliation, He extends

the hand of His protecting love over His Httle, feeble company.

They did not vratch with Him, but He is watchful for their de-

fence. His collective disciples are now around Him ; for, the

going forth of ver. 4 reached to the entrance and forefront of

the garden, to the place where He had left the remaining Eight.

The description is very false which represents them as " attracted

by the noise," and so forth ; for there was no tumult at the first,

the multitude came ^\dth cautious silence. And now when they

had recovered from their fall and confusion, which of course

would not take place without some noise, the Eleven were

akeady there, druwn by the first, loudly-uttered, Whom seek ye ?

If ye seek Me, He says,—thereby once more plainly confirming

what they could not apprehend in His lam He I—I defend not

^Myself, I offer I^Iyself to you, take with you Him whom ye have

found ! But in the same gentle tone He also commands—But
let these go their way ! Probably they had orders, or at least

they might have had the desire, to seize also His dependents, as

is shown afterwards by the case* of the young man in St Mark

;

they might even have wished, having no courage to lay hands

on Him, to begin by seizing His disciples. But He says to them

what they are to do, and what not to do, just as He had said to

them

—

I am He I That He does not say My disciples,^ has a

reason of deep propriety ; for that would be calling them, in

opposition to these people. His dependents in a sense which He
did not acknowledge, and in which He would not involve them.

But it requires no proof that those who were thus found around

Him, and whom He shortly describes as these, belonged to Him
and lay near His heart. If a supposed conspirator and plotter

should say " Let these people go," all the more certainly would

the reverse be done, because he would thereby declare them to

be his ovm. people. But Jesus speaks one word,—not, indeed,

^ As NonniLS improperly par.aplirascs by AacV '-ctiovv.
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as a request, but as a command in the tone of a request,—and

it lias the force of a command at the very juncture when He is

to be bound as a malefactor. Thus does He rule in the midst

of His enemies, already in His humiliation. (Ps. ex. 2.) He
remains alwaj^s the same ; the same when confronting the hosts

of His enemies as shortly before in the circle of His friends :
—

He sees the right, speaks and acts with composure in every

emergency, shows to each his place and way, even as He knew
and maintained His own. What a man is this !

The last word says to the multitude

—

These (a few unarmed

and affrighted people, as ye see) will not defend Me ! He gives

to the disciples an intimation and a command, as to what would

and would not now become them,—though, alas, Peter under-

stood it not. In its deepest sense— for, everything in the

Passion has its profound undertone of typical meaning,—this

saying, in which He devotes Himself and sets us free, shadows

out the entire significance of the atoning sufferings :—He and

He alone is made the victim, that we may go free, by a substitu-

tion which has its most real and vital truth, though not in the

hard, juridical sense. See here the antitype and the inversion

of that saying of David

—

lit is that have sinned, and done evil

indeed ; but as for these sheep, what have they done ? (1 Chron.

xxi. 17.) In the midst of the disquietude which pressed upon

Him He retains His pastoral solicitude for His sheep—that none

of those who have desey^ved death, may be lost, because and while

He gives Himself to death for them. To this day He continues

to spare our weakness : and gives up rather Himself, His name.

His honour, when His enemies seek Him among us.

This meaning is profoundly exhibited in ver. 9 by the

Evangelist ; and his quotation is not such an " unhappy that it

may he fuljilled^^ as Schweizer has most unhappily called it.

But St John does not regard (as many say with a good intention,

and as I myself thought at an earlier time) the protection of

their bodily life as a bodily pre-fulfilment of that higher mean-

ing which the Lord's prayer for His disciples must have con-

tained. Certainly, such an exhibition of the spiritual by the

external, which is its similitude,^ is justified generally, and has

1 Implementum literale implementi mystici prssludium ac sigillum. Matt,

viii. 17 is decisive for this.
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several examples ; but it is plain to me now, tliat as the Lord in

ch. x\di. 12 did not give His word an external meaning, so St

John does not refer it in his quotation to their external defence

and salvation. This has been acknowledged by older and later

expositors. The Berlenb. Bible says : In this we see that Christ

had not in view so much their bodily salvation ; but that He
provided for their bodily safety for the sake of their spiritual."

Both were here closely connected, for they could not then have

borne with Him His sufferings; He would not have lost one only,

but all. As Lampe himself was obliged to say,—" Considered

in themselves they would have succumbed to temptation, if they

had been taken too-ether with Christ." Rambach states it thus

excellently :
" Our merciful High Priest seeks to appoint and

arrange our temporal circumstances in such a manner as that

our souls shall take no harm—of this we have here a proof

and example." Liicke :
" It is perfectly in harmony that the

Evangelist, remembering Peter's denial under severe pressure,

finds in this external deliverance a rescue from such temptation

as the disciples were then unequal to sustain."^

Not merely is the power of the Lord against the apparent

violence of His enemies seen in this commandment issued at His

capture ; but the whole scene, as we shall further contemplate

it, glorifies generally—His (Divine) love in opposition to the

wickedness of Judas ; His (human) obedience in opposition to

Peter's self-will ; His holy (Divine-human) dignity in opposition

to the wavering and confused conduct of the whole of those

around Him. All, whether friends or enemies, are thrown out

of their course in the mighty excitement of this event. The

greatest injustice under heaven takes place ; hell is moved ; faith

is broken in His disciples ; and their presence of mind is gone

;

—He alone exhibits the composure and power which is the pre-

rogative of man in God. So every one goes his way at the

Lord's direction, and He goes His own way—calmness and order

ensue. This must be taken as a preparatory glance at all that

follows ; all human (and otherwise justified) wrath He subordi-

nates to Divine love, as is testified by the word to Judas, and at

the same time by the healing of Malchus. He renounces all

1 Ebrard and Lange decide for the same meaning.

VOL. VII. 8
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Divine power (thougli ever at His command) in the fulfilment

of His human obedience, as the word to Peter teaches. With
Divine-human dignity and light He speaks, teaches, testifies, from

the beginning to the end, as His final word to the multitude will

especially show. Truly, never man suffered like this man ! He
utters lam He I and faith understands the word, sinks volun-

tarily to His feet, and responds—Verily, Thou art He !

THE LAST WORD TO JUDAS.

(Matt. xxvi. 50 ; Lu. xxii. 48.)

The traitor had given them a sign:^ Whomsoever I shall

kiss, that same is He. St Luke, who does not expressly say this,

not only however records the kiss, but our Lord's word, presup-

posing it, which spoke of betraying with a kiss. The question

whether or not St Mark'^s word, ver. 44,— "lead Him away

safely''^—has an ironical meaning, as if Judas thought that the

Lord would know how to save Himself, is bound up with the

interpretation of Matt, xx^di. 3, and the whole view which we
take of the betrayal. Into this we cannot now enter ; but may
remark that the assumption of such daring trifling on the part

of the traitor, though to us improbable, would only make his

wickedness the greater. It is plain in any case that he had

made the most cold-blooded calculation and arrangement of all

things, even down to the particular of this sign. In this most

miserable act of forethought, he is daring enough to carry his

mockery even to the awful point of showing himself at once

His disciple and betrayer ; but he is also unconsciously and

secretly a coward, in that he does not dare to give any other

sign, such as should externally dishonour his Master. But now,

through the declaration of Jesus, this sign has been rendered

unnecessary;— are we then to suppose that Judas did kiss his

Master ? This apparently difficult question has induced many
to reverse the order of time :—the kiss was first given, and then

^ St Matt, artutioii ; St Mark more precisely ovaariy.oy^ that is, signum

commune^ a concerted sign, known to all. The 'iluKiv of the one is to he

understood as the same with the liluKu of the other.
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Jesus came forth to them with His Whom seeJc ye f For this

Lampe appeals to Bynaeus ; and among the more eminent

names which have so decided we may mention Hess, Hase,

V. Gerlach, Tholuck, Olshausen, Liicke, Ebrard, Lange, and

Braune. That Judas went forward first alone, " to give the

sign at a distance," while the watching spies kept in the rear in

order that the seemingly artless kiss should not be interrupted,

might ajopear to be a very rational explanation of their con-

certed plauy but we cannot agree with Ebrard that this is the

only and the obvious solution, for it is easy to imagine a much
more daring kiss than this would have been. But to what end

and with what meaning the Lord could then, after He had thus

been marked out and " betrayed with the kiss," put the simple

question as to luhom they sought ; and, still more, in what con-

ceivable sense the first equally artless answer, " Jesus of Naza-

reth," could have been given—we are altogether at a loss to

understand. For in that case the first answer of the multitude

would have been bold to such a degree that their immediate

transition to amazement on hearing the " I am He"—which,

however, added nothing to the intelligence—would be incom-

prehensible. And that, as Lange states the case, " Judas, on

hearing the rebuking voice of Jesus, quickly hastened back, and

his hasty retreat threw the first element of sympathetic fright

into the mass of the people," sounds reasonable enough, until we
study carefully the very words of the last Evangelist. St John's

representation, in the direct sequence of vers. 3 and 4, produces

at once the impression that this was the Jlrst time, and that Jesus

went forth to meet all that was to come upon Him, thus antici-

pating the awful concerted kiss of Judas. The elaTrjicei of Jno.

ver. 5 appears to us entirely to preclude the idea of any previous

" falling back." Lampe, who takes for granted that the kiss

had preceded, thus incorrectly interpolates :
" He stands, there-

fore, suffused with shame, homfied at the commission of his

own act, and dreading what the issue of the whole would be."

For, if St John had meant this, he would have recorded the

commission of the act ; or otherwise his narrative would be a

very strange one. He rather stands, according to St John,

as the same who had received this band and led them hither,

and who had come with them—vers. 3 and 5 are closelv con-
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nected. If the elarrjKev—Judas stood— has, as it then would

have, a special emphasis, that emphasis is a very different one,

as we read in the Berlenb. Bible :
" he appears to have been

stunned, and not to know whether to go before or behind, to

advance or retreat." More plainly : He stood irresolute, and

delayed awhile his kiss
;
perceiving this, our Lord would anti-

cipate his act, and spare him this wickedness, as also obviate

all unnecessary measures at His own capture. Still more, this

stood, ver. 5, is undeniably a prelude to the fall of ver. 6,

which is its direct antithesis, and intimates that Judas also fell

with them. Assuredly, according to the plain word of the

Evangelist, he did fall to the earth, and naturally was one of

the first to do so. But he was also, and this alone is in harmony

with his character, which is described in the holy word as devil-

ish, one of the first, if not the first, who daringly stood up

again. Chrysos., Cyril., Theoph., Euthym., assume that he did

not give the kiss until after Jno. xviii. 4-8 ; and we agree with

them, assuming further that this was even after he had already

fallen to the earth in common with the others who had stood.

The sign was now indeed superfluous, but in the exuberance of

his daring he gives it nevertheless, though scarcely risen from

the ground. Nor was it, as has been said, merely in his " con-

fusion " that he did it, for a devil, a man into whom Satan has

entered, may indeed be obhged to fall ; but confused in his

wickedness he cannot be, at least in the sense which has been

maintained. Why then is the kiss given, when Jesus has

already abundantly declared that it was He whom they sought

and should take ? Naturally—in the devihsh spirit—that he

may maintain his consistency, and redeem his word, and recover

from the vexation of the fall to the earth as speedily as possible.

All depends upon him, the leader ; and he must needs inspirit

his followers by showing them, what none knew so well as he,

that they might approach Jesus without being harmed. Pfen-

riinger makes one of his characters say, " Judas, thou art a dead

man if thou goest near to Him," and the wicked traitor rephes,

"Fear not. He never did harm to man!" In Teschendorff

Judas encourages the multitude :
" Go on to Him ! What fear

ye ? I will show you that He may be approached without fear
!"

We agree with this, apart from the utterance of the feeling In
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words : it is the only view wliicli altogether harmonises the

whole. And he drew near to Jesus, and with some customary

word of greeting he kissed Him ! Luke has simply (pCkricraL,

Matthew and Mark indeed KaTej>i\7)aev ; both however only in

the meaning of the ov av (^tX^croj which they have used pre-

viously. Thus here it is not the compound word, with its

common intensification of meaning, diu multumque osculari,

to kiss over and over (Tac. osculis aliquem fatigare), which

is, apart from its impropriety generally, quite opposed to the'

(pcXij/jLaTL, the single kiss which, according to St Luke, the

Lord speaks of.^ What a kiss was this, the symbol and

proverb of everything horrible of the same kind ; though

nothing of the same kind could ever equal it, and Joab's

kiss, 2 Sam. xx. 9, 10, was but its distant type ! Among all

the kisses of an enemy, which Solomon says, with a dark mean-

ing, are nhriyj, meaning thereby certainly something e^^il, deceit-

ful, wily, this kiss upon the cheek of the Holy One of God was

the most detestable and vile ; and it might well provoke to ivrath

—in every other man, but not in the Lord Jesus. There is a

sinless wrath of holy indignation which our Lord at other times

felt and expressed ; and if this pm^e human feeling in the Holy

One was ever excited, it might have been supposed that it would

be now, when He submitted to this blasphemer's salutation

!

What righteous man among men would not have turned away

his face ? What saint might not, under other circumstances,

have felt holy and vehement anger ? But here and now it is

very different—toward this Judas the Lord will exhibit nothing

but long-suffering and love. The hell in man is condemned,

during the time of His forbearance, by that Divine love of the

Son of man, which will not till hereafter become a consuming

fire. The Lord turns not away His face; He suffers. He
receives the kiss—this is abundantly more than what He re-

quires of His disciples in Matt. v. 39. David's submission to

1 Bengel's translation is gab ihm Kusse—kisses— as in the Gnomon

—

more than once. Ebrard makes it an embrace ; but all this is inappropriate

and unnecessary, since Kctrcc(pi7^uv is certainly used for (piT^slu. (Ecclus.

xxix. 6 in Wahl does not suit, but 3 Ezra iv. 47 does.) The stronger word

only makes emphatic the accomplishment of the purpose—He came to kiss,

and did it.
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the cursing of Shimei, and whatever else may be compared,

falls infinitely short of the acceptance of this kiss.^ Christ

loved His own unto the end—but also the lost one, the apostate

among them. (2 Pet. iii. 1.) Therefore He does not merely

keep silence, which is generally an easier act of patience ; but

He still speaks, and now, as everywhere throughout the Passion,

at the right place. His words become less frequent and more

brief as events proceed, but they are all the more impressive and

powerful when testimony demands them.

We shall not needlessly trouble ourselves with the doubtful

question as to whether the twofold word to Judas was or was

not spoken at once ; we take both sayings, as they simply stand,

as being intended by the Spirit to form one word. Thus first,

the saying which St Matthew records ; for this appears to us to

have been actually first spoken, inasmuch as the immediate

reply is connected with the greeting which accompanied the

kiss. According to St Matthew %at/3e pa^^l—a mocking salu-

tation, the prelude of the soldiers' mockery in Matt, xxvii. 29.

This was the most confidential formula which a disciple could

permit himself to use, according to the custom both of Gentiles

and Jews ; whether in the apostohcal circle the Lord was ever

greeted with "^h uh*\^—Peace he to Thee—we very much doubt,

at least as far as regards the reverent spirit of the others.

Braune supposes that the Greek or the Roman salutation was

used, on account of the Gentile soldiers, and then continues,

" Judas might indeed have been able to take upon his lips the

Jewish 'Peace be with thee;' " we agree with him in the latter,

and are vdlling to admit a certain truth in the former, if St

Matthew reports literally. In St Mark the best Codd. and the

Syr. have a double Rahhi without hail, Lachmann gives but

one, the Yulg. ave, Rahhi. However it may be, they accord in

this—that he greeted and kissed Him (with or without the

expression of the greeting) calling Him Rahhi. Corresponding

with this is the kralpe of the Lord's response. This is hard to

translate, since the most obvious "My friend" is either too

1 Pfenninger :
" Wouldst thou know what Satan can do and God can

bear, what the basest of mankind can do and the best of manhood can bear

:

behold the lips of Judas who kisses, and the cheek of Jesus which receive.s

the kiss
"
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affectionate, and almost sentimental; or again too cold and

indifferent, as it may be taken like a cursor}' greeting of a tra-

veller. It was neither the one nor the other here ; but uttered

more graciously and affectionately now by the lips of Jesus

than the half-friendly and half-repellant address in the two

parables, ch. xx. 13, xxii. 12. The '^ gesell,^ companion, of the

Berlenb. Bible has too good a meaning, that is, according to

Ps. Iv. 14 ; it would in its fundamental signification suit very

well, were it not that common usage had given it another tone.

Friend, in the sense of <^t\o9, the Lord could not possibly say

;

for, Jno. XV. 14, 15 teaches us how much meaning that word

has as used by the Lord Jesus. Nor in the weaker sense of a

merely human relationship, could He so term this deceitful enemy,

at the moment of liis betrapng kiss. Lideed, all allusion to former

friendship would be beside the truth in the case of this evil man.

Nor does this lie in the word, as Ammonius says :
" o €Ta2po<;

is not altogether a <^tXo9. 'Eralpoi are such as have been con-

federates for a length of time in life and work." Thus the

recognition of a near relationship, so fearfully now dishonoured,

is contained in the word:—As thou by word and salutation

declaredst thyself, so, alas, thou hast been, a close companion of

!Mine ! This Judas is the disgrace and refuse of mankind.

Tmce, with deep meaning, had the Lord's behold (as before at

the table) emphatically announced his coming ; the three Evan-

gelists cannot otherwise record it than by once more adding in

horror— One of the Twelve I That this man betrayed Him is

the shame and grief of Christ, the rejoicing and boast of His

enemies. Nevertheless, He is avowed by the Lord as having

been that which his former companionship made him ; just as

it is now with His false friends, and the apostates from His

service :—the remembrance of then- former title follows them.

As to Judas, this is the mildest and most passive form of

condemnation which the patient Lord can adopt—to remind

him of all the grace of this fellowship which he had turned to

evil, all the love which the Lord had never ceased to manifest

toward him : this heaps coals of fire upon his head. As to

the multitude, who behold and hear aU, and who cannot

but be regarded also in these words, it is the most dignified

form in which He can stoop under the fearful shame. It is
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the acknowledgment—Yes, verily, this is one of My nearest

companions ; and now, moreover, the declaration— I know what

this kiss signifies.

Thus the question, Wherefore art thou come? passes over

from the reference to the standers-by into a direct address to

the heart and conscience of the traitor. That the sentence is a

question^ we firmly believe with Winer. The notion of an

exclamation is altogether improper ; for, it regards the Lord as

surprised, confounded, angry, or whatever else, instead of

patiently accepting the iniquity which He clearly and serenely

contemplated and expected. Nor is the form of the sentence

an aposiopesis—though the reading in the Vulg. ad quod might

lead that way : the question would then drop, and it would run,

Wlierefore thou art come—/ know ! This is involved in the

thing itself, but the question has its piercing meaning as such

for Judas. The true aposiopesis (not necessary in the form,

only in the sense) is expressed by Bengel—Hoccine illud est,

cujus caussa ades ? Thus it is harmonised with the similarly-

constructed other words in St Luke ; and has almost, humanly

speaking, a tone as if the fearful, long-known, and expected

truth could hardly be believed, even now that it took place :

—

Unhappy man, cared for in vain, art thou really then come to

do this work of evil ? Tldpeu is stronger than rjX6e<^ ; not quite

the same as 7rapar^eyova<; evravOa (not as if

—

in this place, and

in this company)—but indicating strongly and simply the actual

accomplishment of his evil counsel, presenting the traitor in his

actual present act.

The second word, which St Luke gives, contains all this

—

the most patient acceptance with the most piercing complaint

;

this last again only as the profoundest lamentation of despised

love, ivhich had loved in vain, and thus the expression of Divine

suffering. But it also contains still more, something yet more

piercing for the betrayer. Why should not both sayings be

read in succession, as they appear to be the first and second de-

gree of the utterance which impressed this crisis ? The former

word turned in the eraZpo^ to the whole time past of his fellow-

ship ; the latter pauses now in the present, as summed up in the

^ The Relat. lip' o instead of Itt* t/. The same in the reading k<p' a—
though this is not to be preferred. Hesych. sttI ttoIu (jkotitu.
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Trapet—irapahlhw^ ; betrayest thou? The former acknowledged

him, with reference to the crowd around ; the latter seizes Judas

alone and apart. The first scarcely expressed as yet the iniquity,

the second defines it most concretely

—

with a kiss ! The former

measured his guilt according to the favour and fellowship which

had formerly been enjoyed ; the latter borders already, in its

almost formal expression of guilt, upon the edge of the judg-

ment which impends. The Lord now calls the wicked one by

his name, that name for ever branded in him, but which other-

wise has so lovely a meaning. This man had received at his cir-

cumcision the name of the ruling tribe, which spoke of the praise

of God, and was to be for ever a praise itself. He had been

called to be an Apostle, bearing the distinctive name of the

chosen people (probably the only man of Judaea among them) ;

and how often had his Lord addressed him by that name ! St

Luke points to all this when he sets out with o Xeyofievo^

^Iov8a<;—he that ivas so called—something like 1 Cor. viii. 5 ;

comp. Jno. X. 34, 35. What a contrast, between this calling

by name and the " Mary^^ of the risen Lord ! Between the

last word of the suffering Jesus to the betrayer, and the first

word of the risen Jesus to that beloved disciple ! With a

kiss, with such a kiss—this first, in order to say, I knoiu also

this concerted sign, that thou Xh^rehy betrayest Me!^ In thy

wdcked design it is and will ever be treacher)^, but to Me it is

really none. And, in conclusion, the Lord reminds the traitor

of the word concerning him spoken at the Supper ; therefore the

similar expression, which here no more than there softens the

guilt

—

the Son of man I The Rabbi I w^hich he had just spoken

1 Lange puts in another form, what we have hinted at in the earlier

passage: " The same spirit of infatuation which made him a traitor, led

him to this diabohcal refinement, this wonderful combination of the dis-

ciple's kiss and the traitor's sign, which has no parallel in human history."

Yes, verily, this was his curse and ban, that the apostate krccipo; must be-

tray with a kiss. But that St Luke in his " drew near to Jesus, to kiss

Him," intends to say that the kiss was not accomplished, not only contra-

dicts the express testimony of the others, but the Lord's own " ivith a kiss^

Lange, further, regards the word of the Lord as a condemnation thrown into

his face, by which, so to speak, the Lord finally cast him off. But this is

quite alien from the Lord's full submission to all that then came upon Him,

including this act and sign of treachery.
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socms also to suggest again that former " Eabbi ! is it I ? " and

it is as if he says, in most unrestrained impiety, coming out

from the multitude which he had brought with him

—

Rabbi, it

is II The Lord replies, veiling the fact as it were in a question,

but only that its fearful truth might be brought home to the

doer of it,—And such a man art thou, Judas'? doest thou that ?

This question was the last vain thrust at his hard heart—and

with what a glance accompanied ! No imagination coidd repre-

sent that ; but we are disposed to think that Jesus only spoke,

and withheld the condemnation of His countenance. " He
preached to Judas, but only cast a look upon Peter. The
preaching was lost upon Judas, the look brought repentance

in Peter." (Gossner.)

What an emptying of Himself, what humble self-renuncia-

tion of that Son of God in His first coming, concerning whose

second judicial coming it is written that He will destroy the

wicked with the breath of His mouth ! Here in the last word

to Judas, however, there is a concealed sentence of judgment

:

this question and lamentation he carried with him as an accusa-

tion to his hell. The remembrance of this word will be the first

thought with which he will stand before his Judge—and fall

backward.^

THE HEALING OF MALCHUS.

(Luke xxii. 1.)

The moment of the word to Judas was, according to the

first two Evangelists, the Then when they laid their hands on

Him, and took Him.^ And St Luke immediately connects

this earnest execution of their purpose by his lB6vre(; Be ro

iaofievov. This is the beginning of His being reckoned among
the transgressors before men. The disciples and Peter had

seen with blank astonishment the kiss of Judas ; they had not

understood the patience and the word of Jesus ; and now their

^ Krummacher :
" the word will then be divested of its questioning form,

and be changed into the direct, judicial sentence— Thou hetrayedst the Son
of man with a kiss

!

"

2 How can we interpose here first, that which St John records ?
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spirit of opposition is aroused. The highest injustice possible

in the world's history was done before then' eyes. As our flesh

wills not to suffer generally, so our carnally-minded spirit wills

not in particular to endure injustice ; for it understands not the

divinity of this suffering of injustice, the patient long-suffering

of the world's Ruler. So man invades the prerogative of God,

and thinks he must execute justice for himself. It is probable

that these mp-midons of the council still acted timorously at

the first taking of Jesus ; and this w^ould make way for the

thought in the minds of some of the disciples—We also have

hands I All, all had hitherto loudly cried, even as the Lord

had prayed—Father, Thi/vnU. be done ! But Peter in particu-

lar wills not that it should be, that the Son of God should suffer

this : so Matt. xvi. 22. Others too with him (though not the

collective Eleven) put the question which St Luke gives

—

Lord,

should we not, or may we not, interfere with the sword, use our

swords ? Literally : If we strike ? AYhat thinkest Thou ? ^Yhat

a contrast here between this question, so self-willed with all its

reverential appeal to Him as " Lord," and the gentle word of

this Lord to the betrayer! What folly in the question—to

think that the same Lord who had thus endured the kiss, would

permit the sword ! Yet there is such a voice which speaks in

every one of us, when called to suffer injustice ; and that, though

tliere is a stronger assurance of the Lord's answer than the

shght presentiment of it which lies in the present question. But

not all go on to the act without waiting for the answer, like

Peter, whom St John first names. He will exhibit himself,

where all should have been the contemplation of the Lord,

whose aspect would have answered all such questions ; he will

solve the word earlier spoken to him, he will repair the error of

his sleep—though in this act he is sleeping still ! Instead of

previously obtaining, by watching and prayer, the weapons of

the Spirit against himself, his spmt breaks out in false zeal in

the wrong place. Practical and devotional expositions of the

Passion generally dwell solely on his denial ; but the drawing

of his sword was an essential part of that denial : both must be

viewed together, if we would derive from it all its edification.

The sword of Peter is the sword of the flesh, taken by ourselves

against the ordinance of God. We draw it alas too often our-
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selves : when we are not enough humbled, but thmk too highly

of ourselves ; when we understand not our Lord's words and

works which point to suffering, and because they do so, observe

them not; when we rush on in blind zeal to smite the un-

righteous, and, instead of the help we mean, work greater

mischief and wrong. Luther has well expressed the sense

of the shall we smite? without any accusative— shall we drein

schlagen? for so it is,—smite at random and blindly, whom-
soever we may hit. When Peter unsheathed his sword and

struck, whom did he hurt? It might have been a servant

who stood forth more prominently, whose boldness chiefly

offended him ; it might have been an innocent and dutiful ser-

vant, whose heart went not with the duty which he was obhged

to discharge. All four Evangelists notice his person, which

was so marvellously wounded and healed at once, with the

article which presupposes a general tradition

—

the servant of

the high priest. The uncalled-for and murderous blow was

aimed at the head ; but Malchus declined his head to the left,

and his right ear only was struck. Instead of ayrlov (in Mark
and John also the reading oordptov), St Luke uses interchange-

ably 0^9 in ver. 50 ; whence we see that oiTLov (as in the Sept.

often for ltJ<) is not merely the ear-lap, but the ear simply.^

New and grievous indignity inflicted upon our Lord by
another of His own disciples ! It disturbs, impairs, and
troubles, externally at least, the sacred dignity of His patience

at its most august moment ; it makes it seem as if they did

right to come out armed against Him. For the first and only

time the defence of Jesus brings injury here to man. What
is the Lord's act ? Assuredly He could do no other than what
St Luke records ; though Neander, alas so often an imsafe

historian among orthodox expositors, doubts it. Pfenninger

represents his narrating disciple as asking the question—What
thinkest thou that He did ? and Melea as replying with fine

feeling—Repel Simon, and heal the ear? The narrator,

astonished, demands—Didst thou know this ? Melea answers

—How could I know it ? But how could He act otherwise,

who endured the diabolical kiss of Judas? The healing of

1 The old grammarians say: ovg Attic, an'ou Hellenic. So, as is well

known, auricula was used for the ear.
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the ear, which might oe understood of itself, is passed over by

the three other Evangelists, because the word to Peter has in

them its prominent importance ; but St Luke connects with it

the act and word of healing. The excitement of all parties at

this apparition of the sword and the flowing of blood would

make it evident that the Lord did not first speak w^hat He had

to say to Peter, and keep the wounded servant so long unhealed.

Thus the healing, and the word pertaining to it, come first ; both

required but a moment, and it is wrong therefore to say that

during the healing the Lord proceeded to speak to Peter :—the

heahng was not a process which required time. No sooner was

the rash blow inflicted than He knew what to do : He neglects

neither side of the matter. Almost at one and the same moment

He healed the Avounded man, and rebuked the smiter (for Ids

heahng too) ; but, smce the two were in reality distinct, the

removal of the offence and injury has the priority. Thus He
Himself, as if it was His own obhgation to do so, repairs the

unhappy injury of His disciple.^ Thus He once more gives

testimony that His power of miracles had not departed from

Him, even now when He renounces all help and defence.^ He

provides graciously that Peter should not be punished; and that,

where the hfe of a man was to have been taken, his soul should

rather be won, which we may suppose was the case with Mal-

chus. This is the last act of His hands ; He now stretches them

out to he hound.

This last thought we find in the pregnant word which, ac-

cording to St Luke, accompanied or rather preceded the heal-

ing. Jesus might have done this silently by an instantaneous

touch, but in order to that He must have His freedom. With-

1 It was the ear of Malchus ; and this should be remembered by those

who by false use of the sword, that is, by an unevangehcal preaching of the

Gospel, with a perverted zeal, so often cut off the ear of the people, that is,

rob them to their mortal injury of their wiUingness to hear the word of

truth. We may all cut off the ear, but the Lord only can heal it again.

' One true miraculous work here at the last, not to be explained away

!

According to St John's d'^Uo-^su, and the dcpslMv of the Synoptics, one

might suppose that the ear was cut right off, and fell on the ground. But

it was only as good as off, and yet hanging—for ckypu,usvo; means heahng

by mere touch, not the taking up and restoring of the ear. Mark that St

Luke has first otJc, then Jjriov—not conversely.
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out toucliing it is not His will to heal
; partly, because He

would not now make exhibition of the miraculous power of His

commanding word, partly to impress upon Malchus the moment
and the fact of his experience of the power of God. Conse-

quently, He speaks, and in the words which we must rightly

understand in St Luke.

The most ancient translation, as found in the Peshito, re-

presents it quite differently ; and that has been approved of

by almost all German translators, including Meyer. Grotius

and Bengel interpret, " There let the matter rest, let this" be

enough ! " as if spoken to the interfering disciples. Scholz and

Theile divide the words into two parts, 'Edre, eo)? tovtov (scil.

aiTO'^pT}). Olshausen, Restrain yourselves, thus far and no

further ! AUioH : Desist, no further ! . Bengel : Let it end

here ! Kistemaker : Enough ! But Lange rightly remarks

that this is opposed by our Lord's reproof of the disciple after

the healing. If He blames Peter, we cannot suppose that He
would say to the other disciples who might proceed to imitate

him (there was however but one more sword, which also opposes

that \dew) ; and that, too, in a phrase which would involve some

shght approbation— " Enough has been done in this matter, ye

have sufficiently shoTvai your good will in My defence, which is,

however, now out of place." There cannot be any irony here,

for it is the plainest and most open protest against the use of

all unrighteous violence which now follows. There are other

views, however, to be considered, which are put forth by those

who maintain the reference of the saying to the disciples. Luther

translates : Let them go on thus far ! and explains in the margin,

" Let them do all their mahce, so far as they are allowed; there

is a Judge, let us not avenge ourselves." The Hirschberg

Bible mends the construction, and brings out, in connection

with this, the former opinion too :
" Let it be so, that is, let the

enemies do what they will. Thus far! that is. Go no further

in a premature and rash opposition to them." This separation

of the two parts of the sentence into sajdngs having a different

reference is too harshly elliptical, and almost unintelligibly so.

But Luther's view, which does not separate them, is open to

the same objection :—Let them fulfil all and do with Me what

they will. That would assuredly be an appropriate ^?'s^ answer
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to the question, Shall we interpose ? But in the meantime the

blow has been struck and the injury done ; so that Jesus could

not, omitting to notice this even for a moment, go on to speak

to the disciples, who had, alas, given their own improper answer.

To supply them after suffer is harsh ; and still harsher to inter-

pret the €0)9 TovTov of all that which they were to do to Him by

God's permission, the least act of which was now done. '^iJo)?

TOVTOV '^ as far as" must in connection ^dth the suffer veier

to the present crisis and something noio taking place.

It only remains, then, that Christ, when He begins to repair

the injury, should turn to the excited, offended, injured multi-

tude, which, after this hasty blow, would set upon Him all the

more vehemently.^ Lange observes quite correctly: To the

disciples the healing (and answer) itself was quite sufficient

correction of their error ; but in order to this healing the Lord

must claim some short respite from His enemies, as He had

already dehvered Himself up to them. And now we understand

this often-overlooked word in all its dignity. What humility

in the midst of His consciousness and use of the Divine power

of heahng ! ^Vliat most exquisite feeling of what was right,

even in the suffering of injustice, that He should appeal to the

ruling powers, to whom He had already surrendered Himself,

for release and permission ; that He should as it were ash it of

His enemies that they should tarry a wliile, and leave His hands

free for the performance of this necessary and obligatory act

of benevolence !
^ Now we understand this simple suffer, which

\ibrates between request and lofty command, and to which He
does not add

—

Me ; and now we understand the concealing tov-

Tov, by which He means this work of miraculous pow^r, this

healing as indispensably necessary before He was finally bomid.

' For this sudden appeal to tlie sword would naturally, as Kjummacher
paints the scene, introduce much wrathful confusion.

2 Rarabach :
" Hold back thus long ! He demands (commanding while

He asks) that they would leave His hands free until He had healed the ear."

"Wesley :
'' Suffer Me at least to have My hands at hberty thus far, while I

do one more act of mercy." Hess :
" Jesus, whose hands they would bind

behind His back, requires of them freedom for one moment while He heals

the servant's ear "
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Peter's sword.

• (Matt. xxvi. 52-54; Jno. xviii. ll!)

And they did give Him sufferance so long as to do this.

Yea, they were constrained to hold back, as soon as He spoke

;

His word was enough, whether or not they understood His

purpose. It is probable that the hasty touch and the healing

which followed had not been remarked by the greater part ; the

Lord passes it over as a slight thing, a circumstance which ex-

plained itself, while He tmTis now uninterruptedly to speak a

fitting word to Peter. As long as He speaks, they all listen

and do nothing— this appears throughout the entire Passion.

The multitude would have hstened, notwithstanding their excited

wrath, had the Lord spoken before the healing to Peter ; but

His perception of most exact propriety would not allow Him to

do that. The word against Peter's sword is an instruction given

to us all, on an occasion most suitable for its utterance; it

begins with Peter's unsheathed weapon and ends with the

thus it must he of the Scripture. We have, first, the universal

instruction for all the future. The foundation of this in the

sublime example of His voluntary renunciation of all violent

help, even that of heaven— is the second thing. And, thirdly,

there is the reason of His own conduct in the Divine counsel and

will—this is the necessary conclusion and final appeal against

all self-will.

Ver. 52. This self-will is first addressed and repelled : Put
up, return thy sword into its place ! The aov, probably though

not certainly spurious in John, stands in Matt, more emphati-

cally first. Thy sword—most alien from My cause, as Bengel

explains it. That cannot help, but will be the means of still

greater hurt and offence.-^ These words, so decisive against

^ This applies, it may be observed, to the sword of the word^ when used

in carnal pride and hate :— " not with wrath and bitterness, but with calm

demonstration and sound instruction.—The truth is justified of all her child-

ren ; but when we interpose rashly, she turns and says, with divine tran-

quilhty, Put up thy sword into its sheath ! shall I not drink the cup ? " (So

V. Meyer.)
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Eome's appeal to the civil sword, have been perverted into the

very reverse, into a vdtness for her carnal prerogatives. Pope

Eugenius HI. urged that " thy sword " assigned the weapon to

Peter, though he was checked for using it just then ! But

every man must see the folly of this ; for " thy " simply rejects

the sword of Peter, as taken or unsheathed at an improper time

and in self-willed rashness hy him. There remains an altogether

different question, the answer to which has nothing to do with

Peter's particular person, or with Rome— whether the Lord

forbade, or could forbid, to His disciples the use of the sword

under all circumstances. The answer is plain enough elsewhere

in Scripture ; it follows from the relations of the matter itself

;

and is intimated here by a sure though subtile expression. St

John, to wit, records it as if the Lord had said merely

—

into its

sheath, comp. 1 Chron. xxii. 27 ; Jer. xlvii. 6 ; but it is remark-

able that St Matthew gives into its place ; and we think that

this pregnant expression is, as the more exact, not to be reduced

back again to the meaning of its sheath. There is a distinction

which must not be lost sight of, between the mention of the

sheath alone as such, and the mention of it as the place of the

sword. The latter admits that there is even for the sword an

appropriate place for righteousness^ sake, and that of course the

sheath ; where it is carried, not to remain there always, but to

be drawn from it on proper occasions. Salmeron is right as it

regards this meaning, though with an apphcation very different

from that of Eome : " The Lord did not say. Throw away or

give up the sword ; but replace it in its sheath, in its oivn time

you may use it'' This is very true, if that wider interpretation

embraces " the sword " generally, which the future disciples of

Christ were to bear and to draw. For the sheath is not merely

now m Peter's case, but generally, the place in w^hich the sword

is to be kept for use ; but the particular " my sword " of any

successor of Peter is here once for all denounced. Bengel

acknowledges this, when he explains tottov, " the sword out of

the scabbard is not in its place, unless it is subserving the Divine

wrath." Braune, on the other hand, contradicts both Evan-

gehsts, and imposes his own meaning instead of expounding

theirs, when he sayS; " Jesus commands him to put his sword

into its place ; not merely into its sheath, but to put it away

VOL. VII. T
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generally." For that would be a strange method of command-

ing a thing to be put away altogether— to leave it in its place,

and even directing to that place.

The sword is there and is to remain. That which the Lord

had spoken, according to St Luke not long before, He has not

forgotten, while Peter thus unhappily remembers it. But there

is a twofold use which is forbidden, and in regard to which it

must have its place in the sheath ; as there is a twofold sense

—

whether as commanded or simply permitted—in which, even

when out of the sheath (which presences it only to that end) it

is in its place. First, in the redeeming work of Christ, in the

perfect drinking of that cup of sorrow once for all by Himself

alone, it had nothing to do. And, secondly, it must generally

be at rest in the matters of the kingdom of Jesus, founded upon

His sufferings, and spread through His truth ; in the testimony

of which the sword has no place, as we shall hear in Jno. xviii.

36, and Zech. iv. 6 in the Old Testament had long before

announced. But the sword is borne, and that not in vain ; it

is used in the service of the Divine administration by God's

rulers ;^ and, finally, it may in a certain sense be taken righteously

in personal defence, when the case does not directly involve a

testimony to the patience of Christ, and is not bound up with

the interests of His kingdom—whereof we have spoken on Lu.

xxii. 36. Therefore the Lord in the following clause says only

\a^6vTe<;— those who taJce—giving prominence to this distinc-

tion :— all who in carnal self-will, with however much false

show of spirituality, themselves unjustifiably seize the sword—
but by no means those into whose hands God puts it. The
fundamental jus talionis which the Lord expresses is only the

concrete confirmation for the present case of the ancient word

of God, Gen. ix. 6 ; and as to the patience of the saints in

suffering for Christ's sake, in the drinking of the cup appointed

also to them, the Spirit repeats this word of Christ in Rev. xiii.

10 : which parallel passage proves, what is however perfectly

plain here,—that the punishment is threatened against the

wrong use of the sword in the manner of Peter. There was

scarcely need for Olshausen's earnest protest against the old

^ To this we may refer the duty of the subject to bear arms ; the rulers

being responsible for the justice of the war.
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opinion, adopted by Grotius, wliicli makes our Lord say that

retaliation would soon fall upon His enemies. Peter, tliat is, the

disciple of Christ, should violently defend neither Christ nor

himself in his office of disciple. But if the Fut. shall perish hy

the sword is equivalent, as it is, to an Imperative of the Divine

ordinance, then in the second clause the use of the sword by the

magistrate, under God's commission, is retained and established.

Now he who in cu'cumstances of private peril, with which the

work and kingdom of Christ have nothing to do, without per-

sonal revenge and sinful wrath, in the name of God (and it may
be with zeal of God) can defend himself against the mur-

derer who would kill him, and thus in God's view has killed

him (taken the sword to that end)— is no other than a warranted

avenger of blood for himself as well as for his neighbour ; he

acts according to the command of God, as Christ has here con-

firmed it. But that Christians have ever found here the utmost

difficulty in practice, has, alas, its good reason in this, that we,

where our own life is concerned, know not how to act with pm'e

unselfishness, and only as the executors of the Divine judgment.

As long as this is wanting, and the judgment of God is not

pure and unimpeachable in our hands (according to that t3^ical

example in Judg. iii. 20),—the Spirit of the Lord cries to our

flesh—Put up thy sword into its sheath : this is now its place,

rather than thy hand ! Had they slain Peter, who would have

slain another, that would have been no martyr's death, but his

just award:—the Lord lets him hear this judgment hovering

over his. head, while by the heahng He averts it from him.

This remission of his strict sentence was not only in general the

prerogative of grace ; but there was an apology for Peter in the

compHcation of the case, in which the rulers of Israel joined

with Gentile powers in the attack upon Jesus, as also in his

remembrance of a word of Christ Himself which led him astray.

In similar cases the Lord ever shows the same consideration of

all the circumstances ; it is better to act, however, so that no

such healing be made necessary, by asking and waiting the

Lord's answer in all doubtful cases. He will surely teach us by

His Spirit when the sword should be in, and when it should

be out of, its place. Finally, all this has its application to every

mjurious and premature defence of ourselves, be it of whatever
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kind it may, wliicli may be brought into comparison with the

use of the sword.

St John adds that the Lord, when He thus repelled Peter s

sword, said further—The cup which My Father hath given Me,

should I not drink it ? This coincides with Matt. vers. 53, 54

;

but it must have some preparatory notice here. And we ob-

serve, first, how expressly the Gethsemane-prayer is presupposed

in it ; a reader of St John alone, who had no knowledge of that

prayer, would almost necessarily conclude that Jesus had said

something before, to which He now referred, concerning a cup

to be drunk. Certainly we might understand the words alone

and independently—but why should we make needless conces-

sions to those whose business is to rend asunder the Gospels ?

We understand in what sense the cup had been spoken of, and

in what sense the Lord says to Peter—Didst thou not hear and

dost thou not yet understand My thrice-uttered prayer, and hast

thou scf soon forgotten it ? We understand, further, how our

Lord by this word strengthens and confirms His soul in uplift-

ing His eye to His Father, before whom all things were open,

who had already given the cup, which He had already begun to

drink} The Sixtine Yulg. says well—Non vis ut bibam ? Is

it thy will to put from My hand and My mouth, by thy sword,

the cup which I have already received ?—Let us, like Him, on

all occasions of the attack of injustice, look up like Him to

heaven, and place ourselves within the defence of the counsel of

God for us ; then shall we do right more certainly than if we
liAily look at man, or retaliate his assault

!

Ver. 53. The Lord now points His application to the foohsh

thought of Peter once more, and more plainly ; entering more

specifically into the present circumstance, in its sole and un
paralleled significance. He thought in his folly that their two

swords might and should bring them help on this occasion.

Then he thought that, if they did not help, the Lord would be

entirely deprived of protection and strength. This, therefore,

the Lord lays bare— Canst thou suppose that, in this My suffer-

^ It is significant that the Lord does not speak, like Krmnmaclier, of a

cup which Satan was to present to Him ! No, this is altogether unbecom-
ing, for as a cup the appointment of the obedience of drinking came only

from the Father.
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iiig and drinking the cup/ I can suffer otherwise than with a

voluntary renunciation of all that power of God which otherwise

is always at My command ? Great and sublime word of perfect

consciousness Who He continues to be even in His self-renounc-

ing sacrifice ! Throughout His Passion there is no proper /
cannot, which respects power simply in itself; His not being

able is a sacred not willing, as with the Almighty Father : for

the Father's almightiness, with all its hosts, is ever, as His

prayer had expressed it, at the service of the Son. But the

host and army of Divine omnipotence are the angels, in their

personal reality, physically acting, and so far comparable with

men, as is once more here established. The Lord speaks of

legions, because the Eoman soldiers are before Him, w^ith whom
the conflict would be ; He mentions twelve'^ such legions obvi-

ously, as the universal supposition has been, with reference to

the twelve weak Apostles, one of whom is even among the ranks

of the enemy. But as this reckoning of the traitor has ever

appeared a difiiculty, it has been assumed that the Lord re-

garded the complete number by anticipation as supphed in the

coming future. But we are more disposed to accept what the

Berlenb. Bible says : that the Twelve points to the number of

the Eleven disciples and Christ. Such a collocation of His own

person with the persons of His disciples is not only an expression

of gracious humility, while bearing testimony to His powder, but

it is also wan-anted by the fact' that Peter's zeal would in reahty

defend them all as well as their Lord. Consequently, " Do ye

not think that one lemon at least would at once surround each

of us Twelve (as Elisha was surrounded by the heavenly guard)

if I only willed it?" The Lord further shows that the angels

are superabundantly many (Dan. vii. 10 ; Ps. Ixviii. 18 ; Heb.

xii. 22), when He says, irXetovf} rj ScoBeKa—more than twelve

thousand—for every number expressed by us is in a sense too

small for theux but He also intimates by the legions that they,

are marshalled in order, and distributed under principalities and

^ The word in St Jolm must be taken with this of St Matthew, to show

the connection.

2 Each about 6000 men among the Romans. Augustin. de Spir. et Lit.

cap 1 and 35, where he speaks of aliquid fieri vosse quamvis^ desit exem-

plum, read.s even duodecim millia legiones
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powers. " One angel would have been enougn to defend Clirist

against all the world"—preaches Luther here; and Wesley

goes still further, " the least of whom, 'tis probable, could over-

turn the earth and destroy all the inhabitants of it." Others

refer more temperately to the one which destroyed a hundred

and eighty-five thousand of the Assyrians, and the other which

destroyed the collective firstborn of Egypt. We feel the mean-

ing : Allj many as they are, indeed much more than twelve

legions, would stand ready here for My assistance and at My
command ! Yet he befittingly softens the otherwise discordant

thought by not saying that He could at once command their

presence, but that He could ask the Father who would place

them at His disposal. Yea, this was not only befitting, but

strictly in harmony with His humanity, which has its claim upon

the Father's omnipotence only through prayer. Uapa/cdkicrai

is certainly not " call to help Me" of itseK, yet it is somewhat

stronger than asking simply ; and the irapaaTTjaei, following the

request at once, strictly corresponds to it. Finally, the noic

which belongs to the / cannot must be understood as either

—

Even yet^ after things have gone so far, if I should resolve not

to drink the cup ; or probably better

—

Now, that is, at once,

upon the spot ! There is Httle difference between the two ; but

we should observe, that this whole reference to the angel-power,

described in such lofty terms, sprang solely out of the contrast

with Peter's sword, as an humblmg condescension to his thought

that foreign help was needed. For the Lord might have said

yet more expressly—Hast thou not seen that I need only speak

to and look at ^ly enemies, and they fall ? And would they not

be obhged to obey every suffer which !My lips might speak ?

Yes, if He had willed otherwise, as He might ! Had the

legions come— let that with its consequences be thought of

!

But—"in the work of redemption patience goes before al-

mightiness," as an old hymn beautifully says ; similarly, love

goes before v\Tath. " Yea, for the bringing forth this conflict

unto victory, the pm'e angels in Heaven availed Him nothing;^

not to say the sinful disciples,—for this His sacred cross alone

was sufficient." (Lange.) The word of the Lord of Hosts to

* Whose prerogative it will be to bear the sword of God's pure wrath

and judgment, to cast the unprofitable into the fire.
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Zerubbabel holds good, as well for the foundation as for the

building of the true temple of God:—This is not by hosts or

by power, even that of the angels, but bj My Spirit, My Spirit

willing for the suffering victory over the flesh. The angels

must look on in adoring reverence, instead of dramng their

flaming swords ; the patience of Christ was to be to them,

otherwise than to men, a spectacle ! (1 Cor. iv. 9). Christ is

now conscious of their nearness, for one had already come to

His help in the way.

Ver. 54. Ovv is not here hut ; for no antithesis was neces-

sary, the decision was firm from the beginning. Thus, How
then would the Scriptures be fulfilled, if I should now do so ?

Of an abstract possibility of these not being fulfilled He had

spoken again in the previous verse ; but as in the soul-conflict

He had declined the absolute abstract power of God, so here

His own. He rests in the Ael of His holy willing, without

constraint, with the assent of His full will. The note of inter-

rogation might indeed be put before the on^ so that the must

he would constitute a new declaration of Christ's submission

;

but, after all, the submission is more perfect when we read the

whole together, as is more natural

—

The Scriptures in which it

is written that thus it must he. Where, however, these Scrip-

tures express no specific vdW of God that we should suffer, we

may look for defence, and it is permitted to us in our degree to

pray for the protection of angels.

SECOND WORD TO THE MULTITUDE.

(Matt. xxvi. do, 5Q ; Mark xiv. 48, 49 ; Lu. xxii. 52, 53.)

He does not even yet keep entire silence—which is the easier

part in human patience. As His hand had done good to the

last, so He shuts not yet His mouth, even after His hands were

bound. He stands in His majesty, retains His power, tran-

quillity, and love, to speak yet one word more. They Hstened

in involuntary amazement to His words concerning the sword

upon earth, and the angels in heaven, concerning the Father

and the Scriptures. But, since He had again renounced all
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defence, and submitted with It must he to what had come upon

Him, they finally proceed to bind and take Him away. It

might have been probably while this was commencing, but

more probably as already bound and led away, that He speaks

the last words on this occasion ; thus breaking the silence, and

lightening, more than torches and lanterns can dc; the dark-

ness through which He goes. The answered, of St Mark, ver.

48 (which certainly has nothing to do with cut off his ear, ver.

47, but simply notes a commencement, Heb. 1^*]), and the Jesus

said of Lu. ver. 52, leave the time undetermined; but St

Matthew seems to intimate that a little afterwards, but still in

this hour of His seizure, our Lord said these words. Wliat He
in them says to the mulitudes, He is constrained to say—for the

Father's honour, that He may be honoured in the Son even

when men are pouring contempt upon the Son ; as a testimony

to the truth, that they might not think that they took Him
with their swords, any more than Peter should have supposed

that with his sword he could have defended Him ; finally, in the

love with which He, perseveringly teaching them, shows them
their sin, and lays bare its self-contradiction and dark principle.

Ver. 55, The protest against Peter's sword still echoes

—

There needs no sword either for Me or against Me ! He feels

in His perfect humanity the indignity which is inflicted upon

Him ; but turns that at once into a lamentation and complaint

over their sin, which in that indignity He deeply feels and

resents. As against a thief or murderer, with whom My whole

life tells you I have nothing in common :—by this protest He
removes the semblance of evil which Peter had cast upon Him.
The staves He does not disdain to mention, because they most

strikingly characterise the whole. We doubt whether the ef?;X-

Oere (Lu. i^eXrfKvdare var. e^rjXOare) should be made a ques-

tion ; since the exhibition of their sin has the emphasis, and a

wherefore would seem wanting, if it had been a question. The
two Indicative clauses show expressly the contrast and contradic-

tion of their conduct—Ye come thus now, but aforetime ye let

Me alone peacefully teaching ! (which connection Lu. gives in

the 6Wo9 ^lov—lohile I was). ^vWa^ecv, comp. o-vXKa^ovTe^,

Lu. ver. 54, avveka^ov, Jno. ver. 12, is the fuU accomplishment

of the commencing Kparelv, the taking entirely into their power

;
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and this expression says—As if ye could not taKe Me into your

power otherwise than by swords and staves ! Thus is Christ, the

Holy One before God, in man's stead, and therefore according

to and before God's counsel, reckoned among the transgressors,

and treated here at the commencement of His sufferings like

rebels against the law;—and this must obviously befall Him
before men also, and as His own personal reproach. He takes

this patiently ; to the condemnation of many, who, being actually

evil-doers before God, so that their misdeed is laid open, will

not even confess this before men. Christ endureth the shame,

while He calmly speaks of it as an actual fact. But He also at

the same time protests against it ; as every guiltless person may
do, in his relative innocence and under the same circumstances,

taking care, however, that it be not, as with Joseph's brethren,

a punishment of their gi*eater iniquity, notwithstanding their

innocence touching the cup :—for in such cases the humble con-

fession should be made, " We are not spies, but nevertheless

murderers of our brother !" And, because we are all concerned

in having thrown into the pit and put to death One who is

greater than either Joseph or Abel, we poor sinners should never,

in the vindication of our innocence and honour, in our protests

against indignity and unrighteousness, adopt that strong and

absolute tone which becomes none but the Holy One of God.

His present word is a pendant to Jno. viii. 49. He speaks

in majestic submission— " I am no evil-doer, but I suffer Myself

to be dealt with as an evil-doer." He cannot suppose the Roman
soldiers to have any knowledge of what He, Jesus of Nazareth,

is or is not ; it is therefore obvious that this second saying is

specifically addressed to the Jewish part of the multitude, to

the leaders and authors of this aggression of the powers :—and

the following appeal, / sat with you daily
^
proves this. Still more,

St Luke teaches us that high priests and elders were there in

person, as also captains of the temple. Schleiermacher, indeed,

permits himself such a criticism as this : " Probably there were

no high priests and elders, certainly no chief captain of the

temple,^ present in person ;—but this was the conclusion di'awn

1 Who, according to Joseplms Ant. viii. 5, held high rank, immediately

after the high priest : Acts v. 24. But St Luke does not speak of him in

the Singular I
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from the words of Christ, by some reporter not well acquainted

with the relations of things." But there is no difficulty in the

presence of these high personages, when we remember the im
portance of the matter, and their own deeply-excited interest

Unnecessary at least, though not entirely to be rejected, is the

explanation of Ebrard, that " come upon Him" is to be under-

stood of the first appearance now of those who had come in

stealthily afterwards. This, however, seems to be at variance

with the simple account of the first two Evangelists, as also

with the manner in which our Lords speaks of the (first)

coming with swords and staves. This " which were come to

Him" is not superfluous, even without the assumption of their

later coming ; it simply serves to make more prominent the pre-

sence of even these great personages. Bengel makes another

remark upon it :
" The officers were sent, the priests had come

voluntarilyr They might very well have thought their pre-

sence necessary to keep the peace and inspire the courage of the

rest, to direct the miscellaneous multitude to the execution of

their own pm-pose ; besides which, it would be a gratification to

their hate and then' curiosity, to be there when Jesus was finally

taken. But St Luke gives the fact prominence, in order to ex-

plain the cu'cumstance that the Lord's words were not directed

to the Eomans. They were not, indeed, addressed to the Jewish

officers as such ; for, " He knew well that the mob of the

captors were only the instrument of the others." (Pfenninger.)

Braune :
" Jesus knows well that, besides the Roman autho-

rities of the temple watch, there were priests also who had

stealthily crept in among the multitude ; He therefore brings

to light the cowardice and the mahce of the rulers : for His

word refers to them particularly, when He says—This is your

hour," etc.

Daily : This is a vivid and general reference to His fre-

quent presence on all occasions at the feasts, since His first

coming to the temple ; but especially during the last time Lu.

xix. 47. In the temple, in the most public of all places, where

the temple-watch might have at any time done their duty, if

there had been anything dangerous in Him. I was (or sat

uninterruptedly, as Matt, gives it in full) teaching ! He says

nothing more, that this may itself stand against their coming
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as against a thief;^ about His miracles, the series of which had

just been marvellously closed before their eyes, He says nothing.

And ye took Me not—Lu. and ye stretched forth no hand

against Me (with violence !). He thereby reminds them of such

occurrences and expressions of feelings as Jno. vii. 30, 44,

viii. 20 ; but He still continues unrebuked to teach^ after they

had taken Him, and shows them the internal contradiction of

their cowardly dealing, which the swords and the staves rather

reveal than conceal. For, as Lampe says, " what fearfulness

this, for so many armed men to come out against one unarmed !"

Ver. 56. The fourth time in this chapter of Matt. (vers. 24,

31, 54), such reference to the Scripture ! Again and again He
declares that one thing which, nevertheless. Christian theology

perpetually refuses to learn from the supreme Teacher and

Doctor. He holds firmly to the Scripture, whether speaking to

the exasperated Jews, or the docile disciples ; He puts those to

shame in their folly by proofs from Scripture, and strengthens

these in their despondency by its consolatory promises. He
appeals to Scripture in His vehement disputation with men, as

He does in His solemn way of suffering to die for them ; He
confronts Satan with

—

It is written! and prays to the Father

—that the Scripture may be fulfilled. The shortened clause in

St Mark^ makes it plain that this appeal was not a supplement

of the Evangelist (which Bengel assented to, on account of the

complete form all this was done), but the Lord's own words con-

tinued. By the yeyovev he brings into prominence the fact of

the present beginning of the lyeviaOac of ver. 54 ; but in adding

all He includes all that was yet to be ; for the hour of which

He speaks already includes the whole Passion. If it were not

for this restricting reference, we might assume a comprehen-

sive glance backward to all the opposition and unbelief which

had prepared the way for His being seized unto death :

—

All

this must have so come to pass ! That, however, is rather in the

was done than in all this. And let the Plural the Scriptures be

carefully noted (in Mar. yet more emphatic, as without the pro-

phets), the force of which, as confirming and establishing every

part of the canon, we have already pointed out, in Jno. v. 39.

' Alford calls it " tlie greatest possible contrast."

2 Ellipsis, as Jno. xv. 25
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Here they are especially tlie (pcoval rcov Trpocprjrcov, the voices of

the prophets, which the rulers knew not, which predict in mani-

fold unison the sufferings of the Messiah, Acts xiii. 27. Bengel

well says

—

Passio, confluens complementorum : the passion, the

confluence of fulfilments ! This word, spoken in the face of

His enemies, and which by its yiyovev embraces and accepts all

that was written concerning Him, is the strongest expression of

His resolution, not without a glance beyond the whole into the

It is finished of His victory. For in this factum est He utters

His flat to all that the hands of sinners shall do unto Him :

—

according to their thought, whatsoever they listed (Matt. xvii.

12) ;
yet only that the Scriptures might he fulfilled. This glance

into the Scriptures had been. obscured to Him before.

Lu. ver. 53, instead of this reference to the Scripture, adds

another word of the same meaning. His own hour thus come

—and His Father's—He calls now in another aspect their hoMV,

The Divine permission and appointment lies already in the hour

of itself (Eras, hora ilia vestra) ; but in the your which pre-

cedes it is given to them as the hour which was so welcome to

their wicked minds, so long wished for on their part. The

double 7] will not allow ns to combine the two clauses, " this of

yours is the hour and power of darkness ;" still less can we take

the Kal epexegetically, and reduce the darkness to the black sin

of these men— " the hour of night in which your sins have their

power." ^ But the Lord plainly distinguishes the Satanic from

the human, while He describes both as united against Him.

Now comes upon Him the power of darkness from without, as

before from within. This phrase (to which even Matt. xxii. 13

points, comp. 2 Peter ii. 17, and Jude 13) was derived from

the ancient prophets, and is firmly fixed in the New Testament,

see Jno. iii. 19 ; Acts xxvi. 18 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14 ; Eph. vi. 12 ; Col.

i. 13 (in this last passage also with i^ova-la). The power has as

it were an ironical connection with the your—Ye have power

over Me, so far as and because Satan has power over you ; and he

has power over Me only through you. Thus these men are the

instruments of the devil ; the devil is an instrument of the Divine

purpose in order to this great, long-predicted hour of redeeming

^ Jacobi :
" When ye, under the protection of the dark night, accomplish

the wicked purposes of your darkened hearts."
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sufferincf for the salvation of the world. But, as these men
gave themselves up by their own will, and according to their

own wish, to the service of the devil, there can be no excuse

for them here as " blinded," least of all for the leaders^ to whom
therefore St Luke has specially referred this your} Finally,

darkness here has some allusion to the external niglii in which

they had come (as in Jno. iii. 20, 21, see our exposition) : I

have sat with you daily
^
ye come upon Me as cowards in the

niglit^—for a witness that the power and courage which ye have

come only from him who has and exercises his power pre-emi-

nently in the darkness, both external and internal. It is quite

scriptural that the devil possesses especial power by night ; for

in the creation at the beginning and in its. present ruined state

there is a profound connection established between the material

and the spiritual. At dawn of day Christ rose ; at mid-day He
ascended to heaven ; in the evening He died ; at midnight He
was fallen upon by the power of Satan, and taken. But the

light of His word shines brightly into this darkness, and then

He follows the multitude, given up to the hands of sinners.

What these did to Him soon follows.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION BEFORE ANNAS.

(Jno. xviii. 20, 21, 23.)

In assuming that the " high priest" with whom the Lord

Jesus here speaks was Annas, we have many very important

authorities against us;^ but we have on our side many others,

among whom we may mention Chrysostom, Augustine, Euthy-

mius, among the ancients ; Olshausen, B.-Crusius, Ebrard,

Wieseler, Hase, Xeander, Lange, Hess, v. Meyer, v. Gerlach,

1 Acts iii. 17 does not contradict this, for the uaTnp kccI belongs only to

the l-r^oalfltrg, not to the xctroi ccyvotocu. The others did ignorantly what

their rulers did knowingly, leading them on. See my Reden der Apostel,

Th. i. S. 84, 85.

2 Luther, Grotius, Bengel, Lampe, Tholuck, Liicke, deTVette, andKling.

Among practical expositors stand on this side e.g. Pfenninger, Rieger, and

others, from the Berl. Bibel down to Braune. So also Sepp and Friedlieb.
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Luthardt, among the moderns. There is no difficulty in the

circmnstance that Annas (in Josephus Ananus) is also called

high priest, for it is well known that several high priests occur

in the New Testament :—As many as were of the kindred of

the high priest, Acts iv. 6. Annas had been high priest, and it

is probable that the viri pontificiiice,i^m.Qdi that title. Still more,

the displaced Ananus must have been a man of special consider-

ation and great influence, since his son and now his son-in-law

held the office after him. ^ There was, indeed, a specific relation

between them, according to which in Lu. iii. 2 he is mentioned

in connection with Caiaphas; but nothing certain can be said con-

cerning that relation. Whether he was, according to Lightfoot,

the representative, IJD^ or, according to Selden and Wieseler, the

president of the Sanhedrim, X^Ji^^ (which was not, however, essen-

tially connected with the high-priesthood) ; or whether, accord-

ing to Hug, he yearly alternated with Cfeiaphas in the office, from

passover to passover,— which Friedlieb would make probable

from the circmnstance that immediately after the passover. Acts

iv. 6, Annas is mentioned again as high priest before Caiaphas

:

— suffice it that he was in some way an important person among
the high priests, in a wider sense, who were then existing. The
relation which Lange suggests, that the Jews, that is, those who
now led Jesus, "regarded Annas as their proper high priest,

while Caiaphas was necessarily accepted as the high priest of the

year^^ might be received as very plausible, since Annas, as Sepp

says (though he regards the examination to have been before

Caiaphas), was the mainspring of the proceedings of this night,

still holding the rule (dejure or de facto), and "since the troubles

of the time had removed him from the chief seat, he had only

placed his son-in-law in the foreground, that he might guide all

things through him."

—

But, it may be said on the other side, if

St John here, vers. 13, 15, 16, expressly terms Caiaphas the

high priest, vers. 19 and 22 must in this connection have the

same meaning. This argument does not appear to us insuper-

able ; for, by the " high priest of that year,^^^ Caiaphas is really

^ And later even the remaining four of his five sons together ; hence he

was esteemed highly fortunate, to have had such an unparalleled honour.

- Which is meant as in ch. xi. 49, with ironical allusion to the frequent

change at that time, as also w^ith reference to the decisive year of the Passion.
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distinguished from other higa priests, and not designated the

high priest as such. Therefore the expression " the high priest"

in ver. 19, as referring to Annas, is not inexplicable ; nor is it

so even in the month of the officer, ver. 22, for this title was

used in common.

But, Tholuck says, the mention of that circumstance in ver,

14 would have significance only on the assumption that it was

Caiaphas who appointed the examination,—as being an intima-

tion of the Evangelist of the kind of hands in which the Lord's

judgment was placed. But we tliink, on the other hand, that

the examination, with regard to which St John points to the

prejudiced determination, cannot on that very account be this

one, which follows with a rather unofficial rjpcoTTjcre. (So de

Wette's editor Bruckner finds in the asking concerning not so

much a judicial examination as a general questioning.) The
decisive examination before Caiaphas is introduced in ver. 24,

that is, as presupposed according to the spioptical tradition ; to

this ver. 14 may refer, and at the same time introduce the paren-

thesis of ver. 19-23 by intimating that Annas would pave the

way for his son-m-law by these insidious questions. Is not this

a connection equally probable ?

The great difficulty which a comparison of the Synoptics

introduces as to the locality of the denial, becomes very slight,

when, impelled by other considerations, we refer vers. 19-23 to

Annas, and complete the whole accordingly. The dwelling of

Annas did not lie merely in the way to Caiaphas (as Augustine

supposed), but it was the same great building, a common high-

priestly palace, occupied by the father-in-law and the son-in-law

together. So it was understood by Euthymius; and Lange
(consistently with the view we have quoted) says, " they had

probably so arranged their relations in the dwelling that this

double-dealing of the Jews as it respects their high priests fell

as little as possible under observation." We agi'ee with v. Ger-

lach, that " St John manifestly presupposes this relation of one to

the other in the same house, as well known." Alford agrees that

all arguments to the contrary admit of a good answer. Luthardt

terms our view "too problematical ;" but certainly it is not, as

Briickner says, " without any ground whatever." We protest

altogether against Liicke's peremptoiy sentence, " John gives
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it to be understood, in ver. 24, that the two high priests dwelt

in different parts of the town!" How is this to be deduced

from sent Him ? Rather, when we read this supplementary

Gospel in the light of all that it presupposes, St John gives us

to understand, by the accompanying account of Peter's denial

in the same place which the Synoptics describe as the palace

of Caiaphas, that ver. 24 does not refer to any sending to another

part of the city, or even to another palace. Nor must it be

forgotten, in considering this question, how improper and there-

fore how improbable is any not-absolutely-necessary leading of

our Lord through the open city—now, ^vhen for a while the

utmost secrecy was desired.

We assert positively, with Olshausen, that apart from the

Synoptics no man could read St John's account wdthout assuming

that Annas is meant in ver. 19. ^SS\j was the isolated notice

given in ver. 13 that He was led first to Annas, if nothing more is

to be said about it ? Is it not plain that ver. 19 by the therefore

attaches itself to ver. 13, and means a high priest to whom

Christ, as had been said, was sent, but certainly not Caiaphas

to whom Christ comes first in ver. 24 (with a second therefore).

This ver. 24 closes the scene, and tells us what the ap^iepexy^

Annas did after this his o^vn examination or questioning. If

we read the whole simply, without reference to Harmonies, how

strange must St John's narrative appear, on the supposition

that he omits at ver. 13, 14 the sending on to Caiaphas,^ then

immediately puts in what passed with Caiaphas, and not till

then brings in what had been omitted before—that Christ had

been sent forward to Caiaphas ! !
^ Finally, what is the mean-

ing of ver. 24 in its place, if it is not the continuation of the

account of the result of the conversation just held? That

1 For Eengel says without reason :
" St John had indicated in v. 15 by

the verb avuna'^T^h^ and by the frequent repetition of the name high priest^

that Jesus had been led from Annas to Caiaphas."

2 That then ver. 24 would altogether belong to vers. 13, 14, was felt

by Cyril, who interposed therefore at that point something of the kind,

although he was obliged to leave ver. 24 as a repetition. Whether he so

read it, is a question : the single Codex 225 and the Philox. margin signify

but httle. But all these forced contrivances and variations (though Luther,

Erasmus, Beza accepted them) are themselves strong evidence of the mean-

ing of ver. 24 in the place which it surely holds.
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airecTTeCkev should be taken in the pluperfect sense (as Matt,

xiv. 3, eBrjaev, and often in the N. T. as in classic writers) is

not open to any grammatical objection, and is necessary of

com'se, if Caiaphas had been the previous questioner;^ but in

this connection it is one of the greatest difficulties of the opinion

which we contend against. Setting out with such an assumption,

a Be or /cal or re has been added ; but the simple reading ovv rests

on good grounds ; and this, especially in comparison with vers.

12, 16, 17, 19, decides most unconditionally for the historical

continuation of the word sent. The pluperfect sense in this

place has been further rendered palatable by laying the emphasis

upon the bound and not upon the sent ; " John would leave it

to his readers to draw the conclusion as to why the treatment of

the servant was so bold—He struck Jesus bound I
^^ But this

^vill not suit, for it introduces the notion that St John, or at

least the servant, had thought of some possible defence of Him-
self on the part of Jesus—" because Jesus could not put forth

the slightest protection for His own person!" Grotius, laying

the emphasis also upon the bound, is still more forced :
" John

being about to relate the second fall of Peter, gives beforehand

the reason, because Peter now saw Jesus remaining bound."

The only unforced solution of the whole is to read in ver. 13

that Jesus was led before Annas, the father-in-law of the high

priest of the year (and known by the name of high priest himself)

—then in ver. 19 to hear what passed before this '* high priest,"

Annas— then to regard ver. 24 as the conclusion: And there-

upon Annas sent Him bound again— with which it ended.

As Lange says, " His sending Him forward bound as he had

received Him was to Caiaphas a plain sign, that the concerted

doom was to continue unchanged." The examination before

Caiaphas is taken for granted as known, and passed over ; for,

St John relates throughout ch. xviii. only supplementary matter,

ahnost entirely different from what had been recorded before.

New reason this for our view ! If St John designed to record

the examination before Caiaphas and the Sanhedrim, he could

not, we think, have broken off with this after-thought of an

1 Not only our own Berlenb. Bible, Bengel, de "Wette, van Ess, Kiste-

maker, and Gossner so translate, but alas also the English and Dutch

Bibles :—had sent him—hadde hem gesonden.

VOL VII. U
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introduction to it, and passed over the solemn and momentous

critical confession, I am the Son of God!—St John least of all.

But we cannot connect with this asking of the high priest anything

like a solemn assembly, nor can we imagine such an unofficial

asking and answering to have been followed by an immediate

production of false witness, and the condemnation to death.

The one scene does not pass harmoniously into the other, as

taking place at one time ; and the most decisive reason for the con-

versation with Annas is the manner in which Christ answers, quite

different as it is from His demeanour at the proper legitimate

examination. But this will be more fully seen in our exposition.

According to the desire of His enemies, the death of Jesus

was to be, either on the one hand, secretly and with cunning

!

or, on the other, in their rash wrath— violently, and on the

spot ! But it was already written in God's decree, " under Pon-

tius Pilate," that is, by pubHc condemnation. To that end it

was ordained that no other charge of guilt should be brought

against Jesus than that one, that He called Himself the Son of

God and the King of Israel. For that alone should the Lord

die ; every attempt to fasten upon Him even the appearance of

any other guilt, He determined prudently and persistently to

bring to nought. This explains His whole deportment from the

time that He was taken : His spealdng and His silence, His

answers after this or that manner according to circumstances.

No such imprudence was possible on His part as would involve

Him in anything which would disturb or interfere with this

confessing character of His death of martyrdonfi in the highest

sense. He Himself expressly took care to lead the way to that

decisive crisis of avowal before Caiaphas. That before Caiaphas

the great decision followed, St John sufficiently signifies to his

readers in ver. 24 ; in order that he may then, in ver. 28, be able

to proceed from Caiaphas into the Gentile Praatorium. Thus

the beginning of the examination, which he plainly describes is

only preparatory, corresponds altogether with the position of

Annas and all the circumstances. They bound Jesus and led

Him away ; we might have expected to read—into prison. Oh
no ! The hour of darkness must be used, there must be this same

night some appearance of justice done, that they may be able

to approach Pilate early enough for the confirmation of the
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sentence. All is wakeful, intense, ready, eager—but a perfect

session of the Sanliedi'im cannot be arranged at once, notwith-

standing that certain high priests and elders were present wdth

the multitude. According to Matt. xxvi. 57, Mark xiv. 53,

Luke xxii. 54, they led Jesus from Gethsemane at once to

Caiaphas, to the house of the high priest—though there is some

difference between the kol crvvep-^ovrai of Mark and the ottov

crvvij-^Orjaav of Matt. And St John's " to Annas y?rsi"^ is quite

consistent with this, if we regard the two high priests as occu-

pying different wdngs of the same palace. It was partly to pay

court to the influential personage, who, though he held not the

office, exercised the power ; and partly, as one may well suppose,

to give him the joy of beholding bound Him whom he hated.

All this might, indeed, have been concerted between Caiaphas

and Annas, so that the latter should make a beginning, wdiile

the official sitting was prepared for. Annas would, first, indulge

his curiosity, and so far Christ stands before him almost like

Paul before Agrippa, Acts xxv. 22. But only almost; for,

Agrippa would hear, but Annas only asks, for mockery and

humiliation. He would, secondly, have his pleasure in seeing

Jesus bound—though not to put it so strongly as Pfenninger

does, with his contrast of Simeon

—

'* Then I should be wiUing

to die, if I could only see Him with abased head and bound hands

standing before me!" He would, finally,—and this is most

plainly set before our eyes—under the guise of a private col-

loquy preliminarily sound the man, against whom they never

felt themselves confident and bold, in order to see how He would

demean Himself, and in what way they might best proceed with

Him. He questions Him " probably to extract from Him some

expressions which might afterwards be used as testimony or

matter of charge." We think that this preliminary hearing

prepared the way and regulated the questions for that which

followed ; but not that it was itself a perfect and official exami-

nation. They were personal questions, coming from this person

very much like inquisitorial questions ; but they were put under

the semblance of a conversation. We are convinced that Jesus

1 "We must not therefore, with Olshausen, assume a change of the place

in the Synoptics, which St John gently corrected. All is in perfect order

and harmony.
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would not have thus repelled and personally reproved tlie high

priest before the assembled council. If the official judge had

applied to Him only questions, He would have stood before him

ready to give every respectful answer ; but they knew this, and

iJiere began at once with false testimony. He therefore kept

silence altoo-ether. We find the most measured difference in

the deportment of our Lord throughout the four examinations.

Before Caiaphas and the council, where the miserable false wit-

ness so carefully sought was brought against Him, He keeps

silence, respectfully and with dignity sparing them, until He is

adjured. Before Herod and his thoughtless court nothing can

move Him from His deep silence. Before Annas, who puts his

questions half privately and half officially, He expresses Him-
self in part wdth dignified repulsion, in part by a convicting

counter-question of which He thought him worthy, applying

Himself, in this like Paul before Agrippa, to his conscience.

Finally, before Pilate, He enters at once graciously, as we shall

see, into a removal of misunderstanding, and a testimony for the

truth. Now let it be asked, if this will agree with the Lord's

speaking in St John before Caiaphas I

Thus with equal boldness and gentleness,—more properly,

as suhlimefy as humhly,—He speaks, for a pattern to us in all

circumstances in which we are subjected to examination and

defence. When our humility is spoken of, that is itself no other

than an humble condescension of the word of God—for is there

anything high or lofty in us? Again Jesus speaks only in

condescension, and in our likeness, of His meekness— for can He
be other than gentle in mind, even in the midst of His zeal ?

Has He bitter wrath in His heart ? All the meekness of the

Lord is fundamentally itself only His deep and absolute humi-

lity, in which He renounces His judgment, and gives up His

prerogative and His power,

Annas asked Jesus of His disciples and of His doctrine. Pro-

bably, as St John relates, in these two words, thus apparently

impartial, but in the background malevolent enough. Luthardt

rightly terms it a captious and inquisitorial question. About

His worh, whether good or bad, of His deeds and miracles, no-

thing is said either in mockery or earnest, as in the case of

Herod. But the disciples are mentioned as His dependents, His
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followers, His party, His sworn confederates—the doctrine is

inquired into as novelty, heresy, dangerous misleading error;

both together pointing to the two main charges which afterwards

were urged—Insurrection against the Koman power, error or

blasphemy before the Jewish. Suspicious reference is made to

the crowds which surrounded Him on His entrance into the

city ; and ironical allusion to the confidential ones who had now

fled from Him and left Him alone. Where then are Thy dis-

ciples ? How many and whom hast Thou now in reality ? and

what was Thy design with them ? Wherefore didst Thou gather

these around Thee? For, that the disciples are mentioned /rs^,

before the doctrine, expresses the malevolent character of the

questioning plainly enough. But Christ reverses the order, and

answers first, as was right, concerning the doctrine. Lampe

thinks, however, that the point about the disciples was left out

of view ; and similarly Bengel : " He rephes concerning His

doctrine, concerning His disciples there was no need." Some

truth there may be in this, as Eambach has explained the Lord's

silence upon the former part of- the question ;
'^ because the

lords of the high council were to receive after the ascension an

answer of fact as to this point ; the disciples would give them

enough to do." But we shall see that in ver. 21 there is actu-

ally an indirect answer, so much as was now in place, concern-

ing the assembling of disciples around Him.

The Lord at the outset replies as in Gethsemane, when He

had put to shame the high priests and elders in their secret deal-

ing with Him :—He points with dignity to the publicity of His

cause, which then as now men were too much disposed to regard

as a thing of a corner (Acts xxvi. 26), and to vilify with the

vitium clandestinitatis (as the canonical law says). Dming three

years He had, as openly and publicly as might be, taught and

lived ; many thousands throughout the land had seen Him—and

now^ He must give account as of a secret matter ! On Trapprj-

ala see what was said on ch. vii. 4. Listead of e\d\vo-a w^e

sh^d probably read Xe\d\7]Ka, but the difference is only shght.

Tw KoapLO) is equivalent to ek rov KoapLov, ch. viii. 26 ;
it is the

language of utmost comprehension—to and for every one with-

out distinction. Here as there the undertone refers to His posi-

tion with regard to the sinful world, to which His sacred "E^o,
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as the sent of God, must speak and testify ; but this must not be

pressed too rigorously—" to the children of this world." It is

rather the first description of the universality and publicity of

His speahing^ as belonging to openly^ Trapprjo-la, like ch. vii. 4.

It is with strict propriety that He does not say to the multitudes.

His preaching to the crowds in the street was the necessary ex-

pression of His universal constraint of love, and at the same

time of the most public universality of His teaching ; but in

every o-^o^ (or 8r}fjL0<;) to which He turns and dedicates His

words, He sees only tJie world to which His Father had sent

Him. Now first, when He admits that His speaking was also a

teaching, He heightens that former word by mentioning the

school and the temple} Even if we read rfj crvvajayyfjy it must

be understood of the school or synagogue of the place where He
might be ; but the reading without the article in distinction

from the temple is more definite in its distributive signification.

The heightening of His meaning is in this, that He had not only

spoken in the open air to any one who was there and would

hear (thus tm Koa/xo) is of the place /),"^ but as a teacher He had

not shunned the legitimate and ecclesiastically-appointed place.

He had used His Israelite prerogative, and had done what was

His duty ; He was not a preacher in comers, or a separatist

;

and in this He is an example to His followers, for it is right

even in times of decline to honour the ordinances and institu-

tions of God. UavTore is of course not literally to be under-

stood ; either, with Glassius, veri/ frequently ; or, still better, As
often as I was there, as often as I had opportunity, so that the

contrast with a timid secrecy is maintained.^ Finally, in the last

clause He describes His cause and His doctrine as properly na-

tional, for all the Jews. There is in the background of both

question and answer, though the Lord discreetly puts it not in

words, the meaning that the main point of His teaching was the

testimony to Himself as the Messiah :—thus where all the Jews

as Jews assemble in their national religion to worship God, there

I have testified, that which applies to all the Jews, that these

^ Not therefore altogether with Bengel, that Truppmlec indicates (with

ru> Koaf/^u) the kind^ Trccyron the time^ eu avvw/ayy! kccI iv t<w hpa the place.

^ As Nonnus literally accepted it : (liiXoTrivdi'i x,6(j{/.a— -ecvrocig Iv rpiohoiii.

2 Lampe less fitly

—

svaocipu;, xKuipcu;.
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all should be " My disciples," should acknowledge and should

join themselves to Me ! Thus is the 7rdvTe<;, the ally perfectly

justified ; and there is no necessity to qualify it, or rather de-

stroy it, as has been done from the beginning, by the substitu-

tion of iravTodeu or iravTore.

This dignified positive declaration is now followed by a

denial, which does not contradict the well-understood meaning

and charge of the questioner—now brought to hght—until it

has been refuted by the undeniable fact of the pubHcity of His

teaching. The in secret is here evidently intended as an incul-

pation. He had certainly spoken to His confidential ones in

confidence, but nothing beyond what He had spoken before all

the world ; He had not two doctrines, an esoteric and an exo-

teric ; but what He had spoken in the ear. He had spoken with

a commission to declare it upon the housetops. The inmost

mystery, which indeed He had commanded them not to utter

before the time, that He was the Messiah—He not only con-

fesses presently afterwards before the Sanhedi'im, but all the

Jewish world actually knew it, and Annas himself who thus

asked knew it. And so the cause and the doctrine of Christ

was ever to be " elevated above all suspicions of secret mystery,''

and his messengers' badge is in aU ages that of 2 Cor. iv. 2.

We may mth Lampe read here in ver. 20 the aiteria of the

true teacher : Confidence, which testifies before the world

;

persevering continuation of the testimony on all occasions ; ad-

herence to the existing Divine and human ordinance. But in

this last expression our Lord alludes, in His profound manner,

whether Annas understood it or not, to two places of the pro-

phet Isaiah. In the former (Isa. xlv. 19), the Lord God Himself

appeals, before the inhabitants of the earth generally as their

and the earth's Creator, and as the God of Israel particularly

to the seed of Jacob, to this—/ have not spohen in secret;^ in

the latter (ch. xlviii. 16), the Messiah repeats the same.

Thus this is the first answer, clear as the hght which the

darkness here resists; and now in the following verse there

is the befitting reproof of the fooHsh questioner, put in the most

^ Whence it is further proved that ru> k6g(/,u) previously, before the Jews

were specially referred to, hints at the adaptation of His doctrine to all

mankind, entirely as we found in ch. viii. 26.
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mild and gracious form. He fmi;lier gives account in it, wto
" His disciples" were or should be, and at the same time pro-

ceeds to give a test and proof of His teaching^ irapprjcrLa and

wdvTore—everywhere and with plainness. Or, was He now to

begin from the commencement, and exhibit the whole substance

of His teaching, from the summons to repentance to the an-

nouncement of the kingdom come in Him ? He would indeed

have had patience for this, if it had been right on this occasion,

and if it would have done good; but such as Annas knew all

this long since, had often sent spies or heard it themselves.

He therefore takes this for granted ; He does actually begia at

the beginning with Annas, since He proposes to him as the best

preachmg of repentance for his conscience the keen counter-

question— Wherefore askest thou Me? (ETrepcorav is more

penetrating than St John's previous ripcorrja-e, not without bor-

dering on the meaning of inquisition.) This was one of those

questions of Jesus Himself, which never failed to pierce the

heart ! It has a manifold meaning : Knowest thou not, as a

" high priest," what all the Jews well know concerning Me ?

How is it, ivhat means it, that thou now first demandest of Me
an answer thereupon ? According to Grotius :

" Ye have al-

ready expelled from the synagogues those who beheve in Me

;

ye have decreed to take^Me ; and have never inquired into My
doctrine : do ye wish now to know them at length from My-
seK ? What manner of dealing is this f He thus shows to

Annas that He looks through him, and that He will give him

no word which he may pervert against Him ; thus gently, with

concealed severity, only through the hght which must put the

darkness to shame. He reproves the seK-contradiction of their

foolish cunning—the questioning of a supposed founder of

secret mysteries concerning His doctrine and His adherents !

This last thought is in the direction whom he should ask

!

All those who have heard what I have said are therefore as it

concerns thee Mt/ disciples, for they have heard no other words

than I have said to My trusted ones :—had they all rightly heard

they would have been all of them disciples to Me. Thus, as in

Grethsemane, He contiaues to save His o\\ti, and declines any

specific selection. He points the high priest not to His dis-

ciples in the narrower sense, but to all the people who had been
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in His school ; but by tbis demand tbat the people should be

brought into the examination, He rebukes the malicious secrecy

which had induced them through fear of the people to send and

take Him in the night.

Behold, aU these, who have heard Me speak, know well

what (a more comprehensive than tl, what kind of things) I

have said ! By this tSe He finally appeals, as B.-Crusius rightly

observes, to the ^' plain and open nature of His doctrine," in that

no hearer could remain in doubt about it, witnesses enough

were everywhere to be found ; and also, we would add, to the

impression of the truth upon all the sincere. Thus there are

the two witnesses for truth :

—

publicity in adherence to the school

and the temple, to the institutions and places appointed from

the beginning ; impressiveness or easiness of understanding as it

respects the hearers.

He began T\ath iXaXrjo-a, iBlSa^a ; He ends with iXdXrjaa

and etTTov ; His answer goes not beyond His saying and teaching,

as the question did not ; of His works He humbly says nothing.

For, as we have seen throughout St John's Gospel, the work

has its power of self-demonstration in itself, before the miracle.

Thus it is not— " Question and summon hither the lepers, the

bhnd, the deaf, the lame, the possessed whom I have healed !"

The Ihe ovtol, although it primarily refers to the aKr^Koora^;—
behold these who have heard—has special reference to this, that

even now such hearers were present as witnesses ; that their

lords of the counsel had only to summon these servants whom
they sent after Him, and they would receive the same testimony

as that of ch. vii. 46 (now the record of the / am He I). Bengel

is so far right : ottroc points to the multitude present : or these

know.^ So Lampe, and earher C}Til.^

Survey then now once more the dignity, the clearness, the

gentleness, the supremely-measured rightness and Tvdsdom of

this answer ! In the full and perfect consciousness that He was

no founder of a sect, deserving inquisition, He began with /
openly, continued with /, and closes, with profound feeling Who

^ Nonnus has it most strongly : vivioi kvkKu (Zrot tccvtss k. r. A.

^ Only that he goes too far, and finds in this appeal to the servants

present the reason why one of them, to obviate all suspicion of himself upon

that point, smote Him on the face I
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He was, yet not expressing it, witli a elirov ijco—what /have

said. But, with the most proper discretion of one arrested and

charged, more righteous than Annas with his fooHsh question-

ing :
—" I may not and will not now, My life and doctrine lying

before you, testify for Myself, or defend Myself. Let all be in-

vestigated ! Let the testimony of all bear witness !" If in this

there was anything " evasive," there was the utmost propriety

in it, as well as the most binding obligation of holy wisdom

:

He would not before this mihappy man betray either Himself

or His disciples into difficulty by any express declarations or

disclosures.

We need not regard this Trapear^jKco^ as impljdng that the

officer was an apparitor necessarily belonging to the court in

which the high priest sat ; St John has mentioned no other

officers, to which the article here might refer back, than those

of ver. 12, who had taken Jesus and led Him hither. Thus we

may supply

—

wJio stood near Jesus—because when lie had thus

spoken immediately precedes. That which happened afterwards

to His Apostle, befell Jesus Himself here. The servant^ sees

his old lord smitten and taken aback by the bold and appro-

priate answer—he takes advantage of the moment, and will

obtain both praise and reward. For he well knows what is per-

mitted to him ; the very lowest knew what had been long de-

creed by the rulers to be done to this Jesus of Nazareth. He
struck Him^—basely in the face ! This was the beginning and

the signal for all subsequent indignities, as in Micah iv. 14

(comp. Isa. 1. 6) it was very remarkably and directly predicted

concerning the Messiah, the Judge of Israel. (Vers. 13 and

14 there allude to the history of another prophet Micah, 1 Kings

XX. 11, 24 ; and Josephus employs in relation to 1 Kings xxii.

24, the word pairl^eLv. Job xvi. 10 refers to the shame of being

^ Whom a very improbable tradition declares to have been Malchus

!

Apart from the improbability in the thing itseK, Malchus was a lov'hos^ this

man a vTryipsrYig.

2 Whether with a staff or with the hand, cannot be determined, since

poc'TTiafAoc, and px^rt^siu signify both. Hesych. pxTrtaxt^ pot/i'^a TrTiVj^oti »?

clT^ovjaui. But in the N. T. pa-'xi^au is used of the hand ; see Matt. v. 89,

John xix, 3, but especially Mark xiv. 65, and Matt. xxvi. 67, with KoKot,-

(pi^siv. Theophyl. interprets this last of the fist (as 1 Cor. iv. 11 ; 2 Cor.

xii. 7). Suidas explains pocTriaoci of striking the cheek with the hand.
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smitten upon tlie clieek. In Mcah there is ^2l;0 also, as if the

Spirit would embrace the scene in which the Judge and King
of Israel is with His own sceptre smitten on the face. See al.^o

in Sepp the Jemsh punishments, which were inflicted for such

misdeeds.) This is the end of the three years of His teaching

in Israel, confirmed as it was by the signs of God, that now
when being bound He opens His mouth to give a decisive an-

swer, appeahng in righteousness to all that teaching, a servant

can publicly smite Him upon the face ! This was the first

blow, the first indignity which His sacred body received from

the hands of sinners. Although He had received from the lips

of sinners much that was more grievous and scornful, although

even now the denial of Peter was a sorer grief to Him than the

blow of tliis sen-ant,—yet is it a gi'eat thing, that He on this

first strikuig, which came miexpectedly, continues to be able to

answer
J
still more calmly and meekly, without any trace of fear,

not to say of wrath, v/ords which have their true and symboli-

cal meaning for us all.

He answered him—we must not give up this avTO). That

He answers this servant, and in such a manner, is in its pro-

fomid humihty something veiy different from, and yet in its

elevation something infinitely above, that lauded pride in abase-

ment which man may display.^ There is no \^Tath, but meek-

ness and humbleness alone, as is obvious in itself. But withal

there is earnest freedom of spirit, an open mouth for the truth in

love which is not yet to be stopped. Agam, Christ's freedom of

speech is not great in the sense of fearlessness before the thi'cat

of man—for how could He fear? The Apostle's exhortation

out of the prophet, 1 Pet. iii. 14, 15, therefore has so far no

application to Him ; He might have been tempted, in holy sconi

of sinners, altogether to keep silence. But His freedom to speak

is love, which counts sinners still worthy of His testimony.

Answerest Thou the high priest so ? This was the sen^ant's

word, accompanpng and justifying the blow. By " the high

priest " might be meant that Annas was as much high priest as

1 Teschendorff makes his Nicodemus write :
" Whoever has been in

Rome and seen a triumphal procession, may have marked how some have

borne their chains with dignity. Whoever should have looked for such

dignity in Him would have been disappointed !

"
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Caiaplias:—but this Christ, according to the Divine law, does

not acknowledge, and admits but one who with any truth can

hold the sacred office. Certainly the so refers only to theform—
that He had neglected respect and reverence in the refusal and

counter-question. Rieger remarks that " so it is now with the

•followers of Christ, when their truth cannot be resisted:—they

have been wanting in msdom in speaking it, they have erred in

the form of delivering it—that is, in plain words, they should

show more patience with the world and its unrighteousness."

That is, they should speak the truth with such sentimental re-

spect and moderation, as would be. rather a denial of that truth I

The supreme Lord speaks unabashed and confidently to the ser-

vant as to the lords, and shows in fact how well He knows with-

out respect of persons to speak to every one as he should be

spoken to. Far removed from any self-defence, and with a

meekness which His face, withdrawn for a moment through the

physical shock, still testified. He does not act in opposition to

the letter, but still more expressly in harmony with the spirit of

the instruction which He gave to His disciples in Matt. v. 39.

He gives us the " authentic interpretation" of it, in opposition

to all who would make it mean an unworthy humiliation of self

simply, an unlo\dng holding back of the truth and provocation

of further sin against us. Sinking to the lowest extreme of His

condescension (which is reached in this verse, connected with

ch. viil. 46), He puts the case for one moment as if He might

have been A\Tong—but only to deny and, refute it. Yea, from

the meanest servant He will receive proof and attestation

!

This is the highest point of that meekness of om' Lord, as de-

picted in St Jolin^s gospel, beyond which nothing is recorded.

The servant did not mean by his so that He had spoken un-

truth ; entering into his meaning the Lord speaks only concern-

ing the mannery KafC(a<;—koXw^, ill or ivell. Not simply KaKa

KaKiaVj njn, evil in itself, although the expression allows an

error in the manner to be itself in its kind an evil. " By the

blow the servant would bear his testimony," says Bengel. The

Lord answers him—Neither is thy blow a testimony, nor thy

word which takes for granted unrighteousness ; if I have actually

spoken evil, give—I will receive and admit it—better and more

real witness against Me ! This would have required the proof
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that Annas was the high priest ; but we thmk that the Lord

did not regard this, nor enter so far into the particulars of the

matter, as was appropriate in the case of Paul, Acts xxiii. As
it respects Him and His never speakinp; evil, servant and high

priest were altogether alike.

But if our Lord and ISIaster shows Himself ready to receive

from this servant testimony against Himself, while He receives

with such gentleness the blow,—what should we do ? " Think

on Him who said this, on him to whom this was said, and the

reason why this was said, and these words will with magical

Divine power cast do"v\Ti all wrath which may rise in thy soul."
^

Be dways ready to give account to every man—says St Peter,

even though it be the meanest servant I Every man who de-

mands of you an account

—

iravTi ray alrovvTU vfjLd<^ Xoyov, is to

be interpreted as we have explained. Matt, v. 42. The un-

righteousness itself demands of me, asks me, as I understand it,

only for a new evidence of holy righteousness in truth and love.

Not—That deserves no answer, such as this demands retaliation,

punishment, contempt ; but—Behold, this slanderer and liar

would see how I shall maintain the consistency of My righteous

word and walk, whether I shall thus overcome him. How often

do we poor sinners harm ourselves and our cause, when people

merely try us and will not hear us, when they require of us a

patience which is the denial of love and truth, a courtliness which

would be forgetfulness of God ! How basely do we speak evil,

just when we, speaking the truth, answer for ourselves that we

are not evil-doers

!

But the Lord as the perfect man had never erred in word,

whether in its form or substance. He knows this, and this

therefore He must add and maintain

—

But if well, which el he,

hut if, Bengel riglitly says, " has an affirmative force." This

unjustifiable striking is itself proof and testimony that the truth

has struck, and cannot otherwise be repelled. And now calmly

and victoriously He continues in this speaking well : the servant

receives, like the high priest, both equal before the Judge of

Israel, who unweariably judges and teaches, his conscience-ques-

tion

—

why smitest thou Me f Love repays him thus ! This

1 So Chrysos. Horn, i., Tsp] dKuruMTTTov. SeeXeander's Chiys. i. 211.
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first word of protest against tlie blow is the only one that we
hear ; it continues its voice against all the indignities which

followed this.^ And Annas hears in it the question—AVhere-

fore sufferest thou him to smite Me ? T\Tierefore to be bound

and seized ? Do ye not ever oppose My true testimony by most

unrighteous and unworthy violence ? Similar, according to its

spirit and meaning, is the word at His last examination (Lu.

xxii. 67, 68), which He no longer regards as official : If I tell

you, confessing and answering, or asking, as is fit—ye beheve

not, ye reply only by persevering and malignant violence !

Annas has heard enough ; he sees whom he has before him,

and that any further prosecution of the matter under the guise

of conversation would damage himself rather than Jesus ; he

therefore leaves the answer, the blow, and the counter-answer

to themselves, the witness concerning the evil still in his ears.

He sends the Lord forward bound to Caiaphas, that the specious

judgment may proceed as prudently and plausibly as m.ay be.

Of course, we are not to assume any second " binding."

FIRST PARTIALLY-OFFICIAL EXAMINATION. THE CONFESSION

UPON THE ADJURATION OF CAIAPHAS.

(Matt. xxvi. 64 ; Mark xiv. 62.)

As the history of the Passion proceeds, its amazing contrasts

become more intensely affecting. Christ is now judged before

the holiest judicature upon eai'th, but condemned by the most

fearful perversion of justice and abuse of its forms. The

Deliverer of ^lankind is in bonds ; the Judge of all is attainted
;

the Prince of glory is treated with the foulest scorn ; the Holy

One is condemned as a delinquent, the Son of God as a blas-

phemer ; and He who is the resurrection and the life is doomed

to die ! The t}^e here rises in rebellion against its antitype, the

shadow against its substance, and the eternal High Priest is

condemned by the so-called high priest of this 3^ear. The law

^ And still sounds out into the consciences of all who only ask like

Armas, and strike like his servant. For " Christ still stands before Annas,

and the vrorld still strikes Him in the face like his servant." (SUberschlag.)
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is perverted and turned against the grace for which it should

only prepare the way ; and it becomes the triumph of grace thus

to deliver from the curse of the law. Lying bears witness

against Truth, and long-suffering truth thus wins its empire

and rights. The subject rises against his Lord as a lord, the

creature in the name of God against its God—and what do we

hear ? One sole testimony—I am He ! One sole sentence

—

He is worthy of death ! This verily holds good in the counsels

of God ; but not in the sense of our earthly jurists, who like

Caiaphas would offer up one literally instead of all.

Their h3rpocritical trifling with forms goes heavily at the

outset. This first assembly was through haste imperfectly con-

stituted ; but its work is to consummate the judicial murder

which had already been firmdy decreed. The first feature which

is exhibited here presents this judgment to us as the most un-

righteous of all places of judgment under the sun, in which

wickedness only was found, and iniquity took the place of right-

eousness. (Eccles. iii. 16.) They did not simply seek witness

against Him, but, as St Matthew says, they sought false witness

against this most innocent One. This was done, it is further

added, by the whole council, with the high priests and elders ;

though it is not to be understood of every individual without

exception ;—for, two or three would not be reckoned among so

many, and moreover all were not present. As to themselves

they had no " need" of testimony ; the thousand witnesses for

the Divine power of this Jesus, down to Lazarus, whose resur-

rection was celebrated by the people everywhere, shall have no

force with them ; they themselves pervert in Luke xxiii. 2 the

truth of which they were surely conscious. They will to do

like their father, the father of lies ;— but in order to this, some

pretext, some semblance of right, is necessary ! Lies enough

there were wherewith to charge Jesus—What had not been

reported and believed concerning Him on the part of His

enemies hitherto ! But now the question is

—

toput Him to death;

there must be some apparent justice in the execution of this pre-

conceived and prearranged purpose ; and the seeking for this

is hard, very hard. There is everywhere testimony for Him
without seeking—but against Him ? Tliey found none! though

manv false witnesses came fon^^ard to their order—yet they
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found none! Their testimonies would not accord, would not

answer tlie pinrpose. Many offered to bear witness to His

desecration of the Sabbath—but this will not pass, for they can-

not touch the miracle by which He had desecrated it. To
charge Him with having denounced them, the leaders of the

people, as hypocrites, fools, and blind, was still more question-

able :—who knew what He might have to say to them, thus

charged, even now ! Or His breaking of the traditions and

ordinances of the Pharisees :—but this might have secured pro-

tection from the Sadducees, and divided the coimcil,— as was

afterwards the case. Absolute lies would not gain their end

with the people ; there must be some truth mingled with them.

According to the law of Moses it was essential that the witnesses

should agree together ; and it was hard to secure this with the

clumsy witnesses, one outdoing the other, whom they were

obliged, without previous schooling, to admit. Mark, vers. 55

and 59, evidently means only the lack of agreement. Erasmus

has indeed corrected the non convenientia of the Vulg. into non

satis idonea, that is, not pertinent to the condemnation of death.

Grotius thinks that this meaning alone suits ver. 59, and van

Ess boldly translates, "not sufficient"—but IVo? can scarcely

mean appropriate^ fitted to anything. The lack of uniformity is

intimated by Matt, in the mention of the two witnesses who

came forward, when we add to it the fact mentioned in St

Mark's different statement of it, that even their witness was not

uniform. At the last there are found two witnesses, only just

as many as were absolutely necessary (for the nvh in Mark
does not necessarily mean many), and they bring forward a

word heard two years before ! Many members of the council

had heard that when it was spoken ; and had, as Matt, xxvii. 40

shows, well understood it subsequently. It is now falsified and

perverted into blasphemy against the temple of God, although

Jesus at the time (as also not many days past) had shown His

zeal for the honour of the temple. The scornful ovto<; in Matt,

is well expressed by the English, this fellow! The two accounts

show their discrepancy when compared :—according to the one

it was, I will ; according to the other, I can, destroy the temple

:

similarly, again, in one,

—

the temple of God; but in the other

there are the additions of made with hands and not made with
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hands. Enough : as Ahab's Jezebel hired two knaves against

Naboth, so these rulers and high priests aUied themselves, in

order to keep possession of the vineyard of God, "svith a wretched

pair who in their boldness were not cunning enough to agree

in their testimony. Thus Ps. Iv. 10 has still its fulfilment.

Hear only the Hes of the world— they agree not together. Listen

to a fallen theology—its testimonies contradict each other, and

thereby give testimony themselves for Christ. To him who has

this before his eyes, and still goes on in his folly, the true

Witness Himself becomes dumb.

They could not succeed in proving against Jesus even the

appearance of evil. Confused, and at the same time daring, the

high priest speaks to Him, as if this charge demanded an ac-

count. The whole question is not owe, as Luther puts it follow-

ing the Yulg. ; but the second rt is a separate interrogation.

Nevertheless, it is not as Erasmus translates, in Matt, cur isti

adversum te testimonimn dicunt ? in Mark, quid isti adversum

te dicunt testimonia ? (That is. Do they then witness in vain ?

Not, that Thou shouldst give answer f) But, as the former clause

is spoken with the presentiment that He who stands in subhme

tranquillity will keep silence, so the second will if possible break

this silence by suggesting— What heavy blasphemy do they allege

against Thee ! dost Thou not hear that ?

The Lord keeps silence ; and though we cannot always bring

His eloquent silence within the range of our exposition of His

words, yet here we must do so, where speaking and silence in-

terchangeably pass into each other ; for othenvise we could not

understand His ivords. The slightest word of reply would have

given the whole matter another turn, not in harmony with pro-

priety and His appointed course. Either His pure and unim-

peached position would have been distm'bed by occasion given

through His words for new perversions and charges ; or, since

we cannot suppose Him so to have spoken, the judge would have

been ashamed and amazed, and set Him free ! Yes, verily, that

stood every moment in the power of His word—but on that very

account He keeps silence. HiUer's remark, otherwise excellent,

says too little here, " the truth must not contend with every lie !"

That sacred dignity is very subordinate, which, however, was

to be observed in opposition to frivolities believed by no man in

VOL. VII. X
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the assembly. We may say, indeed, on the one hand, that He
kept silence because they had not understood Him ; and, on the

other, that He kept silence because they did understand Him,

and best because He kept silence. But the two reasons which

remove this silence to an infinite distance from all self-willed or

proud refusal to speak, lie still deeper. First, He is silent out

of respect to Israel's highest judicature, that He might not dis-

honour it ; thus, silent as a child before an unrighteous father.

And, then, in obedient submission to His heavenly Father's judg-

ment, that He might not defend Himself. " The love of life

makes many common people eloquent before their judges ; the

desire to die for us stops the mouth of Jesus, like a lamb before

his shearers." (Gossner.)

His silence speaks powerfully to their consciences, and is the

best preparation for the word which He will say, when the right

time for speaking is come. Caiaphas is at first wrathful that

he cannot fasten upon this wiser one, as he thinks, any single

circumstance ; he soon becomes anxious lest this dignified de-

meanour of the Lord, who stands, keeps silence, and bears wit-

ness by all the power of His personal presence, should at last

move some hearts even in the council, and their voices should

be heard crying loudly /o?' Him. For, in him.self there stirs

some such sudden and unexpected impulse : the Lord's silence

presses upon him the critical point which he cannot evade ; and

cries to him—Here, between us, there is something more than

all this in question ! And during this pause, possibly not very

brief, there was to the whole assembly, and especially to him,

the president and leading spirit, one last appeal of mercy at the

extremity of its limits of forbearance, one last gracious summons
to submit to the judgment of the truth of God. But let us

think for a moment what would have been the consequence, if

these sinners had been moved by His silence, lost their consist-

ency, and tm'ned to repentance ! This has become impossible,

and the man therefore entangles himself in his own iniquity.

The conclusion is presentlytaken: the trifling with this individual

charge is given up as unsuccessful; and the great central question

involved in the whole must in plain earnestness be brought for-

ward—to make it the matter of final and most daring mockery

arid contradiction. Many methods have been adopted to exhibit
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the connection and transition between tlie first question, An-

swerest Thou nothing? and the second, which so suddenly

breaks out mth, Tell us, art Thou the Christ the Son of God ?

Of such almost needless methods, Lange's is the best :
" The

thought clung to his mind that Jesus had declared in a myste-

rious manner that He would rebuild the temple ;
• that by these

words as well as others He had declared Hjmself to be the

Messiah ; and that too in the highest sense, as the Son of God.

Thus he passed at once from that false witness by a single leap

to this most formal and solemn impeachment." But it is not

necessary, nor is it sufficient, to trace any such transition ; for,

this intervening thought would itself be no other than a disguise,

concealing the true application which he was constraiued to

make to his own conscience. Caiaphas feels, in the silence of

Him who is thus accused, something kingly, yea Divine, which

his mind cannot resist ; he must be conscious that the Lord will

not before his judgment enter into any other question than

whether they would or would not acknowledge Him :—there

remains nothing to him, therefore, but to make the necessity ap-

pear to be his own determination ; and, though he is vanquished,

to maintain the fearful conflict. At this decisive-crisis, when

Israel's rejection of the Messiah must take its most final and

official form, there is mingled on the part of the baffled inquisitor,

a certain yielding with the putting forth of new daring.

St Mark speaks only of the high priest's " asking again,"

and gives the decisive question alone; but St Matthew fur-

nishes the full formula of adjuration. This was the method

among the Israelites of proffering and accepting the oath ; the

appeal to God (and the formula of cui'se as the penalty of lying

— which, however, was not ventured on now) was made on the

one side, and the answer made thereupon was received, without

any repetition of the oath being regarded as necessary on the

part of the respondent. (See the great passage. Lev. v. 1,

which is to be understood thus, though Luther has not clearly

translated it; and compare Numb. v. 19-22; 1 Kings xxii.

16; Prov. xxix. 24.) "I adjui'e Thee by the living God (in

whose office I stand, under whose power we all are ; before

whom also Thou standest ; who knoweth the truth and judgeth

between us and Thee), that Thou tell us, this holy Sanhedrim
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now here as before God, tlie truth
!

" Thus does lie avow,

bearing testimony against himself in this most awful abuse of

the name of God^ that he knows this God as a living God who

will not be mocked ! He testifies of His truth, even while he is

aiming to get the victory by a lie ; of His power and majesty,

while he is pushing his opposition to the uttermost ! Still more :

although, as we have often shown, in the general consciousness

of the people Christ and Son of God were by no means identical,

yet learned scribes like this Caiaphas, who was constrained here

to admit it, knew very well the unity of the two. They knew

that the anointed King of the second Psalm was the begotten

Son of God, in whom, as in God Himself, men were to put their

trust ; they had been convinced and confessed. Matt. xxii. 42,

that the Eng-Priest of the 110th Psalm was the eternal and

supreme Lord of David : Hence here, where the form of know-

ledge and truth (fiopcficoo-L^, Kom. ii. 20) is extorted from the

conscience, the twofold expression is given in one most correctly

;

just as in Lu. xxii. 67, 70, they follow each other,^ and still

more solemnly in St Mark, where the adjuring tone is some-

what more full— Son of the Blessed, as the Rabbins used '^r\2n

Xin for God, comp. Ps. xl. 17.

I adjure Thee ! Thus does a mortal in the dust speak in

the presence and before the throne of the living God—notwith-

standing that he sits as a judge—to Him who will presently

Himself sit on the right hand of the majesty on high. Thus

does a sinful rebel against the grace and truth of God—not-

withstanding he is called high priest—speak to the Holy One

of Israel, the true and faithful Witness, who is Himself one

with the living God. And if this man, Jesus of Nazareth, who

now stands before him, is the Christ, the Son of God—what

then ? Will he cast himself at His feet, and supplicate with

1 Olshausen improperly reduces the question to, " Art Thou that Son of

God whom Thou givest Thyself out to be ? " and thinks that this would in-

volve a blasphemy, which the mere declaration that He was the Messiah

would not. We may say with v. Gerlach, " Certainly Caiaphas did not in-

tend the very same which had been expressed in the ChrisV^ Indeed, he

used it in the same sense as Jesus had assented to
;
yet the conjunction of

Christ and Son of God in one person means not merely " according to thy

assertion,"—-but rests upon a knowledge that in the Scripture the Messiah

is actually also the Son of God.
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adoring penitence the forgiveness of all past opposition ? Oh
no, then and for that very reason He is to be rejected, con-

demned, and put to death ! Caiaphas ivould only say

—

"whether thou givest lliyself out to he suck ;'^ but, because he

knows that that would be a lie in his lips, he has not at this

heart-revealing crisis the power to give it expression, however

much he might wish it to do so. The living God lays a spell

upon his tongue, so that he must speak more truly than he

meant to speak; he is constrained, while preparing for the

last and consummate denial of it, to confess the truth from

his inmost conscience. There is not, as afterwards Jno. xix.

21, any artful distinction ; but it is literal and earnest

—

Art

Thou ? (which St Matt, also has held fast). This is still the

great question for our own day, and it must be put before

His face, however much it may be suppressed or avoided by

specious and hypocritical polemics. Caiaphas asks not in order to

ask further,' to give truth its honour ; but with the design to make
the decisive answerthe decisive enormity, that the respondent may
be at once condemned ; and therefore he was himself the blas-

phemer. But we too often forget to take further into account the

actual conviction of this same Caiaphas that Jesus was what He
had formerly said of Himself ; and that He would, thus adjured,

sai/ it openly:—upon this foundation was the frightful scheme

erected, to complete the rejection of Him who was thus all the

time most internally known and acknowledged.^ El av el—by
this (TV means Caiaphas not merely the man who had dared to

arrogate to Himself sonship and equality with God, or the bound
one who would be a deliverer; for then it would have run

—

el

(TV \eyeL<; or Trotei? (Teavrov as in Jno. x. 33. But the undertone

of malignity conjoins with the invoking el the rejecting av ;

since it means : Thou, such an one as we cannot at all tolerate

—a ^lessiah, who would deliver from sins, and not from the

Romans—a Son of God, who in the gentleness and humility of

holiness desirest our hearts for an heavenly kingdom.

^ Pfenninger puts the dilemma very simply and clearly. " Either Caia-

phas holds it possible that Jesus is the Messiah, and then he cannot call the

answer blasphemy ; or he really regards it as a blasphemy that Jesus gives

Himself out to be the Messiah, and then he ought not to adjure Him by the

living God to answer."
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^Yhen they would proclaim Him a Messiali-King of an earthly

Idngdom, Jesus withdrew far from them. When the devil put

to Him the question, Art Thou the Son of God ? He entered

not into the question, but worshipped as man the only God.

But here where Caiaphas understands the question almost better

than Satan did then, He answers and confesses, He surrenders

Himself to the cross and the crown of thorns. That which

He had formerly forbidden His disciples literal^ to proclaim, in

order to obviate misunderstanding and offence, He now Himself

testifies with the utmost plainness;— now when the consequence

will be His death ! " Now first was His great mystery entirely

safe from the measureless Chialiastic ambition which had threat-

ened to pervert it." He looks through the meaning of the ques-

tioner, contemplates all the consequences of His affirmation;

but on that very account He keeps silence no longer. As an

obedient Israelite He must respond to the adjuration of the

ruling power:—under the law to the last, even when it is per-

verted against Him. But He knew the counsel of Hjs Father,

also, as to this hour which had now come ; and therefore He
gives Himself up the more readily by His

—

I am He ! This

" I am He" is self-sacrificing as it w^as before in the garden.

But in this same word the sum, as also the goal and end, of His

prophetic office is involved.

St Mark gives correctly the fundamental meaning '^70) elfii,

I am ; but St Matthew's Xv elira^y Thou hast said, is the more

correctly literal reply. This is in this place infinitely more than

the mere customary formula of affirmation which occurs both

among the Greeks and the Rabbis. In the words which fol-

lowed " That Thou tell us" Caiaphas had already expressed that

which they knew concerning Him, but had determined not to

confess ; and thus Christ also means—Thou hast already de-

clared and avow^ed it, thou knowest it well, without any need of

My now telling you for the first time. Thus its meaning was

precisely the same as before to Judas. It is further a proof

that Caiaphas now intended both expressions Christ and Son of

God in their sole scriptural sense ; for the affirmation avows

itself in the same meaning as the question. " They know not

what they do." There were some whose knowledge placed them

beyond the limits of this intercession upon the cross—from
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Jno. iii. 2 down to Matt. xxi. 38, xxii. 16. Probably this was

the case witb most in the Sanliedrim ; at least it was so in the

case of Caiaphas, hence the singular in Jno. xix. 11. And
there are to this day,—they are now, indeed, more really such

than ever,—conscious enemies and deniers of Christ, whose

questionmg He returns into their own consciences with the same

Thou hast said.

Accepting this judicial adjuration, and thus swearing by the

living God, Jesus testifies not only that He is the Messiah of

Israehtish prophecy, but that therewith and therein He is the

true Son of God, in the same " metaphysical" sense as He had

elsewhere asserted it, in conformity with Scripture. As He
there stands bound before the Sanhedrim, as He afterwards

hangs upon the cross, the declaration, " This Jesus is the Christ,

tliis Son of man the Son of God!" is folly to the carnal reason,

a contradiction to all the Jewish expectation concerning the

^lessiah, crux and a-fcavSaXov to all deistical notions of Gentile

wisdom and natm-al knowledge of God. But it is not contrary

to the prophetic word, which is fulfilled and consummate only

in its acknowledgment; nor is it contrary to the inmost pro-

phecy of. man's deepest feeling in the reason and conscience,

which does not find the " living God" again but through Jesus

Christ. History, finally, since His crucifixion, is the progres-

sive demonstration of the power and the glory of Him who was

thus humbled.

A reference to this was a necessary part of the witness for

the present crisis, if not of the confession as such. For the

sake of this Sanhedrim itself, partly for the few who were still

susceptible, and partly in the superabundance of His patience

and love for all the rest, the Lord will soften the harsh contra-

diction between ffis claim and His present condition, " that He,

bound as He was, was the King of Israel, and Son of the

Blessed"—by pointing to the following future of His manifes-

tation and glory ; and this would further elevate the mere yea

of His confession into a penetrating testimony to their souls.

Further, for all who should afterwards hear this word spoken by

Caiaphas, He adds to the "Thou hast said!" something more—
And, moreoverJ I say also unto you, or. This much more Ihave also

to say to you ! Thus we must understand the irXriv as less ad-
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versative than continuous, being a strengthening moreover, fur^

thermore, in addition, enimvero. Draseke refers to Jno. xiii. 30,

31, as a parallel crisis, preaching that Christ was in these words

glorified : and we may say, in a certain sense, that in the dirdpTi,

henceforth, the dpri, now, is also included—for us believers the

glory beams forth in the subhme crisis of this self-surrender.

Yet for unbelievers and His enemies, to whom the word was

first spoken, it was not intended in St John's sense, but distin-

guishes the subsequent exaltation from the present humiliation

—

as the words evidently show. " He saw now coming the ex-

tremity of His shame and reproach ; therefore He knew so as-

suredly that now would begin (through the victory into which

that would turn) His triumph."

He does not go on to speak with I or Me, but objectively, as

if elevated above Himself, concerning the Son of man, who is

now before their eyes. This is the necessary complement of

the subject of the predicate Son of God; and it expresses His

humility in the midst of His dignity. It is at the same time

the conclusive and authentic interpretation of this name, which

He had given to Himself from the beginning out of Daniel ; for

He points to Dan. vii. 13, 14, and Ps. ex. in their combination,

taking the words for these scribes out of the Scriptures. In

connection with the oath put to Him He refers to the oath of

God in the psalm, in the same psalm by which He had just

smitten their conscience-s. " Ye shall see Me sitting, as I now
stand before you while ye sit in judgment upon Me." At the

right hand of power—contrast with His present weakness—

a

description of the almighty God Himself, corresponding with the

Blessed, as the Kabbins frequently use in the same sense mi3^n.^

The expression here deviates from the merely sensible figure

of sitting on the right hand, and points to the thought which

underlies it : hence the Evangelists, entering into this, put rd

he^id for TP), comp. Mar. xvi. 5. As we have said, in the sub-

limity of this word. He sits as it were already in judgment upon

the throne of the glory of God ; but He means now more than

that. He who sitteth will also come, and, by the prerogative

which is God's alone in Scripture, but that of the Son of man
^ Only in Lu. xxii. 69 does roy 0iov stand expressed ; but the Viilg.

(though not in the Cod. Amiatinus) gives it also in Matthew and Mark.
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in Daniel, upon and with tlie clouds of heaven (Matt. eVt—

-

Mar. fierd.) Neander rightly remarks, " These words give

evidence that Christ referred to His coming, His coming in the

clouds, not only as a description of His future personal coming

again (as visible), but also to indicate His spiritual historical

manifestation of Himself in the government of the world." In

the same sense as Daniel St John speaks. Rev. i. 7, of the mani-

festation of the kingdom, power, and dominion ever increasing

throughout human histoiy, which is given unto Him. Hence

airdpTij in Luke afterwards diro rev vvv. And they did see it,

these to whom this ye shall see was first spoken, as all His re-

jectors down to this day:— it began wdth the signs upon Golgotha,

it has continued from Pentecost downwards, in an already visible

coming of the Son of. man in His kingdom. (Matt. xvi. 28 ;

Mar. ix. 1.) His prophecy has not been brought to nought.

But, on the other hand, if we would see this aright we must not

overlook that all this preliminary coming of Him who still sits

above, is but the typical prophecy and the preparing pledge of

His last visible coming. The two mutually illustrate and con-

firm each other : only by the faith which waits for the promise

of the final return can we understand the coming of the Lord

in history ; only by the acknowledgment of this His coming in

history, manifest as it is to the eyes of even His enemies, can

w^e maintain our expectation and waiting for the Son of God
from heaven,

Pfenninger has illustrated, by four positions of his " im

partial" Zephonias, the first impression of the word of Jesus;

and has explained at the same time how it was that the sub-

lime word did not hinder, and was not intended to hinder, the

course of the condemning sentence. First, " I never in my life

saw enthusiast so calm, deceiver speak so truly as He spoke

this." But then :
" and yet there never was folly so foolish (so

contradictory to ordinary experience) as what He said." Again,

very naturally : " as it respects the condemnation of death,

there was nothing which could induce my own reason to hinder

the judgment ; our laws must have their respect paid to them !"^

Finally :
" Either He dies, and then He was not the Messiah,

1 Only a Joseph or Nicodemus (of which afterwards) refused to agree,

because they have faith already in their reason and in their conscience.
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but a deceiver ; or He is not a deceiver, but the Messiah, and

tlien He will not die."

The Apostle, 1 Tim. vi. 13, terms this confession^ of Christ,

in contrast with Peter's denial, the good confessio7t in a pre

eminent and absolute sense ; and it is a type and pattern for us,

who must confess Him even as He confessed Himself. It is a

good confession, first, in its humble obedience in righteousness

before God and man, and is to be imitated by us in gentleness

and fear ; secondly, in its public testimony to the truth, as ac-

cording to Scripture, and we also have to seal our confession by

the sure word ; thirdly, in His willingness to suffer, without the

maintenance of any personal defence, without threatening or

returning injury for injury. This last is to us, also, in our de-

gree for an example
;
yet the Apostle (Acts xxiii. 3) might in

rebuke and threatening prophesy— this, however, became not

the Lord when He surrendered Himself to death for the world.

Certainly, His word concerning His own future sitting and

coming, addressed to those who sat before Him, does appear in

a certain sense to be " an appeal from their tribunal to the

judicial throne of God, as a summons to appear before His o\\ti

judgment-seat when He should return to judge the world."

But He does not utter this expressly ; He speaks this as a

ground of faith for their future hope. As in Matt. xxi. 16 He
breaks off the scriptm'al saying, and leaves unexpressed the de-

stniction of the enemies— so is it here, and this puts its per-

fection on Hjs good and resplendent confession. Think of " His

being silent after such a majestic word of thunder. I will

come in the clouds of heaven ! and yet not one word of ivoe then

to you I at that moment He feels in Himself power and autho-

rity which no man, no creature, ever felt—and is dumb never-

theless, as a lamb !"

He is silejit again ; and stands and waits for His condem-

nation. What should now take place if He were truly judged

according to the law? The immediate question was—How
provest Thou this ? And He had proved it, the signs and testi-

monies were before them ; but we may be bold enough to

assume that if now one more sign had been officially required

^ Not, as is generally understood, that given afterwards hejore Pilate.

The s'xl XlnuTiov Jli7.a,rov IS only meant as in the Apostles' Creed.
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of Him, He would, He must, have given it ! But this judicial

assembly will not touch that point ; they have not observed the

righteous forms from the beginning, had appointed Him no ^V^

y}, or advocate of any kind. In the first crisis of his question

Caiaphas had been half-overcome, and had been constrained to

this form of question against his will ; but now after the answer

he takes courage in the malice of his wickedness, and brings the

matter abruptly at once to the sentence of condemnation :—this

is the second great crisis in the scene, and the most awful. By
a sudden dramatic stroke he urges the assembly to their vote,

without investigation or examination of evidence, and thus he

drowns at the same time the clamour of his own conscience.

Not as a " preconcerted ceremony " (for the whole matter was

not so carefully pre-arranged), but by the inspiration of Satan,

doubtless, he rent his clothes,^ as if in horror of the blasphemy

—instead of putting them off before the majesty of the eternal

High Priest at the right hand of God ! And thereby (as

Jerome said) the t}3)ical high-priesthood was rent asunder ; and

soon would the veil also be rent from the top to the bottom,

with the destruction of the temple, when the body of Christ

was broken. He hath spohen blasphemy ! So cries he in con-

summate hypocrisy, as in Jno. xix. 7. But he thereby himself

blasphemes, and sins against the Holy Ghost." If Jesus was

not the Son of God, then was Caiaphas right. But Caiaphas

well knew who was right and who was wrong; he therefore

urges the precipitate pr^-judgment, instead of going on to the

proper question—Is this confession of Jesus blasphemy or

truth ?^ And again—What further need have we of wit-

' T« if/Aricc instead of the singular, as frequently. This was not con-

trary to the law of Lev. xxi. 10 ; for that referred either (but improbably)

only to the sacred vestments at the time of sacrifice, or (more properly)

only to lamentation for the dead. We see in 1 Mace. xi. 71, and in several

passages of Scripture, that high priests rent their garments ; indeed Sepp

(111, 474) tells us that it was prescribed to them actually that they should

rend them from helow upwards.
2 Six high priests are recorded in Scripture as having sinned (Aaron,

Eli, Abiathar, Uriah, or Ahaz, Seraiah in the time of Jeremiah, Joshua,

Zech. iii.), but Caiaphas the seventh surpassed them all. So Jean d'Espagne.

3 The parallel passages, Jno. xix. 7, and x. 33, sufficiently refute the

strange and obstinate opinion which half-orthodox divines maintain, that
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nesses? betrays his guilty conscience, before he magisterially

decrees—Ye all are ear-witnesses ! And the Assembly under-

stood him—the last hypocritical word, as if the possibihty of

doubt was assumed. What think ye ? is followed by the voice, not

of the majority but of all, condemning Him to die. Thus Israel

condemns their Messiah, rebellious man his God. But in the

wonderful counsels of grace above, the guilt of all sinners and

their doom is laid upon the Redeemer.

THE SECOND Ot^FICIAL AND COMPLETE EXAMINATION

IN THE MORNING.

(Luke xxii. 67-70.)

After the first condemnation to death the assembly broke up

in wild triumph ; and the most daring began at once with the

mockery, spitting, and other indignities which were continued

by their servants. The Evangehsts speak of these things, but

draw a veil over the worst scenes (which preachers on the Pas-

sion should not expatiate upon), only giving some few as an

example. Meanwhile it is broad day ; and they once more

take Him before a full council, as St Luke plainly records.

Luke xxii. 66 is, indeed, not absolutely one and the same with

Matt, xxvii. 1 and Mark xv. 1 ; for their a-vfi^ovXiov T^/i^dvetv

or TTotelv, the taking counsel, would rather indicate the continua-

tion of their secret deliberations, issuuig in the result that He
must be at once led before Pilate ; yet even these parallels hint

at a renewed assembly in more complete form, before which a

renewed examination would itself be probable enough. Fur-

ther, the indignities (which strictly agree in the " Prophesy,

who is it that smote Thee ?
") took place, according to St Mat-

thew and St Mark, after the examination, according to St

Luke before it ; unless therefore we assume these to have been

repeated, or assume one or other account to be incorrect, the

Son of God is here equivalent only to Christ, and that Jesus was called a

blasphemer not on that account, but on account of " the appearing in the

clouds, and sitting on the right hand ! " Lu. xxii. 69, 70 is quoted for this,

but in reality testifies the very reverse.
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examinations cannot be made identical. Grotius, who main-

tains this last, took crvvriyOT} in St Lnke for rjv cruvcuyoiievov ;

but the supposition of only one examination is encumbered by

still greater difficulties : the words of our Lord in St Luke,

especially, when closely and penetratingly considered, cannot

by any means be interwoven or connected with the subKme

answer in the other two Evangehsts. If we suppose the an-

swer in Luke, vers. 67, 68, to have preceded, there must be

inexactness in the whole; for, St Luke represents it as im-

mediately following the question, Art Thou the Christ"^ which

would then be introduced too early. And this would altogether

disturb the profound psychological and historical truth of the

transition from silence to the confession demanded upon oath,

as we have expounded it. It would confuse the whole, also,

to regard the question and response as ha\dng begun again in

the same examination from the very beginning. There is no

need of any " softening," for the " rather harsh absolute silence"

of Christ to the first question of the high priest, as Olshausen

thinks ; to regard Luke, vers. 67, 68, as such, hurts the sense

and robs it of its energy and force.^ If the two accounts must be

identified, the words of St Luke must necessarily be taken as not

strictly historical and exact. For a mere " mixing up" of things

which occurred at one time and occurred again at another, is too

much at variance with the strict historical tone of the whole.

We hold with Rambach, Bengel, and Lange,^ that after

day-break there was the first formal and complete assembling

of the council, and that then occurred what St Luke here nar-

rates. The expressions in Luke, ver. 36, plainly show this.

(Certainly, the avrjrycuyov^ the true reading instead of anrrf^cv-

70Z/, is not to be understood of the Conclave Gazith or any

other locaHty on the temple-mountain ; for, as Bynaeus observed,

John xviii. 28 is decisive against this, declaring that Jesus was

^ Besides that it would not be true— If I tell you, ye believe it not

!

2 He refers to the fact that in the first, imperfect examination according

to Mark, ver. 64, all consented to the judgment of death ; that therefore

the dissent of Joseph, Luke xxiii. 51, required a second and complete exami-

nation. But the Toej/Tg? is generally not to be taken so rigorously, for see

thcisame in Luke ver. 70. B.-Crusius (on John xviii. 13) declares himself

for a second examination according to St Luke.
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led to the prsetoriam by Caiaplias.) They are troubled lest the

first assembly, deficient in number, should not have sufficient

validity ; probably also the ordinance which we find in Sanhedr.

cap. iv. § 1, and Sohar p. 56 held good, that all nit^^Si '•jn should

be begun and ended avn, in the regular day (see Lightfoot

Hor^, ad Matt, xxvii. 1), indeed that capital condemnation

should not be pronounced on the same day as the examination.

(Carpz. ^pparat. p. 578.) Be this last as it may, the repeti-

tion of a second and more secui'e examination was necessary in

order to the utmost appearance of formality; and it would

afford a further opportunity of ascertaining whether anything

could be extracted from Jesus more suitable for a charge before

Pilate— as will be seen.^ There is evidently in the answer of

Christ, Lu. ver. 67, an appeal to something which had already

passed, to v/hat He had told them before. This very thing

is enough to show that St Luke passes over a first examina-

tion, which he takes for granted ; if this which our Lord had

told them had been said in an earlier part of the same exami-

nation, St Luke's beginning his narrative in the middle would

be unaccountable.

The first address runs not as the Yulg. has incorrectly trans-

lated

—

If Thou art the Christ, tell us ; but the el is a simple

question of itself, num. " We ask Thee most solemnly, and

once more over and above all former questioning."^ Now, as

Lange rightly sees, the political significance of the crime is

alone brought into prominence in the " Christ ;^^ the " Son of

God" which the vehemence of the moment had extorted from

Caiaphas, is at first prudently left out of sight—though in

ver. 70 they bring it forward, being urged by their zeal against

His " sitting at the right hand." Thus everything has an un-

forced explanation, in harmony with the mind of the people as

it vibrated between cunninoj and fanaticism. The Lord alone

remains self-possessed and tranquil, even while altering His de-

^ The disciples could not watch one hour with Jesus— His enemies

wake to their earnest work the whole night. See here man's strength to

evil, his weakness to good.

^ " As it were superfluously— probably also for the sake of the mem-
bers who had come in since." So Driiseke very truly ; they should and

would all of them hear it themselves from His lips.
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meanour. He speaks now once more, as a testimony that He
did not keep silence on tlie former occasion through any con-

tempt, and fulfilling on His part the obligations of justice. But

His justice is most characteristically in direct opposition to this

hypocritical judicial process. They would make the legality of

their sentence all the more firm through a complete assembly in

broad day—but to Him they have lost their character as builders

through their rejection of the corner stone. Their office has

no longer any validity in His eyes, since they have termed His

testimony a blaspheming God, and have condemned His inno-

cence. The high-priestly garment is torn. Therefore He noiv

speaks to them as to private persons, just as to Annas; He
humbles Himself so low as to lament in sorrow over their mi-

righteousness, in which one thing only stands firm—not to be-

lieve, not to let Him go ! Compare the complaint of the prophet

Jer. xxxviii. 15. Is not all this now plain and intelligible?

Yer. 67 refers primarily at any rate to the previous exami-

nation, and is expressed T\dth the highest and most marvellous

gentleness— after the deeper experience of suffering through

their mockery ; for when He told them, they blasphemed that it

v/as blasphemy, truly because they would not believe it. But
the word is tJien a general glance back upon His whole official

teaching from the outset, during which He had so often told

them in vain by word and work what they now asked. " If ye

believe not My whole life which has hitherto said Yea, to what

end is it to say it again now ?" Thus might we refer the clause

to the present—If I told you now once more ; but yet we can-

not but feel that something must have preceded, which gives

the expression its present appropriate form.

Ver. 68 is so interpreted as if the Lord by an unseemly pre-

judgment only asserted—If I now wished to ask you, ye would

not answer Me. This is involved in the meaning, but not so that

He from the beginning declined the interrogation permitted ; the

presupposition in this aoristical sentence is founded upon ante-

cedent facts. Thus it is not as the Yulg. translates

—

Si autem

et interrogaveroy non respondehitis mihi, as before, non credetis.

(Instead of which another reading has creditis.) But the second

clause continues the allusion, before remarked upon, to aU that

had taken place before this night of judgment, and presses it
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upon their minds by iav 8e Kal ipwrrjaco^ how often many of

themselves had left unanswered His penetrating and demonstrat-

ing questions, and therefore how certainly nothing was to be

expected from such a course repeated now. As it regards Annas,

we may remember the Lord's conversation with him, in which

the only answer was His being struck ; but the Lord especially

reminds them of the public questions of these last days, such as

Matt. xxi. 25 (when they had come to Him in a Aa^f-official

manner), Matt. xxii. 45, etc. We may supplement, with Brandt's

Bible, But I ask on IMine own part. Wherefore ye do not be-

lieve My saying—and thus He gives it to be understood that it

was for Him, in reality, to examine and judge them. What
benignity, to descend to this position in relation to them, after

the fearful judgment of the night ! That ye would let Me go^

acquit Me^— this was not to be thought of. Thus He testifies

that He knew full well their foregone conclusion and decree ;

and therefore the futility of all questioning and examination.

Vers. 69, 70. He nevertheless repeats the former word, that

they may have no excuse ; that they may not think Him to

have uttered the same words on the former occasion through

any fanatical elevation. This was the last time on which He
called Himself Son of man. He who had been smitten and spat

upon adheres to His confession ; after as before these indignities

He cries, that He will sit at the right hand of God ! This changes

now their previous determination ; they break loose upon Him
with mockery (not believing, as He had said), and bring forward

the loftier predicate, before suppressed: And art Thou then

—

that is. Wiliest Thou actually to be the Son of God ? (Literally

:

Thou poor man,vain inThy imagining, assertestThyself to be—
!)

And He concludes, in His unweariable patience and equanimity,

with His repeated / am, now even strengthened (as before by

the thou hast said) by a comprehensive ye say it which looks

round upon all : your repeated question recoils upon your own
consciences, ye have no other response to give, ye are as

assuredly convinced in your own minds as ye are determined

to hold the truth in unbelief ! The oti, does not belong to

^ Which Kul is certainly genuine, or at any rate consistent with the

sense.

"^ For neither are these concluding words to be given up.
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Xeyere as if citing ; but (as in Jno. xix. 37) introduces the new
testimony and confession of our Lord Himself, exhibits His in-

controvertible being such as the reason of their perfectly foolish

questioning, denying, and mockery ; and this had the same force

as an affirmation.

Thus, to make one more remark. He has severally answered

the two questions in their present separation, whether He was
the Christ and whether He was the Son of God. Touching the

first, cunningly advanced alone. He had given a repelling and
indirect answer ; the second, which, however, was the decisive

one, He once more answered, for the honour of the Father in

the Son, by a similar benevolently-uttered, filial, and plain—

/

am He! The finale, ver. 71, runs. Thou boldest to this—we
hold also to our former words. In which conclusive repetition

of what further need have ive of witnesses f there is to be ob-

served, with all its malignity, a certain angry vexation and
embarrassment.

riKST COLLOQUT WITH PILATE.

(Matt, xxvii. 11; Mark xv. 2; Luke xxiii. 3; Jno. xviii. 34-37.)

Bound again, more straitly now that in open day He is to

go through the streets, Jesus is, as He had foretold, delivered

up to the Gentiles. This was indeed a main element, according

to the counsel of God, in the everywhere-significant process of

the Passion. And Jesus s^oocZ before the governor:—though

bound and charged He stood firmly, and with dignity : plainly

speaking, whether by silence or by testimony, what He had to saj

to the representative of this world's power ; so that he, at once a

religious and philosophical indifferentist, could not without effort

deem it a ridiculous thing that this man, this Jew—should be a

King ! Even King of the Jews, and at the same time of all

the True in all the world (what a contrast !), in a sense which

even the proud Gentile cannot but ponder and feel ! So that,

in fine, that which these Jews and high priests had desired in

their cunning to keep too much in the background—that He
VOL. VII. Y
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was the Son of God—breaks out in the presentiment of this

Pilate as a voice and a power from another world, even before

the word enforced from the Jews gave him expression with

which to clothe it

—

TloOev el av ; Whence art Thou ?

How grandly, with what inexhaustible depth of truth,—not

only for the then historical relation of the Jewish and heathen

world to each other, but for all to this day who stand like Pilate

before Christ, while Christ seems to stand before them for ex-

amination and rejection,—how historically and poetically in

his perfect representation, with what a union of simplicity and

art, does this Jewish fisherman John, who has hitherto de-

scribed only the conflict of the Light of the world with the

Jews, give once more by a few strokes of his pencil the first

testimony of Christ to the Gentile ! But it is not John, it is

the Holy Spirit directing his pen, that gives us these genuine

acts of Pilate—the true acta Pilati, in opposition to those which

well-meaning Christians for the honour of their Saviour, or

His enemies in contempt of Him, invented and gave forth

as such.

Pontius Pilate, the sixth governor of Judaea from the time

when these were appointed, is here entitled rjryefjbcov, though this

was more than his real dignity. He was only eVtVpoTro?, Pro-

curator; in his exceptional case Procurator cum potestate, with

judicial jurisdiction. He resided when he came to Jerusalem,

at the feasts more especially, in the former palace of Herod,

which was now his Prcetorium, Thither repair the whole multi-

tude of them (Lu.) early in the morning with Jesus; their

object being now to obtain a confirmation, or definitive pronun-

ciation, of the sentence of death, as swiftly as possible, because

of the feast-day.^ They do not enter the Roman Prsetorium,

the most hateful house of the Gentiles in Jerusalem ; they allege

1 Lampe thinks that " from Caiaphas," which, however, refers only to the

house or locality, indicates that Caiaphas himseK for dignity's sake had re-

mained behind ; but this is improbable, and contradicts the synoptical

report. And it is very doubtful whether ^'- they themselves went not in"

suggests the contrast that Jesus was sent forward as the herald of their

coming ! There is nothing in the text to warrant Krummacher's view that

they thrust Jesus bound within the portal ; we rather read in ver. 33 plainly

enough, that Pilate then first called Jesus and received Him into his pre-

sence.
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with highest hypocrisy the Passover as their reason, avoiding in

the midst of their impure works the contammation which enter-

ing a house out of which the leaven had not been cast would

occasion ; not setting their foot on the place where all their de-

sires have gone before them. Pilate comes out to them, not

" awakened by the tumult," but on their proper summons: either

this was due to their customs, and might at any time be required

of him, or, which is more probable, his good nature or cm'iosity

might induce him to be thus ready, though ordinarily he was

careless and tolerant on such matters.^ The fact that this was

the time of the Passover, and that the wdiole order assembled,

intimated to him at once that this was some important matter

—

" some arrested culprit who must die before the feast." It is

doubtful, however, whether this supposition was really in his

thoughts, and only dissembled in the question

—

'WYidit aocusation

bring ye (with such strange zeal) against this man P Scarcely

did he already mean, as Luther's marginal note nins, " It is

marvellous that ye can have anything to say against a man so

celebrated for goodness." For, even if he knew anything about

the " person" and cause of Jesus,^ he probably knew nothing of

Jesus by sight. Rather we may regard " against this man" as

expressing the simple and unbiassed impression which this per-

son now brought before him made upon his mind ; he knows

nothing as yet more than he sees. AYeak and prostrate as He
was, after His conflict and seizure, there was something innocent

and even exalted in His aspect;—it is the first movement in

Pilate of the appeal, ch. xix. 5, and the question, ch. xix. 9—
as if he intuitively thought, " Never have I had before me for

judgment and condemnation such a man as this
!"

The Jews understood the question in some such way, and

therefore they oppose his doubt with—If He were not a male-

^ Not " the proud Roman bends"—as if tliis was the first token of that

cowardice which was the fundamental trait in his character

!

2 This is still, and must ever be, the first and last and most impressive

question to all enemies of the Lord

!

3 Which can hardly be denied ; but it is not probable that he already

knew of "the des-gns of the priests against Jesus"

—

because he granted the

Cohort for the seizure of Jesus, as is generally said. This last is not neces-

sarily to be assumed.
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.

factor, we would not have brought Him unto thee now ! Thou

seest that we are all here, the matter is as important as it is

pressing—Make brief work and ratify the condemnation already

pronomiced. We ask no more than this slight and becoming

act of complaisance. We come not so much to make a charge

;

we come as judges, and as such infalhble : thou seest who are

before thee ! We, the whole sacred Sanhedrim—and wouldst

thou enter upon a new investigation of the matter ? Thus would

they impose their own mind upon him, determining for him

beforehand ; but the wrong and the pride of this, which is too

often made prominent alone, is dexterously softened by the

courtly intimation—We would not bring to thee an unfounded

charge, in demanding of thee (for such is our purport) a sen-

tence of death. " We trifle not with the governor of the land."

But they had not rightly calculated this time. Their specious

sigh over the iniquity—He is an evil-doer ! their affronting

demand—Enter into no inquiry ! find no acceptance with

Pilate. Though much is said of the injustice of Pilate (per-

haps through Jewish hatred too much), and Philo in particular

says that he often condemned people unheard, yet on this occa-

sion he was not so unjust, or he was restrained by the counsel

and guidance of God from putting confidence in this lofty

assemblage :—-the points of accusation must become public in a

proper judicial process, in which the civil and merely human
innocence of " the Son of God" must be fully vindicated. We
regard it as only natural that the Poman does not at once place

himself at the discretion of the Jews ; this is a most charac-

teristic mark of truth in the history. According to Josephus

the respect paid to the high priest's office and position had sunk

to a very low point ; Pilate had often had occasion to mark the

party-hatred of these rulers of the Jews (^iatt. xxvii, 18), so

that the assurances of this venerable body were of very little

value in his own eyes ! Their words might very easily be in-

verted—If we had not been malefactors, we should not have

delivered this innocent one unto thee.

But Pilate retains his moderation and his place, and gives

them only the taunting answer which is recorded in Jno. ver.

31. Although he marks—xor the delivered unto thee would

make it plain—that it is a question of death, he seems hard of
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apprehension, and tases the word malefactor, KaKoiroio^i,^ in a

less rigorous sense (comp. 1 Pet. ii. 12, 14 ; iii. 16), and ironically

(as if they had deferred to him more than was necessary), con-

cedes to them that they may take Him and punish Him accord-

ing to their law.^ They feel the point, but put up with the

taunt in order to accomplish their pm-pose ; they humble them-

selves to the most submissive confession—Thou knowest well

that we may not put any one to death !^

And now we must certainly interpose the first specific accu-

sation of Lu. xxiii. 2, as distinguished from a subsequent one

after the confession of Jesus, which is referred to in Matt, xxvii.

12, Mark xv. 3-5, and coincides with Lu. xxiii. 5. The judges

now come forward because they must, as complainants. There is

no Tertullus (Acts xxiv. 1), to speak for them ; they themselves

are now the false witnesses. They betray that they have fore-

judged Him (which in a political question was not their pro-

^dnce), when their strong we have found puts forth the lying

declaration—All has been investigated already, we have the

^ Or, according to a reading preferred by many, kockov 'ttoiZv—which,

however, does not approve itseK, for we naturally expect a definite and

customary term.

2 We cannot otherwise understand this first declaration of PQate.

Krummacher finds in this the contemptible conduct of the man who, con-

trary to justice, gave up the Eedeemer to death, his pitiable attempt to

evade, and so forth ; but we regard his view as altogether unpsychological

and inexact. Souchon puts it in a more accej^table form, though different

from ours, when he calls " the word an ironical question :
' Am I to exe-

cute your judgment ? If ye examine alone, then condemn alone, if ye

canP''
^ This word, extorted from their bitter anger, is so plaim that it decides

the question as to the right of the Jews of that day to execute a capital

sentence. The Fathers denied this through ignorance upon the point of

history, and therefore expounded the words in a forced and unsatisfactory

way. That, even if the Jews in questions of their religion had the inde-

pendent power of execution, they had reasons in the case of Jesus for not

assuming it before the people, is a matter apart ; this ovoiyu, no man, is

plain, and agrees, as with the Gemara (where the loss of criminal jurisdic-

tion is unchronologically referred to the common date for many things

—

forty years before the destruction of the temple), so also with the Roman
law, which required in every province that a sentence of death should be at

any rate confirmed. Whatever may be said on the other side may be easily

explained.
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proofs ! Of the three points of accusation, the first is half-true

;

the third quite true in its right sense ; the consummate lie is

interposed in the middle, in order that out of the whole a con-

fused false witness may arise. The perverting the nation, Bta-

arpecpovra to eOvo^ (comp. Ex. v. 4 ; Numb, xxxii. 7 ; but

especially 1 Kings xviii. 17, Sept.), had a political sound, ac-

cording with Pilate's late experience of the Gahleans; but the

truth (which the reading Wvo^ rjficov, our nation, seems to be-

tray), was that this Jesus turned away the people from thein,

" He who so seized upon the people by His discourses, that we

cannot get a hearing ; who feeds them, with bread in the wilder-

ness, while we must shut up our granaries ; who drives, devils

out of them which have no regard for us." He says that He is

Chiist a king— certainly quite true, when rightly understood.

But the daring lie, the contradiction of which they had heard

to their confusion from His own lips, comes in the middle, in

the clause which puts an evil appearance upon the perverting the

nation, and would find its confirmation in the truth of the third

point, giving His being a king sl political perversion ! Yerily,

these liars lie well, but yet there is here as ever a certain folly

in their lying. For the '^forbidding to give tribute to Caesar"

had either passed into actual overt act (as the first charge

hinted), but then Pilate would have long known this without

any " we have found" of theirs ; or else it was only a saying or

teaching on His part—but then it would not be very dangerous

in itself, and moreover their own guilt as well as His, as the

Roman well knew. The points on which they are altogether

silent, are well exhibited and commented upon by Tobler

:

" They say nothing of the entry into Jerusalem, which, however,

might have been most speciously objected before Pilate ; they

keep silence about the cleansing of the temple, which yet was

the strangest thing in the life of the Saviour ; they say nothing

of the destruction of the temple, the ambiguity of which had

been one cause of their own condemnation of Him. But

especially are they cunning enough to suppress the Woe ! Woe

!

which He had denounced upon them ; and most cunning of all

to conceal all His wonderful works, concerning which it might

probably occiu- to them that Pilate would not altogether adopt

their explanation of Beelzebub's aid."
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But what they do say seems suspicious to the wary Roman,

who knows the relations of his office ; he knows that there must

he something else hehind. " Pilate knew too much about the

Jewish expectations to suppose that the Sanhedrim would hate

and persecute one who would free them from the Eoman autho-

rity." (Pfenninger.) "He despises their simulation of the

character of good citizens, for on this head he knows them too

well." (Draseke.) And the man, whom he sees before him,

this man wlio said that He was Christ a king ? Pilate not only

knew the Jewish hope in the Messiah, but he doubtless knew

also concerning Jesus, who for some time had been partly cele-

brated, partly opposed, as the Messiah, whose entire public life

had fallen within his own period of office, whose last Entrance

had probably (though only probably) suggested it to his mind to

inquire further into the matter if the matter proceeded further.

Thus Pilate now becomes aware that he has " Jesus" before

him, who was reported to have denounced, and so wonderfully

taught, and more than taught, these hypocrites.

The reconciliation of St John and the Synoptics might almost

be left undecided. The first three have collectively only one

question of Pilate to Jesus, whether He was the King of the

Jews, and only one Thou sayest it as the answer. Is this the

same with Jno. ver. 37, so that the Synoptic tradition extracted

this affirmation from the entire colloquy, and gives it as the

sum of the whole ? Or did such a first question and answer,

isolated and alone, take place in the presence of the whole

assembly before the governor summoned Jesus apart by Him-

self ? (Bengel : Pilato statim respondet.) On the one hand

the former seems an inexact style of narration, since the thou

sayest of St John, as taken in the connection of the whole, has

a different meaning ; and the sum of the colloquy as reported

by him concerning the kingdom and concerning the truth, does

not resolve itself into— " He acknowledged Himself at once as

King of the Jews^ On the other hand, this simple unmodified

avowal, as given in the Synoptics, before Pilate, appears to be

scarcely befitting or simply true, the less so as the Lord Him-

self, according to St John, acknowledges the necessity of obvi-

ating all ambiguity or misunderstanding. We should agree

with Neander :
" To such a question Jesus could not answer
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simply tliou sayest, as the Synoptics relate, for in the sense in

which the Roman meant this, He had not, and would not give

Himself out to be a king of the Jews ; nor would Pilate after

such declaration have pronounced Him to be innocent." The
Berlenb. Bible strives to solve the difficulty by saying, " The
King of the Jews meant not a temporal king, but a king accord-

ing to the Jewish sense—according to Israelite theology^ a king

as promised in the prophets ;"—but we must reject this sub-

stitution of the true Israelite theology for the Jewish notions of

the day, upon which the Jews and Pilate were well agreed, as

involving an untenable "mental reservation ;" for the objection

might be at once urged, that Christ used an ambiguous expres-

sion. He understanding it spiritually, but Pilate in a temporal

sense. He who can resolve to explain the Synoptics in this

manner by St John may do so, but we cannot. The inexact-

ness in their record would then border on untruthfulness ; they

knew, writing in the light of the Holy Spirit, as well as we, that

a mere affirmative would be ambiguous and untrue ; neverthe-

less they so ^Tite that without St John no one could understand

them otherwise. We think that the case stands thus. It has

not been observed that in St John's account, taken alone, the

Lord's words have the appearance as if He only " spiritualised"

His Messianic dignity, which was here in question, and thus in

part denied it. But that assuredly might not be ; it was in-

cumbent upon Him, in spite of all misunderstanding and false

opinion, to avow Himself to these Jews in opposition to the Gentiles

as their actual King. This, therefore. He did at the outset, with

a first public Xv Xeyecf; (which is not altogether the same with

Hv etTra? as we have before expounded this ;) the Synoptics know
or write only of this, and not of the secret conversation which

then followed. It is not to be supposed that Pilate would at

once take Jesus into private without any question addressed to

Him ; but the first marvellous answer which he received would at

the same time be the reason why he should ask the Man more

confidentially the very same question. The first apparently

ambiguous and untruthful affirmation of the Lord is justified

without any "mental reservation:"— first, inasmuch as there

was in reality something true in the Messianic hope of an external

freedom (if they had not thev^iselves rendered it vain for this
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time !)— and, next, by tlie tone and expression, in which this

" Thou speakest aright I" distinguished as it is from a simple

and pure yea, was spoken by this bound-one, and by which the

misunderstanding was entirely obviated. In tliis yea of this

man there lay at the same time—I am He, but not as a rebel

against Caesar, not so as that I shrink from thy investigation !

For, one who is guilty does not thus concisely admit at once

the main point of his accusation;—excepting in pride, but that

is infinitely far from the tone and expression here.^ In a most

strange and impressive manner passion and calmness are opposed

here before Pilate, so that he suspects some peculiar and specific

mystery to be hidden under this mysterious Yes ; therefore he

says in his soul—That I must hear for myself, from Him alone

and in secret ! Hess goes too far when he says that " Pilate

perceived by His silence that He would speak to him alone.'*

For it was no silence, but an affirmation, which by its supreme

tranquillity provoked to the uttermost the desire of this Gentile

to inquire into and examine this " King of the Jews."

Thus Pilate leaves the accusing judges with their v:e have

found standing without, because they dare not enter,—but his

doing so is a deep mortification ! Lange thinks that he went

into the judgment-hall with a selection of the Jews, who had

agreed to renounce the observance of the paschal ceremonial

that day, under the reservation that they would celebrate the

little Passover. There is no trace of this in St John's narrative,

which in ver. 38 says expressly—He went out again unto the

Jews. There might have been Eoman attendants; but even

they were necessary as an explanation of St John's knowledge

of what passed. (The Lord Himself might have narrated these

things during the Forty Days.) With a graciousness towards

the accused-one which stands in contrast with his leaving the

Jews without, he calls Him to himself within and permits Him
to speah confidently before him as a judge. This was certainly

no judicial examination in the strict form (for publicity, or at

any rate the presence of complainants and witnesses would be

necessary for that), but a conversation, as with Annas ; hence

Jesus here as there, and still more closely, speaks with a direct

1 Berlenb. Bible : "Pilate marks that something is behind, and thinks

— If I had nothing worse to fear than this man, I should sit secure enough."
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and personal application.^ Had the Lord now begun to speak

for Himself with dignity concerning His own life and His deeds,

the wickedness and falsehood of His enemies—He might have

found a ready hearing and obtained His freedom ! But of this

He thinks not once. He remains m statu confessionis as the

King of the Jews, and thinks only of pressing the truth upon

this Gentile's heart at this critical hour now come : doinof down
to the last that for which He was born, and in doing which He
dies—Testifying for His own person only as for the truth.

The question repeated in ver. 33 by Pilate is a good begin-

ning, considered as a question so put ; especially as a confiden-

tially- and gY2icio\is\j-repeated question. Not, as it has been said,

altogether misunderstanding the words, " spoken mockingly in

the spirit of lofty conceit"

—

Art Thou then this King of the

Jews ? ^ There was but the slightest possible tincture of this
;

the " Art Thou so ?" meant earnestly, " Thou ivouldest, Thou

wiliest actually to be such ? Thou sayest still, as I have heard

with wonder, that Thou art, though bound and delivered up,

Christ a King— ?" The whole process rested now upon this

Yes or No ; let us hear the remarkable answer of our Lord,

which now for the first time says literally neither Yes nor No.

The accusers had not said Hterally the King of the Jews, but

Christ a king, in order that they might not bring before the

Romans, by the use of the strongest expression, one who would

be represented as a Messiah aiming to rule over a liberated

people. But Pilate naturally at once fills up and completes the

expression. What shall the Lord reply now, when Pilate thus

throws himself into this question, with a very different posture

of mind from that which asked the first short and concise one ?

He must continue to avow Himself as the Messiah, yet in such

a manner that the ^'king," in the sense of those Jews in Jno.

"vi. 15, should be altogether declined and given up. A mere

^ In another and more general sense it was indeed an examination ; and
therefore Draseke's striking words are true, when he calls the examination

of Annas an idle, that of Caiaphas a wicked, and that of Pilate an extorted,

examination. Instead of this last it were better to say, a necessitated and
friendly examination.

2 Lutliardt also finds only a tone of mockery, depreciation, and even
scorn, in the Thou which begins the sentence.
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Yea was not the simple truth which Pilate here asked about

;

a simple No, on the other hand, would have denied "the hope

of Israel" (Acts xxviii. 20) before the Gentile. The meanmg
of the word was now the question ; the only thing therefore

that He could say with truth and wisdom, in order to give

occasion for further development, was the counter-question

which we read— Speakest thou this thing of thyself, or did

others tell it thee of ^le ? Many very erroneously regard this

question as sho^ig that our Lord had not heard the accusa-

tion which the Jews had brought. The position of or did others

tell it thee in the second place in the sentence opposes this view

of the dilemma. And, further, the dilemma is not that Jesus

would answer in one only of two cases, as Fikenscher e.g. ex-

plains it: "Dost thou thyself believe it (of which nothmg however

is said!)—then it is either contradictory to reason, for thou

canst not allege against ^le anything insurrectionary, and as a

worldly king, I do not, as thou knowest, stand before thee ; or,

it is given to thee of God (as a presentiment and earnest ques-

tion), and then I will answer thee :—but if thou only repeatest

what My opponents have said to thee, / have nothing to say in

reply.^^ This is certainly incorrect ; for Pilate, at once retreat-

ing from his good beginning, asserts that he says what the

Jews have told him, and yet the Lord does answer him even

after hearing that, though He would rather have heard the

other. The whole means generally at first : What dost thou

really understand in this great decisive question ? What is thy

notion of this King? Knowest thou anything about the hope of

the Jews in their Christ, and wJiat knowest thou ? Thus, with

Lange, "Is the expression of thy accusation thine o^vn expres-

sion in thine own meaning, or the expression of My accusers "?

"

When we look closer, the former of thyself (acf) iavrov, var.

read. aTro aeavTov) has a twofold possible presupposition in it.

Not, indeed, as van Ess translates, " Art thou brought to that

question of thyself?" for that was not to be supposed, and is

contradicted by the nature of the case. But the best supposable

case was, " Wouldst thou for thyself know in good earnest?"

that is, whether I am what thou sayest, what these say, what I

also say, and in what sense I do say it ? Such was the case in

the heart of Pilate for one brief moment, and this it was which
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our Lord seized upon in His word. But He knows very well

beforehand that Pilate will not remain faithful to that first feel-

ing ; and therefore so orders His testing question that its first

clause penetrates deeper at once, and says—Hast thou thyself,

not now as man, but as the governor of these Jews, who can

tolerate no king over them, discerned and come to the knowledge

by any facts of My making Myself a king ? But, because this

was not the case, and Pilate retreats from any earnest inquuy,

the second point of the dilemma alone remains, which Christ

knows that Pilate luill affirm—He thus speaks and acts, be-

cause the Jews have told him I

Thus does He now, on His own part, take the friendly

judge into examination. Because He will not, and may not,

be condemned through any ambiguity of the word " king," as

it had been thrust forward in the wicked accusation, He begins

to prepare the way for distinguishing its true meaning, while

He lays hold on the conscience of Pilate, already somewhat

touched; leads him into himself, and delivers him from all mere

foreign suggestion. A judge, a man who has to do with truth

in such a remarkable and mysterious case, must not simply give

heed to others.^

Here we see the first taint upon Pilate's sincerity of spirit

;

he escapes from the penetrating point of this question, and holds

the truth in unrighteousness. He evades it and retreats ;
^

speaks as it were in a lofty tone of alienation from these Jews,

and from their king who would now touch his heart. His first

question has almost a scornful tone

—

Am I a Jew'^^ As if I

should with a personal interest ask after their king, their

Messiah— or learn from a Jewish Eabbi ! Thus was it every-

^ " If Pilate had only left his conscience free and disburthened it, he
would not have been so easily carried away ! How many thousands since

his time have been carried away who have not allowed themselves to dis-

tinguish between what their own conviction and experience teach them,

and what they have adopted untested from the declarations of others !

"

Rieger.

2 Krummacher :
" With a vehemence which very plainly shows that he

has something within to struggle against."

^ Comp. Acts xvi. 21, and Bengel's note there : Hodienum Romanitas
Paulo (Christo) repugnat. But there is more than one kind of Romanitas
which scorns the Jew.
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where then in the Gentile world. Only the better sort of

inquiring spirits stumbled not at what was an offence in these

Jews; but they in their devotion to the God of this people

were more sincere than this people itself. Wherefore had not

Pilate long ago, out of sincere humanity^ instituted inquiries,

and made his observation of this Jesus, what kind of maii he

was ? It is not probable that, as Tobler says, " only distant

reports had forced their way into his private cabinet of state,

into that place where the great men of the world think they

have all things under their eye, but in which the most import-

ant things of humanity are often concealed from them, simply

because they do not come forth." The Eoman was no such

modem statesman as this. "Not unacquainted with Jesus'

manner of life," as Hase admits, and his whole demeanour

testifies, he was not " ignorant of the Jewish expectations of a

Messiah," as the same Hase nevertheless contends. But he

wills not to know what he knows, and retreats when Jesus

comes too near. He must be brought back to himself, but the

result is, I am

—

no Jew ! What then? Oh, if he had been a

Jew, a genuine and sincere one such as Nathanael, who asks

not ivhence art tJwu ? when salvation comes, and the truth bears

witness to itself ! But he is a worldly wise heathen, who counts

the worship of the gods fit for the stupid people, but will not

receive what the wise had taught, from their presentiments, of

the unknown God ; and thus has no religion but the slight

so-called virtue and riMiteousness Avhich in his case was of no

great value. And mthal he is proud, for he is a Eoman. He
is a statesman, a servant of the empire, of that kingdom which

admitted the rights of no other, and was not " celestial," like

the Chinese, but of the entire Orbis terrarum. He is thus from

below; a ruler in the plenary authority which extends over

all, not excepting Him who came from above and now speaks

to him—he is consequently the judge of this king of the Jews.

Thus he wilfully loses himself, the man, who was divinely

touched and attracted by the God-man ; and in his second

question seems almost to assume again the person of the judge,

asking with official air,—What hast Thou done ? The Romans

are concerned with what is done ; not with dreams, as the Jews

are—nor even with wisdom, like the subjugated Greeks. Some-
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what offended by the bold comiter-qnestion, and with the first

rising of that proud feeling which afterwards expresses itself in

chap. xix. 10, he now seems to say—There must be matter of

moment in this. But there is something of grace, and a con-

tinuance of his condescension, in the words wdiich precede

—

Thy people and the high priests delivered Thee unto me. This

means. Thy people, Thou marvellous king, will not have thee

;

the holy rulers and representatives of Thy people make it Thy
offence that Thou wouldst be their king— " else I should know

nothing about Thee." Speak then, for I will still hear—What
does this "king of the Jews" mean, with them and w^ithTliee?^

Thus the three questions of Pilate refer to the three points of

accusation :—the first to the title of king ; the second now to the

disturbance of the people and the exciting them against Caesar,

connected as one ; the third afterwards, chap. xix. 9, to the sub-

sequently-introduced fundamental question—the "Son of God."

According to strict right the Lord might have once more kept

silence ; but, because the feeling of Pilate's heart is, as formerly

in the case of Nicodemus, somewhat better than his words, the

merciful and gracious Lord answers him again, and applies to

him a still stricter test, whether He wills to and will hear. He
does not, indeed, give any direct answer to the proper question,

what He had done ; still less does He begin to narrate His deeds,

those incontrovertible works which had provoked the lying con-

tradiction of wickedness to charge Him with crime. But He
gives directly the negative answer—I have done nothing politi-

cally evil or blameworthy, for I am not such a king ; and, more-

over, gives positive declaration that He nevertheless has a king-

dom. Now follow both together, the No and the Yea for the first

question whether He was a king ; and that which was once said

to the Pharisees, Luke xvii. 20, 21, the Gentile also must hear

in the form in which he could best apprehend it. Three times

in succession, in heightened emphasis, does the Lord in His

bonds speak of His kingdom ! And this means infinitely more

than Draseke has misconceived, " a kingdom is most certainly My

^ Pilate's saying has been understood, " In what sense this expression is

used among the Jews, I trouble myself not !

" The truth is just the reverse,

since he is vexed at this Jewish matter, in which he is now to judge, and

vindicate the Roman rights as to what has been " done."
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desire r^^ Jiy kingdom—thus He begins, thus He continues,

in royal style and tone ; thus does He avow Himself to be a

King who already has a kingdom, who inalienably retains it,

and will more and more reveal and impress its power. Baau-

Xela may, indeed, signify government or " ruling." This, how-

ever, is only included ; the fundamental meaning is. My kingly

dignity and kingly power with its proper domain :— all that per-

tains to a king who has not merely the empty name, but is an

actual king. This and nothing but this must Christ necessarily

testify in His humiliation before the power of this world. The
Gentile universal dominion, centred in Rome and represented

by Pilate, must know that there is a Power among men high

above its domain, where it assumes to have absolute sway. And
this power rules in the world with superior authority because it

is not of this world. Thus there is another world than this :—
not merely " a different world from that of Roman action," for

this is far from exhausting the meaning of this significant say-

ing; but a heaven above the earth, a divine and spiritual world.

The Lord tells the Gentile as plainly as it might be said to him,

in connection with the denial of his entire jurisdiction, that

which "kingdom of God" and "kingdom of heaven" signified

among the Jews. That was the wonder addressed to faith ! A
domain of power independent of and above the earthly dominion

of the world, which however entering into and seizing this, gains

and maintains the victory ! Indeed, as Daub in other words

expounds it, the natural mind of man, disbelieving the purely

heavenly truth, would sooner behold in Mohammed the prophet

of the one God, because he wins for himself and his followers

the power of this world ; but Christ asserts the purely spu'itual

power of the truth in the presence of the highest earthly power,

without using His own or His servants' hands to take from this

world's dominion a penny of its tribute. The judicial and ruhng

power upon earth has still a conscience, in which the first and

irrepressible question is heard, as may be seen among the Ro-

mans—Wliat is right ? By this that power involuntarily recog-

nises a higher power above itself, a Oecov, which is altogether

1 Here one might say, as Frederic William IV. reminded one who too

confidentially forgot the right expression, and said, " If your Majesty would

wish," etc.— " Majesty does not wish."
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independent of man's caprice and all external things. It was

not publicly said to the Eoman Procurators, as to the judges in

Israel—Take heed what ye do : for ye judge not for man, but

for the Lord, who is with you in the judgment (2 Chron. xix.

6 ; Deut. i. 17). Yet they knew, as well as the Csssars who sent

them to minister justice in their provinces, that there is a higher

Power above the highest. (Eccles. v. 7.) It is to this funda-

mental feeling of right, and consequent obligation and duty, that

our Lord appeals, when He bears testimony to another kingdom,

which according to its nature and kind is derived from another

world. Daub puts the case that Jesus had said—I am come

by My teaching and acts to speak concerning duty ; and Pilate

had rephed in mockery or doubt—But what is duty? He re-

marks that that would have been the observation of a conscience-

less, trifling, and unworthy fool. But we say, looking forward

to the close of this colloquy, was it otherwise here ? Should

not the word concerning the kingdom, ver. 36, have taught the

conscience of Pilate to understand what the timth of ver. 37 was ?

For, " he w^ho says, Wliat is truth ? soon comes to say. What
is right ? " These two are one at that point where the lav/,

which the heathen also have, leads the way to the Gospel.

My kingdom is not of this world, where violence and un-

righteousness bear external rule, wdiere the powers and the

means of this w^orld can at most attain to nothing beyond the

semblance of right and of truth. By this the Lord frees Him-
self from all participation in the vain opinions and expectations

which the Jews derived from the prophecies of the Messiah;

just as He had thoroughly renounced them when enduring the

mockery of the servants over His powerlessness. He had not

forbidden to give tribute ; He had decHned to be a judge or

divider among brethren : nor has the world anything of the

kind to fear from His disciples.^ But He does therewith assert,

and that in the most positive way, that He nevertheless has a

kingdom; and testifies concerning Himself and His disciples

(the subjects and servants of His kingdom) the same thing

exoterically, in this first witness to the heathen world, which He

I As, according to Eusebius, the relatives of Jesus answered Domitian

— "that His kingdom was not secular or earthly, but heavenly and

angelic."
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had uttered esoterically, ch. xvii. 14-16, in the mystery of His

Prayer. This renunciation is by no means to be put in opposi-

tion to the true prophecies of the kingdom of the Son of man,

to whom already all power is given, and whose kingdom finally

will bring all other power to nought : it is very far from re-

nouncing the world, and all external, earthly manifestation and
confirmation of His heavenly power. It does not, as superficial

expositors dream here and ver. 37, refer the kingdom of Christ

to the invisible region of the heart : had He not said already

before Caiaphas—From this time forth ye shall see Him coming
in His power ? A purely internal dominion, which did not con-

trol and subordinate to itself the external, would be no true

kingdom, and would have none of the reality of dominion.

In order to bring nearer home to Pilate this marvellous idea

—which he passed by, but might have apprehended if he would
— of a kingdom which was not of this world, the Lord adds a

word the design of which was to say—The proof that I speak

the truth stands before thee in My person, which even in bonds

produces this influence upon thee. Behold, I say unto thee,

whether thou believe it or not— I, the King, am bound by My
own frge will ! If My kingdom w^ere of this world, I should not

stand,—with this majesty and calmness which thou art con-

strained to feel in the word " My kingdom "—before thee ^vith-

out defence, and be thus accused unto death ! Then would My
servants fight, that I should not be delivered unto the Jews !

Let it be observed, first, that the Lord must now alas renounce

these Jews, and place Himself, though their King, in opposition

to them as His enemies, and even as ha\dng power over Him.
This is the supplementary answer to Pilate's ironical expression,

" Thy people," which admits that this people, alas, hate and
reject their King. But what is the meaning of irapahoBco, he

delivered? Was He not already in the power of the Jews,

delivered up to them by the traitor ; and ought it not to have

been said—that I should not be further deHvered up unto thee ?

Many understand the words—Then would My servants have

fought, that I should not have been delivered up ; then it would

not have come to this ; they should not have brought Me unto

thee. If rjycovL^ovTo would bear this meaning, the iW /irj

irapahoOco would not, especially if compared with ch. xix. 16,

TOL. VII. Z
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where the Evangelist probably speaks according to the very-

words of Christ. We say, therefore, with Liicke, that " Jesus

was not yet (in the sense here meant) delivered to the Jews;"

and hold to the translation

—

decertarent, they would fight. Ben-

gel says convincingly :
" that I should not be delivered—this

was done by Pilate, ver. 31." The Lord speaks by anticipation,

warning the conscience of the unjust Pilate, though He knew it

to be in vain, against that which would take place. He at the

same time graciously indicates the Jews, and not Pilate who

delivered Him unto them, to be the proper originators and agents

of His impending death.

Further, who are the virr^perai, the servants of whom He
speaks? For, indeed, to a king and a kingdom there must

belong, not merely subjects, but agents to maintain its authority,

fighters} His poor and weak disciples have been supposed to be

meant, but the notion that they might fight for Him is altogether

inappropriate, even if they are*hypothetically referred to : if He.

would not speak about them when questioned by Annas, where-

fore would He begin to speak about them to Pilate without any

necessity ? It has been said that servants of this world must be

meant, as the kingdom spoken of is here assumed to be such.

Consequently—The host of My dependents, who hailed My
entry into the city, would have gone further at My will—then

should I have had another and more powerful body at My dis-

posal, and all these Jews together might have been made My
dependents ! But all this is inappropriate, especially the latter,

because in the same clause He places Himself in opposition to

these Jews, who will not have Him even as their king, and

onlv as enemies desire to have Him. The thought of Roos is a

strange one:—"He might indeed have been able to bring

together a great multitude out of Galilee, Trachonitis, Ituraga,

and Persea— against those Jewish enemies in Jerusalem !" We
think that these virTjperaL must have a specific meaning, and

that they must belong to His person, as such being distinguished

from the subjects whom He seeks. In the second clause the if

it were of this ivorld is not to be taken in its strictest and fullest

* Hence, following the ordinary exposition of this word, Luther finds

in it a confirmation of the righteousness of war
; see Kahler's dritten Luth.

Katechismus, S. 420.
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sense ; but merely means, witli reference to the inference which

was to be drawn—If I went forth to a kingdom after the

manner of the kingdoms of this world. And then it is very

plain—If that were My mil, My servants would stand ready to

protect Me, and to seize the world for Me. Can we not under-

stand now what He means ? They are, like Himself, ministers

who are not of this world— (Bengel)—whose warfare would be

therefore all the more effectual and victorious. They are the

legions of angels, of whom He thmks, recalling the word which

He had spoken when He was taken. Nor must we, with Lampe,

unite the two, the holy angels and His disciples : they are the

angels alone. If it is said that this would have been language

unintelligible to Pilate, the objection is not true ; for to such a

power and dignity as that of which the Lord here speaks to the

Gentile, such supernatural ministering agencies belong, and the

heathen notions had much that was analogous. It is, in fact,

perfectly appropriate that the Lord should direct Pilate's

thoughts, by such a mysterious expression, to higher and more

mighty contending agencies. Yet He speaks this word concern-

ing the help of His servants in the same spirit of humble con-

descension as we observed in Matt. xxvi. 53 ; for He, strictly

speaking, needed no foreign assistance at all. The fundamental

meaning, however, is intelligible and plain—Thou seest that I

defend not Myself, it is otherwise than thus with My kingdom

!

And while He thus speaks He is Himself fighting that good

fight of patience which alone became Him ; and thus He founds

and wins for Himself His kingdom in this world.

Finally, He repeats in the third clause, and with the greatest

patience, knowing well how hard it will be to Pilate, the same

truth. My Jdngdom—not of this world. At the close, however.

He changes the expression into ivrevOev—from hence— as it were

like a heavenly being looking down upon the earth and its king-

doms ; so that with this we may connect the commencing internal

preparation for the question of the Gentile

—

whence art Thou?

(Fikenscher's narrow interpretation is veiy unworthy— "Here

among the Jews and Gentiles I found not My kingdom ; here

there are none of its members." It is, moreover, untrue, for the

Lord is not speaking of where but whence His Idngdom is ; and

it is His will to found His kingdom wherever He testifies of it.)
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It is another question, whether now refers to time, and leaves

room for a future in which it would be otherwise with the Lord's

kingdom than it was then. The Romish exposition, which seizes

upon the nunc autem of the Vulg. in order to support by it the

claim of the subsequent external secular Catholicism to be the

kingdom of Christ, needs no refutation from us ; but the now
has been pressed with a good evangelical intention, by those

who have not, however, perceived the true force of the clause.

Krummacher maintains that the little word " now^^ points evi-

dently to a time in which the kingdom of our Lord would assume

a quite different position upon earth from the present ; but we
ask according to the context—Will it be actually a different one

from that which the Lord described as being " not of this world?"

Looking closely at the word, a kingdom of tJiis world, i/c rev

KocTfjLov TovTov, that is, ivrevOev, thence, it will never be ; such

a tacit opposition as that maintained, therefore, is impossible.

Thus the vvv is here, as often, a jam vero or atqui; as Bengel

says, an adversative particle, not referring to time

—

hut. Ac-
cording to B.-Crusius, " But now, as it stands"—more plainly.

Thou seest by My standing before thee, without the fighting of

My servants, of what kind My kingdom is ! It was a demon-

stration to the eyes, which evermore goes on, in that the mighty

power of His kingdom approves itself in the world of which it is

not. Indeed, the corner stone was rejected, but thereby became
the head of the corner: this is the marvel before our eyes.

Indeed, the rejection and external powerlessness still continues

;

but the stone cut out without hands smites the image of earthly

monarchies upon its feet ; and it becomes the great mountain

which alone filleth the earth. (Dan. ii.) For, if the kingdoms

of the world become the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ,

the world ceases to be this world, and is the loorld to come become
present. But that will finally prove it to be not from hence, as

having overcome all that is hence.

This goes beyond Pilate's ideas ; not beyond his power of

comprehension as such, if he had willed, but beyond his will to

understand. Another world ? A kingdom and a power from

thence, yet present here ; in the person of this king before his

eyes who refers to invisible ministers, and yet not from hence'^

No fighting with His enemies, who are still His people, but entire
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surrender to them; and withal the uninterrupted power and

dignity of a king in his kingdom ? A regnum in regno that must

be tolerated and acknowledged? This man— eveii in such a

sense nevertheless a king f This word, though the Lord had not

expressly used it, clings to him ; and his question, besides being

the wondering question of a doubting man who would know
more, retains the word as being of most concernment to him in

his judicial capacity. (Thus it relaxed for a moment the former

question—What hast Thou done?) But it must not be under-

stood as they interpret it, who, misunderstanding the thought

and feehng of Pilate at the present crisis, regard it as attributing

to Jesus the assumption of the kingly title! Could such a

thought have been entertained with regard to this merely

" anointed" king, who, moreover, would not that any kingdom

should be fought for ? Nor is the common opinion right, " The
Roman laughs, and wiU not spare his wit." Nor that of Luthardt

(who seems generally to misunderstand and depreciate Pilate),

who says, " Jesus had not impressed His character on the Roman

;

He was still no more than an object of ridicule." Nor, again,

that of Teschendorff, who would mingle something of warn-

ing with the mockery,—^'Beware of this incautious word ; it

may be Thy ruin !" But the question, w^hile it may have some

very sHght admixture of mockery, is in its predominant feeling

earnest; otherwise the earnestness of the Lord's answer would

have been inappropriate. " His spirit was touched, the being of

Christ imj]j:esses itself upon him." He therefore says, in only

a half-question—Thou art indeed thus a king! Ovkovv is a

deduction, not a mere ovkovv. In this the momentary feeling

expresses itself—Thou seemest to be, and speakest like, one

who is a king from above, as if there was in truth such another

world

!

It is only when we thus understand it, that we can seize

rightly the sense in which the answer here once more runs

—

Xv
\e7et9 : not, as was said before, quite identical with Xv elira^,

and yet in a good sense closely bordering upon it. Thou thyself

feelest something in it to be acknowledged and confessed, since

thou thus returnest to the question. The otl which is connected

with it is no more than in Lu. xxii. 70 dependent upon the Xeyetv

—Thou sayest it thyself that I am a king; but the testifying lauh
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earned on by the new 'Eyco, is the assertion of Christ Himself.

Still stronger than in Lu. xxii. 70, this on is essentially the

reason for the saying^ which is approved of. Lucke agrees in

this with Stephanus and Beza—Thou sayest it, for I am a king

!

And this is not merely " justification of the affirmative" in purely

logical connection, but a bringing forward of the enforced acknow-

ledgment from its background in the question—I know it well,

thou dost not really ask, thy very question affirms it unto thy-

self, thou hast a presentiment and feeling of it, because I am a

king ! We might, indeed, finally, give to the word of Jesus the

strong emphasis which Eichter expresses—"A king lam—there

is essentially no true king or ruler beside Me."

And now the Lord begins to make a more direct application

of His words to the spirit of His hearer, thus made attentive

;

He gives him the plainest and most sublime testimony in that

first declaration and announcement which the whole Gentile

world, and, indeed, natural humanity generally, must hear. He
no longer abides in the negative, which the former words had

held fast

—

A worldly king I am not; but adds to it now the

plainest positive assertion. It is necessary, however, that He
should speak so as a heathen may understand. He therefore

does not proceed at once with the kingdom of God, or call

Himself the Son of the Living God, or Him who was to come

according to Israelitish prophecy :—although apostolical preach-

ing afterwards, resting upon the fact of the resurrection and

accompanied with the Holy Spirit, commenced its appeal, with

perfect propriety, by the announcement to the Gentile world of

the only God, and His Son come into the world. But here, in

opposition to the full offence of the humiliation, powerlessness,

and rejection by His people, of the king of the Jews, the Lord

appeals in His word to the most internal feeling of a heathen

coming to Him susceptible of good ; and speaks only at first,

though in that comprehending all else, of the t^mth. He does

not appeal as yet to the need of salvation for sinful humanity

—which, however, while the law and the prophets awakened a

sense of it more fully, slumbered in the unconscious souls of all

the heathen—and therefore say, extending already the Messianic

preaching to all the world. Salvation cometh of the Jews, But,

instead of this, He assumes more elementarily man's practical
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need for his mind and thought, that which is most immediately

felt and acknowledged : Truth—cometh from above. Thus does

His condescending wisdom and love lay hold on that one thing

in this poor Pilate by which he might be laid hold of, had he

been willing. The word concerning the kingdom was spoken

to the statesman and Eoman ; the word concerning the truth

follows for the educated philosopher in the statesman, for the

" Greek," inasmuch as the Greek element of investigation and

questioning after wisdom (1 Cor. i. 22) was at that time blended

with the Roman, and even presented the fundamental character

of the Gentile world prepared for the Gospel :—hence, although

the power and dominion were with the Romans, the Gentiles in

the New Testament are called not Romans but Greeks.^ Con-

sequently, the Lord lays hold of the man, the seeking and in-

quiring man, in Pilate, when He testifies and sets before him

a Truth, which is such unconditionally, the only sure and all-

answering truth.

But this truth, if it is to be given back to a world sunk in

delusion and doubt, can come to it only through a person, and

one w^io has all the truth in Himself, who therefore can stand

as a king before every man, and command the homage to Him-
self of all " truth," or all that may yet remain in man of the

truth. In the personal consciousness is the contradiction of

fantasy or doubt ; in One personal consciousness, therefore,

must the possession of present, certain truth come forward, and

testifying to itself communicate the truth. That which every

philosopher, who deems himself to have found the final great

conclusion and presents himself with his doctrine, assumes to be

— a Messiah of knowledge, a king in the kingdom of thought

—that Christ truly zs; and in this consists the beginning of

His Messianic dignity and power over us as " Master of instruc-

tion." Only that we have to mark what He teaches, and how
His " truth " is altogether and from its first principles practical

and redeeming, the truth concerning salvation.

The reduplicated 'Eyco, the second being a continuous re-

sumption of the first, is a very characteristic point in the present

1 Lange finds in ver. 34: the general thought that the Romans, vnth. all

their might and energy, yet in their religion, philosophy, and poetry heard

only what others " told them."
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saying, and we must not lose either of them by any various

reading : I am a king—/ witness to the truth ! Thus now
abeady,—while Christ stands bound before Pilate, and declares

beforehand that He will be delivered to the Jews to be put to

death, and will surrender Himself without the defence of His

heavenly servants

—

noio already, before He sits at the right

hand of God, He hath the kingdom and is King. For even

when He sits upon the throne of His power, He will send forth

his servants equipped from above to fight for no other kingdom

than that which consists of subjects who have been vanquished

by the truth in the freedom of their spirits. Grotius on Matt.

:

" When Jesus here confesses Himself to be a king, it seems to

me that He cannot deny that His kingdom in some way had

already commenced, when He began to teach the truth ; for thus

does He interpret the kingdom in St John." In the " / am "

of His person, sanctified of the Father and sent into the world,

the three offices, the gradual unfolding of which followed after,

were already from the beginning included in one. Not till the

end of the days will it be said in all its fulness—The Lord is

King, all things are subject to Him ; it was not till His ascension

that He went up to the throne and assumed His kingdom (Lu.

xix. 12) ;—but He is already in the lorophetic office more than

a prophet, the Kmg bom to be a Ruler, and already beginning

to rule. In this sense (which does not exclude all that follows

from it, but rather presupposes all the rest as following from it)

the Lord strictly connects His kingly dignity with His prophetic

authority, desiring now at the first only an acknowledgment of

the truth. He even recommends, as much as possible. His pro-

phetic office to the heathen philosophy of the natural man (who

is not already an Israelite) by adopting in His language the

seeming abstraction dXyjOeta, truth, which, however, for us in-

cludes the entire fulness of the living God and His salvation.

For, the Romans, the people of action, inquired, in common
with the Greeks, to whose doctrines the conquerors submitted,

after truth. The philosopher in man—according to the best

and highest significance of that beautiful word— can only seek

the truth, with a longing love for what he cannot find : it is the

original instinct, which still remains in man, and yearns for its

gratification in its original reahty. But Christ gives man the
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truth, or bears witness for the truth. He does not seek it in the

fellowship of the great spirits of men ; He does not, like Socrates,

teach the common people about it ; He does not, like Plato, utter

presentiments and poetry concerning it ; but He testifies in the

absolute sense, as He declared, ch. iii. 11, in opposition to

Nicodemus, and as the Baptist, ch. iii. 32, pointing to Jesus

confirmed His words.

Thus while He was bom and came into the world for the

redemption of mankind. He was born and came into the world

for this purpose, that He should bear witness to the truth. As
an announcer of the truth. He is already " a horn King, no pre-

tender or usurper of a throne;" His dignity and authority was

His original heritage from above and from eternity, in the

highest sense of the words : for office and person are one in Him.

If this birth of a woman placed Him iv ofMocco/jLarc on a level

mth other erring, seeking, failing, sinful men,— so that the

question of doubt might be uttered. But how comest thou to

be the sole son of Adam who can confront us with such an

assertion concerning thyself?—we find the profound and neces-

sary counterpart declared in His testimony. And come into the

ivorld. The being born and the coming into the world are by

no means one and the same, as if Christ spoke only in the

common phrase,

—

improper, if strictly considered,—which terms

origination in the world a coming into it.^ There is, moreover,

no other distinction which will satisfy the words : they must be

left in their simple truth. Not that wdiich understands " the

permanent continuance in the world" after the first " crisis of

birth"—for could that be spoken of with iKrjXvda, I came f

Nor " the public manifestation, the amSet^t?"— for the anti-

thesis of another world in the former saying is still retained here.

Least of all does Lange's interpretation satisfythe words— " Bom
to this end alone, and to this end alone elected or sent; thus a king

in the whole right as well of birth as of election and destination."

For, a right of election can be referred to Christ's kingly

dignity only in as far as the Father sends, appoints, and anoints

* In our way of speaking— " coming into the world"— tliere seems to

be an indistinct vague apprehension of a pre-existent I, the origination of

which out of nothing we are slow to receive, because utterly unable to

apprehend. Still more plainly is it heard in the people's " Jung iverden.^^
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Him ; but to a heathen who knows not God, He cannot say

—

Sent into the world : He therefore adheres to the simple '' come,"

and plainly declares Himself thereby to have been a personality

of Divine origin, pre-existent before His human birth. Com-
pare what has been already said upon Jno. xvi. 28, which is the

authentic real-parallel of this expression. See further ch. viii.

42, 23, 58, iii. 31, xvii. 5, 24. Boim as mari, as thou seest Me
standing before thee, a man ; come, as at the same time more

than man, from that other world of which My kingdom is, and

of which, consequently, as thou mayest conclude, My person

also is ! Here we have then the foundation of the whence of

Pilate's last question. Moreover, the having come from the

invisible world of reality and certainty must be regarded as a

necessaiy condition in order to the testifying of the truth

;

hence the second et? tovto, to this <?72(f, with a stronger emphasis

in its repetition.

That all men who are simply born into the world err from

the truth is a plain fact of experience ; and it is equally certain

that the word " truth," still extant among men, testifies of a

reality which men are seeking. Thus it is to be remarked,

that " Jesus calls Himself the king of truth, in the sense in

which all men are liars"—that is. He convicts us of our apos-

tasy from the living God, of our fall fr^m communion with

heaven ; and hence He guides our falseness, opposing Himself

to us as come from above with the truth. He does not say

here expressly, as finally to His disciples, / am the truth ; but

we must not, therefore, assume with B.-Crusius :
" He does not

represent Himself as the Ruler, but rather the Truth; Himself

being its representative and Deputy /" His express and empha-

tically-repeated words

—

pacrCkex)^ el/it iyco, ijcb yeyevvrj/jLai,, e\r)-

\v6a— declare what is the reality, that He hears personally in

Himself that truth to which He testifies, and consequently that

He is identical with it. For He would rule by making the

truth supreme ; and the kingdom, in which the truth is made
known, is His kingdom. He does not say hear witness to truth,

but, with a fine distinction, to the truth— rfi— so that He places

the truth in its highest objectivity, as it were in the place of

the living God, and as if above Himself. But He at the same

time arrogates for His own personality, which He adduces as
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the ground of tlie conddent fiaprvpelv, such a unity with this

truth, that every one who is so disposed may understand it

perfectly in the same meaning as all that He elsewhere, especi-

ally in St John, testifies for Himself and of Himself.

There is another world—that was the testimony of the for-

mer words. There is a timth, which is the truth simply, exclud-

ing all that contradicts it—this He testifies now. And also

that there was a truth of God for man's salvation extant in

Israel, to which it was His office to bear witness. (But not of

itself th,e truth in its entireness, Jesus bnli/ bearing witness to

that truth, as Krummacher too strongly expresses it.) We
know of course that He means saving truth in order to man's

happiness, and no such system of dogmatics as remains in cold

and moonlight elevation, lea\^ng poor man below still bound in

misery and contradiction TN-ith himself, and thus an actual lie

to himself. And this word here attests it, inasmuch as it is in-

deed His will to rule, to work in the hearts of His subjects

obedience to the truth in order to the obtainino; of a kingdom

within them. Thus it is with perfect propriety, and for the

present time very appropriately, that Tholuck makes this kingly

word rebuke another word of a king, which, however ill-con-

ceived originally, has been still worse perverted, viz., that everT/

man is able to get happiness in his own fashion. This is the

truth, witnesses Christ, that I am the redeeming, restoring

Eang of humanity, who point the way and give the life ; all

other is the He, against which I bear witness. This is the truth

in which we (according to ch. xvii. 17, 19) are sanctified,

through Him who has sanctified Himself for us. His word has

this extension even here ; but now He cannot at once utter it

so fully and plainly ; He goes not beyond the word appropriate

to the beginning of all—Bear witness unto the truth. Com-
pare the words in the royal Psalm, Ps. xlv. ,5.

First of all—that we may now return from the breadth and

depth of the word for the whole world and humanity (for the

truth must be testified iv tw Koafiw, to Jews and Gentiles alike),

to the first apprehension of its meaning in Pilate's case— first of

all, the Lord thereby told him, as an answer to his question

brought in afterwards— " Tliis is what I have done, this is My
offence ; judge thou whether it be a crime or a merit. I have
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borne witness to the truth, as I was born for this cause, and for

this cause have come ; therefore also the Jews hate Me, and bring

their charge against Me, hypocrites and unjust as thou knowest

them well to be. Then give thou also, as a judge, in the name
of the Soman ^acriKev^ or Kolaap, honour to truth and right

!"

\yiien the Lord designated speaking (and acting) for the truth

as kingly— " His answer paid honour to all the kings of the

earth, as He thus placed Himself by their side." For is not

that their highest, their most proper and true vocation ? As
Lange similarly says :

" Every king is, according to the idea of

the term, a born and called wit7iess ; that is. He was the first his-

torical witness and champion for the idea of His kingdom."

But this does not altogether touch the point which Daub had in

view,—The equal obligation of all kings to bear witness to that

one rightful truth, and truthful right, which He represents who
is the Eang of kings, and by which it is His will to bring all

kingdoms into subjection to His sway, and make all who rule

upon earth ministers of His kingdom. Wisd. vi. 1-4 ; Prov.

viii. 14-16. Let this more fundamentally explain the word
above—I am a King !

The Lord, further, says to Pilate, indirectly at least—" I

do not deny or conceal it, it is the truth that I am a king, and

I tell thee the pure truth as to the sense in which I avow
and witness before thee the whole counsel and mystery of My
person, born and come into the world, and of My whole course

of life and action : all this I can no more deny than I can deny

Myself. I stand now before thee, openly and truly, that which

I am ! Shouldst thou be willing with false kindness to open

for Me a way of evasion and escape—I am not such an one as

could adopt it !" What dignity, what majestic serenity in the

personal Truth, come down from above, which stands here bound
before the judge

!

Finally, let it be carefully noted that the Lord does not by
any means term Himself a " king of the truth^^ and His kingdom
a " Idngdom of truth^^ in that superficial, adjective sense which

is so common in human language concerning it ;—but He uses

the word, so to speak, in its strict substantive meaning. Again,

we may say, if we rightly understand what we say, that the goal

and end of the completed and absolute supremacy of His king-
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(lorn Is the supremacy of truth unto righteousness ; but if even

this be taken in its superficial meaning, it becomes an untruth.

It is not that " the end of ffis mission is the spreading the truth

among men ;" but, to sanctify and perfect men in themselves

and thus in the truth of their humanity, that is, in their re-

newed fellowship with God. Xot that " His kingdom exists

only in the spread of the truth ;" but this first spreading of the

truth, which He here calls bearing testimony to it, is only the

beginning in order to the establishment of the actual kingdom,

Neander is much more correct :
" the witness to the truth is

defined to be the means for the establishment of His kingdom."

It is almost like the humble reply of the Baptist to the What

sayest thou of thyself^—I am the voice of one crying in the

wilderness ; but here the Lord speaks more as a king in the

humility of that truth, which, wliile it asserts its rightful supre-

macy as truth, will rule only where it is acknowledged—I testify,

I speak ; these are My weapons, this is My power, and this is

wtat I have done !

But let not this be despised, for it is the highest and most

important of all authority ! Can the truth more royally reign

than by its testimony ? Is there any king more real than he

who rules by the sceptre of his hps ? If in the domain of false-

hood and unrighteousness there is yet " a power in words" which

is above all power of arms—how great must be the power of

words in the lips of the incarnate Word Himself, how great the

victorious authority of the self-attesting eternal Truth ! Here

is obedience and rule, and nowhere else. In all the empires of

this world there is constraint and delusion, continual conflict of

contradiction ; but where hearts and consciences o.bry in the

obedience of truth, there is true empire, and its king has true

obedience. Not that even this Kin£j can constrain the obedience

of all; for the power of untruth is great in humanity, and

manifests itself in many to the highest extent of contradiction,

which He now bears w^ith patiently, but wiU one day condemn.

Nevertheless He says

—

Every man that is of the truth heareth

My voice ! be he who he may, by whatever name know^n, Jew

or Gentile, king or poor man. This He now speaks to the

heart and conscience of Pilate, for the time is come w^hen he

might hear ; the hour in which an influence and a testimony
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comes to him from above which he might obey if he would. By
no means is it as Bengel misapprehends—" Jesus appeals from

the blindness of Pilate to the susceptibility of believers ;" bift

as Olshausen better apprehends the love of the condescending

Redeemer (which is quite consistent with the consciousness that

it is in vain) : " This word was evidently intended to attract

Pilate himself, and to induce him to avow himself a subject of

Christ as a friend of truth." Of the truth is only another expres-

sion for of God, ch. viii. 47, so that we may refer here to all

that was said there and upon ch. x. 27.^ The condition on the

part of men coald not be wanting here, being in this as in all

essential. He who with conscientious sincerity desires and seelis

the right truth for his inmost need, that is, for his help against

delusion and sin, the living truth which is unto righteousness,

is so far already of the truth, and will consequently with a

willing spirit obediently hear its voice and follow it. Tholuck

:

'^ he is a thoroughly and absolutely sincere man against him-

self." And Lutz :
" It is His kingdom, which He gathers

together by means of the testimony which He bears to it ; it is

a kingdom of truth, without political, external force, out of the

element of most internal sincerity of the mind^s bias toward God;

a kingdom of that highest^ truth, by which man lays hold of

God Himself." For, in reality, the seeking and laying hold of

God is alone truth in man. And as certainly as man was

created after God and for God, and is still capable of being

brought back to Him, so certainly is there such a " truth " in

us, which goes out toward that "truth" which Jesus now bears

witness to and brings. Then it is twofold and yet but one,

because it is one in its ultimate principle. A man who sincerely

seeks and learns is indeed already a subject of the truth, and is

prepared to be drawn to Christ ; even as all the sheep -which

He already has as the Shepherd, know Him when they hear

His voice. But the sincerity of a sinful man will begin with

the feeling and consciousness of sin, as may be seen in Cornelius

;

alas, Pilate here becomes the counterpart and opposite af Cornelius.

^ But not already " a being lorn of the truth," as Ficker wrongly appre-

hends the expression in one of his otherwise beautiful five sermons on the

Doubters of the New Testament. The first, predominating love to truth is

far from being the full living and standing in truth.
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The sincere came then, and for a while longer, through Israel,

without being offended at Judaism, to Christ ; they come now

through Christ to Israel. All these are simply voluntary and

free subjects, other than such the heavenly and true King

desireth not ; but, glancing at these through all the world and

through all time. He speaks now before Pilate, at once with

sublime resignation and all-comprehensive extension of His

authority— " Askest thou for My subjects ? Every soul, which

voluntarily and of the truth hearkens to Mj/ truth, is My sub-

ject ; there are few of them, and yet evert/where many^— as thou

wilt receive it."

We may now be permitted to consider a little more deeply the

result or rather the resultlessness of this witness to Pilate, and

mark the word by which he replied to it ; for that word must be

studied as, indirectly at least, assisting our proper estimate of the

word of Jesus. Pilate was not of the truth, to hear this voice

and to receive this testimony ! Although his secret feeling of

Divine things and the truth w^as afterwards again impressed by

the Son of God, in the veiled lowliness of the Ecce Homo, yet

his second rejection of the truth was already prepared for and

decided in his first rejection. What is truth ? This is his ques-

tion ; did he put it " after having kept silence and pondered a

while ?" This seems to us scarcely probable ; but it is possible,

and that would then, alas, only aggravate his guilt. Every-

thing depends on the spirit in which we put this question.

There are some who would do no more than ask : their delight

is to seek, everlastingly to seek and never to find ! Wlio (accord-

ing to the well-known avowal of Lessing) would reject the right

hand with the truth offered in it, and ask rather the left hand

with the joy of seeking and for ever straining after the truth I

There are those who make for themselves a truth in the stead of

that which is genuine, and then either indolently repose upon it,

or angrily quarrel about it. There are those who vainly imagine

that they have found it, or vainly deny that there is any truth

to be found ; and others, again, who, with the greatest folly of

all, leave its existence, or non-existence, an undecided question

in their own minds. There are those, finally, who seek and ask
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with such intense earnestness, tliat, sooner or later, the answer

cannot escape them. To these last Pilate certainly did not

belong— to which class then are we to assign him ? " Concern-

ing his philosophico-judicial humour, nothing is canonically

decided"—we must admit with Kleuker, yet we may freely

state our own opinion under correction.

And, first, it is certainly true that he did not ask in earnest

;

not " with intent to wait for and receive an answer," or to be

able to apprehend better that which he had received;^ for he

does not give time for any reply at all. And when he had said

this, writes St John, he went out again to the Jews. Thus his

seeming question was not so much an actual question as an

exclamation, self-answering, and ending the matter. "The
question was thrown out as anything but a question"—says

Lange. Thus we cannot attribute to this questioner even
" curiosity," that perilous and yet ofttimes-useful succedaneum

of a desire to know. His abrupt breaking off is itself the

"holding the truth in unrighteousness" (Eom. i. 18):—for

otherwise he would have thought more deeply and fixedly of

the profound solemnity of this universal question for every man,

and would have awaited the answer, which had already been

offered, as supplying the need of his soul ; he would have been

smitten and held fast by the internal consciousness of his own
uncertainty in the presence of this confident one, and of his own
guilt in the presence of this innocent one ; he would at least

have brought, instead. of this vague and desultory no-question,

his own best and deepest questions of conscience, as the Samari-

tan woman had done. Yea, then would Christ have given

answer—and what an answer^ would the world have received

from His lips— an answer of which it was not worthy :— a root

^ This, however, was the opinion of many of the Fathers, and followed

by Erasmus, Grotius, etc. Immediately after putting the question, it struck

his mind how much time was necessary for the reply ;—hence he sought

first to set Jesus free, that he might afterwards hear Him further ! Grotius

says— " He asked by the loay^ but not to press then the inquiry;" and
Lampe, " with singular instabihty he immediately changed his mind."

But such change of mind in two successive moments is altogether un-

imaginable.

2 Far above all human thoughts, according to which Tauler thought that

one could not better answer such a question than by

—

truth is truth.
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and centre word, inconceivable and unsearchable by us, uniting

in a new light all that the entire Scriptures now testify in answer

!

Pilate did not ask his question as a philosopher, strictly so

called, who had without satisfaction investigated all existing sys-

tems. Indeed, it would not necessarily follow, even in that case,

that he would be wilHng " to occupy his mind about the system

of Jesus in addition to all the rest ;" for Jesus was a Jew, and,

moreover, he who has been disappointed a hundred times would

be rather disinclined to hear for the hundred and first time.

But such a view of the Procurator's mental education is itself

historically improbable. Certainly he did not throw out the

rejecting question as a man "washed with all waters" in theory

and practice, in system and Hfe. Thus not as an absolute doubter,

as is sometimes said, or as a systematic sceptic ; for as such he

would have said still more proudly and decidedly, either at once

or in addition to his question. There is no truth !
^ That is, in-

deed, the fundamental meaning of his word, but still it is not

spoken altogether in that style. Further, we are scarcely justi-

fied in attributing to the unhappy Pilate, as a historical per-

sonage, anything like conscious mockery, as if he heedlessly said

—" Forsooth, Thou speakest of truth !'* He does not seem to

speak in the " common and frivolous spirit of such mockers," at

a crisis which had certainly been preceded by a moment of deep

impression : there is a certain undeniable tone of sorrow to be

discerned in his abrupt breaking off. It is not Pilate's will to

mock of set purpose ; and yet it resolves itself into that, because

he does not yield himself to the earnestness of the question

—

and in that lay his sin !
" The Koman feels himself moved and

pressed by conscience ; but he mocks back his heart's best feel-

ings." (Pape.) For notwithstanding the weight of meaning

which is attached to the word truth by this questioner, who,

seeking no reply, recoils as it were from his own question, there

is yet in the question itself " evidence of a certain latent con-

tempt of the truth in his heart," and indeed contrary to the truth

1 Pilate is "too feeble to believe in truth, and too feeble altogether to

deny it," as Tholuck says. Luthardt's expressions are certainly too strong :

" This trait of scornful contempt of everything which might appear like

enthusiasm, indicates a man jaded and worn out." This better suits Herod

than Pilate, though not strictly apphcable even to him.

VOL. VII. 2 A
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of his heart. His instant astonishment echoes the great word

which he had heard, and puts it again in the form of a question
;

but the next feehng gives it an ironical tone

—

What is it?

Ticker's arrangement is in the main right :
" This question of

Pilate is by no means evidence of a heart which would seek the

tnith ; nor of a heart which, tired of seeking, despairs of truth

altogether ; but of a heart which is generally indifferent about it,

and therefore, even before the face of Truth in Christ, closes itself

against it." That he does not, like Christ, speak of " tJie truth"

is very characteristic and natural ; for that would be already

admitting too much, and with such an admission his rejection

of it would not be consistent. The comprehensive and specific

Article in " being of the truth" presupposes of itself something

which was wanting to Pilate ; the same Article in " holding the

truth in unrighteousness" is only the revealing explanation of

the Judge and Searcher of hearts, who brings to light and

stamps that which men wilfully conceal from themselves : see

Rom. ii. 16. The natural man knows and mentions only truths^

God's word and revelation knows of only one, the truth ; in this

central Singular lies the point of decision between the hearing

and not hearing. He who confesses to one objective and real

" truth," which is not to be created by himself, is so far on his

way to the truth ; the truth is, properly speaking, never con-

tended against, doubted of, or attacked by those who are sincere

and in earnest, but sought even in the midst of greatest errors

which have its semblance. It may indeed be hated, scorned, and

persecuted, but it is by those who well know what they do.

The Tt iarcv is not to be interpreted, with Grotius, cujus

generis, of what kind,—as if the question had this force: Of
what uind of truth speakest Thou then, of philosophical, moral,

religious, political, or the Hke ? Oh no, it is a negativing no-

question, which has the^^e is none for its secret meaning ; but as

such it is capable of a manifold further interpretation or deve-

lopment. Let us attempt this, taking as our basis the masterly

note of Meyer, which briefly sums up the whole, and needs but

to be made somewhat more complete. First, generally : who

has explored what truth is, and found it, so as to be able to say

like Thee " the truth ?" No man ! Thou speakest as of a certain

thing—I must alas add. There lies the question itself ! " Truth
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is an empty word"—Neander explains ; but it is also a great

word, and seems to have great attraction for man, for ever excit-

ing his pursuit in vain ! What (after so many failures) dost thou

understand by the word? But this, though the first impulse of

Pilate's abrupt mind, and containmg some sHght admixture of

good feeling, is not all ; for, in that case the questioner would

have tarried for an answer, even in mere curiosity. The ques-

tion despatches the matter in another way—To what end is all

this ? What is truth for the practice, for the life ? Thus, Of
what worth is it ? Who cares for it ? Wlio will hear it ? And
then, quite rightly, of what use and service is it ? Ha^e enters

in the suppression of conscience as influencing the practice, the

denial of the most internal impulse of his spiiit toward life ; and

in this he thinks himself wiser than any one w^ho should stand

out a witness for the truth, and whom he would only commiserate

(Prov. xxvi. 16). Luther :
" If thou wilt meddle with truth

simply, thou art lost." It is as if he said : I now^ understand

why Thou dost not succeed with Thy people—how wretched may
be Thy lot through such fanaticism ! And then adds, as it w^ere,

with some touch of compassion : But I at least will do Thee no

harm on that account ! For almost one and the same with this

is the application which now follows—TVTiat is truth as it re-

gards the kingdom of action? that is, What political import

has it ? Bengel well says (though it is but a partial interpreta-

tion of the saying itself), " Pilate thinks that tlie mention of

truth does not square with the word concerning the kingdom.

He can connect a kingdom with power, but not with truth."

He will not know or acknowledge the power of truth to make

free, nor its supremacy over the lie of authority ; he therefore

signifies that dealing mth truth simply is as foolish as it is harm-

less. Hence the expression of w^onder " that Jesus should speak

so strongly of a mere kingdom of truth" (as Hess says) ; and at

the same time of a kind of contempt which acquits one who is

complained against merely on account of " truth."

This leads us, consequently, to the third critical point in the

matter—^What signifies truth here in this judgment ? Thou

appearest to me to be such a king as the Stoics mean—The

wise man is the only king !
" Now, the kingdom of truth is an

etherial and shadowy fairy-realm ; he who will be king there,
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rules over an innocent other-world of pious fantasy—and can

do no harm to the Roman eagles !" (Lange.) But because tliis

Jesus has, nevertheless, been brought before him for judgment

with so much ado, there mingles with this feeling of indifference

in his mind something of vexation on account of the perplexity

of the case ; as if he would say—I am not appointed governor

for such matters as these ! This may explain in some sense the

^ anger" with which, according to Lange, he throws out the

question ; for what passed before could scarcely have excited it.

This displeasure, finally, is heightened in a fourth meaning of

the question, which must not be omitted : we must close the

swift succession of the thoughts which expressed themselves in

it by connecting with the primaiy question, T\niat is truth

generally—What is truth in Thy lips, Thou King of the Jews f

Your Jewish truth—am I then a Jew?—with all your conten-

tion about it, shall never move my mind. If our philosophers and

the Greeks have never foimd it— shall this salvation forsooth

come at last from you ? This last may be regarded as finally turn-

ing the scale, and leading Pilate to dismiss the subject ; but it is

certainly not the only thought which was in his mind when he

put a question which, with all its folly, was so full of importance.

All that we have been mentioning passed, though it may be

half unconsciously, through his mind when he uttered it.

Thus then he speaks, to sum up all, as a man in reahty in-

different to the truth, or who decides finally to be so now. Thus
truth, that great, engrossing, empty word, is of no more value to

him than the God of the Jews and their Messiah. He is not a

Jew— alas, also, not one who seeketh after God in the sense of

Eom. ii. 29—but a true exemplar of a heathen, as heathens then

for the most part were ; and, so far, their representative at this

point of history. " Not in a great affirmation, but in a great

denial, saw Pilate the end of the way in which the seeking

world had gone." (Luthardt.)

Thus scepticism had become, as we well know, almost univer-

sally the end of philosophy ; and moral indifference in life the

end of the long struggle in the case of the multitude ; especially

of the educated, to whom Pilate certainly belonged. " He says

it with the air of a man of this world, who, shortsighted and

laughing, condemns the cause of earnest reality." (Klopstock.)
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So multitudes of the great men of the world, and of the lesser

children of the world too, echo this condemnation, and think

it Hfts them to the highest elevation of the spirit of the age

;

they boast themselves one after another in their new paths of

investigation and in the results of their individual judgment

—

for truth has become a very familiar thing, readily enough

talked of by all. And here stands Pilate and his saying, not

merely in history but in the Scripture^ a prophetic and warning

and condemning type of aU such heathens in the midst of

Christendom. But their rejecting indifference, now after cen-

turies have seen the coming of the Son of man in His kingdom,

and the Crucified stands before them as He did not before

Pilate,—in the manifest mystery of godhness, the pillar and

ground of the tiTith,— is thrice inexcusable. And so far this

What is truth says to the reader of the Bible much more than

Pilate meant to say or could have thought.^

After all that we have said, the question of Pilate, which

waits for no answer, is and must ever be no other than a self-

contradiction. For, first, there is actually a truth, which he

cannot question away, in the questioner, as was afterwards im-

pressively shown in the case of Pilate himself.^ Secondly, there

is a truth before him in the person of Christ, whom he cannot

condemn. That this man stands there before him in this world

^ We cannot refrain from inserting, for the sake of some into "wh^se

hands this book may fall, the following remarks of Tobler :
" And thou,

philosopliical spirit, who canst not or wilt not believe this history, to whom,

however, at least, the eternal chain of influence and results must be worthy

of respect :—think with astonishment that even thou, with all thy freedom

and independence, art swallowed up in a sea of results which have followed

from the fact that two thousand years ago, in a despised corner of the

earth, a despised Rabbi of a despicable nation was executed as a slave ; and

that thou on His account art surrounded with relations so different from

what they other^\ise would have been. Bow down before Fate with thy

pure philosophical spirit ; but if thou wouldst be a true philosopher, look a

little behind the veU and see if there be nothing in the history, and espe-

cially in the central person of it, which marked Him out for such a wide-

spread and deep influence upon the human race, and so to speak justifies

it !"—The history now says— r/izs is truth ! He is truth ! And wilt thou

say—^Am I then a Christian ?

2 Thus Draseke's saying— " Pilate has in him no truth," is not altogether

true, though it is generally supposed to be impUed in the word.
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and speaking concerning another, is at first undeniably certain ;

that Pilate has been constrained to put more faith in Him, in

the point of His innocence, than in the whole dignified San-

hedrim, which had found Him guilty, is again a truth, by the

help of Avhich much more might have been reached. (Lange :

"By the words, I find no fault in Him—he uttered a great

truth /") And the very amazement which still continues in his

heart, not to be washed away from it, the fear of this half-

righteous and half-unrighteous judge at the cry of the rabble,

high and low, which will take " the blood of this Just One "

upon themselves, is only a foil of the dark background which
makes the righteousness of this true and only Just One shine

all the more brightly :—but out of that follows everything, if thou

wilt think aright ; and the anagrammatic echo of the question,

Quid est Veritas ?—Est vir qui adest I is really to be derived

from the elements of the question as put in the j^resence of Christ.

If " this man " is only a man, born and come into the world like

all the rest—then, indeed, his testimony is presumption, delusion,

self-deception, lie, fanaticism, or whatever else it may be termed,

only not truth. But then further, everything is delusion and
lie, even the truth in the breast of man, the conscience and
sentiment of God in the Gentile, as well as the entire revelation

and prophecy of Israel:— as the consistent denial of Christ by
Feuerbach and his party begins to prove—by the dogmatism of

conscious falsehood. Thus we have found !

Those who are morally sincere in the practical part of life

come sooner or later, more speedily or more slowly, more de-

cidedly or more waveringly, in some way or other to the Saviour

of the world upon the cross. This is most sure, for He has

said it

—

Every one that is of the truth heareth My voice. It

is the same with the sincere in science and philosophy. For,

these take their conscience with them into their theory,

science, and philosophy ; they therefore say neither rt iaTC nor

evprjKa ; they put not themselves in the place of Christ, as if

they had the truth already, nor in the place of Pilate, as if they

needed and would have" it not ; but they are not satisfied and
ready with their reply until they verily have Christ Himself.

To the end of their speculation, to the great question of sincere

earnestness about concealed truth and the living God, Christ
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attaches the beginning of His testimony—/ ain come to hear

u'itness ; and on this the middle and the end hangs—/ am He
Then does faith boldly confront a world which crucifies Christ

with the question—^Miat is your lie with all its specious seem-

ing ? It testifies itself to me concerning the truth ! What is

the power of all the kingdoms of the world ? It must fall down

before the feet of my King, who hath not worshipped Satan I

But the Pilates of the present day ash, and -when the answer

is plain before them, they turn away and say
—

"What is it ?

Like the fooh, of whom the wisdom of the Son of Sirach

writes (Ecclus. xxii. 8) :
" He that telleth a tale to a fool,

speaketh to one in a slumber ; when he hath told his tale, he

will say, what is the matter, tL icmv ;" With all their apparent

Eoman manhood, they are hke ^^siUy women laden with sins

—

ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the

tnith," 2 Tim. iii. 6, 7. They call themselves, and think them-

selves, philosophers, but when the personal Sophia appeals to

them they become instead misosojyhs. "They charge truth

with being obliged to hide itself in the world. But it is only

too certain that it is rather the world which hides itself from the

truth ; or, if it does once ask the Just One, What is truth ? it

rushes away again, like Pilate, and goes out to take counsel with

the great ones, the learned and ignorant rabble."^ Thus, in the

presence of Christ, the sincerity of a good heart is tm-ned into

lie and guilt, all wisdom into folly, all justice to injustice, and,

moreover, the vaunted Eoman "justice"—although it is after-

ward boasted of (It is not the manner of the Eomans—Acts

xx^'. 16)— is here brought to shame, because it would not submit

itself to truth.

Pilate now leaves Jesus standing, as he had before left the

Jews ; and would, though in vain, mediate without partiality

by his I find no fault in Him ! This was in a high degree

offensive to the sacred Sanhedrim ; but a still greater indignits',

in reality, to Jesus, the King of the Jews,- as He was the King

^ So H. Lossel, in the Weihiiachtsiiiisseii, S. 351. We would recommend

not only the disquisition upon this word of Pilate, but the entire book and

all the books of this ingenious author. There is in the exuberance of this

first production of a very highly gifted man much more value than the

-writer himself, who has now become more practical, attributes to it.
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of trutli—I find, further, nothing, in Him, He is an innocent

"king!" The Pilate-theologi/ generailj, which half-uncon-

sciously and half by enforcement admits the sinlessness of Jesus,

yet protests against the doctrine that He is lord and king, can

find no middle place as mediating, but must in justice be given

over to those mockers and enemies who helped to crucify Him.

For after all Pilate spoke not the simple truth in his complacent

" no fault ;" he really thereby declared Him to be a fool, who
had brought down all this hatred upon Hjs own head by His
" king " and " truth," thereby at least being in fault. In the

midst stood Pilate, " mocked both parties, and directed his

ridicule as much against Jesus as against the Jews" (Rambach).
" Pilate mocks both—the witness to the Truth, and the haters

of the Truth "— as Alford stiU more pointedly remarks. But

history has, like a judgment begun, made of him an ironical

monument " of the moral impotence of the proud spirit of the

world, as it had been educated and refined among the strong

Romans," and placed his name in the confession of faith of the

Christian world. Thus, nolens volens, in spite of his scepticism

he has become the stoutest witness of the truth.

As to Jesus all was to be despatched with the word, No
fault—but as to himself? Alas for the unhappy man, who
merely finds no fault in Jesus, when he should have found the

truth, which he might have found if he would ! Merely, no

fault in Him— instead of confessing, I find in myself something

which is mightily moved in the presence* of this man, and must

put my more earnest question rl iari, until I penetrate the

secret ! Every man must avow, I find fault in myself This is

the first truth touching ourselves : he who is of this truth will

find the innocence of Jesus, and from this everything else. No
fault in Jesus—that is a great truth, but only the one half-

truth which stands without, confrontmg thee until the question

comes, What shall I then do with Jesus, who is called Christ ?

Will the cry which follows Let Him be crucified ! content thee ?

Oh no, let this truth be responded to by another truth in thy

breast, I find fault in myself! and both together will make up

the full and perfect truth.
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SECOND COLLOQUY WITH PILATE.

(Jno. xix. 11.)

We are not now dealing with the entire history of the Pas-

sion, yet we must not hasten from one word of our Lord to

another without tracing, at least in its broader features, the

connection of the narrative. This alone will enable us to set

clearly before our eyes the situation of Him who, excepting in

these few words, now keeps profound silence. Let the reader,

therefore, consult the harmonised table at the beginning of

this volume ; and his own independent investigation will show

him as we proceed in what way we connect the details of the

whole.

Pilate said at the first, briefly and summarily, as if the

matter ended there : For my own part—and that is the main

point—I find no fault in this man whom ^e have brought be-

fore me. But how much did he deceive himself : how often

must he say it over again, that " the political innocence might

be established" of this Just One who suffers for the unjust,

and yet in vain ! For neither of 'the two objects was to be

gained:—on the one hand, no specific guilt was to be proved

against Him independently of that truth which was -VNTitten

upon His cross by the rejector of the truth in the name of the

Jews ; on the other hand. He was not to be released from death.

Now first begin these aggrieved complainants, themselves in-

culpated now, to specialise their lies in the most earnest manner

(Matt. vers. 12-14 ; Mar. vers. 3-5, iroXkd and Troo-a) ; St Luke,

ver. 5, gives prominence to one point in it, that after all the

whole was resolved into His stirring up the people by teaching

them only ! This remarkable accusation must at all costs be

set forth in all its amplitude and force : hence their becoming

more fierce (eTna'^veLv) ; for, everything was now staked upon

the game, k had become matter of honour and life to carry-

through successfully that which they had begun. Jesus retires

again into His silence : for what He had taught had been heard

by Pilate, who desired to hear it no more. Their lies, which

brought forward nothing essentially new, are, however, believed
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by none. For Pilate He had spoken enough concerning the

truth ; for these liars and for Himself He has nothing further

to say The highest passion and the most absolute repose once

more confronting each other ! Pilate gives but little heed to

their babbling ; but continually turns to Jesus, Hearest Thou

not? Answerest Thou not?—and is constrained by the sublime

silence to wonder at the majesty of the Lord's bearing.^ It

might appear to be pride, but only to one who looked not upon

Him.

Pilate's embarrassment then takes advantage of the circum-

stance that Galilee was the scene of all His alleged offences, to

send Him to Herod : partly, that he may get rid of the matter,

and partly (for the politician has always such bye-ends in ^dew),

to put an end to an unpleasant relation between them, by this

act of honour."^ Christ was to stand, in the counsel of God,

before every authority ; as before the ecclesiastical tribunal, so

also before each of the civil courts, to which He was in diffe-

rent relations subject. .But this of itself shows Pilate's defec-

tion from justice, and his siuTender of the guiltless : deluding

himself with the thought that he would keep himself free, he

sends Him to another— let him do with Him what he will

!

Then begins a fresh vehemence on the part of the accusers, if

they by any means may prevail on the weak Herod, with whom
they are not however in good repute, to do anything ; new and

increasing curiosity on the part of all the people; and new
indignities for the Lord. This Idumsean, Sadducee, Herod,

neither Jew nor Gentile, a dead sinner with an extinguished

conscience, drowned in his lusts—would see a sign ; and asks

all kinds of ribald questions. Shall Jesus give any answer,

and begin to preach to him ? He keeps silence, and atones by
this sacred continuous silence for the sins of our tongues.

Herod, thought worthy of no single word, is lax and without

wrath—for this Baptist raised from the dead has taken away

^ For no one is wont to keep silence, when his life is at stake, especially

after having once begun to speak :— this remark of Bengel does not alto-

gether suffice for the Sotvy^u^trj "Kiom.

2 Probably, as Roos remarks, some interference of Pilate with the juris-

diction of Herod had led to their difference ; anci this sending of Jesus

would be reparation.
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all liis fear—and finds Jesus worthy of no sentence : he scorns

and mocks Hun, in common with all his attendants, who agree

with him in his ridicule. Yet in one thing he manifests some

cunning, and anticipates in his royal dignity the Eoman's

mockery of the King of the Jews. The gorgeous apparel is

the beginning of the ridicule of the King which the servants of

the Gentiles so fearfully practised aftei-^^ards, corresponding

with the Jews' ridicule of the Christ,

Pilate receives Christ again—and what c^ he do with

Him?^ The remarkable paschal custom— a token how this

people, so gladly begging off those who made insurrection,

stood related to the EomansI—appears to him a fortunate co-

incidence,on this occasion. He places before the people, now
assembled in great numbers, a thoroughly notorious malefactor,

between whom and Jesus their choice was to be made ; thinking

that their choice would assuredly be in favom' of the latter.

This was his second vain attempt to save the innocent: he

would set Him free, but there was no w^ill for the decisive sen-

tence and act. And in this he had abeady yielded so far as to

acknowledge their charges, and place Jesus among malefactors,

even by the side of a most infamous one. (According to Lu.

ver. 16 he also promises a " chastisement" before he releases

Him!) He falls deeper and deeper; and it has already be-

come very plain that Caiaphas and Pilate, also, must be made
friends in common against this Jesus. Sinners of all kinds

remain on one side, where guilt is, together : the malignant and

the wavering, the strong and the weak, the zealous and the in-

different, the exalted, too, and the common mass, the leaders

and the led. Even the people must desire the death of this

Just One, for He by no means has the favour and following of

the multitude, as the high priests had complained ; they them-

selves use all their influence to prove it otherwise, and like

wolves give the cry to their sheep, until the clamour against

the Good Shepherd gets the full ascendancy over the justice of

the Gentile, who also has a law. Pilate has made another

^ St John in vers. 38, 39, passes over much that intervened, and com-

presses the whole, just as we found in ch. xiii. 22 : thefr.ft declaration of

innocence he combines with the second (Lu. vers. 14, 15), and connects

with it at once what took place after the second.
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mistake : he has already put the matter out of his own hands,

and committed it to the voices of the multitude ! The warning

of the dream comes too late, since the judge sits upon the judg-

ment seat no longer as a judge. Barabbas' release is demanded

!

And Jesus ? He, as from the beginning, suffers Himself to be

led away as a lamb, to be judged, mocked, ill-treated, placed

before and offered to the people, rejected ; and waits for the

end which He knows full well, but which is long delayed, until

the thoughts j^f man and the counsel of God are perfectly

brought to light.

To this point belongs, as we think (though the arguments

cannot be entered upon here), the washing of his hands, and

Pilate's first judgment. He says, I do it not, while Jie never-

theless does it. His voluntary baptism of water^ does not even

cleanse his hands before the people. But their word to Judas

— See thou to it ! is fearfully given back to the high priests

—

See 7/e to it ! They still more fearfully accept this ; and the

whole mass of the misled people join them in invoking upon

themselves and their children the blood of the Just One. And
now comes the scowging, the first act in the crucifixion, which

had become necessary through his juxtaposition with Barabbas.

In connection with this was the horrible mockery of the rude

Gentile servants, to whom it was pleasure to have for once a

king of the Jews put into their hands ; but, in whose mock
crowning the counsel of God exhibits to the reverence of all

the world, in a most sublime and affecting figure, the King
glorified even through shame.

Even Pilate feels something of this and would fain recede

;

although he had already given his decision and delivered Him up,

what was done might, he thought, be enough, and the actual

crucifixion be averted.^ The Ecce Homo has an inexhaustible

meaning, and Lavater might well write a book upon it alone

;

^ Hardly adopted by Pilate " as intelligible to the Jews" because pre-

scribed in Deut. xxi. 6-9 (as Alford thinks)—but founded on the custom

even among the Gentiles of washing the hands from guilt.

2 We doubt whether he himself contributed to the crowning with thorns,

in order through the ridiculous to lead them to sympathy ; for it is psycho-

logically more correct to suppose that this purpose was prompted in himself

first by the aspect of the Lord's sorrow.
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for this great word goes far beyond its seeming sense as he used

it. In this "ISe 6 avOpcoiro^ not only is fulfilled Isa. liii. 3—to

which vers. 4-6 also belong—but man actually stands before

us in his misery, pointing to his guilt, and at the same time to

his elevation through the person of the God-man. Pilate's

thought, indeed, has no share in this. Jno. xix. 4 means ob-

viously : Behold, even thus treated and clothed, He remains

without confession and without fault, in Hjs lofty and patient

innocence ;—and with this is connected the meaning which the

governor expresses in his next words, in his " hypocritical poli-

tical Ecce Homo," as Hamann calls it. BeJiold, beJiold at least

all who yet have human feeling—Is this man a king? an in-

surgent ? a man to be feared as dangerous ? How innocent

—

and how miserable ! Is it not enough 1 (May not the Hosanna

turn now at least to compassion ?) Thus the martyr-form of

Christ awakes humanity once more even in this heathen ;
yet

his reckoning upon the humanity of the enraged people is only

politic ; and, moreover, since the judge only asks in the name of

innocence, and maintains the right in this unworthy way, after

so much injustice already done, it is no other than hypocritical.

Just on that account this third attempt to set Jesus free cannot

succeed, his crooked way cannot lead to the end proposed ; the

piu'ple and the crown ruin all with the Jews. But Jesus stands

before them in perfect silence, in perfect patience : Is it My
death which ye desire ? and He knows well that they desire it.

" In vain the heathen man of the world preaches humanity to

the Jewish hierarchs"—they are bent upon the Eoman cross

for their king ! Crucify I Crucify ! Thus is it, more cor-

rectly, in St John without the Him—as if they would scarcely

allow Him the last remaining name, o dvOpwTro^^ which Pilate

had given Him ; or would not take " the man" into their lips.

The half-righteous judge angrily and vexedly repHes to this

unexpected consistency of hatred by a consistent refusal, which,

however, with all its passion is only feeble : (Then) take ye Him
and crucify Him ! A second Adhere after that first in ch. xviii.

31 ; but with a different sense, and more nearly approaching

the irapahihovai roi^ ^IovBaloL<;, the dehvering up to the Jews.

Instead of coming forward with sincerity and energy^I re-

voke my enforced word, the blood of this Just One shall fall
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neither upon you nor upon me ! I take Him altogether out of

your hands ! and then using the band of soldiers prepared for

such a purpose (as in Acts xxiii. 27). He says— Crucify ye Him,

without my judicial confirmation, if ye are willing to take the

responsibihty upon yourselves before Caesar ! It is impossible to

be certain whether or not this was intended to say peremptorily,

/ cannot he a party to this ! and at the same time to impress

upon their minds the unlawfulness of their own putting Him to

death. It might, indeed, have been Pilate's meaning to intimate

—I will permit you to do it, I will overlook a tumultuous and

illegal execution; but ye must not expect from me any official

part in it, or wait for any judgment and co-operation of mine !

Then the word would be analogous with Matt, xxvii. 24.

The Jews, meanwhile, cannot put any confidence in such

connivance on the part of the Procurator, generally so zealous of

his power and prerogative ; and, moreover, it would be extremely

perilous to themselves. They think they fully understand the

m.eaning of that word : Crucify— if ye can and dare ! They
hold Pilate fast with keen tenacity : Yea, we can and we will

take the responsibility ; but thou also must be a party, thou must

judicially confirm what we do, thou must pronounce Him guilty^

and of that crime of which we have found Him guilty. For we
have a law, which certainly brings death upon Him

—

o^eikei

aTToOavelv. Thus they are finally forced to declare plainly the

proper religious accusation which was the real point of import-

ance in their own council, after the simple Choist a king has

been fully repelled and contradicted and dismissed. We have

a law : one specific and plain ordinance in our law generally !^

The Eoman Governor was supposed conventionally to respect

their law and their religion ; but there was at best much that

was illusory and unreal in that respect, and hence they appeal

to it only in their last extremity. Thus the law is turned

against the gospel, as in a very deep universal sense it ever is.

Behold here the false end of the law, which should lead to Christ,

in its Pharisaical perversion against Christ ! The muTor of ini-

^ Thus the reading kutcc t6u vo^ov vifiuv as an extension of the single

vof^og^ subsequently brought in for the sake of impressing Pilate, is well

grounded ; and we would not omit it with Lachmann, LUcke, etc. The

omission was obviously the result of rou voy.ou being mistaken for tovtov.
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quity becomes itself a veil of iniquity ; and they who themselves

keep not the law, put Christ to death through the law—Him,

who had given it to them, and who had in the same book tes-

tified His coming, and who alone had said— The law is within

mine heart. Ps. xl. They say to Pilate : This " man," as thou

hast called Him, has made Himself the Son of God ;— thus do

they persistently return to ch. x. 33, instead of perceiving in

their hearts that the Son of God had by His voluntary renun-

ciation of His prerogative made Himself such a man. Thus
Eang of the Jews and Son of God were not the same in their

signification, although their scribes knew that the expressions

designated the same person of the Coming One in the prophets.

This new turn given to the charge is by no means, as Liicke

thinks, a " changed expression merely." Nor is the mediating

note of B.-Crusius sufficient :
" They used the word certainly

not in the mere Messianic meaning, for then the matter would

remain the same ; but yet only in a higher meaning than that in

which they ordinarily applied the formula." There is no trace

of this latter in the history, and it is refuted throughout the

entire Gospel of St John. As a blasphemer, who assumed to

Himself equality with God and the Divine nature, and blas-

phemously appropriated as man the name of God, He should

die according to Lev. xxiv. 16. This is the specific law which

they refer to ; that which meets the case of false prophets in

Deut. xiii. 5 ; xviii. 20, is applied consequentially to the liar in

the highest degree, the false " son of God." We must note,

also, what most overlook :
" Hereby they became betrayers, at

the same time, of the most holy mystery of their Divine teach-

ing, which they expose to the. contempt of a Gentile judge,

who understood nothing about it."

This, at least, they must have taken for granted, and could

not know that this Pilate would nevertheless have in some de-

gree an ear to hear this mysterious word. The myths about

sons of the gods had, indeed, lost all credence in the educated

Gentile world,^ so that the preaching concerning the Son of God
had to apprehend but little admixture and taint from them;—
yet there was some point of connection even in Pilate for such

^ Only in some Lycaonian comers, Acts xiv. 11, were the people so

heathenisKly fuU of faith.
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a word. " It was the boldness of this assertion, so foreign to

the spirit of the age, which was so startUng." Pilate hears for

the first time this great and daring word; and as a dignity

arrogated by this marvellous man now standing before him !

The vlbv deov (according to the better reading), the same to

the Jews as tov 6eov, lays hold of him by its indefiniteness ; he

has some knowledge (remembering the di-eams of his childhood,

as EjTummacher says) of the sons of the gods in the legends

;

he cannot but think of them, and the omen of his dream had
made him susceptible to any such impressions. The doubter

and mocker, who generally cared for none of these things ; the

Eoman, who knew well, but despised the Jews and their reli-

gion of one 6e6<i— is obliged now, on the ground of his Gentile

thoughts, to form some indistinct conception of this kingly Jew
being in some way a vm Oeov ! He had hitherto despised the

God of the Jews and the Jews alike ; from his pagan religion

he had gon-e over to philosophy, and had found nothing there

;

--but that which speaks in the presentiment of conscience,

when Christ stands before us, is truth, and he cannot alto-

gether escape from that response. " Through the manifesta-

tion of essential truth his hollow sceptical system was over-

turned ; the reality of the Divine seized him by its indwelling

power, while he in his supposition denied its reality" (Olshausen).

When Pilate heard this

—

fiaWov i(j)ofi7j67], he feared the more.

This fiaXKov Bengel interprets by 'potius : Contrary to the ex-

pectation of the Jews he feared rather than assented to them.

But this does not go as deep as we must understand the word

;

for his awe before the " Son of God" could not have thus sud-

denly fallen upon him through. the influence of a single word.

Thus the more common interpretation is right : he feared still

more than he had done ; for from the beginning, since ch. xviii. 29,

there had been ever increasing in Pilate's mind a certain dread

in the presence of Christ. The ej)o^rj67] certainly does not mean
a mere " embarrassment"—or a new " concern which he felt

that this new accusation would prevent him from saving Jesus
;"

or, finally, mere " fear of taking a wrong step in this matter."

Least of all is it fear of the Jews that is intended—iiot even as

Tholuck qualifies it :
" hitherto the subject of his concern had

been, lest he should go wrong with the Jewish rulers (of which
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Ills conduct from the beginning gives no trace !) ; but now some-

thing uncommon in Jesus, suddenly flashing on his conscious-

ness through this lofty name, strengthens his fear." We hold

that the fiaXXov points to the person of Jesus alone as the object

of liis fear from the beginning. Even in the Ecce Homo, and

now especially when it is said that He called Himself the Son

of God, He assumed the appearance to Pilate, not of a blas-

phemer, scarcely of an enthusiast, but actually of one who was

indeed a man that had come into the world differently from other

men ! He had seen many malefactors—but never such an one

as this. Nor does this Personality affect him distressingly, as the

fearing has been pressed to mean ; but rather with a kind of

attraction mingled with the awe which it impressed : else he

would not have trusted himself so confidentially with Jesus in

secret. Pilate's tone of mind was not, as many erroneously

assume to the great injury of the whole, that of a purely hea-

thenish imagination or superstition, but rather, as Rieger well

expresses it, " the beginning of that which Ps. ii. 10-12 com-

mends to all rulers and princes."

This must teach us to understand the great question

—

Tl66ev

el (TV, Whence art Thou? which opens the conversation, and with-

out understanding which aright, neither the silent nor the uttered

answer of Jesus can be understood. There is no question here

about His earthly derivation (he had already sent Him to Herod

as a Galilsean !), nor any more precise inquiry of what parents

He was born; the presentient Whence, towhich an avwQev—from
above— afterwards corresponds, is meant as in chap. vii. 28.

Pilate in truth puts now the deepest and best question which he

could put,—a better question than any before. Better than the

first. Art Thou the king of the Jews, as these Jews say ?—for it

is not now simply the saying of the Jews concerning the " Son

of God" which prompts him ; he speaks it of himself as well.

Better than that other. What hast Thou done ?— for he now
asks more profoundly and fundamentally about His Being, and

its origin. Better than, What is truth ?—How, What, Who,

Whence art Thou ? Once more to obviate misconception, it is

not by any means " only the question of superstition and curi-

osity^ (Neander)—or so put as if he would question away the

first good influence of the fear. But it is plainly seen here that

VOL. VII. 2 15
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Pilate still belonged to that class of men to which the saying

(improper enough when made universal) applies :
" No man

can withstand the truth w^ho has received it even into a corner

of his consciousness ; it will work in him even against his will."

Let this Whence art Thou be combined with Behold th^ man

:

Art Thou then a man, or in truth a higher being ? Thus this

questioning sprang from a heart and conscience suddenly and

deeply touched, and powerfully aw^akened; it is the genuine

heart-question of the understanding in the presence of Christ,

whereas before the understanding had asked without the heart.

It is the great, great question, "Who was Christ?" the pene-

trating point of which a Strauss must first wilfully break off, the

piercing, living force of which an unbeliever must first destroy,

before he can reason away the " Son of God." Christ's person

in itself impresses Pilate more than all the miracles which he

had not seen ; that is the triumph of the truth wdiich is in Him !

It is His suffering form which still enforces from many a Pilate

this Whence art Thou f but w^e say again that out of this one

truth—This sufferer is from above— if we deal earnestly with

this answer as it already lies in the question—follow^s everything

else, all Christian theology and its morality for us.

But Jesus gave him no answer—and though this may sur-

prise even us, His silence has its perfect justification. For, first,

the "answered,"^ following immediately afterwards in ver. 11,

shows that the preceding silence was not an arbitrary determina-

tion to say no more, but pondered in Christ's wdsdom. With us,

when we would patiently suffer in silence, there may be some

such arbitrary purpose of our own ; or, to put a better construc-

tion upon it, we cannot actually speak and at the same time suffer

in patience, for we have inwardly too much to do with our own
spirits, in order to maintain our proper posture of mind. But
Christ is in His profoundest humanity elevated above this human
imperfection ; in His lips (as we shall hear fi'om the cross) the

word of God is never bound. But wherefore does He make no

reply to that most weighty and well-meaning question of Pilate?

It would now have been easy to give His testimony, and to make
this judge an humble learner ! So might we think, but the

^ Correctly without uvru^ that the contrast may be made evident : But
now He answered!
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case was very different. Ebrard :
" The circumstance that a

heathen would sit in judgment upon matters of revealed religion

was unsuitable and contrary to the law ; the Sanhedrim was the

only competent court for such an investigation ; therefore Jesus,

who would never sHght or surrender the legitimate rights of the

covenant-people, answered Pilate nothing ; but, when He broke

His silence again, reminded him that he possessed as the gover-

nor no other power than that which God committed to him

through Caesar, and therefore that with this religious question

he had nothing to do !!" What shall we say to this ? Apart from

the marvellous exegesis of ver. 11 which will be afterwards

refuted, even the first point is altogether wrong, through the

error which a superficial spirit of interpretation has introduced

of always adhering to the external sense. It is altogether for-

gotten that in ch. xviii. Jesus did enter into these questions with

this heathen ;
" King of the Jews" belonged to revealed reli-

gion ; the kingdom not of this world and the witnessing for the

truth were altogether Jewish matters, and bring before the

heathen the mysteries of the theocracy and prophecy. Why
does He not now similarly enter into them ? Further, does the

questioning Pilate really intend to judge upon these things, and,

moreover, as a heathen ? Does his question mean nothing be-

yond " a son of the gods"—and not rather in its indefinite ex-

pression the indefinite but real Oelov in Jesus which appealed

to him ? ^ And now, once more, it was not a judicial investiga-

tion at all, but a conversation ; the religious accusation of the

Jews as such, and their phrase Son of God (for Pilate asks not

again. Art Thou then the Son of God t) is not concerned, but the

religious desire of the personal Pilate as expressed in his whence

art Thou ! The Roman did not invade the prerogative of the

theocratic judge, and thus transgress his jurisdiction. Oh, no,

the presentiment of his fear and awe before Jesus, whom he

was to crucify because He called Himself the Son of God, was

most perfectly competent to put the direct question, on the

reply to which all depended, to Him wlio was a witness of the

* B,-Crusius is also wrong :
" Jesus kept silence here because a heathen

idea of the son of God was in question." But who tells us this ? "Was not

that notion which thought so earnestly of the word itself, instead of identi-

fying it with the Messiah, the heathen idea ?
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truth. The Saviour acknowledges this right and competency

everywhere in all : wherever a soul seeks Him He is graciously

to be found, all is yea and answer in Him (2 Cor. i. 19), not

nay nor silence ; but He commends Himself in the highest

sense to every maris conscience (2 Cor. iv. 2), without asking

whether Gentile or Jew. Then -why does He keep silence

here ? For four reasons united : on the one hand, in affirma-

tion and by pointing to what had already been said ; on the

other, for his righteous reproof and also to spare him. Let us

explain ourselves as briefly as possible. First, is not silence an

answer ? In truth, there was spoken an absolute Tliou sayest

it without the words themselves, as if He w^ould say, Let it not

be a question with thee ! The answer lies already in thy ques-

tion, in w^iich thou hast been constrained to utter thy presenti-

ment of a ivhence that is higher than humanity ; My voice, the

voice of Truth speaketh now in thee, I will not interrupt it, as I

do not contradict it. Assuredly, if Jesus had not been conscious

of a Divine Sonship, '' the love of truth Avould have enforced

from Him the confession, I come like every other mortal from

a human father!" (Hess.) Thus His silence is a good con-

fession, " itself testifies to His Divine origin," as Liicke also

says— is affirmative in this form, and no other was immediately

necessary;—not necessary in the face of the peculiar question

which anticipated the answer ; and, further, not necessary be-

cause of what had preceded, the first conversation and testi-

mony. His keeping silence had pointed to what had gone

before, as if He had said. Have I not told thee already, that I

have come into the world brino'lna with Me the truth and that

power from above which is above all ; and that therefore I am
Myself personally from above, from that other world ? (Comp.

chap. viii. 23.) But now we must turn to the other side. For,

Jesus was not so rigorously severe as never to repeat His words

for our weakness : this we have often seen, and must ask why
Pie did not repeat them now, and give a plainer answer to the

plainer and more urgent question. Why does He not confirm

by positive words the presentiment of this questioning seeker,

as He is wont so willingly to do 1 It was indeed difficult to

answer plainly for this Gentile—but was it impossible to Christ ?

He might well have chosen now, as He often did in such criti-
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cal cases (to use Luthardt's words) "an enigmatical saying"

which would have had in it the true point. It must not be said

that every answer would have been " to this polytheist governor

unintelligible or liable to be misunderstood;" for in this Whence

it was not polytheism which spoke, and Christ could indeed

have given reply clear enough to suffice at least for a beginning

—that is if Pilate had been entirely in earnest, and his sted-

fastness could have been relied on. But it is time now to

modify, if not to retract, the favourable admissions which we

have made concerning him. Pilate was as a Gentile perfectly

competent to receive an answer ; but he was in himself not

icorthy of it, because he was not capable of hearing it in full

and holdino; it fast, and that again because he was not icillinq.

By that abruptly-ending What is tnith ? he had scorned away

the answer in deep unbelief. Thus for his befitting rebuke it

was said, When I spoke to thee concerning the truth, wherefore

didst thou not believe Me? (Chap. viii. 46.) Finally, the

Lord knew that he still would not believe, and therefore kept

merciful silence, to spare him the increase of guilt. Very true

is the plain word of the Berl. Bible :
" Pilate would not learn

the ABC first, but would here climb at once into heaven. My
good Pilate, thou must learn first the first prmciple ! Whence

art Thou ? Thou hast not been faithful in the first point, and I

cannot answer thee to this.^^

Let us now make application of this typical scene to all that

reproduces it in the present day. To him who knows and

marks, and yet asks again v\'ith only partial earnestness or with

none at all, who has heard and yet has not heard—Jesus keeps

silence. Pilate, in contradiction with himself, had regarded

this lofty One as being complacent enough in His present danger

of death, even after He had been the first time left alone, to

answer any questions which he might see fit to put to Him.

And in this he erred : the lowly-lofty One retains, with all His

gentleness. His inalienable dignity, and answers most impres-

sively by manifesting that. The King of tmth will submit to

no trifling ; the Son of God will undergo no capricious exami-

nation. Hast thou rejected His witness—then humble thyself

to the dust for that, before thou darest to come back and ask

new questions. Mark by the fear which is in thee Who He is,
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and Whence He is ; and that thoa must come and ask, if thou

come at all, of the truth ? " Hearken when the truth speaks
;

and question not, when it is silent!" (Gossner.) Yea, let

us with our heart and with all our soul, give heed, when this

King of truth speaketh—and not ask further, or be offended,

when He keepeth silence, for then speaketh He most loudly

within us

!

But Pilate takes it ill, and his teachableness is suddenly

gone. Just now he stood in beautiful submission under Jesus

;

but when the lofty One in the righteousness of truth fixes his

soul by silence, he does not remain faithful to the good influence.

His proud authoritative I—instead of the smitten inner man

—

rises high again above the Son of God ! Unto me speakest Thou
not ? Lampe rightly calls this " an objurgating reproof plainly

at variance with his preceding fear.". Thou mayest keep silence

before the soldiers, before the Jews, and before Plerod;—but

before me also ? What lack of respect is this ! Knowest Thou
not in whose presence Thou standest ? " Does not this jnake

Thee guilty, though otherwise innocent?" (Berl. Bib.) The
silence of Jesus " wounded his official consciousness, for his

cowardice had rendered him sensitive ; and mortified his official

pride, for by his vapid unjudicial words he had humbled him-

self before the Jews whom he hated." (Braune.) It is not the

heart and conscience of the man which speaks noiu ; but the

haughty official consciousness, altogether untheocratic, of the

Gentile :—un-Roman indeed, if Rome was the symbol of justice
;

genuinely Roman, if power (pcofirj) was everything. Knowest

Thou not, that I have p)Ower to crucify Thee, and have power to

release Thee ? It is quite truly and sincerely that he speaks

plainly now of his appeal to his simple power, for he is the re-

presentative of (impotent) power in the history of the Passion ;

speaking in the name of all those against whom the prudential

wisdom of the Son of Sirach warns in the Apocrypha, Ecclus.

ix. 13— " Keep thee far from the man that hath poiver to kill."

But his words are pre-eminently judicial, and disgraceful to

Roman justice, when he declares that a judicial murder is in

the power of his hand—ilj D^^?.^ Observe it well: he knows

' As the Assyrian says, Isa. x. 13 comp. Gen. xxxi. 29, Laban :
"'"'^ V?.
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tliat he has the power, and therefore testifies agamst himself •

so that he is condemned out of his own mouth when it is

afterwards said

—

irreKpLve, TrapeSco/ce. Nevertheless, this artless

assertion of his subjective conviction is at the same time a lie, a

perfect contradiction to the state of the actual case generally,

as well as to the secret power over him and within him which

his Whence art Thou had been constrained to confess. Thus,

first, his having power generally, for the crucifixion or release of

this Jesus, is nothing more than the vain imagination of the

foolish man—that even that which cometh from above is yet in

his 0T\ai power. See here an example, how poor man fancies

that he can use his freedom, as at his own arbitrary discretion, to

the result which he would wish, because God rules \f\th. patience I

Secondly, his powxr to crucify^ is a contradiction to his judicial

function, to which he nevertheless refers the whole. It is boldly

said, as if a Procui'ator was appointed and set up to place might

in the place of right ; and this wicked quidproquo, so common
among men, is alas disguised through the ambiguity of the term

i^ovaia, which means as well power as righteous prerogative. Is

he not a minister of justice, and his responsibility so much the

greater because, in the imperfection of human things, the i^ovaca

of right may be placed only in the i^ovala of his o^vn personal

determination, his prerogative left in the keeping of his power ?

If he actually has the power to release, is it in his power to

crucify, and say—I can do it I And that when his conscience

so plainly speaks, as his words betray and testify against him ?

A wicked alternative is this in the mouth of a judge, where arbi-

trariness glories in its might ! If Jesus was innocent, he had no

judicial power to crucify Him; if guilty, he had no judicial power

to release Him. That was the only right alternative. A con-

scientious judge says conversely—I can do notJixng against right,

against truth (2 Cor. xiii. 8) ; and would rather set free the

guilty, whose guilt is obscurely proved, than give up to death the

^ The arxvpaaxt must come first in the clause, not the dvoXvaoti asLucke
thinks more proper. For he does not speak " mth a waxing feehng of his

power," but as one injured, speaking at once of that power in threaten-

ing. Luthardt defends the*other arrangement, because then the word of

grace comes first ; but it is obvious that the word of terror bursts forth firtt

—Thy crucifixion depends on a word from me !
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certainly-guiltless. There is Sipower of righty from which no man
should recede ; and of that (as ^aid above) the heathen known,

who indeed has a poioer. To this refers that word of David,

somethino; analogous to which at least is found in every human
breast : God hath spoken once ; twice have I heard this ; tliat

power belongeth unto God—power is God's alone! (Ps. Ixii. 11.)

Thus, as Rambach preaches : " He who knows and feels v/hat a

perilous matter is earthly power and authority, will be slow to

boast of it when he has it." God had come to Pilate's help in

the dream of his wife ; He had thus from without as well as

from above cried to his inmost heart

—

Sin not against this

righteous one : nevertheless he can here boast that it is in his

power to be unjust. But his vain assumption, finally, that he

has power to release, is a contradiction in itself and a mere

delusion—for, as the event shows, he is constrained to crucify.

And, although his hasty expression seems to let slip the secret

confession that he would rather release than destroy Jesus—

•

yet he has no power to do it, as w^e may see in vers. 12, 13.

Long before and repeatedly he had said

—

No fault in Him, and

therewith the accused should have been set free ; but there is,

opposed to the divine power of justice in his conscience, another

jyoiver of the world, before which he knows not what to do with

Jesus, vainly washes himself clean, and being overpowered de-

livers Him up. "The cultivated Roman was strangely wrought

upon by all these mighty influences. First, his wonder and

even fear in the presence of this man—then the message of his

i wife—then the mad multitude, the threatening of the rulers

about the friendship of Csesar :—verily, a man who has no-

thing but cultivation, even if he had the whole land at his com-

mand, must lose his head !" (Lossel.) "Repeatedly to declare

the accused innocent, and yet to treat Him as the vilest male-

factor and execute Him as a slave—was incontrovertibly no

other than to place the most unbridled caprice in the place of

law, and, instead of the right which has lawful might, distrust-

fully and in fear of the highest power, that of Caesar, to allow

its course to the most lying semblance of that right in lawless

violence." (Daub.) "Pilate makes great show of his power
against Jesus (the poor man in whom he had just suspected a

Son of God !) ; but against the Jews, who should have felt his
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power, he is a very coward." (Berl. Bibel.) Thus is he fet-

tered, having bound himself ; for the judicial question, what

to do with* Jesus, he had abeady surrendered to the outcry of

the people and the malice of his enemies, putting his foolish

answer to them in the place of a judicial decree.

It was necessary that we should thus carefully examine all

this, in order to understand the critical point at which Jesus,

for His Father's honour and Pilate's good, once more speaks

;

breaking once more His long silence by a word which we may
term, in a confined sense, the last " testimony " before His cru-

cifixion. (The word to the daughters of Jerusalem has another

meaning.) And how does He speak ? Truly, had He not been

the Holy One, the temptation would have occurred to mock
Pilate's boasting impotence, and to dash to pieces his lying as-

sertion of power—I hnow far more, far better how the case is

with thee ! Or, to punish him by reflecting back his threat

—

I have power over thee ! But how does He restrain Himself !

Instead of that, there is first an admission of the truth in his

error—Yea, thou hast power, but under a quite different con-

dition and restriction, of a very different kind, from what thou

thinkest. Thou wouldst have none, were it not given thee

—

from above.

It is obvious at once that in this avcoOev we have the kernel

of the reply ; and, consequently, that it refers to above in the

highest and only sense in which it can be appropriate here.

He who cannot see this without argument, is as inaccessible as

Pilate himself to fight and truth. We leave those who are so

disposed to interpret : The high Sanhedrim hath given thee the

power over Me, by giving Me into your hands ! ! However
boldly this exposition appeals to the following clause, it is

utterly and hopelessly insipid. We would not say quite as

much of that other view which refers it to the higher power of

the Eoman Cassat, who might have occurred at once to an un-

befiever, when Jesus thus speaks—but only to one who had

not conceived of that other whence, of which Pilate had been

deeply thinking. Certainly the application which this gives to

our Lord's words is almost equally meagre—How evil it is,

that to the poor deputy of so high a sway such arbitrary

"power'' should be entrusted! Liicke : "At such a moment
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we cannot well conceive our Lord to cast any blame upon the

existing constitution of things;" and he is right in as far as the

power, as and because given by Caesar, would not be arbitrary,

but strictly legitimate in the earthly sense, if we go not beyond
this world. But we would speak more strongly : The Lord's

answer, apart from the reference to subjective guilt in Pilate's

misuse of his power which is contained in the following clause,

denies in the first clause that Pilate has independent power to

do with Him what he would— it by no means admits or com-

plains that He is given up to the arbitrary caprice of a man.
For this would be a most unaccountable contradiction to the

general fundamental principles of Divine government and
providence, and to our Lord's own constant testimony to His

Father's counsel in His death:— at this critical time, especially,

altogether incomprehensible. Matthiii: "Let us not think that

from above means from Rome I That would be subordinating

above to below, and reducing the Eedeemer of the world to a

Koman citizen. To speak thus without meaning, without in-

struction (that is, without proper answer), would be altogether

unworthy of Christ. Christ is elevated to heaven, the eternal

God is His horizon and the scope of all His thoughts ; to be-

hold and to point to Him is the necessity of His every pulse,

in order that men may be turned away from their idolatry and
from themselves ; but this is not consistent with His speaking

of Rome as the source of Pilate's authority. He would then

have reminded Pilate of Rome in a manner quite contrary to

His own design. It was His purpose to denounce the cowardly

presumption which was in him (ver. 10), because he thought

too much of his Roman power, and too little of the Almighti-

ness of God." Let us now observe that in this heavenly from
above there is (as so often in Christ's discourses) a supple-

mentary answer, afterwards brought in, to the whence as to His
origin, which He had left unanswered before. Grotius says

with unusual point, "Thence forsooth from whence I came !"

Not of this world, as I said before : from that other world,

concerning which I know and speak, it comes that thou hast

power, as thou thinkest, generally and specifically over Me.
Christ stands now below ; therefore He says above, as man con-

cerning God, as the Son concerning the Father. Yet He
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avoids in His care and dignity, now as before, saying to this

Gentile expressly Beo^ (or at this time irarrip)^ nor does He
utter the word heaven ; for He would give no occasion to blas-

phemy, but rather as much as possible connect His words with

the da^vTiing consciousness of Pilate's presentiment. He there-

fore condescends to the seeming indefiniteness of the dvcoOeu,

from above, just as Pilate's feeling would apprehend it. Thus

in ch. xviii. 37 He spoke, with similar abstract and philosophic

language, only of truth^ yet meaning the right truth. And in

all dealing with the commencing conviction of heathens we

should closely imitate His example. How measured, and re-

strained, and full of luminous clearness, are His thoughts and

words, never enthusiastic, but always in harmony with the

actual reality of every circumstance. And this too, down to

the last, amid all the confusion of Gentiles and Jews !

But the Lord declares two things here : He speaks first of

the power of Pilate generally, and not till then of his present

power over His own person. We must lay a strong emphasis

upon ovBefilav, ''no power," and hear in it,—Thou wouldst

liave generally no power, that is, against Me, or, as thou sayest,

to crucify Me. Liicke protests against this first and general

sense, which the Church in its preaching and teaching has al-

ways held fast : "Jesus speaks not here of the power of Pilate

absolutely ; and therefore He declares His fate to be in this

man's hands for life or death, as a thing BeBo/juevov,—not the

i^ovala to be BeBofjievr]" But this strangely overlooks the fact

that the particular clause—Thy power now extends over Me
—must presuppose the more general one, Thou hast the power

as governor. Pilate had appealed to his office in general, from

which this particular power flowed ; and the answer naturally

corresponds with that. The ^v BeBofievov in the Neuter has no

force against this ; because it brings into strong prominence the

being given from above alone, and mth a comprehensive hint

—

In everything which a man has, or can have, there is involved

a BeBo/juevov; everj^thing is given, and so consequently thy power.

Lampe has correctly brought out the steps of the meaning

:

"He concedes to Pilate, first—power. He acknowledged the

authority of the human court; because His kingdom was not of

this earth, destroying human magistracy. Nor did He disputo
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the power of Pilate and tlie Romans over the Jews. Secondly

,

He exalts that power, as give^i from above. This is the Christian

doctrine, that all power is of God. Thirdly, He acknowledges

that that power extended over Himself, since all things touching

Him were done by a Divine decree." This last is indeed the chief

point, to which our Lord presses onward ; but it is necessarily

and naturally as based upon, or mediated by, the former and
more general truth : for the counsel of God gave Pilate, as the

present judge in the land, the jurisdiction over Jesus and the

power to judge Him. If we have taken a right view of the

pretension of Pilate, as already exhibited, we must be prepared

to admit that the answer would not touch the heart of the ques-

tion—on account of which the Lord's silence was broken—if it

did not administer some preliminary lessons touching the arbi-

trary perversion of oiHcial authority generally.-^ Consequently,

the word is spoken not for Pilate alone, but for all who bear

rule in the world ; and the recognition of existing authority, just

as in Matt. xxii. 21, precedes the instruction, both admonitory

and encouraging, which is based upon the conceded " given from
above." Christ standing before Caesar w^ould have asserted the

same " from above," and would have in the same w^ay bowed
before it. He does not hold the Gentile judge incompetent to

pronounce sentence upon His life, whether he was righteous or

unrighteous ; and in this His submission is the direct opposite

of the rebellion of the Jews, who cast from them their divinely

justified King as a pretender. " What Jesus says to Pilate is

an actual acknowledgment of his judicial function. And He
acts as an accused person standing before his judge ; not hold-

ing up to Pilate his unrighteousness and the terrors of coming
judgment,^ as He would have done if He had had to do with

him simply as a prophet dealing with such an unrighteous man."

(Hess.) Suffice, that Christianity derives from these two words
of the Lord (here and Matt. xxii. 21) its entire and impregnable

theory of the divine right of the powers that be : as St Paul

^ Roos says of Pilate : "He would not learn religion, but only do his

duty
; his example, however, teaches us that man cannot do the duty of his

office well without rehgion."

- St Paul so dealt with Felix, only because he desired to hear privatehj

of his faith in Christ.
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develops it in Rom. xiii., but as the spirit of the age now utterly

rejects it. The doctrine now runs, breaking down the Divine

principle of all right and ordinance, that all authority and dig-

nity of rulers flows from the sovereignty of the people, and thus

from below— alas, from helow indeed ! (Jno. viii. 23.) Never-

theless, God without doubt remains in the authority of His king-

dom supreme as " the only j^oteiitate'^ and " King of kings"

(1 Tim. vi. 15) in a twofold sense : as He who gives or distri-

butes to rulers their authority for justice ; and who also gives or

permits their authority for injustice. This latter, however, not

one step otherwise than or beyond what His hand and counsel

hath decreed ; so that the authority remains with God, as He
in His time will sJiow at the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Meanwhile there is no danger to the theory and practice of obe-

dience and patience, in which this our Lord is our forerunner

:

for if they even take our life away, as it is permitted them to

do, the kingdom and the authority of troth is evermore with the

good confession, which cannot be bound with those who are in

fetters, and cannot be crucified with the crucified.

All this general truth is now concentrated in the words which

follow—spoken not indeed merely for the present occasion, but,

in their typical demonstrative force, for all occasions of the arbi-

trary misuse of power—Thou shouldst have no power over or

agamst Me I This /car' eyu-oO is to be taken, as it has been re-

marked, loith the utmost emphasis. Over Me and against Me are

here united in one ; but the latter is prominent, as the reply to

the bold '' power to crucify Thee." That Pilate the governor

has power over Jesus of Nazareth, his subject in common with

all the Jews, follows from the power " given from above" in

his appointment ; but that, abusing this power, he can condemn
and give Him up to crucifixion, proceeds from the most abso-

lute counsel of God.^ Therefore it is said, with this specific

^ " Pilate was thus the man who had been chosen to be the judge of our

Lord. Such a character as his was fitted for this work : a man who with-

stands long enough for full light to be thrown upon the business, but who
then lets it proceed ; a man who interposes continual questions, but is too

impotent to follow the couree of justice ; a man who at least had none of

the abject passions of the Jewish rulers, and who had no interest against

Him. He \yi\s a Roman, aud so beloncriiicr to a nation wliich Providence
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reference : Witliout that tliou wouldst have, because no right,

therefore no power, against Me, who have done nothing worthy

of death; and still more, against Me, the king of truth and

righteousness, the Son of God come down from above ! Be-

cause, however, this was " given from above," the Lord says at

the same time, as if it was self-understood

—

Under this, not

under thee and thy power, as thou thinkest, I how and am sub-

missive. And in this He is our pattern :
" The pious man looks,

hke Christ, not at him who exercises the power over him, but

ever at Him wdio permits to him the power which he exercises."

(Gossner.)

The conclusion would now be : Therefore 1 suffered meekly,

as thou seest and wilt see, all this power perverted against Me,

and all this sin committed by thee and My enemies in the viola-

tion of right, and in the absence of authority—and let not My-
self be overcome and turned aside by all this sin. But this

conclusion was left to be self-understood in the first clause,

which has recomiised and submitted to the authoritv, while de-

nouncing the sin of its perversion ; with the highest dignity and

humility combined, the Lord speaks no further of Himself, but

of others ; and utters a quite different hia tovto, the meaning

of which, so much contested, we shall enter upon presently.

First, let us observe the parallel between this word, this hehofievov

and the wpiorfjLei'ov of Lu. xxii. 22 ; and note that God's counsel

does not abolish the guilt of the men wdio execute it. Moreover,

let it be marked that in the midst of His self-surrender to be

judged as a malefactor, the Lord is still the supreme Judge.

Those who have power now, have, alas, sin also
;
yea, we all have

sin—and He, who alone has no sin, speaks most plainly and

judicially concerning this. And He speaks with truth and

had used in earthly things to pour the whole world into a new mould. He
was no imaginary sovereign, but the deputy of an absent lord and a liigher

power ; which makes it all the more easy to feel (or rather symbolises it)

that he does not speak in his own name. And, finally, I gather from the

questions he puts, as well as from the character of our Lord's replies, that

he had not an inferior kind of soul, but on the whole possessed some-

thing of the Roman manhood, integrity of character, and decision." So

Tobler:—we would add, just as much of these qualities as Rome herself

then had, the representative of the imicer of this ico7-l(J, which he again

represents.
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iighteousness which recognises the degrees and stages of that

sin. He knows not, nor does the entire Scripture (Lu. xii. 48 ;

Matt. X. 15, etc.), that false doctrine of the Stoics, pressing a

sound principle too far, which makes all sins equal and alike :

—

there are degrees of guilt, and specifically here where sin reaches

its highest manifestation,— degrees of guilt towards Jesus. He
lueigks this out with the sublimest repose ; and graciously attri-

butes to Pilate, who had just now spoken so severely to Him, a

lesser sin than that of one who knew more than he.^ Is not

this blessing instead of cursing ? Is not this at the same time

the most penetrating and perfect answer he could receive : I

know not merely thy power^ how far it goes and how far not, but

I know also thy sin I

But what, in this connection, is the specific meaning of 8ta

TovTo ? It might seem as if the whole of the preceding clause

is regarded as being the reason ; hence Liicke (with whom Alford

agrees) earnestly maintains that every exposition of the hia rovro

is incorrect which does not set out from this, that in the SeSo/jbi-

vov dvcoOev Hes the reason why Pilate was the less, and the Jews

the more, guilty. But we cannot see the force of this, and hold

that in the " given from above" there cannot lie any guilt, and

that none could result from it, less or greater ; consequently the

inference drawn in " therefore" does not rest upon the main

idea of the preceding proposition, but upon an unexpressed in^

termediate thought which it presupposes. Liicke says that Pilate's

guilt was less, because he was simply the instrument of a higher

power in the council. But that cannot be admitted : we would

simply ask. Were not the Jews also in their acts " the instru-

ments of a higher counsel above ?" Did not Caiaphas prophesy.

as previously in the " expedient" so afterwards in the decree of

death which was valid before God ? Does not the Lord say of

Judas himself, that he was only the instrument of the Divine

counsel?^ Euthymius (with Chrysostom and Theophylact)

1 If He then held the balances—how will it be on the throne of

judgment ? But then it wiU be otherwise ! The greatest sin is now too

great for forgiveness, only in the thought of the Cain who so declares it

—

but then the smallest sin will be great enough for condemnation.
2 Thus there is a fundamental error in the exposition of Cocceius, which

Lampe, passing over this nexum difficilem with unusual suiDcrficiality, adopts
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would understand it : Because thou, Pilate, as tliou sayest tli}'-

self, has power to release Me, and does not release Me, therefore

thou art not free from sin, though thy sin is the less. Thus the

conclusion would result in a du'ect proposition : Therefore thou

hast sin—to which the fitting qualification was then appended.

But this is not admissible, for the Lord's Kar ifiov had spoken

of Pilate's power to crucify Him ; the conclusion does not speak

of sin generally (which was to be understood of itself), or of

guilt as nevertheless remaining, but expressly of the difference

of degree. This difference therefore is the thing deduced in the

" therefore." We must not make it mean : Therefore, because

it is a thing BeSofjiivov and " decreed," it might appear that thou

art excused ; hut, nevertheless, it is not so (which would make

the "therefore" a " not therefore," a "notwithstanding"). Nor

as follows : Therefore hast thou sin, although, if the distinction

be strictly made, a less sin than theirs. All these are forced ex-

pedients, quite inappropriate in the interpretation of this simple

saying. What then is the unexpressed intermediate thought,

from which the " therefore" arises ? It is very obvious to our

understanding : Thou hast asked Me, Knowest thou not f Be-

hold, I say unto thee that which I do know, and very differently

from thyself, concerning thy " having power,"—that thou

knoivest not ! Is not this most certainly the foundation of the

whole answer ? Because I know, as I have spoken, therefore I

suffer thy power ; because thou knowest it not, therefore thou

dost exercise it (guiltily, notwithstanding the Divine decree)

against Me. The Lord, adjusting His words with supreme

dignity, does not offend him by giving back his own word, and

saying expressly, ^'thou knoivest not;'' but it was what Pilate

must have inferred and felt at once—Thou art one who art

ignorant as to the ground and limit of t]iy authority, especially

as to the counsel of God concerning My person. It of course

is to be understood that Pilate, Hke every other man, is igno-

rant only through the fault of his own evil will ; that he has sin

is a fact which is silently admitted ; but the Lord who judges

— viz., that Christ had declared by the same words that this power, to put

Him to death, had not been given to the Jews ! Assuredly, not given as

an olEcial ll&y^/a, but given them as a oiooyAvo^i general]}^ an \%,ovaia, in

the widest sense.
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liim, weighing out to him merciful right, makes prominent his
^

ignorance, as, equally with his power, an actual fact. Bengel

gave this interpretation of the Sia tovto— " Because thou hast

plainly not known Me :" but we would make it more complete

—Because thou hast plainly not known !Me, nor thy power,

nor what has been given thee " from above." Thus the saying

of Christ resolves itself into the fundamental idea of that other

Lu. xii. 47, 48 (to which Matt. x. 15 is only a parallel), for

the degree of guilt must in the end be one with the degree of

knowledge. Thus He at once includes Pilate within the

scope of His subsequent intercession—They know not what

they do !

But even thou art about to sin in thy impotent power, of

which thou so foohshly boastest ; I know well that thou mlt not

retain the power to set Me free, and that thou wilt not finally

be " innocent" of the blood of the Just One. And even thy sin

is essentially gj^eat and not Httle, though by reason of thy ignor-

ance it is the less sin. In His careful respect for the official per-

sonage, whom He was thought to have undervalued, the Lord

does not directly express the fact that Pilate had sm, even the

lesser sin ; but He places first the counterpart and other side of

the matter

—

Re that delivered Me unto thee hath greater sin ;

nor does He add to this

—

than thou. Whom, then, are we to

understand by this TrapaScBov^ (or, according to another read-

ing, irapahoxj^) ? This is a new question for exposition, in the

answer to which it has gone widely astray. Many have an-

swered it by Judas. But the Lord would scarcely think of him

now, without any direct occasion ; his case was despatched and

his judgment sealed ; so that it is quite inappropriate to suppose

him referred to here, especially in a word spoken to Pilate, who

probably knew nothing about this betraying disciple. Kor did

Judas in any sense dehver Christ to Pilate ;
" he that deHvered

Me to thee'^ points plainly back to ch. xviii. 35, so that the per-

son meant must be sought among the people and the high

priests. Finally, Judas had not the greater, but the greatest

sin ; if he had been intended, as thus put in opposition to Pilate,

why in this contrast of extremes was there no word of those who

stood between, and who were there before the hall of judgment

as the accusers who had then delivered Jesus to Pilate ? The

VOL. VII. 2 c
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word spoken to Pilate would pass unintelligibly and most

abruptly to a depth beyond his thoughts, instead of taking hold

of present circumstances. Grotius was disposed to embrace

together all in one :—Judas especially, in the second place the

senate, and in the third the people. But Judas is too distantly

referred to to be " especially" the object, and the senate and

people of the Jews would have been referred to in the plural.

Liicke understands a reference to the Jews " collectively," with

the ancients (Euthym. twv TrapaSovrcov), and most in the present

day. Lampe, too, would combine all :
" The deliverers-up sinned

in common (as it were in one mystical person) ; not only Judas,

but the legislature of the Jews, the whole Sanhedrim acting as

one person, and especially Caiaphas, hy wJiose authority all things

were done :^'—and this last approaches nearer the truth. The

acting as one person is indeed true ; but on that very account

this person can be viewed only as represented by that one by

whose authority all acted. The Singular produces here, as put

in comparison with Pilate, the decisive impression that person

must stand against person ;^ and that person, too, one who was

well-known in his loichedness to Pilate, so that he might see the pro-

priety of the Lord's judgment. He consequently can be no other

than Caiaphas, he in whose e^ovcrla all things on the side of

the Jews originated and were accomplished ;
just as all things

depended on Pilate, on the side of the Gentiles. Bengel

:

" This was Caiaphas. Pilate, when he heard a certain mention

of the Son of God, feared ; Caiaphas, when he heard Jesus

Himself calling Himself the Son of God, termed Him a blas-

phemer, and decreed His death." Caiaphas knew of the power

of the living God, and that he himself was only His serv^ant

;

Caiaphas knew the Scripture, and from it the counsel of God,

knew not merely the meaning of " the Son of God," but also

(almost entirely at least) that Jesus was He :—with all this the

ignorance of Pilate stands in contrast. Caiaphas took the

initiative in the whole matter (which lies in the irapaZihovi), and

acts according to his own wicked will; Pilate was drawn by ch*-

cumstances operating upon his feebleness into guilt. Pilate had

not from the beginning a malignant will : in his case the ap-

^ As Nonniis lias correctly used dvvip^ rejecting all collective meaning.
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pointment of the overruling God comes rather into prominence,

as in that of Caiaphas his own essential wickedness.

Thus we have here in the most appropriate place—what

we might have expected, and would otherwise indeed have

found wanting—a further judicial utterance concerning the

second person, after Judas, among the smners who rose against

Jesus ; concerning this " high priest," whose character, here held

up to him as a mirror of greater sin, could not possibly have

been unknown to Pilate. Thus the Lord by anticipation speaks

in the same gracious judicial tone in which His Apostles after-

wards, Acts iii. 13, speak of the governor who would willingly

have released Jesus. Braune, however, puts this too strongly,

and even incorrectly :
" Jesus here spoke a word which should

pacify the conscience of Pilate— others might have sought to

alarm it by threatenings." But this much is true :
" the calm

gentleness of Jesus had abeady alarmed his conscience to the

utmost"—as the sequel in ver. 12 shows. And B.-Crusius is

right in sapng :
" The first (thou wouldst have no power, etc.)

strikes do\Mi his pride ; the second encom'ages him by the

same consideration"— that is, generally, by showing him that a

higher BeSofiivov of which he was unconscious ruled over the

whole matter ; and, in particular, by holding out to him in the

distance the forgiveness of his lesser sin. We remarked before

that Jesus intentionally forbore to speak to the heathen directly

of God; and now we must note that He does not spare the

word sin. For even the heathen in their ignorance knew what

sin was ; and by that knowledge they might be apprehended on

behalf of God. But how gently, how graciously^ does He speak

of the relatively-ignorant sin of the heathen as the lesser sin, as

human sin generally ; while the wickedness of those who knew

in Israel borders already, as the greater sin, on the greatest—the

Satanic sin in Judas. Having this last as it were in His thought

{iov Caiaphas is a second Judas) He names the representative of

opposing Judaism, in opposition to the representative of blind

heathenism, the TrapaStSou?; He does, indeed, at the same

time, designate two numerous classes of sinners (wdth many gra-

1 " There is in this expression a certain token of love to the person of

Pilate, which, coming from Him, whom he was conscious of condemning

unjustly, appeared to Pilate all the more exalted." (Tholuck.)
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dations in each), but He refers primarily to the two individual

persons. I am now delivered up to thee—thus He stands, and

on this He rests, before Pilate

—

to thee a proud impotent man,

who wilt really have no further power than to become the instru-

ment of CaiapJias, and thus wilt deliver Me up again to the Jews,

My sentence of death being ratified. (Ch. xviii. 36.) He does

not, however, expressly utter this last ; He leaves it in the back-

ground as the lesser sin of weakness, which he measures and

defines now before its accomplishment.

Pfenninger makes Pilate, pondering this answer, say : "a God
in bonds could not speak more nobly I" Quite true—not more

nobly in combined dignity and gentleness ; but we doubt whe-

ther the governor received so deep an impression—he thought

of nothing beyond the release of this man, as in Acts xxvi. 31,

32. Offended he certainly is not, and that of itself says some-

thing in his favour. Here belongs Lu. xxiii. 22-25 as the

parallel passage; we cannot place this hefo7'e the choice of

Barabbas, and the first sentence accompanied by the washing

of the hands.-^ St John, ver. 12, says, i/c tovtov he sought oppor-

tunity to release Him—but this cannot be merely in the sense of

time, from now onwards. For he had been quite earnest about

this before ; indeed more so than now. (Liicke :
" he appeared

to John previously to have rather trifled with the matter"— is

quite unjustifiable!) Thus it is on that account, as the Syr.

inn 7nD. Lampe and Klee assent to this ; Augustine, indeed,

corrected the Yulg. exinde by propter hoc ; B.-Crusius points to

ch. vi. 66, and here as well as there, combines the two—From
that time, and on that account. He endeavoured from this

saying onward, moved by it anew to release Him :—but he only

endeavoured, he did not dehver it as the sentence of right, by

his personal authority. The fourth and the last, still weaker

attempt of the feeble man to deliver Him ! (The three previous

attempts were in connection with Herod, Barabbas, and Ecce

Homo. Lu. ver. 22 reckons differently, not regarding the send-

^ *E'^iKpiveiu, superjudicare^ as Bengel might say, /isficaovu to KpiHv—does

not refer to the desire of the Jews, for an uir/if^x is not a pcptdii/, but to the

earlier judgment which he would retract. It says now, He confirmed con-

clusively the first sentence—not without a laconic addition of the Evan-
gelist, He decreed that their requirement should take effect I
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ing to Herod as a declaration of innocence in order to His

release.) The matter must be ended : enough has been done, I

pronounce Him free—but how did Pilate now finally miscal-

culate ! The Jews return to the ^^ king" instead of the " Son

of God ;" and declare, We will go further to Rome, and com-

plain of thyseK 1 Now first have they touched the point where

Pilate w^as most susceptible ; and, as sinners generally are quick

to find out this in each other, and these sharp-sighted hypocrites

especially knew the selfishness of their political rulers, it is

almost a wonder that they did not resort to this expedient be-

fore. But God's counsel had held them back, purposely that all

might proceed as it had. They now suddenly bethink themselves

that Pilate would in the end inculpate himself before Caesar,

and know very well that " Pilate was not the man to sacrifice

his own interest to the defence of injured innocence." A Pro-

curator was very lightly degraded by the capricious Tiberius.

" If the thought had been suggested to Caesar's suspicious mind

that a strange people were more faithful to him than his own
servants—what punishment would he have devised for these !"

(Draseke.) Whether or not the title " amicus Cesaris'^ was

given to all the higher officials of the empire, or by way of dis-

tinction to some, and possessed by Pilate, it was doubtless with

a keen and significant allusion to it that they now denied Pilate's

fideHty to Caesar, if he should let this man go free. Whoever

should make himself a king within tlie Roman empire opposes

himself {avriKeyeLVy as Lu. ii. 34) to Caesar. The position was

incontrovertibly true, but its false application to this Jesus must

have its otvh force, as they knew it would ; they ii'onically hint

as the consequence that whoever releases and does not punish

such an one, is also an enemy of Caesar, and that they would

in their devotion denounce both alike

TovTov Tov \6yov says St John, ver. 13 as in ver. 8,^ and

means to say—the word concerning Ccesar outweighed the

word concerning the Son of God ! And it suggested to Pilate

—Better that this man should die, than that I should lose the

government of the land. Thus he first sacrifices the guiltless to

his own selfishness, and then afterwards to the clamour of the

^ The reading ruv "hoyuu rovrau, sanctioned by Griesb., Schott, Lachm.,

Tisch., and the Vulg. hos sermones^ takes away a very fine point.
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enemies. Had he been hitherto upright in his government, and

had he been now strong in the confidence of right, he would

have had nothing to fear from Cassar ; but there were many-

doubtful things in the past, and many cases in which he had

subjected himself to similar threatenings of denunciation, as the

learned m^y find in Philo and Josephus. At a later period he

failed to escape his fate, and was deposed. For this time he

saves himself ; and again (after the first time. Matt, xxvii. 19)

sits upon the judgment seat, to decree the execution of injustice.

Thus miserably ends his anxious running to and fro, his going

in and out, which had been but the external symbol of his

vacillation between Jesus and the Jews, of his internal conflict

and surrender to the power of sin. The result of his entire

conduct, mixed up of iveahness and haughtiness (in which tho

haughtiness from beginning to end ruined all) is, that the weak

ness remained alone at last. " In order to conceal old abomina-

tions, he must decide upon committing a new one. Now justly

chastised for old and new acts of wantonness, he stands before

us in all his impotence. In fact, he will not let the lost game
be utterly lost ; the sport with the king of the Jews comes again,

as it were in its last convulsive efforts, down to the superscrip-

tion on the cross." So Draseke profoundly interprets, and

gives at the same time the most correct signification of vers. 14

and 15. It has indeed been thought that by this repetition of

the " king " he would remind the Lord's former friends of their

Hosanna, and encourage them to clamour for His release ; but

this needs no refutation, after the whole statement of the case.

Similarly with the interpretation of Grotius :
" He reproaches

them that they had been so foolish as to desire such a man for

their king." Thus is it mockery, but only of the Jews, who in-

deed would be glad to have a Idng, but could bring forward in

opposition to Caesar no better a king than this.^ Or, as v. Gerlach

says, " does he seek to avenge himself throughout on the Jews,

mocking them in every way ?" We cannot think that he con-

sciously and deliberately does this. When he acts thus foolishly

as it respects his object to release, adding " Behold your king,"

to his former " Behold the man," and asking further, " Shall I

^ Lampe :
" This much is certain, that the irony did not touch Christ,

but only the Jews."
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crucify your king ?" he seems to return back, half unconsciously,

to the abject trifling which had been all to no purpose ; but,

strictly speaking, he knows no longer what he does and says,

he shifts round with his aravpaxrco, which, put as a question,

recoils upon himself with almost the mocking echo of an In-

dicative. His " irresolute unrest " is painted with the highest

historical truth in the narrative, down to the final irapehwKe and

eireKpLve.

Then rings out, after the first crucify, the wild cry, Away

with ! Away with ! as in Luke xxiii. 18, Away with Him I

which in Acts xxii. 22, and how many times since, has been

echoed against both the Head and His members. Then the

Jews abase themselves as in thoughtful requital. We have no

b'ng but Caesar ! In the background there might be, as Hezel

suppHes it
—" That is if he is not mighty enough and willing

to make us free "—but this they say not. The saying of the

Talmud, standing there in proud impotence, though well-

grounded in itself

—

Israel has no king but God—they blas-

phemously and hypocritically subvert. They thereby, rejecting

the true Messiah, finally, formally, and solemnly renounce all

their Messianic hopes ; they testify against themselves, utter

their own condemnation, and once more (as in Matt, xxvii. 25)

invoke their own judgment by the hands of these Komans.

Lampe very ' suggestively compares Judg. ix. 14, where the

trees call upon the bramble to be their king, and out of the

shadow of the bramble came forth the fire which devoured the

cedars of Lebanon.

TO THE DAUGHTEKS OF JERUSALEM.

(Luke xxiii. 28-31.)

Our Lord's going forth without the gate in reproach (Heb.

xiii. 11-13) is the counterpart of His entrance a few days

before : now also the cry is that He is the King of the Jews

—

while He dies with two other malefactors ! Is this most gentle

Sufferer of the most unheard of wrong— a revolter against

Csesar ? Yes, that was His currently-alleged crime ; but the
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name which Pilate recognises, and which the Jews reject, re-

mains unaltered as the symbol of His honour in the midst of

His reproach—The King of the Jews ! And He bore His

cross ; He the first and the only one who bore it with perfect

consciousness and perfect freedom of heart : not as the typical

Isaac bore the wood for the burnt-offering ; not as Simon the

Cyrenian, or even Simon Peter. Properly speaking our cross :

—love takes it up, and obedience bears it as His own. His

garments were taken from Him, but we find nothing in Matt,

xxvii. 31 ; Mark xv. 20 of a removal of the crown of thorns

:

that was left to mark Him out as the "king."^ Worn down
and exhausted—not in spirit, but in body and soul—by all that

had befallen since the evening before. He begins to fail under

the burden before the time : but the Jews, who nevertheless

have such a law as Ex. xxiii. 5, feel no sympathy with their

king ; the Gentiles, who have now full freedom to mock and

pour indignity upon this kingdom, feel no sympathy with this

Messiah ! No man will take hold of His cross : nevertheless,

in order that the crucifixion may not be delayed, and to spare

Him for greater sufferings, they constrain, by magisterial right

of pressing, a stranger coming in an opposite direction to the

crowd to bear the full weight of the cross. Nowhere is there

compassion in all the multitude ; acclamation, rather, and merri-

ment. At length, one voice of humanity breaks forth : only

women indeed, but yet women who mourn over and bewail Him^
—so loudly, that their smiting upon their breasts and their

lamentations drown for a moment the tumult of the mob.

Whether or not the Talmudical ordinance, that there was to be

no loud bewailing at an execution, was in existence,—feehng

here burst through all, and what could not be suppressed must

have its course. They were not, however, the women-disciples

from Galilee (Lu. ver. 49), but women from the city, belonging

to the crowd. Neither St Luke's statement, nor the ensuing

word of our Lord, justifies us in regarding these weeping women
as believing dependents, or in assuming that their feeling was
anything more than the human impulse of woman's stronger

^ As, according to the legend, Christ was condemned to be crucified with

the mock tokens of kingly dignity.

^ The first kcx.\ before IxoVtoi/to is certainly to be struck out.
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sensibility to such scenes of suffering. Thus it was not " the

outburst of nobler feeling, which displayed itself most unam-

biguously in thus bewailing Him whose condemnation was the

cause of so much joy to the rulers and the rest of the people.'*

Nor does Lange exhibit it rightly :
" Now already began the

first breathings of another mind to be felt ; these were the early

signs of the future courage of the cross." Nor does the language

of Jesus warrant the exposition which Hiller gives :
" Partly

out of common sympathy and pity, for tender natures are ever

ready to mourn over the wretched ;
partly^ through the special

love of attracting grace, moving those whose faith in Jesus was

now in the fire, and to whom He was deeply precious." We
must always maintain that these women did not weep with con-

scious sorrow^ over the unrighteousness or sin of what was done.

All was kindly meant, indeed, on their part, according to the

impulse of blind nature in the womanly feeling, not easily ex-

cited to wrath :—thus Braune adds the interesting observ^ation,

that " the sacred narrative has no record of any woman's enmity

against the Redeemer." ^ Yet they felt on the whole and collec-

tively only that which was human. They mourn over Him, in-

deed, especially, as St Luke remarks ; and therefore their feehng

is not precisely the same as any other malefactor's melancholy

execution would have excited : but there is no proper perception

of His innocence, and the guilt of His enemies, in their minds.

" Then- sjnupathy was not better than Simon Peter's enforced

and violent help"—Bramie admits, but then adds: "he, how-

ever, hastened to carry his feeling into action. Did these women
do the same ? Sympathy often disappears more speedily than

its tears dry up."

Nevertheless, as this voice of human compassion—which is

perfectly in keeping vdih. the historical truth of the whole nar-

rative, that voice being never wanting amid the utmost horrors

— is almost a refreshment to ourselves while we read, so must

it have been acceptable to Jesus. It goes to Hjs heart ; He
hears it and is once more moved to break His silence. He

^ Souchon : "It was reserved for our time, in wliicli hell, conscious of

the coming judgment, lets loose all its Furies, to exhibit the new horror of

even women lifting up their feet against Him." But compare Acts xiii. 50

with xvii. 12.
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speaks one word, and that of itself is His acknowledgment.

Otherwise, however, what He speaks rigorously repels their

weeping. Thus He rewards them by the most fitting word

which He could utter to them; and this correction is His thanks.

Jesus turned unto them, turned backward to them as they

followed. The eyes of love, which had been sunk deep in sorrow

because sinners rejected His love. He now lifts up : He stands

still, and all, constrained by secret power, stand ready to hear

His words. He begins to speak—Ye daughters of Jerusalem:

and all are silent and hear !
" Gentle as was the tone of His

voice, the words which He spoke have an earnest and almost

severe tone; not like gratitude for their sympathy and their

tears, but rather Hke a reproof." (Jakobi.) Yes indeed. His

vrords are calmly solemn : we would add, keenly penetrating.

The men had thought—What matter is it that the women
weep ? He counts these women worthy of a word, which He
had denied before king Herod ! But what He says is for them

and for all—the last preaching of repentance on His way of

death, His last word of public teaching. For us also it was

spoken ; and His words should be preached to Christian people,

especially on the Palm Sunday before Good Friday, that a

genuine Hosanna may prepare the way for the King who
enters as the Man of sorrows. It is, as the Berl. Bible says

with partial truth, " a preaching of the law in the midst of the

passion ; for the law is not to be dismissed from the history of

the atonement." More correctly it is the passion-sermon of
Chnst Himself in itsfirst part, which the Seven Words on the

cross complete by a second ; it is telling the Daughter of Zion

in the best sense how she should first of all receive her King,

It is at the same time the text for the typical s^nnbol of Simon
the Cyrenian, with which St Luke connects it ; and we may
primarily embrace them thus :—The Lord does not at first

demand our sympathy, but our suffering together with Him !

We exhibit thus our general arrangement, which, like the

word itself, points through the historical meaning to that which

is of universal application. The theme is—The tnie significa-

tion of the suffering of Jesus as it regarded Jerusalem rejecting

Him ; consisting in this, that not Jesus but Jerusalem falls

into the judgment which alone should be mourned over. First

:
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The general turning of their thoughts from HiniseLf to Jeru-

salem, ver. 28. Secondly : The nearer exhibition of the judg-

ment impending over Jerusalem; ver. 29 in itself, yet with

reference backward to what should precede—then in ver. 30,

with typical prophetical reference forward to the final judg-

ment upon all who should reject Him. Thirdly, in ver. 31, the

full explanation, gi™g the ground of the whole: the difference

between the judgment of grace and that of wrath, spoken not with-

out a glance back to the Baptist's first preaching of repentance.

Yer. 28. Ye daughters of Jerusalem—this still remains a

term of honour, here as in Matt, xxiii. 37, where Jerusalem is

rebuked and condemned. Daughters of Jerusalem—His first

word is a prophetical expression, in which He regards these

women as representatives, not merely of Jerusalem, but of the

whole land around the mother city. (Daughters hke children,

Matt, xxiii.) Read the whole prophecy Isa. chs. ii. and iii.,

especially ch. ii. 10, 19, 21, iii. 16-24; and compare further

ch. xxxii. 9. Weep not for Me—He thus recognises and ac-

knowledges that their tears refer to Himself, and so far their

slight degree of spiritual knowledge ; for He does not say

—

Weep not for us three malefactors ! But weep for yourselves

;

that is not at once—for your coming judgment; nor is it—for

your own people ; but Hterally and strictly—for yourselves, for

that which is now on you and in you most properly your own,

that is, your sin—that ye may not have to despair in your ovni

judgment ! Tears plentiful were shed that day in secret, as by
Peter ; but these were not such tears. Tears on account of sin are

the Saviour's joy !
" The same lips, whose gracious breath had

dried so many tears, now cries on the way to the cross: Weep—
for yourselves and your children I" (Draseke.) It is the only time

in aU His life that He commands those who hear Him to weep.

The weeping over suffering is the first step to true and

wholesome sensibility and emotion:—over our own suffering

and then in sympathy over others' as our own. And the ex-

citement of such emotion in regard to the passion of our Lord

is humanly true and therefore good—why else is the Man of

Sorrows depicted before our eyes in all the lineaments of His

grief? We should, indeed, rejoice whenever a hard heart is

even thus moved by His woes : but that is no more than the
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mere commencement, out of which very much more must

spring. The Lord forbids not weeping ; for taking up the word

He commands at once

—

weep ye I but He would give this ex-,

cited emotion its proper direction, and its right object. The

tears of mere sympathy are of no avail. Of mere sympathy ?

Is then sympathy, that beautiful impulse of otherwise selfish

man, not right ? Should we not weep with those that weep

;

and is not that weeping an expression of love, the source of

many virtues ? Yes verily ; the sympathy which imderstands

aright, and goes to the deep foundation of the reason for its

exercise. But mere natural sympathy is neither serviceable

nor salutary ; it is involuntary, and therefore an impulse of

pure nature, without value or power. Through our fleshly

effeminacy it often leads us, on the one hand, to a weak sym-

pathy with injustice ; and, on the other, to all the greater hard-

ness of heart, if we suppress our feeling and thrust away from

us its object. " The natural man can weep the tears of sym-

pathy without any change whatever being produced in his

heart. Such softness and good nature may consist with sin in

all its thousand forms ; even vanity and worldliness has tears of

sympathy to shed ; the slave of fleshly lusts may be moved to

tears, and then go the same hour and serve his sin." (Jakobi.)

Thus, to mourn from the heart over sin, which is the people's

ruin, and to recognise it as the cause of all evil, according to

Lam. iii. 39-41, is the second stage : then first do we weep the

real tears of truth. The transition to this is in our own proper

feeling for self, by which we are apprehended when He, for

whom we weep, says to us—Yea, there is much here for thee

to weep over, but on thine own account I Thus the Lord, ac-

cording to the remark of Grotius, " regards the general ten-

dency of men, who weep more for their own than for others'

calamity." Such penitent suffering for sin should be excited

within us by every personal calamity, as the type and beginning

of its future condemnation, Jer. ii. 19. But this, alas, seldom

takes place ; because our false egoism, distm^bed and provoked

but not broken by calamity, hinders our deeper reflection upon
what conduces to our peace and what leads to destruction.

Then should sin become more plain to our eyes, if possible, in

the sufferings of others ! Where there exists a higher neces-
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sity of suffering, our knowledge of that should rule our sym-

pathy and make it fruitful. See, this sinner suffers his punish-

ment—Think of thine own sin ! This is the voice which we
should hear at every execution whether of human or Divine

justice upon others. But, finally, it is our Lord's will that

even His guiltless suffering for the world's sin should preach

to us the sin of the world and our o^vn ; for he who learns

not to weep over his sin, -^dll one day fall into that condemna-

tion which will abide for ever as properly and alone to be

mourned. But the recognition of sin as the cause of Christ's

suffering also, leads first to the profoundest, most thorough weep-

ing over the suffering which we have inflicted on eternal love,

in order to the perfecting of our repentance ;^ and then, im-

mediately, in most H\ang transition, to joy over those redeeming

sufferings which have obtained eternal glory—to that word of

triumph, Weep not. He hath overcome ! We do not merely

mourn, we do not always mourn ; to us also sorrow is the way
to joy, as suffering was to Him the way to glor}'. For, does not

the same sneering of the Just One manifest to us the highest

love in order to our forgiveness and salvation ? In truth, the

cross of Christ does not merely preach to us the condemnation

and punishment of sin, but also the blessed glad tidings of grace.

If the Lord's word to the daughters of Jerusalem does not in-

clude this as yet, but ends ^\dth the threatening of judgment,

yet it would save through threatening, lead to joy through re-

'pentance, excite its true tears to dry them again. The whole

saying, especially its first words—Weep not for Me, hut iceep

for yourselves— is spoken for all mankind out of the depths of

the fundamental thoughts which we have developed. He Him-
self had only wept over Jerusalem when He entered it; and

His farewell words coincide mth those of ch. xix. 42-44, al-

most repeating them. He has nothing else in His thoughts but

the salvation or the ruin of His people, of mankind ; of that

alone He speaks here ; He forgets and renounces Himself in

His profoundest personal sorrow ; and will have sin alone be-

wailed, on account of its inevitable doom.

^ Schoberlein :
" He is grieved at heart, not merely for having insulted

the Divine majesty^ but at the same time for having brought the Divine love

to suffering."
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V

Christ's suffering is not to be mourned over on its ovm ac-

count; and our suffering with and in Christ, while it begins

with weeping, brings joy in the end. Only the suffering of

those who are condemned out of Christ, the misery of the re-

jected rejectors, is essentially matter of weeping:—that is, for

Him and for us; to the rejectors themselves there is despair

without tears, rather than salutary weeping ! The passion of

Christ is no tragic spectacle to move men's hearts ; the history

of His sufferings is not recorded to excite human and senti-

mental feehng. Meditations of that kind on the passion are not

really such at all, though whole books are full of them. Christ

is infinitely exalted above our weeping on His account; and

wills not thus to be mourned over. " \Vlio can worthily bewail

Him?" But He does not reject this commiseration for the

reason that harsh dogmatics sometimes assign, "because He
regards Himself in His present condition as one for whom
sympathy is unbefitting, and as being unworthy of it on account

of the curse and wrath of God resting upon Him." For if He
Himself weeps over the doom of the damned, how can we speak

so hardly of the wrath of God ? But because the counsel of

God leads Him to victory and glory, there is no need for weep-

ing on His account. But much on our own ; so that we,

weeping for ourselves, may be partakers with Him of His

victory in the only way in which we can share it. Only when

the " For us" penetrates our hearts, can we experience the

passion-sorrow and engage in passion-meditations; and know
the grief of Lu. ver. 48 afterwards, as the preparation for the

Pentecost. But the lamentation of the Daughters of Jerusalem

had not this meaninfi: ; therefore St Luke writes onlv eKoirrovTo

here, and adds not ra arijOrj, or eh tcl anjOt] eavrSiv} They

knew Him in some general sense as relatively guiltless; but

they knew Him not as the absolutely just, as the Holy One of

God, who is offered up, and offers up Himself :—had there been

more of that in their tears, they would have wept in still and

solemn silence ; entering into themselves they would have

mourned without any KonrreaOai of excited feeling, which

nevertheless was no smiting of their own breasts. At most they

1 As in the Heb. N. T. it incorrectly stands : '^'i^ '-? n^rs^n^.
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thought :
" Alas, the innocent one ! who can convict Him of

sin? He has told our rulers the truth, and they therefore

crucify Him." But that truth itself, which He had told not

merely the rulers, but themselves also, they knew not. They

knew not themselves, and what in themselves was to be mourned

over ; they knew not the sin of Jerusalem and God's people in

such a manner as to see their own sin in it. The first thing

—

to know Jesus Himself—He requires not as yet at the begin-

ning ; that will be preached afterwards. But the second—to

know themselves—He really makes the first, and requires it

rightly from every one. No one, indeed, at least no dweller in

Jerusalem could honestly regard Him as a malefactor, or as

such as He now appeared; but every conscience might and

should have discerned and felt his own sin in the fearful sin of

the multitude rejecting Him. Oh that many in our day would

think of this 1 For to know Jesus (as a supposed Redeemer)

without knowing ourselves, is a melancholy delusion of carnal

security : to know ourselves without knowing Jesus—can only

lead to despair ! Most assuredly the glorified Lord needs no

more any lamentation of ours ; but we need to lament over

ourselves that He may enter into us, and in order to that our

first need is that repentance which He here preaches at the end,

as He had begun by preaching it. What the Baptist had said

to the unfruitful trees. He now says to the dry.

But that repentance which He, as the Suffering Saviour,

preaches and works, is nevertheless (as is here hinted in under-

tone) something different from that first still-selfish weeping

on account of wrath and punishment— " since it makes the

sympathising sorrow of Divine love in some sense its own," as

Schoberlein profoundly and yet simply says. And that first

sympathy with Jesus should be in us elevated and glorified

into a truly intelligent entering-into His sympathy of sorrow

with us.

For yourselves and for your children—He adds ; not with-

out sad remembrance of the people's word. Matt, xxvii. 2b. He
thereby indicates alread}^ the (not mentioned, but easily-under-

stood) sin which should be bewailed, as one which would he pro-

pagated from generation to generation, and the judgment there-

fore as one which would burst upon mothers and children alike.
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Ver. 29. For—tlie judgment mil infallibly come ! Thus the

Lord testifies by His prophetic heliold. The intervening thought

in this connection is obviously the presupposition that space will

be given, between now and that judgment, for the repentance

of all who would escape that judgment. It is true that the Lord
in ver. 28 requires them to weep for the judgment which would

surely and swiftly follow the sin ; and His words w^ould appear

to go on—Do ye ask Me what there is then in yourselves which

is so much to be bewailed ? Behold, I foretell to you that which

I already behold, the impending destruction. This is the appli-

cation to their own anxiety for self, which weeps most readily

over its own misery. But when we look more closely, there is

a change in His meaning :—He who weeps in anticipation over

the condemnation of his sin, impending and pointed out before-

hand, already weeps with penitent faith in God's righteousness

and truth, over si?i, over himself in the true sense ; and thus

escapes the judgment. Or wdien this, as in the present case, is

to come externally upon a whole land and people, and therefore

to befall the penitent also mth the rest, he will be dehvered

from the wrath of the judgment ; it -svill not be to him a judicial

and wrathful condemnation, it will not be the doom of despair.

All this is contained in the Lord's words, if we understand

them in their simple and easily-inteUigible apphcation to the

case in hand. Hence it is now only " they shall say," and in

ver. 30, " they will begin to say :"—by no means. Ye shall say

or make answer. For with those who receive the exhortation

to weep noiv, it will be more tolerable, although they might be

involved in the general tribulation ; they shall find a far better

refuge and covering. Bengel very incorrectly supplements the

ipovcn—"They will say, i.e. your children ;^^ as if these would

then curse their mothers, and thereby their own birth and being.

We cannot see to what end he makes this restriction. But
neither must we extend the distinction between those who will

" say" then and those who weep now, to signify that their

weeping/or Jesus was already a security against the judgment in

their own case, as being the token of their real repentance and

better feehng. No, the Lord does not in the following " they

shall say" speak merely of His enemies in contradistinction to

those who w^ere now weeping ; for in that case there would be no
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meaning in the first words—AYeep for yourselves; and the

" for" would sunply tell them to weep for their people and their

land. He could not then have blamed and rejected their weep-

ing for Him, that being their salvation from wrath and from

judgment. Oh no, it is the very point of the severity of His

words, that this mere weeping for Him and not for themselves

would not by any means save the weepers ; that it was idle and

useless in itself, unless it led to deeper repentance. Thus these

mourners themselves remain included in the threatening, on the

supposition that they learn not to weep for themselves ; while

they are excepted from it, if they go on to repentance. They

are, on the supposition of their penitence, at once included in

the external tribulation which would befall Jerusalem, and ex-

cluded from the despair which would seize upon others in that

tribulation. It is to intimate these two things that the word is

thus indefinite. The judgment is threatened as impending and

near,—that their repentance might be awakened
; yet it is not

immediately and expressly denounced against these persons,

—

to give them room for repentance. Thus alone is the epovcn

rightly understood : it is not merely "it shall be said ;" still less

a contrast of other persons who should say ; nor is it a decisive

epelre, ye shall say yourselves.

When the Lord by the prophetic " the days are coming"

—

D''J5n D^'p^^ nin—repeats, as it were, the prophecy of the Entry,

ch. xix. 43, He continues it by dwelling on the last word— and

your children! It is thereby indicated that these children then

adult (or those afterwards born of the present daughters of

Jerusalem), and with them at least many of their mothers, will

live to the days of that judgment, and, moreover, the word af-

fectingly paints the misery of the mothers especially as having

those children. At such a time of distress the rule of prosperous

days is reversed. In these the unfruitful are bewailed, the

mothers are congratulated ; but then it will be said (otherwise

than the usual language)—AYoe unto them that are with child,

and to them that give suck, in those days. (Ch. xxi. 23.) The

Lord in this proverbial expression alludes to Hos. ix. 14 ; where

in vers, 11-13 and again ver. 16, such destruction is denounced

against the children in wliich fruitful Ephraim gloried as " be-

loved fiaiit" (2JPP ''"il^n^), so that it would be rather to be wished

VOL. VII. 2 D
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that God had given them ^' miscarrying wombs and dry breasts."

He includes, at the same time, with the misery of the genera-

tion grown up in the interval (as we have shown upon Lu. xix.),

the frightful literal fulfilment of the ancient prophecies and

types, in the horrible cruelty of the foe upon the little children

who would then be in existence. His words, finally, are uttered

in that mother-feeling, with which He would have gathered the

childi'en of Jerusalem mider His wings ; intentionally exciting

and moving the womanly and motherly sensibility, even while

He is pointing this excited sensibility to its proper object and

gromid. Xot that the mothers are selected as representing " the

loving souls among His people," for whom such bitter tribula-

tion was in store, this being interpreted of more than natm'al

and human love ; but He does indeed touch this human feeling,

in order to excite its keenest emotion,^ in that point where as

sympathy and compassion it makes the fruit of the body one with

self. Again, and it is to be observed as expressing His own per-

sonal feeling and its sparing tenderness. He does not positively

say. Woe to the mothers who have children ! but. Blessed will

be those who have not. Pfenninger beautifully represents a

woman as reminding Mary afterwards, when this account was

read, of what had been spoken in Lu. xi. 27, 28 ; whereupon

Mary exhorts them, " Then keep, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

the word which He said to you!" But the men who were around

must also hear the word, and understand that judgment and sin

should be bewailed on their own account and on account of

their children, upon whom both pass over :—a very touching

and powerful reflection for all preaching of repentance ! The

Lord did not lift up His voice as a timmpet when He uttered

this prediction of judgment ; but His words were loud enough

for the hearing of all the silent multitude around.

He spoke expressly and primarily of the judgment of Jeru-

salem and Israel ; yet He contemplated and referred to that

which was shadowed out in this historical type—the judgment

1 It is one of those few passages in wliich Jesus speaks expressly to the

sensibilities—wherefore else the mention of the womb which bare and the

breasts which gave suck ! And it is so here, obviously because He speaks

to weeping women, and because He would use and give a better application

to the feahnff which He moved.
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of all the impenitent and of all unbelievers in common, down

to the last. How could He have withheld, at such a crisis, such

an enlargement of His circle of vision ? His word is not merely

the voice of a Cassandra ; He does not speak thus only as a

" friend of his countiy," but as the Saviour of the world, as is

more plainly shown in the ensuing words. As He bears with

His cross the sins of all the world, so does He behold not His

people's misery, sin, and punishment alone, but the condemna-

tion of all the condemned together.

Ver. 30. The same persons do not continue to speak, as the

ap^ovrai proves ; but this new word is the universal answer to

the preceding, which fearfully surpasses it—Yerily, unblessed

are we ! All of us, whether we bemoan our children, or only

ourselves ! To mark the highest degree of this misery, where

despair begins, there is once more a scriptural, proverbial, and

figurative sa^dng—the calling upon the mountains and hills for

protection within them ; and that in vain, as is self-understood.

The word is taken from a passage in the same prophet Hosea,

in which Samaria was doomed even as Jerusalem, become like

her, is doomed now. We read in ch. x. 8, And they shall say

to the momitains. Cover us ; and to the hills. Fall on us ; and

\^4th this is connected the echo of Isa. ii. 10, 19, 21—the

humbling of the proud daughters of Zion following in ch. iii.

Thus we see once more the Sciipture spread open, in its concert

and harmony of passages from many parts, before the Lord's

eyes ; and in the midst, too, of His sufferings ! In that Scrip-

ture He had ever had His being ; in its words, become now
supremely and essentially His own. He thought and felt down

to the last ! But it is remarkable, as we have just seen, that

the Lord inverts the order of words of Hosea, and makes as it

were an anti-chmax out of them ; the Old-Testament word being

•deepened into a meaning which, however, perfectly corresponds

with it in spirit. The doomed first wish for utter destruction

under the mountains ; and then, forasmuch as this is vain, they

desire, in ten-or before the majesty of the Judge, to hide them-

selves under the hills ! The Lord ends with this " hide

;

' He
does not continue the words of Isaiah ; for it is self-understood

— before Whom. It required, if the whole truth were spoken

down to its final fulfilment, that He should name Himself as
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this Judge who should come. Yea, verily, He is the future

Judge even on the way of Redemption ; and, that He must

condemn so many who will not be redeemed, in His deep sorrow

on sorrow. Therefore He breaks off, and in His grief does not

expressly say that before Him such terror will seize all who then

and thereafter should cry

—

Away with Him, But the Holy

Ghost in Rev. vi. 1 6 most significantly brings to mind this word

of the Saviour's threatening on His way of sorrow, and com-

pletes it:— Cover us from the face of Him who sitteth upon

the throne; and from the (now aroused) wrath of the (once

patiently for us suffering) Lamb I Such terror and amazement

has the refuge of tears no longer ; it is infinitely worse than

that salutary weeping which is now commanded in order to

escape from future howling and gnashing of teeth. Then will

they begin their terror—then at last—but the better beginning

of repentance they would never enter upon while it availed

!

Therefore their terror will be only the beginning, the torment

of eternity to ensue will cease no more ! This is the inmost

meaning for the final consummation of judgment, which is only

foreshadowed by the doom of Jerusalem. Then first, but too

late—Oh that they had in a former time voluntarily humbled

themselves before the majesty of their God ! The historical

and actual specific fulfilment of the figure, when, according to

Josephus, the inhabitants of Jerusalem fled for refuge to sub-

terraneous passages and sewers, and literally were hidden under

the hills of their city, is the least thing : the meaning of the

word reaches much further. Bengel : " Men have often been

concealed in mountains. Great tensor! when that which is

horrible in itself is desired as a place of safety." But this is

the terror of despair. The sinner falling into the condemnatior.

of wrath mourns not merely over the children, to whom with

life he has given sin, the others whom he has involved wdth his

doom; but before all things curses his own life and being :

—

he would, as far as in him lay, rather exist no longer, as Rev
ix. 6 further explains the word. But it will then be told them,

that those who seek death shall not find it ; that they niay desire

to die, but death will flee from them. They are preserved and

spared for the greater terror—Oh that w^e could be delivered

from a sight of His countenance ! And the prayer to the rocks,
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to cold and dead nature, is in vain ; for (as Baxter somewhere

says) " thou hast made the Lord of the hills thine enemy ; His

voice, and not thine, they ^vill obey!" Oh that thou hadst,

while there was yet time, called upon Him to save and hide thee

from the coming wrath

!

Yer. 31. This future judgment of wrath is now as a warn-

ing shown forth even in connection with the present judgment

of mercy which proceeds upon Jesus in His sufferings; for

that which is common to both is the judgment, the righteous

severity of God against sin ! Yet the connection is exhibited

only in such a manner that we must draw the inference from

the one to the other by a how much more^ making plain the

great distinction between them at the same time.^ We find in

this conclusive utterance our Lord's own decisive protest against

that identity which is assumed in a certain theology between

the full wrath of God and His own sufferings ; and for the

position, which should need no argument to establish it, that

he who sinks into despair and damnation through his own sin

endures a different suffering from that which the Eedeemer

endured, and which we share with Him for our sanctification

and life.

But before we deduce this from the simple word before us,

we must do the great Bengel the honour to set aside his strange

misinterpretation, which has been followed by only a few. He
understood by the diy wood or tree, old, feeble, and unfruitful

people, in opposition to those who were yet young and vigorous

—appealing to Isa. Ivi. 3 ; Ezek. xxxi. 3. He received all in

the external, literal sense ; and supposed ver. 31 to be a con-

tinuation of ver. 30, expressing the amazement of those whom
this misery should befall. If the enemy thus deals with the

young, as we see—what have we aged to expect? In the Ger-

man New Testament he defines the matter very simply: in

ver. 30 the barren, who were counted happy, reply, and then

in ver. 31 liken themselves to a dry tree, as the fruitful to a

^ Not as Krummacher despatches this word, so unfavourable to his doc-

trine of substitution :
" That which passes upon Him must be of the same

nature with that which is threatened against the ungodly." Perfectly and

entirely the same it certainly is not—that is as clear as day in the very

.
progression and conclusion of the sentence.
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green. For ^' when Jerusalem fell, tlie aged and useless would

find less mercy from tlie Romans than the young and the

strong." Apart from the questionableness of this last remark/

the whole exposition (which some might be ready to embrace,

in order to escape from om-s) has nothing less than the whole

saying against it. After the word of amazement, ver. 30

—

manifestly the last which mortal could speak— it seems in the

highest degree inappropriate to represent these despairing souls

as beginning again w^ith the feeble conclusion—For how will it

be with us ! And equally so to represent the Lord as having

closed His w^ords with such an expression of the wretched, so

definitely describing the judgment of Jerusalem ! We expect,

and should then find strangely lacking, something said about

His own present sufferings—for they were the subject now.

Though they were not to weep over His sufferings, yet they

should rightly contemplate and understand them ; nor could

some reference to this be wanting here. But the first and most

immediate influence by which Christ's sufferings arouse us to

repentance, is this, that they point out to us a suffering on

account of sin ; and teach us to conclude how awful must be the

wrath of judgment unto eternal condemnation, if the judgment

of saving suffering, purchasing grace and redemption, and abso-

lutely necessary to our salvation, is so severe ! This remains

the necessary conclusion, without which the whole saying would

lack its appropriate close. This penetrates at last the whole

depth of His meaning, as He connects the predicted condemna-

tion with the lamentation which was before His eyes, in such a

manner as the case required. On the other hand, how super-

ficial and feeble would be the termination of the discourse ac-

cording to Bengel's interpretation.^

We have in the Old and New Testaments clear parallels for

the meaning of this saying, Jer. xlix. 12 ; Prov. xi. 31 ; and

1 Peter iv. 17, 18 ; in which last passage the sufferings of

^ For one cannot see why the old should endure greater cruelty. Hiller,

who always follows Bengel, only brings out— " Those who pierce the young
and vigorous with the sword, will not spare the old." Comp. Deut. xxyiii.

50 ; Lam. v. 12 ; Isa. xlvii. 6 ; but also Isa. xiii. 16-18.

2 HyAov like V.? also equivalent to tree

—

vyp^ is in the Vulg. viridi^

comp. aii'i Job. viii. 16.
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Christians with and in Christ, consequently the sufferings of

Christ Himself, appear to be regarded as a commencing judg-

ment. It is generally acknowledged that the Lord by the green

tree signifies Himself, and by ravra iroiova-Lv—if they do

these things—refers to the sufferings which the women wept

over. The connection of the present figure with the former

words is yqyj slight, merely that which the unfruitfulness and

fruitfulness might suggest. He refers once more to passages of

Scripture, combined together ; but it is probable that He thought

of the cross^ the dry tree of the curse, when He chose the ex-

pression. See what was said in Ezek. xvii. 24, with another

application, concerning the drying up of the seemingly green

tree, but the making of the seemingly dry tree to flourish ; in a

type which manifestly points to the judgment of the enemies

and the kingdom of Christ. This will make it plain that the

Lord here calls Himself the condemned green tree, that is, the

Righteous One suffering on account of sin the judgment of God,

while those others are the unrighteous who deserve to be plucked

up by the roots. (Jude ver. 12.) That, further, is the plain

interpretation of Ezek. xx. 47, where the fire burns up without

distinction all trees, green and dry ;
^ that is, according to chap,

xxi. 3, the righteous and the ungodly are cut off alike. V.

Gerlach embraces this full meaning : " If the green and fruit-

bearing trees are rooted up, it is a sign that all trees are to be

destroyed ; and thus, most certainly and above all, the dry trees.

When in the hidden purposes of the Divine counsel of salvation,

the pious are cut off, it is a sign of fearful judgment and doom

for the ungodly." But it is of importance to look more closely

at this. The reason of the Divine plan is not so entirely a

hidden one : suffering takes place assuredly only on account of

sin. Even those who are relatively righteous and devout go

not through their course without the fellowship of suffering.

But, finally, in the application to the sufferings of Christ, who

is the Righteous One, and who is alone by person and nature

the green tree, we should not adopt the ordinary style of speak-

ing and say (with v. Gerlach) :
" The accomplishment of the

Divine punishment of sin in the person of the guiltless (this is

1 Or " the rod of my son, it despiseth every tree," as chap. xxi. should

be translated
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even juridically impossible ! this summa injuria in order to main-

tain summum jus I) is a sign beforehand that God will leave no

sin unpunished." The question, rather, would arise as to why
any sin was to be punished after all had been already punished

in the one. The tl indicates not merely a contrast with the

ravra as to degree ; but rather that ivhat will take place upon

the dry tree is something altogether different, which we may
conclude a minori ad majus, from what did take place upon the

green tree. Theophylact's paraphrase is a good one : " If they

do these things in Me, fruitful, always green, undying through

the Divinity— what will they do to you, fruitless and robbed of

all life-giving righteousness ?"

Only thus does the entire discourse find its appropriate

close, in the final words which give the fundamental reason of

all. What is it in all suffering, whether of the righteous or the

unrighteous, which is, properly speaking, lamentable, and to be

mourned over? Nothing but sin, of which it is either the

wages or the atonement. For there is a judgment of sin, and

that, finally, a permanent, eternal judgment of wrath. That

ye may escape from this, mourn ye sinners over yourselves !

Behold in the judgment of grace which falls upon the Just

One on account of sin, a hortatory warning of that infinitely-

heavier judgment of wrath ! The judgment of grace begins and

is fulfilled first in Jesus and His people ; and in this sense judg-

ment, as St Peter rightly interprets the external symbol, Jer

XXV. 29, Ezek. ix. 6, begins in the house of God, yea, on His own
beloved Son. (For, believers are included with Christ in to

v^pov ^vkov—the definite article is not to be omitted from the

text—and must enter into the fellowship of His sufferings. As
it is wrong to say that He really and fully bore what should

have been our punishment, so it is also wrong to say that this

is now imputed to us only as the suffering of another.) But
the judgment of wrath, which brings final and eternal despair

without salvation or refuge, wiU fall upon those who persevered

in unbelief. What an awful reality is sin! What will re-

main for those who would not ber reconciled and saved, seeing

that their reconciliation and salvation in and through Christ

could not take place otherwise than by such sufferings on His

part ! This alone is the right and salutary contemplation of
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Christ's sorrow and passion; it is this which He points to,

instead of an unintelligent and sentimental lamentation over

it. " Gocts icrath is heavier to hear than Chrisfs cross"— is an

excellent word, by which Rieger abolishes his own dogmatic

system.^ Indeed, the sin of the crucifixion was atoned for

through the cross itself, had repentance followed. Jerusalem

was not destroyed because it crucified Jesus, but because it

rejected Him ; that is, because it persisted in that rejection, and

would not receive the apostolical preaching, Acts ii. 23-38 ;

iii. 17-19, etc.

" If they do such things in Me," the Lord says—not " if ye

do "—to the women ; but it does not follow that He distinguishes

His enemies and crucifiers from these sympathising and better-

minded women. That the sin of these women, too, is regarded

as part of the guilt which brought upon Him His woe, was

already assumed, as we have seen, in the "weep for your-

selves I" He might have plainly said—If such sorrow comes

upon Me through you, what anguish will one day come upon

you through Me ! But He does not say so ; for, on the one

hand. He veils now in the way of suffering His future judicial

dignity ; and, on the other, it would have been a not-yet-intelli-

gible anticipation of the future passion-preaching of the Holy

Ghost, if He had thus early told these daughters of Jerusalem,

in the midst of their wailings, that they also joined to crucify

Him ! The indefinite iroiova-iv—if they do— corresponds with

the yevTjrat, and the meaning so far is that both (what the Jews

now do and what the Romans will do to the Jews) were not the

act of men, but the counsel and the judgment of God. Yet it

is not without design that " they do " is used the first time, since

there is in it (what is suggested to be deeply pondered) an un-

righteous 7roL€tv, a deed of wickedness ; and none should conclude

from this rooting up of the good tree, although fruitful in the

w^orks of God,— Consequently, he also an evildoer ! But, rather

—If God permits and orders such suffering for the righteous,

1 The perfect opposite of Bengel's perfectly incorrect position :

— " The

punishment of Christ was heavier than that of any Jew when the city was

taken :"—but it should also run, " than that of any condemned soul, when

the world is destroyed !
!" This, however, is contradicted by ver, 31, rightly

understood.
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v/liat shall M, what must befall, finally and fully to the un-

lighteous! In this latter, the reference to the execution by

human hands ^ falls entirely away ; because the word already

penetrates beyond the Romans to the fire of the last judgment.

If the women and the men who first heard and pondered

this saying were moved in their hearts to ask, Why is it per-

mitted that this should be done to the green tree ? the very first

word from the cross, interpreted by the Spirit of God in their

consciences, and apostolical preaching most fully afterwards,

would unfold to them the answer, and deduce from the grace

revealed in the sufferings of Christ the piercing conclusion :

— What must come upon all at last who persevere in reject-

ing this grace ! And we ourselves may think further— What
will come upon the branches which had been partakers once

of grace, and then became dry and withered again ! These

the Lord includes, without any distinction, in the dry tree fit

for eternal fire.

And after He had spoken these mighty words—words which

preached repentance, predicted judgment, exhibited a possible

salvation from a misery which was yet inevitable, measured out

grace and wrath, pointing from His redeeming sufferings to

future eternal anguish— He turned round again ; and the pro-

cession went onward to Golgotha, where " these things " which

they do must have their full accomplishment, more awfully and

more perfectly than the sympathising women could imagine to

themselves.

FIRST WORD FROM THE CROSS.

(Luke xxiii. 34.)

We are now come to Golgotha. Oh that all our readers

were such as already sing, or are learning to sing, with the poet

of the Brethren—" Through all times, through eternities, has

my spirit restless wandered ; but nothing seized my whole heart,

until I came to Golgotha !" Every one, whose heart has been

thus seized, knows full well that there is nothing else within the

' "Which is made prominent by the reading in the Vulg. quid facient.
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discovery of man's seeking mind, whether m time or eternity,

which can absolutely bring the heart, full of sin and longing,

to God, that it may in Him be renewed and restored to man

again. Wander whither thou wilt, vdth. thy feet or in thy

spirit, thou must at last come to the j^lace of a skull, consecrated

to death and judgment, pointing to the Jerusalem at hand. .But

here is not only heard the word from Sinai, The wages of sin is

death!—but the mft of crrace in eternal life is victoriously

glorified on the cross, which is lifted up in the scene of judgment.

Out of the profoundest depth of ruin breaks forth in its most

glorious exhibition the love of God in Christ Jesus ; he who

embraces that love by faith can praise God who hath given to

him also this victory. The superscription in the three theologi-

cal tongues bears witness for all the languages of the earth,

concerning the Eang of the Jews as the Saviour of the world.^

All, even the most shameful circumstances of His crucifixion,

fulfil the prophetic ivord, and become most convincing argu-

ments in the preaching of the Gospel. But the historical

Scripture of the Holy Ghost celebrates in this most sacred

narrative its triumph over all that can ever come to pass in time

or the acres of eternity.^

^ We may say this, inasmucli as the sfipxhri^ the idiom of the people at

the time, represented the Hebrew tongue, as in the Eli-invocation of Jesus.

Strictly speaking, the sacred language is wanting by the side of the official

and the learned languages ; but in this it was shown that all the tongues of

people and commerce were to be anew sanctified for this King.

^ We cannot resist quoting an anecdote which Hess received from an

eye-and-ear-witness. " In one of the soirees of Baron d'Holbach, where

the most celebrated infidels of the age were in the habit of assembling, great

entertainment was afforded by the witty way in which the pretended

absurdities, stupidities, and follies of all kinds which abound in the sacred

writings were descanted upon. The pliilosopher Diderot, who had himself

taken no part in the conversation, put an abrupt end to it by suddenly say-

ing :
' Gentlemen, I know no men in France, or elsewhere, who can speak

or write with more talent or more art. Nevertheless, in spite of all the

evil we have spoken, and doubtless with reason enough, of this book [de ce

diable de Hvre], I defy you, with all your power, to compose a narrative

which shall be as simple but at the same time as subhme and as touching as

the recital of the passion and death of Jesus Christ, which shall produce the

same effect, and make so strong a sensation, felt so generally by all, and the

influence of which shall continue the same after so many ages.' This un-

expected apostrophe astonished all who heard it, and was followed by a long
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The saying written in Isa. liii. 12 is now fulfilled : He is

reckoned among the transgressors, in order to bear the sin of

many. But that all might be fulfilled, or rather that its fulfil-

ment might be made manifest, He utters that which was there

pi^edicted in His intercession for the transgressors. This is His

first word ; for His rejection of the stupifying drink was most

probably accompanied only by a gesture which declined it. The
custom of closing the mouths of malefactors, a custom of rare

and most extreme barbarity, was probably not yet in existence
;

or, if it was, they could not put it into practice, because the

world was yet to hear some further words of His mouth. They

crucified Him— St Luke records this first, so that after the Lord
had meekly undergone this. He speaks His first word from the

cross, and probably while the nails were being driven. The
never-ceasing intercession of His pleading heart becomes here

an uttered expression and testimony. Let us approach, and

reverently seek to understand it. What a word is this

!

There is no resistance here ! He defends not Himself ; and

although He might have said

—

Remove hence ! Fall down be-

fore Me I He says merely with perfect resignation—What they

do (IIoLodcn, probably connecting itself with the ravra iroiovaL

of ver. 31 before). There is nothing of wrath. He threatens

not, nor invokes vengeance

—

Let me see Thy vengeance on them !

(Jer. XX. 12). There is nothing of accusation or lament, no
invocation of help

—

Save Me ! Nor is there heard the word
which we poor sinners are too ready, half in truth and half in

pride, to utter

—

Iforgive you ! although He as the Holy One
has the power to forgive as well as to condemn (Jno. viii. 11).

Nor in this death for sin not His own is there any place for

Forgive Me I Asserting His own rights while renouncing them.

He thinks to the end not of Himself, like other children of men,

but— as in the way with the daughters of Jerusalem—of others

;

nevertheless. He avails Himself of His prerogative in calling

upon His Father for others. It is an infinite graciousness of

self-denial, and humility of self-concealment, which is blended

with the sublimity of this word. Thus He does not now say,

Gilence."— After tliis note, we would beg every one, whom it is needful thu

to beg, to read through the entire history of the Passion, before our exposi-

tion of the words from the cross.
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I will not complain of you to the Father, I will pray for you ;

but He prays at once in most childlike simplicity, as if in so

doing He only fulfilled an obligation, like that of the dying

sinner, to confess and supplicate for himself. That every trace

of personal judging, every tone of the most allowable and neces-

sary thought about Himself, might be taken from the word. He
does not even say— " what they do to Me or against Me." He
further cries. Forgive them^ what they do :—for " Thy children"

He cannot say, although His appeal to the Father does avail

even for them. But He specifies whom He means in no other

way than by the gracious presupposition. For they know not

!

He restrains Himself in His most gracious expression from

making any such distinction as. Forgive all those ivho do not

altogether know ; or. Forgive them ^/they know not what they

do :^—although, as we shall see, this awful distinction remains

in the background.

His '^ intercession" is infinitely more than any such inter-

cession as is possible and appropriate to sinful men generally,

and specifically quite different from it. For, He utters His

.word not merely as a request, like others ; but w^ith the same

consciousness which had been formerly expressed—Father, I

know that Thou always hearest Me. His intercession has this

for its ground, though in meekness it is not expressed—Father,

/ luill that Thou forgive them. " Father !" By this He con-

firms to us once more, in the most humble and yet the sublimest

manner. His own avow^al that He is still the Son of God, and

abides such upon the cross and in His atoning death. It is not

as merely a holy man, but strictly as the incarnate Son, that He
appeals to God by the name of Father ; but the expression of

His prayer immediately follows—being strictly connected with

it—which speaks of forgiveness as its great object.

When we examine and analyse it, this first word from the

cross discloses to us three things. First, the perfect love of the

holy Son of man, maintained and approved even unto death :

for the cry which went up to God has for its p>resupposition that

He as man retains nothing but forgiveness and \o\q. His whole

' Indeed, just as little can He say—Even if they know it ; forgive even

those who sin without ignorance. Least of all could the word include tlio

author of all this sin, and say of Satan, Forgive 1dm

!
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life was an expression of such love ; His death set upon it the last

seal. So meekly and humbly does He die in the hands of His

tormentors, that it seems to Him needless to speak of forgive-

ness on His own part. But, secondly, when we penetrate deeper,

the word points us to atoning love—and that, too, of the Father

himself, as it is revealed through the Son, who thus knoweth,

and thus appealeth to, Him. With God there is forgiveness,

that man may fear Him in order to love Him. No man can

—

even in that sense in which Scripture condescendingly uses the

word for men—forgive until He is forgiven ; otherwise his

unjustified "I forgive!*' is both untruth and sin together in

one. Thus Christ, now hanging upon the cross in the likeness

of sinners, though He does not of course pray first for any for-

giveness for Himself, yet keeps silence as to any forgiveness on

His own part, referring that to the Father above. Once more,

however, this God who reconciles the world unto Himself, not

imputing to it its sin, is no other than the God who is in Christ,

the Father of this Son. The Father, that is, who through Him
then wills to be and icill he our Father also ; by no means is

such already in Himself. Consequently, that is not indeed ex-

pressed which is implied in itself. My Father—for that Father-

love which is now free to all is appealed to ; but neither does

He say—Forgive Thy children ! In this supplicatoiy appeal

of the Son, which is heard and granted at once, the voice of

eternal love itself utters its promise—I will forgive. But only

through that propitiation, in which the Just interposes for the

unjust. Consequently, finally, and in the third place, this word

exhibits together and at once, a;s well the ground as the limit of

forgiveness and reconciliation for the sins of the world.

Its ground is and must ever be this intercession of the Son,

who in the appearance of like condemnation can yet saj^^ Father.'^

WHiile His blood is being poured out, the testimony thus given

beforehand declares

—

For you, for the forgiveness of sins ! Thus,

we have here in the beginning of the proper sufferings of death,

the sufferings of redemption, a testimony concerning their cause,

their design, and their fruit—Therefore, to this end I suffer

what they do ! For He Himself " knoweth what He doeth" in

this His suffering fulfilment of all !
" The saddest lamentations

in the passion-psalms turn constantly to exultation in the blessed
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results which would follow, in tlie life which so many miserable

souls would derive from them ; and we may therefore say that

the Lord Jesus sweetened His hitter crucifixion to His own thoughts

by His testimony to the blessedness which >vould follow His

passion." (Rieger.) He who hangs as a king naked upon the

cross, does thereby not merely 4;estify that " one may be a king

and not have a thread of the trappings of this world"—but this

naked One alone covers our shame (Gen. iii. 21). Thus the

type and the interpreting word are brought directly together

;

and hence St Luke adds in the same verse—And they parted

His raiment.

But how far extends this atoning word, which then and now

restrains wrath against evildoers ? Who are the e^dldoers for

w^hom it was spoken and avails ? The word says with designed

indefiniteness no more than " them" in order to make room for

every one who will and who can include himself. He does not

say, My enemies—hut He means in the widest sense all who are

guilty by participation in what was done to Him. First of all,

most assm'edly, the executioners who crucify Him, as the con-

nection in St Luke teaches us ; the four soldiers who execute

the deed. One might indeed be tempted to say (with v. Ger-

lach) :
" This intercession w^as not offered for the soldiers who

nailed Him to the cross ; they were not directly guilty of their

act, doing it simply in obedience "— as their duty. But this is

only a misleading fallacy, for they were otherwise sinners ; more-

over, then' obedient, undoubting performance of their duty was

done not without a sinful pleasure in doing it, or at all events

was closely connected with their general condition as sinners,

included in that common sin of the world to which the Lord

now ascribes His crucifixion. The word applies primarily to

them, inasfar as in them was embodied the general fact—They
crucified Him. Once more, as so often elsewhere, the Lord

seizes the immediate and concrete exhibition, but means while

He does so all that is exhibited and symbolised in it. He says.

Forgive My crucifiers, and means all sinners as His enemies
;

as far as possible all men, in opposition to whom He stands

before God as the Holy One, even while He becomes their

Brother in all things, in their miseiy and their ignominy, and

as the alone guiltless makes Himself the representative of their
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guilt. Here prays He for the world (John xvii. 9), and even

this intercession continues in heaven. (Heb. vii. 25.) But not

only for the world, as opposed to His disciples. Peter, who
denied Him, is included, with that which He did toward the

fulfilment of the griefs of his denied Master ; even John and
Marj too, with the doing of their hearts in sinful infirmity, as

the Lord sees through them. Even the murderers, between

whom He hangs as numbered with the transgressors, are in-

cluded, with all that they have done and all they have to do :

inasmuch as here the whole world with its sin is regarded

as the cause of the. death of Christ upon the cross. Are the

high priests and 7mlers also included, who condemned Him, de-

livered Him to Pilate, and racred for His crucifixion with the

most furious zeal of malignity ? Certainly many among them
;

all, indeed, of whom Caiaphas had already given in John xi.

50, a prophetically true testimony— Ye know not! But far in-

deed is the word from availing for him, this ringleader of the

counsel and of the act. They are greatly in error who say that

*' the Lord had His real murderers especially in His thoughts

in this prayer, and petitioned expressly for the terrible men who
urged on His condemnation with devilish malice." Oh no, we
cannot give any specific interpretation to the word thus spoken

in widest generality, and yet (as we shall see) expressing its

own restriction ; we can no more refer it especially to the judges

and accusers than to the soldiers who executed their will. The
Lord does not indeed say noio what we have found expressed in

the ^L* etTra?

—

thou hast said— to Judas and Caiaphas; it is

not His will to exclude and except those who kneiv, but He
commits all to Him who judgeth righteously. He closes His

word, however, in such a manner, that it prays for the forgive-

ness of those sins only which were capable of forgiveness : not

for the sin unto death, 1 John v. 16.

What they do—this expression, uttered in the present be-

tween the past and the future, embraces assuredly all sin of all

sinners, which is seized in its central manifestation in the cru-

cifixion of the Son of God: thus the sins which preceded this

intercession, and the sins which followed it. The intercession

looks back upon all that had brought them to the point of

crucifying Him, and forward to all that would thereafter be
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done in continuation of that act. " The word of this intercession

stretches out two arms ; the one, to atone for all the sins which

had gone before, the other, to atone for all the sins which

should follow." This is certainly true ; but we further ask

—

Is allj can all, be forgiven which all do, have done, or will do ?

and must answer No ; for the intercessory word, while it gives

us the ground of this reconciliation, gives us its limit likewise.

The first and proper objective ground of all possible, and

therefore actual, reconciliation was unexpressed and only inti-

mated in the appeal to the Father ; if we bring it into com-

pleteness, it is,

—

For 1, the Son, supphcate for them on the

same cross on w^hich I am pierced for their sin ! But then at

once comes out the limit of this reconciliation ; since a sub-

jective condition and consequently a restriction, which supposes

something different, is expressed as the ground. Thus the in-

tercession veils, as much as might be, and gently passes by, the

excluded; yet the "/or" which is the ground of forgiveness,

has plainly enough the force of a conditional "^Z"." All are

meant, concerning whom the all-knowing Son can say, because

He knoweth it—that they know not what they do. " That does

not signify that their ignorance would deserve grace ; but the

reason is derived from their miserable condition." So speaks

the Berl. Bible rightly, but not the whole truth ; the whole

truth would be : for it is yet possible that forgiveness should be

extended to them. This alone is the inmost meaning of the

reason assigned in the For, which has a restricting If as its un-

dertone. Indeed the most gracious word of the widest irdpeai^

and most ready ac^eai^, which we have here, does not expressly

name their afiaprdvecv or dfiaprla (as Stephen, Acts vii. 59)—
nevertheless sin is intended in the Vv'ord, because foi^giveness.

This word of our Lord, which is so unintelligently and wilfully

perverted, is very far from sanctioning that supei-ficial con-

science-condemned theor}^, so ignorant both of grace and sin,

wnich derives sin so-called from not knowing simply, and makes

it one with ignorance. How often do we hear in various tones

the effeminate wail and empty hope of such words as these

:

" Alas, poor mortals, if they only knew and understood, they

would not sin ;" that is, in fact, thei/ do not sin at all I Then

doctrine would be sufficient for their deliverance, and their re-

VOL. VII. 2 E
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conciliation with God would consist only in the removal of their

error ! Oh no, in this pregnant rt (they know not what, how

great evil they do) the doing is defined to be sinning.^ The

erring sheep (Isa. liii. 6, which passage might well be in our

Lord's thought) are at the same time, and notwithstanding, no

other than lost, voluntarily and knowingly rebellious, children

of their heavenly Father.

The slightest actual sin is not committed without a know-

ledge that we transgress in will ; else it would be no sin, and

nothing would be do7ie that required to be forgiven. For all

forgiveness^ prayed-for as yet possible, presupposes two things

—

a conscious guilt, and also an error connected with it. Guilt

as such lies always in the evil will; in mere error there is

nothing to forgive, it is to be pitied and helped; but every

moral error has in it guilt, and is rendered guilty by previous

sin. Nevertheless, there is on the other hand in every sin which

may be forgiven a not knowing ; from the first " deceiving" of

the serpent down to that limit where consummate sin finally ends

in perfectly conscious wickedness. Such was the condition of all

those who were embraced originally in this intercession, from the

most unknowing and yet not guiltless soldiers, up to those who
had the knowledge in Israel ; whose sin was not without blind

ness, but this blindness again the judicial consequence of their

sin ; so that Langer may well say, " almost greater than this

act of horror (the crucifixion of our Lord) was the guilt out

of which it had sprung." Even for the whole people of Israel,

who, invoking blood-guiltiness upon themselves, in a sense

'Sprayed against their forgiveness"— the words of Jno. xv.

22-25 avail. But the greater part knew not the essential ichat

of their act ; they knew it not in its profoundest, fullest mean-

ing. Many brought the sacrifice of fools, and thought they

did God service; but knew not the evil which they did, be-

cause they knew neither the Father nor Christ. (Eccles. v. 1

;

Jno. x\n. 3.) Almost all knew the innocent man, the Holy

1 The usual and well-intended remarks upon our Lord's gentle and

gracious apology and excuse, do not apprehend the matter in all its force :

for they seize at once upon the Lord's excusing words, instead of first pene-

trating the whole saying in its depths, and then being amazed at the

apology which is so wonderfully found in the depths of human sin itself
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One approved of God by signs and wonders ; but only a few

knew that He was Christ the Son of the living God. In fact

this last is the great point in the not-knowing ivhat they do ; for

the Lord's concealed meaning is—They knew not to Whom they

do this ! Is it not so even in our own day with many whom we

should regard as exhibiting the full conscious and maHgnant

contradiction of perfect wickedness, but in whom the Searcher

of hearts sees something different? He sees error, and there-

fore room for an offered and afterwards received forgiveness,

here in the most awful outburst of human sin, before which our

thoughts are lost in amazement. ^' Awful, that they know not

what they do ! Incomprehensible, that they know it not ! Yet

they really know it not. This judgment of the dying Lord

sprang not from His sparing them, but from His knowledge."

So Draseke ; and Rambach is not merely more plain but more

profound :
" In this the Son of God exhibited a master-stroke

of His love ; for He makes that which might have been matter

of accusation (for their ignorance was unjustifiable) matter of

excuse'^ The law of God knows nothing of the plea—I knew

it not ; but His grace judgeth otherwise. Christ on the cross

knows that these blinded sinners themselves pray not for for-

giveness; therefore He prays in His compassion for them;

places Himself in their persons, and speaks on their behalf,

that they maybe encouraged to come to the " Father" through

Him. Augustine : " Mercy prayed, that misery might pray

;

the Physician prayed, that the sick might pray; the Judge,

wiUing to be merciful, prayed, that the guilty might plead to

be spared."

Wide, very wide, does this appealing intercession, with its

gracious excuse, extend its aiTQs over all sinners, and all sins in

which error may yet be alleged. We may further say with

Lange : " It availed for the individuals who were guilty in pro-

portion as they in fact did not know what they did." But we

should be in error if we continued, as he does :
" no man, how-

ever, could altogether know. For how could sin be clearly

conscious of itself?" This double position, which denies the

possibiHty of any such actual and full knowledge, and therefore

denies the existence of any such as could be excluded from the

intercession, not merely in the actual liistor}' of the text, but
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generally and unconditionally, is false ; for it misaj^prehends the

abysmal natui'e of sin, the error of which must finally, unless

kept back, end in the abyss (by the fire sufficiently enlightened)
;

and contradicts the Scripture, especially all that we have dis-

covered in it (vol. ii.) concerning the unpardonable sin. It may
be enough to refer to our exposition there. The Lord would

not have added His ov 'yap o'lBaaCy they know not, if that were

understood of itself touching all sin, and if there were not, be-

yond their limit, an o'lBaao to be attributed to others who were

not included in this avTol<^. There is a sin unto death, for

which no prayer is to be offered ; this was committed by Judas

at least, probably by Caiaphas and others, and may have been

committed oftentimes since, where the knowing has been di-

rectly within the spii'it's reach. Compare also what we have

said upon Lu. xxii. 53 (in this volume) concerning the judg-

ment upon this question in the Acts ; and understand by that

the similar limitation in 1 Cor. ii. 8. The sin of man, deceived

by the sei'pent, may as such be called that of ignorance, and

find a sacrifice ; hence the expression in Heb. ix. 7. The sin of

the devil knows well what its aim is and what it does. Finally,

those who have become altoo-ether the devil's amono; men,

equally know; they are therefore, and must ever be, his portion.

Finally, we must not overlook what is intimated by this

ignorance admitted in the first word from the cross:—that on

that account a salutary knowledge, and confession of repentance,

still remains possible ; that this is doubtless presupposed as the

condition of forgiveness
; yea, for many here referred to, is in a

certain sense foredeclared and prophesied. Othendse, this in-

tercession of grace would supplicate forgiveness generally and

unconditionally, in direct contradiction to the whole of Scrip-

tui'e, which everywhere demands the strictest repentance of

eveiy, the least, sin, in order to its being forgiven. See simply

Lu. xxiv. 47. Out of repentance alone rises faith ; but repent-

ance and faith are everywhere inseparable and indispensable,

where forgiveness is to be enjoyed. The apostolical preach-

ing has no other law ; were it otherrv^se, that preaching would

be as it were useless after this redeeming intercession ! That

is a miserable perversion of this sacred word which regards the

petition for forgiveness, obviously presupposing the conditions
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of that forgiveness, as an unconditional assurance and bestow-

ment of it. The Lord is merciful, but He says -—Acknowledge

thine iniquity ! (Jer. iii. 13.) When the sinner's eyes are

opened (Acts xxvi. 18) to see his former sin, then he knows

ichat he has done, but now ceases to do, otherwise than he had

ever known before ; then first repentance speaks with a new

and full perception of the word—I have sinned. This know-

ledge, however, becomes the further knowledge—I have cruci-

fied Thee, my Lord and my God ; I have made Thee to serve

and wearied Thee ! (Isa. xHii. 24.) Thus the fulfilment of

the " forgive them " lies in the future ; when they attain to a

penitent knowledge, who now know not what they do. Their

present not-knowing makes their future forgiveness possible,

because there is yet possible an opening of then' eyes unto con-

version ; and as long as such a futm'e is before them as possible,

the intercession of Jesus avails and exerts its influence.^ The

same supplication therefore cries at the same time to the Father

—Bring them to this knowledge I Give them space, and give

them motive to repent ! But, again, as is obvious

—

If thpy

may receive it. (2 Tim. ii. 25, 26.) The calling to mind this

word concerning a forgiveness, even then prepared, was help-

ful to the repentance of many even then; and certainly of

many under subsequent apostohcal preaching. For, it was in-

strumental in producing trust and confidence in that grace

which had regarded the ignorance in the sin which they had

hitherto committed. But without such confidence the first be-

ginnings of repentance are not possible. This saving return to

God may often take place long afterwards ; and therefore the

" Forgive them ! " extends far into futurity, through many judg-

ments which precede the last. Yet there remains a limit, and

a final judgment of wrath; as Luther, correctly enough at

least as to the main point, preaches :
" The simple meaning is

that the Lord intends to point out two sorts of sin ; and we

should make the distinction. All sms have the sacrifice and

intercession of Christ between them and God, and God will not

impute them, if they are (known and) acknowledged, and the

^ " Jesus acknowledges in them a certain ignorance, as something which

might make them capable of Divine forgiveness, if it should afti^rwarck

give place to a knowledge of the truth." TVeiss.
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sinner's faith rests upon tlie Higli Priest, with His sacrifice and

intercession upon the cross. But those sins which fight against

grace and will not know that they are such, such as those of

the thief on the left hand and the blasphemers of the high

priests, are not included in this intercession of Christ. There

is a great difference between the sin which man acknowledges

to be sin (how great sin it has been) and the sin which man will

not know (wilfully refuses, though he knows it to be such, to

acknowledge it in penitence)." Thus, how loudly does the

Lord here call upon the sinner to seek the true knowledge of

repentance ; and at the same time what a warning is contained

in His encouraging word! For, there is no such thing as

standing still in a career of sin ; a man does not become more

and more ignorant of what he does, and therefore more and

more worthy of compassion. The tendency of continuance in

the works of sin is to make the knowledge of it more clear, until,

repentance becoming ever more difficult, the point is at last

reached of the mipardonable

—

Thei/ know not what they do!

Meanwhile let us who have knowledge, penitence, and faith,

make the Lord's word our example, in praying for those who
know not what they do. His word denounces for ever all that

Christian Pharisaism which would uncharitably condemn and

pass by others in their sin. It is true that we have the saying

of 1 Jno. V. 16 ; but it is not expressly said there—If any man
see his brother sin a sin which is unto death. For we may in-

deed see with increasing clearness om' own sin ; but very seldom

can we see—what the Searcher of hearts on the cross would

not, as it were, see, and omitted to speak of—that this man or

that knows fully what he does. Stephen makes the last word
of the cross his first dying word—that is now obtained for us as

our privilege ; but he also makes the first word of Jesus on the

cross his own last word in death - ondi that is thereby com-

mended to our imitation.
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SECOND WORD FROM THE CROSS.

(Lu. xxiii. 43.)

^Yhat was the influence of the first word of the Crucified

upon the sinners who heard it, and for what did it pave the way ?

It wrought, probably, repentance in some ; in still more it dis-

tantly prepared for it ; but the greatest part, and among them

many who were afterwards converted, were for the present only

moved to more excited energy of evil in word and act. The in-

ternal history of the hearts around Golgotha remains hidden

from us ; but their external course of conduct is recorded in a

manner so impressive as to furnish more for our exposition

than it can ever penetrate and interpret. According to the

connection of the narrative in St Luke, that mockery now fol-

lows which led to the railing blasphemy of the one malefactor,

and the prayer of the other. The promise to this latter of

entrance into Paradise is therefore obviously the second word

on the cross. Eambach says of this order :
" The first was a

word of intercession, the second a word of promise. The first

prays for a term of repentance and grace : the second throws

open the door of grace to a great smner. The first has for its

end justification, the second glorification ; the first has to do

with the kingdom of grace, the second with the kingdom of

glory. In the first our Lord executed His High-priestly func-

tion, in an intercession founded upon His sacrificial death ; in

the second He anticipates His kingly office and act, and at the

very moment when His Idngly office was subjected to most

supreme contempt." But, in order to understand the answer

given to the thief, we must first study carefully his request:

and that again will require us to expound the scene of mocker}^

which gave rise to it.

And the people stood beholding. This mere contemplation

involved a perilous stillness, which, to the consciences of the

rulers, the real enemies and crucifiers of Cluist, was insupport-

able:—for much worse might arise out of it. Then began

these rulers their mockery^, to clear the stifling air, and deafen

the voice which was stirring even in themselves. Tlie ofMolco^
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Be Kai, also ivith them, Matt, xxvii. 41 and Mark xv. 31, does

not refer simply to the time, but intimates an entire forgetful-

ness and throwing aside of their dignity on the part of these

great ones ; and St Luke also in ver. 35 plainly records that

the rulers began the mockeiy ; for, " with them" is rightly ex-

pounded by Bengel with reference to vers. 33, 34—" with those

who had crucified Him." It points us partly to the mockery in

the hall of judgment, and partly to the railing sph'it and words

of the soldiers who had just accomplished the act ; and tells us

that even the rulers reduced themselves to a level with the

lowest and meanest of the Gentiles—and that they also cruci-

fied Christ, at least with their words. . (Heb. vi. 6.) There is

a holy derision in the mouth of God, and of Christ, and of holy

men, which unites the purest truth with the keenest love ; but

the mockery of the ungodly against truth and love is fearfully

godless, and all the more fearful here as being the first effect

and answer which the intercessor}^ word upon the cross pro-

duces. ^'The highest love prays above on the cross for those

who stand below ; and while that prayer is being uttered (pro-

perly, after its utterance), those for whom that intercession is

urged are speaking and acting nothing but hatred." (Langer.)

That was "the crucifixion of the sacred soul of Jesus"— ac-

cording to the title which Rambach gives his sermon upon it :

these were the nails which went through His heart.

The mockery of the rulers, and presently afterwards of the

people, was given-vent-to partly as a needful protest against

and suppression of any favourable feeling towards Jesus, and
still more as a protest against the first mockery of the Gentiles

as directed against this " King of the Jews :"—for they could

contradict this only by joining in it. Thus the mahgnity of

Gentiles and Jews, though mutually contradicting, is united in

its outburst against the Man upon the cross. " Have we not

long ago said that he was a deceiver*?" Thus their words

begin, and then continue—" Behold, also, how he is brought to

confusion as the pretended Messiah !" He had in the sublimest

and most affecting manner directed their thoughts away from

Himself to their own state, and to the guilt of their own deed,

which yet might be forgiven. But they will hear nothing of

themselves, or of their own forgiveness ; all their thought is
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against Him, and they continue what they have begmi. All

ciy at once, Save thyself! and go still further. If thou he the

Son of God—just as in the first temptation of Satan, which

now recurs in its perfect consummation. One after the other

ventures to bring forward his own keen railery ; even passing

hy with wagging of head and blasphemy, no longer standing

still as before ! The first daring word addressed to the Lord
Himself (with an Ah, Ova, Mark xv. 29) came doubtless from

among the rulers ; for it brings forward again the charge con-

cerning the temple, but at the same time betrays in its passion

an almost correct understanding of its true meaning. (Build

then the temple again

—

It is in the way of being destroyed

now!) The same rulers who had first decreed—He is not

Christ, as he said, and therefore he must die ! now say in their

mockery-—He dies and therefore he is not Christ !
" This is

the helper of all men"—with a tone as if throwing doubt upon

all His miracles ; this at least was the design, but in the confu-

sion of their tonmies it runs as an enforced acknowledginent

—

He saved others ! and so not only His love but His perfect faith

is extorted from their admission

—

He trusted in God! Taken
together these are their testimony to His pure devotion and un-

selfish chiarity to man. He must come down from the cross to

save Himself:—thus speaks selfishness which knows of nothing

but take care of thyself (Aide foz'-meme) ; and thus speaks

unbelief, Take care of thyself (Aide ^oz-meme) if thou canst!

They know not now what they say ; they know not that He had

ascended the cross, in order to save others with an eternal sal-

vation. But that even the high priests and scribes mock His

admitted " trust in God," as now put to confusion, betrays the

inmost wickedness of their hearts, for thus they really blas-

pheme God Himself in Christ. Finally, when they, according

to Matt, xxvii. 43 (either ignorantly, or in their customary

manner of perverting holy words into proverbs), speak in the

language of Ps. xxii., this their mockery becomes a Tvatness to

ti-uth, in His favour, and against theii' own sin.

Thus, Gentiles and Jews, rulers and common people, those

who were standing there and such as passed by, all join in

derision—and with them even those murderers who were also

crucified, at least one of them. What Matt, calls oveihl^eiv,
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Lu. ^Xaa(p7]fjL6LV, must have been, according to these emphatic

expressions, no less than mockery too. Thus it was not, as

Krummacher thinks, that the revihng thief might have made a

despairing attempt to touch the Lord's honour, thinking of the

possibility that He might yet save Himself and them, if He
only would ! Oh no, this one had received no such influence

from the Man by his side, and the meaning of his word is alto-

gether different. Nor was it "in the intoxication of frenzy,"

after having received the stupifying draught, but, more cor-

rectly, it was partly in the " madness of anguish," and partly

through the excitement of the mockery raging around, which

he would imitate. It is with a side-glance of wretched vanity

upon the multitude (I can mock too !)—using the tongue which

alone is now in his power—without any emotion of penitence,

but with a shameful joy that this insurgent against the powers

of the world is now also like himself—that he utters his cry.

Save thyself and us ! Thou wast one of us— Canst thou do

anything now for us ? We hold with thee still, and are thy

first dependents ! What intensity of wickedness ! What depth

of shame for Jesus Himself !

The daring man had thought to excite general derision, and

thus to perform a great exploit—but it is otherwise. He had

been bold to speak in the name of his crucified companion, as

well as his own— Save thyself and us ! But before any one

has time to laugh, this other crucified one protests with all his

might against any such fellowship with those who fear not

God.-^ One malefactor beguis to preach to the other ! Still

^ Was he a Gentile^ in opposition to the Jew who had spoken of

" Christ?" An anonymous writer finds in his words and those of Zac-

cheus the purest Greek in all the gospels ! Bengel regarded him as a Gen-

tile, but incorrectly. For this malefactor on the cross, and the Roman
centurion afterwards, represent together the confessors from the Jewish

and Gentile world ; the former, especially, the remnant of the Jews saved

in the impending judgment. The Lord would scarcely have spoken of

Paradise to a Gentile. Bengel's ingenuity hides a double error. When he

says, " He aUudes not to the promises given to the Father, but the original

Paradise," we must reply that the Gentile could not have known anything

about that. When he goes on, " Nor is there any obstacle in his speaking of

the one God ; for faith in Christ infers faith in one God^''—we cannot admit

this. Eambach more correctly remarks that both belonged to the seditious

Jews mentioned in Mark xv. 7. But we shall meet this question again.
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more, a fellow-crucified begins to bear witness to the honour,

dignity, and power of the crucified Just One. In the midst of

the mockery of blackest hell, a lightning flash of faith and con-

fession to the truth breaks forth ; and it is as a peal of thunder

to all hearts and consciences around. " One who was cast out

from the society of men was the first and only one who was

penetrated by the truth and glory of Jesus, and bore a free and

artless testimony in His behalf." " Such a testimony of one

dying in deep anguish through his own sin is not to be

despised." Let us observe, once more, the most w^onderful

mingling of honour and indignity, of confessing truth and

mocking he : one crucified with ffim is the only one who now
confesses that Jesus is king—but what power has the honour

paid to Truth in such a confession as this ! Luther :
" This is

a comfortable symbol and example for all Christendom, that

God will never let faith in Christ and the confession of His

name go down. If the disciples as a body, and those who were

otherwise related to Jesus, confess not and lose their faith, deny

Him in fear, are offended, and forsake Him—a m.alefactor or

murderer must come forward to confess Him, to preach Him
to others, and teach all men who He is, and what consolation

all may find in Him."

Long had the penitent hanging upon the cross kept silence,

while hearing the general mockery; his indignation was not

expressed until his companion included him in the " us." He
was then compelled to rebuke him by a word which came from

his deepest soul : Dost not thou —even thou not yet—fear God"^

The ovhe condemns at the same time all the rest ; the inference

from his words w^as. Hast thou not yet learned it (like me) upon

thy cross ? The otl is not to be taken simply for quamvis, in

favour of which probably Acts i. 17, though not Jno. viii. 45,

may be compared ; but it is to be filled up thus—Dost thou not

fear God, as thou oughtest to do, since— ? (Bengel : because—
seeing that this should be a reason for fearing Him.) Then fol-

lows his beautiful confession : in which he first places himself

on a level with the rebuked malefactor by " we," that he may
then set over against the daring "save ws" of his fellow a better

word, spoken to his conscience and soul ; and then vindicate the

Kighteous One from the appearance of the same condemnation
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and then, finally, speak to Jesus otherwise and more becomingly

on his own behalf. He thinks of himself at last ; not till he

had rebuked his companion, and acknowledged the Just One.

But now, too, what a contrast betw^een this petition and that

derision ! Arndt :
" UnbeKef mocks, faith prays." The Re-

member me is really a word of prayer ; as in Nehem. xiii. 14,

22, 31, V. 19, and often in the Psalms spoken to God, besides

Ps. XXV. 7, w^hich has been referred to. It is not merely parallel

with the request of Joseph, Gen. xl. 14, comp. Ecclus. xxxvii.

6 ; or used in the sense in which among the Jews survivors

commended themselves to the intercession of the departing for

admission into Paradise—though the incorrigible arch-CathoKc

Sepp finds here the doctrine of the intercession of the saints !

But the Kvpte, Lord, in connection with the kingdom, gives full

evidence that the thief thought more highly than this concerning

Jesus. This remember me includes, first and before all, a suppli-

cation for a forgiveness to be obtained from God His Father for

him ; and is as such connected with the intercession of Jesus,

w^hich here will be followed by its first anticipatory fruit. But
then, still bolder, he continues, not indeed to say it openly but to

hint it, that he himself would fain after his forgiveness enter into

the kingdom of this Divine Ruler—Remember me as thy subject

!

" the firm conviction of the dying man as to the immortality of

his soul," on which Niemeyer lays such stress, is the least thing,

and is self-understood. His faith presses far beyond this !

Luther's translation is, alas, very incorrect and misleading ; its

meaning being—When thou comest into Thy kingdom : he fol-

lows the Vulg., and many persist in maintaining that iv rrj

jSao-iketa is to be explained as ek rrjv ^aaikelav. This is not

the meaning, even as understood, with de Wette and Neander,
" to found and establish Thy kingdom upon earth." But, as he

sees Jesus patiently dying upon the cross, he means by the coming

a coming again ; and that, in opposition to His present lowliness,

ivith His power and glory. Thus it is—In Thy self-manifesting

kingly power, as King. (Comp. Matt. xvi. 28) : not, certainly.

When Thou comest into Thy heavenly kingdom, to God Thy
Father. -iWhat kind of king of the Jews He is not—that He
is not a king in the carnal sense of Jewish expectation— is

made plain to the malefactor, and to all the world, by the cruci-
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fixlon ; but this thief is not, like the other/ offended at this
;

he understands, what Pilate would not understand, that He is

nevertheless a King ; and that He will in His time reveal His

heavenly, spiritual, kingdom upon earth, as a kingdom coming

with His own person. Thus He declares firmly His knowledge

and conviction

—

He can and will save both Himself and others !

He puts his confidence in this Dying One, whose last garment

is taken from Him, and whose kingdom visible among men
is now given up finally, that He vdW nevertheless appear as

a King in His glory. Thus he reads— " with Di\dne clear-

sightedness in this deepest night" (Krummacher)— the super-

scription aright, as if he had heard the confessions made before

Caiaphas and Pilate ; with astounding faith, in the face of the

whole mockino; world,^ he looks forward into the kingdom of

this Crucified One by his side who was scorned by all men ; and

becomes an Apostle of His honour, while His own Apostles are

oppressed in silent despondency. To such far-seeing clearness

of spiritual apprehension can fundamental penitence purge the

eyes !

To all that had preceded, the Lord

—

heaiing all, however, as

we now see—had kept silence ; but He cannot keep silence now.

He must speah once more ! Not like any feeble son of man,

involved in himself and thinking only of his o-s^ai pain, does He
hang upon the cross ; but His open love and sympathy are ready

for all, even the most fearful, expressions which these sinners,

whom He redeems, cause Him to hear. Probably He cannot

see these two criminals, cannot direct His glance to this last,

without adding to His own agony by movement upon the cross.

But that He forgets, and turns with an impulse of joy, as well

as He can, to the soul that speaks to Him—thus making the

nails more firm. (Pfemiinger.) How could IJe keep silence.

He whose heart never received supplication in vain ? " Hatred

is silent, and His love has the last word." Still more, it is not

merely in His love to the miserable, but in His joy over this

word of penitence and faith, that He gives answer. " Xo

' Who probably, as Lange says, though without direct support from the

text, had hoped in Jesus as the Jewish Messiah.

2 " This thief would fill a conspicuous place in a list of the triumphs of

faith supplementary to Heb. xi." (Alford.)
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strengthening angel from heaven could have been more welcome"

— says Arndt with deep feeling. That He can already assure

and impart to this first-bom the fruit of His now-accomplished

redemption, is (as the commencement of Jno. xii. 32) His last

liuman joy and first full Saviour-joy upon the earth, in which

He Himself has the foretaste of Paradise in the midst of the

6/jL0LQ)fia rov Kplfxaro^. He therefore begins with His sacred

Amen.j as in former days ; and Pfenninger touchingly remarks

that this would in a moment recall to the disciples, in the midst

of their sorrow, His former " Yerily, verily, I say unto you."

" In this word," says Lange, with equal beauty, " all is cer-

tainty : the trust in the reality of the penitence of the thief

,

his merciful acceptance ; the assurance of his continuing to live

;

the promise of his futm'e union with Jesus ; the instant fulfil-

ment of all his wishes on the same day ; the pledge of his ele-

vation to heaven." To the last expression " heaven" we shall

find some objection presently ; but the first point, the trust in

the earnestness (as to his repentance and as to his faith) of the

thief, must have its counterpart in this, that Christ first by His
" verily" strengthened the faith of this believer into perfection.^

Let it be observed how definitely the Lord rephes to all that

he said, and gives assurance in each case of more than was asked

for
; promising abundantly more than even this bold petitioner

could ask or conceive. For—" He directs His words in His

sympathy to the sore conflict of faith which this poor sinner had

still before Mm ; for he makes everything more definite than his

humble request had ventured to do." (Rieger.) The appeal

cried

—

Lord! therefore He says. Verily I, this Lord, say unto

thee. Remember me I this also is surpassed—Thou shalt be with

Me ! instead of the mere remembrance, perfect fellowship and

communion is promised. When Thou one day shalt come in

Thy kingdom : in opposition to this indefinite futurity, we hear

— To-day ! This last declaration also surpasses the request,

since it places a condition of blessed satisfaction for the male-

factor in the place of the kingly authority of Jesus ; yet there

is on the other hand something in the to-day which corrects

and restricts the indistinct notion of his petition :— Not at once

' As Rambach says that " He must strengthen by His verihj the soul

which, with all its first strong faith, still needed the strong consolation.''''
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into the kingdom, but first into Paradise. For up to this time

the Lord's clear glance into all the relations and stages of the

way which He Himself would go, and in which He would lead

Hjs people, had not yet been obscured, as it afterwards was in

the final darkness of His soul.

The word concerning Paradise, and that concerning the

forgiveness of sins, are closely connected ; though the connection

does not exhibit itself in the expression. As the prayer did not

first expressly ask forgiveness, while yet this lay in the back-

ground of the supplication, so the assiu-ance of the coiTespond-

ing answer leaves it unex-pressed (though the intercession for

all sinners coming to repentance had just preceded), but there-

by gives the fullest promise of a presupposed pardon. "All

who are cast out of the Paradise lost, are attracted by the in-

scription over the way—Forgiveness of sins. He who can

make this word his own, is on the way to Paradise. Without

forgiveness of sins Paradise would be hell. Through the for-

giveness of sins—were that possible there— hell would be

Paradise. Therefore, the Eedeemer's word, To-day thou shalt

be with Me in Paradise, is only another form of the consola-

tion—Be of good cheer, My son, thy sins be forgiAen thee !"

(Langer.)

The Berlenb. Bible says :
'^ Here we must not play with

the shell, but go to the kernel." We add : The kernel of the

word is, first, the plain declaration—Thou shalt he with Me I

But, secondly, the sweet kernel of the word "Paradise"

—

which, with the to-day, has always been a hard nut to expositors

—is the promise of blessedness. The Lord ob^aously chooses

this expression, in order, both for the thief and for Hiviself,

to place in opposition to present anguish the thought of rest

and joy ; graciously promising the peace after and as spring-

ing out of the present condemnation. But then the expres-

sion points still further back and further forward : it says

much more than merely— " mth the blessed." The confes-

sion of the sufferer, "We receive the due reward of our deeds,"

sounds in the thought of Christ as the universal cry of sinful

humanity, with which, therefore. He includes this specific sinner.

It was natural and necessaiy that in the contemplations of His

soul He should fix Plis thoughts upon the loss of Paradise
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by tlie whole race of evil-doers ; and upon the tree of the curse

remember the tree of life. Proceeding from this He utters

His new and independent word : how far His language is

connected with Jewish ideas and expressions customary at that

time, is a question concerning only the shell of the ripe and

bursting word within, which, however, is itself not to be taken

as the kernel ! So far back as Ezek. xx^dii. 13, xxxi. 8, 9

(and even by hints yet earlier, Isa. li. 3, comp. Iviii. 11) we
have the beginning in canonical Scripture of the profound

phraseology which, referring back to the primitive n.yi and

^'''?^^'I^?j speaks of a state of innocence and delight generally,

which it was very easy to assign to the blessed as their restored

place ; comp. ii. Esdras vii. 53, viii. 52. In the Talmud, Para-

dise is now a place in heaven where souls are gathered together,

and now a place where some are caught up in trance (see Buxt.

Lex. s. V. D'HiS)); then, again, it is the region of Hades ap

pointed to the righteous, as Gehenna to the wicked. This last

is found expressly in Chagiga fol. 15. 1 ; hence Lutz correctly

maintains that the Jemsh Eschatology provided a twofold in-

termediate state—Paradise and Gehenna. From this arose

formulas of good-wishing as to a happy death—May his soul

be taken to the garden of Eden ; may he have his portion in

Paradise, etc. ; see Grotius on Lu. xxiii. 43. The manifold

and, for the most part, vapid teachings of the later Jews con-

cerning Paradise, may be found in Eisenmenger. But how
much of this was current in the time of Jesus is very uncer-

tain ; and hence we cannot admit at once what Friedlieb says,

that Jesus in His word to the niiilefactor presupposed this pre-

dominant view. In the New-Testament writings, not only does

Eev. ii. 7 (comp. xxii. 2) confirm the truth of a restoration of

" Paradise," but, according to 2 Cor. xii. 4, St Paul was caught

up to a Paradise, which is made equivalent in ver. 2 to the

" third heaven." This is obviously to be understood on the

principle that noiu, after the completed victory of Christ, the

true and perfect Paradise can only be above ; although there

may be a lower Paradise for many as a stage of transition.

For (as Olshausen rightly remarks) the Jews themselves divided

Paradise into the upper and the under.

To enter more at larcje into the whole obscure doctrine of
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Hades, and to extract the tinitli from the mists and perversions

which surround it, would carry us too far we therefore con-

tent ourselves with remarking that Christ, before His resurrec-

tion, can mean by the to-day of His promise only a lower Para-

dise, the " region of joy in Hades ;" and therefore that Lutz is

right in asserting an "intermediate state" to be here established.

The two things are quite consistent : on the one hand a certain

adherence to the current ideas and language ; and, on the other,

a new meanmcr in the siii:nificant word, which is not to be ex-

plained according to Jewish opinions. In one point of view,

Grotius is quite right :
"' It is not to be doubted that Christ

spoke in a manner which would be understood by the thief,"

and by the Jews who already knew something of a Paradise.

In another point of ^iew, it is still more certain that on His lips

and at this time this important word would receive another and

more perfect meaning, as weU for aU who should afterwards

appropriate it, as for him who received it first. It was not with-

out design, that om' Lord in the parable of Lazarus spoke only

of "Abraham's bosom," and not as the Jews did, proleptically,

of "Paradise ;" for "' it was not till the manifestation of Christ

that that resting-place of the faithful dead became in truth an

abode of the blessed, and changed into Paradise" (Arndt).

Now first was Paradise opened by the second Adam (as Chry-

sostom preached), the new Paradise founded^ as Lange says

(only that the latter, ^Aih. his " church of spirits " and " spirit-

congregation " idealizes too much ; invades the prerogative of

heaven ; and leads us away from the obvious sense of the words,

as it respects Jesus and the malefactor). Certainly, as "Para-

dise lost " is a term which expresses and combines all the misery

of man, and all his hopes and longings, as they first look back-

ward to what has been forfeited ; so we may say that the pro-

mise of Paradise is the greatest which could be given, that is,

the most comprehensive ; for all that has been lost, and that has

been sighed for with infinite longing, is to be restored to us in

glorified form. And so far the established Jcingdom of the con-

summation, the new earth, as described in Kev. xx., is actually

the final, most real, and more-than-restored Paradise: conse-

quently this reply to the supphcation does most profoundly and

internally surpass it. But with this is quite consistent the

VOL. VII. • 2 F
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truth and reality of a condition and place, the rest and joy of

which the Lord promises to the penitent before His "It is

finished !" and for a to-day preceding His resurrection and

ascension. Even the entrance at the first into this lower

Paradise, the type and earnest of the higher, as of the last, is a

transcendently great blessing for this malefactor; whose faith,

apprehending the "Father, forgive them!" had secured His

justification, so that nothing needed to be said first about that.

The to-day, belonging to a time before the Eesurrection,

proves that the soul may be and will be consciously without the

body in a particular place ; but much more may be deduced

from it. It is by no means right to paraphrase the word as

Bi aune does, making it signify the day which begins with the

evening of death and ends with the morning of the resurrec-

tion ; or, to regard Jesus as meaning simply eternity, which is

no other than an absolute present ! The simple to-day is the

rather to be taken in its simple literalness, because it was in-

tended to correspond with, while it surpassed, the hope expressed

in the indefinite lohen. But, taking into view the whole doctrine

of the descent into hell, as elsewhere taught, we cannot sup-

press a question of surprise. Was then Christ that day, at first

and immediately after His dying, in Paradise ? Was He in

heavenly places, from which He then descended into the king-

dom of the dead?" Most assuredly not, for in 1 Pet. iii. 18, 19,

the descent is placed first ; and in John xx. 17 the ascent into

heaven has not yet taken place. The word upon the cross

does indeed seem to say so, but it only seems to mean this.

While indeed an immediate transition into Paradise is pro-

mised to the thief, and must be promised to him in order that

he may not be below other believers who had entered before,

this does not necessarily intimate that Clnist went the same

way at once. It would then have been—To-day shalt thou

enter into Paradise with Me. But Christ, as the vicarious

Redeemer, even of the apostates, continued necessarily in His

own person the humiliation of death down to the lowest regions

of death and judgment, in order to conquer there, and thence

to ascend again victorious. The note of Meyer, the great au-

thority on this question, must maintain its propriety : " In the

abode of joy in Hades, whither the soul of Jesus after its descent
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into the prison ascended, and remained till the resurrection."

Compare the invaluable though too-much-neglected little treatise

of Meyer on " Hades,"—where the opinion, originating in igno-

rance, that Christ first entered Paradise with the malefactor and

then went to Gehenna, is called an entireperversion, which contra-

dicts ahke reason and the doctrine of the Apostle. Lange also

so understands it as to say, " Christ's death was necessarily and

essentially a triumphal course through the waiting imderworld

into Paradise :"—only that he does not regard the first Paradise

as still belonging to the underworld, and then first by Christ's

victory elevated into heaven. The notion that the Paradise

meant by Christ was heaven must assume mthout any good

reason that the Jewish thief could already understand His

meaning. But to investigate all this would require us to write

a treatise on Hades and the Descent. We content ourselves

with remarking that this critical arjfiepov,^ in as far as it cer-

tainly means literally "this day" and contains a bis dat qui cito

dat, T\^ll teach us that in those regions beyond, while on the one

hand torments may seem protracted to a thousand years and

peaceful enjoyment may continue long without weariness, yet

on the other hand we may conceive in spiritual occurrences a

very swift measure of time in relation to the world above. Hence

in the space of time, to us very short, between His own and the

malefactor s death, Christ might perform His great work in the

lower parts of the miderworld, and yet be in Paradise on the

same day.

This to-day predicts, at the same time, that although other

crucified ones lived longer, the death of the Lord was near

;

and it promises the like to the malefactor, as the shortening of

his sufferings. So far it is a strengthening of the Verily, a con-

firmation of his assurance by declaring its immediate nearness.

But now let us single out and mark carefully the /zer ifwv

1 By ipany, to extricate themselves from all difficulty, comiected -with

/ say unto thee, though Christ never used such an expression as— I say unto

thee to-day ! Olshausen almost ridicules this superficial view, according to

which our Lord would tell him, " I to-day say unto thee that thou shalt one

day enter Paradise, God wiU yet save thee !" Not\vithstanding, the Evang.

Nicodemi (cap. 26) actually reads a'/iy.ipov y.kya aoi ; and Theophylact men-

tions, only to reject, such a punctuation in his time.
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ear)—with Me; and first of all with Me, as through Me. For

without Plim there is no fully re-opened Paradise ; from Him
and His forerunning entrance, in the virtue of His merit, comes

all salvation into life, even though, in the case of the Old-Tes-

tament saints who entered into the place of peace, that salvation

may have gone before in time. Similarly, again, true and per-

fect blessedness consists in nothing but the fellowship of Jesus,

in being with Him. And thus the promise passes onward beyond

the lower into the upper Paradise, and gives us to meditate upon

that which in John xvii. 24 is made prominent as the highest

bliss : Thou shalt be to-day already—and then further with Me
everywhere where I am and shall be ! In this more plainly

than in the Paradise lies the transcendency of the assurance, of

wdiich we may say—More He could not promise ! This is His

remembering us I All sinners crucified with Him. but who call

upon Him in faith, He takes with Him, in the way of life which

was opened up for Himself, to the fulness of joy. (Ps. xvi. 11.)

Whether this is to be interpreted that we all, like Him, must

go, although only in passing, through the fearful deep, and that

He thus leads His people to. Paradise—is very much to be

doubted. Some would admit this as it regards the malefactor

before us,^ when the suddenness of his conversion is urged.

But it appears clear that the word of Christ abolishes the Hades

of torment from this time forward, from the period of His death

and victory, as it respects all the believers of the New Testa-

ment ; and that He here assures them, in this their first repre-

sentative, of that instant presence with Christ which afterwards

in Phil. i. 23 means still more.^ And so far Neander's remark

is quite correct, that this answer of Christ " contradicted the

common Jewish views"—though in a sense probably far beyond

what he intended. The sinner is accepted and taken to blessed-

ness " without any further condition, and without the test of

perseverance" (Lange) ; and this is the " first manifestation of

^ As Meyer elsewhere expresses himself to the effect that he probably

went down with Christ to the lower parts of the earth—that is, thus ac-

companying the Lord throughout His whole course, and in this sense being

with Him (?).

2 " Thus it is the state of blessedness, immediately after death, of those who
die in the Lord ; Paradise in conscious union and fellowship with Christ."
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tliat limitless glory of grace which now began its dominion in

the death of the cross." This word therefore decidedly wit-

nesses (as does the whole Scriptm-e) against any intermediate

sleep of the soul ; and most decidedly against every Romanist

retm-n to the Old-Testament position : it allows no place, at least

as it regards such penitent beUevers as this man was, for any

still needful purgatory, or intermediate process of pm^fication

or instruction. (What truth may be in this as it respects those

who had not reached this point, but yet were not ripe for hell

—that is, the unbelievers up to that period— is altogether an-

other question.)

Thus Golgotha has become an absolving judgment-seat, and

the stake of the cross a throne of grace, from which the Dying

One promises to the dying paradisaical life. In its most general

meaning it has this gi'acious application for us all : and we may
cry—Hear, O Israel ! Hear, O world ! Before the justifying,

sanctifpng, and glorifying grace of God, one final look of per-

fect faith is of as much avail as the Ufelong evidence and exer-

cise of faith in good works which the same grace might enable

others to exhibit. " Only a poor Remember me ! is all that we

can do ; he who can utter this aright may be fully assured of

the whole blessedness of salvation." And in this sense every

deathbed of Christians is the cross of the malefactor, from which

he tm-ns his supplicating eye to the cross of his Lord ; and every

one who dies happy in the Lord is like him who is here finally

accepted. Yet we must, in order to a complete exposition, mark

now the specific application of the whole to that repentance of

which this malefactor's is the type.

It is not an empty and feeble sigh of final appeal which ever

obtains such an answer ; this penitent supphcant himself teaches

us otherwise, for his was of a very different kind. Even if we

assume that he thus suddenly and vehemently laid hold of the

consolation because grace was offered him now for the first time

—even then he would be a warning to all who wilfully reject

such offers of grace. But that is a very improbable assump-

tion ; he exhibits too much knowledge, and witnesses too sound

a confession for such a supposition. But how and to what extent

had he been previously prepared for it ? Had he already re-

pented in his imprisonment, and then turned his thoughts to the
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Nazarene whom he had known, but hitherto despised, and whose

crucifixion now rendered keener the sting which his conscience

had ah-eady felt ? Possibly, but we cannot tell. It may be that

it was the " Father, forgive them !" joined with the superscrip-

tion on the cross, which first awakened and instructed him ; or

the words spoken in the way concerning judgment and the dry

tree had fixed the first impression upon his heart. But at any
rate his words teach us this—and it should save his example
from being unhappily perverted by any—that he did not sud-

denly change his mind, after having joined the other malefactor

in his blasphemy. This last supposition was indeed advanced

by Ambrose, " Probably this thief blasphemed like the other,

but was suddenly converted ;" and has been defended by Lange.-^

But it may lead to dangerous consequences,^ and is exegetically

unsound. For, first, it is not necessary to assume that (accord-

ing to Matt, and Mark) both at first reviled Christ, and that

then (according to Lu.) one of them came to a better mind

;

but St Luke expressly records that only one blasphemed, and
consequently the undistinguishing language of the two other

Evangelists must be interpreted accordingly. Secondly, this

is confirmed by the character of the rebuke which the penitent

uttered ; for in the Ovhe av, as we have seen, he expresses a

displeasure which he had felt for some time, but which he had
restrained; and, moreover, his words contain more than could

have originated at the moment. Hence it is time for us now to

look steadily at this point, that we may clearly apprehend the con-

ditions under which the gracious word of our Lord was spoken.

The malefactor exhibits not only the fear of God and repent-

ance, but the confession of sin and faith— faith of the strongest

kind ; he exhibits his penitential love and desire, also, and con-

sequently all that the plan of salvation requires. The tokens

* " His conscience was awakened, just at the moment of liis last endeavour
to find rest in his old manner of life

!

" But such blasphemy was no seek-

ing rest. And, again, "this very last error would hasten his conversion!"

But this at such a time is psychologically unimaginable. Nor is there much
significance in the distinction between oiviili(^ov as to both, and £j3Xxa(p9if4,n

as to the one.

- Zinzendorf :
" Had he not blasphemed, who knows if He would have

converted him ; had he not blasphemed upon the cross, who knows if his

hard heart would have been broken I

"
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of the fundamental reality of his late conversion are neither in-

sufficient nor doubtful. Langer's sermon gives full prominence

to the fear of God as the first condition on which all else might

be founded, even where no love had been sho\NTi, in a soul at

least which was not altogether hardened ; as well as to his con-

fession of sin, his unrepining acceptance of his punishment, his

susceptibihty for the acknowledgment of the righteousness of

Him who was crucified near him, and his glimmering hope in a

victorious kingdom of grace. But this last is far from acknow-

ledging the strong faith and desire which was in his soul. His

admission of the justice of his jyunishment, and his most public

confession in the face of death— "w^e receive the righteous

award of our deeds"—sprang from the most fundamental re-

pentance, a repentance which was not that of the moment ; and

it is a pattern confession for all mankind, for evevT/ one on his

cross, in his death ! But now we must add the equally strong

confession of his bold faith, as expressed in a double sentence,

which testifies not only the innocence but also the kingly authority

of Christ. His faith penetrates through the semblance of " the

same condemnation," and retracts it at once as regards Christ

:

he believes in the Crucified One as the Eighteous, tlie Ruler,

and the Helper, to whom his whole soul turns !
^ We may

regard it as certain that it was not the superscription of the cross

which told liim of the kingdom of this Jesus (this would be too

direct and immediate) ; but that he had in earlier times known
concerning Jesus, and " now believed what he had once heard

about Him, or from Him." We may doubt whether " he felt

and beheved the Divinity of Christ," as it respects his developed

^ In cvoi'j olroTTou (whicli indeed, according to Hesych., maybe equiva-

lent to 'TTQvripou, uliycpou^ comp. Prov. xxx. 20; Job xsrvdi. G, xxxiv. 12,

Sept.) there lies a specific meaning, as the unwontedness of the word inti-

mates, -which may be seen in 2 Thess. iii. 2 ; it abeady refers to the

" kingdom" of this King of the Jews, and in the mouth of t\ns, insurgent

would have some such significance as Eieger gives it. This crucified man
had also been zealous for Jewish freedom ; but now he sees " for what a

miserable kingdom he had contended—how rash and wretched had been all

his way in the world." But, on the other hand, he glories in the Lord

Jesus :
" This man has not aimed at His kingdom in such a lawless way as

we have done in our blindness." It was his protest against His condem-

nation—His wishing to be king was no «Acyoy, no ineptia.
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consciousness ; but this was implicitly at least involved in his

faith, and Bengel's note is correct, " Not even the Apostles had

such pure views of the kingdom of Christ." His bold and clear

faith, as he here avows it, is so great, notwithstanding all that

prepared and assisted it, that he may himself be reckoned ^* among
the miracles which occurred during the passion and death of our

Lord. The darkening of the sun, the earthquake, the opening

of the graves, the rending of the rocks, were not greater miracles

than the strong faith of this malefactor !" (Spener.) Finally,

let it not be overlooked, that the first fruit of repentance and

faith is seen in the exhibition of charity which precedes ; for

what but the love of pity to his comrade, in connection with and

in his zeal for the fear and honour of God, inspired his mind
with the thought of rebuking him ? It is true that no one enters

Paradise v/ithout holiness, but this malefactor was sanctified too.

In truth, this one good word weighs as much as many good works

before God, if not more ; for goodness as well as sin is estimated

by Him independently of its acts in continuance. It included

all that the most rigorous preaching should desire in order to a

happy death :—humble reverence before God, knowledge and

confession of sin, expression of faith in redeeming grace and in

the Redeemer, the prayer which seeks salvation, zeal to bear

witness for the truth, and zealous love in preaching to others.

As some one says :
" From a robber he becomes a teacher of

righteousness !" Thus this forgiven sinner is, as Niemeyer terms

him, " one of the most elevated characters in the New Testa-

ment." His acceptance was not only a perfect justification by
faith alone, but—in opposition to the perversion of this " alone"

— it was at the same time a quickly-accomplished new birth

unto holiness. His cross was to him in swift succession— first,

a deserved punishment; then a wholesome discipline which

taught him with, the fear of God^ all wisdom ; and, lastly, the

way to salvation and glory.

All this will more than sufficiently counteract the perversion

of this w^ord of Jesus, and the false hope derived from it by
those who are not what this malefactor was. We are all sinners

together, like the two by the side of Jesus ; w^e belong to the

^ It is from his own inmost experience that he says, (pofiv) rov kou^ on—
a fresh reason for giving a causal meaning to on.
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ice, of wliom the penitent first of all speaks. We cannot indeed

be converted too late, as it regards the mercy of the Lord ; but

we cannot turn too soon, as it regards our sin, which so swiftly

hastens to obduration.-'^ For warning therefore the other thief

hangs on the other side ; who, with death in his bones, blas-

phemes, and " rushes to hell because he believes not in hell"

—

because there is in him no fear of the judgment of God. But

why is he, and does he continue, so blind and so hard ? Where-

fore is this saving on the part of Christ only matter of mockery,

down to the moment when all salvation is shut out ? He bias

phemes the Lord on the stake of his crimes, just as others do,

equally hardened, who lie on their soft deathbeds^ proclaim-

ing the complacent eirpd^afiev of their good works ! Or w^ho

despond and despair because they can no longer believe, and

God's righteous judgment even takes from them the wholesome

cross upon earth, reserving them for eternal pain ! Vischer :
" He

would be an arrant fool who, because he saw a man fall many
fathoms without breaking neck or limb, should straightway imi-

tate him. But such leaps are dubious ; the coming down is

often woeful, and there is not always a sound getting up again."

Yes, verily ; and who would stake his soul upon the contingency

that one out of a thousand so narrowly escapes the abyss ?

Concerning the other malefactor the Lord is silent, and gives

his scornful save no answer :—this says enough. Did the ac-

cepted one speak no word, return no thanksgiving to the Lord ?

Possibly he did, though it is not recorded ; it is indeed probable

that his grateful heart could find no word which would suffice

for the reply to so great a promise. But it is not possible, as

Langer says, "that while this gracious declaration was still

vibrating in his ears, the angels of God carried him to the

company of the blest." ^ For, that would substitute now for

to-day ; and then he would have entered Paradise hefore Jesus,

instead of entering at the same time with Him.

1 " Oiirs is only the present moment ; and wMle I maintain that no time

is too late for repentance, I only assert that at the moment when grace calls

us it is never too late (or too soon)." Theremin.

2 Bengel says :
" Eare is conversion on a soft bed !

"

3 Like the apocryphal gospel of Nicodemus, which represents him to have

died immediately after the promise.
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THIRD WORD FROM THE CROSS.

(Jno. xix. 26, 27.)

We agree with Ebrard in rejecting the hypothesis of Wiese-

ler, that Jesus commended His mother to John only on the

ground that John was her nephew, and therefore independently

bound to take care of her. We maintain that because the care

of His mother was left to the free love of John's heart in

spiritual relationship, the wife of Zebedee cannot have stood in

the relation to Jesus of mother's sister. Consequently, we find

in John xix. 25 only the three Marys. " That John does not

record the presence of his mother is easily accounted for when
he is narrating the Lord's gift of another mother; the mention

of his literal mother would have been quite inappropriate." So
Ebrard, and Bengel's feeling was equally correct :

" John
modestly omits his mother, Salome, who however was present."

Female love, though in weak vessels, is strongest and most

enduring ; the women are the last at the cross, and the first at

the sepulchre. The oppressed Peter and the other Apostles

—

John excepted— are only isolated spectators, if at all, from afar.

Thomas may have seen the prints of the nails, which he after-

wards required to see again, subsequently on the dead body.

According to Matt, xxvii. 55, IMark xv. 40, Luke xxiii. 49, the

remaining friends, and the women, stood for the most part afar

off. But John xix. 25 marks a moment when it became possible

for those whom he specially named to draw nearer ; for, other-

wise, the Lord would not have been able to address to them any

confidential word. That John himself was there is in ver. 26

mentioned by the way, and as a thing of course ; it is probable

that he had already attached himself especially to the mother of

the Lord, to be near as her stay and protection. Mater dolorosa

is Mary indeed under the cross, as Simeon had predicted ; yet

she stood, with all her grief, in the strength of faith and love

;

she could thus stand near the cross, not far from the crucifying

soldiers ! She held her spirit under command, as alone became

her dignity and her experience. That which first the Fathers,
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and then tlie series of Catholic writers, describe or invent of the

anguish and despair of the Sa^'iour's mother under the cross

—

even to fainting and convulsions!—has been amply protested

against ; and especially by Lampe, who, in his suggestive man-

ner, points to the contrast between her firm contemplation of

the dishonour done to the ark of God, and the death-pains of

the wife of Phinehas, 1 Sam. iv. 19.

St John in ver. 25 intends to intimate by his elcrrriiceLaav—
had stood—that these beloved and loving ones had already stood

there some time, waiting for at least a token or glance of His

observation, though they might conclude in their hearts that

they must not hope for a word. Christ had, in truth, pre-

viously cared by His first word for the impenitent, by His second

word for the penitent, sinner, before He comes in the third to

those related to Him, especially His mother ;
" from which

order of His words we may learn that poor sinners lay nearer

the Lord's heart than His personal relatives; and that His

great work of saving sinners must first be done, before He
could think of the bodily need of His own mother." Kam-
bach. There is much that is true in this artless meditation

;

although, when we look deeper, we must remember that Mary

herself with John belonged only to that humanity for which,

according to its need, the first and the second words were

spoken.

The Ihdiv marks the commencement of our Lord's special

observation of the beloved disciples who were waiting in sorrow

;

there is something unbecoming in the thought that their draw-

ing nearer, now first observed, was the occasion of His speaking.

In His supreme collectedness of spuit, and in His undisturbed

and unbroken love to them, His glance seeks them out. After

He had promised to the thief the consolation of Paradise, He
naturally remembers the residue of His disciples who would still

remain in the world : should He not care for and comfort them

also below ? It is especially His mother who now connects His

affectionate human spirit with the race of survivors. The bur-

den of the world's redemption with all its increasing hon'or of

sin, Hes upon His soul ; boundless anticipations, now gradually

receding and passing away, of the glory to be obtained fJno. xvii.}

had filled His spirit :—yet He has room still for the exercise of
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the minutest care ! Nor do we err, if (with many in all ages)

we regard it in another point of view. He feels that more awful

suffering, the last fearful conflict, draws nigh ; He would spare

H-is mother, at least, the sight of this, and therefore provides

for her earlier departure from the place. (Bengel : The sword

had now pierced the soul of ^lary enough : He provides that

she should not see His severest sufferings, the darkness, aban-

donment, and death.) Thus does He close His earthly life

—

that He may die alone with His God and Father.^ The first

three of the Seven Words were expressions of love towards

others ; the last four, after the darkness, refer only to Christ

Himself.

The word for Mary is certainly not the second in order, as

many arrange it. Draseke strangely expounds :
" His heart

turns from His murderers ; His bruised soul takes refuge, so to

speak, with His beloved ones. His mother, and His friends.

The transition is made plain by the very antithesis^ Even
then, however, it remains still true, " nothing but benediction

!"

Blessing to His murderers, blessing to the malefactor! But

that the word to the crucified robber follows immediately after

that to the crucifiers, has a more appropriate meaning, and is,

as we shall see, required by St Luke's record. Least of all can

we justify the supposition (of Neander, for example) that the

word of provision for His mother w^as not spoken till after the

Eloi Eloi ; there was no more place then for anything of that

kind ; there remained then only the swift succession of events,

through the thirst, the " Finished," to the death. Bengel (in

the Harmony) opposes that close connection of " I thirst " wdth

the word to His mother, w^hich has arisen from a mismiderstand-

ing of St John's " after tliis;" he says that this fjuerd tovto

must not be refeiTed to the particular words which were spoken,

but to the whole crucifixion to w^hich the Scripture pointed.

We shall give presently a different interpretation. The fourth

Evangelist here introduces supplementary and fragmentary par-

ticulars ; and presupposes the darkness and the cry of anguish

^ Lampe is not correct in including all before the TrxpslcjKs of ver. 30

under the head of " preparation for His death." That in the Evangelist's

sense would apply only to the Testament ; and all that followed was itself

the conflict and victory of death.
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as having taken place at the period alone appropriate to them.

According to ver. 35 (as Bengel again remarks) he had returned

to the cross/ after having led Mary to his home ; whence it is

to be gathered that she had been led away before the three

hours' darkness.

The first and the second word the Lord spoke as a Sa^dour

in his office : He speaks the third primarily as the Son of man,

having a mother, and personal obligations to discharge. The
word of the Priest and the word of the King are followed by a

word of the son and the friend, or, still better, of the Master of

the household : for He " remains even unto death most affec-

tionate and gracious in all human relations." (Dietz.)

His mother has naturally a claim to the first word. Yet

He addresses her only by ^^vvai^ womariy as at the beginning in

Cana ch. ii. 4—and as He addresses the Magdalene in ch. xx.

13-15. Lange is quite at fault :
" Woman^ trembling, impotent,

dependent nature"—just as he would translate Jno. ii. 4:
" Troubled heart of woman !"^ Altogether different is it in its

connection e.g. in Dio Cassius (why this passage only instead

of so many similar?) a ©dpcret, w fyvvac— such a subordinate

meaning is applicable neither here nor at Cana. Lange's refer-

ence to the encouragement spoken to Mary Magdalene is rather

specious than solid ; we gather, on the other hand, from Jno.

iv. 21 (Woman, believe me !) and Lu. xxii. 57, that fyvvat was

the general and honourable mode of addressing such as were

otherwise unknown, instead of the name or any other designa-

tion. This is the fundamental idea here, as at Cana (to which

it in a certain sense refers back) : it is a general appellation

instead of the name of mother ; not otherwise than affectionate,

yet having a tone of strangeness, and in some degree repellent.

But why does He not now call her mother ? It has been said,

to spare her ; that that word might not stiU. further excite her

^ The only eye-witness among the apostles of Christ's death, while all

were witnesses of His resurrection.

2 Which St John would make emphatic, probably by the mere t^;/ fAr^ipex.

and again rri f^virpi (without avrot/, according to a reading which this makes

more probable).

^ There was certainly no trouble in her mind then, but strong and pre-

mature confidence in miraculous help.
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grief over her son upon tlie cross. It has been also said, in

order not to publish the fact of her being His mother, and thus

expose her to hostile observation and treatment. There may-

be something true in both these suppositions ; but the chief

reason is this, that her relation of mother is now finally abolished

and given back. Her person retreats ; she is for the last time

regarded as mother, in order to be so no longer. This is in-

volved in the words which follow : BeJiold thy son I (I am thy

son no longer)— as also in the profound and significant crisis of

farewell. The earthly relation, which at Cana might not intrude

into His ofiice, is now entirely dissolved : the dying Son of God
and Saviour of the world, afterwards exalted, has no longer a

mother according to the flesh. Mary is not even mentioned in

connection with the Resm'rection,^ and there is no account of

any special appearance of the Lord for her sake ; in Acts i. 14,

she appears for the last time as belonging mo tl: :? little company
of the disciples, and to the Church.

Thus we have here once more a testimony against the

Romanists' honour of Mary ! They are not at a loss, however,

for arguments to defend their doctrine ; and (as AllioK forgets

not to remark) the " holy fathers," and Augustin in particular,

serve their purpose by maintaining that all the children of the

Church were typified in the Apostle John, and that therefore

Mary was given as a mother to all believers ! Quesnel on this

passage is still more emphatic :
" The holy Virgin has, as it

were, the Church's cause laid upon herself, that she may offer

up Jesus Christ crucified upon the cross, and herself with Him.
The holy Virgin receives as her children all Christians in the

person of Saint John. The mother-title of Mary gives us om'

right and is our justification in putting all our interests into her

hands." But how manifestly is this opposed to the expressly

tender and personal reference of this legacy ; this is assuredly

the first and obvious meaning, and all /wither interpretation

must he in harmony with that ! We say with Arndt : " Is not

this a most violent perversion of the words of holy Scripture ?

Does the Lord intend to say to John, She will take the place

of a mother to thee ? Does He not rather say. Thou shalt take

^ But the legends of the middle ages tell us of a first visit paid to her by
the Risen Lord ; fore-announced, too, by Gabriel

!
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My place and care for her ? John was to be the stay of Mary,

and not Mary the stay of John. Jesus does not refer John to

Mary, but Mary to John. (Therefore does this also come first,

and the other is added as its corresponding confirmation.)

Mary was not to be to the disciple the representative of Jesus,

but the disciple was to be to Mary the representative of Jesus.

The dependence and need of help was not to be on the side of

John, but on that of Mary." As Eichter's Family Bible has

similarly and more concisely said, " Christ does not refer the

caring for His disciples to the offices of Maiy, but conversely

P

Another unbiassed interpretation, moreover, according to which

^Mary does represent in these words the Church, we shall find

at the close, when we contemplate the prophetic and t}^ical

meaning of the Seven Words together.

That John does not receive any direct appellation, any iralpe,

(ptke a8eX</)e, or the like, is to be explained at once by the close

connection of the sayings as they belong to each other ; for him

there is nothing repellent or renouncing (as in the f^vvai)^ but a

new bond which gives to him as a mother the mother of Jesus.

The designation by name was here quite needless. There may
be assumed, too, a certain concealment from those who stood

around and heard ; so that no one precisely knew to whom the

word refe^j-ed. Both looked up to Him, full of expectation ; as

soon as He observes and looks directly at them, nothing more

was necessary than the gentlest and most confidentially-spoken

word ; the Behold was uttered with a glance which passed from

one to the other. The gracious meaning is well brought out by

Fikenscher :
" Woman, look up ; thy Son— is not lost ;" behold

Him in the person of another whom I appoint to that end
!"

G. K. Rieger says, anticipating the universal significance of the

word :
" He gives to them (the souls which love Him beneath

the cross) new eyes to see with, which are especially keen-sighted

under the cross." He is henceforth thy son, she is henceforth

thy mother ; this was not expressed, but all the more strongly

assured in the Behold. It contains a twofold gift^ by which He,

who after the parting of His garments possessed nothing in the

world, but was yet infinitely rich in the love which creates love,

gladdened the souls of His beloved. In the all-comprehending

Behold thy mother^ everything was self-understood to John (who
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had indeed already in profound inward love adhered to Mary
under the cross ^) which pertained to the care of her earthly life.

To whom, but to the i7rt<TT7]6io<;—the disciple who lay in His

bosom—could the Lord have committed His mother ? Christ

and John— to quote Daub once more—were united in unchang-

ing confidence ; for in Christ was Divine purity, in John perfect

faith. John here calls himself the disciple whom Jesus loved ;

it might have been said with equal truth—who loved Jesus with

peculiar personal attachment, and was to him as the brother

among the Apostles to whom He should necessarily commit His

mother. Or, to speak with Grotius : Peter was <f>i\6'^pcaro<ij

John (ptXirjaov^ ; hence to the former, a^ the lover of Christ,

the Church was committed ; to the latter, as the lover of Jesus,

His mother was specially commended. But we may regard

this office of son to Mary, for which the loving disciple receives

a new supply of love, as silently giving him a high place in the

Church, higher indeed than that of Peter. It is beautifully

observed by von Gerlach :
" But he placed John in the nearest

personal relationship to Himself upon earth " (and, in the sense

in which that alone is possible, actually— ) "m His own place

;

He thus sealed in death the internal covenant of His heart

with him, and breathed into him anew thereby the Spirit of

love—that he might hereafter pervade the Churches, founded

more especially by others, with the sacred fire of the Redeemer's

heart."

It might be said that John would of himself have cared for

Mary ; it might also be said that he would never have assumed

that honour to himself beyond the others. But now the impulse

of his heart was sanctified by a new grace and gift ; his office

of honom' was made also a gift of honour ; and all conflict of

love and humility was prevented. This third word of the

cross spoken by our Lord Jesus has been rightly termed His

human testament? In it He typically performs, to fulfil all

^ To whicli, at tlie same time, the Behold thy son spoken to Mary may
point

!

- Ambrose : Testabatur de cruce Christus, et inter matrem atque disci-

pulum dividebat pietatis officia. Condebat Dominus testamentum ; signabat

Johannes. (Lib. iii. ep. 24.) Jerome observes, however, that the domestic

testament and the public testament in the Supper must be distinguished.
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human virtue, His filial duty for the last time ; thus giving

testimony, too, that if He had previously placed His mother in

the background, it had not been through any neglect of love :

for if now first John was to be her son, we are assured that

Jesus Himself had hitherto Himself discharged the fihal office.

But in this dying provision for His mother He no longer calls

her mother ; and we may say that in the first word to Mary

there is rather a taUng aivay, and not till the second to John

is there a proper giving. After the reference to Paradise, and

the assurance which that gave of the certainty and near ap-

proach of His own death, Mary must have heard in the appoint-

ment of the son, who should take His place, nothing but a

K^ost s^d fareioell, the final close of His earthly hfe—after the

manner of any other dying man. Yet, He does not take His

farewell in words ; and the sublime repose, like the heart-

piercing propriety, of His appointment, evidences at the same

time th'e Son of God, the Lord and abiding Protector of His

people, in His own power and love. But as to John, abead;^

now admitted to the confidence of the glorifying death of his

Master, the word which he receives contains nothing but in-

vigoration and a most costly gift. Invigoration, as far as he

was cast down, through " the feeling of a new and great duty

which bound him to life by new bonds " (Lange). That the

mother of Jesus was given to him as a mother, is an inesti-

mable legacy, and a precious promise. " He himself is thereby

provided for," for he knows well that he will now eat with this

holy mdow as long as God permits, and not, as it were, she

with him, like the widow of Zarephath with Elijah. The ex-

ternalities of the relation, to which the testament refers, are with

the highest tenderness of propriety omitted ; for such hearts the

short word was enough to explain all. The hearts, the persons

were commended and given to each other—and that was the

essential matter

!

The Lord estabhshes, founds, and blesses here the spiritual

family-life of His new kingdom. This new relationship in tlie

love of Christ goes far beyond all relationships after the flesh.

That John had already, and still retained, a mother in Salome,

is not affected by this ; but that he (according to sure tradition)

had no wife, may have been regarded in the prevision of the

VOL. VII. - G
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whole. -^ That Mary had other sons subsequently bom (In fa-

vour of which much contested though simply historical truth

we have often declared our opinion) does not so enter into the

case here as to make this testament an argument against it.

Paulinus of Nola (ep. 43) says, " this shows plainly that she

had not had, and had not now, any son but Him who was born

of her as a virgin ; for the Saviour would not have taken such

care of her desolate state if He had not been her only son."

Yenturini, too, thought that this committal of Mary to the care

of John would argue against her having other sons. So v. Ger-

lach : "Thy sou in My stead—thus she had no other!" and

Olshausen is confident : " This passage is to me decisive on the

question, that Mary had no bocUly sons ; the Eedeemer would

not othermse have commended His mother, as a sohtary widow,

to an alien : this would have been a shght to the brethren
!"

Strange proof ! Was it, then, no " slight" to Salome, the Hteral

mother of John, who, according to Mark xv. 40, comp. Matt,

xxvii. 56, stood with the rest under the cross ? The children of

His mother, to whom the Lord had as yet been unknown and

an alien (Ps. Ixix. 8), could not possibly, as spiritually-ahen, take

his place, or be to Mary what Jesus had been, even after their

conversion ; but John was in spirit no alien. The whole objec-

tion rests too much upon mere external care. This the Lord

of course included, but connects it with that inmost spiritual

relation of love which could alone satisfy the heart of ^lary,

and which she would find most abundantly in the fellowship of

John's spirit. It is the Lord's purpose in this arrangement, not

indeed to neglect His brethren, but to put them to shame as still

unbelieving, and refusing to become such brethren of Jesus as

John was. His word is at the same time the farewell ivhich he

utters to His brethren, which their unbelief merited, and which

m-ged them, through humiUation, to faith. For in Acts i. 1

4

we find them among the disciples.^ But what we afterwards

^ Jerome (contra Jovinian.) :
" The virgin-motlier was commended by

the virgin-Lord to the virgin-disciple John." Comp. Nonnus : Tvuett (piT^o-

'TTup&svi fc^rsp., 71'jIos 'TTocpdivov vict. More, howGYer, in the text.

2 Hence Braune well says :
" "Was this a slight put upon the brothers?

But they believed not in Him ! Should He shght His mother, however ?

The choice was not difficult. For, natural birth avails not in the kingdom
of God as spiritual regeneration does."
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learn of the character of James, at least, a brother of the Lord,

shows us that, with all his excellence, he could be no " son," in

the inmost meaning of the word, for the heart of Mary.

Thus we may at first learn from this symbolical filial word

of Jesus, that we should in dying think of and care for our own
with like love and wisdom. Let us learn to make our testa-

ment T\dthout delay of forgetfulness, without any pretext of

higher duties or neglect of other thoughts. Let us observe well

that He Himself here fulfills unto death and sanctifies anew the

commandment, Honour thy father and thy mother ! and that He
in general confirmed relationships after the flesh, even while He
abolishes them and puts a higher in their stead ; since He cares

most tenderly for ffis mother, and at the same time by His own
Divine authority takes from His brethren the rights of the son.

But all this is far from being the full meaning of His word,

which in its significant order in the Seven Words (of which

more in the sequel) must approve its universal significance as a

loord of the Redeemer. He can now neither speak nor do any-

thing merely as a human person, as the son of Mary ; and even

this must be glorified into its full meaning as a Divine-human

testament. Thus we may adopt the traditional spiritual interpre-

tation which the Church has always given to it : He here, when

taking farewell of earthly things, gives His promise, as to His

mother so also to allHis people, of sufiicient provision in all earthly

things. Wliile He releases Himself from all earthly relation-

ship, He avows Himself to be in a higher and heavenly manner

the Provider for all His disciples. Will not He who pointed

the malefactor to Paradise in the other world— thus should our

faith argue—provide for us a place in this, as long as we live in

it ? He who so graciously cared for His mother will assuredly

not leave or neglect us ! To this in truth belongs what He had

before said in IMatt. xii. 48-50. Just now, when Mary ceases

to be specifically His mother. He becomes a Saviour to all^ both

in this world and the next remembering every one of His people.

We are therefore perfectly justified in taking His word as a

general pledge of sufficient provision for all His own upon earth.

We behold in Mary and John, mutually caring and cared for,

in all that pertained to the evidence of love and help, " the little

flock of God's children, brought together and united under
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His cross." ^ Thus tlie Lord establishes from His cross new

bonds and relationships in the Spirit (Mar. x. 29, 30) ; Pie

points all who love Him and whom He loves to each other, and

thus " once more confirms the great law of love from the cross"

(C. H. Rieger). " The constraining love of Christ draws us to

Him even upon the cross ; draws down Him to us under the

cross; draws behevers together through the cross." (G. K.

Eieger.) But this must not lead us to forget the care in this

love, which is its specific point. He remembers every one, and

provides for his way through the world from which he is not yet

taken ; and when we think ourselves forsaken we should com-

mend ourselves—and when we cannot provide for others should

commend them—to Him. He will care for, He has cared for,

He provides for His people by means of His people ; and is

evermore repeating the commendatory word where it is needed^

Behold thy son, thy mother, thy brother. To hear and to ac-

cept this word should be our highest privilege and' honour :• not

only when it says to us. Behold one who will care for thee ; but

also when it says, on the other hand. Behold one who is com-

mended to thy care !

From that hour that disciple took her to himself] ek ra 'Ihia,

that is, manifestly, to his o^^^l home^ to the house which he

probably had in Jerusalem. ^ Luthardt is right that this last is

not proved by ra thia^—yet he admits that Jno. xviii. 15 makes

it likely that John had a residence in Jerusalem. Mary had

not gone again to Nazareth, which rejected her son, but had

followed Him from place to place ; Jesus takes it for granted

that she would not return to that home, and confirms her in

that purpose. He appoints her her place for the remainder of

her life in the Church, especially of Jerusalem, with the Apostle

who had been hitherto most trusted and so far most honoured,

and who in the beginning of the Acts always appears with Peter.

That air iKeiv7]<; r?}? wpa? (for which only one codex reads

^ To symbolise this these two were chosen as "two of the most elect

souls which after Him the earth had seen" (Lange). His supposition, how-

ever, that " the house of John was to form the bond of union for His elect"

is altogether too external in its view. The truth lies deeper : the bond of

love between Mary and John is the real and secret home and hearth of the

Church.

2 Remarked also by Alford.
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)7yLtepa«?) is to be taken literally, is manifest from the general

exactitude as to time which pervades the entire history of the

Passion ; and with this it perfectly agrees, that St John in his

fjuera tovto passes at once over the intervening three hours. We
cannot admit Luthardt's argument here ; but regard it as inti-

mated by the exact " Iww^,'' as well as by the whole context,

that Mary left the place at once, and did not wait till the death

of Jesus. At once, understanding the Lord's design, John led

away, in filial affectionate love, the mother, whose soul was once

more deeply moved by the word of farewell ; so that she did not

see the increasing agony of her Son, who could be and would
be no more her Son. She also understood the sad dismissal

from the lips of her Son, who had many times before laid His

commands upon His mother for her good,—and she obediently

follows her new guide for the sake of Him who committed her

to that guidance. Bengel :
" Great is the faith of Mar}^, to be

present at the cross ; great was her submission, to go away before

His death!" But the Lord sees the fulfilment of His testa-

ment before His eyes, before the last waves of His anguish

roUed over His soul.

FOURTH WORD FROM THE CROSS.

(Matt, xxvii. 46 ; Mark xv. 34.)

The darkness mentioned with one accord by the first three

Evangelists,^ at the time of full moon, about midday, and lasting

three hom's, stands in close connection with the words of Jesus,

themselves dark, which at length proceeded out of this darkness.

To the consideration of those words we now proceed. It must

be left to others to investigate, and if possible to decide, whether

iraaav or oKr^v rrjv yrjv actually indicates the whole earth then

enlightened by the sun (as Lu. xxi. 25)— or the Eoman empire

— or the Jewish land only (as Lu. iv. 25; Jas. v. 17). This

affects not the question ; and although the remarkable accounts

of the wider extension of this miracle^ seem to us perfectly un-

^ In Lu. moreover saKortadr, 6 'Jj'hto;, as Acts ii. 20.

' The Fathers referred (cspec. Origeu contra Celsum ii. 33, and Euseb. in
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biassed and trustworthy, yet we count it only folly to contend

about tliem; and content ourselves as interpreters with the

assurance of the historically-certain sacred text— so that 7^ goes

beyond Golgotha or even Jerusalem. In St John these three

hours belong to ver. 28.

Up to this time the light of the sun had shone upon this scene

of horror and lamentation. The mockers mock, the multitudes

stare, the Lord suffers, His sacred head and face given up to

contumely on the cross :— all goes on its way, as if nothing were

occurring which might move God to interpose. " If God to-day

give no sign"— so spoke or silently thought many, with mani-

fold inferences in their minds. And, behold, a sign is given !

Not " unmarked" and by slow degrees, but instantaneously the

darkness swallows up midday ; even as at the birth of Christ the

midnight had been illumined. First of all— as pointing back to

that darkness over Egypt, refusing to give up Israel the Son of

God, which was soon followed by destruction— first of all, it was

a icarniiig sign to all whose hearts were affected, that Israel was

now committing a horrible work of darkness which God's sun

would no longer shine upon, and by means of which the darkness

of doom would overshadow them.^ Let us imagine the impres-

sion of this darkness on Golgotha and throughout Jerusalem

;

let us depict to ourselves the individual details of terror and fear

—the stings of conscience, the interrupted lusts, the disturbed

midday meals, the derangement of the temple-service, the confu-

sion as to the evening sacrifice, and so forth. Most assuredly

all blasphemy and mockery is now silenced; Pfenninger is

incorrect here, making Caiaphas cry :
" God shows you the

darkness into which this deceiver would have plunged your souls,

the Chronicon, and Tertull. Apol. c. 21) to the testimony of profane his-

tory itself, viz., to that of Phlegon of Tralles, a freedman of the emperor

Hadrian (to whom, according to Spartian, the writings bearing Phlegon's

name ought to be assigned) of an " eclipse of the sun, the greatest of all

recorded," and the " great earthquake which was felt in Bithynia." Julius

Africanus, also, mentions the same account as from a certain Thallus, the

same perhaps whom Euseb. meant.

* This signification is maintained in a remarkable dissertation by C. F.

Bauer, De divinitus prsedictio et coelitus dato miraculo obscurati solis, etc.

Wittenb. 1741. He joins Tertull., Lact., Euseb., Oyril., Hieron., Aug.,

in regarding Amos viii. 9, 10, as predicting it.
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and that darkness now puts him to confusion. Behold, where

is now the Sun, the Light of the world !" It is true that the

sign was hable to such blaspheming perversion, in as far as it

did really (as we shall see presently) refer itself most directly

to the person of Jesus : but it cannot be supposed that any one

would dare to entertain such thoughts.^ Anxious silence reigns

over the Place of a Skull ; so should it be, for the Divine sign

cried then, as it cries ever. Be silent and think ! (Oh that this

sacred and awful darkness might seize on all who now read the

Passion history!) Not a few, it may be, then expected that

something more would follow—His coming down from the cross,

the revelation of His kingly power, and the destruction of His

enemies. But neither punishment comes to them, nor help to

Him : the darkness continues. No man dares to go away ; all

are laid under a spell ; others, rather, are attracted to the place.

The very drops of blood are heard falhng, and the gentle sighs

;

all listen to the cross in the middle, passing by the lamentations

of the other crucified ones, and the murmuring of the crowd

around. Thus we paint the scene to our thoughts ; let us then

investigate the significance of the sign.

It has a manifold meaning, like the language of God gene-

rally ; but there is one interpretation which is alone perfect and

true, as it is given by Christ Himself. We might supplement

the warning signification which has been mentioned, and say

that here was exhibited the amazement of nature, and, as it were,

of God, at the wickedness of the crucifixion : The sun wiU no

longer shine upon the scene. Or it may be put as in the apocry-

phal account of Dionysius Areopagita, who said in Egypt con-

cerning this darkness— " Either the Divinity Himself is suffer-

ing, or sympathises with one who suffers I" Or, as Draseke

expresses himself : " men strip themselves of all feeling, and

sympathy passes into inanimate nature, when the Son of God
dies."—Indeed this interpretation of the sympathy of nature

penetrates the reahty of the matter, and corresponds with the

general character of many similar miracles, which attest the

correspondence between the material arrangements of the world

^ There is more probability in Pfenninger's representation of the per-

version to which His lamentation, after the return of the sun, might give

rise— " Thus is it with all who have forsaken God !"
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and the doings of mankind and the Spirit.^ We may say, fur-

ther, that when created nature (the inanimate image of a hidden

spiritual world) hides itself in mourning, there is, as it were, a

veil of sorrow thrown over the scene which now first, from this

hour of noon, was going on to its full consummation ; the silent

sign cries aloud that here is exhibited a dark mystery of the

Divine counsel. Hitherto they have seen the Crucified—some

with malicious joy, some with profound grief, all with astonish-

ment, none with indifference ; but now none shall see what re-

mains for Him to suffer, what no mind can conceive. All these

thoughts have their truth ; but they lead us finally to the only

real and true signification of the darkness^ as it is the sympathis-

ing, teaching symbol and image, silent but spealdng, concealing

yet revealing, of the internal darkening of. His soul which the

Lord of nature now undergoes, of His final abandonment by

God.^ If at first this sign from God was a consolation to the

sympathising hearts below—soon were they conscious that His

sufferings had become more terrific and dark ! Yes, verily, He
now passes through the last valley of the shadow of death, amid

the darkness of the judgment of God— not, indeed, in the pains

of the eternal condemnation of hell, but certainly under the judg-

ment of grace.^ Deeper darkness than could ever overspread

the outer world fell upon His soul, when He cried unto His God
—Thou hast brought Me unto the dust of death ! (Ps. xxii. 15).

Three hours does He thus hang between heaven, and earth.

Cast out from earth as a curse, and not yet received to blessing

in heaven. These were hours the full meaning of which eternity

alone will disclose. How long I was the language of His spirit

—How long ! penetrates for ever the souls of all who are His.

Hark, He speaks—" becomes the interpreter of this darkness,

and tells us what it signifies ! " (Berl. Bible.) And we must hear

;

—but only hear ! The first three words had brought out for

^ Krummaclier, strangely at variance witk his ordinary poetical vein, has

no toleration for " this poetical view !" Yet as the veil of a more profound

truth it is very obvious, and not at aU inconsistent with a deeper inter-

pretation.

^ As the tide of J. And. Schmid's dissertation bespeaks : De labore solis,

laborante sole justitise.

' Draseke suggests another analogy

went down at once in high noon."
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our pure consolation the fruits of redemption—Peace, life, love ;

though the thh'd had in it a tone of farewell and preparation

for bitter death. But now the midmost of the Seven Words
(Matt, and Mar. record only this, and it is the only one which

is witnessed by two witnesses) takes us into the heart and centre

of His passion unto death. He cried with a loud voice—with

the infinite power of most internal pressure of spirit He cries

out into the dark heavens above Him, the plain and intelligible

words of lamentation in the Psalm

—

My God, My God, luJiy hast

Tliou forsaken Me ? /

It has been said by many from the beginning (down to

Krummacher) that when Jesus uttered this cry of anguish, the

sun had already begun to shine out again ; but we cannot admit

this supposition. Out of the darkness still present within Him,
consequently while the darkness still continued around Him,
Jesus uttered His cry—but that cry of itself must bring the

lio;ht ao'ain

!

The Evangehsts give the original with a translation—the

former, indeed, in order to make intelligible the perversion of

Eli into Elias, but mainly for its own sake, on account of the

sacredness and soleness of this word— " as if they were unwill-
in o; that a sino;le tone of this lamentation should be lost." We
do not read the Hebrew text, but as mixed with the Chaldee,

according to the current language of the time ; for Jesus ap-

propriates the word to Himself, and it was provided that every

one should understand it.^ Hence \>1^ instead of DTI?, as the

Targumist also has it. (The reading azahtani in the Vulg.,

which Luther followed, is a correction it may be of Jerome.)

The ^E\o)t in St Mark was probably SjT.icized afterwards in-

stead of 'H\e/ or 'HXt. The unusual Yoc. Qei in Matthew

(Sept. elsewhere also 6 ^eo9, see however Judg. xvi. 28, xxi. 3

;

Ezra ix. 6), will bring into prominence the specific meaning in

^ Otherwise the sacred original text of Scripture was familiar to the Lord.

It has been said very truly : It is not to be thought that Christ, if He would

speak with foreigners, could not have at once spoken their tongue ; and

was He not perfectly at home in the Scripture, the true home of His Spirit ?

To this also we may apply John vii. 15. Nevertheless He was so accustomed

to speak the Scripture, not as a scribe, with the people and to the people, that

He utters it in the same manner in His own most sohtary anguish.
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this place ; as also the putting fxe before I'^KareKiire^ (deviating

from Sept. and ordinary rule) has the same emphasis for its

reason. Finally, we shall speak again about Ivarl or eh r/,

XdfjLfjia, XajMCL or Xrjfid, Xe/jud. These, however, are trivialities

;

it is now above all important that we should bring clearly before

our minds the twenty-second Psalm, in the language of which

the Lord spoke.

Let this be read, let it be read entwe; but simply, as by

a Christian, who, with a mind under the influence of Calvary,

would read himself if possible into the soul of Jesus:—this

will do more than all the commentaries of the learned. Justice,

however, must be done to these commentaries and their objec-

tions ; and as I may not refer all my readers to my own com-

mentary (of which I retract nothing essential) I will endeavour

as briefly as possible to set the main question before them. It

may be assumed as " scientifically" demonstrated now that the

psalm as a prophecy does not belong to the so-called directly

Messianic psalms, in which (as in Ps. ex. according to the deci-

sion of Jesus and His Apostles) the prophet consciously speaks

of, or introduces as speaking, the future Messiah as a subject

distinguished from himself—but to the typical psalms.^ For

such delineations of external and internal situations could not

be dictated by the Spirit as hanging in the air, without psycho-

logical or historical mediation or basis; we admit of no such

idea of inspiration or prophecy as would tolerate or require this.

But it is by no means to be asserted— as is charged upon typical

exegesis by those who misunderstand it—that therefore the

contents of the typical word do not altogether suit the fulfilment,

and consequently that between the expressions which were lite-

rally fulfilled much remains applicable to David alone. The
matter is in reality (as we once more assert) true in an inverse

way. The typical history has indeed traits which do not belong

to the tertium comparationis ; but, in contradistinction to this,

it is the very characteristic of a prediction, which proceeds from

a type and makes the history of the time its substratum,^ that

it should approximate the symbolically-imperfect element to the

^ Just as in opposition Pss. ii. and ex., and Isa. liii. are purely objec-

tive prophecies of the Person of the coming One.

^ As in a certain degree of historical writing itself, in as far as it haa
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foreseen fulfilment, that it should anticipate, so to speak, and

exhibit beforehand the particulars of that fulfilment, and thus

overpass the historical reference. Thus, while it says nothing

but what suits the fulfilment, it says also many things which

only in that fulfilment unfold the fullest and most proper sense

of its letter

—

much that has previously only a very preliminary

truth. If we will not admit that the prophetic spirit foresaw

these things and so ordered the expression that their fulfilment

in Christ first actually fulfilled them—then assm-edly we have

not only no mechanical, unmediated inspiration and prophecy,

but actually none at all left ; then it is all resolved at once into

a pre-forming history according to the system of Hofmann.^

But we think that the Old Testament manifests everywhere a

design on the part of the prophetic spmt to pass beyond the

situation and consciousness of the prophesier, which both ap-

proves and discloses itself in the final coincidence of the fulfil-

ling history. And this, in relation to Psalm xxii., is something

very different from the absurd notion that the entire crucifixion,

and all its attendant circumstances, had been revealed to David
;"

—a notion which could spring only from thorough misunder-

standing, and is of course to be protested against. It is, hovv-

ever, by no means absurd to say that David, proceeding from

his own personal experiences and dispositions, is led by the Holy

Spirit, whose language was upon -his lips, further onward to a

delineation which, on the whole, as also in many particulars,

now first becomes fully true, 7r\7]povTav. This view, which

quite correctly " makes David speak at once and not speak," is

by Umbreit's brief protest very far from being refuted. We
should be glad to have one decisive instance pointed out of the

obscurity and confusion with which the figure of the suffering

Kedeemer is alleged to be invested by our theory. On the other

handj we are prepared almost everywhere to show that the great,

fuU words, taken in their true literality, have only a shadowy

a typical-prophetic reference in its selections and exhibition:—the case,

for instance, of MelchizedjBc.

^ The more correct formula -would then be, Tors livrspov tT^Mpuh to ^Iri

'TToc'hoit TcsivT^Yipatcivov—Then became true once more, that which was then

already said or done. Thus the " fulfilment" would rather be the recurring

shadow !
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suitableness to David ; whereas in Christ, as in their light^ they

shine as the purest truth, and prove themselves to have been

but the shadow of this great body. This would be a " magical

necessity to predict the most distant things and the most con-

tingent events," only on the supposition that the prophet's " in-

dividual self-consciousness must be altogether extinguished while

he thus prophesies," which, however, we by no means assert.

Apart from the fact, that the individual circumstances here in

question are never mere " contingent events," but rather typical-

historical incorporations of general ideas, like everything in the

history of the God-man, which the Scripture specifies either in

narrative or prophecy. We confidently say, therefore, and

without violating the laws of thought or of history-, the same

thing concerning Ps. xxii. which Umbreit himself asserts con-

cerning prophecy as a whole. Does not the sorrowful form of

the Sufferer rise before us out of the simplest explanation of the

text ? And if Umbreit allows Micalvs Bethlehem and the ass

in Zechariah to have been prophecies literally fulfilled (though

in themselves beyond the self-consciousness of both those pro-

phets), why not also the mockery, the parting of the garments,

the cleaving of the tongue to the jaws,—yea, finally, the piercing

of the hands and the feet, like the piercing in Zechariah ?

Christ took the beginning of the psalm as His cry of lamen-

tation, the end of it (as we shall see) for His cry of victory.

Ver. 8 was most literally fulfilled in the mouths of the mockers.

St John refers, as simply as sublimely, not merely to the parting

of the garments, but even to the casting lots, as found in the

psalm, ver. 19. Yet we do not attribute to him any such "absui'd"

notion about the individual circumstances as was referred to

above ; while it cannot be denied that he finds this as an indi-

\ddual circumstance really predicted. The whole delineation in

vers. 12-18 of the psalm is—even apart from the difficulty

which modem theology finds in the nj^D (by the Masora, how-

ever, correctly though in ignorance defended)—so wonderfully

reproduced in the scene of Golgotha, that it seems as if we were

reading a history of it written beforehand.^ Verse 22 is not

only realised in its striking expression " Brethren" in John xx.

^ Less :
" One could almost believe that a Christian had composed the

psalm."
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17 ; but it is quoted by apostolical authority in Heb. ii. 11, 12,

as a direct prediction. These are the salient points which are

illustrated and explained in the New Testament ; but the whole

as such, apart from indi\ddual quotations, leads us directly to the

Messiah. A Holy One of God is described in conflict and

victory ; in the deepest anguish and ignominy first, then in the

highest honour. In David's life^ there are many things similar,

on which the Holy Spirit in his soul might base the prophecy ;

but we seek in vain for any single situation in his life which

would entirely correspond. (Even 1 Sam. xxiii. 25, 26, which

Hofmann points to, will certainly not suffice.) For we see a

righteous man who, in ver. 1 as in veTs. 10, 11, can with perfect

right of his own—without any trace of personal sin or guilt

—

appeal to God as Ins God from his hirth ; who, nevertheless,

forsaken by this God as to his feehng and experience, is and

remains miserable, finding less acceptance for his prayer than

any other mortal praying in faith. Yers. 3-5.^ A reproach of

men, and despised of the people ; not only threatened by raging

enemies, but internally broken and poured out like water

;

brought by the dark counsel of God into the dust of death ; that

is, abandoned to certain death, beholding Himself already as

dying, and His enemies abeady di\ading His garments.^ Where
and when did all this befall Da\dd ? As to him it was h}^erbole,

to which the Spirit impelled him, but on Calvary it became the

simplest truth. And so also in the second part; where, not

merely (as Hofmann lowers its meaning) " the concealed sun of

the resurrection shines through its clouds," but the victory is as

^ To make the psalm, in opposition to the superscription, a psalm of

the Captivity—with Umbreit— is very bold ; and even were it permis-

sible, it would not fundamentally help the matter.

^ For this is by no means, as Hengstenberg thinks, " a demonstration,

how utterly abnormal such an abandonment u-ould &e," a reason for the

prayer for help^but in vers. 6-15 the contrast of actual abandonment

follows, which by vers. 1-3 preceding would be exhibited all the more

strongly and affectingly. From P'm"> in ver. 1, down to ~^? "?*< ver. 10,

there is nothing but pure description and complaint, elevated by the con-

trast included. In ver. 11 there is a gentle ?!?!'?"'? 5 ^^^ ^o* *ill ^^^^ ^'^^•

18 is there full freedom of supplication.

' Even Paulus admits that this parting of the raiment was not true of

David, without hyperbole. But there is much more of such hyperbole in

the psalm— all simple truth, however, in Christ

!
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glorious as the conflict was gloomy and dark. The anguish of

death is followed (and it is the answer to the why) by a decla-

ration and glorifying of the name of God, a salvation for all

the miserable far and wide, to the ends of the world, and
among all the kindreds of the nations, by means of which the

hearts of the comforted live for ever, others lying in the dust of

death are lifted up, and the people that shall be born are made
partakers of His righteousness:—and all through the full ac-

complishment of salvation in this One Sufferer, who hath " done
this !" What deliverance of David ever had, or ever could

have, such results? Are we not involuntarily compelled to

think of Isa. liii. ? Couldr David have conceived and uttered

all this without an elevation beyond himself ; even while lesser

analogies in his own history might make him susceptible, and
prepare him for such contemplations ?

Thus, all as it is here predicted, has indeed its root in the

experiences of Old-Testament saints, especially David, who was
also an anointed of God passing through shame and suffering

;

and the prophetic word which had its goal in Christ grows up
and takes its form, here as everywhere, from the Old-Testament,

human, Hfe in God:—nevertheless it has its full and perfect

truth only in Christ. So especially and most properly with

regard to the cry of anguish in the beginning, which Christ

makes His own, and thereby teaches us that He fully discerned

Plimself in this psalm. Umbreit says correctly that " beyond
this there can be no expression of human distress ;" for it cer-

tainly has nothing to do with despair, but, on the contrary, it

breathes the supremest faith. To be forsaken of God— does

indeed sound dark enough : such language we use either (in

another sense) touching consummate wickedness, or (as it is here

meant) touching the deepest misery. When mortal man appeals

to God, Forsake me not ! or at most. Hast Thou, canst Thou then

have, forsaken me ?—this speaks of deep distress and anguish.

But here is the rigid and actual '•^^^TV, Thou hast forsaken, as it

respects the complainant's feeling and experience ; because hear-

ing, consolation, help, and strengthening are, notwithstanding

all the cries of His soul, far off:

—

nevertheless, and this is the

marvellous counterpart, nevertheless He speaks of this to His

God, speaks to Him with the most confidential and penetrating
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Thou ! Even there where we read, Tliou hnngeet Me to the dust

of death I Yea, He asks His God like a Son, in the boldness

of His complaints, the why of His abandonment !'

One after another has repeated the thought that Christ had

the entire psalm in His view, and consequently also the consola-

tions which occur afterwards ; and that it was His purpose to

utter and pray through the whole for the encouragement of His

soul, as we use hymns and Scripture in our sorrow^s, but that

He could not in His exhaustion go beyond the commencement

of it. The excellent Braune (who cannot always shake off

Schleiermacher) speaks with unpardonable boldness :
" After

the loudly-uttered first w^ords of the psalm He certainly prayed

through the whole of it, or the whole was present to His soul."

How then in that case could the beginning of it have been a truth

in His lips ? And how unseemly such a use of Scripture now
upon the cross ! How psychologically inconceivable is the pre-

sent consciousness of an entire long psalm in that conflict which

the soul of the world's Redeemer is now sustaining ! We must

protest against such views as altogether false, inasmuch as they

lose sight of the real fulfilment of that mystery of profound

anguish of spirit which the psalm itself predicts. The Lord

thinks indeed of that psalm which He had often contemplated

before as a prophecy of Himself ; He will not, however, pray

through the entire psalm for His invigoration ; but the Spirit

brings to His thought, at the crisis to which it belonged, the

word with which it commences

—

In that He finds His consola-

tion bound up wdth the expression of anguish, and needs no more

to pray or lament. Braune—with Schleiermacher and many
—lays too much emphasis, because a one-sided emphasis, upon

our Lord's speaking in the words of the psalm ; he w^ould pre-

maturely occupy the Lord's mind by the subsequent hope and

joy of the psalm, before the word of lamentation was uttered

;

and thus essentially give up the profound meaning of that word

in itself.^

Thus much is true : The Divine counsel in Scripture so

1 Equally incorrect is Arndt :
" He asks in the introductory \^ord of

Ps. xxii., in order to exhibit the whole psalm as fulfilled, and redemption

as accomplished." If this was the conscious design of Jesus, where would

be room for the ahcindovment and the u-7>y ?
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ordered it that, as the mockery of the blasphemer, so also the

lamentation of the Sufferer before Israel and the world, should

be only the fulfilment of what was appointed ; that His anguish

should only precede His victory:—but that was a consequence

which Jesus at the moment could not and did not think of.

Thus much is also true : The word of the Scripture presents to

Him at the proper moment the expression at once of dismay and
trust, as both were struggling together in Him ; and He seizes

it as a rod and staff, for to such an end was it written for Him.
But that implies that He did not at once contemplate in His

mind the whole subsequent consolation of the psalm. For, He
does not take the Scripture here into His mouth as an objec-

tive word, after our own manner ; but enters into it wholly, is

as it were one with it, and it becomes li\ang in Him, He lives it

out. Finally, it is also true that the Lord could not thus speak,

couWnot mxourn over the abandonment of God, out of a feel-

ing absolutely and originally His own, and as using a word self-

originated in His own consciousness. It is so far a strange word

to Him, a word which grew out of the sufferings of humanity

before Him ; and, as a prophecy in these sufferings, prepared for

Himself for a witness that He now, as the Son of man, " the

afflicted, tested Eighteous One in the midst of the unrighteous"

suffers and laments. If we strive to imamne the Son of God
in the flesh now first forming for Himself this cry of profoundest

anguish as His own personal word, we shall feel how inappro-

priate, yea, how impossible it is ! But He did nevertheless per-

fectly appropriate the word of the psalm ; rather, it had such a

truth in His heart and upon His lips, as it never had before and

never will again have ; it perfectly expressed His meaning and

His condition. Had it not been so, there would have been no

prophecy fulfilled
; yea, then He would not have said it. He

utters it openly, He withholds it not, when it was given to His

thought by His God, for all is now the most hidden converse

with His God. He thinks of no testimony to those without ; the

loud cry^ forgetting the crowd around as if it existed not, is the

involajntary expression of his inmost feeling. But it was the

providential ordinance that all the world should know what was

^ "What a trial for the malefactor's fnitli

!
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passing in the deptlis of His soul, and that not otlierwise than

as it was foretold.

The psalm itseK shows us that He who felt Himself for-

saken was by no means actually forsaken ; and this is proved

by the very first word of the prayer, for he who can speak to

God must have God with him} From this therefore we pro-

ceed in our whole exposition. First of all, we hold fast that

Christ as the Son of God could never be forsaken by His

Father ; and this is expressly testified in John xvi. 32. Sooner

may heaven and earth be torn asunder, the creature be dissolved

and separated from its fundamental principle, than the Father

be separated from the Son, that is, God from Himself ! Only

those who forsake God are forsaken of Him. (2 Chron. xii. 5,

XV. 2, xxiv. 20.) He who laments in this " forsaken Me,'' who

feels Himself thus forsaken, is the same Son of Man who said

in Gethsemane, Not as I will ; that is, as man, by means of the

Kpyy^i^ of the Divine in Him He is now l^ft to His human

weakness. The conflict of Gethsemane is here heightened and

fulfilled. There, it was the conflict of the human will; but

still in the clear consciousness of the Spirit triumphing over the

flesh. Here, there appears even a struggle of the human con-

sciousness, an actual obscuration of the light of the spirit in the

labouring soul—labouring indeed only through the concealed

spirit. There, the Lord came to the bounds of obedience; a

certain not-willing was present, which, however, retreated

before obedience. Here, the hardest and profoundest tempta-

tion drives him to the bounds of faith ; a certain not-trusting,

and thus not-knowing, is present, but firm faith approves and

glorifies itself even in this. Adam forsook God, though God

had not forsaken him ; Christ, feelmg Himself forsaken of God,

nevertheless leaves not God, and thus becomes—our God-with-

us. Assuredly, for a moment (at this extreme end of the three

hours, not during the whole of these hom's, for in every tempta-

tion of our Lord the transition at its limit must suddenly come)

—in the strictest sense for a moment Jesus knew not that for

which His Why must ask, felt no longer the nearness of His

1 " Thus these words express the contradiction between His person and

His position, when He entered this hour:—internal fellowship with God

and abandonment by God" (Schmieder).

VOL. VII. 2 H
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God, whom He therefore calls for in the deepest lamentation.

This was, on the one hand, a voluntary severance, caused by

love, of the love manifesting itself in time from the eternal

love, as Ebrard expresses it. But, on the other hand, it was, at

the same time, the demonstration and perfect work of the same

love, which must and which will sink entirely into oneness with

humanity,—into the doom and judgment of humanity even to

death, the wages of sin. In Gethsemane the cup of death was

brought near to Him ; and the scent, as it were, of its first

drops excited in Him the recoil from the full drinking, which He
tasted beforehand m spirit. Here, He has fully drunk it. He
has actually as God-man in His humanity tasted and experienced

death ; He is seized by it, though He was not, and could not be

holden of it. (Acts ii. 24.) He then spoke relatively with compo-

sure, in submission to His almighty Father; but here He cries as

if utterly sinking to His God. If we should imagine to ourselves

that within Him, i^ His inmost soul, there was light amid all this

obscuration—the word of His lamemtation would contradict us !

Only the material substratum of His passion, in the unity

and mutual interpenetration of body and soul which was per-

fect in Him, was the corporeal suffering which Ps. xxii. 14, 15,

describes ;—the pouring out of all His strength, the drying up

of the sap of hfe, the fever of wounds, thu'st such as all the

dying feel, possibly even (for why not even that ?) recurring

variations of fainting which would swallow up all consciousness.

But mider all was the suffering of the sacred soul, internally

full of the energy of life, which was conscious of death for the

sake of sin as the doom of hmuan nature, and which He tasted

as essential death invading the most essential life. (He felt

again what was said of this upon Gethsemane.) This was now

His real dying ; the surrender of His Spirit to the Father was

already the victory over death." He felt the death of humanity;

humanity came in His heart to the perfect feeling of its own

death"—as Lange says.^ This was, however, not merely the

^ Whose thoroxigli exposition of the Eli^ Eli, which we can almost en-

tirely agree with, is among the most beautiful parts of his book. And it

is an illustrious example that one may all the more profoundly seize the

inmost depth of the atoning passion, if juristical satisfaction and represen-

tative damnation is given up.
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pang of bodily dissolution, but tbe feeling of tbe dying soul.

Still less was it anything like a declining to die—Must I thus

actually die ? (as if He at the close might have hoped that this

would be removed, as He had prayed in (j?thsemane !)—but

the absolute and " boundless alienation'' from it which was in

the supremest degree natural to His life—Is tJiis death ? Is

it so horrible ? Is the light and life of God utterly no longer

in it? That is to say, death, and sin, on account of which

death comes, are to His consciousness and feeling thus wholly

and inseparably bound up together, as we found it at Geth-

semane. " Sin is nothing else but separation from God, and

now God withdraws indeed His hght and Himself ; then fol-

lows darkness. With the sin, which Christ now bears as the

sin-offering, God mingles not His hght of grace. This is the

fundamental reason of the darkening of the face of mercy."

(Berl. Bible.) Thus the horror of death assails Him, inasmuch

as (without positive, personal consciousness of guilt) the death

which He accepted for the sin of others is regarded by Him as,

and becomes to Him, the—being without God. What a feel-

ing must this have been to this Holy One, in whom the con-

sciousness of God and the consciousness of life were, as in the

case of no other, one ! The saints in the Old Testament de-

scribe their relative failing of heart, and darkening of the

(internal) eyes, as the hiding of God's countenance ; but Christ

is in dying forsaken of God as none else ever was, for he had

lived in and with God as none else had ever lived.

A threefold oppression, we may more precisely say, now

breaks in upon Him. The wickedness of human nature from

without, from others—and its weakness in Himself (the higher

analogon of 2 Chr. xii. 5) He must endure. Moreover, Satan

comes upon Him, the king of terrors, the prince of death;

speaks to Him lymgly of wrath with images for His fantasy

which show Him all the kingdoms of hell and their horrors

—

He sees nothing around and before Him but iSDp r^?"^V niri

(Ps. xl. 12), sufferings and sins inseparably interwoven ; for in

His sympathy as the Head and centre of humanity He assur-

edly feels the sins of the world as if they were His own. {'n):)V

in the same passage.) Finally, His own heart forsook Him
Q^yv '3^), that is, God Himself, who is the heart and hfe of His
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heart, had withdrawn Himself. This is the truth and the reahty

of the abandonment, concerning which Bengel remarks :
" He

does not only say that He was deHvered by God to the will of

men, but also thatV^'om God Himself He suffered something un-

utterahle to usJ' That is, nothing positive^—but the negative

keeping silence, distance, and obscuration of the Sonship in

Him by means of which He could say Father ; so that only the

humanity remained, and that no longer feels the consolation of

God. He who had just comforted the malefactor with the pro-

mise of Paradise now " hangs comfortless." Thus " it may be

regarded as more possible before God that the personally-

assumed human nature of Jesus should be cut off from the in-

Jlowing of the Divine love, than that the wrath of God should

be severed from sin without propitiation." (Winckler.) Half

true, that is, true in the first clause ; for in the second we must,

according to the Scripture, substitute death for wrath. "Heaven

hides itself—hell alone remains !" (Pape.) But that 7ieZ^ re-

mains, applies (in his meaning), as a symbolical warning point-

ing to eternal darkness (Ecclus. xvii. 21), to the sinners without;

in Christ remains the " My God," even though the heavens are

hidden. This is death ; but the death, in which life remaineth,

saves us from death, and obtains for us life again. " As in the

beginning of the creation the Lord called the light out of the

darkness, so also now He calls the light out of the darkness

once more : He calls life out of death." ^

And now let it be carefully observed that Christ at the end

of the three anxious hours first sends up to heaven in its full

and uttered strength the cry of anguish which ended His

' Hence, not, Why dost Thou pour Thy wrath upon Me, Why dost Thou

punish and condemn Me, Thy beloved Son ? Or, rather without wTiy, as

that theory would require, and without the My— " God, Thou condenmest

Me ! I sink under Thy wrath !

"

^ Salzmann. He goes on to draw a suggestive parallel in the Trothcy-

yividiot, of the external world. " Hence when the Restorer waged the con-

flict of death upon the cross, the sun was darkened and the earth quaked

;

as a symbol of that which will take place at the end of the world when the

great Restoration will be consummated." So pregnant and far-reaching

are God's signs ! Here belongs Ps. viii. 4 (according to Bengel's remark

on Matt, xxvii. 45) ; for the new world has no new and other sun, besides

Christ Himself.
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ano-uisli,— as the final outbreak of an anguish which had been

three hours restrained and secretly gnawing Hjs soul. Al-

though it is the most oppressive moment of supreme abandon-

ment which urges the crs^, it is at the same time removed by

that cry ; then does His heart find room, and light comes back

to His eyes. We correctly translate, Why hast Thou forsaken

Me ? Bengel : " In the past. At that moment the abandon-

ment ceased, and presently afterwards the whole Passion." On
the other hand he is quite wrong when he says, " In the middle

and deepest abandonment He was silent ;" for, it is the deepest

abandonment which breaks forth and is lost in the cry of

anguish. During three hours of deepening oppression He had

kept silence before His God—had not murmured—had not com-.

plained, even by a Jt-v/rw—had not cried, Help Me !—but had re-

strained His sorrow and waited and been patient to the uttermost

extreme. This patience, and what He suffered, this extremity^

must for ever be to our understanding a concealed and impene-

trable mystery, because we have in us no Divine-human ex-

perience of sin and death in their connection. That word ^^^^Ji^,

forsaken Me, spoken still in the darkness by Christ to God, is

itself a dark abyss ; " it conceals a depth in which our thoughts

are lost." For it is that "perfect contradiction," proceeding

from sin into consummate death, as it first reached actual

reahty on the cross of reconciliation. " In the height of triumph

upon the throne it will be made plain what the Mediator's sor-

row was on the edge of the abyss." That was the price of

redemption ! For however dark and gloomy the lamentation of

deepest anguish may sound to us in this word, these two things

are clear to us as the light which now again emerged from the

darkness;—that this word is not an outbreak of unbelieving

despair ; and that Christ suffered, as holy, so also propitiatory,

sufferings, in our room and stead, for our sin. We cannot un-

derstand this word in any other way ; it gives direct assurance

to every one who would not empty it or lay it aside altogether,

that Christ, in order to perfect in His person the work, and

Himself as the Redeemer, suffered death in a real connection

with sinful humanity.

But the first abides also true : He never despaired of His

God ; consequently He suffered what He suffered " not as a
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punisliment (of Himself) in His consciousness, not as a judg-

ment upon Bis own heart." The theology which goes so far

as to assert this, has always most unwarrantably overlooked the

Eloi, Eloi, which belongs to, and even precedes, the forsaken

Me—the unmoved and immoveable My God !^ He trusted in

God—this ceases not now, but reaches its perfection. For
God was His God from His mother's womb, Ps. xxii. 9, 10
(which Psalm-word as it respects Christ has its deepest meaning
in His miraculous and sacred birth, to which He now refers

back in His second birth of death). Yerily, He did not take

His farewell of God when He died ; but He in death fulfilled

His course and kept the faith ! If not—who can think out the

consequences of this, as relatively possible in His humanity ?

In this My God He utters, and He alone in a sole and in-

comparable sense, the nevertheless of the " nevertheless-psalm,"

Ps. Ixxiii. 1-26. The struggle and transition was not, indeed,

so easy as Umbreit expresses it :
" After the supphcatory invo-

cation had passed, like a breath of the humanity from His Divine

lips. He enters into the undisturbed consciousness of His unity

with the Father, and perfect rest and peace." But the " My
God" belongs, in the unity of the moment of anguish with the

peace, itself at the same time to the amazement of the lamenta-

tion

—

My God hath forsaken Me ! Its repetition is at first a

repetition of the anguish— as in the psalm originally, according

to its then psychological truth. But then it is also, since the

fulfilment goes beyond the meaning of the type, a repetition

of the victory, surpassing the only-07zce-bewailed abandonment.

While He thus calls upon His God, He finds His God again

!

And it now becomes manifest that the " forsaken" had not been
an objective, indeed not an altogether subjective, abandonment.

And so far the whole is " not so much a cry of anguish, as

rather a testimony that He had broken through into a freedom
becoming to His mediatorial office." (Eieger.) Even in this

quaking of the earth, the rock is unmoved. It is, as Lange
says, " a marvellous sacred despair, w4iich is one with the

supremest trust."

^ Strangely enough the Pesh. loses this, for we find a mere '^''X
; and

we could almost accept the supposition of Grotius that it was a corruption

of the text through transposition of "Vi«.
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He says with the Psalmist, who from the depths of his own

personal experience had a presentiment of the suffering Messiah

and typified Him, only God and not Father ; and this is of great

importance. Never elsewliere had Christ spoken thus of " His

God" alone : comp. Jno. viii. 54, xx. 17. Only God^ for now
the man in Him speaketh :—nevertheless My God, with a pro-

priety and fulness of meaning which no other could arrogate

before or after Him ; for the Holy One of God speaketh, who
experienced this abandonment for the sake of sinners. Assuredly

there is a profound reason here why He does not this time dare

to utter the Father-name :—but God is not before Him in such

fearful wrath as to take from His lips the " My God." On the

one hand, that is certainly true which Winckler delivers on Ps.

xxii. 4-6 :
" Thus there was as great a difference between His

suffering and the greatest suffering of other saints, as there is

between a worm and a man ;" but, on the other hand, it abides

equally true that, trodden in the dust of death as a writhing

worm, Christ is still and must ever be Christ. Only the sinless

One can in His own person say still in such a depth My God;
we only in Him. And that right of humanity before the time

of Christ to cry unto God in prayer, which has been appealed

to,^—that which in Ps. xxii. 5, 6, is admitted—came from the

same grace which was procured here in the fulness of time by

Christ. His lamentation—it is in truth the lament of humanity

—had been uttered a thousand times before He came, probably

in the same language. But, the prophetic word was already so

framed, that with full personal right and in his own power no

man can ever utter the same v5^ ; and this expression has its

full truth only in Christ.

Consequently, Christ does not speak in the person and in the

place of condemned sinners in any such sense as the rigid theo-

logy of satisfaction teaches,—but teaches without marking how
its theory is here refuted. Those who are cast out with the

devil into everlasting torment, who cry to the mountains and to

the rocks instead of to God, dare not and cannot cry. My God

!

He who according to the summum jus is at last and finally

* Lange borders on this :
" The great wliy^ which is permitted to the

miserable race of man under God's riie." Certainly it is, but only through

j^race ; and it is not permitted to the damned.
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abandoned of God knows well wherefore—and has no prayer

remaining, because no God. Yea, if the ^^whyf" were pos-

sible in hell, it would receive as the perfection of daring the

most awful of all answers. Thus it was not " the punishment

of the damned" which Christ suffered. It was not, as Theremin
preaches, " the feeling of entire and decided misery" which this

word from the cross expressed ; for can he be entirely and de-

finitively miserable who can yet call upon his God? V—If God
so absolutely forsakes the sinner as to leave him to himself as

nothing but a sinner, then there remains only despair and

severance from God. But since God forsook Christ, and yet

forsook Him not, He remains the Man in God, who retains God
for Himself, and recovers Him for us.^ Here is a greater than

Moses, whose countenance sJione when he came out of the dark-

ness, in the midst of which was God. (Ex. xx. 21, xxxiv. 29.)

Thus the Whi/, in its only meaning as it regards Christ, is

grounded upon the Mi/, and such a Why Christ alone can ask.

Hengstenberg says quite correctly :
" Everi/ one is justified in

asking this Why, who has a right to call God his God, notwith-

standing his manifold sins of infirmity"—but whence came,

and whence to this day comes, this right of a sinner, but from

the righteousness imparted by the grace of God, that righteous-

ness Avhich Christ has here in Himself? His filial questioning

of the government, this awful moment inexplicable to Him, of

the God who forsakes Him, and yet is ever with and in Him,
forms a remarkable counterpart and contrast, in its infinitely

sublimer and fuller truth, with His parents' questioning of their

1 It is, moreover, one of those unimaginable things which so often occur

in dogmatic systems, that Christ could have endured in a short space, by
means of His indwelling Divine power, the whole torment of hell ; and as

an infinite Person all the wrath of God, for the endurance of which the

damned require eternity ! This self-contradicting notion contradicts also

the testimony of Christ, and must assume, to be intelligible at all, that

despair is not of itseK an essential element of damnation. And though

Luther maintained that " Christ suffered the fear and horror of a tortured

conscience^ and tasted eternal wrath"— it is nevertheless a sentence contrary

to fact, reason, and Scripture.

2 " He held firmly to God and retained the Divinity of His life, at the

time when in His unity with mankind, and in His human feeling, the feel

ing of abandonment by God amazed Him." Lange.
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holy child, who had never done anything aroirov— Why hast

Thou done this unto us f This Why is something quite different

from a questioning in doubt, Art Thou, then (or no longer), My
God ? That is an impossibility ! His lamentation has nothing

to do with any defiance or despair of hell, as if He had been

oppressed or swallowed up of it. But, it is itself the victory of

prayer, the finding in the seeking; and the question brings its

answer at once with it.

Thus wrath— not actual, but represented to Him by Satan

—is lost in love, and death in life. " There is no fellowship

between God and sin, hut Christ comes between" Most beauti-

fully, though not in theological style, Lange says :
" In Christ

the consciousness of Divinity itself^ touches the consciousness

of death. The heart of God feels the breath of death in that

dying heart which is the centre of humanity ; but thereby death

dies in the heart of God." Now we tremble not ; but if we

fall into despondency, this is our strength and our consolation,

that He also was amstxed but did not fall into despair.

The Scripture was His stay and consolation throughout

those all-decisive last moments, when the salvation of the world

was in the balance; He seized it as the prophesied word of

Scripture, and by no such unconscious coincidence as the

mockers spoke, Psalm xxii. 8. He now brings to His mind

(not before) the whole psalm, and its exit in glory ; hence im-

mediately the " I thirst " in the consciousness of the fulfilment

of all Scripture. Why? He had asked. This, according to

the meaning of the psalm (where HD? is equivalent to nsp) cer-

tainly inquu-es first into the reason— Cur ? quxire f quam oh

rem ? and Matt, expresses this with the Sept.^ in his IvaTc. But

St Mark embraces the other side, connected indeed with the

former, where he points forward to the design, and says ek rt,

as if it had been n»^ (to what end) ; hence the readings \r]fj,d,

1 For it was this which, in the humanity of the God-man, could no

more lose or give up the " My God " than its own unity vriih the Father

and the Son in the Holy Spirit.

2 See in the Sept. Ps. xhi. 5 (comp. ver. 9 o(ccrl)—Fs. xliii. 1, xliv.

24, 25, Ixxiv. 1, Ixxx. 12. etc.— also for "^-"jy Numb. xxii. 32. Comp. in

the New Testament Luke xiii. 7. Thus it is to be resolved into tI s(xtiv,

yiyoveu^ ha,— not, as Buttmann : damit wasf geschehe.
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X€/u,a, Vulg. lema both in Matt, and Mark. In both senses, but

pressing on to the latter which discloses the reason in the end,

the answer of the Father is revealed to Christ, as He Himself

declares it in the two folloT\dng words—In order to finish and

fulfil that for which Thy soul tUrsteth! When Christ in Gethse-

mane was clearly conscious of the other will of His I, He says

concerning it

—

Not as I will! When He upon Calvary cries

out the question. Why f—He also gives the answer. Thus did

His ciy in its victorious power rend the veil of the darkness of

His anguish. At once it is light without and within ; and the

returning light is the victorious sign of life out of death. With-

out, there is mockery again—thus the sin of humanity reveals

itself also in the new light of grace. But to this belongs the

following word of our Lord ; which will lead us to consider and

understand the perversion of the Eli into Elias, and the potion

given Him to drink.

END OF VOLUME SEVENTH.










